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1.0 Executive Summary 


This Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) Assessment has been 
undertaken to assess the potential opportunities for crime and the perceived fear of crime 
that may be associated with the proposed concept mixed use building envelope above and 
adjacent to the approved Waterloo Station as envisaged in the Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) to which this report is appended. 


CPTED is a situational crime prevention strategy that focuses on the design, planning and 
structure of an environment. This assessment aims to identify the potential opportunities of 
crime created by the proposed development by assessing the development in accordance 
with design and place management principles of CPTED. 


Ethos Urban has prepared this assessment in accordance with the methods and resources 
of the NSW Police Force Safer by Design Course. This assessment has been prepared and 
reviewed by experienced CPTED professionals, following their completion of the NSW 
Police Force Safer by Design Course. The assessment uses qualitative and quantitative 
measures to analyse the physical and social environment in which the proposed 
development is located and recommends actions to mitigate opportunities for crime in 
accordance with the Australian and New Zealand Risk Management Standard AS/NZS 
31000:2009. 


In accordance with the NSW Department of Planning & Environment’s (DPE) guidelines 
(2001) the aim of CPTED strategy is to influence the design of buildings and places by: 


 increasing the perception of risk to criminals by increasing the possibility of detection, 
challenge and capture; 


 increasing the effort required to commit a crime by increasing the time, energy or resources 
which need to be expended; 


 reducing the potential rewards of crime by minimising, removing or concealing 'crime 
benefits'; and 


 removing conditions that create confusion about required norms of behaviour. 


 
An Urban Design and Public Domain Study prepared by Turner and Turf has been reviewed as 
part of this assessment. 
 
The following tasks were undertaken in the preparation of this assessment: 


 review of the Safer By Design Manual by the NSW Police Force; 


 collection and analysis of local and NSW State crime statistics from the Bureau of Crime 
Statistics and Research (BOCSAR); and  


 a crime risk assessment, in accordance with the current NSW policy, of the following 
regulation and assessment principles: 


1. Surveillance 


2. Lighting/technical Supervision 


3. Territorial Reinforcement 
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4. Environmental Maintenance 


5. Activity and Space Management 


6. Access Control 


7. Design, Definition and Designation. 


 


A site inspection was undertaken on 20 August 2018 between the hours 9.00am and 
11.00pm to assess the current site conditions, situational crime prevention measures and 
perceived safety of the existing environment. 


This CPTED report is submitted as part of the development application submission for the 
concept State Significant Development Application (SSD Application). The SSD Application 
relates to the proposed over station development (OSD) mixed use building in Waterloo. We 
note that this assessment considers the concept proposal against the principles of CPTED, 
however, is general in nature. Further CPTED assessments are therefore necessary during 
subsequent detailed SSD applications, informed by detailed design. 


1.1 Disclaimer 


CPTED strategies must work in conjunction with other crime prevention measures, social 
intervention strategies and police operations. By following the recommendations contained in 
this assessment, it must be acknowledge that: 


 there is no definitive measure of ‘safety’. Therefore, this assessment cannot be used to 
prove a definitive measure of safety 


 this assessment does not ensure complete safety for the community or public and private 
property 


 assessment and recommendations are informed by information provided, with observations 
made at the time the assessment was prepared 


 this assessment does not guarantee that all risks have been identified, or that the area 
assessed will be free from criminal activity if recommendations are implemented 


 this assessment has been undertaken on behalf of the applicant and does not represent the 
opinions and expertise of the NSW Police Force. 


 


The principles of CPTED aim to minimise the opportunity for crime. However, it is recognised 
that environmental design cannot definitively eliminate opportunities for crime or prevent a 
determined perpetrator from engaging in criminal activity.   


This assessment has not been informed by a specialist security consultant. Ethos Urban are 
not specialist security consultants and therefore cannot comment on specific security 
measures or system requirements. A security plan for the site is recommended to be 
prepared in consultation with a security consultant. Security consultants should hold a Class 
2A licence in accordance with the Security Industry Act 1997. A security consultant can 
advise on the specific placement, installation, monitoring and maintenance of CCTV 
networks and other security systems such as bollard/barriers. 
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2.0 Introduction 


2.1 Purpose of this report  


This report accompanies a concept State Significant Development Application (concept SSD 
Application) submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) pursuant to 
Part 4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act). The concept 
SSD Application is made under Section 4.22 of the EP&A Act. 


This report should be read in conjunction with the Nominated State Significant Precinct 
(SSP) Study – Waterloo, submitted to the Minister for Planning (The Minister) in July 2018.  
That study proposes new planning controls to facilitate the development proposed.   


Sydney Metro is seeking to secure concept approval for over station development (OSD) 
above and adjacent to Waterloo Station comprising a podium and three taller buildings which 
include commercial, residential, and community land uses.  The concept SSD Application 
seeks consent for a building envelope and use for residential, retail, commercial, 
entertainment, community and recreational purposes, maximum building height, maximum 
gross floor area (GFA), pedestrian and vehicular access, circulation arrangements and 
associated car parking and the strategies and design parameters for the future detailed 
design of development. 


Sydney Metro proposes to procure the construction of the OSD as part of an integrated 
station development package, which would result in the combined delivery of the station, 
OSD and public domain improvements. The station and its public domain elements form part 
of a separate planning approval for Critical State Significant Infrastructure (CSSI) approved 
by DPE on 9 January 2017.  


As the development is within a rail corridor, is associated with railway infrastructure and is 
for “commercial premises or residential accommodation” with a Capital Investment Value of 
more than $30 million, the project is identified as State Significant Development (SSD) 
pursuant to Schedule 1, 19(2)(a) of the State Environmental Planning Policy (State and 
Regional Development) 2011 (SRD SEPP). 


This report has been prepared to outline the crime prevention through environmental design 
impacts and specifically respond to the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 
Requirements (SEARs) issued for the concept SSD Application on 29th June 2018 which 
states that the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is to address the following 
requirements:  


Reference SEARs Requirement Where Addressed in Report 


Plans and 
Documents 


In addition, the EIS must include 
the following: 


• CPTED assessment 


Sections 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 of this 
report. 
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2.2 Overview of the Sydney Metro in its context 


Sydney Metro is Australia's biggest public transport project. A new standalone metro railway 
system, this 21st century network will deliver 31 metro stations and 66km of new metro rail 
for Australia's biggest city — revolutionising the way Sydney travels. Services start in the 
first half of 2019 on Australia’s first fully-automated railway. 


Sydney Metro was identified in Sydney’s Rail Future, as an integral component of the NSW 
Long Term Transport Master Plan, a plan to transform and modernise Sydney’s rail network 
so it can grow with the city’s population and meet the future needs of customers. In early 
2018, the Future Transport Strategy 2056 was released as an update to the NSW Long 
Term Transport Master Plan and Sydney’s Rail Future. Sydney Metro City & Southwest is 
identified as a committed initiative in the Future Transport Strategy 2056.  


Sydney Metro is comprised of three projects: 


Sydney Metro Northwest — formerly the 36km North West Rail Link. This $8.3 billion 
project is now under construction and will open in the first half of 2019 with a metro train 
every four minutes in the peak.  


Sydney Metro City & Southwest — a new 30km metro line extending the new metro 
network from the end of Sydney Metro Northwest at Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour, 
through the CBD and  south west to Bankstown. It is due to open in 2024 with an ultimate 
capacity to run a metro train every two minutes each way through the centre of Sydney. 


Sydney Metro West – a new underground railway connecting the Parramatta and Sydney 
central business districts. This once-in-a-century infrastructure investment will double the rail 
capacity of the Parramatta to Sydney CBD corridor and will establish future capacity for 
Sydney’s fast growing west. Sydney Metro West will serve five key precincts at Westmead, 
Parramatta, Sydney Olympic Park, The Bays and the Sydney CBD. The project will also 
provide an interchange with the T1 Northern Line to allow faster connections for customers 
from the Central Coast and Sydney’s north to Parramatta and the Sydney CBD.   


Sydney’s new metro, together with signalling and infrastructure upgrades across the existing 
Sydney suburban rail network, will increase the capacity of train services entering the 
Sydney CBD – from about 120 an hour currently to up to 200 services beyond 2024. That’s 
an increase of up to 60 per cent capacity across the network to meet demand. 
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Figure 1: Sydney Metro alignment map 


 


Sydney Metro City & Southwest includes the construction and operation of a new metro rail 
line from Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour through Sydney’s CBD to Sydenham and on to 
Bankstown through the conversion of the existing line to metro standards. 


The project also involves the delivery of six (6) new metro stations, including at Waterloo, 
together with new underground platforms at Central. Once completed, Sydney Metro will 
have the ultimate capacity for a train every two minutes through the CBD in each direction - 
a level of service never seen before in Sydney. 


On 9 January 2017, the Minister approved the Sydney Metro City & Southwest - Chatswood 
to Sydenham application lodged by TfNSW as a CSSI project (reference SSI 15_7400. 


The CSSI Approval includes all physical work required to construct the CSSI, including the 
demolition of existing buildings and structures on each site. Importantly, the CSSI Approval 
also includes provision for the construction of below and above ground structures and other 
components of future OSD (including building infrastructure and space for future lift cores, 
plant rooms, access, parking and building services, as relevant to each site). The rationale 
for this delivery approach, as identified within the CSSI application is to enable the OSDs to 
be more efficiently built and appropriately integrated into the metro station structures.  
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The EIS for the Chatswood to Sydenham alignment of the City & Southwest project identified 
that the OSD would be subject to a separate assessment process. 


Since the CSSI Approval was issued, Sydney Metro has lodged four modification 
applications to amend the CSSI Approval as outlined below: 


 Modification 1 - Victoria Cross and Artarmon Substation which involves relocation of the 
Victoria Cross northern services building from 194-196A Miller Street to 50 McLaren Street 
together with inclusion of a new station entrance at this location referred to as Victoria Cross 
North. The modification also involves the relocation of the substation at Artarmon from 
Butchers Lane to 98 – 104 Reserve Road. This modification application was approved on 
18 October 2017. 


 Modification 2 - Central Walk which involves additional works at Central Railway Station 
including construction of a new eastern concourse, a new eastern entry, and upgrades to 
suburban platforms. This modification application was approved on 21 December 2017. 


 Modification 3 - Martin Place Station which involves changes to the Sydney Metro Martin 
Place Station to align with the Unsolicited Proposal by Macquarie Group Limited 
(Macquarie) for the development of the station precinct. The proposed modification involves 
a larger reconfigured station layout, provision of a new unpaid concourse link and retention 
of the existing MLC pedestrian link and works to connect into the Sydney Metro Martin 
Place Station. It is noted that if the Macquarie proposal does not proceed, the original 
station design remains approved. This modification application was approved on 22 March 
2018. 


 Modification 4 - Sydenham Station and Sydney Metro Trains Facility South which 
incorporated Sydenham Station and precinct works, the Sydney Metro Trains Facility South, 
works to Sydney Water’s Sydenham Pit and Drainage Pumping Station and ancillary 
infrastructure and track and signalling works into the approved project. This modification 
application was approved on 13 December 2017.  


 


The CSSI Approval as modified allows for all works to deliver Sydney Metro between 
Chatswood and Sydenham Stations and also includes upgrade of Sydenham Station. 


The remainder of the City & Southwest alignment (Sydenham to Bankstown) proposes the 
conversion of the existing heavy rail line from west of Sydenham Station to Bankstown to 
metro standards. This part of the project, referred to as the Sydenham to Bankstown 
upgrade, is the subject of a separate CSSI Application (Application No. SSI 17_8256) for 
which an EIS was exhibited between September and November 2017. A Response to 
Submissions and Preferred Infrastructure Report was submitted to DPE in June 2018 for 
further exhibition and assessment. This application is subject to assessment and 
determination by DPE, taking into consideration a further Response to Submissions Report 
which was submitted to DPE in September 2018.   


2.3 Nominated State Significant Precinct - Waterloo 


Following the decision to locate a metro station in Waterloo, the Minister determined that 
parts of Waterloo are of State planning significance which should be investigated for urban 
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renewal through the SSP process.  SSP study requirements for such investigations were 
issued by the Minister on 19 May 2017. 


Investigation of the Precinct is being undertaken by UrbanGrowth NSW Development 
Corporation (UrbanGrowth NSW), in partnership with Sydney Metro and the Land and 
Housing Corporation (LAHC). The outcome of the SSP process will be new planning controls 
that will enable future development applications for renewal of the Precinct.  


The Precinct includes two separate but contiguous and inter-related parts: 


 The Waterloo Metro Quarter (the Metro Quarter) 


 The Waterloo Estate (the Estate) 


 


A separate SSP Study for the Metro Quarter was lodged in July 2018 in advance of the SSP 
Study for the Estate to provide a planning framework for the construction of OSD within the 
Metro Quarter. The staged submission of the Metro Quarter SSP Study also facilitates the 
proposed development to be delivered concurrently with the metro station, as an integrated 
station development.   


As this concept SSD Application relies upon the planning framework proposed in the Metro 
Quarter SSP Study, it is anticipated that the SSP Study and the Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) for the SSD Application will be exhibited concurrently.  


2.4 Planning relationship between Waterloo Station and the OSD 


While Waterloo Station and the OSD will form an integrated station development, the 
planning pathways defined under the EP&A Act require separate approval for each 
component of the development. In this regard, the approved station works (CSSI Approval) 
are subject to the provisions of Part 5.1 of the EP&A Act (now referred to as Division 5.2) 
and the OSD component is subject to the provisions of Part 4 of the EP&A Act. 


For clarity, the approved station works under the CSSI Approval included the construction of 
below and above ground structures necessary for delivering the station and also enabling 
construction of the integrated OSD. This includes but is not limited to: 


 demolition of existing development 


 excavation 


 integrated station and OSD structure (including concourse and platforms) 


 lobbies  


 retail spaces within the station building 


 public domain improvements associated with the station 


 access arrangements including vertical transport such as escalators and lifts space 
provisioning and service elements necessary to enable the future development of the OSD, 
such as lift cores, plant rooms, access, parking, retail, utilities connections and building 
services. 
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The vertical extent of the approved station works above ground level is defined by the 
‘transfer level’ level (which for Waterloo is defined by approximately RL 33.1 over the 
northern station box and RL 35.1 over the southern station box), above which would sit the 
OSD. An example of this delineation is illustrated in Figure 2. 


 


Figure 2: Delineation between the Metro station and OSD  


 


It is noted that the structural and service requirements and space provisioning to support 
OSD vary from station to station.  For example, based on the current level of design, 
Waterloo Station is not expected to provide for OSD lobbies, end of trip facilities and plant 
rooms.   However, the detailed design may be amended to incorporate these elements as 
part of the integrated station development. 


The CSSI Approval also establishes the general concept for the ground plane of Waterloo 
Station including access strategies for commuters, pedestrians and workers. In this regard, 
the main pedestrian access to the station would be via an entry located at the corner of  
Raglan and Cope Streets. The station design has continued to be developed having regard 
to its integration with the Metro Quarter OSD, and as a result, a second entrance to the 
station is to be provided from a proposed public plaza adjacent to Cope Street. Retail uses 
(approved under the CSSI Approval) would be located on the ground floor of the station 
development along the Cope Street frontage of the site.  


Since the issue of the CSSI Approval, Sydney Metro has undertaken design work to 
determine the technical requirements for the structural integration of the OSD with the 
station. This level of design work, together with the planning and design undertaken for the 
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remainder of the Metro Quarter has informed the concept proposal for the OSD. It is noted 
that ongoing design development of the works to be delivered under the CSSI Approval 
would continue with a view to developing an Interchange Access Plan (IAP) and Station 
Design Precinct Plan (SDPP) for Waterloo Station to satisfy Conditions E92 and E101 of the 
CSSI Approval.  The detailed design for the Metro Quarter would continue to evolve having 
regard to the IAP and SDPP. 


Public domain improvement works immediately adjacent to Waterloo Station would be 
delivered as part of the CSSI Approval to support pedestrian movements between transport 
modes (including to new and relocated bus stops, bike parking on Cope Street, and taxi and 
kiss-and-ride bays on Cope Street), while other public domain works within the Metro 
Quarter are proposed as part of the OSD. Final details of public domain works for the OSD 
will be provided with the detailed SSD Application(s) following finalisation of the SDPP and 
IAP for the CSSI Approval. 
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2.5 The site 


2.5.1 Location 


The site is located within the City of Sydney Local Government Area (LGA). 


The Metro Quarter comprises land to the west of Cope Street, east of Botany Road, south of 
Raglan Street and north of Wellington Street. The heritage listed Waterloo Congregational 
Church located at 103–105 Botany Road is within this block but is not part of the site.  


The site has an approximate area of 1.287 hectares (refer to Figure 3).  


 Figure 3: Waterloo Station location plan  
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2.5.2 Site context 


The Metro Quarter is located in Redfern Street Village (see Figure 4) in the City of Sydney 
LGA approximately 3.3 kilometres south of Sydney CBD, 1 kilometre north of Green Square 
and less than 1 kilometre south of Redfern Station. 


Directly east is the Waterloo Estate, which is owned by the NSW Government and is under 
the management of NSW LAHC. The Waterloo Estate comprises 2,012 social housing 
dwellings and a small number of private dwellings in medium and high density forms, 
ranging from single storey attached dwellings to apartment buildings of up to thirty storeys.  


The Metro Quarter is less than 1 kilometre south-east of the Australian Technology Park 
(ATP), a technology micro-cluster that currently contains around 3,000 – 3,500 workers with 
a range of businesses in technology and creative industries; and a start-up/business 
incubator hub. It is set to grow into a business park that will soon accommodate new 
premises currently under construction (i.e. Commonwealth Bank Australia (CBA) has 
committed to two major office towers).  


 


Figure 4: Location and site plan of the Waterloo State Significant Precinct (in red) and Redfern Street 


Village (in pink) 
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Figure 5:  Nominate State Significant Precinct - Waterloo 
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The site comprises the following properties: 


 136B Raglan Street  Lot 4 DP 215751 


 59 Botany Road   Lot 5 DP 215751 


 65 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP814205 


 67 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP228641 


 124-128 Cope Street  Lot 2 DP228641 


 69-83 Botany Road  SP75492 


 130-134 Cope Street  Lot 12 DP399757 


 136-144 Cope Street  Lots A-E DP108312 


 85 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP27454 


 87 Botany Road   Lot 2 DP27454 


 89-91 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP996765 


 93-101 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP433969 & Lot 1 DP738891 


 156-160 Cope Street  Lot 31 DP805384 


 107-117A Botany Road  Lot 32 DP805384 & Lot A DP408116 


 119-121 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP205942 & Lot 1 DP436831 


 170-174 Cope Street  Lot 2 DP205942 


 


The buildings and structures on the site are now demolished in accordance with the CSSI 
Approval with the exception of one building which is being used to support construction. 


2.6 Surrounding development 


The neighbourhoods adjoining the site are composed of a layered urban fabric, containing a 
mix of commercial, residential, civic uses and open space.  


2.6.1 To the north 


To the immediate north of the site is the suburb of Redfern. Redfern is characterised by 
primarily residential uses. The civic and commercial centre is Redfern Street, part of Redfern 
Village, which cuts across the area and contains key civic, religious, commercial, retail 
buildings and services.  


Redfern Park, including Redfern Oval, is located 800 metres north-east of the site. The 
National Centre for Indigenous Excellence is located to the immediate north of the Waterloo 
Estate on George Street. It is a large multi-purpose facility that contains an outdoor playing 
field, gym and undercover 25 metre swimming pool. 


To the north-west of the site adjacent the railway line is ATP. The ATP site has an overall 
area of 13.2 hectares and is bound by railway lines to the north, railway workshops and 
yards to the north-west, government-owned community housing to the west, Henderson 
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Road to the south and Garden & Cornwallis Streets to the east. The site is undergoing 
progressive redevelopment for commercial, retail, educational, entertainment and civic uses. 
This includes the adaptive reuse of the existing State heritage listed Locomotive Workshops.  


Redfern Station is also one of Sydney’s largest transport interchanges, providing direct 
access to numerous suburban and intercity lines feeding to Central Station and the City 
Circle line. 


2.6.2 To the east 


To the immediate east of the site, within the suburb of Waterloo is the Waterloo Estate. The 
Estate comprises 18.12 hectares of largely state government owned land, containing 2,012 
social housing dwellings and a small number of privately owned sites. The buildings range 
from single storey attached dwellings to apartment towers up to 30-storeys. The Estate has 
been identified for renewal. Graffiti and dumping were noted in this area, as illustrated in 
Figure 6 and Figure 7. 


  


Figure 6: Graffiti present in the immediate 


surrounds 


Figure 7: Dumping present in the immediate 


surrounds 


 


2.6.3 To the south  


The area to the south of the site, within the suburb of Waterloo, is characterised by a mix of 
low to mid rise industrial, commercial and residential buildings. Immediately adjacent the site 
at 123 Botany Road is the Cauliflower Hotel, a locally listed heritage item (Item 2070) under 
the Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 (SLEP 2012). To the east of the Cauliflower 
Hotel is a group of low-rise residential terraces which front Wellington Street and the 
southern boundary of the site.  


Further to the south of the site is the suburb of Green Square. Green Square is evolving into 
a new town centre, with a mix of low, medium and high rise buildings containing retail, 
commercial, civic and residential uses. The site is connected to Green Square via the 
Botany Road Growth Corridor.  
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2.6.4 To the west 


To the west of the site, on the other side of Botany Road is the suburb of Alexandria. 
Alexandria comprises a mix of industrial, commercial and residential land uses, including 
low-rise terrace housing within the Alexandria Park Heritage Conservation Area. The suburb 
is undergoing progressive renewal with the introduction of medium to high density residential 
dwellings.  


Alexandria Park, located approximately 200 metres from the site, is significant provider of 
open space within the area. The western part of the park is primarily used for active 
recreation associated with the oval. The eastern part of the park is primarily used for passive 
recreation. The park is listed as a locally significant heritage item under the SLEP 2012. 
Graffiti and dumping were noted to the west of the site, as illustrated in Figure 8 and Figure 
9. 


  


Figure 8: Graffiti present in the immediate 


surrounds 


Figure 9: Graffiti present in the immediate 


surrounds 


 


2.6.5 New and forthcoming development near the site  


The site is located in an area of ongoing change and redevelopment, with a number of 
envisaged, approved and under construction buildings, particularly along the Botany Road 
corridor between Redfern and Green Square. In addition to the developments described in 
the above sections, of direct relevance to the proposed OSD development is the 
development of 74-88 Botany Street, directly adjacent the site to the west. 


A development application for the construction of a five-six storey mixed use development at 
74-88 Botany Road was approved by the City of Sydney on 21 November 2016. The building 
contained two commercial tenancies and 63 affordable housing dwellings. Construction has 
not commenced on the site. UrbanGrowth NSW has been in consultation with the 
landowner, who is currently investigating alternative built form options for the site, including a 
taller building form with reconfigured dwellings to achieve better amenity. 
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2.7 Existing Development  


All existing buildings and structures on the site have been demolished under the terms of the 
CSSI Approval, with the exception of one building which is being used to support 
construction. These structures comprised a mix of low rise commercial and residential 
buildings, ranging from 2-3 storeys and previously occupied a range of uses including shops, 
light industry and residential dwellings. 


Construction of the station has commenced with the site occupied by a construction 
compound. While most of the station will be located beneath finished ground level, once 
construction is complete, two substantial entry and plant structures, with heights up to 20 
metres (approximately 5-storeys), will protrude above the finished ground level. One station 
box is located in the north-eastern part of the site (adjacent to the Cope Street/Raglan Street 
intersection), the other is located in the south-eastern part (adjacent to the Cope 
Street/Wellington Street intersection).  


2.7.1 Access 


Access to the site is currently restricted, due to the construction of the Sydney Metro. The 
site features two points of vehicle and pedestrian access, of which access is controlled by 
traffic management personnel. Access to the site is restricted outside of construction hours.  


2.7.2 Security 


Given the scale of construction currently ongoing, the site is managed by security 
procedures. It is likely that formal security patrols would be in operation outside of 
construction hours.  


2.8 Overview of the proposed development 


This concept SSD Application follows the submission of a SSP Study which supports a 
proposal to amend existing controls to facilitate the proposed development. The concept 
SSD Application will in turn comprises the first stage of seeking SSD development consent 
for the Waterloo OSD project. It will be followed by a future detailed SSD Application(s) for 
the design and construction of the OSD built form.  


This concept SSD Application seeks approval for the planning and development framework 
and strategies to inform the future detailed design of the OSD. It specifically seeks approval 
for: 


 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights and 
ground and upper level setbacks 


 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 


− approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing 
for approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 
70 social housing dwellings 


− approximately 3,905 square metres GFA of retail premises and entertainment 
facilities 
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− approximately 8,645 square metres GFA for business and commercial premises 
and community, health service and recreational facilities (indoor), including at least 
2,000 square metres of floor space for community uses 


 a three storey podium and a free standing building located within a public plaza, 
accommodating non-residential land uses 


 residential uses above podium level in various building forms including three taller buildings 
of 23, 25 and 29 storeys (Reduced Level (RL) 96.9, 104.2 and 116.9 metres AHD 
respectively) 


 use of OSD space provisioning within the footprint of the CSSI Approval 


 public domain works, including open spaces, through-site links, footpaths, provision for 
cycle facilities and enhanced pedestrian crossings and roads. 


 car parking for up to 427 vehicles  


 cycle parking to support residential and non-residential land uses and visitors to the Metro 
Quarter.  Approval is also being sought for space within the future basement for a bike hub 
which would also support future bike parking for Waterloo Station  


 loading, vehicular and pedestrian access arrangements 


 strategies for utilities and services provision 


 strategies for managing stormwater and drainage 


 a strategy for the achievement of ecologically sustainable development 


 a public art strategy 


 provision for future signage zones 


 a design excellence framework 


 the future subdivision of parts of the OSD footprint (if required). 


 


It is noted that the Sydney Metro comprises GFA of approximately 8,415 square metres on 
the site, approved under CSSI Approval. The total GFA for the integrated station 
development, including the station GFA is approximately 77,165 square metres, which is 
equivalent to an FSR of approximately 6:1. 


Key parameters of the concept proposal based on the current level of design development 
are indicated at Figure 10 and Figure 11. 
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Figure 10: Proposed massing, viewed from the west 
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Figure 11: Proposed massing, viewed from the east 


 


The proposal is a significant opportunity to contribute to the urban renewal process for the 
Waterloo SSP. The objective to deliver the Metro Quarter project as soon as reasonably 
possible after completion of the Sydney Metro works (earmarked to open 2024) would 
ensure buildings within the Metro Quarter are occupied to support maximum patronage of 
the proposed metro station. 


The Metro Quarter would contain a mix of uses including residential, commercial, retail, 
community facilities and services and cultural opportunities sufficient for daily life to be 
provided for within the wider neighbourhood and to support the activation of the precinct. 
This would help make Waterloo one of the most connected and attractive inner-city places to 
live, work and visit. 
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2.9 Staging and framework for managing environmental impacts 


Sydney Metro proposes to procure the delivery of the Waterloo integrated station 
development in one single package, which would entail the following works: 


 station structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical 


 OSD structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical. 


 


Separate delivery packages are also proposed by Sydney Metro to deliver the excavation of 
the station boxes/shafts ahead of the integrated station development delivery package, and 
linewide systems (e.g. track, power, ventilation) and operational readiness works prior to the 
Sydney Metro City & Southwest metro system being able to operate.  


For the purposes of considering construction related impacts, three possible staging 
scenarios have been identified for delivery of the integrated station development: 


1. Scenario 1 – the station and OSD are constructed concurrently by constructing the 


transfer slab first and then building in both directions. Both the station and OSD 


would be completed in 2024.  


2. Scenario 2 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. OSD 


construction may still be incomplete or soon ready to commence after station 


construction is completed. This means that some or all OSD construction is likely to 


still be underway upon opening of the station in 2024.  


3. Scenario 3 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. The OSD 


is built at a later stage, with timing yet to be determined. This creates two distinct 


construction periods for the station and OSD.  


The final staging for the delivery of the OSD would be resolved as part of the detailed SSD 
Application(s).  


For the purposes of providing a high level assessment of the potential environmental 
impacts associated with construction, the following have been considered: 


 Impacts directly associated with the OSD, the subject of this SSD Application 


 Cumulative impacts of the construction of the OSD at the same time as the station works 
(subject of the CSSI Approval). 


 


Given the integration of the delivery of the Sydney Metro City & Southwest metro station with 


an OSD development, Sydney Metro proposes the framework detailed in Figure 12 to 


manage the design and environmental impacts, in relation to crime prevention through 


environmental design, consistent with the framework adopted for the CSSI Approval.
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Figure 12: Project approach to environmental mitigation and management  


This approach would be implemented until such time as completion of the station works (i.e. 
works under the CSSI Approval) is achieved. Beyond that point, standard construction 
environmental management practices would be implemented by the OSD developer in 
accordance with relevant guidelines and any conditions of approval.  
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2.10 Crime Risk Rating 


A risk assessment of the site in its existing context and form has been undertaken. Overall, 
the Crime Risk Rating is considered ‘moderate’. The reasons for this are: 


 the site’s location within an existing inner urban area 


 the site’s location within an established area of various land uses and their associated 
operation/functions 


 the site’s location adjacent a high-density housing area (of various tenure) known as 
Waterloo Estate 


 the site’s location adjacent a major arterial road 


 the site’s location adjacent night-activity (ie hotels and pubs within the immediate surrounds) 


 the presence of graffiti in the surrounds 


 the presence of illegal dumping in the surrounds 


 restricted public access to the site 


 on site security and its operation 


 the storage of valuable and/or high-risk goods (associated with construction) on the site 


 minimal visibility into/out of the site, due to security fencing 


 significant construction activity on the site during daytime hours 


 natural surveillance provided by surrounding uses, including commercial tenancies along 
Botany Road and residential dwellings along Cope Street. 
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3.0 Overview of the proposed development  


This concept SSD Application seeks approval for the planning and development framework 
and strategies to inform the future detailed design of the OSD. It specifically seeks approval 
for: 


 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights and 
ground and upper level setbacks 


 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 


− approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing 
for approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 
70 social housing dwellings 


− approximately 3,905 square metres GFA of retail premises and entertainment 
facilities 


− approximately 8,645 square metres GFA for business and commercial premises 
and community, health service and recreational facilities (indoor), including at least 
2,000 square metres of floor space for community uses 


• a three storey podium and a free standing building located within a public plaza, 
accommodating non-residential land uses 


• residential uses above podium level in various building forms including three taller buildings 
of 23, 25 and 29 storeys (Reduced Level (RL) 96.9, 104.2 and 116.9 metres AHD 
respectively) 


• public domain works, including open spaces, through-site links, footpaths, provision for 
cycle facilities and enhanced pedestrian crossings and roads. 


• car parking for up to 427 vehicles  


• cycle parking to support residential and non-residential land uses and visitors to the Metro 
Quarter.  Approval is also being sought for space within the future basement for a bike hub 
which would also support future bike parking for Waterloo Station  


• loading, vehicular and pedestrian access arrangements 


• strategies for utilities and services provision 


• strategies for managing stormwater and drainage 


• a strategy for the achievement of ecologically sustainable development 


• a public art strategy 


• provision for future signage zones 


• a design excellence framework 


• the future subdivision of parts of the OSD footprint (if required). 


 
It is noted that the Sydney Metro comprises GFA of approximately 8,415 square metres on 
the site, approved under CSSI Approval. The total GFA for the integrated station 
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development, including the station GFA is approximately 77,165 square metres, which is 
equivalent to an FSR of approximately 6:1. 


3.1 Building envelope 


The proposed built form and building typology aims to respond to the findings of the context 
analysis as described within Turner and Turf’s Urban Design Report. The proposal includes 
a composition of typologies, including podium, mid-rise and tall buildings, that reflect the 
surrounding context. 


3.1.1 Podium 


A three-storey podium has been proposed to respond to the scale of the existing streetscape 
along Botany Road. This has been particularly critical to appropriately manage interfaces of 
new buildings with the existing Waterloo Congregational Church and other heritage items 
adjacent to the site on Botany Road, illustrated in Figures 13 and 14. 


The grain and modulation of the podium facade is intended to be broken down to reflect the 
retail street approach and the existing fine-grain retail across Raglan Street. 


 


 


 


Figure 13: – Podium typology  
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Figure 14: – Proposed podiums setting and shared zone adjacent to Waterloo Congregational Church 


 


3.1.2 Mid-rise 


The mid-rise buildings (illustrated in Figure 15) range between 4-10 storeys and are located 
above the station boxes and podium. The mid-rise buildings make reference to the building 
typologies of recent residential infill buildings throughout the locality and provide a transition 
between podium and tower typologies. This typology also serves to scale down toward Cope 
Street and the proposed Cope Street Plaza. 


 


Figure 15: Mid-rise typology  
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3.1.3 Tall buildings 


Three tower forms of 23, 25 and 29 storeys will act as a destination marker for Waterloo 
Station and the new activity centre (illustrated in Figure 16). The curvature of the tower 
forms aims to visually soften the buildings, mitigate potential wind downwash and reduce the 
floor plate size. This form also aims to maximise residential amenity by allowing apartments 
to orient away from the noise and traffic of Botany Road.  


 


Figure 16: Tall buildings typology  
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3.2 Access 


Access to the site and the proposed built form (concept) will be provided by the surrounding 
road network of Botany Road, Raglan Street, Cope Street and Wellington Street, as shown 
in Figure 17. Given the various uses proposed within this concept, the proposed built form 
will feature multiple access points that will be the subject of detailed design of subsequent 
SDD applications.  


 


 


 


Figure 17: Points of access throughout proposed built form concept 


 


It is noted that the main commuter access to the metro station will be located at the corner of 
Raglan Street and Cope Street, with a second access point provided from the public plaza. 
Three vehicle access points are provided; one from Botany Road for Sydney Metro and retail 
service vehicles; one from Cope Street to the basement for residents and retail uses; and 
one from Wellington Street for service, resident and retail vehicles. 


The proposed concept design provides a through site pedestrian link and a new street that 
encourages visitors, residents and workers to move through the site on an east-west axis, 
allowing access to residential and non-residential lobbies and also to street level retail 
premises. Furthermore, access to non-residential lobbies are provided from Raglan Street 
and Wellington Street. 
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3.3 Car parking 


The concept seeks approval for up to 427 cars, 700 residential bicycles and 440 public 
bicycles. The layout and access to the car park will be determined during the detailed design 
stage. 


3.4 Security 


Provisions of security will be determined during the detailed design stage. As the proposed 
concept plan includes a variety of uses that operate during various hours of the day, formal 
security patrols will likely be incorporated into the operation of the future development. 
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4.0 Nature of Recorded Crime  


Crime statistics obtained from the NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research (BOCSAR) 
represents criminal incidents recorded by NSW Police. A review of the local statistics for 
2017 found that the most commonly occurring crimes relevant to CPTED within the City of 
Sydney LGA (rates per 100,000 persons) were:  


 Fraud 


 Non-domestic assault 


 Steal from retail store 


 Malicious damage to property 


 Steal from person 


 Steal from dwelling 


 Domestic violence related assault. 


 


As shown in Figures 18-25, the BOSCAR database indicates that the site is located within a 
hotspot for the following crimes:  


 Assault – domestic violence related 


 Assault – non-domestic violence related  


 Break and enter – dwelling 


 Break and enter – non-dwelling 


 Malicious damage to property 


 Motor vehicle theft 


 Steal from dwelling 


 Steal from motor vehicle. 


 


Hotspots indicate areas of higher crime density (number of incidents per 50m by 50m) 
relative to crime concentrations across NSW. They are not adjusted for the number of 
residents and visitors in the area and therefore may not accurately reflect the risk of 
victimisation in inner city locations, such as Waterloo with very high residential population.  
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Figure 18: Density of assault (domestic violence 


related) near the site  


Figure 19: Density of assault (non-domestic 


violence related) near the site 


 


Figure 20: Density of break and enter (dwelling) 
near the site 


Figure 21: Density of break and enter (non-


dwelling) near the site 
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Figure 22: Density of malicious damage to 


property near the site 


  


Figure 23: Density of motor vehicle theft near 


the site  


  


Figure 24: Density of steal from dwelling near 


the site 


Figure 25: Density of steal from motor vehicle 


near the site 
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The frequency of the crimes identified above in Waterloo (suburb), between 2014 and 2018 
are detailed below in Table 2. 


Table 2 Statistics of recorded crime in Waterloo (suburb) between 2014 and 2018  


Crime Incidents 
March 2014 
– March 
2015 


Incidents 
March 2015 
– March 
2016 


Incidents 
March 2016 
– March 
2017 


Incidents 
March 2017 
– March 
2018 


2014 – 2018 Trend Rate per 
100,000 
Population 


Assault –domestic violence 
related 


125 103 105 130 Stable Moderate 


Assault – non-domestic 
violence related 


130 157 124 137 Stable Low 


Break and enter – Dwelling 103 65 60 95 Stable High 


Break and enter – Non-
dwelling 


20 21 16 32 Stable Very Low 


Malicious Damage to 
Property 


198 178 199 184 Stable Very Low 


Motor Vehicle Theft 23 19 25 26 Stable  Very Low 


Steal from Dwelling 104 100 89 110 Stable Very High 


Steal from Motor Vehicle 180 95 79 65 Decline Very Low 


Steal from Person 31 23 16 13 Decline Very Low 
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5.0 Matters for Consideration  


A potential perpetrator can take advantage of the environment, with access and the 
opportunity for concealment significantly affecting the safety and perceived safety of an 
environment. Given the site’s location within the hotspots identified in the previous section, 
the following is an assessment of the proposed development’s potential to facilitate 
opportunities for such crimes. 


The proposed development is a concept SSD that features a mix of uses within an urban 
fringe location. While the concept SSD incorporates primarily commercial and residential 
uses, the inclusion of specific uses such as late-night trading and community uses, and the 
development’s proximity to a major transport system significantly influences the safety and 
perceived safety of the environment. For this reason, understanding the relationship of these 
uses is integral in forming recommendations for crime reduction. This context underpins an 
assessment of the proposed development in accordance with the CPTED principles.  


5.1 Surveillance 


Effective natural and incidental surveillance can reduce the opportunities for crime and 
improve the safety or perceived safety of an area. The principle indicates that offenders are 
often deterred from committing a crime in areas with high levels of natural surveillance, due 
to the increased likelihood of that criminal act being witnessed or an offender being 
identified. The following design features can improve natural surveillance:  


 Clear sight lines between public and private places 


 Appropriate lighting and effective guardianship of communal and/or public areas 


 Minimal opportunity for concealment or entrapment 


 The siting and orientation of buildings towards populated areas or paths of travel 


 Clarity of building entry points, and their orientation towards populated areas or paths of 
travel. 


 


5.1.1 Ground Level   


Opportunities for natural surveillance within the ground floor of the proposed development 
will undoubtedly improve due to the increase of activity catalysed by various uses within this 
level. Further, opportunities for natural surveillance are benefited by the proximity to the 
metro station portal and the pedestrian activity associated with these portals.  


The concept SSD incorporates significant public domain improvements which encourage 
greater occupancy of these spaces. Greater occupancy of the public domain will result in 
greater opportunities for natural surveillance.  


The proposed Cope Street Plaza, freestanding buildings, pedestrian through site link and the 
existing Waterloo Congregational Church all promote activity, engagement and a sense of 
community ownership over the publicly accessible spaces of the proposed development and 
provide opportunities for natural surveillance. The linear design of the public domain further 
benefits clear lines of sight and opportunities for natural surveillance.  
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The site benefits from four street frontages that will likely experience higher levels of vehicle 
and pedestrian traffic when the metro station becomes operational. This unprecedented 
activity will improve opportunities for natural surveillance to the proposed development. 
Natural surveillance is further benefited by the siting and orientation of the proposed built 
form, which generally has frontage toward public spaces.  


However, it is noted that the proposed development will experience periods of reduced 
occupancy and activity, namely during late night and early morning periods. Therefore, 
opportunities for natural surveillance will be limited during these times.  


Given the proposed pedestrian through-site-link between the Botany Road bus interchange 
and Cope Street Plaza is relatively narrow and semi-enclosed, careful design consideration 
is required to ensure clear sightlines, activity and the associated perception of safety is 
maintained. Recommendations in respect of surveillance are provided in Section 6.1.1. 


5.2 Lighting and Technical Supervision  


Effective lighting can reduce fear, improve visibility and increase the likelihood that offenders 
will be detected. Lighting within the proposed development should meet the applicable 
Australian and New Zealand Standard, specifically addressing crime and fear reduction. 
Maintenance of lighting and CCTV should be implemented to ensure consistent function.    


The brightness of lighting should allow for facial recognition and visibility into a vehicle. 
Bright and well-distributed lighting should be installed at all building entrances, egress points 
and throughout the public domain. Lighting types should be of a high quality and vandal 
resistant. All lighting should be designed and managed in the context of the location to 
maximise effectiveness. Where recesses and interrupted sightlines cannot be avoided, the 
use of additional lighting and/or mirrors should be considered.  


As multiple areas within the proposed development will be continuously publicly accessible, 
the use of CCTV is considered appropriate throughout these areas. Further, back of house 
and service areas, circulation corridors and the public domain should be appropriately 
supervised by CCTV systems.  


To ensure the CCTV network is effective, lighting within the proposed development should 
be designed to correspond with the placement of the CCTV cameras to permit adequate 
facial recognition (of CCTV images) at all times. A suitably qualified consultant should be 
engaged to advise on the lighting and CCTV specifications. Recommendations in respect of 
lighting and technical supervision are provided in Section 6.1.2 


5.3 Territorial Reinforcement  


Territorial reinforcement involves the perceived ownership of public spaces. Users will be 
more inclined to visit areas that are maintained and to which they feel they have a vested 
interest in. A well-used and dynamic public space is made safer by natural surveillance. 
Designing with a clear transition between public and private spaces, and clear design cues 
indicating the intended use of space is critical. A well maintained public domain is critical in 
encouraging occupancy of space, both in the interior and exterior of the development. 
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The NSW Police Safer by Design Guidelines notes that people generally recognise areas 
that display strong ownership cues, and that these areas are less likely to be improperly 
used.  


The OSD benefits from the holistic and contiguous design of the Metro Quarter. As such, 
issues of territorial reinforcement associates with ad-hoc urban development area avoided. 
However, territorial reinforcement may be challenged by the perceived public nature of the 
ground floor and associated publicly accessible open spaces. The design of the OSD 
facilitates public access from the surrounds, including Waterloo Station, with public access 
integral to the successful occupancy of retail tenancies. Accordingly, it is difficult to 
distinguish the extent of privately owned land. This is further challenged by the integration of 
landscaping throughout the public domain and surrounding footpaths. Conflict relating to 
management and maintenance of the public domain may arise from this ambiguity.  


Furthermore, areas that may provide entrapment and/or concealment opportunities should 
be appropriately mitigated. An example of a potential entrapment location is the podium 
setback area from the southern side of the Waterloo Congregational Church. Mitigation 
measures could include restricting public access to this area after hours.  


Suitable wayfinding, building/business identification signage associated with the station and 
commercial uses is recommended to assist territorial reinforcement. The reinforcement of 
territorial ownership can reduce the ambiguity of use within a space and may assist in the 
identification of suspicious behaviour.  


Overall, the proposed development presents many opportunities to implement formal and 
informal guardians within the site. These guardians will benefit territorial reinforcement and 
the associated improvement of safety and perceived safety. Recommendations in respect of 
territorial reinforcement are provided in Section 6.1.3. 


5.4 Environmental Maintenance  


There is a strong association between environmental maintenance and the fear or perceived 
fear of crime. General image can greatly affect an individual’s desire to enter and engage 
with space. Environmental maintenance and territorial reinforcement are co-dependent in 
achieving a safer space and are integral in achieving optimal natural surveillance. The 
maintenance of the built form, landscaping and lighting will assist in communicating care and 
the presence of effective guardianship. Routine maintenance is a strong indicator of area 
management and safety. 


As with territorial reinforcement, environmental maintenance may be challenged by the 
perceived public nature of the ground floor and associates open spaces. The integration of 
landscaping within the public realm (namely the footpaths that surround the site) may result 
in environmental degrade as the clarity of ownership and responsibility to maintain these 
area is unclear. As such, a thorough environmental maintenance plan should detail the 
extent of the site manager’s duty in respect of environmental maintenance. This is 
particularly relevant given the site’s proximity to the Waterloo Station. Environmental 
maintenance may be further challenged by the multiple retail tenancies that are proposed on 
ground level. As these tenancies will likely be food and small goods retailers, the 
management of waste within public areas is required, specifically addressing rubbish created 
by retail tenancies. 
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As shown in the Urban Design and Public Domain Strategy prepared by Turner architects 
and Turf landscape architects, the proposed development involves major regeneration of the 
site. The works provide the opportunity to act as a catalyst for environmental improvements 
to the surrounding public areas, reducing existing of graffiti, litter and urban decay. This 
environmental grade negatively impacts perceptions of safety.  


Environmental maintenance practises should incorporate the rapid removal of graffiti and 
litter from the site, and the repair of items/areas that have been vandalised. Further, high-
quality furniture, building materials and signage should be used to lessen the likelihood of 
damage and to reduce maintenance costs. 


Therefore, the on-going maintenance and cleaning of publicly accessible areas within 
proposed development, such as Cope Street Plaza, pedestrian through site link and new 
shared street will require further consideration in future detailed SSD applications. 
Recommendations in respect of environmental maintenance are provided in Section 6.1.4. 


5.5 Activity and Space Management  


Similar to environmental maintenance, there is a strong association between activity and 
space management, and the fear or perceived fear of crime. Unlike environmental 
maintenance, this principle endeavours to manage the more dynamic activity and use of 
space. 


The management of activity and space will be challenged by the various uses which are 
proposed on the site, including the commercial, retail, residential and community uses. 
Therefore, the central management of tenancies and their communal resources (i.e. outdoor 
spaces) will benefit the effective management of activity and space within the proposed 
development. In light of this, it is considered that the spatial design of buildings within the 
concept plan SSD endeavour to clearly define spaces, capable of being well managed. 


Consideration of the commercial tenants’ cash handling protocol should respond to their 
operational needs, ensuring the movement of cash and valuable items into and out of the 
site occurs at times of maximum visibility. Ideally, these times should be varied, avoiding the 
risk of a potential offender monitoring the movement of these items. 


Tenants should consider the public use of equipment within the proposed development as 
items such as furniture, rubbish bins and signage often attract vandalism. Adequate storage 
and security of these items will limit the opportunity of an offender misusing them as a 
projectile, weapon or opportunity for concealment.  


Given the proposed commercial uses within the OSD, it is possible that future tenants may 
become licensed premises. If a tenant obtains a liquor license, the license holder would be 
subject to the conditions of the license which generally aim to minimise the conflict of 
patrons in the surrounding environment. Recommendations in respect of activity and space 
management are provided in Section 6.1.5. 


5.6 Access Control  


Access control strategies restrict, channel and encourage the movement of people and 
vehicles into and through designated areas. Unauthorised entry is reduced by physical and 
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technical barriers which also increase the effort required to commit a crime. The proposed 
development includes multiple types of access, these include: 


 Primary – access to publicly accessible areas, including the public plaza and associated 
pedestrian paths, retail tenancies and building lobbies (during operational hours) 


 Secondary – access to semi-public, paid entry or private areas, including the specific 
tenancies (i.e. gyms), residential lobbies, back of hours and service areas 


 Vehicle – access for vehicles for parking and loading within the proposed development, 
encompassing all the above uses. 


 


Access control within the proposed development is challenged by the quantity of access 
points. Each of the proposed retail tenancies will feature its own access. Given the proximity 
of the proposed development to the Waterloo Station and the public nature of the proposed 
development, unrestricted public access to the ground floor public plaza is expected. It is 
also understood that access to the public domain areas will be unrestricted, 24 hours. After-
hours access control to certain higher risk areas of the public domain (such as to the 
southern setback area from Waterloo Congregational Church) should be considered to 
minimise entrapment and concealment opportunities. 


Access to residential dwellings requires significant consideration. Residential lobbies should 
be independent of other uses, with access to these lobbies clearly differentiated from public 
uses. Access from designated residential car and bicycle parking space to residential lobbies 
should be exclusive where possible. Further, access to bicycle parking areas is ideally 
restricted to those who have pre-arranged access to these spaces. 


Generally, access control strategies are assisted by co-location of uses that require a similar 
level of access controls. This is particularly relevant given the proximity to the metro station. 
Recommendations in respect of access control are provided in Section 6.1.6. 


5.7 Design, Definition and Designation  


The design of the proposed development reflects its purpose, and while perpetrators will 
often exploit areas with unclear spatial definition, the design of the proposed development 
generally addresses multiple principles of CPTED. To further delineate varying uses 
provided by the development, signage indicating how each space is used should be 
incorporated within future applications. Clear wayfinding signage should be incorporated 
throughout all publicly accessible areas.  


Where possible, concierge desks and staff offices should be positioned along or within 
proximity of street frontages in order to maximise opportunities for natural surveillance 
through the provision of clear sightlines.  


As stations are typically subject to higher levels of crime and attractive places for loitering, 
there is the potential for conflict to occur between customers using the Metro station and 
users of the immediate surrounds. For this reason, appropriate technical surveillance will be 
required throughout the interior and exterior of the development, and should form part of a 
wider CCTV network. Recommendations in respect of design, definition and designation are 
provided in Section 6.1.7.  
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6.0 Crime Risk Rating and Recommendation  


The Crime Risk Rating considers the development as proposed in the Urban Design and 
Public Domain Study prepared by Turner and Turf. Acknowledging the existing and future 
site context along with the issues discussed in Section 2, 4, and 5, the Crime Risk 
Assessment Rating of the proposed development is rated within the ‘moderate’ category.  


An assessment of the proposal using the CPTED principles has found that, with the 
implementation of the recommendations, the rating would remain within the ‘moderate’ 
category. It is noted that this rating is the product of dense urban environment rather than 
the proposed concept development itself. The recommendations included in Section 6.1 
should inform the detail design of various development components, subject to future 
applications.  


6.1 Recommendations 


6.1.1 Surveillance  


 Maintain sightlines to and from the proposed development and the surrounds by ensuring 
signage and equipment do not create a significant visual obstruction.  


 In the detail design of built form, ensure potential opportunities for concealment are 
removed.  


 At street level, building facades should be free of signage and clutter, permitting sightlines 
between tenancies and the public domain.  


 Future design of internal car park structures should be strategically placed to prevent 
opportunities for concealment and entrapment. 


 Subject to detailed design, the configuration of car parking spaces should maximise natural 
surveillance opportunities (i.e. using grid rows instead of a herringbone design). 


 The height of ceilings in the car parking areas should ensure that lighting is distributed 
across the entire car park and to a brightness which permits facial recognition into a vehicle. 


 Wayfinding signage should be provided to ensure that users understand how and where to 
enter, exit and find assistance. 


 Active uses are encouraged along the publicly accessible areas of the proposed 
development, particularly along the Cope Street Plaza, ‘new street’ and pedestrian through 
site link to increase natural surveillance and effective guardianship. 


 In areas of the public domain that do not align with a late-night activity, consider the 
accessibility of these areas during night hours. 


 


6.1.2 Lighting and Technical Supervision  


 The installation of a CCTV network within the proposed development is strongly 
recommended, specifically within the public domain.  


 The CCTV network is to be designed in consultation with a suitably qualified security 
consultant who holds a Class 2A licence under the Security Industry Act 1997. A security 
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consultant will advise on the placement, installation, monitoring and maintenance of the 
CCTV network.  


 The CCTV network should ensure blackspots of natural surveillance are adequately 
covered by technical supervision. 


 The CCTV network should be partnered with the internal and external lighting strategy to 
ensure facial recognition is achieved in all lighting conditions.  


 A minimum colour rendering index of 60 should be achieved throughout the proposed 
development. 


 Discrete CCTV systems (ie small dome camera) are recommended. 


 CCTV and effective lighting are particularly important throughout pedestrian through-site-
link to ensure a perception of safety is maintained.  


 Within through-site-links, design initiatives to enhance the attractiveness and perceptions of 
safety of this area should be explored. 


 A lighting strategy should be developed by a suitably qualified technician. 


 


6.1.3 Territorial Reinforcement  


 Ensure there is a clear delineation between public and private areas within the site and the 
proposed development.  


 Ensure there is a clear delineation between the various activities within the proposed 
development. 


 Ensure the management/ownership structure of various areas within the proposed 
development is appropriately communicated to owners.  


 Ensure building entrances remain highly visible and free of clutter. 


 Within the metro concourse and portals, ensure adequate signage is installed to guide 
pedestrian movement.  


 Provide wayfinding, building/business identification signage where appropriate to reinforce 
perceptions of safety and legibility.  


 


6.1.4 Environmental Maintenance  


 Once operational, prioritise the on-going and frequent maintenance of internal and external 
environments, especially areas that are publicly accessible. 


 Prioritise the rapid removal of graffiti and rubbish within the site, and the repair of items 
damaged through vandalism and environmental degrade.  


 Within publicly accessible or communal areas, ensure unfixed items (i.e. furniture, 
equipment, signage) are appropriately stored when not in use.  


 Ensure the management of environmental maintenance is clearly communicated to future 
tenants of the proposed development.  
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6.1.5 Activity and Space Management  


 Ensure business, building and wayfinding signage is appropriately installed throughout the 
proposed development. 


 Ensure the rights and obligations of tenants and the building manager are clearly 
communicated through a leasing agreement.  


 For developments of this size, centralised building management is recommended. Central 
building management can ensure conflicts of activity and space management between the 
development’s various uses is avoided or appropriately managed. 


 


6.1.6 Access Control 


 Install electronic access systems within the entrances of all private areas (ie residential 
lobbies and back-of-house areas). 


 Install electronic access systems within bicycle storage areas. 


 Building management should ensure all individual tenancies can be appropriately secured, 
subject to their use. 


 Consider the delineation and separation of car parking areas. Where possible, shared 
access to these car parking areas (ie commercial and residential) should be avoided.  


 Subject to the requirements of access and egress, residential car parking areas should be 
exclusively accessed by residents and their visitors. Residential car parking areas should 
not be publicly accessible. 


 Consider restricting access to publicly accessible areas that do not align with night activity 
or have low levels of activity and natural surveillance after hours, such as the setback area 
south of the Waterloo Congregational Church.  


 


6.1.7 Design, Definition and Designation  


 As the detailed design of built form and the public domain is further refined, consider further 
CPTED assessments to specifically address features of the detailed design.    
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7.0 Conclusion 


This Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) Assessment has been 
undertaken by Ethos Urban to assess the potential opportunities for crime and the perceived 
fear of crime that may be associated with the proposed OSD above and adjacent to the 
approved Waterloo Station.  


Overall, the Crime Risk Rating applicable to the existing site is considered ‘moderate’. A 
review of the BOSCAR database indicates that the site is located within hotspots of various 
incidents of criminal activity, as common with urban locations. An assessment of the 
proposed OSD using the CPTED principles has found that, with the implementation of the 
recommendations, the Crime Risk Rating would remain within the ‘moderate’ category. It is 
noted that this rating is the product of dense urban environment rather than the proposed 
OSD itself. Design of the proposed OSD is generally in accordance with CPTED principles. 


Recommendations to enhance the proposed development’s consistency with CPTED 
principles are provided.  
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		1.0 Executive Summary

		1.0 Executive Summary

		 



		This Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) Assessment has been undertaken to assess the potential opportunities for crime and the perceived fear of crime that may be associated with the proposed concept mixed use building envelope above and adjacent to the approved Waterloo Station as envisaged in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to which this report is appended. 

		CPTED is a situational crime prevention strategy that focuses on the design, planning and structure of an environment. This assessment aims to identify the potential opportunities of crime created by the proposed development by assessing the development in accordance with design and place management principles of CPTED. 

		Ethos Urban has prepared this assessment in accordance with the methods and resources of the NSW Police Force Safer by Design Course. This assessment has been prepared and reviewed by experienced CPTED professionals, following their completion of the NSW Police Force Safer by Design Course. The assessment uses qualitative and quantitative measures to analyse the physical and social environment in which the proposed development is located and recommends actions to mitigate opportunities for crime in accordan

		In accordance with the NSW Department of Planning & Environment’s (DPE) guidelines (2001) the aim of CPTED strategy is to influence the design of buildings and places by: 

		 increasing the perception of risk to criminals by increasing the possibility of detection, challenge and capture; 

		 increasing the perception of risk to criminals by increasing the possibility of detection, challenge and capture; 

		 increasing the perception of risk to criminals by increasing the possibility of detection, challenge and capture; 



		 increasing the effort required to commit a crime by increasing the time, energy or resources which need to be expended; 

		 increasing the effort required to commit a crime by increasing the time, energy or resources which need to be expended; 



		 reducing the potential rewards of crime by minimising, removing or concealing 'crime benefits'; and 

		 reducing the potential rewards of crime by minimising, removing or concealing 'crime benefits'; and 



		 removing conditions that create confusion about required norms of behaviour. 

		 removing conditions that create confusion about required norms of behaviour. 





		 

		An Urban Design and Public Domain Study prepared by Turner and Turf has been reviewed as part of this assessment. 

		 

		The following tasks were undertaken in the preparation of this assessment: 

		 review of the Safer By Design Manual by the NSW Police Force; 

		 review of the Safer By Design Manual by the NSW Police Force; 

		 review of the Safer By Design Manual by the NSW Police Force; 



		 collection and analysis of local and NSW State crime statistics from the Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research (BOCSAR); and  

		 collection and analysis of local and NSW State crime statistics from the Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research (BOCSAR); and  



		 a crime risk assessment, in accordance with the current NSW policy, of the following regulation and assessment principles: 

		 a crime risk assessment, in accordance with the current NSW policy, of the following regulation and assessment principles: 



		1. Surveillance 

		1. Surveillance 



		2. Lighting/technical Supervision 

		2. Lighting/technical Supervision 



		3. Territorial Reinforcement 

		3. Territorial Reinforcement 





		4. Environmental Maintenance 

		4. Environmental Maintenance 

		4. Environmental Maintenance 



		5. Activity and Space Management 

		5. Activity and Space Management 



		6. Access Control 

		6. Access Control 



		7. Design, Definition and Designation. 

		7. Design, Definition and Designation. 





		 

		A site inspection was undertaken on 20 August 2018 between the hours 9.00am and 11.00pm to assess the current site conditions, situational crime prevention measures and perceived safety of the existing environment. 

		This CPTED report is submitted as part of the development application submission for the concept State Significant Development Application (SSD Application). The SSD Application relates to the proposed over station development (OSD) mixed use building in Waterloo. We note that this assessment considers the concept proposal against the principles of CPTED, however, is general in nature. Further CPTED assessments are therefore necessary during subsequent detailed SSD applications, informed by detailed design.

		1.1 Disclaimer 

		CPTED strategies must work in conjunction with other crime prevention measures, social intervention strategies and police operations. By following the recommendations contained in this assessment, it must be acknowledge that: 

		 there is no definitive measure of ‘safety’. Therefore, this assessment cannot be used to prove a definitive measure of safety 

		 there is no definitive measure of ‘safety’. Therefore, this assessment cannot be used to prove a definitive measure of safety 

		 there is no definitive measure of ‘safety’. Therefore, this assessment cannot be used to prove a definitive measure of safety 



		 this assessment does not ensure complete safety for the community or public and private property 

		 this assessment does not ensure complete safety for the community or public and private property 



		 assessment and recommendations are informed by information provided, with observations made at the time the assessment was prepared 

		 assessment and recommendations are informed by information provided, with observations made at the time the assessment was prepared 



		 this assessment does not guarantee that all risks have been identified, or that the area assessed will be free from criminal activity if recommendations are implemented 

		 this assessment does not guarantee that all risks have been identified, or that the area assessed will be free from criminal activity if recommendations are implemented 



		 this assessment has been undertaken on behalf of the applicant and does not represent the opinions and expertise of the NSW Police Force. 

		 this assessment has been undertaken on behalf of the applicant and does not represent the opinions and expertise of the NSW Police Force. 





		 

		The principles of CPTED aim to minimise the opportunity for crime. However, it is recognised that environmental design cannot definitively eliminate opportunities for crime or prevent a determined perpetrator from engaging in criminal activity.   

		This assessment has not been informed by a specialist security consultant. Ethos Urban are not specialist security consultants and therefore cannot comment on specific security measures or system requirements. A security plan for the site is recommended to be prepared in consultation with a security consultant. Security consultants should hold a Class 2A licence in accordance with the Security Industry Act 1997. A security consultant can advise on the specific placement, installation, monitoring and mainten

		2.0 Introduction

		2.0 Introduction

		 



		2.1 Purpose of this report  

		This report accompanies a concept State Significant Development Application (concept SSD Application) submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) pursuant to Part 4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act). The concept SSD Application is made under Section 4.22 of the EP&A Act. 

		This report should be read in conjunction with the Nominated State Significant Precinct (SSP) Study – Waterloo, submitted to the Minister for Planning (The Minister) in July 2018.  That study proposes new planning controls to facilitate the development proposed.   

		Sydney Metro is seeking to secure concept approval for over station development (OSD) above and adjacent to Waterloo Station comprising a podium and three taller buildings which include commercial, residential, and community land uses.  The concept SSD Application seeks consent for a building envelope and use for residential, retail, commercial, entertainment, community and recreational purposes, maximum building height, maximum gross floor area (GFA), pedestrian and vehicular access, circulation arrangemen

		Sydney Metro proposes to procure the construction of the OSD as part of an integrated station development package, which would result in the combined delivery of the station, OSD and public domain improvements. The station and its public domain elements form part of a separate planning approval for Critical State Significant Infrastructure (CSSI) approved by DPE on 9 January 2017.  

		As the development is within a rail corridor, is associated with railway infrastructure and is for “commercial premises or residential accommodation” with a Capital Investment Value of more than $30 million, the project is identified as State Significant Development (SSD) pursuant to Schedule 1, 19(2)(a) of the State Environmental Planning Policy (State and Regional Development) 2011 (SRD SEPP). 

		This report has been prepared to outline the crime prevention through environmental design impacts and specifically respond to the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs) issued for the concept SSD Application on 29th June 2018 which states that the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is to address the following requirements:  

		Reference 

		Reference 

		Reference 

		Reference 

		Reference 



		SEARs Requirement 

		SEARs Requirement 



		Where Addressed in Report 

		Where Addressed in Report 







		Plans and Documents 

		Plans and Documents 

		Plans and Documents 

		Plans and Documents 



		In addition, the EIS must include the following: 

		In addition, the EIS must include the following: 

		• CPTED assessment 

		• CPTED assessment 

		• CPTED assessment 







		Sections 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 of this report. 

		Sections 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 of this report. 









		 

		2.2 Overview of the Sydney Metro in its context 

		Sydney Metro is Australia's biggest public transport project. A new standalone metro railway system, this 21st century network will deliver 31 metro stations and 66km of new metro rail for Australia's biggest city — revolutionising the way Sydney travels. Services start in the first half of 2019 on Australia’s first fully-automated railway. 

		Sydney Metro was identified in Sydney’s Rail Future, as an integral component of the NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan, a plan to transform and modernise Sydney’s rail network so it can grow with the city’s population and meet the future needs of customers. In early 2018, the Future Transport Strategy 2056 was released as an update to the NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan and Sydney’s Rail Future. Sydney Metro City & Southwest is identified as a committed initiative in the Future Transport Strategy 2056

		Sydney Metro is comprised of three projects: 

		Sydney Metro Northwest — formerly the 36km North West Rail Link. This $8.3 billion project is now under construction and will open in the first half of 2019 with a metro train every four minutes in the peak.  

		Sydney Metro City & Southwest — a new 30km metro line extending the new metro network from the end of Sydney Metro Northwest at Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour, through the CBD and  south west to Bankstown. It is due to open in 2024 with an ultimate capacity to run a metro train every two minutes each way through the centre of Sydney. 

		Sydney Metro West – a new underground railway connecting the Parramatta and Sydney central business districts. This once-in-a-century infrastructure investment will double the rail capacity of the Parramatta to Sydney CBD corridor and will establish future capacity for Sydney’s fast growing west. Sydney Metro West will serve five key precincts at Westmead, Parramatta, Sydney Olympic Park, The Bays and the Sydney CBD. The project will also provide an interchange with the T1 Northern Line to allow faster conn

		Sydney’s new metro, together with signalling and infrastructure upgrades across the existing Sydney suburban rail network, will increase the capacity of train services entering the Sydney CBD – from about 120 an hour currently to up to 200 services beyond 2024. That’s an increase of up to 60 per cent capacity across the network to meet demand. 

		 

		 

		Figure 1: Sydney Metro alignment map 



		Sydney Metro City & Southwest includes the construction and operation of a new metro rail line from Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour through Sydney’s CBD to Sydenham and on to Bankstown through the conversion of the existing line to metro standards. The project also involves the delivery of six (6) new metro stations, including at Waterloo, together with new underground platforms at Central. Once completed, Sydney Metro will have the ultimate capacity for a train every two minutes through the CBD in each dir

		The EIS for the Chatswood to Sydenham alignment of the City & Southwest project identified that the OSD would be subject to a separate assessment process. 

		Since the CSSI Approval was issued, Sydney Metro has lodged four modification applications to amend the CSSI Approval as outlined below: 

		 Modification 1 - Victoria Cross and Artarmon Substation which involves relocation of the Victoria Cross northern services building from 194-196A Miller Street to 50 McLaren Street together with inclusion of a new station entrance at this location referred to as Victoria Cross North. The modification also involves the relocation of the substation at Artarmon from Butchers Lane to 98 – 104 Reserve Road. This modification application was approved on 18 October 2017. 

		 Modification 1 - Victoria Cross and Artarmon Substation which involves relocation of the Victoria Cross northern services building from 194-196A Miller Street to 50 McLaren Street together with inclusion of a new station entrance at this location referred to as Victoria Cross North. The modification also involves the relocation of the substation at Artarmon from Butchers Lane to 98 – 104 Reserve Road. This modification application was approved on 18 October 2017. 

		 Modification 1 - Victoria Cross and Artarmon Substation which involves relocation of the Victoria Cross northern services building from 194-196A Miller Street to 50 McLaren Street together with inclusion of a new station entrance at this location referred to as Victoria Cross North. The modification also involves the relocation of the substation at Artarmon from Butchers Lane to 98 – 104 Reserve Road. This modification application was approved on 18 October 2017. 



		 Modification 2 - Central Walk which involves additional works at Central Railway Station including construction of a new eastern concourse, a new eastern entry, and upgrades to suburban platforms. This modification application was approved on 21 December 2017. 

		 Modification 2 - Central Walk which involves additional works at Central Railway Station including construction of a new eastern concourse, a new eastern entry, and upgrades to suburban platforms. This modification application was approved on 21 December 2017. 



		 Modification 3 - Martin Place Station which involves changes to the Sydney Metro Martin Place Station to align with the Unsolicited Proposal by Macquarie Group Limited (Macquarie) for the development of the station precinct. The proposed modification involves a larger reconfigured station layout, provision of a new unpaid concourse link and retention of the existing MLC pedestrian link and works to connect into the Sydney Metro Martin Place Station. It is noted that if the Macquarie proposal does not proc

		 Modification 3 - Martin Place Station which involves changes to the Sydney Metro Martin Place Station to align with the Unsolicited Proposal by Macquarie Group Limited (Macquarie) for the development of the station precinct. The proposed modification involves a larger reconfigured station layout, provision of a new unpaid concourse link and retention of the existing MLC pedestrian link and works to connect into the Sydney Metro Martin Place Station. It is noted that if the Macquarie proposal does not proc



		 Modification 4 - Sydenham Station and Sydney Metro Trains Facility South which incorporated Sydenham Station and precinct works, the Sydney Metro Trains Facility South, works to Sydney Water’s Sydenham Pit and Drainage Pumping Station and ancillary infrastructure and track and signalling works into the approved project. This modification application was approved on 13 December 2017.  

		 Modification 4 - Sydenham Station and Sydney Metro Trains Facility South which incorporated Sydenham Station and precinct works, the Sydney Metro Trains Facility South, works to Sydney Water’s Sydenham Pit and Drainage Pumping Station and ancillary infrastructure and track and signalling works into the approved project. This modification application was approved on 13 December 2017.  





		 

		The CSSI Approval as modified allows for all works to deliver Sydney Metro between Chatswood and Sydenham Stations and also includes upgrade of Sydenham Station. 

		The remainder of the City & Southwest alignment (Sydenham to Bankstown) proposes the conversion of the existing heavy rail line from west of Sydenham Station to Bankstown to metro standards. This part of the project, referred to as the Sydenham to Bankstown upgrade, is the subject of a separate CSSI Application (Application No. SSI 17_8256) for which an EIS was exhibited between September and November 2017. A Response to Submissions and Preferred Infrastructure Report was submitted to DPE in June 2018 for f

		2.3 Nominated State Significant Precinct - Waterloo 

		Following the decision to locate a metro station in Waterloo, the Minister determined that parts of Waterloo are of State planning significance which should be investigated for urban 

		renewal through the SSP process.  SSP study requirements for such investigations were issued by the Minister on 19 May 2017. 

		Investigation of the Precinct is being undertaken by UrbanGrowth NSW Development Corporation (UrbanGrowth NSW), in partnership with Sydney Metro and the Land and Housing Corporation (LAHC). The outcome of the SSP process will be new planning controls that will enable future development applications for renewal of the Precinct.  

		The Precinct includes two separate but contiguous and inter-related parts: 

		 The Waterloo Metro Quarter (the Metro Quarter) 

		 The Waterloo Metro Quarter (the Metro Quarter) 

		 The Waterloo Metro Quarter (the Metro Quarter) 



		 The Waterloo Estate (the Estate) 

		 The Waterloo Estate (the Estate) 





		 

		A separate SSP Study for the Metro Quarter was lodged in July 2018 in advance of the SSP Study for the Estate to provide a planning framework for the construction of OSD within the Metro Quarter. The staged submission of the Metro Quarter SSP Study also facilitates the proposed development to be delivered concurrently with the metro station, as an integrated station development.   

		As this concept SSD Application relies upon the planning framework proposed in the Metro Quarter SSP Study, it is anticipated that the SSP Study and the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the SSD Application will be exhibited concurrently.  

		2.4 Planning relationship between Waterloo Station and the OSD 

		While Waterloo Station and the OSD will form an integrated station development, the planning pathways defined under the EP&A Act require separate approval for each component of the development. In this regard, the approved station works (CSSI Approval) are subject to the provisions of Part 5.1 of the EP&A Act (now referred to as Division 5.2) and the OSD component is subject to the provisions of Part 4 of the EP&A Act. 

		For clarity, the approved station works under the CSSI Approval included the construction of below and above ground structures necessary for delivering the station and also enabling construction of the integrated OSD. This includes but is not limited to: 

		 demolition of existing development 

		 demolition of existing development 

		 demolition of existing development 



		 excavation 

		 excavation 



		 integrated station and OSD structure (including concourse and platforms) 

		 integrated station and OSD structure (including concourse and platforms) 



		 lobbies  

		 lobbies  



		 retail spaces within the station building 

		 retail spaces within the station building 



		 public domain improvements associated with the station 

		 public domain improvements associated with the station 



		 access arrangements including vertical transport such as escalators and lifts space provisioning and service elements necessary to enable the future development of the OSD, such as lift cores, plant rooms, access, parking, retail, utilities connections and building services. 

		 access arrangements including vertical transport such as escalators and lifts space provisioning and service elements necessary to enable the future development of the OSD, such as lift cores, plant rooms, access, parking, retail, utilities connections and building services. 





		 

		The vertical extent of the approved station works above ground level is defined by the ‘transfer level’ level (which for Waterloo is defined by approximately RL 33.1 over the northern station box and RL 35.1 over the southern station box), above which would sit the OSD. An example of this delineation is illustrated in Figure 2. 



		Figure

		It is noted that the structural and service requirements and space provisioning to support OSD vary from station to station.  For example, based on the current level of design, Waterloo Station is not expected to provide for OSD lobbies, end of trip facilities and plant rooms.   However, the detailed design may be amended to incorporate these elements as part of the integrated station development. The CSSI Approval also establishes the general concept for the ground plane of Waterloo Station including acces

		It is noted that the structural and service requirements and space provisioning to support OSD vary from station to station.  For example, based on the current level of design, Waterloo Station is not expected to provide for OSD lobbies, end of trip facilities and plant rooms.   However, the detailed design may be amended to incorporate these elements as part of the integrated station development. The CSSI Approval also establishes the general concept for the ground plane of Waterloo Station including acces

		remainder of the Metro Quarter has informed the concept proposal for the OSD. It is noted that ongoing design development of the works to be delivered under the CSSI Approval would continue with a view to developing an Interchange Access Plan (IAP) and Station Design Precinct Plan (SDPP) for Waterloo Station to satisfy Conditions E92 and E101 of the CSSI Approval.  The detailed design for the Metro Quarter would continue to evolve having regard to the IAP and SDPP. 

		Public domain improvement works immediately adjacent to Waterloo Station would be delivered as part of the CSSI Approval to support pedestrian movements between transport modes (including to new and relocated bus stops, bike parking on Cope Street, and taxi and kiss-and-ride bays on Cope Street), while other public domain works within the Metro Quarter are proposed as part of the OSD. Final details of public domain works for the OSD will be provided with the detailed SSD Application(s) following finalisatio
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		2.5 The site 2.5.1 Location The site is located within the City of Sydney Local Government Area (LGA). The Metro Quarter comprises land to the west of Cope Street, east of Botany Road, south of Raglan Street and north of Wellington Street. The heritage listed Waterloo Congregational Church located at 103–105 Botany Road is within this block but is not part of the site.  The site has an approximate area of 1.287 hectares (refer to Figure 3).  

		2.5.2 Site context 

		The Metro Quarter is located in Redfern Street Village (see Figure 4) in the City of Sydney LGA approximately 3.3 kilometres south of Sydney CBD, 1 kilometre north of Green Square and less than 1 kilometre south of Redfern Station. 

		Directly east is the Waterloo Estate, which is owned by the NSW Government and is under the management of NSW LAHC. The Waterloo Estate comprises 2,012 social housing dwellings and a small number of private dwellings in medium and high density forms, ranging from single storey attached dwellings to apartment buildings of up to thirty storeys.  

		The Metro Quarter is less than 1 kilometre south-east of the Australian Technology Park (ATP), a technology micro-cluster that currently contains around 3,000 – 3,500 workers with a range of businesses in technology and creative industries; and a start-up/business incubator hub. It is set to grow into a business park that will soon accommodate new premises currently under construction (i.e. Commonwealth Bank Australia (CBA) has committed to two major office towers).  

		 

		Figure

		 

		Figure

		The site comprises the following properties: 

		 136B Raglan Street  Lot 4 DP 215751 

		 136B Raglan Street  Lot 4 DP 215751 

		 136B Raglan Street  Lot 4 DP 215751 



		 59 Botany Road   Lot 5 DP 215751 

		 59 Botany Road   Lot 5 DP 215751 



		 65 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP814205 

		 65 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP814205 



		 67 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP228641 

		 67 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP228641 



		 124-128 Cope Street  Lot 2 DP228641 

		 124-128 Cope Street  Lot 2 DP228641 



		 69-83 Botany Road  SP75492 

		 69-83 Botany Road  SP75492 



		 130-134 Cope Street  Lot 12 DP399757 

		 130-134 Cope Street  Lot 12 DP399757 



		 136-144 Cope Street  Lots A-E DP108312 

		 136-144 Cope Street  Lots A-E DP108312 



		 85 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP27454 

		 85 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP27454 



		 87 Botany Road   Lot 2 DP27454 

		 87 Botany Road   Lot 2 DP27454 



		 89-91 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP996765 

		 89-91 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP996765 



		 93-101 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP433969 & Lot 1 DP738891 

		 93-101 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP433969 & Lot 1 DP738891 



		 156-160 Cope Street  Lot 31 DP805384 

		 156-160 Cope Street  Lot 31 DP805384 



		 107-117A Botany Road  Lot 32 DP805384 & Lot A DP408116 

		 107-117A Botany Road  Lot 32 DP805384 & Lot A DP408116 



		 119-121 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP205942 & Lot 1 DP436831 

		 119-121 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP205942 & Lot 1 DP436831 



		 170-174 Cope Street  Lot 2 DP205942 

		 170-174 Cope Street  Lot 2 DP205942 





		 

		The buildings and structures on the site are now demolished in accordance with the CSSI Approval with the exception of one building which is being used to support construction. 

		2.6 Surrounding development 

		The neighbourhoods adjoining the site are composed of a layered urban fabric, containing a mix of commercial, residential, civic uses and open space.  

		2.6.1 To the north 

		To the immediate north of the site is the suburb of Redfern. Redfern is characterised by primarily residential uses. The civic and commercial centre is Redfern Street, part of Redfern Village, which cuts across the area and contains key civic, religious, commercial, retail buildings and services.  

		Redfern Park, including Redfern Oval, is located 800 metres north-east of the site. The National Centre for Indigenous Excellence is located to the immediate north of the Waterloo Estate on George Street. It is a large multi-purpose facility that contains an outdoor playing field, gym and undercover 25 metre swimming pool. 

		To the north-west of the site adjacent the railway line is ATP. The ATP site has an overall area of 13.2 hectares and is bound by railway lines to the north, railway workshops and yards to the north-west, government-owned community housing to the west, Henderson 

		Road to the south and Garden & Cornwallis Streets to the east. The site is undergoing progressive redevelopment for commercial, retail, educational, entertainment and civic uses. This includes the adaptive reuse of the existing State heritage listed Locomotive Workshops.  

		Redfern Station is also one of Sydney’s largest transport interchanges, providing direct access to numerous suburban and intercity lines feeding to Central Station and the City Circle line. 

		2.6.2 To the east 

		To the immediate east of the site, within the suburb of Waterloo is the Waterloo Estate. The Estate comprises 18.12 hectares of largely state government owned land, containing 2,012 social housing dwellings and a small number of privately owned sites. The buildings range from single storey attached dwellings to apartment towers up to 30-storeys. The Estate has been identified for renewal. Graffiti and dumping were noted in this area, as illustrated in Figure 6 and Figure 7. 
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		2.6.3 To the south  

		The area to the south of the site, within the suburb of Waterloo, is characterised by a mix of low to mid rise industrial, commercial and residential buildings. Immediately adjacent the site at 123 Botany Road is the Cauliflower Hotel, a locally listed heritage item (Item 2070) under the Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 (SLEP 2012). To the east of the Cauliflower Hotel is a group of low-rise residential terraces which front Wellington Street and the southern boundary of the site.  

		Further to the south of the site is the suburb of Green Square. Green Square is evolving into a new town centre, with a mix of low, medium and high rise buildings containing retail, commercial, civic and residential uses. The site is connected to Green Square via the Botany Road Growth Corridor.  



		2.6.4 To the west 

		2.6.4 To the west 

		To the west of the site, on the other side of Botany Road is the suburb of Alexandria. Alexandria comprises a mix of industrial, commercial and residential land uses, including low-rise terrace housing within the Alexandria Park Heritage Conservation Area. The suburb is undergoing progressive renewal with the introduction of medium to high density residential dwellings.  

		Alexandria Park, located approximately 200 metres from the site, is significant provider of open space within the area. The western part of the park is primarily used for active recreation associated with the oval. The eastern part of the park is primarily used for passive recreation. The park is listed as a locally significant heritage item under the SLEP 2012. Graffiti and dumping were noted to the west of the site, as illustrated in Figure 8 and Figure 9. 
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		2.6.5 New and forthcoming development near the site  

		The site is located in an area of ongoing change and redevelopment, with a number of envisaged, approved and under construction buildings, particularly along the Botany Road corridor between Redfern and Green Square. In addition to the developments described in the above sections, of direct relevance to the proposed OSD development is the development of 74-88 Botany Street, directly adjacent the site to the west. 

		A development application for the construction of a five-six storey mixed use development at 74-88 Botany Road was approved by the City of Sydney on 21 November 2016. The building contained two commercial tenancies and 63 affordable housing dwellings. Construction has not commenced on the site. UrbanGrowth NSW has been in consultation with the landowner, who is currently investigating alternative built form options for the site, including a taller building form with reconfigured dwellings to achieve better 

		  

		2.7 Existing Development  

		All existing buildings and structures on the site have been demolished under the terms of the CSSI Approval, with the exception of one building which is being used to support construction. These structures comprised a mix of low rise commercial and residential buildings, ranging from 2-3 storeys and previously occupied a range of uses including shops, light industry and residential dwellings. 

		Construction of the station has commenced with the site occupied by a construction compound. While most of the station will be located beneath finished ground level, once construction is complete, two substantial entry and plant structures, with heights up to 20 metres (approximately 5-storeys), will protrude above the finished ground level. One station box is located in the north-eastern part of the site (adjacent to the Cope Street/Raglan Street intersection), the other is located in the south-eastern par

		2.7.1 Access 

		Access to the site is currently restricted, due to the construction of the Sydney Metro. The site features two points of vehicle and pedestrian access, of which access is controlled by traffic management personnel. Access to the site is restricted outside of construction hours.  

		2.7.2 Security 

		Given the scale of construction currently ongoing, the site is managed by security procedures. It is likely that formal security patrols would be in operation outside of construction hours.  

		2.8 Overview of the proposed development 

		This concept SSD Application follows the submission of a SSP Study which supports a proposal to amend existing controls to facilitate the proposed development. The concept SSD Application will in turn comprises the first stage of seeking SSD development consent for the Waterloo OSD project. It will be followed by a future detailed SSD Application(s) for the design and construction of the OSD built form.  

		This concept SSD Application seeks approval for the planning and development framework and strategies to inform the future detailed design of the OSD. It specifically seeks approval for: 

		 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights and ground and upper level setbacks 

		 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights and ground and upper level setbacks 

		 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights and ground and upper level setbacks 



		 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 

		 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 

		 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 

		− approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing for approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings 

		− approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing for approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings 

		− approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing for approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings 



		− approximately 3,905 square metres GFA of retail premises and entertainment facilities 

		− approximately 3,905 square metres GFA of retail premises and entertainment facilities 



		− approximately 8,645 square metres GFA for business and commercial premises and community, health service and recreational facilities (indoor), including at least 2,000 square metres of floor space for community uses 

		− approximately 8,645 square metres GFA for business and commercial premises and community, health service and recreational facilities (indoor), including at least 2,000 square metres of floor space for community uses 











		 a three storey podium and a free standing building located within a public plaza, accommodating non-residential land uses 

		 a three storey podium and a free standing building located within a public plaza, accommodating non-residential land uses 

		 a three storey podium and a free standing building located within a public plaza, accommodating non-residential land uses 



		 residential uses above podium level in various building forms including three taller buildings of 23, 25 and 29 storeys (Reduced Level (RL) 96.9, 104.2 and 116.9 metres AHD respectively) 

		 residential uses above podium level in various building forms including three taller buildings of 23, 25 and 29 storeys (Reduced Level (RL) 96.9, 104.2 and 116.9 metres AHD respectively) 



		 use of OSD space provisioning within the footprint of the CSSI Approval 

		 use of OSD space provisioning within the footprint of the CSSI Approval 



		 public domain works, including open spaces, through-site links, footpaths, provision for cycle facilities and enhanced pedestrian crossings and roads. 

		 public domain works, including open spaces, through-site links, footpaths, provision for cycle facilities and enhanced pedestrian crossings and roads. 



		 car parking for up to 427 vehicles  

		 car parking for up to 427 vehicles  



		 cycle parking to support residential and non-residential land uses and visitors to the Metro Quarter.  Approval is also being sought for space within the future basement for a bike hub which would also support future bike parking for Waterloo Station  

		 cycle parking to support residential and non-residential land uses and visitors to the Metro Quarter.  Approval is also being sought for space within the future basement for a bike hub which would also support future bike parking for Waterloo Station  



		 loading, vehicular and pedestrian access arrangements 

		 loading, vehicular and pedestrian access arrangements 



		 strategies for utilities and services provision 

		 strategies for utilities and services provision 



		 strategies for managing stormwater and drainage 

		 strategies for managing stormwater and drainage 



		 a strategy for the achievement of ecologically sustainable development 

		 a strategy for the achievement of ecologically sustainable development 



		 a public art strategy 

		 a public art strategy 



		 provision for future signage zones 

		 provision for future signage zones 



		 a design excellence framework 

		 a design excellence framework 



		 the future subdivision of parts of the OSD footprint (if required). 

		 the future subdivision of parts of the OSD footprint (if required). 





		 

		It is noted that the Sydney Metro comprises GFA of approximately 8,415 square metres on the site, approved under CSSI Approval. The total GFA for the integrated station development, including the station GFA is approximately 77,165 square metres, which is equivalent to an FSR of approximately 6:1. 

		Key parameters of the concept proposal based on the current level of design development are indicated at Figure 10 and Figure 11. 
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		Figure

		The proposal is a significant opportunity to contribute to the urban renewal process for the Waterloo SSP. The objective to deliver the Metro Quarter project as soon as reasonably possible after completion of the Sydney Metro works (earmarked to open 2024) would ensure buildings within the Metro Quarter are occupied to support maximum patronage of the proposed metro station. The Metro Quarter would contain a mix of uses including residential, commercial, retail, community facilities and services and cultura

		2.9 Staging and framework for managing environmental impacts 

		Sydney Metro proposes to procure the delivery of the Waterloo integrated station development in one single package, which would entail the following works: 

		 station structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical 

		 station structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical 

		 station structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical 



		 OSD structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical. 

		 OSD structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical. 





		 

		Separate delivery packages are also proposed by Sydney Metro to deliver the excavation of the station boxes/shafts ahead of the integrated station development delivery package, and linewide systems (e.g. track, power, ventilation) and operational readiness works prior to the Sydney Metro City & Southwest metro system being able to operate.  

		For the purposes of considering construction related impacts, three possible staging scenarios have been identified for delivery of the integrated station development: 

		1. Scenario 1 – the station and OSD are constructed concurrently by constructing the transfer slab first and then building in both directions. Both the station and OSD would be completed in 2024.  

		1. Scenario 1 – the station and OSD are constructed concurrently by constructing the transfer slab first and then building in both directions. Both the station and OSD would be completed in 2024.  

		1. Scenario 1 – the station and OSD are constructed concurrently by constructing the transfer slab first and then building in both directions. Both the station and OSD would be completed in 2024.  



		2. Scenario 2 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. OSD construction may still be incomplete or soon ready to commence after station construction is completed. This means that some or all OSD construction is likely to still be underway upon opening of the station in 2024.  

		2. Scenario 2 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. OSD construction may still be incomplete or soon ready to commence after station construction is completed. This means that some or all OSD construction is likely to still be underway upon opening of the station in 2024.  



		3. Scenario 3 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. The OSD is built at a later stage, with timing yet to be determined. This creates two distinct construction periods for the station and OSD.  

		3. Scenario 3 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. The OSD is built at a later stage, with timing yet to be determined. This creates two distinct construction periods for the station and OSD.  





		The final staging for the delivery of the OSD would be resolved as part of the detailed SSD Application(s).  

		For the purposes of providing a high level assessment of the potential environmental impacts associated with construction, the following have been considered: 

		 Impacts directly associated with the OSD, the subject of this SSD Application 

		 Impacts directly associated with the OSD, the subject of this SSD Application 

		 Impacts directly associated with the OSD, the subject of this SSD Application 



		 Cumulative impacts of the construction of the OSD at the same time as the station works (subject of the CSSI Approval). 

		 Cumulative impacts of the construction of the OSD at the same time as the station works (subject of the CSSI Approval). 





		 

		 



		Figure

		This approach would be implemented until such time as completion of the station works (i.e. works under the CSSI Approval) is achieved. Beyond that point, standard construction environmental management practices would be implemented by the OSD developer in accordance with relevant guidelines and any conditions of approval.    

		This approach would be implemented until such time as completion of the station works (i.e. works under the CSSI Approval) is achieved. Beyond that point, standard construction environmental management practices would be implemented by the OSD developer in accordance with relevant guidelines and any conditions of approval.    

		2.10 Crime Risk Rating 

		A risk assessment of the site in its existing context and form has been undertaken. Overall, the Crime Risk Rating is considered ‘moderate’. The reasons for this are: 

		 the site’s location within an existing inner urban area 

		 the site’s location within an existing inner urban area 

		 the site’s location within an existing inner urban area 



		 the site’s location within an established area of various land uses and their associated operation/functions 

		 the site’s location within an established area of various land uses and their associated operation/functions 



		 the site’s location adjacent a high-density housing area (of various tenure) known as Waterloo Estate 

		 the site’s location adjacent a high-density housing area (of various tenure) known as Waterloo Estate 



		 the site’s location adjacent a major arterial road 

		 the site’s location adjacent a major arterial road 



		 the site’s location adjacent night-activity (ie hotels and pubs within the immediate surrounds) 

		 the site’s location adjacent night-activity (ie hotels and pubs within the immediate surrounds) 



		 the presence of graffiti in the surrounds 

		 the presence of graffiti in the surrounds 



		 the presence of illegal dumping in the surrounds 

		 the presence of illegal dumping in the surrounds 



		 restricted public access to the site 

		 restricted public access to the site 



		 on site security and its operation 

		 on site security and its operation 



		 the storage of valuable and/or high-risk goods (associated with construction) on the site 

		 the storage of valuable and/or high-risk goods (associated with construction) on the site 



		 minimal visibility into/out of the site, due to security fencing 

		 minimal visibility into/out of the site, due to security fencing 



		 significant construction activity on the site during daytime hours 

		 significant construction activity on the site during daytime hours 



		 natural surveillance provided by surrounding uses, including commercial tenancies along Botany Road and residential dwellings along Cope Street. 

		 natural surveillance provided by surrounding uses, including commercial tenancies along Botany Road and residential dwellings along Cope Street. 





		 

		 

		 



		3.0 Overview of the proposed development 

		3.0 Overview of the proposed development 

		 



		This concept SSD Application seeks approval for the planning and development framework and strategies to inform the future detailed design of the OSD. It specifically seeks approval for: 

		 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights and ground and upper level setbacks 

		 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights and ground and upper level setbacks 

		 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights and ground and upper level setbacks 



		 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 

		 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 

		 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 

		− approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing for approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings 

		− approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing for approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings 

		− approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing for approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings 



		− approximately 3,905 square metres GFA of retail premises and entertainment facilities 

		− approximately 3,905 square metres GFA of retail premises and entertainment facilities 



		− approximately 8,645 square metres GFA for business and commercial premises and community, health service and recreational facilities (indoor), including at least 2,000 square metres of floor space for community uses 

		− approximately 8,645 square metres GFA for business and commercial premises and community, health service and recreational facilities (indoor), including at least 2,000 square metres of floor space for community uses 









		• a three storey podium and a free standing building located within a public plaza, accommodating non-residential land uses 

		• a three storey podium and a free standing building located within a public plaza, accommodating non-residential land uses 



		• residential uses above podium level in various building forms including three taller buildings of 23, 25 and 29 storeys (Reduced Level (RL) 96.9, 104.2 and 116.9 metres AHD respectively) 

		• residential uses above podium level in various building forms including three taller buildings of 23, 25 and 29 storeys (Reduced Level (RL) 96.9, 104.2 and 116.9 metres AHD respectively) 



		• public domain works, including open spaces, through-site links, footpaths, provision for cycle facilities and enhanced pedestrian crossings and roads. 

		• public domain works, including open spaces, through-site links, footpaths, provision for cycle facilities and enhanced pedestrian crossings and roads. 



		• car parking for up to 427 vehicles  

		• car parking for up to 427 vehicles  



		• cycle parking to support residential and non-residential land uses and visitors to the Metro Quarter.  Approval is also being sought for space within the future basement for a bike hub which would also support future bike parking for Waterloo Station  

		• cycle parking to support residential and non-residential land uses and visitors to the Metro Quarter.  Approval is also being sought for space within the future basement for a bike hub which would also support future bike parking for Waterloo Station  



		• loading, vehicular and pedestrian access arrangements 

		• loading, vehicular and pedestrian access arrangements 



		• strategies for utilities and services provision 

		• strategies for utilities and services provision 



		• strategies for managing stormwater and drainage 

		• strategies for managing stormwater and drainage 



		• a strategy for the achievement of ecologically sustainable development 

		• a strategy for the achievement of ecologically sustainable development 



		• a public art strategy 

		• a public art strategy 



		• provision for future signage zones 

		• provision for future signage zones 



		• a design excellence framework 

		• a design excellence framework 



		• the future subdivision of parts of the OSD footprint (if required). 

		• the future subdivision of parts of the OSD footprint (if required). 





		 

		It is noted that the Sydney Metro comprises GFA of approximately 8,415 square metres on the site, approved under CSSI Approval. The total GFA for the integrated station 

		development, including the station GFA is approximately 77,165 square metres, which is equivalent to an FSR of approximately 6:1. 

		3.1 Building envelope 

		The proposed built form and building typology aims to respond to the findings of the context analysis as described within Turner and Turf’s Urban Design Report. The proposal includes a composition of typologies, including podium, mid-rise and tall buildings, that reflect the surrounding context. 

		3.1.1 Podium 

		A three-storey podium has been proposed to respond to the scale of the existing streetscape along Botany Road. This has been particularly critical to appropriately manage interfaces of new buildings with the existing Waterloo Congregational Church and other heritage items adjacent to the site on Botany Road, illustrated in Figures 13 and 14. 

		The grain and modulation of the podium facade is intended to be broken down to reflect the retail street approach and the existing fine-grain retail across Raglan Street. 

		 

		Figure

		 



		Figure

		3.1.2 Mid-rise The mid-rise buildings (illustrated in Figure 15) range between 4-10 storeys and are located above the station boxes and podium. The mid-rise buildings make reference to the building typologies of recent residential infill buildings throughout the locality and provide a transition between podium and tower typologies. This typology also serves to scale down toward Cope Street and the proposed Cope Street Plaza. 

		3.1.2 Mid-rise The mid-rise buildings (illustrated in Figure 15) range between 4-10 storeys and are located above the station boxes and podium. The mid-rise buildings make reference to the building typologies of recent residential infill buildings throughout the locality and provide a transition between podium and tower typologies. This typology also serves to scale down toward Cope Street and the proposed Cope Street Plaza. 

		 

		Figure

		 

		3.1.3 Tall buildings 

		Three tower forms of 23, 25 and 29 storeys will act as a destination marker for Waterloo Station and the new activity centre (illustrated in Figure 16). The curvature of the tower forms aims to visually soften the buildings, mitigate potential wind downwash and reduce the floor plate size. This form also aims to maximise residential amenity by allowing apartments to orient away from the noise and traffic of Botany Road.  

		Figure

		 

		  

		3.2 Access 

		Access to the site and the proposed built form (concept) will be provided by the surrounding road network of Botany Road, Raglan Street, Cope Street and Wellington Street, as shown in Figure 17. Given the various uses proposed within this concept, the proposed built form will feature multiple access points that will be the subject of detailed design of subsequent SDD applications.  

		   

		   



		It is noted that the main commuter access to the metro station will be located at the corner of Raglan Street and Cope Street, with a second access point provided from the public plaza. Three vehicle access points are provided; one from Botany Road for Sydney Metro and retail service vehicles; one from Cope Street to the basement for residents and retail uses; and one from Wellington Street for service, resident and retail vehicles. The proposed concept design provides a through site pedestrian link and a n

		3.3 Car parking 

		The concept seeks approval for up to 427 cars, 700 residential bicycles and 440 public bicycles. The layout and access to the car park will be determined during the detailed design stage. 

		3.4 Security 

		Provisions of security will be determined during the detailed design stage. As the proposed concept plan includes a variety of uses that operate during various hours of the day, formal security patrols will likely be incorporated into the operation of the future development. 

		 

		 

		 



		4.0 Nature of Recorded Crime 

		4.0 Nature of Recorded Crime 

		 



		Crime statistics obtained from the NSW Bureau of Crime Statistics and Research (BOCSAR) represents criminal incidents recorded by NSW Police. A review of the local statistics for 2017 found that the most commonly occurring crimes relevant to CPTED within the City of Sydney LGA (rates per 100,000 persons) were:  

		 Fraud 

		 Fraud 

		 Fraud 



		 Non-domestic assault 

		 Non-domestic assault 



		 Steal from retail store 

		 Steal from retail store 



		 Malicious damage to property 

		 Malicious damage to property 



		 Steal from person 

		 Steal from person 



		 Steal from dwelling 

		 Steal from dwelling 



		 Domestic violence related assault. 

		 Domestic violence related assault. 





		 

		As shown in Figures 18-25, the BOSCAR database indicates that the site is located within a hotspot for the following crimes:  

		 Assault – domestic violence related 

		 Assault – domestic violence related 

		 Assault – domestic violence related 



		 Assault – non-domestic violence related  

		 Assault – non-domestic violence related  



		 Break and enter – dwelling 

		 Break and enter – dwelling 



		 Break and enter – non-dwelling 

		 Break and enter – non-dwelling 



		 Malicious damage to property 

		 Malicious damage to property 



		 Motor vehicle theft 

		 Motor vehicle theft 



		 Steal from dwelling 

		 Steal from dwelling 



		 Steal from motor vehicle. 

		 Steal from motor vehicle. 





		 

		Hotspots indicate areas of higher crime density (number of incidents per 50m by 50m) relative to crime concentrations across NSW. They are not adjusted for the number of residents and visitors in the area and therefore may not accurately reflect the risk of victimisation in inner city locations, such as Waterloo with very high residential population.  

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		  



		 









		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		  

		The frequency of the crimes identified above in Waterloo (suburb), between 2014 and 2018 are detailed below in Table 2. 

		Table 2 Statistics of recorded crime in Waterloo (suburb) between 2014 and 2018  

		Crime 

		Crime 

		Crime 

		Crime 

		Crime 



		Incidents March 2014 – March 2015 

		Incidents March 2014 – March 2015 



		Incidents March 2015 – March 2016 

		Incidents March 2015 – March 2016 



		Incidents March 2016 – March 2017 

		Incidents March 2016 – March 2017 



		Incidents March 2017 – March 2018 

		Incidents March 2017 – March 2018 



		2014 – 2018 Trend 

		2014 – 2018 Trend 



		Rate per 100,000 Population 

		Rate per 100,000 Population 







		Assault –domestic violence related 

		Assault –domestic violence related 

		Assault –domestic violence related 

		Assault –domestic violence related 



		125 

		125 



		103 

		103 



		105 

		105 



		130 

		130 



		Stable 

		Stable 



		Moderate 

		Moderate 





		Assault – non-domestic violence related 

		Assault – non-domestic violence related 

		Assault – non-domestic violence related 



		130 

		130 



		157 

		157 



		124 

		124 



		137 

		137 



		Stable 

		Stable 



		Low 

		Low 





		Break and enter – Dwelling 

		Break and enter – Dwelling 

		Break and enter – Dwelling 



		103 

		103 



		65 

		65 



		60 

		60 



		95 

		95 



		Stable 

		Stable 



		High 

		High 





		Break and enter – Non-dwelling 

		Break and enter – Non-dwelling 

		Break and enter – Non-dwelling 



		20 

		20 



		21 

		21 



		16 

		16 



		32 

		32 



		Stable 

		Stable 



		Very Low 

		Very Low 





		Malicious Damage to Property 

		Malicious Damage to Property 

		Malicious Damage to Property 



		198 

		198 



		178 

		178 



		199 

		199 



		184 

		184 



		Stable 

		Stable 



		Very Low 

		Very Low 





		Motor Vehicle Theft 

		Motor Vehicle Theft 

		Motor Vehicle Theft 



		23 

		23 



		19 

		19 



		25 

		25 



		26 

		26 



		Stable  

		Stable  



		Very Low 

		Very Low 





		Steal from Dwelling 

		Steal from Dwelling 

		Steal from Dwelling 



		104 

		104 



		100 

		100 



		89 

		89 



		110 

		110 



		Stable 

		Stable 



		Very High 

		Very High 





		Steal from Motor Vehicle 

		Steal from Motor Vehicle 

		Steal from Motor Vehicle 



		180 

		180 



		95 

		95 



		79 

		79 



		65 

		65 



		Decline 

		Decline 



		Very Low 

		Very Low 





		Steal from Person 

		Steal from Person 

		Steal from Person 



		31 

		31 



		23 

		23 



		16 

		16 



		13 

		13 



		Decline 

		Decline 



		Very Low 

		Very Low 









		 

		 

		 



		 

		 

		 



		5.0 Matters for Consideration 

		5.0 Matters for Consideration 

		 



		A potential perpetrator can take advantage of the environment, with access and the opportunity for concealment significantly affecting the safety and perceived safety of an environment. Given the site’s location within the hotspots identified in the previous section, the following is an assessment of the proposed development’s potential to facilitate opportunities for such crimes. 

		The proposed development is a concept SSD that features a mix of uses within an urban fringe location. While the concept SSD incorporates primarily commercial and residential uses, the inclusion of specific uses such as late-night trading and community uses, and the development’s proximity to a major transport system significantly influences the safety and perceived safety of the environment. For this reason, understanding the relationship of these uses is integral in forming recommendations for crime reduc

		5.1 Surveillance 

		Effective natural and incidental surveillance can reduce the opportunities for crime and improve the safety or perceived safety of an area. The principle indicates that offenders are often deterred from committing a crime in areas with high levels of natural surveillance, due to the increased likelihood of that criminal act being witnessed or an offender being identified. The following design features can improve natural surveillance:  

		 Clear sight lines between public and private places 

		 Clear sight lines between public and private places 

		 Clear sight lines between public and private places 



		 Appropriate lighting and effective guardianship of communal and/or public areas 

		 Appropriate lighting and effective guardianship of communal and/or public areas 



		 Minimal opportunity for concealment or entrapment 

		 Minimal opportunity for concealment or entrapment 



		 The siting and orientation of buildings towards populated areas or paths of travel 

		 The siting and orientation of buildings towards populated areas or paths of travel 



		 Clarity of building entry points, and their orientation towards populated areas or paths of travel. 

		 Clarity of building entry points, and their orientation towards populated areas or paths of travel. 





		 

		5.1.1 Ground Level   

		Opportunities for natural surveillance within the ground floor of the proposed development will undoubtedly improve due to the increase of activity catalysed by various uses within this level. Further, opportunities for natural surveillance are benefited by the proximity to the metro station portal and the pedestrian activity associated with these portals.  

		The concept SSD incorporates significant public domain improvements which encourage greater occupancy of these spaces. Greater occupancy of the public domain will result in greater opportunities for natural surveillance.  

		The proposed Cope Street Plaza, freestanding buildings, pedestrian through site link and the existing Waterloo Congregational Church all promote activity, engagement and a sense of community ownership over the publicly accessible spaces of the proposed development and provide opportunities for natural surveillance. The linear design of the public domain further benefits clear lines of sight and opportunities for natural surveillance.  

		The site benefits from four street frontages that will likely experience higher levels of vehicle and pedestrian traffic when the metro station becomes operational. This unprecedented activity will improve opportunities for natural surveillance to the proposed development. Natural surveillance is further benefited by the siting and orientation of the proposed built form, which generally has frontage toward public spaces.  

		However, it is noted that the proposed development will experience periods of reduced occupancy and activity, namely during late night and early morning periods. Therefore, opportunities for natural surveillance will be limited during these times.  

		Given the proposed pedestrian through-site-link between the Botany Road bus interchange and Cope Street Plaza is relatively narrow and semi-enclosed, careful design consideration is required to ensure clear sightlines, activity and the associated perception of safety is maintained. Recommendations in respect of surveillance are provided in Section 6.1.1. 

		5.2 Lighting and Technical Supervision  

		Effective lighting can reduce fear, improve visibility and increase the likelihood that offenders will be detected. Lighting within the proposed development should meet the applicable Australian and New Zealand Standard, specifically addressing crime and fear reduction. Maintenance of lighting and CCTV should be implemented to ensure consistent function.    

		The brightness of lighting should allow for facial recognition and visibility into a vehicle. Bright and well-distributed lighting should be installed at all building entrances, egress points and throughout the public domain. Lighting types should be of a high quality and vandal resistant. All lighting should be designed and managed in the context of the location to maximise effectiveness. Where recesses and interrupted sightlines cannot be avoided, the use of additional lighting and/or mirrors should be co

		As multiple areas within the proposed development will be continuously publicly accessible, the use of CCTV is considered appropriate throughout these areas. Further, back of house and service areas, circulation corridors and the public domain should be appropriately supervised by CCTV systems.  

		To ensure the CCTV network is effective, lighting within the proposed development should be designed to correspond with the placement of the CCTV cameras to permit adequate facial recognition (of CCTV images) at all times. A suitably qualified consultant should be engaged to advise on the lighting and CCTV specifications. Recommendations in respect of lighting and technical supervision are provided in Section 6.1.2 

		5.3 Territorial Reinforcement  

		Territorial reinforcement involves the perceived ownership of public spaces. Users will be more inclined to visit areas that are maintained and to which they feel they have a vested interest in. A well-used and dynamic public space is made safer by natural surveillance. Designing with a clear transition between public and private spaces, and clear design cues indicating the intended use of space is critical. A well maintained public domain is critical in encouraging occupancy of space, both in the interior 

		The NSW Police Safer by Design Guidelines notes that people generally recognise areas that display strong ownership cues, and that these areas are less likely to be improperly used.  

		The OSD benefits from the holistic and contiguous design of the Metro Quarter. As such, issues of territorial reinforcement associates with ad-hoc urban development area avoided. However, territorial reinforcement may be challenged by the perceived public nature of the ground floor and associated publicly accessible open spaces. The design of the OSD facilitates public access from the surrounds, including Waterloo Station, with public access integral to the successful occupancy of retail tenancies. Accordin

		Furthermore, areas that may provide entrapment and/or concealment opportunities should be appropriately mitigated. An example of a potential entrapment location is the podium setback area from the southern side of the Waterloo Congregational Church. Mitigation measures could include restricting public access to this area after hours.  

		Suitable wayfinding, building/business identification signage associated with the station and commercial uses is recommended to assist territorial reinforcement. The reinforcement of territorial ownership can reduce the ambiguity of use within a space and may assist in the identification of suspicious behaviour.  

		Overall, the proposed development presents many opportunities to implement formal and informal guardians within the site. These guardians will benefit territorial reinforcement and the associated improvement of safety and perceived safety. Recommendations in respect of territorial reinforcement are provided in Section 6.1.3. 

		5.4 Environmental Maintenance  

		There is a strong association between environmental maintenance and the fear or perceived fear of crime. General image can greatly affect an individual’s desire to enter and engage with space. Environmental maintenance and territorial reinforcement are co-dependent in achieving a safer space and are integral in achieving optimal natural surveillance. The maintenance of the built form, landscaping and lighting will assist in communicating care and the presence of effective guardianship. Routine maintenance i

		As with territorial reinforcement, environmental maintenance may be challenged by the perceived public nature of the ground floor and associates open spaces. The integration of landscaping within the public realm (namely the footpaths that surround the site) may result in environmental degrade as the clarity of ownership and responsibility to maintain these area is unclear. As such, a thorough environmental maintenance plan should detail the extent of the site manager’s duty in respect of environmental main

		As shown in the Urban Design and Public Domain Strategy prepared by Turner architects and Turf landscape architects, the proposed development involves major regeneration of the site. The works provide the opportunity to act as a catalyst for environmental improvements to the surrounding public areas, reducing existing of graffiti, litter and urban decay. This environmental grade negatively impacts perceptions of safety.  

		Environmental maintenance practises should incorporate the rapid removal of graffiti and litter from the site, and the repair of items/areas that have been vandalised. Further, high-quality furniture, building materials and signage should be used to lessen the likelihood of damage and to reduce maintenance costs. 

		Therefore, the on-going maintenance and cleaning of publicly accessible areas within proposed development, such as Cope Street Plaza, pedestrian through site link and new shared street will require further consideration in future detailed SSD applications. Recommendations in respect of environmental maintenance are provided in Section 6.1.4. 

		5.5 Activity and Space Management  

		Similar to environmental maintenance, there is a strong association between activity and space management, and the fear or perceived fear of crime. Unlike environmental maintenance, this principle endeavours to manage the more dynamic activity and use of space. 

		The management of activity and space will be challenged by the various uses which are proposed on the site, including the commercial, retail, residential and community uses. Therefore, the central management of tenancies and their communal resources (i.e. outdoor spaces) will benefit the effective management of activity and space within the proposed development. In light of this, it is considered that the spatial design of buildings within the concept plan SSD endeavour to clearly define spaces, capable of 

		Consideration of the commercial tenants’ cash handling protocol should respond to their operational needs, ensuring the movement of cash and valuable items into and out of the site occurs at times of maximum visibility. Ideally, these times should be varied, avoiding the risk of a potential offender monitoring the movement of these items. 

		Tenants should consider the public use of equipment within the proposed development as items such as furniture, rubbish bins and signage often attract vandalism. Adequate storage and security of these items will limit the opportunity of an offender misusing them as a projectile, weapon or opportunity for concealment.  

		Given the proposed commercial uses within the OSD, it is possible that future tenants may become licensed premises. If a tenant obtains a liquor license, the license holder would be subject to the conditions of the license which generally aim to minimise the conflict of patrons in the surrounding environment. Recommendations in respect of activity and space management are provided in Section 6.1.5. 

		5.6 Access Control  

		Access control strategies restrict, channel and encourage the movement of people and vehicles into and through designated areas. Unauthorised entry is reduced by physical and 

		technical barriers which also increase the effort required to commit a crime. The proposed development includes multiple types of access, these include: 

		 Primary – access to publicly accessible areas, including the public plaza and associated pedestrian paths, retail tenancies and building lobbies (during operational hours) 

		 Primary – access to publicly accessible areas, including the public plaza and associated pedestrian paths, retail tenancies and building lobbies (during operational hours) 

		 Primary – access to publicly accessible areas, including the public plaza and associated pedestrian paths, retail tenancies and building lobbies (during operational hours) 



		 Secondary – access to semi-public, paid entry or private areas, including the specific tenancies (i.e. gyms), residential lobbies, back of hours and service areas 

		 Secondary – access to semi-public, paid entry or private areas, including the specific tenancies (i.e. gyms), residential lobbies, back of hours and service areas 



		 Vehicle – access for vehicles for parking and loading within the proposed development, encompassing all the above uses. 

		 Vehicle – access for vehicles for parking and loading within the proposed development, encompassing all the above uses. 





		 

		Access control within the proposed development is challenged by the quantity of access points. Each of the proposed retail tenancies will feature its own access. Given the proximity of the proposed development to the Waterloo Station and the public nature of the proposed development, unrestricted public access to the ground floor public plaza is expected. It is also understood that access to the public domain areas will be unrestricted, 24 hours. After-hours access control to certain higher risk areas of th

		Access to residential dwellings requires significant consideration. Residential lobbies should be independent of other uses, with access to these lobbies clearly differentiated from public uses. Access from designated residential car and bicycle parking space to residential lobbies should be exclusive where possible. Further, access to bicycle parking areas is ideally restricted to those who have pre-arranged access to these spaces. 

		Generally, access control strategies are assisted by co-location of uses that require a similar level of access controls. This is particularly relevant given the proximity to the metro station. Recommendations in respect of access control are provided in Section 6.1.6. 

		5.7 Design, Definition and Designation  

		The design of the proposed development reflects its purpose, and while perpetrators will often exploit areas with unclear spatial definition, the design of the proposed development generally addresses multiple principles of CPTED. To further delineate varying uses provided by the development, signage indicating how each space is used should be incorporated within future applications. Clear wayfinding signage should be incorporated throughout all publicly accessible areas.  

		Where possible, concierge desks and staff offices should be positioned along or within proximity of street frontages in order to maximise opportunities for natural surveillance through the provision of clear sightlines.  

		As stations are typically subject to higher levels of crime and attractive places for loitering, there is the potential for conflict to occur between customers using the Metro station and users of the immediate surrounds. For this reason, appropriate technical surveillance will be required throughout the interior and exterior of the development, and should form part of a wider CCTV network. Recommendations in respect of design, definition and designation are provided in Section 6.1.7.  

		6.0 Crime Risk Rating and Recommendation 

		6.0 Crime Risk Rating and Recommendation 

		 



		The Crime Risk Rating considers the development as proposed in the Urban Design and Public Domain Study prepared by Turner and Turf. Acknowledging the existing and future site context along with the issues discussed in Section 2, 4, and 5, the Crime Risk Assessment Rating of the proposed development is rated within the ‘moderate’ category.  

		An assessment of the proposal using the CPTED principles has found that, with the implementation of the recommendations, the rating would remain within the ‘moderate’ category. It is noted that this rating is the product of dense urban environment rather than the proposed concept development itself. The recommendations included in Section 6.1 should inform the detail design of various development components, subject to future applications.  

		6.1 Recommendations 

		6.1.1 Surveillance  

		 Maintain sightlines to and from the proposed development and the surrounds by ensuring signage and equipment do not create a significant visual obstruction.  

		 Maintain sightlines to and from the proposed development and the surrounds by ensuring signage and equipment do not create a significant visual obstruction.  

		 Maintain sightlines to and from the proposed development and the surrounds by ensuring signage and equipment do not create a significant visual obstruction.  



		 In the detail design of built form, ensure potential opportunities for concealment are removed.  

		 In the detail design of built form, ensure potential opportunities for concealment are removed.  



		 At street level, building facades should be free of signage and clutter, permitting sightlines between tenancies and the public domain.  

		 At street level, building facades should be free of signage and clutter, permitting sightlines between tenancies and the public domain.  



		 Future design of internal car park structures should be strategically placed to prevent opportunities for concealment and entrapment. 

		 Future design of internal car park structures should be strategically placed to prevent opportunities for concealment and entrapment. 



		 Subject to detailed design, the configuration of car parking spaces should maximise natural surveillance opportunities (i.e. using grid rows instead of a herringbone design). 

		 Subject to detailed design, the configuration of car parking spaces should maximise natural surveillance opportunities (i.e. using grid rows instead of a herringbone design). 



		 The height of ceilings in the car parking areas should ensure that lighting is distributed across the entire car park and to a brightness which permits facial recognition into a vehicle. 

		 The height of ceilings in the car parking areas should ensure that lighting is distributed across the entire car park and to a brightness which permits facial recognition into a vehicle. 



		 Wayfinding signage should be provided to ensure that users understand how and where to enter, exit and find assistance. 

		 Wayfinding signage should be provided to ensure that users understand how and where to enter, exit and find assistance. 



		 Active uses are encouraged along the publicly accessible areas of the proposed development, particularly along the Cope Street Plaza, ‘new street’ and pedestrian through site link to increase natural surveillance and effective guardianship. 

		 Active uses are encouraged along the publicly accessible areas of the proposed development, particularly along the Cope Street Plaza, ‘new street’ and pedestrian through site link to increase natural surveillance and effective guardianship. 



		 In areas of the public domain that do not align with a late-night activity, consider the accessibility of these areas during night hours. 

		 In areas of the public domain that do not align with a late-night activity, consider the accessibility of these areas during night hours. 





		 

		6.1.2 Lighting and Technical Supervision  

		 The installation of a CCTV network within the proposed development is strongly recommended, specifically within the public domain.  

		 The installation of a CCTV network within the proposed development is strongly recommended, specifically within the public domain.  

		 The installation of a CCTV network within the proposed development is strongly recommended, specifically within the public domain.  



		 The CCTV network is to be designed in consultation with a suitably qualified security consultant who holds a Class 2A licence under the Security Industry Act 1997. A security 

		 The CCTV network is to be designed in consultation with a suitably qualified security consultant who holds a Class 2A licence under the Security Industry Act 1997. A security 





		consultant will advise on the placement, installation, monitoring and maintenance of the CCTV network.  

		consultant will advise on the placement, installation, monitoring and maintenance of the CCTV network.  

		consultant will advise on the placement, installation, monitoring and maintenance of the CCTV network.  



		 The CCTV network should ensure blackspots of natural surveillance are adequately covered by technical supervision. 

		 The CCTV network should ensure blackspots of natural surveillance are adequately covered by technical supervision. 



		 The CCTV network should be partnered with the internal and external lighting strategy to ensure facial recognition is achieved in all lighting conditions.  

		 The CCTV network should be partnered with the internal and external lighting strategy to ensure facial recognition is achieved in all lighting conditions.  



		 A minimum colour rendering index of 60 should be achieved throughout the proposed development. 

		 A minimum colour rendering index of 60 should be achieved throughout the proposed development. 



		 Discrete CCTV systems (ie small dome camera) are recommended. 

		 Discrete CCTV systems (ie small dome camera) are recommended. 



		 CCTV and effective lighting are particularly important throughout pedestrian through-site-link to ensure a perception of safety is maintained.  

		 CCTV and effective lighting are particularly important throughout pedestrian through-site-link to ensure a perception of safety is maintained.  



		 Within through-site-links, design initiatives to enhance the attractiveness and perceptions of safety of this area should be explored. 

		 Within through-site-links, design initiatives to enhance the attractiveness and perceptions of safety of this area should be explored. 



		 A lighting strategy should be developed by a suitably qualified technician. 

		 A lighting strategy should be developed by a suitably qualified technician. 





		 

		6.1.3 Territorial Reinforcement  

		 Ensure there is a clear delineation between public and private areas within the site and the proposed development.  

		 Ensure there is a clear delineation between public and private areas within the site and the proposed development.  

		 Ensure there is a clear delineation between public and private areas within the site and the proposed development.  



		 Ensure there is a clear delineation between the various activities within the proposed development. 

		 Ensure there is a clear delineation between the various activities within the proposed development. 



		 Ensure the management/ownership structure of various areas within the proposed development is appropriately communicated to owners.  

		 Ensure the management/ownership structure of various areas within the proposed development is appropriately communicated to owners.  



		 Ensure building entrances remain highly visible and free of clutter. 

		 Ensure building entrances remain highly visible and free of clutter. 



		 Within the metro concourse and portals, ensure adequate signage is installed to guide pedestrian movement.  

		 Within the metro concourse and portals, ensure adequate signage is installed to guide pedestrian movement.  



		 Provide wayfinding, building/business identification signage where appropriate to reinforce perceptions of safety and legibility.  

		 Provide wayfinding, building/business identification signage where appropriate to reinforce perceptions of safety and legibility.  





		 

		6.1.4 Environmental Maintenance  

		 Once operational, prioritise the on-going and frequent maintenance of internal and external environments, especially areas that are publicly accessible. 

		 Once operational, prioritise the on-going and frequent maintenance of internal and external environments, especially areas that are publicly accessible. 

		 Once operational, prioritise the on-going and frequent maintenance of internal and external environments, especially areas that are publicly accessible. 



		 Prioritise the rapid removal of graffiti and rubbish within the site, and the repair of items damaged through vandalism and environmental degrade.  

		 Prioritise the rapid removal of graffiti and rubbish within the site, and the repair of items damaged through vandalism and environmental degrade.  



		 Within publicly accessible or communal areas, ensure unfixed items (i.e. furniture, equipment, signage) are appropriately stored when not in use.  

		 Within publicly accessible or communal areas, ensure unfixed items (i.e. furniture, equipment, signage) are appropriately stored when not in use.  



		 Ensure the management of environmental maintenance is clearly communicated to future tenants of the proposed development.  

		 Ensure the management of environmental maintenance is clearly communicated to future tenants of the proposed development.  





		6.1.5 Activity and Space Management  

		 Ensure business, building and wayfinding signage is appropriately installed throughout the proposed development. 

		 Ensure business, building and wayfinding signage is appropriately installed throughout the proposed development. 

		 Ensure business, building and wayfinding signage is appropriately installed throughout the proposed development. 



		 Ensure the rights and obligations of tenants and the building manager are clearly communicated through a leasing agreement.  

		 Ensure the rights and obligations of tenants and the building manager are clearly communicated through a leasing agreement.  



		 For developments of this size, centralised building management is recommended. Central building management can ensure conflicts of activity and space management between the development’s various uses is avoided or appropriately managed. 

		 For developments of this size, centralised building management is recommended. Central building management can ensure conflicts of activity and space management between the development’s various uses is avoided or appropriately managed. 





		 

		6.1.6 Access Control 

		 Install electronic access systems within the entrances of all private areas (ie residential lobbies and back-of-house areas). 

		 Install electronic access systems within the entrances of all private areas (ie residential lobbies and back-of-house areas). 

		 Install electronic access systems within the entrances of all private areas (ie residential lobbies and back-of-house areas). 



		 Install electronic access systems within bicycle storage areas. 

		 Install electronic access systems within bicycle storage areas. 



		 Building management should ensure all individual tenancies can be appropriately secured, subject to their use. 

		 Building management should ensure all individual tenancies can be appropriately secured, subject to their use. 



		 Consider the delineation and separation of car parking areas. Where possible, shared access to these car parking areas (ie commercial and residential) should be avoided.  

		 Consider the delineation and separation of car parking areas. Where possible, shared access to these car parking areas (ie commercial and residential) should be avoided.  



		 Subject to the requirements of access and egress, residential car parking areas should be exclusively accessed by residents and their visitors. Residential car parking areas should not be publicly accessible. 

		 Subject to the requirements of access and egress, residential car parking areas should be exclusively accessed by residents and their visitors. Residential car parking areas should not be publicly accessible. 



		 Consider restricting access to publicly accessible areas that do not align with night activity or have low levels of activity and natural surveillance after hours, such as the setback area south of the Waterloo Congregational Church.  

		 Consider restricting access to publicly accessible areas that do not align with night activity or have low levels of activity and natural surveillance after hours, such as the setback area south of the Waterloo Congregational Church.  





		 

		6.1.7 Design, Definition and Designation  

		 As the detailed design of built form and the public domain is further refined, consider further CPTED assessments to specifically address features of the detailed design.    

		 As the detailed design of built form and the public domain is further refined, consider further CPTED assessments to specifically address features of the detailed design.    

		 As the detailed design of built form and the public domain is further refined, consider further CPTED assessments to specifically address features of the detailed design.    





		 

		 

		 



		7.0 Conclusion

		7.0 Conclusion

		 



		This Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) Assessment has been undertaken by Ethos Urban to assess the potential opportunities for crime and the perceived fear of crime that may be associated with the proposed OSD above and adjacent to the approved Waterloo Station.  

		Overall, the Crime Risk Rating applicable to the existing site is considered ‘moderate’. A review of the BOSCAR database indicates that the site is located within hotspots of various incidents of criminal activity, as common with urban locations. An assessment of the proposed OSD using the CPTED principles has found that, with the implementation of the recommendations, the Crime Risk Rating would remain within the ‘moderate’ category. It is noted that this rating is the product of dense urban environment ra

		Recommendations to enhance the proposed development’s consistency with CPTED principles are provided.  
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1.0  Introduction   


1.1  Purpose  of this report   


This report accompanies a concept State Significant Development Application (concept SSD 


Application) submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) pursuant to 


Part 4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act). The concept 


SSD Application is made under Section 4.22 of the EP&A Act. 


This report should be read in conjunction with the Nominated State Significant Precinct 


(SSP) Study – Waterloo Metro Quarter, submitted to the Minister for Planning (the Minister) 


in July 2018. That study proposes new planning controls to facilitate the development 


proposed. 


Sydney Metro is seeking to secure concept approval for over station development (OSD) 


above and adjacent to Waterloo Station including a podium and three taller buildings which 


include commercial, residential, and community land uses. The concept SSD Application 


seeks consent for a building envelope and use for residential, retail, commercial, 


entertainment, community and recreational purposes, maximum building height, maximum 


gross floor area (GFA), pedestrian and vehicular access, circulation arrangements and 


associated car parking and the strategies and design parameters for the future detailed 


design of development. 


Sydney Metro proposes to procure the construction of the OSD as part of an integrated 


station development package, which would result in the combined delivery of the station, 


OSD and public domain improvements. The station and its public domain elements form part 


of a separate planning approval for Critical State Significant Infrastructure (CSSI) approved 


by DPE on 9 January 2017. 


As the development is within a rail corridor, is associated with railway infrastructure and is 


for “commercial premises or residential accommodation” with a Capital Investment Value of 


more than $30 million, the project is identified as State Significant Development (SSD) 


pursuant to Schedule 1, 19(2)(a) of the State Environmental Planning Policy (State and 


Regional Development) 2011 (SRD SEPP). 


This report  has been  prepared to outline  the  visual  impacts and specifically  respond to the  


Secretary’s Environmental   Assessment   Requirements (SEARs)   issued for the   concept   SSD 


Application  on  29th  June  2018  which states that  the Environmental  Impact  Statement  (EIS)  is 


to address the  following  requirements:   


Reference SEARs Requirement Where Addressed in 


Report 


SEAR No. 8 The EIS shall: 


 Address solar access, acoustic 


impacts, visual privacy, views and 


visual impacts, reflectivity, 


Section 5 
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Reference SEARs Requirement Where Addressed in 


Report 


overshadowing and noise and vibration 


impacts to the surrounding area, 


including neighbouring properties and 


the public domain 


 Provide a view analysis to and from the 


site from adjoining developments, key 


vantage points and streetscape 


locations including photomontages or 


perspectives of the proposed 


development. The view locations and 


methodology for the analysis must be 


prepared in consultation with the 


Department and the City of Sydney 


Section 5 


1.2  Overview  of the  Sydney  Metro  in  its  context  


Sydney Metro is Australia's biggest public transport project. A new standalone metro railway 


system, this 21st century network will deliver 31 metro stations and 66km of new metro rail 


for Australia's biggest city — revolutionising the way Sydney travels. Services start in the 


first half of 2019 on Australia’s first fully-automated railway. 


Sydney  Metro was identified  in Sydney’s Rail   Future,  as an  integral  component  of  the  NSW 
Long  Term  Transport  Master  Plan,   a plan   to transform   and modernise Sydney’s rail   network 
so it   can   grow   with the   city’s population and meet the   future   needs of   customers.   In   early   
2018,  the  Future  Transport  Strategy 2056  was released as an  update  to the  NSW  Long  
Term  Transport  Master Plan  and Sydney’s Rail   Future.  Sydney  Metro City  &  Southwest is 
identified  as a  committed  initiative in  the  Future  Transport  Strategy  2056.  


Sydney Metro is comprised of three projects: 


Sydney Metro Northwest — formerly the 36km North West Rail Link. This $8.3 billion 


project is now under construction and will open in the first half of 2019 with a metro train 


every four minutes in the peak. 


Sydney Metro City & Southwest — a new 30km metro line extending the new metro 


network from the end of Sydney Metro Northwest at Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour, 


through the CBD and south west to Bankstown. It is due to open in 2024 with an ultimate 


capacity to run a metro train every two minutes each way through the centre of Sydney. 


Sydney  Metro West  –   a new  underground  railway  connecting  the  Parramatta and Sydney 
central  business districts.  This once-in-a-century  infrastructure investment will  double the  rail  
capacity  of  the  Parramatta to Sydney  CBD  corridor  and will  establish future capacity  for  
Sydney’s fast   growing   west.   Sydney   Metro West   will   serve five key   precincts at   Westmead,   
Parramatta, Sydney  Olympic Park,  The  Bays and the  Sydney  CBD.  The  project  will  also  
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provide  an  interchange with the  T1 Northern Line to allow  faster  connections for  customers 
from   the   Central   Coast   and   Sydney’s north   to   Parramatta   and the   Sydney   CBD.     
 
Sydney’s new   metro, together   with signalling   and infrastructure upgrades across the   existing 


Sydney  suburban rail  network,  will  increase the  capacity  of  train services entering  the  


Sydney  CBD  –   from   about   120 an   hour currently   to up   to 200 services beyond 2024.   That’s   
an  increase  of  up  to 60  per cent  capacity  across  the  network  to meet  demand.  


Figure 1 Sydney Metro alignment map 


Sydney  Metro  City  &  Southwest  includes the  construction  and operation  of  a new  metro  rail  


line   from Chatswood, under   Sydney   Harbour through Sydney’s CBD   to Sydenham and on   to   
Bankstown through  the  conversion of  the  existing  line  to metro standards.  


The  project also involves the  delivery of  six  (6)  new  metro stations,  including  at Waterloo, 


together  with new  underground  platforms at Central.  Once  completed,  Sydney  Metro will  


have the  ultimate  capacity  for a  train every  two minutes through  the  CBD  in each direction  - 


a level  of service never seen before in  Sydney.  


On 9 January 2017, the Minister approved the Sydney Metro City & Southwest - Chatswood 


to Sydenham application lodged by TfNSW as a CSSI project (reference SSI 15_7400). 
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The CSSI Approval includes all physical work required to construct the CSSI, including the 


demolition of existing buildings and structures on each site. Importantly, the CSSI Approval 


also includes provision for the construction of below and above ground structures and other 


components of future OSD (including building infrastructure and space for future lift cores, 


plant rooms, access, parking and building services, as relevant to each site). The rationale 


for this delivery approach, as identified within the CSSI application is to enable the OSDs to 


be more efficiently built and appropriately integrated into the metro station structure. 


The EIS for the Chatswood to Sydenham alignment of the City & Southwest project identified 


that the OSD would be subject to a separate assessment process. 


Since the CSSI Approval was issued, Sydney Metro has lodged four modification 


applications to amend the CSSI Approval as outlined below: 


   Modification 1  –   Victoria  Cross and Artarmon  Substation which involves relocation  of  the  


Victoria  Cross northern services building  from  194-196A  Miller Street  to  50  McLaren  


Street  together  with inclusion  of a new  station entrance at  this location  referred  to as  


Victoria  Cross North.  The modification also involves the  relocation  of  the  substation at  


Artarmon  from  Butchers  Lane  to  98  –   104  Reserve Road. This modification  application  


was approved  on  18  October 2017.  


   Modification 2  –   Central  Walk which involves additional  works at Central  Railway  Station 


including  construction  of  a new  eastern concourse, a new  eastern entry,  and  upgrades to  


suburban platforms.  This  modification  application was approved  on  21  December  2017.  


   Modification 3 –   Martin Place  Station which involves changes to the  Sydney  Metro Martin  


Place  Station to align with the  Unsolicited  Proposal  by  Macquarie Group Limited  


(Macquarie) for  the  development  of  the  station  precinct.  The  proposed  modification  


involves a  larger reconfigured  station  layout,  provision  of  a new  unpaid concourse link 


and retention  of  the  existing  MLC  pedestrian  link and works  to  connect  into the Sydney 


Metro Martin  Place  Station.  It  is noted  that  if  the  Macquarie proposal  does not  proceed, 


the  original  station  design  remains approved.  This modification  application was approved  


on  22  March 2018.  


   Modification 4  –   Sydenham Station  and  Sydney  Metro Trains Facility  South  which  


incorporated Sydenham  Station and precinct works,  the  Sydney  Metro Trains Facility  


South, works to Sydney   Water’s Sydenham Pit   and Drainage Pumping   Station   and 


ancillary  infrastructure and  track and signalling  works into the  approved project.  This 


modification application  was approved  on  13  December  2017.   


The CSSI Approval as modified allows for all works to deliver Sydney Metro between 


Chatswood and Sydenham Stations and also includes upgrade of Sydenham Station. 


The remainder of the City & Southwest alignment (Sydenham to Bankstown) proposes the 


conversion of the existing heavy rail line from west of Sydenham Station to Bankstown to 


metro standards. This part of the project, referred to as the Sydenham to Bankstown 


upgrade, is the subject of a separate CSSI Application (Application No. SSI 17_8256) for 


which an EIS was exhibited between September and November 2017. A Response to 
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Submissions and Preferred Infrastructure Report was submitted to DPE in June 2018 for 


further exhibition and assessment. This application is subject to assessment and 


determination by DPE, taking into consideration a further Response to Submissions Report 


which was submitted to DPE in September 2018. 


1.3  Nominated  State  Significant Precinct - Waterloo  


Following the decision to locate a metro station in Waterloo, the Minister determined that 
parts of Waterloo are of State planning significance which should be investigated for urban 
renewal through the SSP process. Study requirements for such investigations were issued 
by the Minister on 19 May 2017. 


Investigation of the Precinct is being undertaken by UrbanGrowth NSW Development 
Corporation (UrbanGrowth NSW), in partnership with Sydney Metro and the Land and 
Housing Corporation (LAHC). The outcome of the SSP process will be new planning controls 
that will enable future development applications for renewal of the Precinct. 


The Precinct includes two separate but contiguous and inter-related parts: 


   The  Waterloo Metro Quarter  (the  Metro Quarter)  


   The  Waterloo Estate  (the  Estate)  


A separate SSP Study for the Metro Quarter was lodged in July 2018 in advance of the SSP 
Study for the Estate to provide a planning framework for the construction of OSD within the 
Metro Quarter. The staged submission of the Metro Quarter SSP Study also facilitates the 
proposed development to be delivered concurrently with the metro station, as an integrated 
station development. 


As this concept SSD Application relies upon the planning framework proposed in the Metro 
Quarter SSP Study, it is anticipated that the SSP Study and the EIS for the SSD Application 
will be exhibited concurrently. 


1.4  Planning  relationship  between  Waterloo  Station  and  the OSD  


While Waterloo Station and the OSD will form an integrated station development, the 


planning pathways defined under the EP&A Act require separate approval for each 


component of the development. In this regard, the approved station works (CSSI Approval) 


are subject to the provisions of Part 5.1 of the EP&A Act (now referred to as Division 5.2) 


and the OSD component is subject to the provisions of Part 4 of the EP&A Act. 


For clarity, the approved station works under the CSSI Approval included the construction of 


below and above ground structures necessary for delivering the station and also enabling 


construction of the integrated OSD. This includes but is not limited to: 


   demolition  of  existing  development  


   excavation  


   integrated  station  and  OSD  structure (including  concourse and  platforms)  


   lobbies  







 


 


  


 


           


             


       


       


       
            


         
         


       


           
      


           
        


Figure 2 Delineation between the metro station and OSD 
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   retail  spaces  within the  station building  


   public domain improvements  associated  with the  station  


   access arrangements including  vertical  transport  such  as escalators and  lifts  


   space provisioning  and service elements necessary  to enable the  future development  of  


the  OSD,  such  as lift  cores, plant  rooms,  access,  parking,  retail,  utilities connections and  


building  services.  


The vertical extent of the approved station works above ground level is defined by the 


‘transfer level’ level (which for Waterloo is defined by approximately RL 33.1 over the 


northern station box and RL 35.1 over the southern station box), above which would sit the 


OSD. An example of this delineation is illustrated in Figure 2. 


 


         


It is noted that the structural and service requirements and space provisioning to support 
OSD vary from station to station. For example, based on the current level of design, 
Waterloo Station is not expected to provide for OSD lobbies, end of trip facilities and plant 
rooms. However, the detailed design may be amended to incorporate these elements as 
part of the integrated station development. 


The CSSI Approval also establishes the general concept for the ground plane of Waterloo 
Station including access strategies for commuters, pedestrians and workers. In this regard, 
the main pedestrian access to the station would be via an entry located at the corner of 
Raglan and Cope Streets. The station design has continued to be developed having regard 
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to its integration with the Metro Quarter OSD, and as a result, a second entrance to the 
station is to be provided from a proposed public plaza adjacent to Cope Street. Retail uses 
(approved under the CSSI Approval) would be located on the ground floor of the station 
development along the Cope Street frontage of the site. 


Since the issue of the CSSI Approval, Sydney Metro has undertaken design work to 
determine the technical requirements for the structural integration of the OSD with the 
station. This level of design work, together with the planning and design undertaken for the 
remainder of the Metro Quarter has informed the concept proposal for the OSD. It is noted 
that ongoing design development of the works to be delivered under the CSSI Approval 
would continue with a view to developing an Interchange Access Plan (IAP) and Station 
Design Precinct Plan (SDPP) for Waterloo Station to satisfy Conditions E92 and E101 of the 
CSSI Approval. The detailed design for the Metro Quarter would continue to evolve having 
regard to the IAP and SDPP. 


Public domain improvement works immediately adjacent to Waterloo Station would be 


delivered as part of the CSSI Approval to support pedestrian movements between transport 


modes (including to new and relocated bus stops, bike parking on Cope Street, and taxi and 


kiss-and-ride bays on Cope Street), while other public domain works within the Metro 


Quarter are proposed as part of the OSD. Final details of public domain works for the OSD 


will be provided with the detailed SSD Application(s) following finalisation of the SDPP and 


IAP for the CSSI Approval. 


1.5  The site  


  1.5.1 Location 


The site is located within the City of Sydney Local Government Area (LGA). 


The Metro Quarter comprises land to the west of Cope Street, east of Botany Road, south of 


Raglan Street and north of Wellington Street. The heritage listed Waterloo Congregational 


Church located at 103–105 Botany Road is within this block but is not part of the site. 


The site has an approximate area of 1.287 hectares (refer to Figure 3). 
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Figure 3 Waterloo Station location plan 


1.5.2  Site context  


The Metro Quarter is located in Redfern Street Village (see Figure 4) in the City of Sydney 


LGA approximately 3.3 kilometres south of Sydney CBD, 1 kilometre north of Green Square 


and less than 1 kilometre south of Redfern Station. 


Directly east is Waterloo Estate, which is owned by the NSW Government and is under the 


management of NSW LAHC. The Waterloo Estate comprises 2,012 social housing dwellings 


and a small number of private dwellings in medium and high density forms, ranging from 


single storey attached dwellings to apartment buildings of up to thirty storeys. 


The Metro Quarter is less than 1 kilometre south-east of the Australian Technology Park 


(ATP), a technology micro-cluster that currently contains around 3,000 – 3,500 workers with 


a range of businesses in technology and creative industries; and a start-up/business 


incubator hub. It is set to grow into a business park that will soon accommodate new 


premises currently under construction (i.e. Commonwealth Bank Australia (CBA) has 


committed to two major office towers). 
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                  Figure 4 Location and site plan of the Waterloo State Significant Precinct (in red) and Redfern Street Village (in pink) 
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        Figure 5 Nominated State Significant Precinct - Waterloo 
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    The site comprises the following properties: 


   136B Raglan  Street   Lot 4 DP  215751  


   59 Botany  Road    Lot 5 DP  215751  


   65 Botany  Road    Lot 1 DP814205  


   67 Botany  Road    Lot 1 DP228641  


   124-128 Cope Street   Lot 2  DP228641  


   69-83  Botany Road   SP75492  


   130-134 Cope Street   Lot 12 DP399757  


   136-144 Cope Street   Lots A-E DP108312  


   85 Botany  Road    Lot 1 DP27454  


   87 Botany  Road    Lot 2 DP27454  


   89-91  Botany Road   Lot 1 DP996765  


   93-101 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP433969 &  Lot 1 DP738891  


   156-160 Cope Street   Lot 31 DP805384  


   107-117A Botany Road   Lot 32 DP805384 & Lot A  DP408116  


   119-121  Botany  Road   Lot 1 DP205942 &  Lot 1 DP436831  


   170-174 Cope Street   Lot 2 DP205942  


      


        


         


           


         


           


          


         


             


 


The buildings and structures on the site are now demolished in accordance with the CSSI 


Approval with the exception of one building which is being used to support construction. 


1.6  Overview  of the  proposed  development  


This concept SSD Application follows the submission of a SSP Study which supports a 


proposal to amend existing controls to facilitate the proposed development. The concept 


SSD Application will in turn comprises the first stage of seeking SSD development consent 


for the Metro Quarter OSD project. It will be followed by a future detailed SSD Application(s) 


for the design and construction of the OSD built form. 


This concept SSD Application seeks approval for the planning and development framework 


and strategies to inform the future detailed design of the OSD. It specifically seeks approval 


for: 


   maximum  building envelopes,  including maximum  building heights,  street-wall  heights  and  
ground  and  upper  level  setbacks.  


   a  maximum  gross  floor  area  (GFA)  of  68,750  square  metres,  comprising:  


   approximately  56,200  square  metres  GFA  of  residential  accommodation,  providing for  
approximately  700  dwellings,  including  5  to  10  percent  affordable  housing  and  70  social  
housing  dwellings.  


   approximately  3,905  square  metres  GFA  of  retail  premises  and  entertainment  facilities.  
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   approximately  8,645  square  metres  GFA  for  business  and  commercial  premises  and  
community,  health  service  and  recreational  facilities  (indoor),  including at  least  2,000  
square  metres  of  floor  space  for  community  uses.  


   a  three  storey  podium  and  a  free  standing building located  within  a  public  plaza, 
accommodating  non-residential  land  uses.  


   residential  uses  above  podium  level  in  various  building forms  including three  buildings  of  
23,  25  and  29  storeys  (Relative  Level  (RL)  96.9,  104.2  and  116.9  metres  Australian  Height  
Datum  (AHD)  respectively).  


   use  of  OSD  space  provisioning  within  the  footprint  of  the  CSSI  Approval.  


   public  domain  works,  including open  spaces,  through-site  links,  footpaths,  provision  for  
cycle  facilities  and  enhanced  pedestrian  crossings  and  roads.  


   car  parking  for  up  to  427  vehicles.   


   loading,  vehicular  and  pedestrian  access  arrangements.  


   strategies  for  utilities  and  services  provision.  


   strategies  for  managing  stormwater  and  drainage.  


   a  strategy  for  the  achievement  of  ecologically  sustainable  development.  


   a  public  art  strategy.  


   provision  for  future  signage  zones  


   a  design  excellence  framework.  


   the  future  subdivision  of  parts  of  the  OSD  footprint  (if  required).  


It is noted that the Sydney Metro site comprises GFA of approximately 8,415 square metres, 


approved under CSSI Approval. The total GFA for the integrated station development, 


including the station GFA is approximately 77,165 square metres, which is equivalent to an 


FSR of approximately 6:1. 


Key parameters of the concept proposal based on the current level of design development 


are indicated at Figure 6 and Figure 7. 
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Figure 6 Proposed massing, viewed from the west 
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       Figure 7 Proposed massing, viewed from the east 


       


         


          


      


   


        


      


        


       


   


  


The proposal is a significant opportunity to contribute to the urban renewal process for the 


Waterloo SSP. The objective to deliver the Metro Quarter project as soon as reasonably 


possible after completion of the Sydney Metro works (earmarked to open 2024) would 


ensure buildings within the Metro Quarter are occupied to support maximum patronage of 


the proposed metro station. 


The Metro Quarter would contain a mix of uses including residential, commercial, retail, 


community facilities and services and cultural opportunities sufficient for daily life to be 


provided for within the wider neighbourhood and to support the activation of the precinct. 


This would help make Waterloo one of the most connected and attractive inner-city places to 


live, work and visit. 
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2.0  Scope of assessment   


The  visual  impact  assessment  prepared  to  satisfy  the  SEARs  has been  carried  out  on 
conventional  lines for visual  impact  assessment  via a combination  of  electronic modelling  
and ground  truthing  and  has included:  


   Identification  of  the  critical  visual  attributes  of  the  environs of  the  Metro Quarter  that  
contribute  to  the  visual  character  and  quality  of  the locality.  This  work has been  done  
with reference  to  relevant  strategic planning  documents  and by  visits to and 
photographic survey  of  the  locality.  


   Identification  of  the  areas within the  locality  from  which the  developed  site  would 
potentially  be  visible –   the   site’s visual   catchment.  


   Identification  of  locations  within the  visual  catchment  that  are  considered  representative 
of  views towards the  site  (these locations have been  identified  in consultation  with the  
City  of Sydney  planning  and urban  design  teams  and have been sel ected  with the  
objective of  assessing impacts on  views to the  site from  the  public domain).  


   Testing  of  impacts  on  the selected  view  locations via professional  photography  and 
preparation  of  photo  accurate ph otomontages consistent  with Land an d Environment  
Court  practice guidelines for  visual  impact  assessment.  


The  critical  visual  attributes of  the  Metro Quarter  that  contribute to its visual  character  and  
quality  are  included  in Section 5.  


The study has been an iterative process through the development of the concept plan for 
which consent is now being sought. The study has been competed using the following 
process: 


2.1  Existing  Conditions   


   Review  all  background d ocumentation,  strategies  and plans to  understand  context  and 
key  outcomes.  


   Undertake  a site  visit  and prepare a  photographic record.  


   Identify  visual  catchment  areas  and existing  conditions in terms of  topography  /  terrain 
modelling,  and insert  existing  buildings  and landscapes into  the  model  to  provide  an  
accurate  assessment  of  existing  conditions  


   Assess  the  visual  character  of  the  locality  with regard to:  


- Existing  built  form  


- Open  space  


- Existing  tree  stock  


- Building  to  open  space  relationship  


- Streetscape  


- View lines, both internal and to / from the study area 


- Permissible future development in the vicinity, which will impact on local visual quality. 
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   Identify  elements  of  the  current  visual  character  that should be  retained in  the  
development  along with elements  that  are detrimental  to  a high  visual  quality  or could be 
changed  without negative impact.  


   Prepare a  succinct  description of  the  local  visual  character  with the  aid of  maps,  and 
aerial  and ground  level  photography.  The  description,  among other  things,  identifies  
elements  within the  character  that  pose challenges and/or  opportunities for its  future  
development.  


2.2  Implementation  Plan  


Following the work undertaken to establish the site context, visual quality objectives were 
developed to guide the planning framework for the future development of the site. The 
objectives articulate specific components of the visual quality of the precinct that are to be 
preserved and enhanced in its development. These were developed as part of the SSP 
Study process. 


2.3  Visual  Impact Assessment  


Identify key viewpoints towards the site within the greater Waterloo Precinct and surrounding 
areas. This work has been carried out with aid of viewshed analysis using GIS data. Critical 
views within the view shed of the precinct have been identified through ground truthing with the 
aid of photography. Views within and towards the site have been evaluated for their perceptual 
(scenic) quality. Views that have cultural, historic or community values have also been 
identified. 


Key viewpoints have been identified in consultation with officers of the City of Sydney (CoS). 
The methodology adopted for the assessment, also accepted by CoS, involved the following 
steps: 


   Take  professional  quality  photographs from  each of  the  identified  key  viewpoints and 
certify  the  location  of  each photograph using survey  technology.  


   Liaise with Urban Designers to integrate  each  photo into  the  3D  model  to generate  
accurate  photomontages.   


   Prepare a  Verification  Statement  as  to the  accuracy  of the  photomontages  in accordance  
with the  relevant  Land  and  Environment  Court  Planning  Principles.  


   Carry  out  and document  a detailed  visual  impact  assessment  of  the  concept proposal.  


The  visual  impact  assessment  explicitly  addresses the  relevant  sections of  SEAR  No. 8, 
included  below:  


8. Amenity  


The EIS shall: 


•   address solar access,  acoustic impacts,  visual  privacy,  views and visual  impacts,  


reflectivity,  overshadowing  and noise and vibration  impacts to the  surrounding  area,  


including  neighbouring properties and the  public domain  


•   provide  a view  analysis to and from  the  site from  adjoining  developments,  key vantage  


points and streetscape  locations including  photomontages or  perspectives of  the  
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proposed development. The view locations and methodology for the analysis must be 


prepared in consultation with the Department and the City of Sydney. 


The assessment of impacts on views from the public domain has been informed by relevant 
planning principles for assessment of such impacts set by the Land and Environment Court 
of NSW, specifically in Rose Bay Marina Pty Ltd v Woollahra Council and Anor [2013] 
NSWLEC 1046. A summary of the impacts against these principles is provided in the 
conclusion to the report. 


3.0  Baseline Investigations   


3.1  Process  


Baseline investigations for visual quality have been derived via examination of the combined 
Waterloo Estate and Metro Quarter. The baseline investigations have been aimed at 
identifying issues, opportunities and constraints with respect to visual quality to be explored 
through the master planning process for the Metro Quarter. 


3.2  Urban  planning  background  


  3.2.1 Planning strategies 


The following planning strategies are of relevance to visual quality for the proposed Metro 
Quarter. 


State Government 


A Plan for Growing Sydney, NSW Government, December 2014 


With regard to visual quality, the plan aims to create a city connected with green spaces and 
high conservation value land by investing in green corridors and protecting native vegetation. 
Direction 3.2 from the plan is: 


“Create a network of interlinked, multipurpose open and green spaces across Sydney” 


This Direction has its basis in provision of open space and protection of ecological values in 
the City, but it is also critical to protection of visual quality and character. 


Eastern City District Plan, Greater Sydney Commission, 2018 


The Eastern City District Plan sets out the priorities and actions for the ‘Eastern Harbour 
City’ of Sydney, including the LGAs of Bayside, Burwood, Canada Bay, CoS, Inner West, 
Randwick, Strathfield, Waverley and Woollahra. The Plan has been developed by the 
Greater Sydney Commission. 


The  Plan  builds on  the  concept  of  the  Sydney Green Grid, regarding  it  as a major legacy  for  
future generations.   Planning   Priority   E17   of   the   Plan   is “increasing   urban tree   canopy   cover 
and delivering  Green Grid connections”.    


Relevant to this assessment, the Plan specifies the important role that street trees play in 
creating public spaces, including enhancement of the visual aesthetic of the urban 
landscape. 


Better Placed – A Design led Approach: Developing an Architecture and Design Policy for 
NSW, NSW Government Architect’s Office 
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           The Policy sets out the NSW Government’s position on design in the urban environment. It 
establishes objectives and expectations in relation to design and creating good places, 
provides principles and direction to achieve these, and outlines a framework for examining 
places and reviewing proposals from a design perspective. 


The seven principles outlined in the policy aim to capture the key considerations and 
measures relating to the built environment, and address the broad range of issues, 
considerations and parameters that should be taken into account. They include, amongst 
others, ensuring design excellence is pursued to achieve the visual quality that allows high 
quality development to be achieved. Retaining visual quality and durability is noted as 
essential to creating spaces that are visually appealing and engaging. 


Draft  Redfern Waterloo South Eveleigh  Urban Design  Study,  NSW  Government  Architect,  
17.04.2014  


This report analyses the planning and urban design issues for the potential urban renewal of 
Redfern, Waterloo and South Eveleigh in order to develop a plan to guide the renewal of the 
sites and inform the preparation of planning controls. 


The Waterloo Precinct, as described in the report, forms the subject site for this project. 


Of relevance to this assessment, the Structure Plan included in the Study proposes that tall 
buildings should be located so they are offset from important street level view lines. 


Redfern / Waterloo Urban Renewal Study, Sydney Metropolitan Development Authority, 
February 2014; 


This Study focuses on social housing sites for renewal and new planning controls across the 
same three precincts as the Draft Redfern / Waterloo / South Eveleigh Urban Design Study. 


An anticipated outcome of the proposed urban renewal is the provision of building forms that 
ensure high quality visual amenity through tall, slim towers, and variation in street wall 
heights and setbacks to create diversity and visual interest in streetscapes. 


Local Government 


Open Space, Sports and Recreation Needs Study 2016, City of Sydney, November 2016; 


The study identifies the quality and quantity of the existing open space resource within the 
City, describes the specific needs for recreation and open space in the developing and 
growing city, provides high level strategic information on how the identified needs can be 
met, including specific forms of open space that will be in demand in the future city and 
describes a program of future works for new parks and renewal of existing parks. 


With regard to aesthetics and visual character, the Study identifies visual quality as one 
priority for open space development. Of relevance to the Waterloo Precinct, connected open 
space networks are identified as means of enhancing access to other parks and community 
facilities and improving visual amenity via view corridors. Small lineal open spaces are 
identified as having primary functions as visual amenity or means of access rather than as 
destinations for recreation. 


  3.2.2 Statutory Planning 


A review of the statutory planning controls that apply to the Metro Quarter has been carried 
out in order to identify controls of relevance to visual / landscape quality. The relevant 
controls are: 
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City of Sydney Local Environmental Plan, 2012 (LEP) 


The land that incorporates the Metro Quarter is currently zoned B4 – Mixed Use under the 
LEP. 


Objective (b) under Clause 5.10 (1) of SLEP 2012 requires development to “conserve the 
heritage significance of heritage items and heritage conservation areas, including associated 
fabric, settings and views.” 


City of Sydney Development Control Plan, 2012 (DCP) 


The DCP also contains no specific controls relevant to visual quality or scenic protection. 


South Sydney Development Control Plan, 1997 – Urban Design 


The former South Sydney City Council DCP includes specific controls and guidelines for 
urban design within the former LGA, which incorporates the Metro Quarter site. The DCP 
includes a series of urban design principles, one of which has some relevance to protection 
of visual quality: 


Urban Design Principle 1 – Reinforce and protect the City’s urban form. 


The principle includes the following performance based controls of relevance to visual 
quality: 


   Maintain  vistas  along  streets  to  buildings  and  places  of  heritage,  architectural  or  landscape  
significance.  


   Reinstate  and  enhance  existing  vistas  where  possible.  


   Enhance  the  City  skyline  (silhouette).  


3.3  Metro  Quarter  –   Existing  Conditions  


At the time of preparation of this report the majority of existing buildings on the Metro 
Quarter site have been demolished in accordance with the CSSI Approval. A remnant 
commercial building on the corner of Wellington Street and Botany Road has been retained 
for use as a construction site office, however this building will also be demolished as part of 
the CSSI Approval. 


Prior to demolition, the visual character of the Metro Quarter was typical of this part of 
Botany Road, consisting of remnant commercial offices / showrooms fronting Botany Road 
on the western boundary and warehouse / light industrial premises fronting Cope Street to 
the east. One small block of residential apartments with retail at ground level addressed 
Botany Road as did the local heritage listed Waterloo Congregational Church (the latter 
retained as it does not form part of the CSSI Approval). The quality of the visual environment 
of the Metro Quarter was low with many of the existing premises being vacant. There was 
little or no incentive for streetscape pedestrian activity and the area appeared in need of 
renewal. 
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Figure 8 View facing no


 
         
     


Figure 9 View facing north from corner Wellington Street & 
Botany Road (prior to demolition) 


rth on Cope Street between Raglan 
Street & Wellington Street (prior to demolition) 


 
         


     
Figure 10 View facing south from corner Raglan Street and 
Cope Street (prior to demolition) 


 
          
 


Figure 11 View of heritage church on Botany Road (prior to 
demolition) 


 
         
     


Figure 12 View facing north near corner Botany Road and 
Henderson Road (prior to demolition) 


 
          
    


Figure 13 View facing south on Botany Road near heritage 
church (prior to demolition) 







 


  


 


 
          


 


 


Figure 14 View facing south on Botany Road (prior to 
demolition) 
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   3.4.1 Opportunities 


        


 


3.4  Metro  Quarter  –   Constraints  and  Opportunities  (Visual  Quality)  


The Metro Quarter presents a good opportunity for urban renewal of this part of Botany 
Road which does not currently demonstrate high levels of visual amenity. Design decisions 
about the height and architectural form of the proposed new buildings need to account for 
how they will affect local and regional views. Critical views identified in the report include 
views to the city from Sydney Park, and views to the Waterloo Estate from Redfern Park and 
its neighbourhood, Alexandria Park and its neighbourhood, and Waterloo Park and its 
neighbourhood. 


Maps showing the identified critical viewpoints can be found at Figures 16 and 17. 


Based on the identified need to protect the quality of these views, constraints and 
opportunities with respect to visual quality have been identified in the Waterloo State 
Significant Precinct Study – Metro Quarter Visual Impact Study (Cardno 14 September 
2018) 


Essentially the opportunities provided by the site with respect to visual quality are: 


   Creation  of  a new  urban  centre around  a regional  transport  node.  The  development  of  
the  site  provides a unique opportunity  to develop  a sense of  place  in this part  of  Waterloo  
through  a new  centre for  community,  residential  and  commercial  activity.   


   The  introduction  of  towers to  act  as markers that  will  position  the  Metro Quarter  and  
enhance  its  legibility  a new  urban centre in  the  regional  landscape.   


   Replacement  of  streetscapes of  depleted visual  quality  and amenity  with a  contemporary  
urban form  incorporating  a high quality  ground  plane that  is conducive  to street  level  
pedestrian  activity.  


   Enhancement  of  the  visibility  and setting  of  the  locally  heritage listed  Waterloo  
Congregational  Church  and  its curtilage.  


   Opening  up  of  view  corridors between Botany Road and the  Waterloo Estate as a 
positive measure  in advance of  its  upcoming redevelopment.  
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  3.4.2 Constraints 


           Development of the site would need to be carried out with due consideration to: 


   Building  bulk  and scale and its potential  impacts  on  the  streetscape visual  experience. 
Street  level  quality  needs to  be  maintained.   An  open,  tree  dominated  character  at  the  
street  should be  a contributing  component  of  the  future character  of  the  developed  Metro 
Quarter.  


   Impacts on  identified  local  /  regional  significant  views and view  corridors with particular  
regard  to  height,  bulk  and scale and  changes  to  the  character  of  these views.  


   Impacts on  views towards /  from local  heritage items and heritage conservation areas  
(HCAs).  
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4.0  Implementation   Plan   


4.1  The Metro  Quarter  –   Vision  Statement (Visual  Quality)  


The SSP Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) included a vision statement aimed at protection, 
improvement and enhancement of the visual quality of the Metro Quarter and its locality. The 
agreed vision statement, quoted below, has been used as a basis for assessment of the 
performance of the proposal with respect to local and regional visual impacts. 


The Metro Quarter urban renewal will contribute to a high quality local and regional visual 
environment by: 


   Incorporating built  form,  architectural  design  and finishes that  respect  and  respond  
appropriately  to  local  and regional  visual  character.  


   Enhancing  the  visual  quality of the  ground  plane within the  site  and in its  immediate  
vicinity.  


   Creating  visual  connections between  Botany  Road  and the  Waterloo  Estate.  


   Respecting and enhancing  the  visual  values of heritage items and conservation  
areas within and  in the  locality of  the  site.  


4.2  Visual  /  Urban  Quality  Plan  


  4.2.1 Planning / Design Objectives 


The SSP VIA also included objectives to guide the development of the Metro Quarter to 
produce a form consistent with the visual quality vision statement. They are: 


   The  redevelopment  of  the site is to be  a catalyst  for major improvement  to the  visual  
quality  of  Botany  Road. The  redevelopment  is to set a standard for future urban  
renewal  of  the  Botany  Road public domain incorporating  generous pavement  widths 
with allowance for  boulevard scale street  trees well  separated  from  vehicular 
carriageways.   


   Ensure that  the  built  form  of  the  new  development  responds appropriately  to its local  
and regional  context  with particular regard  to:  


- Close views from surrounding and nearby suburban streets; 


- Views from significant local open space (notably Waterloo Park, Alexandria Park and 
Redfern Park); and 


- Regional views including from Sydney Park. 


   Enhance the  heritage values of  the  site and its locality.  Specifically,  ensure that  the  
redevelopment  retains,  protects and  enhances the  visibility  of  the Waterloo  
Congregational  Church and reinforces its visual  presence  in the  Botany  Road 
streetscape.   In addition,  ensure that  the  development  does not  impact  negatively  on  
the  heritage values of  local  listed  HCAs.  


   Develop  and enhance  at least  one cross site visual  link  between Botany Road and  
the  Waterloo  Estate.  


   Ensure that  taller buildings  are slender  in form  and well  separated  in skyline  views so 
that  a high percentage of  sky  remains visible between the  built  elements.    
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     4.2.2 Regional views 


A GIS based generation of a visual catchment for the Waterloo Estate has been prepared, 
incorporating its existing residential towers, within a 2 kilometres radius (Figure 16). This 
diagram provides an indication of the visibility of the existing buildings within the Waterloo 
Estate which informs the likely extent of the visual catchment of the developed Metro 
Quarter. 


 
      Figure 15 – Catchment Plan 


The visual catchment diagram indicates that as an obvious function of their height, the 
existing buildings on the Waterloo Estate are likely to be visible from broad areas within the 
visual catchment. Notwithstanding this, a representative sample of regional viewpoints within 
the catchment was selected for the Metro Quarter proposal in consultation with CoS on the 
following basis: 


   They  are from broad  open  public places where it  would  be  expected  that  views and  
visual  quality  would be highly  valued by  visitors.  


   They  include views towards the  site that  would  be  representative of  the types of  
views that  would be available from  private places in the  same  vicinity.  


The agreed regional views are indicated at Figure 16. 
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Figure 16 Regional Views external to the Waterloo Precinct 
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  4.2.3 Local Views 


        
       


     


Local viewpoints were selected from within the greater Waterloo Precinct and along Botany 
Road in order to give a good representation of views to the Metro Quarter from local streets 
and other public places. Local views were also selected in consultation with CoS. 


 
     


  


Figure 17 Critical Viewpoints (Local) 
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  4.2.4 Heritage Conservation Areas 


         
             


           
            


     


       
     


        
      


    


  


The Study Requirements that were issued for the SSP Study required the visual study to 
include, among other things, an assessment of the impacts of the proposal on the visual 
quality of local HCAs. HCAs in the vicinity of the Metro Quarter are indicated on the extract 
from the Sydney Local Environmental Plan, 2012 (SLEP 2012) Heritage Map at Figure 18. 
HCAs in the vicinity of the Metro Quarter include: 


   the  Redfern Estate HCA  (incorporating  Redfern Park  and  adjacent  residential  streets)  


   the  Alexandria P ark  HCA  (incorporating Alexandria Park and adjacent  streets);  and  


   the  Waterloo HCA (incorporating  Waterloo  Park and Oval,  the  Our Lady  of  Mt  Carmel  
Church and  School  and adjoining  residential  streets.  


It is also noted that the SEARs separately require the EIS to address heritage related 
impacts on heritage items and HCAs. To ensure a comprehensive assessment, impacts on 
views from these conservation areas have been assessed as part of the more general local 
area assessment that follows and conclusions specific to the HCAs are provided in the 
Conclusion at Section 6. 







 
      


  


 


  


 


 


 
 


Metro Quarter 


Heritage Conservation Area 


Local Heritage Item 


State Heritage Item 


State Heritage Pressure 
Tunnel and Shafts 


Figure 18 Sydney LEP Heritage Map 
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5.0  Visual Impacts Analysis   


This visual impact assessment applies to the components of the Metro Quarter that are 
within the OSD proposal. Works subject to the existing CSSI Approval (comprising the two 
above ground station boxes associated with Waterloo Station) are not covered by the 
assessment except with respect to their potential cumulative impact in combination with the 
OSD. 


5.1  Viewpoint  Analysis  


Views towards the subject site have been investigated via conventional means including use 
of GIS data to determine the visual catchment of the site – the area from which the site, 
when developed as proposed, would be likely to be visible – and then identification of 
viewing locations within the identified catchment that would provide a representative sample 
of views towards the developed site. Representative view locations for assessment of the 
concept proposal have been identified by: 


   identification  of  the  visual  catchment  of  the  site  and  likely  critical  view  locations  within  the  
catchment  relevant  to  the  Metro  Quarter  development;  


   a  site  and  area  inspection  to  test  the  critical  view  locations  and  identify  further  local  and  
regional  viewpoints  that  should  be  investigated;  


   liaison  with  the  UrbanGrowth  NSW  and  other  stakeholders  (notably  CoS)  to  agree  on  view  
locations  for  detailed  investigation;  


   further  investigations  to  agree  on  which  of  the  critical  view  locations  should  be  selected  as  
points  for  production  of  photomontage  views  illustrating the  potential  built  form  on  the  
developed  site;  


   preparation  of  photomontages using  Land  and  Environment  Court  accepted best  practice  
in electronic simulation of  views of  development  proposals.  


The analysis of the potential visual impacts of the concept proposal has also been carried 
out along conventional lines for visual assessment of built developments and has included 
qualitative assessment of: 


   the  existing  visual  environment  (as  viewed  from  the  agreed  critical  viewing  points);  


   the  capacity  of  the  visual  environment  to  absorb  change  (as  viewed  from  the  agreed  critical  
viewing  points);  


   the  amount  of  change  that  would  be  experienced  as  a  result  of  the  implementation  of  the  
proposal  (carried  out  with  the  aid  of  survey  accurate  photomontages  prepared  from  agreed  
critical  viewing  points);  


   the  visual  quality  of  the  changed  visual  environment  in  comparison  with  the  environment  
prior  to  development.  


The above described exercise has been carried out for the following categories of views: 


   close  views  –   streets  adjacent  to  the  site  


   medium  distant  views  –   streets  and  open  spaces  within  the  Waterloo  Estate  


   medium  distant  views  - streets  and  parks  outside  of  the  Waterloo  Estate  and  between  200  
and  700  metres  from  the  development  site  
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   distant  views  –   significant  viewpoints  up  to  2  kilometres  from  the  site.    


The  outcome of  the  assessment  follows.  
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5.2  Close Views  


 


    
  


   
  
   


   
 


 


 
Figure 19 Viewpoint 1 
(Post-demolition) – 
Botany Road near 
intersection with 
Henderson Road and 
Raglan Street facing 
south-east 


 


 


 


 


 


 


    
  


    
   


 


 


 
Figure 20 Viewpoint 1A 
(Post-demolition) – 
Corner Botany Road and 
Raglan Street facing 
south-west 
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Figure 21 Viewpoint 1 
(Photomontage) – Botany 
Road near intersection 
with Henderson Road and 
Raglan Street facing 
south-east 


 


 


 


    
  


    
   


 


 


 
Figure 22 Viewpoint 1A 
(Photomontage) – Corner 
Botany Road and Raglan 
Street facing south-west 







 


 


    
   


    
    


   
   


 
 


 


 


Figure 23 Viewpoint 2 
(Post-demolition – Corner 
building to be retained in 
short term) – Corner 
Botany Road and 
Wellington Street facing 
north 
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Figure 24 Viewpoint 3 
(Post-demolition) – 
Corner Cope Street and 
Raglan Street facing 
south 
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Figure 25 Viewpoint 2 
(Photomontage) – Corner 
Botany Road and 
Wellington Street facing 
north 


 


 


  


    
    


   
   


  
   


  
     


 
   


     
    


   
    
  


 


 


Figure 26 Viewpoint 3 
(Photomontage - this view 
includes above ground 
components of the 
currently approved 
Waterloo Station and 
above podium buildings 
which are subject to the 
OSD SSD Application. 
Specifically, the corner 
structure in the image is 
approved under the CSSI 
Approval) – Corner Cope 
Street and Raglan Street 
facing south 
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Figure 27 Viewpoint 4 
(Post-demolition) – 
Corner Cope Street and 
Wellington Street facing 
north-west 
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Figure 28 Viewpoint 4 -
Photomontage. This view 
includes above ground 
components of the 
currently approved 
Waterloo Station and 
above podium buildings 
which are subject to the 
OSD SSD Application. 
Specifically, the corner 
structure in the image (the 
station box) is approved 
under the CSSI Approval. 
The taller buildings and 
the retail / commercial 
podium – fronting Cope 
and Wellington Streets – 
are subject to this concept 
SSD Application) – 
Corner Cope Street and 
Wellington Street facing 
north-west 
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  5.2.1 Visual environment 


      
      


  


         
        


         
          
        


         
         


        
          


           
       


     
        


            
            
         


             


        
 


     


           
      
       


       
       


       
        


Streets immediately surrounding the site can be roughly described in two categories with 
respect to their existing visual character: 


Botany Road 


Botany Road is an arterial road carrying traffic from the Sydney CBD through the inner 
southern suburbs to the Port of Botany and its surrounding low to medium density residential 
suburbs. The stretch of the road between Raglan Street to the north and McEvoy Street to 
the south is arguably most likely to be influenced by development of the metro station and 
the broader Waterloo Precinct. The Metro Quarter site occupies the eastern side of Botany 
Road between Raglan Street and Wellington Street. Apart from the heritage listed Waterloo 
Congregational Church and a building on the corner of Botany Road and Wellington Street, 
all structures on Metro Quarter site have been demolished at the time of preparation of this 
report. The section of Botany Road outside of the Metro Quarter is characterised by semi 
industrial / commercial uses with a small number of low rise mixed residential / commercial 
apartments. Built form consists generally of non-descript 2 storey warehouse and display 
buildings circa 1950s and 60s. Some unbuilt sites support on-grade carparks, equipment 
hire outlets and the like. The carriageway is two lanes in either direction and buildings tend 
to be built to the street boundary with walkways being relatively narrow at around 3 metres 
width. In general terms the visual environment of this portion of Botany Road is of low 
quality, dominated by private and industrial vehicular traffic, buildings of low architectural 
quality that do not present well to the street and generally low pedestrian amenity. 


Photos of Botany Road demonstrating the visual environment are included in Section 3.2 of 
this report. 


Streets adjacent to the Waterloo Estate 


Streets on the other three boundaries of the Metro Quarter site are of a significantly different 
character to Botany Road. They are less urban and are influenced by their proximity to 
residential and traditional fine grain retail uses. Vehicular traffic is recessive and there is a 
relatively high level of pedestrian amenity. Street trees are also significant components of 
the visual environment. 


Figure 29 below shows Wellington Street between Cope Street and Botany Road. 
Traditional terrace housing and street trees are significant in the visual character. 
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              Figure 29 View facing west along Wellington Street from corner Cope Street (prior to demolition) 
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     Figure 30 post demolition view 


        
        


  


Figure 31 below shows Raglan Street between Cope Street and Botany Road. Traditional 
shopfronts opposite the Metro site are remnants of the traditional retail character of this part 
of Waterloo. 


 
              Figure 31 View facing west along Raglan Street from corner Cope Street (prior to demolition) 
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    Figure 32 post-demolition view 


        
             


       
      


 
       


Figure 33 below shows Cope Street looking southward from the Raglan Street/Cope Street 
intersection – the street is relatively open in character, influenced by the presence of three 
storey residential “walk-up” units in landscape settings with significant street setbacks. 
Mature street trees are also a significant feature in the visual character. 
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                   Figure 33 View facing south along Cope Street adjacent to the corner of Raglan Street (photo source: NearMap) 


 


    Figure 34 Post-demolition view 
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    5.2.2 Capacity to absorb change 


       
           


     
         


        
      


        
         


     


          
       


    


      
         


        
      


            
           


      
      


      
           


       
             


          


         
      


      
      


      
     


  


  


 


The land adjoining the Metro Quarter site will vary in its capacity to absorb change 
depending on the character and quality of its existing visual environment. 


Botany Road has a high capacity for change and the proposed development represents an 
opportunity for major improvement to visual quality at street level. The principle constraint for 
Botany Road with regard to visual quality is the requirement that the development must 
respond appropriately to the heritage values of the Waterloo Congregational Church. 


The streets to the north, south and west of the site display built form and landscape 
elements that contribute to a relatively intact visual character of medium quality. The streets 
are considered to have a moderate capacity to absorb change. 


  5.2.3 Amount of change resulting from the proposal 


The amount of likely change for close views was assessed via preparation of montages from 
Viewpoints 1,1A, 2, 3, and 4. Anticipated change to the existing visual environment is 
assessed below with reference to each of these viewpoints. 


 
                 


            
 Figure 35 Botany Road elevation – the figure indicates a consistent street podium and retention of the Waterloo 


Congregational Church with a setback of built form to its northern side. 


The proposed building envelope (illustrated in elevation form at Figure 36) would present to 
Botany Road as a 3 storey (approximately 13 to 18.5 metre high) podium with a 
predominantly 2.5 metre setback, with 6.5 metre setbacks for building elements on either 
side of the Waterloo Congregational Church. 


Setbacks of approximately 8.5 metres to the northern side of the Church, and 5.75 metres to 
the southern side of the Church, provide an unbuilt curtilage and a through site link between 
Botany Road and Cope Street to the north of the Church. Higher building structures above 
the podium would step down in elevation from north to south with two additional lower 
building elements near to the northern most building.   It is noted that Waterloo Station forms 
the street level podium on the corners of Cope Street with Raglan and Wellington Streets 
and has been approved under the CSSI Approval. Impacts of Waterloo Station were 
addressed as part of the CSSI Approval, however it is included as context for the proposed 
development of the remainder of the Metro Quarter which is the subject of this assessment. 


    5.2.4 Verification Statement for photography and photomontages 


Consistent with the NSW Land and Environment Court Policy on photomontages and the 
Australian Institute of Landscape Architects’ Guidance Note for Landscape and Visual 
Assessment, all base photographs used for preparation of photomontages have been taken 
using a single lens reflex camera with 55mm focal length. 


Locations of base photos and heights of the observer have been surveyed and all 
photomontages have been prepared to be accurately located within the base photos from 
these surveyed points. 
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Viewpoint 1  –   Botany  Road near the  intersection  of  Henderson  Road and Raglan  Street,  
facing  south-east.  


 
       Figure 36 Viewpoint 1 (Prior to demolition) 


 


    Figure 37 Post-demolition view 
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The Botany Road street frontage consisted of continuous built form with zero setback to the 
street and heights of two storeys with some isolated three to four storey elements. Views to 
the Waterloo Congregational Church were constrained by zero setback development to all 
but its street boundary. 


Viewpoint 1A – Corner Botany Road and Raglan Street facing south-west. 


 
       Figure 38 Viewpoint 1A (Prior to demolition) 


 


      Figure 39 Viewpoint 1A Post-demolition view 
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 Viewpoint 2 – Corner Botany Road and Wellington Street facing north. 


The built form prior to demolition substantially screened views towards the Waterloo 
Congregational Church in typical views from the south on Botany Road. 


This view would change significantly with the introduction of development as proposed by 
the building envelope which is the subject of the concept SSD Application. The corner 
podium is higher than the existing corner element, but at a similar height to the former 
development between the corner and the existing Waterloo Congregational Church. The 
new buildings would read as continuous built form from these angles to the south. Design 
quality will be critical to the success of the proposal in transforming the urban environment in 
this locality. Setbacks controls for the podium in the draft Waterloo Metro Quarter 
Development Control Plan (DCP) would provide visibility of the Church in these views, and 
are also reflected in the concept SSD Application. 


                    
      


 Figure 40 Viewpoint 2 (Prior to demolition – the corner building has been temporarily retained post-demolition but it will not be 
a part of the OSD proposal) 
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     Figure 41 Post demolition view 


          
           
     


             
              


             
   


                
            


       


       
       


        


         


        
       


        
         


            


         
           


 


 


 


 


The portion of the Botany Road corridor that includes the Metro Quarter would change 
significantly as result of this proposal. This change to the visual environment of Botany Road 
is expected to be positive in that: 


 The former built environment (prior to demolition), comprising an incoherent mix of buildings 
of variable architectural quality, would be replaced by a resolved collection of buildings that 
address the street and, subject to design development, would be of a coherent, 
contemporary architectural form. 


 As part of design development, the public domain at street level would be expanded and 
would allow more room for street trees, taking into consideration utilities infrastructure, as 
part of a coordinated public domain plan. 


 The existing heritage listed Waterloo Congregational Church would become a more 
visible element in the Botany Road streetscape, enhancing its contribution to the heritage 
of Waterloo and the sense of place of Botany Road. 


Viewpoint 3 – Corner Cope Street and Raglan Street facing south 


The Cope Street streetscape would undergo significant change with the development 
envisaged by the concept proposal and its integration with the Waterloo Station approved 
under the CSSI Approval. In this regard, station boxes at the corner of Cope and Raglan 
Streets have been designed with accents at the corners. The podium is consistent in its 
setback and form for the full length of the Raglan Street frontage. 


At mid-block on Cope Street, a public plaza is proposed which would provide visual relief 
and interest and further accentuate the corner built form. The development would be in 







 


 


  


 


    
 


 
    


             


       


 


 


        
           


           
          


 


 
       


 


significant contrast to the existing relatively open residential precinct on the eastern side of 
Cope Street. The planting of large scale street trees to the Cope Street public walkway and 
to the new public domain will be important to maintaining a human scale in the existing 
residential environment, and would be planned having regard to utility infrastructure 
locations. 


Figure 42 Viewpoint 3 (Prior to demolition) 
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    Figure 43 Post-demolition view 


        


      
      


 


 Viewpoint 4 – Corner Cope Street and Wellington Street facing north-west 


Wellington Street displays a relatively traditional residential character incorporating 
continuous period terrace housing for much of its length opposite the Metro Quarter 
frontage. 
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       Figure 44 Viewpoint 4 (Prior to demolition) 


 


    Figure 45 Post-demolition view 
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The photomontage for Viewpoint 4 illustrates a significant change to the corner site. The 
portion of the metro box on the corner of Wellington Street and Cope Street is subject to 
existing CSSI Approval. The taller buildings above, which are subject to this SSD 
Application, are set back from Wellington Street consistent with its existing medium-density 
residential character, and are the same setback as the metro box on Cope Street. These 
design measures are generally consistent with the local existing and future character of 
these streets. Judicious planting of street trees would soften the impact of the (previously 
approved) metro box. The remaining above ground development (which is the subject of this 
SSD Application) would have an acceptable impact on views from the nearby public domain. 
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5.3  Medium  Distant  Views  from within  the Waterloo  Estate  


 


    
    


   
   
 


 


 
Figure 46 Viewpoint 7 
(Current View) – Corner 
George Street and 
Wellington Street facing 
north-west 


 


 


 


    
   


    
   


 


 


 
Figure 47 Viewpoint 5 
(Current View) – Corner 
Cope Street and John 
Street facing north-west 
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Figure 48 Viewpoint 7 
(Photomontage) – Corner 
George Street and 
Wellington Street facing 
north-west 


 


 


    
  


    
   


 


 


 
Figure 49 Viewpoint 5 
(Photomontage) – Corner 
Cope Street and John 
Street facing north-west 
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Figure 50 Viewpoint 8 
(Current View) – Corner 
George Street and John 
Street facing north-west 


 


 


 


    
   


    
   


 


 


 
Figure 51 Viewpoint 6 
(Current View) – Corner 
George Street and Raglan 
Street facing south-west 
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Figure 52 Viewpoint 8 
(Photomontage) – Corner 
George Street and John 
Street facing north-west 


 


 


    
  


    
   


 


 


 
Figure 53 Viewpoint 6 
(Photomontage) – Corner 
George Street and Raglan 
Street facing south-west 
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Figure 54 Viewpoint 9 
(Current View) – Corner 
Pitt Street and Raglan 
Street facing south-west 
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Figure 55 Viewpoint 9 
(Photomontage) – Corner 
Pitt Street and Raglan 
Street facing south-west 
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  5.3.1 Visual environment 


         
         


       


       
         


         
   


           
         


          
        


The Waterloo Estate forms an important component of the visual character of the 
neighbourhood that includes the Metro Quarter. The main elements that contribute to the 
existing visual character of the locality include: 


   A  mix  of  residential  buildings  including 29-storey  apartment  blocks  in  the  northern  portion  of  
the  site,  residential  flats  up  to  around  6  storeys  in  height  in  the  south  east,  and  circa  1950  
vintage   “3   storey   walk-ups”   in   the   western   portion.  


   Wide  streets,  many  of  which  are  lined  with  large  street  trees.  


   Buildings  that  are  well  set  back from  the  streets  resulting in  a  feeling of  spaciousness,  
particularly  in  comparison  to  the  more  densely  developed  surrounding  neighbourhoods.   


   Many   large   “forest   scale”   trees   in   the   streets   and   around   the   existing   buildings.   


5.3.2  Capacity to absorb change  


The following principles are relevant to the capacity of the Waterloo Estate to absorb change 
to its visual environment, with particular regard to the development of the Metro Quarter: 


   Street  level  visual  quality  should  be  maintained  in  the  redevelopment.  An  open,  tree  
dominated  character  at  the  street  should  be  investigated  as  a  contributing component  of  the  
future  character  of  the  developed  Precinct,  subject  to  spatial  provisions  allowed  by  utilities  
infrastructure.  This  is  of  relevance  to  the  development  of  the  Metro  Quarter  where  it  
interfaces  with  the  Waterloo  Estate  (Raglan  Street,  Cope  Street  and  Wellington  Street).  


   The  broad  streets  with  buildings  well  set  back from  the  street  boundaries  are  a  
consideration,  particularly  where  taller  buildings  are  proposed.  In  this  regard,  the  proposed  
taller  buildings  within  the  Metro  Quarter  are  setback from  their  boundaries  with  Raglan,  
Cope  and  Wellington  Streets.   The  existing  taller  buildings  in  the  Waterloo  Estate  are  
prominent  in  close,  medium  and  distant  views.  Because  they  are  existing  and  people  are  
used  to  seeing them,  they  provide  an  opportunity  to  develop  buildings  of  a  similar  scale  
within  the  Metro  Quarter  that  would  continue  the  established  theme  of  dramatic  sculptural  
elements  in  the  local  and  regional  townscape.  


From these principles, the locality of the Metro Quarter has a moderate capacity to absorb 
change, contingent on: 


   Retention  of  the  existing  streetscape  quality  and  open  character  with  buildings  set  back  from  
the  street.  This  constraint  is  of  less  significance  at  the  interface  of  the  Metro  Quarter  with  the  
more  urban  character  of  Botany  Road  and  its  environs.  


   The  Metro  Quarter  has  the  capacity  to  support  taller  buildings,  provided  they  do  not  result  in  
continuous  skyline  elements  and  that  they  exhibit  architectural  design  excellence.  


   Taller  buildings  appearing as  sculptural  elements,  as  proposed  in  the  building envelopes,  
would  be  appropriate  in  the  redevelopment  of  the  Metro  Quarter.     


5.3.3  Amount of change resulting from the proposal  


Likely change for visual character in the Waterloo Estate was assessed via montages from a 
series of representative street intersections within the Estate (Viewpoints 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9). 


The montages illustrate that, in general terms, only the taller buildings of the proposed Metro 
Quarter are likely to form new elements in the visual environment of the Waterloo Estate. 
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Podium and lower built form elements would only be visible above existing foreground 
buildings from locations within the two blocks directly to the east of the Metro Quarter (east 
of George Street between Wellington and Raglan Streets). Typical views likely to be 
available from these locations are illustrated in the montage from Viewpoint 7 at the corner 
of George Street and Wellington Street facing north-west. 


Future buildings within the proposed building envelope would be prominent new elements in 
the landscape in views within two blocks of the Metro Quarter. Their impact would be 
mitigated, however, by the substantial stock of foreground trees and in context with the 
existing taller buildings in the Estate. 


In views from  the  southern parts of  the  Estate,  represented  by  montages from  Viewpoints 5 
and  8 (Corner Cope Street  and John Street  facing  north-west and Corner George Street  and  
John Street  facing  north-west),  the  taller buildings  would appear as skyline elements above 
the   existing   lower scale 2 and 3 storey   “walk   up”   residential   blocks that   characterise the built   
environment  in this locality.  The  form  and separation  of  the  proposed  buildings would  result  
in them  reading  as distinct and separate elements in these views.  Subject to high quality  
architectural ou tcomes,  the  resulting level  of change  to  these  views would be  acceptable.  


The proposed building envelope would enable the introduction of new sculptural elements in 
views from the southern part of the Estate, again mitigated by existing foreground tree stock. 


From locations in the northern portion of the Estate, illustrated by the montages from 
Viewpoints 6 and 9 (Corner George Street and Raglan Street facing south-west and Corner 
Pitt Street and Raglan Street facing south-west) again only the taller buildings would be 
visible and these would be largely obscured by the existing very tall buildings and the 
substantial stock of tall, forest scale trees in this part of the Estate. 


In summary, the developed Metro Quarter would be variably visible and would result in 
moderate levels of change to the visual environment of the Waterloo Estate. Existing built 
form and large trees would be mitigating factors on the impact of the development on views 
from within the Estate. Maintaining slender plan forms and separation distances between the 
buildings the subject of the concept proposal would be critical to acceptable impacts, as 
would ensuring high quality architectural outcomes. Such outcomes would be incorporated 
into design guidelines for the ongoing development of the Metro Quarter and be managed 
via assessment by the Design Review Panel as part of the Design Excellence Strategy at 
critical points in the design process. 


In the northern portions of the Estate, the Metro Quarter proposed development would be 
largely obscured by existing tall buildings and street trees. The appearance of the new 
buildings in axial views such as illustrated is considered acceptable in the context of the 
immediate built environment provided that architectural design excellence is achieved. This 
would be achieved via the aforementioned mechanism of Design Guidelines and the Design 
Excellence Strategy. 







5.4  Photomontages –   Medium Distant Views  outside the  Waterloo  
Estate  
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Figure 56 Viewpoint A 
(Current View) – Redfern 
Oval – on path 


 


 


 


    
   


   


 


 
 


Figure 57 Viewpoint B 
(Current View) – Redfern 
Oval – on step 
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Figure 58 Viewpoint A 
(Photomontage) – 
Redfern Oval – on path 


 


 


  


 


    
    


   
   


   
    


   
   


   
   


  
  


     
   


   
 


    
   


 
 


Figure 59 Viewpoint B 
(The view includes an 
electronic model of the 
Metro Quarter accurately 
overlaid on the 
photograph as a “Wire 
Diagram”. The overlay 
indicates that the 
developed Metro Quarter 
would be obscured by 
existing foreground 
development and would 
not be visible from this 
viewpoint) – Redfern Oval 
– on step 
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Figure 60 Viewpoint I 
(Current View) – Redfern 
Park (City of Sydney 
Recommendation) – on 
path near gun 


 


 


   
   


    


 


 
 


Figure 61 Viewpoint C 
(Current View) – Waterloo 
Oval – on fence post 
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Figure 62 Viewpoint I 
(Wire Diagram - CoS 
Recommendation – The 
City has requested that 
the view to the developed 
Metro Quarter be tested 
from this part of Redfern 
Park. The montage 
illustrates that, similar to 
Viewpoint B, the 
developed site would be 
screened by existing 
foreground vegetation and 
buildings and would not 
be visible in this view) – 
on path near gun 


 


  
   


   
  


    
   


   
   
    


 


 


 
 


Figure 63 Viewpoint C 
(Wire Diagram - Again, 
the developed Metro 
Quarter would be 
screened by buildings and 
foreground vegetation and 
would not be visible from 
Waterloo Park) – 
Waterloo Oval – on fence 
post 
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Figure 64 Viewpoint D 
(Current View) – 
Alexandria Park – on path 
at south-west corner of 
park 


 


    
  


   
    


 


 
 


Figure 65 Viewpoint D1 
(Current View) – 
Alexandria Park – western 
side of playing fields 
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Figure 66 Viewpoint D 
(Photomontage) – 
Alexandria Park – on path 
at south-west corner of 
park 


 


 


 


    
 


   
    


 


 
 


Figure 67 Viewpoint D1 
(Photomontage) – 
Alexandria Park – western 
side of playing fields 
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Figure 68 Viewpoint G 
(Current View) – 
Henderson Road/Gerard 
Street – 2 points – on 
path/on median strip near 
traffic lights 
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Figure 69 Viewpoint G 
(Photomontage) – 
Henderson Road/Gerard 
Street – 2 points – on 
path/on median strip near 
traffic lights 
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5.4.1  Visual environment  


           
      


         


          


        
        


      


         
      


   
             


      
          


        
         


        
            


        
      


          


         
           


         
         


          
     


     


Views towards the Metro Quarter and greater Waterloo Precinct from the largely medium 
density suburban environments in the medium distance generally include the existing 
Waterloo Estate buildings and residential blocks as prominent visual elements. 


Substantial parcels of open space in close proximity to the Waterloo Estate include: 


•   Redfern Oval and P ark;  


•   Waterloo Park  (north and south);  and  


•   Alexandria Park.  


These generally well designed and managed parcels of open space provide visual relief and 
contrast in the generally densely developed existing environment. They are critical to the 
visual amenity and character of the region. 


  5.4.2 Capacity to absorb change 


Due principally to the dominance of the existing large scale development within the Waterloo 
Estate, views from locations at middle distances from the Metro Quarter are considered to 
have a high capacity to absorb change. Specifically, in views from the north-west 
(Viewpoints A and B), the existing Waterloo Estate built form dominates the skyline as an 
almost continuous wall, providing a screen between the viewer and the Metro Quarter. From 
the south (Viewpoint C) the Waterloo Estate built form is less visible largely due to the 
screening properties of the local topography and existing trees within the southern sector of 
the Waterloo Estate. From the west (Viewpoints D and D1), the taller buildings within the 
Waterloo Estate are isolated. However, significant skyline elements appear above a 
foreground of large trees. From some closer locations to the west (Viewpoint G) axial view 
lines towards the Metro Quarter are available along road corridors. Built form in the northern 
part of Waterloo is dominant in these views and forms a precedent for the appearance of 
additional taller buildings in views that include the Metro Quarter. 


The Alexandria Park HCA is located near to the western edge of the Metro Quarter (see 
Figure 7-4). As an urban form, the area is comprised of a mosaic of traditional terrace 
housing on a grid street pattern and parklands (principally Alexandria Park). Large forest 
scale trees constitute a further significant element in the landscape. Views out of and into the 
HCA are contained by this structure of dense housing and mature trees so that the area has 
a high capacity to absorb change in its surroundings. Specifically, views in the direction of 
the Metro Quarter are substantially screened by these elements. 
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              Figure 70 View facing east toward Metro Quarter adjacent to northern edge of Alexandria Park 


 


               Figure 71 View facing east toward Metro Quarter from intersection of Gerard St and Buckland Ln 
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  5.4.3 Amount of change resulting from the proposal 


        
  


   


      
           


           
          


     
           


            
           


        
         


        
       


           


   


        
          


       
  


   


           
        


            
       
             


         
           


          
        


          
     


    


         
       


        


      
           


            
           


      
  


Change to the visual environment in these views was tested via montages from each of the 
above described viewpoints. 


Views from the north 


Redfern Park is within the Redfern Estate HCA. An assessment of views from the Park 
provides an indication of the general visibility of the Metro Quarter from the Estate. From 
Redfern Park (Viewpoints A, B and I) the montage assessment revealed that the future 
development of the Metro Quarter would be barely visible with only small portions of the 
northern and southern buildings (within the building envelope proposed) appearing above 
the line of existing large apartment blocks in Waterloo in views from the western side of 
Redfern Oval (Viewpoint A). At the southern edge of Redfern Oval and the north eastern 
edge of the adjoining Redfern Park (Viewpoints B and I) accurately located wire diagram 
outlines of the Metro Quarter electronic model indicate that development as proposed on the 
site would be below the line of sight and would not be visible. 


In other areas within the Redfern Estate, the future development on the site (within the 
proposed building envelope) would be similarly screened by existing buildings on the 
Waterloo Estate. The visual impacts on this HCA would therefore be very low. 


Views from the south 


The wire diagram overlaid onto the photo from Viewpoint C (Waterloo Oval on fence post) 
illustrates that the future development of the Metro Quarter would also not be visible from 
locations adjacent to the southern boundary of the Waterloo Precinct, including Waterloo 
Oval and its environs. 


Views from the west 


The Alexandria Park HCA includes land to the west of the Metro Quarter site, one block west 
of Botany Road. It incorporates Alexandria Park and several blocks of traditional medium 
density housing, largely as terrace housing. The impacts of the concept proposal on views 
from this area have been assessed via selected viewing points within Alexandria Park and 
along Henderson Road, at the southern and northern edges of the HCA respectively. 


The montages illustrate that from the western edge of Alexandria Park (Viewpoints D and 
D1), the future development of the Metro Quarter would read as three new taller building 
elements on the skyline above a foreground of large established trees. The change to these 
views is considered to be acceptable largely due to the mitigating impact of the foreground 
tree line but also because the arrangement of the proposed building envelopes have the 
potential, subject again to high quality design outcomes to create interesting sculptural forms 
on the skyline. 


From the north eastern portion of Alexandria Park (Viewpoint H) the Metro Quarter concept 
proposal would be almost entirely screened by existing trees and buildings. The 
development would have a negligible impact on the visual environment from this location. 


In views towards the site from nearby roads (Viewpoint G), the taller buildings would again 
be the only element of the proposal that would be visible above existing foreground 
buildings. These new elements in the skyline would be variably visible from within the grid of 
streets of the Alexandria Park HCA. However, the uninterrupted axial view to Waterloo 
available from Henderson Road would be truncated by existing housing in these suburban 
streets. 
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The impact of the proposal on views from Alexandria Park and the Alexandria Park HCA is 
considered acceptable, contingent on achievement of design excellence in the proposed 
taller buildings via the proposed Design Guidelines and the Design Excellence Strategy. 


From the north-eastern portion of Alexandria Park (Viewpoint H) the future development as 
proposed by the Metro Quarter concept plan would be almost entirely screened by existing 
trees and buildings. The proposed development would have a negligible impact on the visual 
environment from this location. 


 
        Figure 72 Viewpoint H – Current View 


In views towards the site from nearby roads (Viewpoint G, Henderson Road / Gerard Street 
– on path / median strip near traffic lights), the taller buildings would again be the only 
element of the proposal that would be visible above existing foreground buildings. The new 
skyline created by the towers would clearly change the character of these views, chiefly by 
decreasing the amount of visible sky. However, with high quality design the new visible 
building elements would not impact negatively on the quality of these views. Rather, they 
would function as visual markers that would enhance wayfinding in the neighbourhood and 
contribute to the presentation of the Metro Quarter as a new regional node of activity. 


Views from the east 


Views towards the Metro Quarter from within the Waterloo HCA were tested via a visit to the 
locality. The visit revealed that the area is tightly developed, incorporating narrow streets and 
almost exclusively terrace style housing of single and two storeys. The nil or very small 
setbacks of prevailing building forms and the presence of a substantial stock of trees both 
within properties and the public domain significantly screen views towards the Metro 
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Quarter. Moreover, large fig trees to the west of the HCA screen all views towards the Metro 
Quarter from the southern part of the area. In the northern portions of the area, existing 
buildings screen all views to the west. The outcome of the investigation is that there are no 
views to the Metro Quarter site available from the parks and streets within the Waterloo 
HCA, as demonstrated in the photos below. 


 
             Figure 73 – View facing west toward Metro Quarter from Waterloo Park Playground 


 


                  Figure 74 – View facing west toward Metro Quarter from corner of Pitt Street and Phillip Street 
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            Figure 75 – View facing west toward Metro Quarter from Lenton parade 
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5.5  Distant Views  


 


   
    


    
 


 
 


Figure 76 Viewpoint E 
(Current View) – Sydney 
Park – on hill top 


 


 


 


 


   
   


    
   


 


 
 


Figure 77 Viewpoint F 
(Current View) – Hollis 
Park – on central path 
midway through park 
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Figure 78 Viewpoint E 
(Photomontage) – Sydney 
Park – on hill top 


 


 


  


   
   


 
   


   
   


  
   
   


    
    
    


    
 


 
 


Figure 79 Viewpoint F 
(Wire Diagram - the 
diagram positionally 
overlaid onto the 
photograph indicates that 
the developed Metro 
Quarter would be 
screened by foreground 
buildings and vegetation 
and would not be visible 
from this viewpoint) – 
Hollis Park – on central 
path midway through park 
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5.5.1.1  Visual environment  


In the  highly  developed regional  environment  that  incorporates the  Metro Quarter and  
Waterloo  Estate sites,  opportunities for  panoramic long  views towards the  sites are limited.  
The  only  open  distant  view  from a public place  that  incorporates both of  these areas  is from  
the  hilltop  at Sydney Park.  Given  the  Sydney Park  hilltop  provides a  relatively  rare publically 
available 360o  panorama that  includes the  Sydney  CBD,  this view  is  considered  to be  
critically  important  at  a  regional  level.   


5.5.2  Capacity to absorb change  


In distant views, notably from Sydney Park, the existing buildings within the Waterloo Estate 
are distinctive and prominent elements in the landscape. The building group, including the 
taller buildings and the other large building blocks, in combination with other residential 
blocks of similar form off the site, result in an almost continuous line of buildings as a 
prominent skyline element in this view. The uniformity and lack of relief of this existing built 
element is considered to be a negative element in this view. The view also illustrates the 
critical role played by the mature trees on and adjacent to the study area as elements that 
mitigate the impacts of built form in regional views such as this. 


However, the continuous built wall in this view essentially constitutes a backdrop to the 
proposed development on the Metro Quarter. The further foreground development that 
would result from the concept proposal for the Metro Quarter would not be likely to increase 
the impact of this element on the view. Moreover, the Metro Quarter site forms a small 
component of this very broad and expansive view and a change on the site would only 
impact on this small portion of the panorama. With the Waterloo Estate building wall as a 
backdrop, the view has a high capacity to absorb change. 


5.5.3  Amount of change resulting from the proposal  


The investigation of the visual catchment of the Metro Quarter has concluded that the 
Sydney Park view line is the most representative publically available regional view to the 
site. Our assessment of distant views is therefore constrained to Viewpoint E. 


The montage from Viewpoint E indicates that the three taller building elements and some 
lower building elements at the northern part of the Metro Quarter would be the only new 
elements in this view post construction. The buildings would be foreground elements in the 
highly built portion of the view that incorporates high rise housing in Waterloo, both within the 
Waterloo Precinct and further to the north east in Redfern. Forest scale trees within 
Alexandria Park and on the western side of the Waterloo Estate read as a continuous bank 
of foreground vegetation which softens the impact of the built wall behind and, as indicated 
by the montage, would also screen lower level development on the Metro Quarter site. In the 
context of this highly built component of the very broad and expansive view available from 
the Sydney Park hill, the proposed Metro Quarter development would be an acceptable 
addition to the view. 


In response to a request from CoS Council as part of the SSP process, the impact of the 
proposal from Hollis Park, a suburban park in Erskineville approximately 1.5 kilometres west 
of the Metro Quarter site has also been assessed. This small park is slightly elevated above 
Wilson Street, Erskineville and has an easterly aspect which is in the direction of the Metro 
Quarter and Waterloo Estate precincts. The Park supports a continuous row of mature trees 
along its eastern and north eastern borders and these screen all skyline views in those 
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directions. This effect  is supported  by  the  wire diagram  at View  F which indicates that  the  
proposed Metro Quarter  development  would not  be visible in  views from  the Park.       


In summary,  the  impact  of  the  development  on  distant  views would be acceptable.  


From  Hollis Park  and its  neighbourhood,  the  proposed  development  on  the  Metro Quarter  
would be obscured  from  view  by  existing  buildings and vegetation.  


5.6  Summary  of assessment outcomes  


A series of visual quality based Planning Principles proposed to guide the development of a 
Precinct masterplan for the Metro Quarter has been derived out of this visual quality 
assessment. The Planning Principles have been used as a basis for a summary assessment 
of the suitability of the proposal in its locality with respect to changes to the local and 
regional visual environment. The Planning Principles and the outcomes of this assessment 
are: 


   PRINCIPLE  –   The  development  of  the  Metro  Quarter  should  occur  in  a  manner  that  
maintains  the  remaining  visually  significant  elements  on  the  Quarter  site;  as  well  as  the  
unique  visual  character  of  the  adjoining  Waterloo  Estate  and  the  distinctive  visual  qualities  
that  differentiate  it  from  its  neighbourhood  


RESPONSE  –   It  has  been  established  through  this  assessment  that  the  pre-demolition  
visual  character  of  the  Metro  Quarter  site  was  relatively  non-descript  with  the  only  built  
element  of  particular  value  to  local  visual  quality  being the  heritage  listed  Waterloo  
Congregational  Church.  With  the  approved  demolition  works  now  complete,  with  the  
exception  of  one  building used  as  a  site  office,  the  Church  is  the  only  remaining built  element  
within  the  Metro  Quarter  block  of  any  visual  value.  The  proposal  protects  the  Waterloo  
Congregational  Church  and  improves  its  significance  as  a  local  landmark by  setting it  within  
a  more  open  context  incorporating increased  setbacks  of  adjacent  development  to  Botany  
Road,   inclusion   of   a   new   pedestrian   “street’   connection   along its   northern   boundary   and   
developing a  new  public  plaza  addressing the  proposed  residential  precinct  adjacent  to  the  
Church.   


Aside  from  the  constraint  of  the  Waterloo  Congregational  Church,  this  Principle  is  relevant  to  
the  Metro  Quarter  only  in  how  it  relates  to  the  character  of  the  greater  Waterloo  Estate  
precinct.  Notwithstanding  that  the  Metro  Quarter  concept  proposal  would  constitute  a  major  
change  to  the  visual  character  of  its  locality,  this  assessment  has  concluded  that  at  the  local  
level,  the  developed  site  would  only  be  substantially  visible  from  its  surrounding streets  and  
from  residential  blocks  immediately  to  its  east.  The  immediate  street  frontages  would  change  
significantly  in  character.  However  the  net  change  would  be  positive  in  that  it  would  result  in  
a  major  increase  in  amenity  for  the  existing  and  future  residential  community.  Detailed  
design,  particularly  of  the  new  public  domain,  would  be  critical  to  the  success  of  the  
development  in  its  immediate  locality.  Large  scale  street  trees  would  be  a  requisite  to  
maintain  human  scale  and  to  reinforce  a  visual  connection  with  the  residential  precinct.  
Achievement  of  these  requirements  would  be  facilitated  via  Design  Guidelines  and  scrutiny  
by  the  Design  Review  Panel  as  part  of  the  Design  Excellence  Strategy.   


   PRINCIPLE  –   Build  upon  the  precedent  of  tall  buildings  in  a  landscape  setting  to  create  a  
visually  distinctive  built  environment  


RESPONSE  –   The  proposal  is  positively  consistent  with  this  principle.  It  incorporates  tall,  
slender  and  well  separated  building forms  that,  subject  to  design  excellence  in  their  delivery,  
would  contribute  to  a  distinctive  and  interesting urban  skyline  that  would  create  distinctive  
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local  place  markers  and  contribute  positively  to  the  local  built  environment.  The  inevitable  
flipside  of  the  introduction  of  tall  buildings  into  the  visual  environment  would  be  a  reduction  in  
the  amount  of  open  sky  that  appears  in  the  view.  This  reduction  would  be  more  pronounced  
in  closer  views  where  the  new  built  form  would  occupy  a  larger  percentage  of  the  view  and  
would  correspondingly  screen  more  open  sky  (Viewpoints  1-4).  With  movement  away  from  
the  site,  the  amount  of  sky  lost  in  the  view  decreases.  From  within  the  Waterloo  Estate  
(Viewpoints  5-9)  the  impact  of  the  proposal  is  generally  restricted  to  the  intrusion  of  the  
proposed  tall  towers  on  the  skyline.  The  amount  of  visible  sky  lost  in  these  views  varies  from  
view  to  view  but  it  is  only  small  portions  of  the  sky  that  are  lost  in  all  of  these  views.    


   PRINCIPLE  –   Retain  the  open  internal  qualities  and  legibility  of  the  Precinct  that  result  from  
its  existing  development  pattern  of  broad  streets  in  a  clear  grid  pattern.  


RESPONSE  –   The  development  would  contribute  positively  to  the  open  character  of  the  
locality  due  largely  to  the  proposed  treatment  of  the  ground  plane  which  would  include  a  new  
public  plaza  and  two  through s ite  pedestrian  connections  from  Botany  Road  to  Cope  Street.  
The  introduction  of  a  series  of  tall,  slender  and  well  separated  buildings  above  a  coherent  
podium  with  substantial  new  ground  plane,  open  community  spaces  and  connections  is  
considered  positively  consistent  with  this  Principle.     


   PRINCIPLE  –   Retain  the  dominance  of  large  forest  scale  trees  at  street  level.  


RESPONSE  –   A  consistent  grid  of  street  trees  supplemented  by  additional  trees  in  the  new  
public  plaza  and  through  site  link is  included  in  the  indicative  concept.  The  success  of  the  
indicative  concept  in  satisfying this  principle  will  be  contingent  on  tree  species  selection  and  
provision  of  sufficient  space  for  trees  to  develop  to  maturity.  A  street  tree  plan  has  been  
provided  as  part  of  the  Urban  Design  and  Public  Domain  Report  which  generally  includes:  


- Alternating  Robinia  and  Brush  Box  trees  on  Botany  Road;  


- Lilly  Pillies  on  Wellington  Street;  


- Yellow  Bloodwoods  on  Cope  Street;  and  


- Norfolk  Island  Pines  on  Raglan  Street.   


This  planting  scheme  would  be  consistent  with  this  principle.   


   PRINCIPLE  –   Avoid   continuous   “walls”   of   built  form  in  local  and  regional  views.  


RESPONSE  –   As  illustrated  in  this  assessment,  continuous  building walls  are  existing  
elements  in  the  built  environment  of  Waterloo.  The  assessment  has  also  found  that  the  
development  of  the  metro  site  as  proposed  would  not  extend  this  negative  characteristic.  In  
views   that   include   the   existing   “development   walls”,   the   proposed  Metro  Quarter  taller  
buildings  would  either   be   hidden   behind   the   “walls”   (in   views   from   north   /   north   east)   or   
would  appear  as  foreground  elements   that   protrude   above   the   “wall”   line   (views   from   the   
south  west).  By  creating  distinctive  slender  architectural  forms,  the  new  buildings  would  
serve  as  visual  relief  to  these  currently  unbroken  building forms.   


The  proposal  would  contribute  positively  to  the  regional  visual  environment  with  respect  to  
this  Principle.  
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5.7  Review  of conclusions against relevant Court planning  
principles (Rose Bay Marina Pty Ltd  v Woollahra Council  and  
Anor  [2013]  NSWLEC  1046)  


In this matter in the NSW Land and Environment Court the Commissioners established 
principles specifically to guide assessment of visual impacts of development on the public 
domain. A brief review of the visual impact of the proposal against these principles follows. 


Identification stage 


Nature and scope of views 


“The first step of this stage is to identify the nature and scope of the existing views from the 
public domain.” 


The views identified in the assessment of this proposal are composed exclusively of man-
made elements – buildings, roads and pavement, planted vegetation and constructed open 
space and recreation areas. The open sky is the only natural element in the views. Trees 
and green spaces are naturalistic elements in the views that provide visual relief. As such 
they are important contributors to the visual quality of the locality. The elements in the views 
are all static and only subject to change as a result of further human interventions such as 
development. In turn, the quality of the views is contingent on the aesthetic quality of the 
individual man-made elements and their composition in relation to one another. Impacts of 
changes to these views would be contingent on the design quality of the new elements of 
any development. With respect to the natural (or naturalistic) elements, whether impacts of 
change are positive or negative will depend, among other things, on the extent to which the 
natural and naturalistic elements are obscured or enhanced by the change. Consequent to 
an approval of this concept SSD Application, design quality of the built outcome would be 
managed through the design development process via testing of future proposals against the 
Design Guidelines and review by the Design Review Panel. 


Location 


The second step is to identify the locations in the public domain from which the potentially 
interrupted view is enjoyed. 


Locations of views have been determined via the process described in Section 7.2.2 of this 
report. A logical process was followed involving identification of the visual catchment of the 
site and ground truthing by site inspection to identify critical view locations within the 
catchment that are representative of general views towards the site from the public domain. 
(The SEARs also requires assessment of views from the site but this assessment has 
established that, given that all buildings on the site have been demolished prior to this 
concept SSD Application, there are no existing views from the site to be considered). The 
view locations identified were agreed with officers of the CoS. 


“The third step is to identify the extent of the obstruction at each relevant location.” 


The principle maintains that views from the public domain should not be defined at any 
specific eye height. Viewers may be seated or standing. Visual interpretations for the 
purposes of this assessment have been prepared from height of a standing person. This is 
appropriate in the circumstances of this case as it can be assumed that close viewers would 
most likely be walking or standing in local streets. The exception would be viewers in cars or 
people seated in public spaces. However, views of the site in its developed state would not 
change appreciably from a seated or standing position. 
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“The fourth step is to identify the intensity of public use of those locations where that 
enjoyment will be obscured, in whole or in part, by the proposed private development.” 


The intensity of the public use of the locations studied would vary. With respect to close 
viewing locations, the intensity of public use would inevitably increase significantly as a 
result of the proposed development of the Waterloo Station and the Metro Quarter. In the 
case of more distant locations (parks and streets in the surrounding neighbourhood) the 
intensity of public use is moderate, typical of residential and recreational locations in an inner 
city location and the level of use would not be likely to change dramatically as a result of 
implementation of the proposal. 


“The final step to be identified is whether or not there is any document that identifies the 
importance of the view to be assessed.” 


Views from the HCAs within the visual catchment of the site are subject to protection under 
the SLEP 2012. Aside from this, there are no controls in the planning policies that pertain 
specifically to protection of views from the public domain. 


Analysis of impacts 


The Court guidelines go to quantitative and qualitative evaluations of impacts of 
development on views. With respect to quantitative evaluation the fundamental question to 
be posed is: 


“If the view remaining (if the development were to be approved) will be sufficient to 
understand and appreciate the nature of the existing view.” 


Some factors to be  considered  in qualitative assessment  of  visual  impacts include, among 
other  things:  


   Is any  significance attached to  the  view  likely to  be  altered?  


   If  so,  who  or  what  organisation has attributed  that significance and why have they done  
so?   


   Is the  present view  regarded as desirable and would the  change make  it  less so (and 
why)?  


   Should any change to  whether  the  view  is a static or dynamic one be  regarded as positive  
or negative and  why?  


   If  the  present  view  attracts the  public to specific locations,  why and how  will  that  attraction  
be  impacted?  


   Is any  present  obstruction  of  the  view  so extensive as to render  preservation  of  the  
existing  view  merely tokenistic?  


   However,  on  the  other  hand,  if  the  present obstruction of the  view  is extensive, does that  
which remains nonetheless warrant  preservation (it  may retain all  or  part  of  an  iconic 
feature,  for  example)?  


   If  the  change to the  view  is its alteration by the  insertion  of some new  element(s),  how  
does that  alter  the  nature  of  the  present  view?  


Existing views to the site from surrounding streets have been found to be of variable quality 
so that with respect to close views, the “nature of the existing view” is not a critical 
consideration in assessment of the impacts of the proposal. In more distant views from local 
and regional parks such as Alexandria Park and Sydney Park, this assessment has found 
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that the more expansive views across the site available from these locations would change 
but would remain intact with regard to their “nature”. The proposed buildings within the Metro 
Quarter would present as new elements in these views but they would not alter the 
fundamental composition of the views that currently include built elements, vegetation and 
sky. 


With regard to the Court’s principles for qualitative assessment, the following observations 
are made: 


   Only  views from  Sydney Park  would have any  generally  recognised  significance.  This is 
the  only  location  within the  identified  visual  catchment  of  the  site  that  people would visit  
with the  specific intention of  observing  the  view.  It  is understood that  the significance of  
this view  is popular rather  than being  formally  recognised.  Sydney  Park  attracts visitors to  
observe its panoramic city  views at moderate levels in general  times and in substantial  
numbers during  special  events such  as New   Year’s   fireworks. T his  assessment  has found  
that  the  quality  of  the  view  from Sydney  Park  would not  be  changed  substantially  by  the  
proposed development  and  the  enjoyment  by  visitors would not  be  noticeably  impacted.  


The change to the majority of views assessed is the result of the future insertion of new built 
elements comprising podium and buildings within the proposed building envelope on the 
Metro Quarter site. The views would alter as a result to varying degrees from very significant 
in close proximity where the proposal would replace the current metro station construction 
site to moderate to minor with distance away from the site where only the future higher 
buildings would appear as new elements in views that are currently dominated by other built 
elements as well as trees and sky. Contingent on achievement of high quality design 
outcomes, the proposal would result in improvements to the quality of all of the views 
assessed. This will be achieved through the proposed Design Excellence Strategy and 
review by the Design Review Panel. 


5.8  Recommendations  


The following recommendations for design development to ameliorate any potential visual 
impacts of his proposal are offered: 


   Detailed  design, particularly  of  the  new  public domain, would  be  critical  to  the  success of  
the  development  in its immediate  locality.  Large  scale street  trees should be  investigated  
to maintain human  scale  and to reinforce a visual  connection  with the  residential  precinct.  
The  street  tree  investigation  should be  facilitated  via appropriate inclusions in the  Metro 
Quarter  Design  Guidelines and assessment  of  consequent  planning  applications by  the  
Design Review  Panel.   


   Maintaining  slender  plan  forms and separation  distances between the  buildings  the  
subject  of  the  concept  proposal  would  also be  critical  to acceptable impacts,  as would  
ensuring  high quality  architectural  outcomes.  The  Metro Quarter Design Guidelines are to  
incorporate guidance  to ensure that  the  tall  buildings on  the  site read as well  separated,  
slender  forms  in views towards the  site. Detailed  designs are to be  reviewed  by  the  
Design Review  Panel  at critical  points  in the  design process  in accordance with Sydney 
Metro’s Design Excellence Strategy.  
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6.0  Conclusion   


        
              


           
         


          
 


 


The study has been prepared to accompany a concept SSD Application for the Metro 
Quarter Precinct. It specifically addresses the SEARs, quoted in Section 3 of the report. 


The assessment has been carried out with the aid of electronically generated photomontages 
over photos from surveyed locations taken with a 55mm focal length lens. 


In summary, the conclusions of the visual impacts of the proposal with respect to the SEARs 
are: 


   The  proposal  would  impact  on  views  from  streets  immediately  surrounding the  Metro  
Quarter  site  and  from  street  blocks  to  the  east  of  the  site  within  the  Waterloo  Estate.  
Mitigation  measures  to  address  these  impacts  would  include  design  development  to  result  in  
a  high  quality  ground  plane  including  allowance  for  healthy  growth  of  forest  scale  trees  in  the  
street  and  other  propose  public  places.   


   The  proposal  would  significantly  improve  the  visibility  of  the  Waterloo  Congregational  
Church  building by  setting back new  built  form  from  the  northern  and  southern  boundaries  of  
the  Church,  creating a  broad  through  site  link  on  the  northern  side  of  the  Church  and  
increasing  street  setbacks  to  Botany  Road  on  either  side  of  the  Church  to  align  with  its  street  
building line.  The  net  result  of  the  proposed  development  will  be  to  open  up  new  view  lines  
to  the  Church  and  provide  it  with  an  open  curtilage  that  will  enhance  its  heritage  values.  


   The  proposal  would  be  only  moderately  visible  from  other  parts  of  the  Waterloo  Precinct  and  
from  the  west.  Its  success  as  a  new  element  in  views  from  these  locations  will  be  contingent  
on  achievement  of  design  excellence  in  the  completed  development,  with  particular  regard  
to  the  architectural  design  of  the  proposed  taller  buildings.  


   From  the  north  and  south,  at  locations  outside  of  the  Waterloo  Precinct,  the  proposal  would  
be  almost  completely  screened  from  view  by  vegetation  and  existing buildings  in  the  line  of  
view.  


   In  distant  regional  views,  the  proposal  would  appear  in  the  context  of  the  existing tall  and  
visually  bulky  buildings  and  the  substantial  tree  canopy  within  and  adjacent  to  the  Waterloo  
Precinct.  If  designed  having regard  to  the  principles  of  design  excellence,  the  taller  buildings  
in  the  proposal  would  potentially  improve  the  quality  of  these  existing views  by  creating 
architectural   relief   to   the   continuous   building   “walls”   in   these   views.   This  would  be  achieved  
by  punctuations  in  height  created  by  the  taller  buildings  in  the  Quarter  that  would  relieve  the  
continuous  wall  of  tall  buildings  in  regional  views.  Changes  in  materials  and  design  form  
would  also  contribute  to  variation  in  the  new  building group  and  a  more  visually  interesting  
skyline  than  currently  exists.      


   The  proposal  has  been  found  to  have  an  acceptable  impact  on  the  conservation  values  of  all  
local  HCAs  including  specifically,  Redfern  Estate,  Alexandria  Park  and  the  Waterloo  HCAs.  


   The  proposal  has  been  found  to  be  consistent  with  the  visual  quality  Planning Principles  for  
development  of  the  Waterloo  Estate  and  Metro  Quarter  and  is  considered  to  be  worthy  of  
support  with  regard  to  its  effects  on  the  existing  visual  environment  of  the  site  and  its  locality.  
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1O.O APPENDICES 


1O.2.1 APARTMENTS AMENITIES 


Built forn that responds 
to the environnent  
The residential  buildings have been designed to 
maximise views and access to  daylight while minimising 
wind  and  noise  impacts.  Apartment  amenity  is  consistent  
with  the  objectives  of the  Apartment  Design  Cuide  (ADC).  


Botany Road presents a significant noise source to the 
development (7dB background). The apartments  directly 
fronting Botany Road are most affected, though 
those further into the site also require consideration. To 
achieve acoustic levels of 55dB to living rooms and 
45dB to bedrooms the following planning strategies 
have been adopted: 


• Building orientation reduces frontages facing Botany 
Road, with no single aspect apartments facing the  
street 


 All balconies are provided as re–entrant to the • building facade 
•  Operable windows are located on protected


balconies instead of  the external  façade
•  Bedroom  openings  typically face east,  north or south  


to minimise potential  noise impact from Botany Road  to 
the west 


•  All glazing/façade fronting Botany Road is not  required to 
be operable to satisfy ventilation  requirements. 


While Botany Road facing apartments would ordinarily 
achieve cross ventilation comp¦iance through their corner  
location, the preclusion of  operable openings to  exclude 
noise removes this ability to  be  counted. Similarly the 
apartments affected by Botany Road where the 
balcony and/or living area has been relocated to 
mitigate noise infiltration removes the ability for these 
balconies and/or living areas to  capture solar access. 
The resulting cross ventilation and solar access 
percentages in  the illustrative 'noise responsive' scheme 
are lower than the 'base case' scheme and ADC. 


Natural  ventilation and solar access complies with NCC 
requirements. 


Fig. 1.2.1.3 Wind and ventilation Mid Rise Fig. 1.2.1.4 Solar access and outlook  Mid Rise  
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WATERLOO METRO QUARTER 
URBAN DESIGN AND PUBLIC DOMAIN 
REPORT 


1O.2.2 SOLAR ACCESS TO OPEN SPACE - WINTER SOLSTICE 


The proposed open 
spaces receive a 
minimum of2 hours solar 
access in midwinter 


The Concept Proposal provides a series of communal 
and publicly accessible privately owned open spaces 
across the site. 


The Raglan Street plaza and the Cope Street plaza 
deliver publicly accessible open space at the two arrival 
spaces to the station. 


Communal open space is provided as podium and 
rooftop gardens, elevated above the active ground plane. 


The publicly accessible and communal area provision 
across the site equates to 15 and 25 percent of the site 
area respectively, in line with the objectives of the 
Apartment Design Guide (ADG) and the requirements of the 
City of Sydney. 


These spaces achieve a minimum of 5 percent direct 
sunlight to the principal usable part of the open space for 
a minimum of 2 hours between 9am and 3pm on 21 June 
(mid winter), in line with the objectives of the Apartment 
Design Guide (ADG). 


Site Area (nett) 1.28 ha  


Communal  Open Space  3,2 m2 


(25% of the site)  


Publicly Accessible  
(Privately Owned) 1,92 m2 


Open Space (15%  of  the site)  


 


Legend 


Boundary 


Publicly Accessible (Privately Owned) Open Space 


Communal Open Space 


Achieves Solar Access 
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Fig. 1.2.2.1 Solar Access to publicly accessible and communal open space – Winter Solstice 







  


     


  
  


 
 


SOLAR ACCESS TO OPEN SPACE -EQUINOX 


The proposed open 
spaces receive a 
minimum of3 hours of 
solar access at the 
equinox in march and 
september 


Site Area (nett)  1.28  ha  


Communal Open Space 3.2  m2 


(25% of the site)  


Publicly Accessible  
(Privately Owned) 1.92  m2 


Open  Space (15%  of  the site)  


 


 


Legend 


Boundary 


Publicly Accessible (Privately Owned) Open Space 


Communal Open Space 


Achieves Solar Access 
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Fig. 1.2.2.2 Solar Access topublicly accessible and communal open space – Equinox 
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WATERLOO METRO QUARTER 
URBAN DESICN AND PUBLIC DOMAIN REPORT 


1O.2.3 SOLAR ACCESS TO ADJACENT CONTEXT 


To assess the  potential solar  impact of the  
proposal on  the  adjacent context, a  detailed  
analysis  of the  following developments and 
open spaces has been undertaken:  


• Alexandria Park  
• Alexandria Park  Heritage Conservation Area 
• 62 – 72 Botany Road (existing neighbouring


apartment development) 
• 74 – 88 Botany Road


(Planning Proposal in progress) 
• 74 Wyndham Street 
• 122 – 136 Wellington Street 
• 133 & 149 Wellington Street


(existing neighbouring apartment development) 
• 125 Cope Street (existing neighbouring apartment 


development) 


Fig. 1.2.3.1 Solar Access to adjacent context 







  


 
 


 


 
   


  
  


   
 


  
   


 
 


 


 
 


  
  
  


 


 


Neighbouring buildings 
receive a minimum of 
2 hours ofsolar access 
in mid-winter 


The concept proposal has been developed with 
consideration tothe amenity ofthe surrounding context. 


The solar access of surrounding residential dwellings 
has been studied at the Winter Solstice to ensure 
compliance with the objectives of the Sydney 
Development Control Plan 2.12 and the Apartment 
Design Guide. 


The Apartment Design Guide (ADG) requirements are as 
follows: 


Living rooms and private open space of at least 
7 percent of apartments in a building receive a 
minimum of 2 hours direct sunlight between 
9am and 3pm at mid winter. 


The proposal achieves solar access requirements for 
neighbouring apartment developments, as identified in 
the following study. 


The City of Sydney DCP 2.12 requirements are as 
follows: 


Section 4 
Solar access requirement for residential 
buildings not covered under the ADG. 


Development sites and neighbouring dwellings 
are to achieve a minimum of 2 hours direct 
sunlight between 9am and 3pm on 21 June 
onto at least 1 m2 of living room window and a 
least 5 percent of the minimum required 
private open space. 


The proposal achieves solar access requirements for 
neighbouring dwellings, as identified in the following 
diagrams. 


 


 


Legend 


Living room windows 


Windows to rooms other than living areas 


Achieves So¦lar Access 
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Fig. 1.2.3.2 Solar access to adjacent dwellings 
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74 WYNDHAM STREET 


The concept proposal does not reduce the solar 
access to the eastern facing apartments. 


 


 


  


Legend 


Living room windows 


Windows to rooms other than living areas 


Shadow cast by proposed development 
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Fig. 1.2.3.3 Solar access to adjacent dwellings – 74 Wyndham Street 157 







   
     


 


 
  


133-149 BOTANY ROAD 


The the concept proposal does not reduce the solar 
access to the eastern facing apartments. 


 


 


  


Legend 


Living room windows 


Windows to rooms other than living areas 


Shadow cast by proposed development 


Fig. 1.2.3.4 Solar access to adjacent dwellings – 133–149 Botany Road  158   
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18O-184 COPE STREET 


The concept proposal does not reduce the solar 
access to the eastern facing apartments. 


 


 


  


Legend 


Living room windows 


Windows to rooms other than living areas 


Shadow cast by proposed development 


Fig. 1.2.3.5 Solar access to adjacent dwellings – 18–184 Cope Street 159 







 
 


     


 
  


CARDEN STREET & WYNDHAM STREET 


The developments facing Wyndham Street and 
Carden Street achieve 2 hours ofsolar access. 
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REPORT 


SOLAR ACCESS TO ALEXANDRIA PARK - WINTER SOLSTICE 


Neighbouring public open 
space receives 4 hours 
and private open space 
receives 2 hours solar 
access  


The following analysis shows the solar access to  the public 
open space and private open spaces in the Alexandria Park 
Heritage Conservation Area on  the Winter Solstice. 


The City of Sydney DCP 2.12  requirements are as follows: 


Section 4 
Solar access requirement for residential  
buildings not covered under the ADG.  


Development sites and neighbouring dwellings are 
to  achieve a minimum of  2 hours direct 
sunlight between 9am and 3pm on  21  June onto 
at  least 1 m2  of  living room windows and a least 5  
percent of the minimum required private open 
space. 


The proposal  achieves solar access requirements for 
the private open spaces of the dwellings located in the 
Alexandria Park Heritage Conservation Area, in  excess of  the 
required 5  percent area and 2hrs solar access between 
9am–3pm. 


Section 3 


Solar access requirements for public open space 


In relation to parks (i.e. non linear public open 
space) 5 percent of the total  area is to receive 
sunlight for 4 hours between 9am and 3pm on 21 
June.  


The proposal  achieves solar access requirements for 
Alexandria Park well  in  excess of  the required 5  percent 
4hrs solar access between 9am–3pm. 
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 21  June  - 2.OO  pn   21 June - 3.OO  pn 


Fig. 1.2.3.6 Solar access to Alexandria Park and Alexandria Heritage Conservation Area –  Winter Solstice  
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SOLAR ACCESS TO ALEXANDRIA PARK -EQUINOX 


The Metro Quarter 
concept proposal does 
not reduce the sun 
access and amenity 
to the neighbouring 
public open space and 
private open space at 
the equinox. 
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1O.2.4 PEDESTRIAN ENVIRONMENT 


The wind tunnel analysis has been prepared with the 
massing presented at the PRP meeting in February. 


It does not include awnings as they are generally not 
included at this level of detail /stage of project. 


Windtech advised that the introduced setback to 
Wellington Street and the continuous awning at ground 
level will mitigate the areas currently exceeding 
comfortable walking level. 


Windtech confirms the outcomes from the modelling 


done to date support the rezoning. 


Detailed development applications will demonstrate 
ameliorative treatments comply with the relevant 
controls and standards. 
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1O.2.5 POTENTIAL STACING 


Delivery can be staged to 
maintain the use of the 
Metro and surrounds 


The design has considered the opportunity for staged 
delivery while maintaining full access and functionality to 
the Metro station and surrounds. 


The key public domain and community elements 
are intended to be delivered upfront, providing a 
lively, integrated community space at the opening of the 
station. 


The residential buildings have the potential to be 
delivered separately to allow agility in response to market 
demands. 


A potential staging strategy is shown in the following 
diagrams. 
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Stage 1A 


Stage 1B 


Stage 2 


Stage 3 
Fig.1.2.5.2 Potential staging plan 
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1O.2.6 BUILDINC AREA ASSUMPTION 


Building Area Assumption Diagran Notes: 


This diagram illustrates Primary Controls, as described in 
"Part2" of the ADG. 
Final figures may vary between building typologies. 


Envelope efficiency 
Where the buiiding efficiency is 72.5% , the proposed BEA 
(Building Envelope Area) to CFA efficiency exceeds the ADG 
recommended metrics. Depending on the specific site, 
orientation and building typology a building envelope BEA to 
CFA efficiency of 7%, 72% or 75% may be used. 
The more regular the site, the higher the efficiency may 
be achieved. 


Building Articulation Zone (BAZ) 


The building articulation zone is used to assist in architectural 
expression and modulation and typically does not contribute 
additional BEA, CFA or NSA. 


Building Envelope Area (BEA) 


A building envelope should be 25–30% greater than the 
achievable gross floor area to allow for building components that 
do not count as floor space but contribute to building design 
and articulation such as balconies, lifts, stairs, external wall 
construction and open circulation space. (ADG, P29) 


Cross Floor Area (CFA) & Floor Space Ratio (FSR) 


CFA is not a measure of the maximum capacity of the building 
envelope. The envelope provides an overall parameter for the 
design of the development. The allowable gross floor area 
should only ‘fill’ approximately 70% to 75% of the building 
envelope area. Cross Floor Area divided by the site area is the 
Floor Space Ratio. 
In new urban areas or where an existing neighbourhood is 
undergoing change, building envelopes should be tested 
prior to setting FSR controls. (ADG, P32) 


Nett Saleable Area (NSA) 


Cenerally this is the internal area only of dwellings or 
tenancies and excludes unenclosed balconies or terraces 
unless noted. 


Fig. 8.2.6.1 O'Dea Masterplan Building Area Summary 


The O'Dea Masterplan contains a range of building forms and sizes that are consistent with the Indicative Concept Proposal 
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Fig. 8.2.6.2 Building area assumptions Fig. 8.2.6.3 Cross Floor Area summary for the Waterloo Metro Quarter 
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Glossary of terms and acronyms 


Term/acronym Definition 


Adaptable dwelling Housing which is designed and constructed in such a way that it can be 
modified easily in the future to become accessible to both occupants and 
visitors with disabilities or progressive frailties 


Adaptable parking 
space 


A parking space provided for an adaptable dwelling which can be modified 
easily in the future to become an accessible parking space 


Aimsun A traffic modelling software, performing traditional static macroscopic 
modelling to more detailed dynamic mesoscopic and microscopic 
simulation modelling. 


AM peak hour Unless otherwise stated, this refers to vehicle trips arriving at their 
destination during the average peak hour in the morning peak period 
between 7am and 9am on a normal working weekday. 


ATP Australian Technology Park 


CBD Central Business District 


CTMP Construction Traffic Management Plan 


DCP Development Control Plan 


Do Minimum A model scenario that does not incorporate the proposed project 
infrastructure 


EIS Environmental Impact Statement 


Fruin Level of Service John Fruin developed a set of planning principles to assess pedestrian 
crowding and is documented in his 1987 book Pedestrian Planning and 
Design. These principles have since been adopted as the global industry 
standard approach to planning for pedestrians. This methodology is used to 
interpret the performance of space and how people move and interact 
under certain conditions 


Heavy vehicles A heavy vehicle is classified as a Class 3 vehicle (a two-axle truck) or 
larder, in accordance with the Austroads Vehicle Classification System. 


HTS Household Travel Survey 


IAP Interchange Access Plan 


JTW Journey to Work 


LAHC Land and Housing Corporation 


Legion A pedestrian modelling software used to simulate pedestrian movements 
within a defined space, taking into account how individuals interact with 
each other and physical obstacles within their environment. 
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Term/acronym Definition 


LEP Local Environment Plan 


LGA Local Government Area 


LOS Level of Service 


Midblock A general location on a road between two intersections 


Mode A type or method of transport movement 


NSW New South Wales 


PCL Pedestrian Comfort Level 


PM peak hour Unless otherwise stated, this refers to vehicle trips arriving at their 
destination during the average peak hour in the evening peak period 
between 4pm and 6pm on a normal working weekday. 


PTPM Public Transport Project Model 


A multi-modal model developed by TPA that forecasts patronage and 
demand related impacts of public transport projects and policies. 


REF Review of Environmental Factors 


Roads and Maritime NSW Roads and Maritime Services (formerly NSW Roads and Traffic 
Authority) 


Roundabout An intersection where all traffic travels in one direction clockwise around a 
central island 


SEIFA Socio-Economic Indexes for Areas 


Developed by the Australian Bureau of Statistics that ranks areas in 
Australia according to relative socio-economic advantage and disadvantage 


SIDRA An intersection and network modelling software used to evaluate 
intersection performance. 


SSD State Significant Development 


TfNSW Transport for New South Wales 


TPA Transport Performance and Analytics 


TZ Travel Zone 


The smallest standard geography used for a number of transport datasets 
in New South Wales, representing geographical areas that are used in 
origin-destination transport modelling. 
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Term/acronym Definition 


TZP Travel Zone Projection 


These are land use projections (population, workforce and employment) 
produced by TPA and developed to support a strategic view of Sydney and 
represent the most likely urban future based on current data, trends and an 
understanding of policy/structural changes that may impact the future. 


UrbanGrowth NSW Urban Growth New South Wales Development Corporation 


VKT Vehicle Kilometres Travelled 


Waterloo Precinct Refers to the land within the Waterloo State Significant Precinct boundary. 
Also refers to the zones defined by the Australian Bureau of Statistics and 
Transport for New South Wales that fall within the Waterloo State 
Significant Precinct boundary. 
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Executive Summary 


Background 


Sydney Metro is seeking to secure concept approval for over station development (OSD) above and 
adjacent to Waterloo Station comprising a podium and three taller buildings which include commercial, 
residential, and community land uses. A total of seven buildings are proposed on the site. The 
concept State Significant Development (SSD) Application seeks consent for a building envelope and 
use for residential, retail, commercial, entertainment, community and recreational purposes, maximum 
building height, maximum gross floor area, pedestrian and vehicular access, circulation arrangements 
and associated car parking and the strategies and design parameters for the future detailed design of 
development. 


This report has been prepared to outline the transport impacts and specifically respond to the 
Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs) issued for the concept SSD 
Application on 29th June 2018. 


Sydney Metro 


Sydney Metro is a new standalone metro rail network identified in Transport for NSW’s (TfNSW) 
Sydney’s Rail Future. A component of Sydney Metro is Sydney Metro City & Southwest which is 
planned from Chatswood to Sydney CBD and Bankstown, which was approved as Critical State 
Significant Infrastructure in January 2017 (hereafter referred to as the CSSI Approval). Services on 
the new line are forecasted to being in 2024 and will run at a minimum of every 4 minutes in each 
direction, with an ultimate capacity for trains to carry up to 46,000 people per hour in one direction. 
Sydney Metro City & Southwest will remove T3 Bankstown line trains from the City Circle, providing 
congestion relief and greater capacity for T8 Airport, Inner West and South line trains. This will result 
in a moderate increase in train capacity stopping at Redfern Station from 2024. Preliminary forecasts 
for the 2036 AM peak hour indicate that around 3,700 customers would be entering and around 2,350 
customers would be exiting the Waterloo Station (Chatswood to Sydenham EIS, 2016). 


Access to Waterloo Station would be located at the northern end of the station on the corner of 
Raglan Street and Cope Street, with a second entry off a new public plaza adjacent to Cope Street. 
As part of the CSSI Approval, some existing bus stops around the Metro Quarter may be relocated to 
better integrate with the station entry and provide convenient interchange between the metro and bus 
network. In addition, point to point facilities and a taxi rank would be provided on Cope Street, further 
improving the amenities available to customers of the metro network. It is noted that the final 
resolution of interchange facilities will be undertaken as part of the development of the Interchange 
Access Plan (IAP) required under Condition E92 of the CSSI Approval. 
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Future mode share targets 


An assessment of the potential future mode shares has been undertaken in consultation with TfNSW, 
Roads and Maritime Service (RMS) and City of Sydney and is based on existing data and the 
strategic opportunities for the Metro Quarter. The mode share targets in the AM peak for all trip 
purposes are outlined in Figure ES.3. 


Figure ES.3 : Metro Quarter future mode share targets 


These targets are based on a number of factors, including: 


 Proximity to Waterloo Station, which will provide access to high quality mass transit services on 
Sydney Metro City & Southwest 


 Densely located land uses, activities and attractors as well as proximity to Sydney CBD and 
Green Square, enabling shorter trip lengths more conducive to walking and cycling 


 Low existing traffic generation rates in recent high density developments in Waterloo and 
Redfern, and high (81 per cent) AM peak non-car mode share observed at the Redfern traffic 
generation survey site (detailed further in Chapter 6) 


 Enhancements to the bus network to strengthen east-west routes, enabled by Sydney Metro City 
& Southwest, and improved cycling connections with key surrounding destinations. 


 Consideration of Category A rates outlined in City of Sydney’s Development Control Plan (DCP) 
requirements to represent best practice in the provision of transport facilities appropriate for the 
Metro Quarter. 
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The Waterloo Metro Quarter 


Proposed planning framework 


The Metro Quarter, as part of the broader Waterloo State Significant Precinct, was nominated as an 
area of State planning significance, by the Minister for Planning (the Minister), to be investigated for 
new planning controls through a State Significant Precinct (SSP) Study. The Metro Quarter SSP 
Study was submitted to the Department of Planning & Environment (DPE) in final form in October 
2018. The Study includes proposed statutory planning controls and a Development Control Plan 
(DCP) to guide future development within the Metro Quarter. The DCP includes provisions for 
residential and commercial car parking rates to be provided in accordance with the Category A and D 
rates under Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012. Other key existing and proposed planning 
controls for the Metro Quarter are shown in Table ES.1. 


Table ES.1 : Planning framework 


Existing Proposed 


Zoning B4 mixed use B4 mixed use 


Height of buildings Part 12, Part 15 metres Part RL 115.3 (AHD) – North 


Part RL 104.2 (AHD) – Central 


Part RL 96.9 (AHD) – South 


Floor Space Ratio 1.75:1 6.1:1 (including Metro Station TBC) 


Indicative Concept Proposal 


The indicative Concept Proposal for the Metro Quarter OSD comprises: 


 approximately 68,750 square metres of gross floor area (GFA), comprising: 


- approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, with potential to 
deliver approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 
social housing dwellings; 


- approximately 3,905 square metres of GFA for retail premises and entertainment facilities 


- approximately 8,645square metres of GFA for business and commercial premises and 
community and recreation facilities (indoor), including a minimum of 2,000 square metres for 
community uses. 


 a three storey mixed-use non-residential podium, including a free standing building located within 
a public plaza of approximately 1,400 square metres. 


 residential uses above podium level in various building forms including three taller buildings of 23, 
25 and 29 storeys (Reduced Level (RL) 96.9, 104.2 and 116.9 metres AHD respectively) 


 use of OSD space provisioning within the footprint of the CSSI Approval 
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 public domain works, through-site links, footpaths, provision for cycle facilities and enhanced 
pedestrian crossings and roads 


 car parking for up to 427 vehicles 


 cycle parking to support residential and non-residential land uses and visitors to the Quarter. 
Approval is also being sought for space within the future basement for a bike hub which would 
also support future bike parking for Waterloo Station 


 loading, vehicular and pedestrian access arrangements 


 strategies for utilities and services provision 


 strategies for managing stormwater and drainage 


 a strategy for the achievement of ecologically sustainable development 


 a public art strategy 


 provision for future signage zones 


 a design excellence framework 


 the future subdivision of parts of the OSD footprint (if required). 


Planning approval has already been separately granted for the metro station on the site under the 
CSSI Approval, which will comprise approximately 8,415 square metres of GFA. The total GFA for the 
integrated station development, including the metro station GFA, is approximately 77,165 square 
metres, which is equivalent to a floor space ratio (FSR) of approximately 6:1. Transport interchange 
facilities including bus stops on Botany Road and point to point facilities on Cope Street will be 
provided under the CSSI Approval. 


The existing heritage listed Waterloo Congregational Church does not form part of the concept SSD 
Study Area. 
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Proposal assessment 


A detailed traffic and transport assessment of the proposal has been undertaken and considers the 
following key areas: 


 Public transport – assesses the bus, heavy rail and metro networks, including proposed 
infrastructure, service frequency, bus route and stop coverage and service accessibility 


 Active transport – assesses the pedestrian and cycling networks including footpath and shared 
path widths, pedestrian crossings, and access to and availability of pedestrian and cycle 
infrastructure 


 Parking and demand management – assesses the number of parking spaces required to 
accommodate the Metro Quarter and surrounding area including on-road and off-road parking 
environments 


 Road network – assesses the immediate and wider road network through microsimulation and 
intersection modelling to determine the performance of the road network in terms of average 
vehicle delay and Level of Service 


 Vehicle access – assesses the proposed access points to and from the Metro Quarter and the 
function of surrounding streets 


Findings from the assessment support the development of the implementation plan and strategy 
which is outlined in Figure ES.4. 


. 
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         Figure ES.4 : Proposed future transport network around the Metro Quarter 
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1. Introduction 


1.1 Purpose of this report 


This report accompanies a concept State Significant Development Application (concept SSD 


Application) submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) pursuant to Part 4 of 


the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act). The concept SSD Application is 


made under Section 4.22 of the EP&A Act. 


This report should be read in conjunction with the Nominated State Significant Precinct (SSP) Study – 
Waterloo, submitted to the Minister for Planning (The Minister) in July 2018. That study proposes new 


planning controls to facilitate the development proposed. 


Sydney Metro is seeking to secure concept approval for over station development (OSD) above and 


adjacent to Waterloo Station comprising a podium and three taller buildings which include commercial, 


residential, and community land uses. The concept SSD Application seeks consent for a building 


envelope and use for residential, retail, commercial, entertainment, community and recreational 


purposes, maximum building height, maximum gross floor area (GFA), pedestrian and vehicular 


access, circulation arrangements and associated car parking and the strategies and design 


parameters for the future detailed design of development. 


Sydney Metro proposes to procure the construction of the OSD as part of an integrated station 


development package, which would result in the combined delivery of the station, OSD and public 


domain improvements. The station and its public domain elements form part of a separate planning 


approval for Critical State Significant Infrastructure (CSSI) approved by DPE on 9 January 2017. 


As the development is within a rail corridor, is associated with railway infrastructure and is for 


“commercial premises or residential accommodation” with a Capital Investment Value of more than 
$30 million, the project is identified as State Significant Development (SSD) pursuant to Schedule 1, 


19(2)(a) of the State Environmental Planning Policy (State and Regional Development) 2011 (SRD 


SEPP). 


This report has been prepared to outline the transport impacts and specifically respond to the 


Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs) issued for the concept SSD 


Application on 29th June 2018 which states that the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is to 


address the following requirements: 
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Reference SEARs Requirement Where Addressed in Report 


1 Address the relevant provisions, goals and 
objectives in the following: 


 NSW State and Premier Priorities 


 A Metropolis of Three Cities 


 Eastern City District Plan 


 State Infrastructure Strategy 2018 


 Relevant City of Sydney policies, 
codes and guidelines (where required 
pursuant to relevant Local 
Environmental Plan) 


 Future Transport 2056 


 Guide to Traffic Generating 
Developments, Roads and Maritime 
Services 


Section 2 and throughout 


report 


12 The EIS must include a Transport and 
Traffic Impact Assessment that provides, 
but is not limited to, the following: 


accurate details of the current daily and 
peak hour vehicle, public transport, point 
to point transport services, pedestrian and 
bicycle movements from existing buildings/ 
uses on the site using the adjacent and 
surrounding road network. 


Section 4.1 


forecast total daily and peak hour trips 
likely to be generated by the proposed 
development including vehicle, public 
transport, point to point transport services, 
pedestrian and bicycle trips, together with 
cumulative impacts of existing, proposed 
and approved developments in the area 
and any transport/ traffic upgrade. 


Section 6.3 


detailed assessment of the existing and 
future performance of key intersections 


Section 4.4 


providing access to the site, supported by 
appropriate modelling and analysis to the 
satisfaction of RMS and TfNSW. 


Section 6.7 


measures to mitigate impacts of the 
proposed development on the operation of 


Section 6 


existing and future traffic, public transport, 
pedestrian and bicycle networks including 


Section 7 
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any required upgrades. 


measures to be implemented to 
encourage users of the development to 


Section 6 


make sustainable travel choices, including 
walking, cycling, public transport and car 
sharing, such as the integration with rail 
and bus infrastructure and provision of 
adequate bicycle parking and end of trip 
facilities. 


Section 7 


proposed car and bicycle parking provision 
for residents, workers and visitors, 
including consideration of the availability of 
public transport and the requirements of 
the relevant parking codes and Australian 
Standards 


Section 6.6 


proposed provision of bus service 
infrastructure and pedestrian connections 


Section 6.4 


to support the bus/rail interchange function Section 6.5 


of the metro station, including an 
assessment of the public domain 
surrounding the site to accommodate the 
future pedestrian demands safely and 
adequately and mitigation measures 
identified. 


Section 7 


proposed vehicle access arrangements, 
including for service and loading activities 
and measures to mitigate impacts to bus 
services and passengers interchanging 
between bus and rail. 


Section 6.8 
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1.2 Overview of Sydney Metro in its context 


Sydney Metro is Australia's biggest public transport project. A new standalone metro railway system, 


this 21st century network will deliver 31 metro stations and 66km of new metro rail for Australia's 


biggest city — revolutionising the way Sydney travels. Services start in the first half of 2019 on 


Australia’s first fully-automated railway. 


Sydney Metro was identified in Sydney’s Rail Future, as an integral component of the NSW Long 
Term Transport Master Plan, a plan to transform and modernise Sydney’s rail network so it can grow 
with the city’s population and meet the future needs of customers. In early 2018, the Future Transport 
Strategy 2056 was released as an update to the NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan and 
Sydney’s Rail Future. Sydney Metro City & Southwest is identified as a committed initiative in the 
Future Transport Strategy 2056. 


Sydney Metro is comprised of three projects: 


Sydney Metro Northwest — formerly the 36km North West Rail Link. This $8.3 billion project is now 


under construction and will open in the first half of 2019 with a metro train every four minutes in the 


peak. 


Sydney Metro City & Southwest — a new 30km metro line extending the new metro network from 


the end of Sydney Metro Northwest at Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour, through the CBD and 


south west to Bankstown. It is due to open in 2024 with an ultimate capacity to run a metro train every 


two minutes each way through the centre of Sydney. 


Sydney Metro West – a new underground railway connecting the Parramatta and Sydney central 


business districts. This once-in-a-century infrastructure investment will double the rail capacity of the 


Parramatta to Sydney CBD corridor and will establish future capacity for Sydney’s fast growing west. 


Sydney Metro West will serve five key precincts at Westmead, Parramatta, Sydney Olympic Park, The 


Bays and the Sydney CBD. The project will also provide an interchange with the T1 Northern Line to 


allow faster connections for customers from the Central Coast and Sydney’s north to Parramatta and 


the Sydney CBD. 


Sydney’s new metro, together with signalling and infrastructure upgrades across the existing Sydney 
suburban rail network, will increase the capacity of train services entering the Sydney CBD – from 


about 120 an hour currently to up to 200 services beyond 2024. That represents an increase of up to 


60 per cent capacity across the network to meet demand. 
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Figure 2.1: Sydney Metro alignment map 


Sydney Metro City & Southwest includes the construction and operation of a new metro rail line from 


Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour through Sydney’s CBD to Sydenham and on to Bankstown 


through the conversion of the existing line to metro standards. 


The project also involves the delivery of six (6) new metro stations, including at Waterloo, together 


with new underground platforms at Central. Once completed, Sydney Metro will have the ultimate 


capacity for a train every two minutes through the CBD in each direction - a level of service never 


seen before in Sydney. 


On 9 January 2017, the Minister approved the Sydney Metro City & Southwest - Chatswood to 


Sydenham application lodged by TfNSW as a CSSI project (reference SSI 15_7400). 
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The CSSI Approval includes all physical work required to construct the CSSI, including the demolition 


of existing buildings and structures on each site. Importantly, the CSSI Approval also includes 


provision for the construction of below and above ground structures and other components of future 


OSD (including building infrastructure and space for future lift cores, plant rooms, access, parking and 


building services, as relevant to each site). The rationale for this delivery approach, as identified within 


the CSSI application is to enable the OSDs to be more efficiently built and appropriately integrated 


into the metro station structures. 


The EIS for the Chatswood to Sydenham alignment of the City & Southwest project identified that the 


OSD would be subject to a separate assessment process. 


Since the CSSI Approval was issued, Sydney Metro has lodged four modification applications to 


amend the CSSI Approval as outlined below: 


 Modification 1 - Victoria Cross and Artarmon Substation which involves relocation of the Victoria 


Cross northern services building from 194-196A Miller Street to 50 McLaren Street together with 


inclusion of a new station entrance at this location referred to as Victoria Cross North. The 


modification also involves the relocation of the substation at Artarmon from Butchers Lane to 98 – 
104 Reserve Road. This modification application was approved on 18 October 2017. 


 Modification 2 - Central Walk which involves additional works at Central Railway Station including 


construction of a new eastern concourse, a new eastern entry, and upgrades to suburban 


platforms. This modification application was approved on 21 December 2017. 


 Modification 3 - Martin Place Station which involves changes to the Sydney Metro Martin Place 


Station to align with the Unsolicited Proposal by Macquarie Group Limited (Macquarie) for the 


development of the station precinct. The proposed modification involves a larger reconfigured 


station layout, provision of a new unpaid concourse link and retention of the existing MLC 


pedestrian link and works to connect into the Sydney Metro Martin Place Station. It is noted that if 


the Macquarie proposal does not proceed, the original station design remains approved. This 


modification application was approved on 22 March 2018. 


 Modification 4 - Sydenham Station and Sydney Metro Trains Facility South which incorporated 


Sydenham Station and precinct works, the Sydney Metro Trains Facility South, works to Sydney 


Water’s Sydenham Pit and Drainage Pumping Station and ancillary infrastructure and track and 
signalling works into the approved project. This modification application was approved on 13 


December 2017. 


The CSSI Approval as modified allows for all works to deliver Sydney Metro between Chatswood and 


Sydenham Stations and also includes upgrade of Sydenham Station. 
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The remainder of the City & Southwest alignment (Sydenham to Bankstown) proposes the conversion 


of the existing heavy rail line from west of Sydenham Station to Bankstown to metro standards. This 


part of the project, referred to as the Sydenham to Bankstown upgrade, is the subject of a separate 


CSSI Application (Application No. SSI 17_8256) for which an EIS was exhibited between September 


and November 2017. A Response to Submissions and Preferred Infrastructure Report was submitted 


to DPE in June 2018 for further exhibition and assessment. This application is subject to assessment 


and determination by DPE, taking into consideration a further Response to Submissions Report which 


was submitted to DPE in September 2018. 


1.3 Nominated State Significant Precinct - Waterloo 


Following the decision to locate a metro station in Waterloo, the Minister determined that parts of 


Waterloo are of State planning significance which should be investigated for urban renewal through 


the SSP process. SSP study requirements for such investigations were issued by the Minister on 19 


May 2017. 


Investigation of the Precinct is being undertaken by UrbanGrowth NSW Development Corporation 


(UrbanGrowth NSW), in partnership with Sydney Metro and the Land and Housing Corporation 


(LAHC). The outcome of the SSP process will be new planning controls that will enable future 


development applications for renewal of the Precinct. 


The Precinct includes two separate but contiguous and inter-related parts: 


 The Waterloo Metro Quarter (the Metro Quarter) 


 The Waterloo Estate (the Estate) 


A separate SSP Study for the Metro Quarter was lodged in July 2018 in advance of the SSP Study for 


the Estate to provide a planning framework for the construction of OSD within the Metro Quarter. The 


staged submission of the Metro Quarter SSP Study also facilitates the proposed development to be 


delivered concurrently with the metro station, as an integrated station development. 


As this concept SSD Application relies upon the planning framework proposed in the Metro Quarter 


SSP Study, it is anticipated that the SSP Study and the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the 


concept SSD Application will be exhibited concurrently. 
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1.4 Planning relationship between Waterloo Station and the OSD 


While Waterloo Station and the OSD will form an integrated station development, the planning 


pathways defined under the EP&A Act require separate approval for each component of the 


development. In this regard, the approved station works (CSSI Approval) are subject to the provisions 


of Part 5.1 of the EP&A Act (now referred to as Division 5.2) and the OSD component is subject to the 


provisions of Part 4 of the EP&A Act. 


For clarity, the approved station works under the CSSI Approval included the construction of below 


and above ground structures necessary for delivering the station and also enabling construction of the 


integrated OSD. This includes but is not limited to: 


 demolition of existing development 


 excavation 


 integrated station and OSD structure (including concourse and platforms) 


 lobbies 


 retail spaces within the station building 


 public domain improvements associated with the station 


 access arrangements including vertical transport such as escalators and lifts 


 space provisioning and service elements necessary to enable the future development of the 


OSD, such as lift cores, plant rooms, access, parking, retail, utilities connections and building 


services. 


The vertical extent of the approved station works above ground level is defined by the ‘transfer level’ 
level (which for Waterloo is defined by approximately RL 33.1 over the northern station box and RL 


35.1 over the southern station box), above which would sit the OSD. An example of this delineation is 


illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Delineation between the Metro station and OSD 


It is noted that the structural and service requirements and space provisioning to support OSD vary 


from station to station. For example, based on the current level of design, Waterloo Station is not 


expected to provide for OSD lobbies, end of trip facilities and plant rooms. However, the detailed 


design may be amended to incorporate these elements as part of the integrated station development. 


The CSSI Approval also establishes the general concept for the ground plane of Waterloo Station 


including access strategies for commuters, pedestrians and workers. In this regard, the main 


pedestrian access to the station would be via an entry located at the corner of Raglan and Cope 


Streets. The station design has continued to be developed having regard to its integration with the 


Metro Quarter OSD, and as a result, a second entrance to the station is to be provided from a 


proposed public plaza adjacent to Cope Street. Retail uses (approved under the CSSI Approval) 


would be located on the ground floor of the station development along the Cope Street frontage of the 


site. 
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Since the issue of the CSSI Approval, Sydney Metro has undertaken design work to determine the 


technical requirements for the structural integration of the OSD with the station. This level of design 


work, together with the planning and design undertaken for the remainder of the Metro Quarter has 


informed the concept proposal for the OSD. It is noted that ongoing design development of the works 


to be delivered under the CSSI Approval would continue with a view to developing an Interchange 


Access Plan (IAP) and Station Design Precinct Plan (SDPP) for Waterloo Station to satisfy Conditions 


E92 and E101 of the CSSI Approval. The detailed design for the Metro Quarter would continue to 


evolve having regard to the IAP and SDPP. 


Public domain improvement works immediately adjacent to Waterloo Station would be delivered as 


part of the CSSI Approval to support pedestrian movements between transport modes (including to 


new and relocated bus stops, bike parking on Cope Street, and taxi and kiss-and-ride bays on Cope 


Street), while other public domain works within the Metro Quarter are proposed as part of the OSD. 


Final details of public domain works for the OSD will be provided with the detailed SSD Application(s) 


following finalisation of the SDPP and IAP for the CSSI Approval. 
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1.5 The site 


1.5.1 Location 


The site is located within the City of Sydney Local Government Area (LGA). 


The Metro Quarter comprises land to the west of Cope Street, east of Botany Road, south of Raglan 


Street and north of Wellington Street. The heritage listed Waterloo Congregational Church located at 


103–105 Botany Road is within this block but is not part of the site. 


The site has an approximate area of 1.287 hectares (refer to Figure 2.3). 


Figure 2.3: Waterloo Station location plan 
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1.5.2 Site context 


The Metro Quarter is located in Redfern Street Village (see Figure 4) in the City of Sydney LGA 


approximately 3.3 kilometres south of Sydney CBD, 1 kilometre north of Green Square and less than 


1 kilometre south of Redfern Station. 


Directly east is the Waterloo Estate, which is owned by the NSW Government and is under the 


management of NSW LAHC. The Waterloo Estate comprises 2,012 social housing dwellings and a 


small number of private dwellings in medium and high density forms, ranging from single storey 


attached dwellings to apartment buildings of up to thirty storeys. 


The Metro Quarter is less than 1 kilometre south-east of the Australian Technology Park (ATP), a 


technology micro-cluster that currently contains around 3,000 – 3,500 workers with a range of 


businesses in technology and creative industries; and a start-up/business incubator hub. It is set to 


grow into a business park that will soon accommodate new premises currently under construction (i.e. 


Commonwealth Bank Australia (CBA) has committed to two major office towers). 


Figure 2.4: Location and site plan of the Waterloo State Significant Precinct (in red) and Redfern Street Village (in pink) 
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Figure 2.5: Nominated State Significant Precinct - Waterloo 
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The site comprises the following properties: 


136B Raglan Street Lot 4 DP 215751 


59 Botany Road Lot 5 DP 215751 


65 Botany Road Lot 1 DP814205 


67 Botany Road Lot 1 DP228641 


124-128 Cope Street Lot 2 DP228641 


69-83 Botany Road SP75492 


130-134 Cope Street Lot 12 DP399757 


136-144 Cope Street Lots A-E DP108312 


85 Botany Road Lot 1 DP27454 


87 Botany Road Lot 2 DP27454 


89-91 Botany Road Lot 1 DP996765 


93-101 Botany Road Lot 1 DP433969 & Lot 1 DP738891 


156-160 Cope Street Lot 31 DP805384 


107-117A Botany Road Lot 32 DP805384 & Lot A DP408116 


119-121 Botany Road Lot 1 DP205942 & Lot 1 DP436831 


170-174 Cope Street Lot 2 DP205942 


The buildings and structures on the site are now demolished in accordance with the CSSI Approval 


with the exception of one building which is being used to support construction. 


1.6 Overview of the proposed development 


This concept SSD Application follows the submission of a SSP Study which supports a proposal to 
amend existing controls to facilitate the proposed development. The concept SSD Application will in 
turn comprises the first stage of seeking SSD development consent for the Metro Quarter OSD 
project. It will be followed by a future detailed SSD Application(s) for the design and construction of 
the OSD built form. 


This concept SSD Application seeks approval for the planning and development framework and 


strategies to inform the future detailed design of the OSD. It specifically seeks approval for: 


 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights and ground 
and upper level setbacks 


 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 


 approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing for 
approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social 
housing dwellings 


 approximately 3,905 square metres GFA of retail premises and entertainment facilities 
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 approximately 8,645 square metres GFA for business and commercial premises and 
community, health service and recreational facilities (indoor), including at least 2,000 square 
metres of floor space for community uses 


 a three storey podium and a free standing building located within a public plaza, accommodating 
non-residential land uses 


 residential uses above podium level in various building forms including three taller buildings of 23, 
25 and 29 storeys (Reduced Level (RL) 96.9, 104.2 and 116.9 metres AHD respectively) 


 use of OSD space provisioning within the footprint of the CSSI Approval 


 public domain works, through-site links, footpaths, provision for cycle facilities and enhanced 
pedestrian crossings and roads 


 car parking for up to 427 vehicles 


 cycle parking to support residential and non-residential land uses and visitors to the Metro 
Quarter. Approval is also being sought for space within the future basement for a bike hub which 
would also support future bike parking for Waterloo Station 


 loading, vehicular and pedestrian access arrangements 


 strategies for utilities and services provision 


 strategies for managing stormwater and drainage 


 a strategy for the achievement of ecologically sustainable development 


 a public art strategy 


 provision for future signage zones 


 a design excellence framework 


 the future subdivision of parts of the OSD footprint (if required). 


It is noted that the Sydney Metro comprises GFA of approximately 8,415 square metres on the site, 
approved under CSSI Approval. The total GFA for the integrated station development, including the 
station GFA is approximately 77,165 square metres, which is equivalent to an FSR of approximately 
6:1. 


Key parameters of the Concept proposal based on the current level of design development are 
indicated at Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.6: Proposed massing, viewed from the west 
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Figure 2.7: Proposed massing, viewed from the east 


The proposal is a significant opportunity to contribute to the urban renewal process for the Waterloo 


SSP. The objective to deliver the Metro Quarter project as soon as reasonably possible after 


completion of the metro works (earmarked to open 2024) would ensure buildings within the Metro 


Quarter are occupied to support maximum patronage of the proposed metro station. 


The Metro Quarter would contain a mix of uses including residential, commercial, retail, community 


facilities and services and cultural opportunities sufficient for daily life to be provided for within the 


wider neighbourhood and to support the activation of the precinct. This would help make Waterloo one 


of the most connected and attractive inner-city places to live, work and visit. 
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1.7 Staging and framework for managing environmental impacts 


Sydney Metro proposes to procure the delivery of the Waterloo integrated station development in one 


single package, which would entail the following works: 


 station structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical 


 OSD structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical. 


Separate delivery packages are also proposed by Sydney Metro to deliver the excavation of the 


station boxes/shafts ahead of the integrated station development delivery package, and linewide 


systems (e.g. track, power, ventilation) and operational readiness works prior to the Sydney Metro 


City & Southwest metro system being able to operate. 


For the purposes of considering construction related impacts, three possible staging scenarios have 


been identified for delivery of the integrated station development: 


1. Scenario 1 – the station and OSD are constructed concurrently by constructing the transfer 


slab first and then building in both directions. Both the station and OSD would be completed in 


2024. 


2. Scenario 2 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. OSD construction 


may still be incomplete or soon ready to commence after station construction is completed. 


This means that some or all OSD construction is likely to still be underway upon opening of the 


station in 2024. 


3. Scenario 3 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. The OSD is built 


at a later stage, with timing yet to be determined. This creates two distinct construction periods 


for the station and OSD. 


The final staging for the delivery of the OSD would be resolved as part of the detailed SSD 


Application(s). 


For the purposes of providing a high level assessment of the potential environmental impacts 


associated with construction, the following have been considered: 


 Impacts directly associated with the OSD, the subject of this concept SSD Application 


 Cumulative impacts of the construction of the OSD at the same time as the station works 


(subject of the CSSI Approval). 


Given the integration of the delivery of the Sydney Metro City & Southwest metro station with an OSD 
development, Sydney Metro proposes the framework detailed in Figure 2.8 to manage the design and 
environmental impacts, in relation to transport impacts, consistent with the framework adopted for the 
CSSI Approval. 
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Figure 2.8: Project approach to environmental mitigation and management 


This approach would be implemented until such time as completion of the station works (i.e. works 


under the CSSI Approval) is achieved. Beyond that point, standard construction environmental 


management practices would be implemented by the OSD developer in accordance with relevant 


guidelines and any conditions of approval. 
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2. Strategic planning context 


2.1 Alignment with transport policies and plans 


The Metro Quarter OSD supports a number of strategic plans including: 


 Future Transport Strategy 2056 (2018) 


 Building Momentum – State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-2038 (2018) 


 A Metropolis of Three Cities – The Greater Sydney Region Plan (2018) 


 Central to Eveleigh Urban Transformation Strategy (2016) 


These plans and their relationship to the Metro Quarter are detailed below. 


2.1.1 Future Transport Strategy 2056 


The Future Transport Strategy 2056 (Future Transport) is an update of the NSW Long Term Transport 
Master Plan and is a 40-year strategy for mobility for Sydney and regional NSW. It sets out a vision, 
strategic directions and customer outcomes with a focus on technology and innovation across the 
transport system to transform the customer experience, improve communities and boost economic 
performance. 


The strategy supports the development of liveable communities such as the Metro Quarter, where 
transport is vital to mobility as a ‘placemaker’. The project would integrate with the Sydney Metro City 
& Southwest network, improving the liveability and character of the precinct. This would lead to the 
achievement of wider benefits from investment and encourages more desirable patterns of 
development, fulfilling a desired outcome identified in the strategy. 


2.1.2 Building Momentum – State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-2038 


Building Momentum - State Infrastructure Strategy 2018-2038 (SIS) is a 20-year strategy that 
identifies and prioritises the delivery of critical public infrastructure to drive productivity and economic 
growth. Infrastructure NSW’s assessment of the State’s existing infrastructure highlighted critical 
deficiencies in Sydney’s road capacity. The SIS identifies strategic infrastructure options to meet the 
challenges of growth in travel demand and substantial increases in freight volumes. 


Specifically, the SIS identifies Waterloo as a strategic urban renewal corridor required to 
accommodate the expected growth in housing and employment in the area. The strategy also 
recognises the importance of Urban Growth’s role in delivering a commercially feasible, high-quality 
urban development in Waterloo, balancing housing supply against the consideration of urban design 
and place-making. 
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2.1.3 A Metropolis of Three Cities–The Greater Sydney Region Plan 


A Metropolis of Three Cities – The Greater Sydney Region Plan establishes a 40-year strategic land 
use plan for Sydney. The plan was developed concurrently with Future Transport and the SIS, aiming 
to deliver better connections for people across Greater Sydney. The land use vision for Greater 
Sydney is a metropolis of three cities (Eastern Harbour City, Central River City and Western Parkland 
City). Consistent with Future Transport, one of the key elements of the plan is the vision of a 30-
minute city regardless of location. The goal for this vision is to provide transport infrastructure that 
allows people to reach their nearest Metropolitan or Strategic Centre within 30 minutes, seven days a 
week. 


Waterloo is identified in the plan as part of the Eastern Harbour City where urban renewal driven by 
Sydney Metro City & Southwest would occur. The project in conjunction with Sydney Metro and other 
projects would therefore complement the Greater Sydney Commission’s framework for a liveable, 
productive and sustainable Eastern Harbour City. Potential indicators to deliver the plan that would be 
relevant to Waterloo include: 


 Increased 30-minute access to a metropolitan centres and clusters 


 Increased use of public resources such as open space and community facilities 


 Increased walkable access to local centres 


 Increased housing completions 


 Increased access to open spaces 


 Increased jobs in metropolitan and strategic centres 


 Increased urban tree canopy. 


2.1.4 Central to Eveleigh Urban Transformation Strategy 


Waterloo Precinct is one of several precincts that form part of the Central to Eveleigh (C2E) Urban 
Transformation Corridor. The Corridor covers an area of 80 hectares and stretches 3 kilometres. The 
Corridor includes Central, Redfern, Macdonaldtown and Erskineville stations, the Australian 
Technology Park (ATP), and Eveleigh Rail Yards. The Central to Eveleigh Urban Transformation 
Strategy was finalised in November 2016 and is now being implemented via a number of separate 
projects, including the Metro Quarter. 
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The strategy is underpinned by A Plan for Growing Sydney and City of Sydney’s Sustainable Sydney 
2030 strategies. The vision for C2E includes a range of related transport and land use considerations, 
categorised in four key areas: 


 Living: Providing 14,000 new dwellings, including social and affordable housing, an expanded 
cycleway network, well-connected neighbourhoods, new public spaces, and jobs close to homes. 


 Community: Redevelopment of Redfern Station, Sydney Metro’s new Waterloo Station, 
enhanced connectivity and access, and 400 metre walk to public open spaces. 


 Working: Providing 21,000 new jobs (including knowledge intensive and innovation industries), 
new links improving connectivity between work and education hubs, world class cultural 
infrastructure, and a creative hub promoting distributed workplaces. 


 Environment: Providing 73,000 square metres of new public open space, 23 per cent uptake in 
car share, and higher public and active transport mode share. 


2.1.5 Connecting our City – City of Sydney Transport Strategies 


Connecting our City is the City of Sydney’s vision for a world class transport network to support a 
strong and growing economy and a more sustainable environment. The Metro Quarter is closely 
aligned with the objectives of this long term transport plan. Key objectives from the plan such as the 
integration of land use and transport, improving efficiency and amenity and enhancing access will all 
be met through the development of the Metro Quarter. 
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3. Land use and demographics 


This chapter details the existing land use environment and provides the local and regional context 
within which this assessment has been undertaken. 


3.1 Centres, population and employment 


Several key centres are located near Waterloo including Green Square, Mascot and the ATP. In 
addition, the metropolitan centre of Sydney CBD is located around 2.8 kilometres to the north. Figure 
3.1 illustrates the hierarchy of centres and strategic public transport network surrounding Waterloo. 


Figure 3.1: Centres and strategic traffic and transport network surrounding Waterloo 
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The emerging Green Square strategic centre is located around 1 kilometre to the south, focussed 
around Green Square Station and the future Green Square Town Centre. This will be a major retail, 
commercial and employment hub in the future. ATP and Mascot strategic centre, located west and 
south of Waterloo, respectively, are key employment nodes. Stretching between Waterloo and Mascot 
is the Southern Sydney Employment Lands. 


Future transport networks will need to consider options for connecting the hierarchy of centres within 
the region. Sydney Metro City & Southwest will provide connections from Waterloo to the Sydney 
CBD while connections to key centres at Green Square, Redfern and Mascot will need to be provided 
by alternative options. 


School and community facilities located near the Waterloo Precinct include Our Lady of Mount Carmel 
Primary School, Alexandria Park Community School and Green Square School (see Figure 3.2). Safe 
access to these destinations is an important component of the Metro Quarter given the number of 
vulnerable pedestrians using these facilities. The pedestrian trips generated by these users may also 
involve the crossing of roads carrying high traffic volumes such as Botany Road and McEvoy Street. 


Figure 3.2: Local schools in the vicinity of the Metro Quarter 
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Table 3.1 shows the existing and future population and employment distribution for the broader 
Southern Sydney region based on Transport for NSW projections for 2036 (TZP161). 


The base case projections for the region show that from 2016 to 2036, the population is projected to 
almost double from 76,000 to 134,000 residents. During the same period, employment will grow from 
80,000 to 105,000 jobs. 


Table 3.1: Population and employment comparison 


Area 2016 


Population Employment 


2036 


Population Employment 


Redfern / Waterloo 25,000 14,000 42,000 22,000 


Green Square / 
Alexandria 


26,000 36,000 54,000 48,000 


Mascot / Eastlakes 25,000 30,000 38,000 35,000 


Total 76,000 80,000 134,000 105,000 


1 TZP16 is the 2016 Travel Zone projection by TPA used to represent the most likely urban future based on current data, trends and an 
understanding of policy/structural changes that may impact the future. 
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3.2 Character 


Waterloo is currently characterised by a mix of medium and high density development, consisting of 
townhouses, terraces, several high rise residential towers and some detached dwelling houses. 
Figure 3.3 shows the mix of dwellings in the Waterloo Precinct compared to the City of Sydney LGA 
and Greater Sydney region. 


Figure 3.3: Dwelling types 


3.3 Demographics 


3.3.1 Age 


The age profile of residents in the Waterloo Precinct, City of Sydney LGA and Greater Sydney region 
is shown in Figure 3.4. 


Waterloo Precinct has an older resident population, with just under a third of residents aged over 65 
years compared to 8 per cent for City of Sydney. This is likely to be related to the significant 
proportion of social housing within the precinct, with many residents living there for a long period of 
time. 
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Renewal in the precinct is likely to result in a shifting age profile, with a younger demographic moving 
into new housing stock. As a significant proportion of housing will still be reserved for social housing, 
there is still likely to be a slightly older age profile than other areas of City of Sydney. This will need to 
be considered in the development of networks, particularly local connections to key services such as 
hospitals. 


Figure 3.4: Age profile 
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3.3.2 Employment 


Figure 3.5 shows employment rates for the Waterloo Precinct, City of Sydney LGA and Greater 
Sydney region. 


In the Waterloo Precinct, the unemployment rate is 18.6 per cent for those in the labour force, 
compared to 6 per cent in City of Sydney LGA. This trend is strongly linked to the existing social 
housing provision in Waterloo. A shifting demographic profile and a younger professional workforce is 
likely to move into new housing stock alongside existing social housing tenants. The transport network 
will be required to serve the needs of all of these residents as well as workers and visitors to the Metro 
Quarter. Employed residents will require efficient connections to the employment centres such as the 
CBD whilst older residents and social housing tenants are likely to have a stronger reliance on local 
services connecting to community, health and retail areas. 


Figure 3.5: Employment and labour force status 
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4. Strategic network analysis 


4.1 Travel behaviour 


4.1.1 Mode share 


Three areas have been used to investigate existing and potential mode share for the Metro Quarter: 


 Waterloo Precinct: A single Travel Zone (TZ), representative of the Waterloo SSP 


 Waterloo Suburb: The extent of the suburb of Waterloo 


 Waterloo-Redfern Wider Area: A wider area for understanding travel patterns. 


Key characteristics and the TZ’s representing these areas is shown in Table 4.1 


Waterloo Suburb and Waterloo-Redfern Wider Area have been included to provide regional context to 
current travel patterns in Waterloo Precinct. Key travel characteristics for these areas are also 
compared to the City of Sydney Local Government Area (LGA), Randwick LGA and Sydney 
Metropolitan Area in order to understand similarities and differences in travel behaviour relative to 
other parts of Sydney. 


Table 4.1: Assumed travel zones and key characteristics 


Waterloo Precinct Waterloo suburb Waterloo Redfern wider area 


Travel zone: 270 Travel zones: 270, 271, 272, 273, 
274, 275, 276 


Travel zones: 210, 211, 212, 213, 
214, 215, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 
270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276 


Employed residents: 535 Employed residents: 4,586 Employed residents: 11,129 


Jobs: 580 Jobs: 5,457 Jobs: 11,650 
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Table 4.2 compares current Journey to Work (JTW) mode share for resident travel out of the Waterloo 
Precinct, Waterloo Suburb area and the Waterloo-Redfern Wider Area. 


In all three areas the greatest number of work trips is undertaken by public transport, ranging from 33 
to 35 per cent mode share. This is closely followed by private vehicles (30 to 35 per cent), and walking 
(13 to 17 per cent). Heavy rail and bus mode share are similar across all areas, while residents of the 
Waterloo Precinct were more likely to use heavy rail than in other areas. As all areas are within 
walking distance of either Green Square or Redfern station, this may be due to the current 
demographics and employment characteristics in the Waterloo Suburb area. 


Walking accounts for a relatively high proportion of trips to work; the walking mode share in Waterloo 
Precinct was similar to the wider Waterloo-Redfern Area (17 per cent), while it was slightly lower in 
Waterloo Suburb (13 per cent). Cycling trips (included in ‘Other mode’) accounted for up to 4 per cent 
of work trips in Waterloo Precinct, and up to 6 per cent of trips in other areas. 


A significant proportion of people work at home (or did not travel to work on census day), ranging from 
10 to 12 per cent mode share. This is highest in the Waterloo Precinct and lowest Waterloo Suburb, 
which may be reflective of the types of jobs worked by residents in these areas. 


Table 4.2: 2011 JTW mode share, resident travel out of Waterloo 


Waterloo Precinct Waterloo suburb Waterloo Redfern wider area 


Source: JTW Explorer 2011 
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Comparison to other areas 


Resident mode share in the suburb of Waterloo has been compared to key inner city suburbs in City 
of Sydney LGA, including Redfern, Woolloomooloo, Glebe, Ultimo and Pyrmont. 


These suburbs have been selected based on an extensive benchmarking process, based on a range 
of data sources including the 2011 SEIFA index2, public transport timetable data, Census 2011 data, 
and JTW 2011 data. 


Five suburbs were identified as broadly comparable to Waterloo on the basis of: 


 Socio-economic status 


 Proportion of social and affordable housing 


 Proportion of households with no motor vehicles 


 Average public transport travel times to Sydney CBD, Parramatta CBD and Macquarie Park. 


These locations are outlined in Table 4.3. 


Table 4.3: Suburbs comparable to Waterloo for mode share benchmarking process 


Average public transport travel 
time, 


AM peak (8 9am) (mins) 


Location 
2011 SEIFA 


index 


Social and 
affordable 


housing (%) 


Households 
with no 
motor 


vehicles (%) 


Sydney 
CBD 


Parramatt 
a CBD 


Macquari 
e Park 


Waterloo 
(current) 


941 24% 29% 21 45 56 


Redfern 973 19% 35% 14 38 50 


Woolloomooloo 945 18.% 38% 11 50 52 


Glebe 1,001 16% 30% 25 50 55 


Ultimo 974 8% 47% 22 50 55 


Pyrmont 1,055 7% 26% 20 55 52 


 Greater than 60 mins  30 to 60 mins  Less than 30 mins 


 


2 The SEIFA Index ranks areas in Australia according to relative socio-economic advantage and disadvantage 
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Figure 4.1 compares resident mode share for Waterloo, selected benchmark suburbs and the Sydney 
metropolitan area. 


Compared to average JTW mode share across the Sydney metropolitan area, Waterloo and the 
selected benchmark suburbs have significantly lower car mode share. Mode share for public and 
active transport combined is much higher than the Sydney average. Non-car mode share for the 
selected City of Sydney LGA benchmark suburbs ranges between 53 and 70 per cent, compared with 
28 per cent on average across the Sydney metropolitan area. Car mode share is particularly low in 
areas with high quality mass transit links and close proximity to Sydney CBD. 


This comparison highlights the impact on travel mode choices of densely located land uses, activities 
and attractors typical of inner city locations. The availability of high quality public transport 
infrastructure and services, permeable and connected street networks, and high quality walking and 
cycling facilities are also highly important and complimentary. 


Figure 4.1: Resident mode share3 


Source: JTW Explorer 2011 


3 Note: under the defined JTW categories, the proportion of “other mode” trips have been assumed to represent cycle mode share 
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4.1.2 Origins and destinations 


Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the top origins and destinations into and out of the Waterloo Precinct. 
Sydney Inner City, which includes Sydney CBD is the most popular destination, accounting for over 
half of all work trips. This reinforces that Waterloo is an ideal location given its proximity to the Sydney 
CBD and surrounding centres such as ATP. The focus of work trips will continue to be the Sydney 
CBD and the primary public and active transport networks should reflect this. 


Similarly, trips from Sydney Inner City to the Waterloo Precinct represent the highest proportion of all 
work travel origins, followed by the Eastern Suburbs. This is due to employment in Waterloo 
comprising largely population serving industries such as retail, with a largely localised workforce. 
Future employment within the Waterloo Precinct is likely to continue to comprise this type of 
employment, and therefore a focus on mixed-use, local connectivity, and affordable housing provision 
should support this outcome. 


Figure 4.2: Top five destinations (resident travel out of the Waterloo Precinct – JTW 2011) 


Figure 4.3: Top five origins (employee travel into the Waterloo Precinct – JTW 2011) 
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4.1.3 Trip purpose and length 


Using 2014/15 Household Travel Survey (HTS) data, key trip characteristics in City of Sydney LGA (in 
which Waterloo Precinct is located), adjoining Randwick LGA and the Sydney metropolitan area have 
been compared. HTS data sample size only supports its effective use for analysis of larger areas, 
rather than the smaller areas able to be analysed with JTW data. As Waterloo is located within the 
City of Sydney LGA, it would tend to reflect the travel patterns of a central Sydney location. 


Overall, the indicators below reflect the denser nature of activities and attractions in City of Sydney 
LGA, and to a lesser extent Randwick LGA, than across much of the Sydney metropolitan area. This 
results in a higher number of trips undertaken per person, but with shorter average trip lengths. Travel 
distances are shorter due to land use density and greater availability of alternative travel options 
including public transport, walking and cycling for many trips. There are also many more social and 
recreational trips made in City of Sydney LGA. 


Trips per person 


The number of weekday trips undertaken per person is greater in City of Sydney LGA than Randwick 
LGA, and both are greater than across the Sydney metropolitan area (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4: Weekday trips per person (HTS 2014/15) 
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Average trip length 


The average trip length in City of Sydney LGA is lower than in Randwick LGA, and significantly lower 
than across the Sydney metropolitan area (Figure 4.5). 


Figure 4.5: Average trip length (HTS 2014/15) 


Vehicle kilometres travelled 


Vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT) per person in City of Sydney LGA are lower compared with 
Randwick LGA, and less than half compared with the Sydney metropolitan area (Figure 4.6) 


Figure 4.6: Vehicle kilometres travelled per person (HTS 2014-15) 
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Trip purpose 


The purpose of trips undertaken in areas differs noticeably. Commute trips account for a larger 
proportion of trips than in Randwick LGA and metropolitan Sydney. Social recreation trips are much 
higher in City of Sydney LGA and Randwick LGA than metropolitan Sydney. Shopping and personal 
business trips are much less common in City of Sydney LGA and Randwick LGA than across 
metropolitan Sydney (Figure 4.7). 


Figure 4.7: Trip purpose4 


4.1.4 Existing trip generation 


The existing site contains no off-street parking and traffic surveys of surrounding intersections indicate 
that the site generates a negligible number of vehicle and point to point trips. Public transport, 
pedestrian and bicycle trips to/from the existing site have not been analysed in detail however the 
surrounding land uses and roadside environment are not conducive to any significant level of non-car 
transport. 


4 Note: 'Serve passenger' applies to trips undertaken for the purposes of accompanying another person undertaking a trip, for example a 
carer accompanying a person requiring assistance. 
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4.2 Public transport 


4.2.1 Heavy rail 


The Metro Quarter is located approximately 1 kilometre from both Redfern Station and Green Square 
Station. Redfern Station is one of the busiest stations on the Sydney Trains network which provides 
very frequent services to a large range of destinations, including Sydney CBD. Green Square Station 
is served by the T8 Airport Line, providing access to Sydney CBD and Kingsford Smith Airport. 


Redfern Station is constrained by a single concourse to the north of the station and narrow platforms 
which are accessed via a single set of stairs each. Only one platform is fully accessible with provision 
of a lift, and serves the T4 Eastern Suburbs & Illawarra Line. 


4.2.2 Sydney Metro 


Sydney Metro is a new standalone metro rail network identified in Transport for NSW’s Sydney’s Rail 
Future. A component of Sydney Metro is Sydney Metro City & Southwest which is planned from 
Chatswood to Sydney CBD and Bankstown, due to commence operating in 2024. Services on the 
new line will run at a minimum of every 4 minutes in each direction, with an ultimate capacity for trains 
to carry up to 46,000 people per hour in one direction. Sydney Metro City & Southwest will remove T3 
Bankstown line trains from the City Circle, providing congestion relief and greater capacity for T8 
Airport, Inner West and South line trains. This will result in a moderate increase in train capacity 
stopping at Redfern Station from 2024. Preliminary forecasts for the 2036 AM peak hour indicate that 
around 3,700 customers would be entering and around 2,350 customers would be exiting Waterloo 
Station (Chatswood to Sydenham EIS, 2016). 


The Sydney Metro network is shown in Figure 4.8, while Figure 4.9 shows the rail network around 
Waterloo including Sydney Metro City & Southwest. 
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Figure 4.8: The Sydney Metro network 


Source: Transport for NSW, 2016 
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Figure 4.9: Rail network around Waterloo 


Access to Waterloo Station would be located at the northern end of the station on the corner of 
Raglan Street and Cope Street, with a second entry off the proposed public plaza adjacent to Cope 
Street. Changes to bus stops have been identified during the Sydney Metro City & Southwest EIS 
(CSSI EIS) process and include the relocation of the southbound Botany Road stop further north to 
integrate with the Metro Station entrance. In addition, point to point facilities and a taxi rank would be 
provided on Cope Street, further improving the amenities available to customers of the metro network. 


The forecast mode of arrival during the 2036 morning peak hour as identified in the CSSI EIS is 
presented in Figure 4.10. The majority of customers are anticipated to walk to the station from the 
local area while around 19 per cent of customers are expected to interchange between bus services 
and the metro network. These forecasts also account for cumulative growth in the broader area, 
including redevelopment of the Metro Quarter and Waterloo Estate. 
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Figure 4.10: Forecast morning peak arrival mode at Waterloo Station 


Source: Sydney Metro EIS Technical Paper 1: Traffic and Transport (May 2016) 
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4.2.3 Bus services 


Today, the bus network in and around Waterloo is heavily focussed on north-south travel, particularly 
for access to Sydney CBD (as shown in Figure 4.11). Botany Road is a key bus corridor for these 
services which connects Sydney CBD with Redfern, Waterloo, Alexandria, Green Square, Mascot and 
Botany. These north-south routes are typically frequent and operate a wide span of hours. Bus 
services also operate east-west routes, linking Randwick, Coogee, Bondi Junction, Moore Park and 
Kingsford to the east with Glebe, Newtown, Marrickville and Sydenham to the west. 


Figure 4.11: Existing bus network around Waterloo 
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4.3 Active transport 


4.3.1 Cycle network 


The regional cycle network surrounding Waterloo is shown in Figure 4.12. 


The cycle network currently provides access to a range of key destinations including the University of 
Sydney, Redfern Station, Sydney CBD, Newtown and Moore Park. East-west movement is 
constrained by the existing heavy rail corridor to the west, which limits access to the north of the rail 
line and to Carriageworks and the University of Sydney (USYD). There are limited and sparsely 
located crossing opportunities, including Lawson Street at Redfern Station. 


City of Sydney Council, as part of its cycle network strategy, has identified 10 priority cycle routes 
across the inner city including through Waterloo Precinct. Key routes include: 


 City North to Green Square: Running north-south through Waterloo Precinct, complete as far as 
Green Square with a separated cycleway on George Street, Waterloo. This route would be the 
most direct north-south connection to the Waterloo Station 


 Sydney Park to Central Park: Running east-west through Waterloo Precinct, upgrades are 
identified on Buckland, Wellington, Morehead and Phillip Streets, Waterloo. This route would be 
the most direct east-west connection to the Waterloo Station 


 Newtown to Bondi Junction: Running east-west through Redfern on Wells and Turner Streets, 
upgrades currently in progress 


 USYD to University of New South Wales: Running east west through Alexandria 


 Sydney Harbour to Botany Bay: Running north-south along Bourke Street, complete with 
separated cycleway for much of its length. 


As part of the Alexandria to Moore Park Connectivity Upgrade, a shared path is proposed along the 
northern side of McEvoy Street west of George Street, continuing on the southern side of McEvoy 
Street east of George Street. Cyclists would be required to cross McEvoy Street at its intersection with 
George Street. If approved, the upgrade would facilitate east-west movements to and from the 
Waterloo Precinct. 
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Figure 4.12: Existing and planned cycle connectivity around Waterloo 


4.3.2 Pedestrian network 


The existing structure of the street network in and around the Metro Quarter is generally well suited to 
walking. A clear grid pattern of streets allows for direct connections to be made and provides good 
legibility for people walking. The topography of the precinct begins to rise immediately east of the 
Metro Quarter. In addition, the footpaths surrounding the Metro Quarter are cracked and show signs 
of wear and tear, and may require resheeting to improve pedestrian safety. 


The provision of pedestrian facilities at each intersection surrounding the Metro Quarter includes: 


 Signalised pedestrian crossings on all approaches of the Botany Road / Raglan Street / 
Henderson Road intersection. 


 Signalised pedestrian crossings on all approaches of the Botany Road / Wellington Street / 
Buckland Street intersection. 
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 A marked pedestrian crossing on the north approach of the Cope Street / Raglan Street 
roundabout. A median is available on all other approaches for pedestrians wishing to cross the 
road. 


 A median on all approaches, allowing pedestrians to undertake a staged crossing if required. 


Although crossing opportunities are provided at each intersection surrounding the Metro Quarter, 
upgrades to pedestrian facilities at the two roundabouts may be necessary to accommodate the large 
pedestrian demand expected on Raglan Street and Cope Street due to the metro line accessible at 
Waterloo Station. 


Ensuring high quality urban design and streetscape outcomes for the development of the Metro 
Quarter would be required to enhance the pedestrian network and major roads such as Botany Road 
and McEvoy Street which form a barrier to pedestrian movements and access across these streets 
would need to be carefully planned. 


4.4 Road network 


4.4.1 Key roads 


The road network in and around the Waterloo Precinct is fairly constrained. Most local streets in the 
area have 50km/h speed limits and are two lanes wide, with some streets 40km/h zones including 
George Street and Redfern Street. Major arterial roads include Botany Road, Wyndham Street, and 
Henderson Road. 


Traffic data collected in May 2017 indicate traffic volumes greater than 1,000 vehicles per hour during 
the peak hour on Botany Road, Elizabeth Street, Henderson Road and McEvoy Street. Botany Road 
and Wyndham Street operate as a north-south one-way pair between Cleveland Street and 
Henderson Road providing a key link between Sydney Airport and its surrounding suburbs to the 
Sydney CBD and inner west. McEvoy Street and Henderson Road both run east-west, providing links 
between the inner-southern suburbs and the Sydney CBD or eastern suburbs. Key roads and current 
peak hour volumes are outlined in Table 4.4. 
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Table 4.4: Traffic volumes (bi-directional) and heavy vehicle proportions 


Road Morning peak hour (8 9am) 


Volume Proportion of 
(vehicles) heavy 


vehicles 


Evening peak hour (5 6pm) 


Volume Proportion of 
(vehicles) heavy 


vehicles 


Botany Road between Wellington 
Street and Raglan Street 


1,860 7% 1,820 5% 


Wyndham Street between 
Buckland Street and Henderson 
Road 


610 10% 590 3% 


Henderson Road between 
Wyndham Street and Botany 
Road 


1,950 5% 2,110 2% 


Raglan Street between Botany 
Road and Cope Street 


580 4% 580 1% 


McEvoy Street between 
Wyndham Street and Botany 
Road 


1,710 9% 1,690 3% 


McEvoy Street between Botany 
Road and George Street 


1,190 8% 1,050 2% 


Elizabeth Street between Raglan 
Street and Wellington Street 


1,660 8% 1,970 4% 


Wellington Street between 
Botany Road and Cope Street 


370 3% 330 3% 


Cope Street between Raglan 
Street and Wellington Street 


170 5% 160 3% 
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Figure 4.13 shows the key regional roads surrounding Waterloo. 


Figure 4.13: Arterial road network around Waterloo 


4.4.2 Alexandria to Moore Park Connectivity Upgrade 


RMS has developed concept designs for the Alexandria to Moore Park Connectivity Upgrade, which 
will involve upgrades along the corridor between the WestConnex interface at Euston Road and 
Anzac Parade. This includes intersection improvements and clearways on McEvoy Street, to the 
south of Waterloo Precinct, realignment of the intersection of Bourke, McEvoy and Lachlan Streets to 
the east, and widening of Lachlan Street. Additional capacity created by these works has the potential 
to reduce demand on lower order east-west corridors through the Waterloo Precinct such as 
Henderson Road, Raglan Street and Wellington Street. A Review of Environmental Factors (REF) for 
the connectivity upgrade is expected to be exhibited in mid-2018. 
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4.5 Strategic Opportunities 


The strategic analysis has highlighted characteristics of the existing travel behaviour and transport 
network that can be built upon for the Metro Quarter. The main strategic opportunities that will inform 
the principles and assessment process for the Metro Quarter are highlighted below. 


4.5.1 Proximity to Sydney Trains Network and future metro will provide excellent rail 
access 


Sydney Metro City & Southwest will directly improve public transport access between the Waterloo 
Precinct and a range of destinations, including Sydney CBD, North Sydney, Chatswood, Macquarie 
Park, Sydenham and Bankstown. It will also indirectly provide improved travel times and connections 
with other parts of Sydney by interchanging with other public transport services at key locations. 
Sydney Metro will operate a wide span of hours, from early in the morning to late at night, seven days 
a week. This will provide a high level of service and access into and out of Waterloo Precinct across 
the whole day, supporting 24/7 activity. 


The new metro station at Waterloo provides a unique opportunity to support low private vehicle 
demand in the Waterloo Precinct. Together with the existing rail access provided at Redfern Station 
and Green Square Station there would be a significantly diminished need to use motor vehicles for 
most travel into and out of the Waterloo Precinct in the future. This would result in less traffic on local 
streets, less added traffic on the wider road network, and would provide greater accessibility and 
mobility for residents without the need to service the significant cost of a vehicle. 


4.5.2 Improved public transport to local destinations 


Acting as the key north-south link through Waterloo Precinct, Sydney Metro will be a catalyst for 
improving the local public transport network. The metro offers the opportunity of building a larger 
network with more frequent services (in all directions) to serve the subregion surrounding Waterloo. In 
particular, there is an opportunity to enable stronger east-west connections, providing cross-regional 
links and feeding major rail lines. 


Currently, bus services provide frequent north-south connections. With Sydney Metro, greater 
emphasis could be placed on east-west bus connections which feed into heavy rail and metro hubs. 
The east-west bus network services origin-destinations that have a strong relationship such as 
Newtown, Green Square, Surry Hills, Glebe, the University of Sydney and the University of New South 
Wales. 


Services on Botany Road will also continue to be important as they provide access to the Southern 
Sydney Employment Lands and interchange to the metro to access CBD destinations. This second 
factor would be particularly attractive for people wishing to access mid-CBD and northern CBD areas, 
including North Sydney. 
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4.5.3 Street network structure and traffic management to limit impacts in and around 
Waterloo 


In order to achieve good transport and land use outcomes and minimise traffic impacts on Waterloo 
Precinct, it is necessary to set a strategic framework to ensure any subsequent proposals are 
consistent with the future role and function of a particular street. This framework is a vital step in 
transport planning for Waterloo Precinct and is heavily influenced by the land use plans. In turn, the 
framework informs the land use and can create opportunities or constraints for the type of land use 
that can occur along a particular street. 


The framework defines the future function of the street network on the basis of land use and transport 
objectives and desired outcomes for the Waterloo Precinct. The roads within and around the Precinct 
provide two primary functions for transport customers: 


 Movement: The ability to travel between places 


 Place: The ability to access origins and destinations of travel. 


An understanding of the two functions of a street are vital when the two functions are competing, such 
as through increased movement requirements or improved place amenity. The movement and place 
function of a street informs planning for the level of access across each of the transport modes. 


The Waterloo Precinct is bounded on two sides by Botany Road and McEvoy Street, both busy 
arterial road corridors with significant movement functions. In the vicinity of the Precinct, Botany Road 
also has a place function due to the presence of retail and commercial land uses fronting the road. 


Within Waterloo Precinct Cope Street and Raglan Street east of Cope Street will have a prioritised 
place function, given the proximity of the proposed Sydney Metro Waterloo Station entrance is this 
area. This would shift the focus of these streets to minimise the movement function and prioritise 
access for people instead. 


4.5.4 An urban form that promotes walking and cycling 


Active transport will play a significant role in short and medium distance trips to, from and within the 
Metro Quarter. 


As shown in Figure 4.14, the density of land uses and permeability of the street network results in the 
800 metre walking catchments of Redfern Station, the future Sydney Metro Waterloo Station, and 
Green Square Station overlapping one another. This indicates significant potential for walking for 
many trips, particularly in combination with mass transit. 
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Dedicated north-south cycle facilities are currently provided on George Street. This provides strong 
connections to jobs, retail and leisure activities in Sydney CBD and Green Square, the latter set to 
grow significantly in the future with the development of Green Square Town Centre. A priority regional 
cycle route from Sydney Park to Central Park, one of 10 identified in City of Sydney’s regional cycling 
network, pass through Waterloo Precinct in an east-west direction. Upgrades are identified on 
Buckland, Wellington, Morehead and Phillip Streets. 


Figure 4.14: 800m walking catchments; Redfern Station, Waterloo Station and Green Square Station 


4.5.5 Self-containment 


A greater level of trip self-containment could be achieved in the Metro Quarter and surrounds with the 
right balance and mix of land uses. This could involve providing more opportunities to work, shop, and 
engage in recreational pursuits in and around the Metro Quarter. 
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4.6 Future mode share targets 


An assessment of the potential future mode shares has been undertaken in consultation with TfNSW, 
RMS and City of Sydney and is based on existing data and the strategic opportunities for the Waterloo 
concept SSD. The mode share targets in the AM peak for all trip purposes are outlined in Figure 4.15. 


Figure 4.15: Metro Quarter future mode share targets 


These targets are based on a number of factors, including: 


 Proximity to Sydney Metro’s Waterloo Station, which will provide access to high quality mass 
transit services on Sydney Metro City & Southwest 


 Densely located land uses, activities and attractors as well as proximity to Sydney CBD and 
Green Square, enabling shorter trip lengths more conducive to walking and cycling 


 Low existing traffic generation rates in recent high density developments in Waterloo and 
Redfern, and high (81 per cent) AM peak non-car mode share observed at the Redfern traffic 
generation survey site (detailed further in Chapter 6) 


 Enhancements to the bus network to strengthen east-west routes, enabled by Sydney Metro City 
& Southwest, and improved cycling connections with key surrounding destinations. 


 Consideration of Category A rates outlined in City of Sydney’s DCP requirements to represent 
best practice in the provision of transport facilities appropriate for the Metro Quarter. 
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5. Proposal 


5.1 Proposed planning framework 


The existing and proposed (under the SSP Study) planning controls for the Metro Quarter are shown 
in Table 5.1. 


Table 5.1: Planning framework 


Existing Proposed 


Zoning B4 mixed use B4 mixed use 


Height of buildings Part 12, Part 15 metres Part RL 115.3 (AHD) – North 


Part RL 104.2 (AHD) – Central 


Part RL 96.9 (AHD) – South 


Floor Space Ratio 1.75:1 6.1:1 (including Metro Station) 


5.2 Indicative concept proposal 


The Indicative Concept Proposal for the Metro Quarter ISD comprises: 


 approximately 68,750 sqm of gross floor area (GFA), comprising: 


- approximately 56,200 sqm GFA of residential accommodation, with potential to deliver 
approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social 
housing dwellings; 


- approximately 3,905 sqm of GFA for retail premises and entertainment facilities. 


- approximately 8,645 sqm GFA for business and commercial premises and community, health 
and recreation facilities (indoor), including at least 2,000 square metres of floor space for 
community uses 


 publicly accessible plazas fronting Cope Street (approximately 1,400 sqm) and Raglan Street 
(580sqm). 


 a three storey mixed-use, non-residential podium, including a free standing building within the 
Cope Street Plaza. 


 three taller residential buildings of 23, 25 and 29 storeys, and four mid-rise buildings of four to ten 
storeys above the podium and/or the approved metro station infrastructure. 


 public domain works, through-site links, footpaths, provision for cycle facilities and enhanced 
pedestrian crossings and roads. 
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 car parking for up to 427 vehicles 


 cycle parking to support residential and non-residential land uses and visitors to the Metro 
Quarter. Approval is also being sought for space within the future basement for a bike hub which 
would also support future bike parking for Waterloo Station 


 loading, vehicular and pedestrian access arrangements 


 strategies for utilities and services provision 


 strategies for managing stormwater and drainage 


 a strategy for the achievement of ecologically sustainable development 


 a public art strategy 


 provision for future signage zones 


 a design excellence framework 


 the future subdivision of parts of the OSD footprint (if required). 


Approval has already been separately granted for a Sydney Metro station on the site, which will 
comprise approximately 8,415 square metres of GFA. The total GFA for the integrated station 
development, including the metro station GFA, is approximately 77,165 square metres, which is 
equivalent to an FSR of approximately 6:1. 


Transport interchange facilities, including bus stops on Botany Road and kiss and ride facilities on 
Cope Street will be provided under the existing CSSI Approval. With regard to bicycle parking we note 
that a 100 bicycle storage facility and 80 public domain spaces will be provided as part of the CSSI 
Approval. 


Three dimensional drawings of the Concept Proposal are shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.1: Three-dimensional drawing of the Indicative Concept Proposal, viewed from the east 


Figure 5.2: Three-dimensional drawing of the Indicative Concept Proposal, viewed from the west 
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6. Proposal assessment 


6.1 Overview 


This chapter presents a traffic and transport assessment of the Metro Quarter proposal. The additional 
demands on the transport network as a result of the Metro Quarter proposal have been quantified and 
the impacts to all transport modes have been assessed. Mitigation measures have been proposed 
where required in order to maximise the safety and efficiency of all road and public transport users. 


Scoping meetings were held with RMS and TfNSW to confirm the methodology of this assessment on 
2 May 2017 and 27 July 2017. 


Other transport related issues have been investigated including on and off-street parking provision, 
bicycle facilities and vehicle access considerations. 


Figure 6.1 shows the proposed public domain plan which has informed the assessment of the Metro 
Quarter proposal. 


Figure 6.1: Proposed public domain plan 


Source: Turf and Turner Studio 
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6.2 Guiding transport principles 


The planning of the transport network for Metro Quarter has been informed by a guiding set of 
principles. These principles seek to ensure that the future residents and workers of the Metro Quarter 
will have the benefit of choice, not only for their travel mode, but for when and where they wish to 
travel for live, work and play activities. The principles build on the strategic opportunities for the 
precinct identified in Section 5.5. These principles have been reviewed by Transport for NSW, RMS, 
and City of Sydney during the planning process. 


Principle 1: Support the development of transport networks that provide 24 hour / 7 days a 
week access 


Ensure that residents and workers are provided with multiple high quality transport options to reach a 
variety of destination/s for live, work and play activities in a 24 hour/7 day a week economy and to 
support connections to the metro system. 


Principle 2: Encourage access by public transport, walking and cycling to reduce car 
dependence 


Provide high quality public and active transport linkages and sustainable approaches to parking 
provision that encourages residents to live car independent lifestyles if they choose to do so. 


Principle 3: Support walkable urban environments 


Ensure an integrated land use and transport outcome that supports walkable streets and high quality 
urban outcomes within the precinct, including active street frontages, fine-grained development 
pattern and a connected, permeable street network. 


Principle 4: Strengthen east-west connections 


Take advantage of the north-south connectivity provided by the metro by strengthening east-west 
connections, particularly for active transport and buses. 


Principle 5: Minimise impacts to regional connections 


Ensure that any impacts to regional connections for public transport and freight, such as Botany Road, 
are minimised where possible. 


Principle 6: Support a hierarchy of access based on time of day 


Develop and implement a hierarchy of access that prioritises access for people and goods based on 
time of day using the movement and place approach. 
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6.3 Future transport demand 


The transport demand generated by the Metro Quarter development has been calculated based on 
the future mode share targets outlined in Section 4.6 and an analysis of total travel demand based on 
trip generation surveys. Metro quarter demand as well as background movements have also been 
informed by an assessment of the cumulative impacts of known surrounding developments such as 
Australian Technology Park and increased population in the neighbouring Waterloo Estate as well as 
infrastructure interventions including Alexandria to Moore Park and WestConnex. 


RMS’ Guide to Traffic Generating Developments – Updated traffic surveys (TDT 2013/04a) provides 
data on the number of person trips per dwelling for 8 high density sites in the Sydney metropolitan 
area, within walking distance of mass transit. This data, combined with the additional surveys 
undertaken for this study (see Section 7.7) reveals an average rate of 0.71 person trips (all modes) 
per dwelling in the peak hour. This trip rate accounts for all trip purposes. 


Considering the 700 dwellings in the Metro Quarter development and applying the assumed mode 
shares leads to the trip volumes shown in Table 6.1. It is noted that point to point trips are included in 
the car mode share. The table therefore outlines all future vehicle, public transport, point to point 
transport services, pedestrian and bicycle trips generated by the development. Proposed non-
residential uses in the Metro Quarter precinct are small in scale. As such it is assumed there will be 
limited associated vehicle traffic generation from these uses and that traffic generated will be outside 
the peak hour or undertaken as part of multi-purpose trips by residents. 


It is noted that the new metro service and proposed bicycle infrastructure is forecasted to significantly 
increase the use of active and public transport options in the Waterloo area (walking and cycling from 
22 to 30 percent, public transport use from 39 to 50 percent), and reduce car usage (from 40 to 20 
percent). Further reductions in car mode share may be realised through the prioritising of pedestrians 
throughout the precinct and surrounding area, the provision of more frequent and reliable bus services 
and the provision of less than the maximum permissible car parking spaces under the draft Waterloo 
Metro Quarter DCP (WMQ DCP). 


Table 6.1: Metro Quarter trip generation by mode 


AM peak hour 


Daily 


Trips per 
dwelling (all 


modes) 


0.71 


4.5 


Metro 
Quarter 
dwellings 


700 


All 
modes 


497 


Rail 
(40%) 


199 


Bus 
(10%) 


50 


Cycling 
(5%) 


25 


Walk 
(25%) 


124 


Car 
(20%) 


99 


3,150 1,260 315 158 788 630 


These demands have been used as the basis of the transport assessment presented in the remainder 
of this section. 
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6.4 Public transport 


6.4.1 Rail 


During the morning peak hour, 43 suburban trains heading towards Central Station stop at Redfern 
Station. In addition, a limited number of intercity trains also stop at Redfern Station during the morning 
peak hour. Average spare capacity on inbound trains during the morning peak period and outbound 
trains during the evening peak period at Redfern Station is limited. This is particularly evident on the 
T1 Western Line during the morning peak period and the T4 Illawarra Line during the evening peak 
period (refer to Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3) where the majority of services operate at a load factor 
above 100 per cent. In these instances, there are not enough seats for every passenger. A load factor 
greater than 135 per cent, represented by the red column indicates that passengers experience 
crowding and dwell times may impact on the on-time running performance of the service. 


Similarly, spare capacity on inbound train services stopping at Green Square Station during the 
morning peak period, particularly between 7:30am and 9am, is limited as shown in Figure 6.4. During 
the morning peak hour, 10 trains stop at Green Square Station for travel towards Central Station. 


The introduction of Sydney Metro would increase the capacity of the rail network in Sydney. The 
metro line is anticipated to have a target capacity of 46,000 customers per hour in one direction 
(Sydney Metro City & Southwest Final Business Case Summary, October 2016). The capacity of the 
Sydney Metro is almost double that of an existing heavy rail line. As such, capacity issues evident on 
services passing through or stopping at Redfern Station and Green Square Station are likely to be 
relieved once Sydney Metro is operational as existing customers at these two stations would have the 
opportunity to use metro services at Waterloo Station. A service capacity of 46,000 customers per 
hour in one direction combined with the existing heavy rail network is therefore considered sufficient to 
cater for forecast demand generated by the Metro Quarter, including the cumulative demand from 
future developments in the vicinity of the Metro Quarter such as at Australian Technology Park and 
increased population in the nearby Waterloo Estate. 
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Figure 6.2: Passenger loading on the T1 Western Line at Redfern Station during the morning peak period (inbound) 


Source: Transport for NSW – Train loads (March 2016) 


Figure 6.3: Passenger loading on the T4 Illawarra Line at Redfern Station during the evening peak period (outbound) 


Source: Transport for NSW – Train loads (March 2016) 
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Figure 6.4: Passenger loading on the T8 Airport Line at Green Square Station during the morning peak period (inbound) 


Source: Transport for NSW – Train loads (March 2016) 
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6.4.2 Bus 


Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 shows loading on two key routes serving the Metro Quarter. Citybound 
route 309 services operating along Botany Road exceed seated capacity on some services in the AM 
peak hour. However, many of these customers alight services at Green Square Station leaving 
capacity available once services reach Waterloo. 


Bus route 355 serving east-west trips in the area via Raglan / Wellington Street has spare capacity 
available on all services. The 355 service also serves a vital social function by providing access for 
many social housing tenants in the estate; particularly those who are mobility impaired. 


Figure 6.5: Bus service passenger loading on the 309 during the morning peak period (inbound) 


Source: Opal data (May 2017) 
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Figure 6.6: Bus service passenger loading on the 355 during the morning peak period (inbound) 


Source: Opal data (May 2017) 


With the introduction of Waterloo Station, some localised changes to the bus network may be 
appropriate. These changes could also benefit the future residents within the Metro Quarter. Two 
potential changes that could be investigated include: 


 Route 355: Bondi Junction to Marrickville Metro via Waterloo. Increase frequency / span of hours 
to match metro operation and re-route via Wellington Street to more directly serve the Waterloo 
Station. 


 Route 309/310: Port Botany to Central, via Botany Road. Increase frequency and span of hours 
to match metro operation and serve significant bus-rail interchange demand. 


Whilst future residents of the Metro Quarter will have a range of transport needs, the key requirements 
of various customer groups have been considered in the above analysis. Mass transit connections to 
key employment centres such as Sydney Metro and the existing heavy rail network will help to serve 
the needs of the working age residents undertaking trips for employment. The needs of older 
residents, social housing tenants and school age children will be primarily met by improved local bus 
services connecting to community, health and retail facilities. 
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6.5 Active transport 


6.5.1 Future pedestrian demands 


The Metro Quarter forms part of an integrated station development, which includes pedestrian 
demand generated by the Metro Station. An assessment of the future pedestrian demands for the 
Metro Quarter and Metro Station is captured in this assessment. Refer to Appendix B for a further 
understanding of demand modelled as part of the Metro Quarter and Metro Station interchange 
appraisals. Pedestrian demand directly generated by the proposed Metro Quarter development has 
been calculated separately for the purposes of this study and is derived from the demands shown in 
Section 6.3. For the purposes of assessing the total pedestrian demand from the Metro Quarter 
development, all public transport and walk only trips have been combined. 


Table 6.2 outlines the pedestrian demands from both the proposed Metro Quarter and Waterloo 
Station. Metro Station demands have been sourced from the Sydney Metro EIS Technical Paper 1: 
Traffic and Transport (May 2016). 


Table 6.2: Metro Quarter and Sydney Metro pedestrian trip generation (AM peak hour - 2036) 


Pedestrian trips Proportion (%) 


Metro Quarter development 373 6% 


Waterloo Station 6,050 94% 


Total 6,423 100% 


The impact of walking trips generated by the Metro Quarter on the precinct and surrounding road 
network is considered negligible in comparison to forecast growth within the SSP. Notwithstanding 
this, the assessment of pedestrian infrastructure included as part of section 7.5 and Appendix B has 
been carried out to ensure that the planning of the active transport environment is consistent with area 
plans, enables growth and offers a safe and efficient environment for promoting travel by walking, 
cycling and public transport. 
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6.5.2 Future pedestrian trip distribution and access 


The expected future distribution of pedestrian trips to/from the Metro Station in the AM peak is shown 
in Figure 6.7. In addition, pedestrian access routes for the Metro Quarter are shown in Figure 6.8. 


As shown in the figures below, a major pedestrian desire line would be to and from Waterloo Station 
via Henderson Road and Raglan Street. Investigations have highlighted that a, widened pedestrian 
crossing spanning Botany Road at the Botany Road/Henderson Road/Raglan Street intersection and 
widened footpaths on Raglan Street on approach to the intersection would be required to 
accommodate the anticipated volume of pedestrians. 


Pedestrian crossings would also be required across Cope Street to cater to pedestrians travelling 
between the Waterloo Estate and the metro station. 


Figure 6.7: Expected distribution of future pedestrian trips 


Source: Sydney Metro EIS Technical Paper 1: Traffic and Transport (May 2016) 
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Figure 6.8: Metro Quarter key pedestrian access routes 


6.5.3 Botany Road southbound bus interchange 


The southbound Botany Road interchange forms an integral part of the integrated transport network 
with a significant number of passengers expected to interchange between the bus and metro services. 
An assessment of the performance of the interchange has been undertaken via dynamic pedestrian 
modelling using Legion software. 


The following assumptions were made for this analysis: 


 2036 AM and PM forecast year assuming full development of Metro Quarter 


 27 per cent of hourly movements occur during the peak 15-minute period – based on existing 
Green Square opal data 


 26 buses per hour AM, 17 buses per hour PM (as advised by TfNSW) 


 All buses stop at head of stand only with 30 seconds of dwell time 


 There is sufficient capacity in all buses to service all waiting passengers 


 Volumes of boarding and alighting passengers derived from outputs of the Public Transport 
Project Model (PTPM) 
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Figure 6.9 outlines the extents of the Legion model developed and the key pedestrian interchange 
movements. 


 


 


 
 


 


 
  


    
 


 
    


             


       


 


 


           
 


 


       


 


         
        


     


 


     


 


Figure 6.9: Botany Road bus interchange and key movements 


Source: Turf and Turner Studio 


Results of the dynamic pedestrian modelling are presented in terms of Fruin Level of Service for 
queuing areas and walkways and based on London Underground Station Planning Standards and 
Guidelines (2012). Figure 6.10 explains the level of service performance indicators. 


Figure 6.10: Fruin Level of Service 
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Cumulative mean density (people per square metre) is used to calculate pedestrian level of service. 
Mean density plots are shown in Figure 6.11 for the 2036 morning and evening peak periods. Analysis 
of the mean density plots show that the majority of footpath and bus waiting area would operate at 
Level of Service (LOS) A or B, indicating that the proposed footpath and bus waiting area is 
sufficiently wide to allow comfortable queuing conditions for bus passengers whilst also allowing 
‘through’ pedestrians to easily pass through the area. There are some localised areas towards the 
head of the bus stand that are shown to operate at Level of Service D and E. However, these plots 
represent a worst case scenario where all passengers queue and board a bus at the head of stand. In 
reality, buses may arrive at similar times and hence passengers would spread further out along the 
footpath and within the waiting area. Even in a worst case scenario pedestrians travelling along the 
footpath will not be impeded by bus passengers. 


Morning Evening 


Figure 6.11: 2036 morning and evening peak cumulative mean density plots 
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6.5.4 Cope Street and Raglan Street 


A static assessment of footpath widths on Raglan Street and Cope Street has been undertaken to 
ensure the proposed facilities are sufficient to safely cater for the large number of expected 
pedestrians in the Metro Quarter. 


The assessment was undertaken at locations shown in Figure 6.12. 


 


 


 
 


 


 
  


    
 


 
    


             


       


 


 


  


           
           
   


       


 


      


 


        
             
         


 


Figure 6.12: Cope Street and Raglan Street assessment locations 


Source: Turf and Turner Studio 


Pedestrian crowding was used as the metric for the static modelling undertaken, which is measured in 
pedestrians per metre of clear footway width per minute (ppmm). The crowding level (ppmm) is then 
categorised according to the Pedestrian Comfort Level (PCL) scale as shown in Figure 6.13. 
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Figure 6.13: Pedestrian Comfort Level 


Source: Transport for London Pedestrian Comfort Guidance 


Results of the static modelling are presented in Table 6.3. It is noted that proposed footpaths on 
Raglan and Cope Street are sufficient to safely cater for expected pedestrian demand with PCLs of A 
and A-, respectively. 


Table 6.3: Raglan Street and Cope Street PCL 


Street Clear footway 
width (m) 


People per hour Pedestrian 
crowding (ppmm) 


Pedestrian 
Comfort Level 


Raglan Street 7.5 2,500 5.8 A 


Cope Street 3.6 1,300 6.0 A-
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6.5.5 Mid-block crossing of Botany Road 


Movement and the proposed future performance outcomes of the network can be improved through 
the planning and implementation of additional pedestrian connections. The Metro Quarter allows for 
midblock connections between Cope Street and Botany Road, which is planned to serve access to 
precinct development and bus facilities situated on Botany Road. Spatial allowance has been 
allocated in the design for a future signalised midblock crossing on Botany Road between Raglan 
Street and Wellington Street, if it is found to be required in a future investigation. The implementation 
of this proposed improvement can be facilitated, but would be subject to adjacent land owners and the 
future planning of adjacent precincts to help establish an attractive pedestrian desire line for this type 
of facility. 


6.5.6 Cycling 


An overview of existing and potential future cycling routes was presented in Section 4.3.1. At a Metro 
Quarter level, the cycling infrastructure to be provided to support Waterloo Station will be significant. 
Planned City of Sydney cycling upgrades including the Wellington Street cycleway will greatly improve 
the safety and efficiency of cycling trips to and from the Metro Quarter. The impact of cycling trips 
generated by the proposed Metro Quarter development is considered to be negligible considering the 
large number of trips expected to be generated by users of the metro station itself. 


Access between the Metro Quarter and the regional cycle network will be provided via Cope Street 
which will connect directly with the proposed Wellington Street cycleway. The Wellington Street 
cycleway will provide access to George Street which forms a major north-south cycling corridor 
providing connections to Sydney CBD to the north and Green Square/southern employment lands to 
the south. Spatial allocation has been provided so as not to preclude the construction of the cycleway 
in the future. 


Botany Road and Wellington Street have been identified in City of Sydney’s Liveable Green Network 
as roads which are proposed to form part of an integrated pedestrian and cycling network throughout 
the City of Sydney. The Metro Quarter would help facilitate the aims of the Liveable Green network by 
providing direct access to the network and increase the attractiveness of active transport modes 
through improved urban amenity. 
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6.6 Parking and demand management 


6.6.1 Off-street parking 


Car 


The Metro Quarter development recognises the link between parking and travel behaviour, and that it 
is a key element of the integrated strategy for the precinct. The high levels of accessibility and non-car 
options available to residents will mean that the risks normally associated with low parking provision 
are minimised. 


Category A parking rates from SLEP 2012 are proposed as the residential parking rate in the draft 
WMQ DCP. Category D rates are proposed to be applied to non-residential uses. Maximum parking 
provision allowed under Category A and D rates would be 427 total spaces, based on the currently 
assumed dwelling and non-residential mix. The final dwelling mix will be reviewed as part of the 
detailed SSD Application. 


outlines a breakdown of maximum off-street parking spaces based on the indicative concept proposal 
presented in section 5.2. The calculation of non-residential spaces is based on City of Sydney 
Category D formula: M = (G x A) / (50 x T) 


Table 6.4: Indicative maximum off-street parking provision 


Dwelling size Max spaces per dwelling Number of dwellings Maximum spaces 


Studio 0.1 22 2 


1 bed 0.3 294 88 


2 bed 0.7 314 220 


3+ bed 1.0 70 70 


Total residential 380 


Retail GFA (G) Area of site (A) Total GFA of all buildings 
(T) 


Maximum spaces 
(M) 


23,905 m 212,800 m 268,750 m 15 


Commercial 
GFA (G) 


Area of site (A) Total GFA of all buildings 
(T) 


Maximum spaces 
(M) 


28,645 m 212,800 m 268,750 m 32 


Total 427 
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It is noted that the above are maximum parking spaces. Whilst Category A and Category D technically 
allow zero parking to be provided, any ‘adaptable’ dwellings in the Metro Quarter will be required to be 
allocated an adaptable car space5. The minimum parking provision for the Metro Quarter will therefore 
be linked to the number of adaptable dwellings provided. 


Figure 6.14 shows the indicative basement car park layout for the Metro Quarter. 


Figure 6.14: Indicative basement car park layout 


Car share 


A minimum rate of 1 car share space per 50 dwellings has been applied and is based on the City of 
Sydney’s DCP 2012 which requires a minimum of 1 space per 50 off-street car spaces. 50 per cent of 
these spaces will be designed as accessible spaces as per Australian Standard AS2890.6. A 
minimum of 15 off-street car share spaces would ensure residents of the Metro Quarter have a 
suitable alternative travel mode available. The future provision of additional off-street or on-street car 
share spaces should also be considered in order to reduce the reliance on car ownership and 
contribute to sustainable modes of travel. 


There is also the potential that on-street spaces managed by the City of Sydney would include car-
share provision, encouraging more frequent use of the service by residents of the Metro Quarter and 
the general public. Access arrangements for off-street car share spaces will be determined at later 
development stages in accordance with City of Sydney requirements. As a general principle all car 
share spaces will need to be available to general public access regardless of location. 


Service vehicle parking 


5 An adaptable car space is parking space provided for an adaptable dwelling which can be modified easily in the future to become an 
accessible parking space 
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The number of parking spaces for service vehicles has been based on the City of Sydney DCP 
requirement rate of 1 space for the first 50 dwellings, plus 0.5 spaces for every 50 dwellings or part 
thereafter. Given the 700 Metro Quarter dwellings, this would result in the provision of 8 service 
vehicle parking spaces. 


Motorcycle parking 


The number of parking spaces for motorcycles has been based on the City of Sydney DCP 
requirement rate of 1 space for every 12 car spaces. A total of up to427 off-street car spaces are 
proposed for the Metro Quarter, resulting in the provision of up to 36 motorcycle parking spaces. 


Bicycle parking 


Off-street bicycle parking to support the Metro Quarter OSD would be provided in line with the rates 
specified under the Sydney DCP 2012. However, as the exact future mix of commercial and 
community land uses within the ground floor and podium are to be further developed as part of the 
detailed SSD Application, an estimation of the required bike parking is provided below in order to 
understand indicative requirements. The bike parking requirements will be refined further in the 
detailed SSD Application. 


An indicative breakdown of the bicycle parking based on the requirements of Sydney DCP 2012 is 
provided in Table 6.5. 


Table 6.5: Bicycle parking rates, Sydney DCP 2012 


Land Use Apartments / 
GFA 


Rate Required 


Residential 700 
apartments 


1 space per dwelling (residents) 700 spaces 


1 space per 10 dwellings (visitors) 70 spaces 


Shops, restaurants 
and cafes 


3,905m2 GFA 1 space per 250m² GFA (employees) 16 spaces 


2 plus 1 per 100m² over 100m² GFA 
(customers) 


41 spaces 


Office premises or 
business premises 


8,645m2 GFA 1 per 150m² GFA (employees) 58 spaces 


1 per 400m² GFA (customers) 22 spaces 


Total 907 spaces 


The concept proposal is expected to generate bicycle parking requirements for approximately 907 
spaces. Bicycle parking requirements for the Waterloo Station will be provided as part of the CSSI 
Approval within a bicycle storage room in the southern station box (accommodating 100 spaces), as 
well as 40 bike rails (accommodating 80 bikes) within the public domain along Raglan, Cope and 
Wellington Streets (180 spaces in total). 
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The concept proposal includes 700 basement spaces for residents, 400 spaces in the basement for a 
bike hub and an additional 40 spaces provided at street level along Raglan Street. This equates to a 
total of 1,140 bicycle parking spaces (excluding the 180 spaces provided as part of the CSSI 
Approval), which satisfy the total number required for the Metro Quarter OSD. 


The bike hub would be accessible from the proposed public plaza via a ramp and would also include 
end of trip facilities, including showers and lockers, consistent with the requirements of Sydney DCP 
2012. 


Overall, the bicycle parking provision of the integrated station development provides a total 1,320 
spaces. The proposed locations of Metro Quarter OSD and CSSI Approval bicycle parking provision is 
shown in Figure 6.15 below. The basement design, including locations and arrangements of bicycle 
parking, will be further refined as part of the detailed SSD Application. 
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Figure 6.15: Bicycle parking locations within the concept proposal 


6.6.2 On-street parking 


The on-street parking approach is designed to avoid creating unrestricted long stay parking, 
minimising traffic and amenity impacts on Waterloo Precinct and the wider road network. Table 6.6 
outlines the approach to on-street parking for the Metro Quarter. 


City of Sydney’s Neighbourhood Parking Policy manages on-street parking supply and demand using 
a range of parking controls and a parking permit scheme, applying throughout City of Sydney Local 
Government Area. Waterloo Precinct currently falls within the Redfern (Area 41) permit zone. The 
recommended controls and permit scheme conditions relevant to an urban renewal area outlined in 
this policy have been used to develop the on-street parking approach for Waterloo Precinct. 


The on-street parking approach proposes controls and permit scheme conditions for areas within 400 
metres of Waterloo Station. This is to acknowledge the high pedestrian activity that will take place in 
the vicinity of the station and to limit unnecessary vehicle movements around the station precinct. 


Within 400 metres of Waterloo Station, short stay parking on selected local streets may be permitted. 
Permit holders would be prohibited from using these spaces for longer stays in this area. Exceptions 
may be granted to care workers in accordance with City of Sydney policies. 


New developments are proposed to be ineligible for parking permits, including residents and 
businesses in the Metro Quarter, in line with the City’s Neighbourhood Parking Policy. The proximity 
of the metro station and urban context is expected to reduce the need for private vehicle use 
significantly, limiting parking needs. 
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Table 6.6: Proposed on-street parking approach, Waterloo Precinct 


Area Land use 
characteristics 


Parking controls Permit scheme 
controls 


Within 400m of 
Waterloo Station 


 Mainly mixed-use 
with retail and 
related non-retail 


 High density 
residential 


 metro station 


 ‘Point to point’ and 
taxi drop-off / pick-
up at Waterloo 
Station 


 Restricted parking 
accommodating 
short stay users 
only on designated 
streets 


 No permits for new 
developments 


 No permit holder 
exemptions (with 
exception of 
approved carers) 


6.6.3 Travel plan 


Travel demand within the Metro Quarter will be managed to reduce car dependency. This can be 
implemented through workplace travel plans and green travel plans which typically involve a set of 
practical initiatives that are put in place by employers or building managers before occupying a new or 
existing development that encourages staff and residents to choose alternatives to driving that are 
healthier and more sustainable. For travel plans to be successful in reducing vehicular travel demand, 
they should be developed in a tailored manner that respects the specific needs to each particular 
location / organisation. 


Elements of such travel plans can include information programs for sustainable transport, active 
transport initiatives, flexible work hours, proactive cooperation with transport agencies to tailor public 
transport facilities to the site and employer initiated parking policies that support public transport use. 
Future developers of the Metro Quarter will be charged with supporting the development, delivery and 
monitoring of travel plans within the development site; in accordance with City of Sydney guidelines. 
Expected outcomes of the plans (e.g. mode share targets) should be monitored on an ongoing basis. 
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6.7 Road network 


6.7.1 Aimsun traffic model 


An Aimsun traffic model for the area surrounding Waterloo was built to test future land use and road 
network options. The base model has been calibrated and validated to weekday peak periods using 
intersection counts, travel time surveys, and origin-destination surveys. The purpose of the model is to 
assess cumulative network impacts within the highest demand weekday period. This approach and 
the study area extents were agreed with Transport for NSW, City of Sydney and RMS via email on 29 
May 2017. 


A range of traffic and transport data was collected to calibrate and validate transport models. Data 
collected included: 


 Intersection counts of light vehicles, heavy vehicles, buses, pedestrians, and cyclists covering 
every signalised intersection in the surrounding area. Counts cover an average weekday between 
the hours of 6-10am and 3-7pm 


 Travel time surveys on the key routes through the study area including Botany Road, McEvoy 
Street, and Elizabeth Street. Counts cover an average weekday between the hours of 6-10am 
and 3-7pm 


 Origin-Destination surveys matching key entry / exit points within the surrounding area including 
Botany Road, O’Riordan Street, Bourke Street, Elizabeth Street, McEvoy Street and Henderson 
Road. Counts cover an average weekday between the hours of 6-10am and 3-7pm 


 Traffic generation surveys of comparable residential / mixed used developments in Waterloo and 
Redfern including counts of pedestrians and cyclists. Counts cover an average weekday between 
the hours of 6-10am and 3-7pm. Intersection data was also collected at the same time to ensure 
volumes were comparable to previously collected days. 


The base model was reviewed by RMS on 16 May 2018 and revised based on their feedback. The 
agreed final model was issued on 24 May 2018. 


The model covers a region broadly defined by the following roads (refer Figure 6.16). 


 Phillip Street / Henderson Road to the north 


 Wyndham Street to the west 


 Bourke Street / Bourke Road to the south 


 Elizabeth Street to the east 
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Figure 6.16: Aimsun model extents 


6.7.2 Road network performance 


Analysis of the base Aimsun model developed for the Waterloo Precinct indicates that the road 
network currently experiences congestion during both morning and evening weekday peak periods 
with vehicles travelling at low speeds compared to the speed limit. This is shown in Figure 6.17 and 
Figure 6.18 which shows the speed ratio (average travel time speed versus sign-posted speed limit) 
along each section of road during both peak periods. Constrained intersections where this is 
particularly evident include: 


 Botany Road / Henderson Street and Wyndham Street / Henderson Road 


 Botany Road / McEvoy Street and Wyndham Street / McEvoy Street 


 Botany Road / Bourke Street and O’Riordan Street / Wyndham Street / Bourke Road 


 Elizabeth Street / Bourke Street 
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These results support the approach that future car mode share for the Metro Quarter should be 
minimised as much as possible. The vast majority of new trips from the Metro Quarter will be 
undertaken by public transport and active transport. 


Figure 6.17: Morning peak 2017 base network Level of Service (Aimsun) 
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Figure 6.18: Evening peak 2017 base network Level of Service (Aimsun) 
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6.7.3 Trip generation 


Trip generation rates are an influential component of the transport assessment process, directly 
related to and impacting on mode share. Trip generation rates for developments are influenced by the 
following key factors: 


 The quality of public transport services and facilities 


 Active transport links and street environment 


 Levels of car parking provision and car ownership 


 Demographics of the area 


 Density and intensity of development 


 Activities in the surrounding urban environment. 


Trip generation rates are subsequently very site specific due to the interplay of these and other 
factors. As part of determining a meaningful base trip generation rate for Waterloo Precinct, a number 
of comparable high density developments have been selected and surveyed to determine the existing 
generation rates for all modes of travel. This approach has been used rather than adopting a blanket 
standard trip generation rate, such as those provided in RMS’ Guide to Traffic Generating 
Developments, which is currently being updated by TfNSW and RMS. 


To select appropriate developments to undertake trip generation surveys, a benchmarking process 
has been undertaken in order to select sites that were reflective of the future land use and transport 
scenario envisaged for Waterloo. 


The location and site selection process involved two keys stages: 


 Stage 1: Identifying locations comparable to Waterloo socio-economically and geographically, 
using the 2011 SEIFA index, Census data including household size, housing tenure, motor 
vehicle ownership and population data, and public transport timetable data 


 Stage 2: Identify and select suitable survey sites in comparable locations, based on accessibility 
to public transport, development density, age of development, and the extent of parking supply 
restrictions. 


The final shortlist of comparable locations for Stage 1 was identified previously in Table 4.3. Based on 
the Stage 2 criteria, two survey sites were identified; Site 1: 40-46 McEvoy Street, Waterloo and Site 
2: 7-9 Gibbons Street, Redfern and are shown in Figure 6.19. 
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Figure 6.19: Trip generation survey sites and walking catchment 


Site 1 in Waterloo had a consistent morning and evening peak hour trip generation rate of 0.14 vehicle 
trips per dwelling. This site is located within walking distance to Green Square Station and has 
significant levels of bus access to Sydney CBD. 


Site 2 in Redfern had a trip generation rate of 0.09 and 0.08 vehicles trips per dwelling during the 
morning and evening peak hour, respectively. This site is located near Redfern Station, which 
provides access to a wide range of destinations of the heavy rail network. 


Overall traffic generation rates from the two survey sites are lower than the high density average rate 
(0.19 and 0.15 vehicle trips per unit during the morning and evening peak hour, respectively) in RMS’ 
Guide to Traffic Generating Developments – Updated traffic surveys (TDT 2013/04a), and comparable 
to specific RMS survey sites in Strathfield, St Leonards, Pyrmont and Chatswood as shown in Figure 
6.20. 
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A trip generation rate of 0.14 vehicle trips per dwelling (based on Site 1 in Waterloo and agreed to by 
RMS, TfNSW and City of Sydney) was used in the assessment. This traffic generation rate has been 
developed assuming Category A parking rates from the SLEP 2012 are in place, in order to model a 
worst case scenario. 


Figure 6.20: Trip generation rate per dwelling 


Proposed non-residential uses in the Metro Quarter precinct are small in scale. As such it is assumed 
that there will be limited associated vehicle traffic generation from these uses and that traffic 
generated will be outside the peak hour or undertaken as part of multi-purpose trips by residents. The 
total traffic generation potential of the Metro Quarter is therefore based on the residential yield only 
and is shown in Table 6.7. This traffic generation potential includes ‘point to point’ vehicle trips which 
may be generated by residents, workers and visitors of the Metro Quarter Development. 
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Table 6.7: Metro Quarter traffic generation summary 


Land use Dwellings Peak hour traffic 
generation per dwelling 


(trips) 


Total peak hour traffic 
generation (trips) 


Residential 700 0.14 98 


This level of traffic generation and its impact on the surrounding road network is considered to be 
negligible. Traffic modelling to test the impact of such a small number of trips would generally not be 
required, however due to the expected large increase in pedestrian volumes as a result of the metro 
station, it was considered prudent to analyse the future performance of several key intersections in the 
precinct. 


6.7.4 Intersection modelling 


Three key intersections around the Metro Quarter have been assessed as outlined below and in 
Figure 6.21: 


 Cope Street/Raglan Street 


 Botany Road/Henderson Road/Raglan Street 


 Henderson Road/Wyndham Street 


 Buckland Street / Wyndham Street 


 Botany Road/ Buckland Street /Wellington Street 


 Wellington Street / Cope Street 


These intersections were chosen on the basis that they are adjacent to the proposed development. As 
such these intersections will experience the largest increase in pedestrian volumes. These 
intersections also play a strategically important role in the road and bus networks so their future 
performance warrants investigation. 
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Figure 6.21: Intersection assessment locations 


No changes to intersection layouts are proposed with the exception of the conversion of the Raglan 
Street/Cope Street roundabout and Wellington Street/Cope Street roundabout to give-way priority 
controlled intersections. A marked pedestrian crossing is proposed on Raglan Street outside of the 
Metro Station entrance. This configuration is consistent with Sydney Metro’s proposed layout. 


Modelling has been undertaken using SIDRA software for the following scenarios: 


 2017 Base 


 2036 Do Minimum – Includes Waterloo Station but no Metro Quarter development 


 2036 Metro Quarter – Includes Waterloo Station and Metro Quarter development 


Traffic demand for the 2036 Do Minimum scenario was derived from applying a 0.25 per cent per year 
growth rate to existing traffic volumes based on analysis of past growth at permanent counter 
locations in the area. Pedestrian demands were provided by Sydney Metro. 


Traffic and pedestrian demand for the 2036 Metro Quarter scenario were obtained by adding the 
Metro Quarter demand outlined in sections 6.5.1 and 6.7.1 to the Do Minimum demand. 


Intersection performance has been measured by calculating the average delay of all movements and 
identifying a Level of Service based on RMS criteria in Table 6.8. 
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Table 6.8: Intersection level of service criteria (RMS Guide to Traffic Generating Developments) 


Level 
of 


Service 


Average 
delay 


(sec/vehicle) 


Signals or roundabout Give way or stop sign 


A <14 Good operation Good operation 


B 15-28 
Good with acceptable delays & 
spare capacity 


Acceptable delays & 


spare capacity 


C 29-42 Satisfactory Satisfactory 


D 43-56 
Operating near capacity Near capacity & accident study 


required 


E 57-70 


At capacity; at signals, incidents will 
cause excessive delays 


Roundabouts require other control 
model 


At capacity, requires other control 
mode 


F >70 Over capacity Over capacity 


Table 6.9 and Table 6.10 show the intersection performance of modelled intersections for the 2017 
Base and 2036 scenarios during the morning and evening peak hour, respectively. 
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Table 6.9: Morning peak intersection performance 


Intersection 2017 Base 


Vehicles Pedestrians 


Avg. LOS Avg. LOS 
delay delay 
(sec) (sec) 


2036 Do Minimum 


Vehicles Pedestrians 


Avg. LOS Avg. LOS 
delay delay 
(sec) (sec) 


2036 Metro Quarter 


Vehicles Pedestrians 


Avg. LOS Avg. LOS 
delay delay 
(sec) (sec) 


Wyndham 
Street / 
Henderson 
Road 


28 C 47 E 30 C 57 E 30 C 57 E 


Botany Road / 
Henderson 
Road / Raglan 
Street 


33 C 33 D 92 F 54 E 93 F 54 E 


Cope Street / 
Raglan Street 


5 A N/A N/A 23 C N/A N/A 26 C N/A N/A 


Buckland 
Street / 
Wyndham 
Street 


31 C 19 B 41 C 21 C 41 C 21 C 


Botany Road/ 
Buckland 
Street 
/Wellington 
Street 


10 A 20 B 12 A 31 D 13 A 31 D 


Wellington 
Street / Cope 
Street 


5 A N/A N/A 8 A N/A N/A 9 A N/A N/A 
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Table 6.10: Evening peak intersection performance 


Intersection 2017 Base 


Vehicles Pedestrians 


Avg. LOS Avg. LOS 
delay delay 
(sec) (sec) 


2036 Do Minimum 


Vehicles Pedestrians 


Avg. LOS Avg. LOS 
delay delay 
(sec) (sec) 


2036 Metro Quarter 


Vehicles Pedestrians 


Avg. LOS Avg. LOS 
delay delay 
(sec) (sec) 


Wyndham 
Street / 
Henderson 
Road 


24 B 40 D 27 C 58 E 28 C 58 E 


Botany Road / 
Henderson 
Road / Raglan 
Street 


40 D 33 D 107 F 55 E 109 F 55 E 


Cope Street / 
Raglan Street 


6 A N/A N/A 25 C N/A N/A 26 C N/A N/A 


Buckland 
Street / 
Wyndham 
Street 


34 C 18 B 41 C 21 C 43 D 22 C 


Botany Road/ 
Buckland 
Street 
/Wellington 
Street 


10 A 22 C 15 B 27 C 15 B 27 C 


Wellington 
Street / Cope 
Street 


6 A N/A N/A 8 A N/A N/A 8 A N/A N/A 
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Modelled intersection performance indicates the following: 


 All intersections are expected to experience an increase in delay in the 2036 Do Minimum 
scenarios compared to the 2017 Base scenarios. This is generally due to a combination of 
additional pedestrian demands and background traffic at these intersections. 


 Intersection performance in 2036 Metro Quarter scenario is consistent with the 2036 Do Minimum 
scenario, indicating that the proposed development would have a negligible impact on the 
performance of the surrounding road network. 


 Botany Road / Henderson Road / Raglan Street intersection is forecast to operate at Level of 
Service F during the morning and evening peak in all 2036 scenarios, irrespective of the 
proposed development. 


 Pedestrian delay time is also expected to increase in the 2036 scenarios compared to the 2017 
base scenarios. 


It is noted that these modelling results are sensitive to signal settings and cycle times. SIDRA has 
optimised the phasing to produce the least vehicle delay with a cycle time of 130 seconds for both 
signalised intersections. In reality shorter cycle times would result in improved pedestrian performance 
but increased delay for vehicles. The final operating configuration of these intersections will be at the 
discretion of RMS. 


Additional options were investigated for the Botany Road / Henderson Road / Raglan Street 
intersection in order to improve safety and efficiency for all road users. These included: 


 A new pedestrian connection between the metro station and the western side of Botany Road 


 Scrambled pedestrian phasing at Botany Road 


However, consultation with TfNSW in relation to the delivery of Waterloo Station has confirmed that 
the subject intersection is considered to be adequately sized to support the current configuration 
(phased crossing and widened pedestrian crossing on the southern side). Notwithstanding this, 
investigation into the viability of a new connection between the metro station and the western side of 
the Botany Road / Henderson Road / Raglan Street intersection is recommended. 
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6.7.5 Street hierarchy 


As discussed in Section 0, TfNSW’s movement and place framework allows streets to be classified 
according to their relative movement and/or place function. The framework has been applied to the 
road network surrounding the Metro Quarter and is presented in Figure 6.22. 


Figure 6.22: Metro Quarter movement and place 


The future function of Cope Street as a busy pedestrian corridor represents a significant departure 
from its current role as a local street with limited foot traffic. As such, the design of the Metro Quarter 
would include adjustments to pedestrian facilities along Cope Street to cater for the large future 
demand, maintain safety and provide an excellent urban amenity outcome. This would involve the 
reconfiguration of Cope with a maximum 40km/h speed limit, wider footpaths and narrow traffic lanes. 
It is also recommended that the implementation of Cope Street as a ‘slow street’ with a speed limit 
below 40km/h be considered. In accordance with RMS’ design and implementation of shared zones 
including provision for parking, a slow street should be considered where there is high pedestrian 
activity combined with the need to maintain sufficient vehicle access and throughput, and where there 
is a desire to activate ground floor retail and promote walking and cycling. 


A ‘slow-street’ is preferred over a shared zone given potential issues regarding point to point areas, 
drainage design and the likely number of vehicles using Cope Street each day. The final design of the 
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street would need to ensure that vehicles are encouraged to travel slowly through the area via the use 
of traffic calming measures. A narrow carriageway would allow pedestrians to efficiently cross the 
road where possible whilst slow vehicle speeds would encourage cyclists of all abilities to mix with 
traffic. 


Converting Cope Street to a ‘slow-street’ would also complement City of Sydney’s Liveable Green 
Network, particularly at its interface with Wellington Street where pedestrian and cyclist safety would 
improve. 


6.8 Vehicle access 


Proposed vehicle access on Botany Road, Cope Street and Wellington Street for the Metro Quarter 
are shown in Figure 6.23. These would be designed in accordance with AS 2890 and relevant RMS 
and City of Sydney guidelines. Accesses will be subject to further investigation during the detailed 
design process. 


Service vehicle volumes are expected to be in the order of 10-15 per day, including both 8.8 metre 
medium rigid vehicles and 9.25 metre garbage trucks. It is anticipated that these movements will be 
restricted to outside of peak periods where possible. Furthermore, both service vehicle access 
locations are proposed as left-in/left-out to minimise impacts to the road network. Service vehicle 
impacts are therefore considered to be negligible assuming both are designed to ensure sufficient 
sight lines and widths for all expected vehicle types. 


Access via Raglan Street has not been proposed due to the very large forecast pedestrian flows at 
this location and potential safety concerns. 


Residential vehicle access points are proposed on Cope Street and Wellington Street. Any non-
residential parking would be accessed via the same location however the provision of non-residential 
spaces is expected to be extremely low. The adopted traffic generation rate of 0.14 vehicles per 
dwelling indicates a total demand of less than 100 vehicles per hour across both access points. These 
volumes are unlikely to cause operational network issues. Both accesses will need to be designed to 
ensure sufficient sight lines and widths for all expected vehicle types. Swept path analysis undertaken 
for these access points is provided at Appendix A. 
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Figure 6.23: Proposed vehicle access 


6.8.1 Proposed shared zone in ‘new street’ 


The proposed street between Cope Street and the residential access is planned to operate as a 
shared zone. This is due to the large number of pedestrians expected to use the link as well as the 
low volume of projected vehicle movements – no more than 50 trips in the peak hour. Current 
guidance, based on Safer Speeds Policy & Guidelines – Shared Zones (Transport for NSW, 2012) 
indicates that a shared zone should carry no more than 100 vehicles per hour. The link will provide a 
high quality active transport link through the Metro Quarter which will increase permeability and help 
to disperse pedestrians and cyclist throughout the precinct. The final function and management of the 
street will need to be confirmed at the detailed design stage in consultation with TfNSW and RMS 
however with the information currently available, a shared zone is the preferred option for this link. 


6.8.2 Emergency vehicle access 


The proposed layout provides road frontage to all areas of the Metro Quarter site. Access for 
emergency vehicles has therefore not been precluded. It is recommended that the detailed design of 
the site and vehicle access locations considers the needs of emergency service vehicles to ensure 
safe and easy access to all areas of the site. 
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6.9 Construction of the proposal 


A Construction Environmental Traffic Management Plan (CETMP) would be prepared as part of the 
Development Application for the Metro Quarter. The CETMP would outline the guidelines, general 
requirements and specific procedures to be used for any works that may have an impact on traffic 
operation. The plan would be prepared in accordance with the City of Sydney’s Appendix A: Standard 
Requirements for Construction Traffic Management Plan. 


Items to be addressed would include but not be limited to: 


 The safety of all road users 


 Details of routes and roads to be used by construction vehicles 


 Construction vehicle access arrangements 


 Construction vehicle types 


 Any temporary adjustments to existing traffic and transport infrastructure that may be required 


 Details of any applications required to organise appropriate approvals for works zones and/or 
road closures, use of driveways, cranes, barricades or hoarding, and consent of construction 
hours 


 Management of traffic including the use of traffic controllers to direct vehicles, pedestrians or 
cyclists 


6.10 Infrastructure preservation and capital costing 


No transport related corridor preservations additional to those already identified within relevant 
strategic plans and planning instruments have been proposed as part of this proposal. In addition, 
capital costing of transport items and assignment of funding responsibilities has not been undertaken 
and will be determined at a later date as the proposal progresses. 
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6.11 Draft Interchange Access Plan 


An Interchange Access Plan is being developed for Waterloo Station by Sydney Metro, as required 
under Condition E92 of the CSSI Approval, in order to: 


 Respond to the requirements of the Sydney Metro City & Southwest – Chatswood to Sydenham 
Critical State Significant Infrastructure conditions of approval. 


 Inform the interchange design of transport and access facilities, including footpaths, cycle paths 
and bike parking and bus stops. 


 Identify customer amenities, shelter, and road and traffic management required to ensure easy, 
accessible, safe and efficient customer transfer. 


 Provide a list of actions for delivery partners and other stakeholders to enable the implementation 
of an easy customer transfer which supports the project objectives. 


The Waterloo Interchange Access Plan will be finalised prior to the commencement of permanent 
above ground facilities at Waterloo Station. Further information on the methodology for planning and 
designing the interchange for Waterloo Station and its alignment with the Metro Quarter development 
is provided in the Waterloo Interchange Planning Technical Note at Appendix B. 


The design and planning of the Waterloo Station intersection and the Metro Quarter precinct is 
integrated to help manage conflict and allow for efficient and safe movement of all modes of travel. 
The relevant details that help to demonstrate integrated planning and design outcomes are presented 
in Table 6.11. 
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Table 6.11 : Waterloo Station Interchange Access Plan review 


Sydney Metro 
infrastructure 


Integration with the surrounding network and 
community 


Bicycle parking near the Metro Bicycle parking is conveniently located within 30 metres of the 
Station entry on Raglan Street, entrance and within 50 metres of the gateline, improving the 
consisting of a bicycle shed customer experience. 
and racks 


Bus stops on Botany Road and 
Wellington Street or Raglan 
Street 


Bus stops on Botany Road and Wellington Street or Raglan 
Street would be accessible from widened footpaths surrounding 
the precinct and via the new street. 


Taxi rank on the west side of 
Cope Street, adjacent to Metro 
Station 


The taxi rank is located near the Metro Station entrance on 
Raglan Street and is easily accessible. 


Relocation of the Botany Road The Botany Road southbound interchange would include a 
southbound bus stop north of widened footpath able to accommodate the expected 
Raglan Street to south of pedestrian demand. The interchange is also easily accessible 
Raglan Street via the new street. 


Point to point zone on the west 
side of Cope Street south of 
Raglan Street 


The point to point zone is easily accessible as it is located near 
the Raglan Street entrance and the Community Centre. 


Wellington Street cycleway (by 
others) 


The proposed Wellington Street cycleway would interface with 
Cope Street, which is proposed to be traffic calmed and have a 
maximum speed limit of 40km/h. Therefore, cyclists have safe 
access routes via Cope Street or the new street when travelling 
to and from the metro station. The Wellington Street cycleway 
would also interface with the north-south cycle path on George 
Street, improving cycle connectivity. It is proposed that spatial 
and physical allowance is provided in the design of the 
streetscape and public domain on Wellington Street northern 
footpath to allow for the implementation of the proposed 
cycleway as part of the delivery of precinct development. 


Widened pedestrian crossing A widened pedestrian crossing would accommodate the high 
on the south approach of the volume of pedestrians anticipated due to Waterloo Station. This 
Botany Road / Henderson would also facilitate movements between the station and ATP, 
Road / Raglan Street which is a major pedestrian desire line. 
intersection 


Slow points along Cope Street Traffic calming along Cope Street would improve safety and 
promote active transport as an attractive mode of travel. 
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7. Implementation plan and strategy 


7.1 Public transport 


The assessment of public transport impacts due to the Metro Quarter proposal has demonstrated the 
following: 


 Additional customer demand at Waterloo Station generated due to the Metro Quarter is 
anticipated to be relatively low (less than 200 peak hour trips) and can be accommodated given 
that the metro network will operate with a capacity of 46,000 people per hour per direction (almost 
double the capacity of existing heavy rail lines). 


 Bus services generally operate with some spare capacity at existing stops surrounding the Metro 
Quarter. The Metro Quarter is expected to generate approximately 50 bus trips in the peak hour. 


 Localised changes to bus routes 309, 310 and 355 such as increasing frequency / span of hours 
to match metro operation would improve the bus network and potentially benefit future residents 
within the Metro Quarter. 


 Whilst future residents of the Metro Quarter will have a range of transport needs, key customer 
requirements will be met as follows: 


- Mass transit connections to key employment centres and the existing heavy rail network will 
help to serve the needs of the working age residents undertaking trips for employment. 


- Local bus services will help to serve the needs of older residents, social housing tenants and 
school age children. 


7.2 Active transport 


The assessment of active transport impacts due to the Metro Quarter proposal has demonstrated the 
following: 


 The majority of pedestrian and cyclist demand generated near the Metro Quarter would be 
generated due to Waterloo Station rather than the proposed development. 


 The footpath and waiting areas proposed at the Botany Road southbound bus interchange are 
sufficiently wide enough to accommodate waiting or queuing bus customers and pedestrians 
passing through the interchange. 


 Improved footpaths on Henderson Road between ATP and Waterloo Station should be 
investigated given that this route would form a major pedestrian desire line. 


 Widened pedestrian crossings spanning Botany Road at the Botany Road/Henderson 
Road/Raglan Street intersection and widened footpaths on Raglan Street on approach to the 
intersection would be required to accommodate the high volume of pedestrians anticipated. 
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 A midblock pedestrian crossing on Cope Street between Raglan Street and Wellington Street 
would be required, serving pedestrian trips between the Waterloo Estate and the Metro Quarter. 


 The width of footpaths proposed on Cope Street and Raglan Street are sufficient to cater to the 
expected pedestrian demand. 


 Cycling infrastructure to support Waterloo Station would significantly improve access to the Metro 
Quarter. 


 Planned cycling upgrades such as the Wellington Street cycleway would improve the safety and 
efficiency of cycling trips throughout the Metro Quarter precinct. 


7.3 Parking and demand management 


The assessment of parking and demand impacts due to the Metro Quarter proposal has demonstrated 
the following: 


 High levels of accessibility and non-car options available to future residents of the Metro Quarter 
minimises the need for parking provision. 


 Provision of point to point and taxi areas, restricted short-stay parking on designated streets, and 
no exemptions for residents except for approved carers would minimise traffic and amenity 
impacts around the station precinct as unnecessary vehicle movements would be limited. 


 Category A parking rates from SLEP 2012 are proposed under the draft WMQ DCP as the 
residential control given that these rates are the most restrictive parking control in the City of 
Sydney. Category D are proposed to be applied to non-residential uses. Maximum parking 
provision allowed under Category A and D rates would be 427 total spaces, based on the 
currently assumed dwelling and retail mix. 


 A proposed supply of 8 off-street service vehicle parking spaces and 36 off-street motorcycle 
parking spaces, is in line with City of Sydney’s DCP requirements. 


 Provision of 700 residential bicycle parking spaces and 440 public bicycle parking spaces 
(comprising a bike hub and public domain), with end of trip facilities such as showers and lockers 
provided as part of the bike hub as per the requirements of the City of Sydney’s DCP. These 
numbers exclude the 180 bicycle spaces provided under the CSSI Approval. 


 Travel plans which may include information programs for sustainable transport, active transport 
initiatives, flexible working hours and proactive cooperation between agencies should be 
delivered and monitored by future developers of the Metro Quarter to encourage staff and 
residents to choose alternatives to driving. 
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7.4 Road 


The assessment of road network impacts due to the Metro Quarter proposal has demonstrated the 
following: 


 Microsimulation modelling of the road network around Waterloo indicates that: 


- the road network is constrained and hence future car mode share for the Metro Quarter 
should be minimised. 


- the anticipated low traffic generated due to the Metro Quarter (around 98 trips during peak 
hour) would have a negligible impact to the wider road network. 


 Intersection modelling of the road network surrounding the Metro Quarter indicates that 


- there would be an increase in average vehicle delay with Waterloo Station in 2036 due to the 
large increase in pedestrian demand, however additional impacts due to the Metro Quarter 
would be negligible. 


- Botany Road / Henderson Road / Raglan Street intersection is forecast to operate at Level of 
Service F with and without the Metro Quarter development by 2036 and therefore it is 
recommended to investigate new pedestrian connections between the Metro Station and the 
western side of the intersection to improve efficiency and safety. 


- converting the roundabouts at Raglan Street/Cope Street and Wellington Street/Cope Street 
to give-way intersections with pedestrian crossings would improve pedestrian safety. 


- Metro Quarter development has a negligible impact on intersection performance. 


 Cope Street to have a maximum of 40km/h speed limit, wider footpaths and narrow traffic lanes 
would cater to the large future demand, maintain safety and provide an excellent urban amenity 
outcome. 


7.5 Vehicle access 


The assessment of access impacts due to the Metro Quarter proposal has demonstrated the 
following: 


 Left-in/left-out service vehicle access on Botany Road and Wellington Street and the low number 
of service vehicles anticipated per day (10-15 vehicles) would result in negligible impacts to the 
road network provided that sufficient sight lines and widths are implemented for all expected 
vehicle types. 


 The less than 50 vehicles per hour anticipated to use the access points either at Cope Street and 
Wellington Street would minimally impact the road network and are unlikely to cause operational 
network issues given the low volume of vehicles. 
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 Operating a shared zone on the proposed new street between Cope Street and the vehicle 
access points (provided that fewer than 100 vehicles per hour use the new street) would provide 
a high quality active transport link through the Metro Quarter, increasing permeability and help to 
disperse pedestrians and cyclists through the precinct. 


7.6 Summary strategy 


A summary of the traffic and transport infrastructure to be provided for the Metro Quarter is shown in 
Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1: Summary of proposed measures to support the Metro Quarter 
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Provision of the proposed traffic and transport infrastructure shown above may be staged and 
implemented by the agencies outlined in Table 7.1. 


Table 7.1: Implementation plan 


Reference Item Agency Timing 


PT1 Increase frequency and operational 
hours of Botany Road bus services 


Transport for NSW By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 


PT2 Increase frequency and operational 
hours of Wellington Street or Raglan 
Street bus services 


Transport for NSW By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 


PT3 Re-route bus route 355 to Wellington 
Street or Raglan Street 


Transport for NSW By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 


AT1 Construct Wellington Street cycleway City of Sydney By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 


AT2 Widen footpaths around the Metro 
Quarter 


Sydney Metro / 
UrbanGrowth Development 
Corporation 


As development 
occurs 


AT3 Widen pedestrian crossings on Botany 
Road at the Botany Road / Raglan 
Street / Henderson Road intersection 


Sydney Metro / 
UrbanGrowth Development 
Corporation 


By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 


AT4 Widen footpaths on Raglan Street on 
approach to the Botany Road / 
Henderson Road / Raglan Street 
intersection 


Sydney Metro / 
UrbanGrowth Development 
Corporation 


By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 


AT5 Investigate pedestrian improvements to 
and from Australian Technology Park 


TBC By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 


AT6 Provide a midblock pedestrian crossing 
on Cope Street 


Sydney Metro / 
UrbanGrowth Development 
Corporation 


By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 


AT7 Allow for future mid-block connections 
from adjacent precincts 


Sydney Metro / 
UrbanGrowth Development 
Corporation 


As development 
occurs 


P1 Provide off-street parking spaces for 
cars, service vehicles and motorcycles 


Sydney Metro / 
UrbanGrowth Development 
Corporation 


As development 
occurs 


P2 Provide bicycle parking and end of trip 
facilities 


Sydney Metro / 
UrbanGrowth Development 
Corporation 


As development 
occurs. 
Commuter 
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Reference Item Agency Timing 


facilities by 
metro opening 
(2024) 


R1 Convert Raglan Street / Cope Street 
roundabout to a give-way intersection 
with pedestrian crossings 


Sydney Metro / 
UrbanGrowth Development 
Corporation 


By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 


R2 Convert Wellington Street / Cope Street 
roundabout to a give-way intersection 
with pedestrian crossings 


Sydney Metro / 
UrbanGrowth Development 
Corporation 


By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 


R3 Reduce speed limit on Cope Street – 
either to 40km/h or implement a ‘slow 
street’ (20km/h) 


City of Sydney / RMS By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 


A1 Provide Metro Quarter service vehicle 
access on Botany Road and Wellington 
Street 


Sydney Metro / 
UrbanGrowth Development 
Corporation 


By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 


A2 Provide Metro Quarter residential 
vehicle access on Wellington Street and 
Cope Street 


Sydney Metro / 
UrbanGrowth Development 
Corporation 


As development 
occurs 


A3 Operate a shared zone on the new 
street connecting to Cope 


City of Sydney / RMS By Metro Station 
opening (2024) 
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Appendix A. Swept Path Analysis 
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1. Introduction 


1.1. Overview 


Sydney Metro is Australia's biggest public transport project. A new standalone metro railway 


system, this 21st century network will deliver 31 metro stations and 66 kilometres of new 


metro rail for Australia's biggest city — revolutionising the way Sydney travels. Services start 


in the first half of 2019 on Australia’s first fully-automated railway. 


Waterloo Station is being delivered as part of Sydney Metro City & Southwest — a new 30 


kilometre metro line extending the new metro network from the end of Sydney Metro 


Northwest at Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour, through the CBD and south west to 


Bankstown. It is due to open in 2024 with an ultimate capacity to run a metro train every two 


minutes each way through the centre of Sydney. 


Sydney’s new metro, together with signalling and infrastructure upgrades across the existing 


Sydney suburban rail network, will increase the capacity of train services entering the 


Sydney CBD – from about 120 an hour currently to up to 200 services beyond 2024. That’s 


an increase of up to 60 per cent capacity across the network to meet demand. 


Sydney Metro City & Southwest, shown in Figure 1, includes the construction and operation 


of a new metro rail line from Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour through Sydney’s CBD to 


Sydenham and on to Bankstown through the conversion of the existing line to metro 


standards. 


Figure 1 Sydney Metro alignment map 
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1.1.1. Planning Overview 


On 9 January 2017, the Minister approved the Sydney Metro City & Southwest - Chatswood 


to Sydenham application lodged by Transport for NSW (TfNSW) as a Critical State 


Significant Infrastructure project (reference SSI 15_7400), hereafter referred to as the CSSI 


Approval. 


The CSSI Approval includes all physical work required to construct the CSSI, including the 


demolition of existing buildings and structures on each site. The CSSI Approval envisaged 


Over Station Development (OSD) at some stations and includes provision for the 


construction of below and above ground structures and other components. The provisions 


for each station vary but include items such as building infrastructure and space for future lift 


cores, plant rooms, access, parking and building services, as relevant to each site. The 


rationale for this delivery approach, as identified within the CSSI application is to enable the 


OSD to be more efficiently built and appropriately integrated into the metro station structure. 


The EIS for the Chatswood to Sydenham alignment of the City & Southwest project identified 


that the OSD would be subject to a separate assessment process. 


1.1.2. Waterloo Metro Quarter Context 


The Metro Quarter OSD will be integrated with the new Sydney Metro station at Waterloo, 


forming an integrated station development. The Metro Quarter integrated station 


development is bounded by Botany Road, Cope, Raglan and Wellington Streets. 


The Metro Quarter OSD would deliver new homes, shops, community health services and a 


new public plaza with an adjoining community building, which generate the place making 


outcomes for the Waterloo integrated station development. A concept State Significant 


Development (SSD) Application will be lodged seeking planning approval for the Metro 


Quarter OSD. Together with the new Sydney Metro station at Waterloo, the Metro Quarter 


OSD provides a unique planning opportunity to make Waterloo a highly connected and 


attractive inner-city location or place to live, work and visit. 


The Waterloo Station includes an interchange comprising facilities to allow multi-modal 


access to the station. The design and arrangement of the Waterloo interchange forms part of 


the CSSI Conditions of Approval (CoA). 


The development and planning of the interchange concept was undertaken in coordination 


with UrbanGrowth NSW to support and accommodate movement and access needs of both 


the new Metro station and planned Metro Quarter (including the OSD concept proposal). 


1.2. Purpose and Scope 


The purpose of this Technical Note is to provide an overview of the methodology for 


planning and designing the interchange, in order to demonstrate that the interchange 


facilities allow for and provide the required flexibility to accommodate future transport 


connections and planned urban renewal within and surrounding the Metro Quarter. It has 


been prepared to support the interchange planning process and present its relationship to 
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the concept plan and proposed planning framework prepared by UrbanGrowth NSW as part 


of the State Significant Precinct (SSP) Study for the Metro Quarter. 


The analysis presented in this Technical Note provides an overview of the Interchange 


Access Plan (IAP) development process, its alignment with Integrated Station Development 


planning (Metro Quarter) for Waterloo, and the current work and interchange concept 


developed to respond to CSSI CoA E92. It is noted that the IAP will continue to be 


developed as part of the detailed design progresses, and CoA E92 is not required to be 


satisfied until above ground works are planned to commence. 
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2. Interchange Planning Design Process 


2.1. Overview 


Sydney Metro undertakes interchange planning by considering the requirements and 
aspirations for an easy customer journey throughout the design process. As identified in 
Figure 2, the interchange planning process broadly comprises three stages: interchange 
concept, interchange design and operational analysis, and interchange design refinement 
and action plan — this process aligns with the integrated station development design 
process. 


Figure 2: Interchange Planning Design Process 


As part of the CSSI CoA for the new metro station, the performance and safety of the 
interchange design is required to continue to be validated as part the detailed design 
development tasks. This includes design audits, road safety audits and safety-in-design 
process risk reviews along with updated transport modelling to support road authority 
applications and approvals. 


2.2. Consultation 


Stakeholder consultation is an important component of the design development process 
undertaken to help ensure that proposed arrangements and assets appropriately respond to 
future growth and operating conditions for the interchange in its local context. This process is 
used to inform stakeholder requirements, which include: asset owners and service 
operators, at an end state and in the staged delivery of improvements that support growth 
and urban renewal. This element is identified and recorded as part of the final stage of the 
interchange planning process and reflected in the action plan. 
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3. Interchange Outcomes 


3.1. Project Objectives 


Sydney Metro’s project objectives and interchange planning outcomes have informed the 
design of Waterloo interchange. These are presented in Table 1. 


Table 1 Project Objectives and Interchange Outcomes 


Sydney Metro Project Objectives Waterloo Interchange Outcomes 


• Improve the quality of the transport 
experience for customers 


• Provide a transport system that is able to 
satisfy long–term demand 


• Grow public transport patronage and mode 
share 


• Support the productivity of the Global 
Economic Corridor 


• Serve and stimulate urban development 


• Improve the resilience of the transport 
network 


• Improve the efficiency and cost effectiveness 
of the public transport system. 


• Provide easy, safe and intuitive transfer to 
and from the metro station within the existing 
network and road environment. 


• Create a new transport focus in Waterloo and 
the surrounding precinct. 


• Integrate the station with local improvement 
plans. 


• Contribute to the sense of place and public 
domain. 


• Serve the wider precinct 


• Ensure flexibility to allow for future changes 


• Prioritise active transport and public transport 
access 


• Prioritise the needs of people with mobility 
impairment 


3.2. Opportunities and Constraints 


An opportunity and constraints analysis was completed to achieve network, precinct and 
station planning outcomes with the interchange design — these are presented in Table 2. 


Table 2 Interchange Planning - Opportunity and Constraints Analysis 


Opportunities Constraints 


• A new node in the transport network which 
can support bus / rail transfer 


• To support transport network resilience and 
reliability outcomes. 


• The safe integration of the metro station with 
the existing road network to facilitate safe 
transfers to and from the station and 
customers’ destinations. Relieve customer 
congestion at Green Square and Redfern 
Stations. 


• Support development in the area 


• Contribute to the sense of place (community) 
and public domain 


• Consider what is required to facilitate greater 
cycle usage to access Sydney Metro 


• The quality of the existing footpath 
environment 


• The operational performance of Botany Road 


• Congestion impacts to the service reliability 
of buses 


• A lack of priority for pedestrians at key 
intersections 


• Need to manage conflict points and limited 
spatial provision to facilitate and encourage 
walking as a mode access. 
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4. Strategic Planning Context 


This section provides an overview of the relevant transport strategies and plans that are 
important in the planning of Waterloo interchange facilities. 


4.1. Future Transport 2056 


The strategy is an update of the 2012 NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan. It outlines a 
vision, strategic directions and customer outcomes. The strategy acknowledges the vital role 
transport plays in the land use, tourism, and the economic development of towns and cities. 
It includes issue-specific and place-based supporting plans that focus on integrated solutions 
rather than individual modes of transport. The strategy also focusses on the role of transport 
in delivering movement and place outcomes that support the character of the places and 
communities needed for the future. 


A priority for Future Transport is to provide an integrated transport network solution, which 
aims to improve east-west connections in Sydney and to support north-south city serving 
corridors. 


4.2. City of Sydney Liveable Green Network 


The Liveable Green Network 2012 (the Document) aims to create a pedestrian and cycling 
network that connects with the city and centres as well as major transport and entertainment 
hubs, cultural precincts, parks and open spaces. 


This document refers to Botany Road as a pedestrian priority street, and Wellington and 
Cope Streets as cycling priority streets. The Document specifies cycle priority streets which 
should be provided with separated cycle infrastructure. Pedestrian priority streets are to 
have quality pavement materials, kerb extensions, continuous crossing treatments and 
landscape amenity. 


4.3. City of Sydney Cycling Strategy and Action Plan 2018-2030 


The draft Cycling Strategy and Action Plan 2018-2030 (the Plan) sets targets, priorities and 
actions for increasing bike trips in the City of Sydney. It identifies existing and proposed 
connections, which serve Sydney CBD, the Waterloo area and Green Square. This includes 
the existing George Street separated cycleway and a proposed new east-west facility along 
Wellington Street. 


The planning for the Metro Quarter OSD and supporting interchange facilities under the 
CSSI Approval recognises these goals, the importance of network connectivity, and the need 
to facilitate cycling for travel and access. 


4.4. Green Square – Waterloo Transport Action Plan 


Transport for NSW is developing a Transport Action Plan with City of Sydney to improve 
access and support growth in the Green Square and Waterloo area. A key aim of this study 
is to address current network deficiencies to optimise the potential of future committed 
project to support continued growth in the short term. The Metro Quarter OSD will help to 
promote travel choices through supporting connections to public and active transport 
facilities. 
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5. Interchange Role and Function 


This section provides an overview of the characteristics of transport interchange facilities 
that form part of the Waterloo interchange. 


5.1. Interchange Context 


Waterloo Station is recognised as a catalyst for urban renewal of the Waterloo Precinct. The 
planning for the Waterloo interchange has captured the access needs of the Metro Quarter 
and considers its integration with the wider precinct. 


The walking catchment for the Waterloo Station covers a number of precincts that are 
targeted for growth. This includes the Waterloo Estate urban renewal area, potential future 
development sites in Alexandria and the Australian Technology Park (ATP) commercial 
precinct, illustrated in Figure 1. 


Figure 3 Local Context 


The Waterloo interchange arrangement has been planned to support planned growth in the 
Metro Quarter and to support public transport access from the wider catchment. 


5.2. Station Demand and Mode Share 


Waterloo Station will function as both an origin and destination station with the forecast 2036 
AM peak passenger demand by mode presented in Figure 4. The AM peak has been used in 
this report as during this time the highest surges in demand occur. The PM peak demand is 
generally spread more evenly across the peak period. The forecast indicates that the 
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number of customers accessing and exiting the station is relatively evenly distributed with 
both walking and bus access playing an important role. 


Similar to the planning of other metro stations, walking is recognised as the primary mode of 
access and together with bus access, generating the highest movements within the 
interchange. 


Figure 4 2036 1 hour AM peak demand and mode splits 


5.3. Interchange Arrangement 


The interchange has been designed to help manage conflicts, provide safe and efficient 
access for customers of the station and support smooth flow of customers moving through 
the interchange. The proposed interchange arrangement for Waterloo Station is illustrated in 
Figure 5 and the provision for each of the modes is listed in Table 3. 
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Figure 5 Proposed Waterloo Interchange Arrangement 


Table 3 Waterloo Interchange Mode Provisions 


Mode Provision Considerations 


Pedestrian Station access is 
near the corner of 
Raglan and Cope 
Streets and via the 
station plaza off 
Cope Street. Access 
to platforms from the 
station entrance is 
via lifts and 
escalators. 


Additional footpath capacity and queuing space has been 
provided where higher pedestrian demand is forecast, 
such as: 


- along the southern side of Raglan Street 
- the western side of Botany Road 
- eastern side of Cope Street 
- the bus stop area along Botany Road 


In addition to these capacity enhancements, spatial and 
operational provision is also provided at points to 
accommodate queuing, conflict and place making 
opportunities. This includes storage areas and pedestrian 
crossing configuration at intersections, access points 
near station entrances, pedestrian through link 
connections and bus stop areas along Botany Road. 


Refer to section 6.4 for further information relating to the 
planning and review of pedestrian facilities. 


Bike 180 bike parking 
spaces on day one of 
metro operations. 


An additional 140 
spaces to be 
provided in OSD 
when constructed 
(for station users) 


Future proofing for 


The station is planned to have a bike hub to help improve 
accessibility by extending the station catchment beyond 
the typical walk-up catchment. The bike parking provision 
is higher than the estimated mode share demand. This is 
intended to build on the opportunity offered by a relatively 
level cycling catchment and its proximity to the station, as 
well as connectivity to the existing and planned broader 
bike network. 


George Street cycleway together with slow and low 
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additional 80 bike 
parking spaces 


trafficked residential streets, a planned Wellington Street 
cycleway and a relatively high density cycling catchment 
are recognised as key elements for promoting a higher 
cycling mode share at this destination. 


Additional bike parking spaces will be safeguarded as 
part of the detailed design process. 


Refer to section 7 for further information relating to the 
planning and review of bike facilities. 


Bus Bus stops on Botany 
Road 


The bus facilities on Botany Road are designed to 
accommodate high frequency bus services including 
future service capacity enhancements. Building setbacks 
have been provided near the bus stops in the Metro 
Quarter to facilitate storage and movement at bus stops 
together with providing spatial allocations for other place 
making functions. 


East-west bus route services and stops can be provided 
on either Wellington or Raglan Streets. The planning of 
these routes is still to be confirmed; however the 
interchange design is flexible and able to facilitate either 
of these options. 


Taxi and Kiss 
and Ride 


Cope Street and 
Raglan Street 


These streets have adequate kerbside provision for 
parking and allow for easy access from/to the State Road 
network. 


Figure 6 identifies key access paths and access for the Waterloo Station interchange and 
the proposed OSD. Access to the OSD is located where it minimises conflict between 
transport modes and/or is managed through increased setback. 


Service vehicle access points from the road network is planned to minimise conflict with key 
pedestrian corridors and customer movement generated by bus operations. The location 
away from the proposed new Metro station entrance and consideration of road connectivity 
and the access needs of customers ensures that movement and conflict can be managed. 
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          Figure 6 Waterloo Integrated Station Development Access Points 
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6. Pedestrian Access 


This section provides an overview of the pedestrian analysis supporting the Metro Quarter 
and Waterloo Station. 


6.1. Pedestrian Access and Desire Lines 


The planning of the interchange and its surroundings is generated from a review of existing 
and future land use, estimated growth and origin and destination movement patterns. These 
estimated movement patterns and key desire lines for the new Metro station are illustrated in 
Figure 7. 


Figure 7 Waterloo Station Pedestrian Distribution 


A review of the trends highlighted in the analysis indicates that the majority of customers 
walking to the station will travel from the east, which includes the planned Metro Quarter and 
Waterloo Estate. This differs from alighting passengers during the same period, which has 
more of a focus towards areas situated to the west and northwest of the stations. This 
includes the ATP and destinations situated within and beyond Redfern and Darlington. 


Waterloo Station customers will increase pedestrian demand at the surrounding 
intersections. The key intersections impacted by customer movement accessing the station 
are the Botany Road and Raglan Street/Henderson Road intersection and the Cope Street 
and Raglan Street intersection. 


The design and operation of these surrounding intersections together with key urban domain 
features that form part of the transport interchange have been modelled to demonstrate safe 
and reliable operating conditions can be achieved. 
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6.2. Pedestrian Capacity Needs 


A performance review of the footpaths and intersections has been undertaken using both 
pedestrian static analytical and simulation modelling tools. The outputs from the models 
have been used to understand the pedestrian operating performance of the interchange, 
points of conflict and potential deficiencies, and to inform the design development process. 


6.2.1. Assessment Process 


An overview of the process for assessing the proposed interchange design is provided in 


Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 Interchange Design Assessment 


6.2.2. Facility Demand 


The approach for determining the future pedestrian demand is consistent with other Sydney 
Metro City & Southwest CBD located metro stations, and accounts for forecast growth in the 
surrounding precinct. The 2036 AM peak hour forecast pedestrian demand levels (shown for 
precinct corridors generated high pedestrian demand only) used in the pedestrian 
assessment are provided in Figure 9. The data presented in the diagram is simplified and 
presents precinct corridors that generate high levels of pedestrian demand only. 
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Figure 9 2036 Forecast Key Precinct Corridor Pedestrian Demand (AM Peak hour) 


The pedestrian demand applied within the pedestrian assessment includes: 


• Waterloo Station demand for peak periods in 2036. 


• Current background movement and assumed growth resulting from the staged 
development of the wider precinct and its surroundings (includes Metro Quarter, 
Waterloo Estate, and Australian Technology Park). 


• Consideration of increased flow rates within the peak period relating to both demand 
surges and the operation of Sydney Metro, traffic signals and bus services 
(operational review). 


Refer to Appendix 1 for further details and assumptions. 


6.2.3. Customer Modelling Profile 


Planning for pedestrians involves considering the needs of customers with restricted 
mobility, people with disabilities, vision impairments, cognitive or invisible disabilities, elderly 
customers and children. This also involves considering the scenarios and environments 
customers are travelling in, such as customers travelling with prams, luggage and bulky 
items, crowding, wet or hot weather. 


The customer profiles applied as part of establishing and testing peak hour operating 
conditions within the pedestrian simulation model are consistent with observations at Sydney 
Trains stations and the Transport for London (TfL) Best Practice Guide for station modelling 
(January 2016 edition). 


The customer profiles consider a range of users including wheelchair users, other mobility 
impairments, people with luggage and parents with young children. The TfL modelling guide 
is based on comprehensive research for Metro systems and relates accessibility profiles to 
urban locality and station function. For Waterloo, it recommends the application of 
approximately 3% of passengers in the AM peak and 10% of passengers in the PM peak as 
appropriate measures for an inner suburb station to understand the operational impacts for 
customers with restricted mobility. 
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6.2.4. Performance Measures 


The assessment of safe and efficient pedestrian movements within the interchange and its 
access points from the surrounding precinct is based on Fruin Level of Service (LoS) 
performance measures, as presented in Figure 10. The design aims to achieve a Walkways 
LoS C or better for pedestrian flow as an average over the peak hour. 


Figure 10 Fruin Level of Service Performance Measures 


6.2.5. Facility Testing 


The performance of the design was tested through the application of the following 
assessment techniques. 


Table 4 Performance Testing 


Demand Profile Design Testing Measure Review Type 


Peak hour Infrastructure and 
spatial provision 


Level of Service 
(LoS) 


Design capacity 


Peak 15 minutes 
(average) 


Peak infrastructure 
and spatial provision 


LoS Peak design 
capacity 


Peak minute 
(surge) 


Customer experience LoS & duration Operational 
experience 


The above three levels of testing enables a design to be reviewed against both standard 
peak capacity applications and to understand how it performs under more short term 
demand surges relating to the operation of the system or the surrounding transport network. 
An assessment against the peak 15 minute period provides a measure to determine required 
infrastructure to accommodate forecast peak demand. While assessment of the peak minute 
demand provides further insight into customer experience during peak surges from train 
arrivals and similar events associated with network operations. 


6.3. Assessment 


6.3.1. Spatial Review 


The review of spatial needs for a transport interchange and associated development is 
addressed through appropriate provision for movement corridors, and separation and spatial 
arrangements of facilities. Refer to sections 5.3 and Figure 6 on interchange arrangements, 
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and section 6.1 on access to understand how movement corridors and conflict is planned 
and managed. The outcome of the review highlighted the following: 


• Waterloo station will both attract and generate movement during peak periods with 
the dominant exit movements occurring to the west and the arrival movement from 
the east of Metro Quarter. 


• The southern footpath along Raglan Street and metro station entry are estimated to 
accommodate higher pedestrian movements than other locations in the Metro 
Quarter. 


• Building setbacks are used to ensure that provision is adequate and to help manage 
higher forecast pedestrian movements. 


• The building setbacks also consider and provide spatially for facilitating customer 
movement at bus stops, over station development access points and storage needs 
associated with place making, such as outside dining and landscaping with seating. 


• The entry to the new metro station through the Cope Street plaza helps to efficiently 
distribute demand across the precinct and manage conflict and spatial capacity 
needs associated with future movement associated with the proposed Waterloo 
Estate and Botany Road bus stops. 


• The proposed midblock pedestrian link in the Metro Quarter helps to efficiently 
distribute demand across the precinct and manage conflict and spatial capacity 
needs associated with future movement associated with the proposed Metro Quarter 
OSD and Botany Road bus stops. 


• A key area of focus for the capacity and operational reviews are the footpaths on 
Raglan Street south and Botany Road east and the intersection of Raglan Street and 
Botany Road. 


6.3.2. Capacity Review - Static Pedestrian Modelling 


The review of pedestrian facility capacity needs was undertaken using static pedestrian 
assessment techniques and applied to both the peak hour and peak 15 minute demand 
levels. 


6.3.2.1. Footpath Provision 


The footpath modelling focused on precinct corridors identified in the spatial review to have 
high pedestrian movement to help understand if the allocated spatial provision can be 
achieved. The areas of focus were identified to be the southern footpath on Raglan Street, 
and the eastern footpath on Botany Road and the midblock pedestrian link. 


The allocated spatial provision for footpath width along these links in the design is greater 
than 3 metres. In most cases the allocated setback from the kerb line to building is 6m or 
more, and accommodates other features such as landscaping and street furniture. The clear 
width for pedestrian movement is identified in the design to be a minimum of 3 metres in all 
locations that attract high pedestrian flows. 


A generic review of the capability of a 3 metre width footpath was undertaken to help 
understand if the capacity of the proposed footpath widths is able to accommodate the 
forecast demand generated in and around the precinct. This process indicated that a 
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footpath with a clear width of 3 metres or more can provide safe and efficient operating 
conditions at Level of Service C for two-way pedestrian flow for over 7,000 people per hour. 


The assessment of forecast demand indicates peak hour flows of less than 3,000 people 
along a movement corridor and that this will be spread across a number of route options or 
footpaths. On this basis, the proposed footpath widths of 3m or more are deemed to provide 
safe and efficient access through operating at an acceptable level of service in the future 
and can accommodate growth generated by the proposed Metro Quarter integrated station 
development and its surroundings. 


Further information on the assessment is contained in Appendix 2. 


6.3.2.2. Storage at Intersections 


A similar static assessment was undertaken to understand the spatial planning provision 
limitations of the surrounding footpath network for storage at intersections. The application of 
a Fruin Level of Service (LoS) C, and then D and E profile for queuing on the footpath was 
applied to understand operational impacts. The peak appraisal of storage and operational 
impacts allows for a maximum footpath width of 3 metres and 120 second traffic signal cycle 
time to determine the queuing capacity under each level of service. 


The standard spatial operational profiles at busy urban intersections in constrained 
established areas are noted to operate below a LoS C during peak periods and are 
managed through increasing pedestrian crossing widths and adjusting traffic signal cycle 
times. ) The assessment aims to provide an understanding of the potential impact on 
constrained areas that are situated adjacent to the site. The review indicated that 
approximately 1,100 (at LoS C) to 3,750 (at LoS E) pedestrians can be stored at a typical 
intersection corner in the peak hour for a single approach. This review considered a storage 
area with a 6 metre crossing width (proposed improvement), conservative assumptions for 
extended queuing and traffic signal operating times (adopted current 120 second cycle time), 
and a 15 minute peak surge factor as a worst case condition. 


The capacity requirement based on the worst case forecast demand at an intersection 
corner for storage (single crossing and approach) is estimated to be less than 1,800 
pedestrians per hour. This indicates that a level of service D or better can be achieved under 
peak 15 minutes’ operations and constrained conditions. It is also noted that the above 
evaluation is conservative and does not account for a potential 30% increase in peak hour 
storage capacity that can be achieved as a result of changes in traffic signal cycle times from 
120 to 90 seconds or the inclusion of further reductions in estimated demand resulting from 
the potential inclusion of additional pedestrian crossings. 


Refer to Appendix 3 for further information on the assessment. 


6.3.3. Operational Review 


Microsimulation was applied in the review of key movement and storage areas within the 
Waterloo interchange and Metro Quarter proposal. The operating condition of areas can be 
better understood if demand surge effects relating to customer crowd movement profiles, 
arrival patterns and the duration of intensity are applied to the review process. The 
pedestrian analysis tested in this assessment applied a crowd profile, Metro service train 
arrivals (conservative simultaneous train arrival), 120 second traffic signal cycle times and 
crowding from the arrival of bus services. 
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The simulation of these characteristics together with other demand uplifts identified in 
Appendix 1 highlighted that a satisfactory average level of service of areas is achieved and 
that pinch-points and short periods of crowding can be safely managed within the design of 
the Metro Quarter precinct. 


The modelling also recognises that external to the Metro Quarter precinct there are areas 
where pinch-points occur for short periods of time before the pedestrian phase at traffic 
signals are activated. Simulation modelling of these areas indicated that under peak surge 
conditions, crowds generated under future peak demand levels can be accommodated 
together with an allowance for other through movement. Snapshots of peak operating 
conditions generated by the pedestrian simulation model for 2036 peak before the activation 
of the pedestrian green phase at traffic signals and the crossing conditions when activated 
are presented in Appendix 4. 


6.4. Key Pedestrian Findings 


The key finding based on the pedestrian modelling undertaken is as follows: 


• The assessment accounts for Sydney Metro station demand, the Metro Quarter and 
future planned development in surrounding precincts, such as movement generated 
by the proposed Metro Quarter, the proposed Waterloo Estate and proposed 
expansion of the Australian Technology Park. 


• The spatial layout of the Metro Quarter allows for conflict to be managed, and 
efficient and safe customer flows. 


• The design provision of the Metro Quarter includes minimum footpath widths of 6 
metres (including landscaping) along the southern footpath of Raglan Street and 
eastern footpath of Botany Road, which aligns with the activity levels that are 
expected around the Metro Quarter. 


• The pedestrian modelling indicates that estimated AM and PM demand generated in 
the Metro Quarter can achieve safe and efficient operational outcomes. This includes 
the intersection of Botany Road and Raglan Street. 


• This is achieved without the adoption of traffic signal adjustments to pedestrian 
phasing or the inclusion of additional pedestrian crossings, which are expected to 
further improve experience of users and support the development of the wider 
precinct by offering opportunities to reduce and spread demand, additional access 
options, and reducing queueing and storage needs in individual locations. 
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7. Bike Analysis 


As presented in Figure 4, the forecast bike mode share for station access is approximately 
one per cent. The total 2036 AM peak hour demand for customer arrivals at the station are 
forecasted to be 3,700 and equates to 37 bike riders. This is the highest volume of cyclists 
likely to arrive at any point in time and park their bike. 


The proposed bike parking provision and staging is listed in Table 3. On day one of metro 
operations at Waterloo Station, 180 bike parking spaces are proposed for the station. This 
exceeds the forecast 3.5 hour (approximately double the peak hour demand) one per cent 
cyclist mode share by over 2.5 times, allowing for additional bikes to be parked throughout 
the day. 


The additional provision for cycling allows the station to support and attract a higher mode 
share, particularly with the proposed staging of the precinct to allow for additional bike 
parking provision. Provision for dockless bike share will also be considered as part of the 
detailed design process, such as designated areas for dockless bike share. 


The peak hour frequency from cyclists generated by the precinct is estimated to be less than 
100 movements or two movements a minute and may double if a higher station cycle mode 
share is achieved. 


Safe access for cyclists to the interchange and Metro Quarter will be provided from Cope 
Street. It is proposed that this street will be reduced to a 40 kilometres/hour speed limit road 
with road treatments to encourage low traffic speeds and manage conflict. Cope Street 
connects with Wellington Street, which is an existing on-road cycle route. As development 
progressively occurs, Wellington Road is proposed to be upgrade to a regional cycle route, 
supporting the Liveable Green Network and Cycling Strategy and Action Plan, discussed in 
section 4. 


The design of the streetscape within the Metro Quarter is expected to allow spatial and 
physical provision for the introduction of the proposed Wellington Street cycleway. The 
proposed removal of roundabout and inclusion of additional pedestrian crossings will also 
help to facilitate the progressive redevelopment and improvement of the precinct and 
continue to support safe access. 
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8. Proposed Infrastructure Provision 


The action plans that support the delivery of this infrastructure and services forms part of 
the next stage of the IAP. Figure 11 and Table 5 highlight the proposed infrastructure 
provision and staging associated with the metro station interchange and proposed Metro 
Quarter. 


Figure 11 Waterloo Proposed Infrastructure Plan 


Table 5 Proposed Facility and Service Improvements 


Code Action Timing 


Walking 


W1 Provide a direct pedestrian through site link across the Metro Quarter 
between Botany Road and Cope Street 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


W2 Provide spatial pedestrian crossing enhancements at the Botany Road 
and Raglan Street/Henderson Road intersection 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


W3.1 Safeguard a mid-block crossing on Cope Street between Raglan 
Street and Wellington Street within the integrated station development 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


W3.2 Provide a mid-block crossing on Cope Street between Raglan Street 
and Wellington Street intersection to facilitate safe and efficient 
movement 


After Waterloo 
Station opens -
timed with 
completion of 
development 
adjacent to Cope 
Street in the Estate 


W4 Provide pedestrian crossings at the Cope and Raglan Streets 
intersection to facilitate safe and efficient movement 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


W5 Provide pedestrian crossings at the Cope and Wellington Streets 
intersection to facilitate safe and efficient movement 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


W6 Safeguard for a future mid-block pedestrian crossing in the Sydney 
Metro design on Botany Road between Raglan and Wellington Streets 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


W7 Offset buildings to allow spatial provision for increased pedestrian 
throughput and support place making opportunities on the southern 
side of Raglan Street. 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 
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W8 Set-back buildings to allow spatial provision for increased pedestrian 
throughput, queuing and support place making opportunities adjacent 
to the bus zone area on Botany Road in the Metro Quarter design 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


Cycling 


C1 Provide 100 Class B bike parking spaces Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


C2 Provide 80 Class C bike parking spaces Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


C3 Provide additional secure bike parking Class B After Waterloo 
Station opens 


C4 Safeguard for additional parking spaces in the Waterloo Metro Quarter 
Design to meet future demand. 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


C5 Safeguard and support the delivery of a bidirectional cycleway along 
Wellington Street 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


Bus 


B1 Relocate the southbound bus stop to the midblock on Botany Road 
between Raglan Street and Wellington Street 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


B2 Streamline east-west bus services to either Raglan Street or 
Wellington Street 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


B3 Provide bus stop capacity provision to accommodate planned 
improvements to route services and increased frequencies 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


Taxi 


T1 Provide a taxi rank Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


Kiss and Ride 


K1 Provide a kiss-and-ride zone Before Waterloo 
Station opens 


Road Network Modifications 


R1 Provide measures to traffic calm Cope Street to support the 
implementation of a 40 kilometre an hour speed limit 


After Waterloo 
Station opens 


R2 Excluding Botany Road design residential streets immediately 
surrounding Waterloo Station with a 40 kilometres/hour speed limit 


Before Waterloo 
Station opens 
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9. Integration and Enabling Growth 


The Metro Quarter and Waterloo Station interchange provides an environment that facilitates 
safe and efficient movement and enables growth. The Metro Quarter provides movement 
and place outcomes through the provision of generous building setbacks and appropriate 
streetscapes. These planning and design attributes enable and influence the area’s ability to 
attract activation through: 


• A quality built environment through design provision and its integration as part of the 
solution of landscaping, streetscape furniture and weather protection. 


• Accommodating customer needs by, managing conflict and supporting access, dwell 
and through movement. 


It is noted that there are existing areas that are historical and constrained, and as a result 
can be further improved. As the surrounding area continues to intensify through a 
combination of urban renewal projects that surround the site other opportunities to plan and 
support growth and this changing environment will emerge. Sydney Metro and UrbanGrowth 
NSW recognise the need to plan towards these outcomes and through the planning, design 
and delivery of the Metro Quarter and Waterloo Station interchange is expected to help drive 
and enable these desirable area planning objectives. This is achieved through: 


• The provision of a pedestrian through site Metro Quarter link running east west and 


design safeguarding for a mid-block crossing on Botany Road. This facilitates and 


enables further increase in movement and a potential expansion of an east-west 


pedestrian link that could balance access needs to local services and facilities, and 


ultimately supports the planned intensification of surrounding precincts. 


• A commitment through the planning of the Metro Quarter to provide the required 


spatial provision and end state kerb and streetscape alignment along the northern 


side of Wellington Street (between Botany Road and Cope Street) fronting the site to 


facilitate the easy implementation of the planned Wellington Street cycleway. 


• A commitment through the planning of the Metro Quarter to provide the required 


spatial provision and end state kerb and streetscape alignment along Cope Street 


(between Wellington Street and Raglan Street), the southern side of Raglan Street 


(between Cope Street and Botany Road) and Botany Road (between Raglan Street 


and Wellington Street) fronting the site to facilitate the easy implementation of 


planned streetscape improvements that support the urban renewal of the Waterloo 


Estate and continual enhancement of Botany Road to function as a vibrant street. 


• A commitment through the planning of the Metro Quarter to deliver pedestrian 


facilities and crossing points that facilitate access to services and facilities planned to 


be situated within the Metro Quarter. 


Sydney Metro and UrbanGrowth NSW are committed to the planning and delivery of places 
that support the activity centre concept and working with stakeholders to ensure that staging, 
integrated design outcomes and delivery commitments of the Metro Quarter, and other 
surrounding precincts are realised and achieved. 
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Appendix 1 Pedestrian Modelling Demand Inputs 


The assumptions used in the pedestrian models developed to test the proposed interchange 
configuration include: 


• Estimated AM peak hour station departures in 2036 – 2,350 exits (walking 1,450) – 
this allocation includes 25% of all ATP peak hour person trips 


• The Metro Quarter demand which is expected to generate 373 pedestrian trips 
across the site in the AM peak hour (Jacobs Transport Study for the Waterloo Metro 
Quarter State Significant Precinct Application) 


• An additional 10% increase in station patronage for ATP expansion 


• An additional 30% increase in background through pedestrian movement across the 
network (double that of other stations) 


• The station demand forecast includes a 15% contingency to account for unknown 
development 


• Assumes simultaneous train arrivals at the station 


• Aligned with traffic modelling and current standard SCATS data (120 second traffic 
signal cycle times and not optimised for pedestrians). 


• Peak hour demand includes peak 15 minute 20% surge factor. 
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Appendix 2 Footpath Peak Design Capacity Assessment 


The Level of Service (LoS) design criteria adopted for the static pedestrian modelling 
assessment of footpaths are presented below. 


Interchange Walkways 


LoS 


Average pedestrian 


area occupancy 


(sqm/pp) 


Average flow 


volume 


(pp/min/m) 


Lower 
bound 


Upper 
Bound 


Lower 
bound 


Upper 
Bound 


A 3.26 - 0 23 


B 2.33 3.26 23 33 


C 1.4 2.33 33 49 


D 0.93 1.4 49 66 


E 0.47 0.93 66 82 


F 0 0.47 - -


The peak minute footpath capacity was determined using Fruin Level of Service theory 
based on the upper bound threshold of LoS C, assuming a clear footpath width of 3m. The 
peak hour capacity was then calculated by assuming the peak minute includes a 20% surge 
factor. 


The results of the analysis are presented below and account for two-way pedestrian flow. 


Element Value Unit 


Footpath width 3 m 


LoS C Threshold 49 pp/min/m 


Peak Minute Capacity at LoS C 147 pp/min 


Peak Hour Capacity at LoS C 7,350 pp/hr assumes surge factor 


Note: This assumes the 3 metre width is clear of physical obstacles, consistent with the 
proposed Metro Quarter design. 
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Appendix 3 Pedestrian Storage Peak Design Capacity 
Assessment 


This is an assessment of pedestrian storage at intersections (where pedestrians queue 
before a signalised crossing activates) within constrained locations. The design criteria for 
the Queuing Level of Service are presented below. 


Level of Service Criteria 


Queuing/ Dwell 


LoS 


Average pedestrian 


area occupancy 


(sqm/pp) 


Average inter 


person spacing (m) 


Lower 
bound 


Upper 
Bound 


Lower 
bound 


Upper 
Bound 


A 1.2 - 1.2 -


B 0.9 1.2 1.06 1.2 


C 0.65 0.9 0.91 1.06 


D 0.28 0.65 0.61 0.91 


E 0.19 0.28 - 0.61 


F - 0.19 - -


The design achieves a minimum LoS C in the Metro Quarter and a minimum LoS D under 
this criteria in the worst case location of broader precinct. This experience is captured at a 
single intersection pinch point for brief periods before signalised crossings activate. 


The assessment assumed a typical queuing area available at an intersection with 
dimensions of 8m x 3m and an allowance for street side furniture. The capacity of this 
location was reviewed against fixed queuing area LoS C, D and E spatial densities and 
assumed delays generated by a signal cycle time of 120 seconds and a 20% peak surge 
factor. The results of the assessment are presented below and highlight that a LoS D can 
easily be achieved under worst case operating conditions and the inclusion of additional 
future applied growth in pedestrian demand. 


3m footpath spatial dwell allocation 


Data Inputs 


Allowing 6m crossing width + 1.0m either side for spill over 


Assumes 3m footpath 


Allowing for signal pole etc. 


Length 8.0 m 


Width 3.0 m 


Area 24.0 sqm 


Area of obstructions 0.25 sqm 


Net area 23.8 sqm 


Assessment 


Allowable LoS C D E 


Space per person 0.65 0.28 0.19 sqm 


1,096 2,545 3,750 Average capacity per hour assuming 120s cycle time 


913 2,121 3,125 Including 20% demand surge factor 
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Appendix 4 Peak Minute Operational Testing 


This appendix presents snapshots from the pedestrian modelling simulation to visually 
demonstrate the potential operations. Figure 12 presents a snapshot of the worst case 
queuing expected at the intersection of Botany Road/Raglan Street immediately before the 
signalised pedestrian crossings at the intersection are activated. This also accounts for peak 
demand surges generated by ATP and bus arrivals on Botany Road. 


Figure 12 Raglan and Botany Road Intersection – immediately before the activation of the 
pedestrian green phase 


The snapshot demonstrates that the footpaths provide sufficient storage areas to 
accommodate the potential worst case queues, and allow pedestrians to pass by. It is noted 
that the queuing presented represents the worst case throughout the peak hour and in most 
situations it will be less than that shown with additional space available. 
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Figure 13 presents a snapshot of the intersection immediately after the pedestrian crossings 
phase is activated. 


Figure 13 Raglan and Botany Road Intersection – during pedestrian green phase 


The snapshot provides an understanding of the potential conflict experienced at the 
crossings, and demonstrates that the width is sufficient to accommodate the forecast flow 
and manage the conflict. 
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1 Introduction 


1.1 Purpose 


The purpose of this report is to support the stakeholder and community engagement process detailed 


in Chapter 5 of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Waterloo integrated station 


development (The Metro Quarter). It outlines the engagement activities carried out in the lead up to 


exhibition of the concept State Significant Development Application (concept SSD Application) to 


ensure all stakeholders are aware of the project and have the opportunity to input into the planning 


and assessment stages. 


1.2 Communication objectives 


Community and stakeholder feedback plays a significant role in the development of Sydney Metro. 


Sydney Metro communication objectives include: 


• Communicating the rationale for the project and the broader network benefits it would deliver, 


including how it fits into the NSW Government’s plans to increase Sydney’s rail capacity 


• Communicating the Sydney Metro concept and timing 


• Building community and key stakeholder relationships and maintaining goodwill 


• Providing information about the planning approvals process and encouraging community 


participation 


• Clearly communicating the corridor protection and property acquisition process 


• Providing timely feedback to community issues, enquiries and complaints 


The project team has developed a comprehensive community and stakeholder engagement program 


to proactively engage with local communities, key stakeholders and government agencies. 


1.3 Key stakeholders 


Feedback from stakeholder and community engagement for Sydney Metro City & Southwest has 


formed an integral part of informing and scoping investigations for the Waterloo Metro Quarter 


integrated station development. Key stakeholders for the project include (but are not limited to): 


• State government agencies 


• Local councils 


• Public utilities 


• Business and industry groups 


• Public transport customers 


• Directly impacted stakeholders 
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• Directly impacted communities and businesses 


• The broader community. 
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2 Community engagement timeline 


Stakeholder and community consultation for Sydney Metro is an ongoing process that commenced 


with the release of Sydney’s Rail Future in 2012. Consultation undertaken since June 2014 for the 


Sydney Metro City & Southwest project has played an important role in informing and scoping the 


design of the project. 


The concept of an integrated station development was formally announced to the community in 


November 2017.A range of early engagement activities were undertaken prior to lodgement of this 


concept SSD Application to engage with industry, the local community and stakeholders about the 


integrated station development at Waterloo Station. The consultation aimed to keep the community 


informed and to provide opportunities for feedback. In addition, UrbanGrowth NSW Development 


Corporation (UrbanGrowth NSW) and Land and Housing Corporation (LAHC) have undertaken 


significant levels of consultation during the development of the State Significant Precinct (SSP) Study 


and the indicative concept proposal for the Metro Quarter which is discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 


During the most recent engagement in May and June 2018, Sydney Metro and UrbanGrowth NSW 


conducted early engagement to seek feedback on the Metro Quarter proposal. This occurred at the 


same time that the formal planning process commenced with the request for the Secretary’s 


Environmental Requirements Request (SEARs) from Department of Planning and Environment 


(DPE). 


Specific engagement activities for the Waterloo integrated station development (The Metro Quarter) 


are outlined in Table 2.1. 


Table 2.1 Integrated station development engagement activities  


Activity Content Date 


Ongoing engagement  Early engagement and community 


visioning undertaken by UrbanGrowth 


NSW and LAHC about the Central to 


Eveleigh corridor, and the Waterloo 


masterplan. 


2014 to 2017 


Integrated Station 


Development book 


Booklet introducing the concept of 


integrated station development 


November 2017 


Industry briefing Booklet updating industry on project 


contract packages, delivery strategy 


and future market soundings  


April 2018 
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Activity Content Date 


Waterloo Integrated 


station development book 


Booklet of concept proposals for 


Waterloo Metro Quarter  


May 2018  


Website Integrated station development page 


updated on Sydney Metro website  


May 2018 


Facebook Waterloo Metro Quarter post uploaded 


to Sydney Metro Facebook page 


May 2018   


Community information 


sessions 


Displays, information and expert 


members of the project team made 


available to answer questions from the 


community  


May/June 2018 
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3 Community engagement 


3.1 Community contact and information points 


The table below outlines community contact and information points in use on the project. 


Table 3.1 Community contact and information points 


Activity Detail 


Community information line (toll free) 1800 171 386 


Community email address sydneymetro@transport.nsw.gov.au 


Website www.sydneymetro.info 


Postal address Sydney Metro City & Southwest, PO Box K659, Haymarket, 


NSW 1240 


3.2 Sydney Metro City & Southwest website 


The Sydney Metro City & Southwest website was launched on 4 June 2015 to provide information on 


the project. The website is a central point of up to date information for the community and 


stakeholders including information from 30 May 2018 on the Waterloo Station integrated station 


development. 


Information on the website includes: 


• Project overview: 


– Customer experience. 


– Benefits (economic, employment and sustainability). 


– Strategic context. 


• Chatswood to Sydenham: 


– Project features. 


– Station and dive sites. 


• Sydenham to Bankstown. 


• Resources, including: 


– Project overviews. 


– Environmental impact statements. 


– State significant infrastructure application reports. 



mailto:sydneymetro@transport.nsw.gov.au

http://www.sydneymetro.info/
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– Community consultation submissions reports. 


– Newsletters. 


– Industry briefing presentations and documentation. 


• Videos and animations. 


• Online submission function. 


• Contact information. 


Figure 3.2 shows examples of website updates published at the time of project milestones for the 


Waterloo Station and the Metro Quarter. 
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Figure 3.1 Sydney Metro website information 


 


 


Figure 3.2 Examples of updates on the Sydney Metro website 
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3.3 Community information sessions 


Several community information sessions were held as part of early community engagement activities 


for the Waterloo Metro Quarter, including: 


• 30 May 2018, 5-8pm Redfern Town Hall, 73 Pitt Street, Sydney  


• 2 June 2018, 11am-2pm  Redfern Town Hall, 73 Pitt Street, Sydney  


• 14 June 2018, Waterloo Neighbourhood centre, 95 Wellington St Waterloo (Estate residents 


information session) 


Advertisements promoting the engagement events were placed in the Sydney Courier (23 May 2018) 


and the Inner West Courier (24 May 2018). Figure 3.3 shows example of newspaper advertisements. 


Flyers were also distributed to all properties within 500m of the Waterloo site.  Figure 3.4 shows an 


example of the flyers that were distributed. 


Display boards at these sessions included information such as: 


• Project overview 


• Fast, frequent metro 


• Connectivity 
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• Proposed timeline 


• New Sydney Metro stations, including Waterloo 


• Integrated station development at Waterloo 


• Planning process  


Figure 3.5 shows examples of the information boards used to display project information at the 


sessions. 
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Figure 3.3 Example of local advertisement  
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Figure 3.4 Example of  flyers used to advertise community information sessions  


 


(Reverse side) 
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Figure 3.5 Example of information boards used at community information sessions 
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3.4 Integrated Station Development communication materials 


In May 2018, an information booklet on the Waterloo integrated station development was published. 


The booklet outlined the project proposal and background. 


The booklet provided an overview of The Metro Quarter and the concept proposal including plans to 


deliver new homes, shops, community services and a new public plaza with an adjoining community 


building.  


Other collateral used for engagement during this period included newspaper advertisements, a media 


release, information on the Sydney Metro Website, distribution of the integrated station development 


booklet (Figure 3.6), and the Chatswood to Sydenham Environmental Impact Statement summary 


(Figure 3.7).  
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Figure 3.6 Waterloo integrated station development booklet 
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Figure 3.7 Waterloo Station EIS summary 
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4 Stakeholder engagement 


4.1 Project-wide stakeholder engagement 


Sydney Metro’s stakeholder consultation team has ensured all stakeholders are proactively engaged 


and informed about the project. Regular briefings via meetings, presentations and phone calls were 


held to keep stakeholders informed and to ensure key issues raised are addressed by the project. 


The table below outlines stakeholders who were briefed on the Sydney Metro project between 11 


June 2014 and 1 November 2018. 


Table 4.1 Stakeholder engagement 


Stakeholder engagement 


Federal Government 


Australian Rail Track Corporation  


NSW Government 


• Barangaroo Delivery Authority  


• CBD Coordination Office  


• Department of Planning & Environment  


• Environmental Protection Authority  


• Harbour Trust  


• Health NSW  


• Heritage Council of NSW  


• NSW Health – Sydney Local Health District  


• Port Authority of NSW 


• Roads and Maritime Services 


• State Emergency Service 


• Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority 


• Sydney Light Rail 


• Sydney Trains 


• Transport Management Centre 


• UrbanGrowth NSW 


Local government 


• Bankstown Council 


• City of Canterbury 


• City of Sydney 


• Hills Shire Council 


• Lane Cove Council 


• Liverpool City Council 


• Marrickville Council 


• North Sydney Council 


• Willoughby City Council 
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Stakeholder engagement 


Regional organisation of councils 


• Northern Sydney Regional Organisation of 


Councils – Hornsby, Hunters Hill, Ku-ring-gai, 


Lane Cove, North Sydney, Ryde and 


Willoughby Councils 


• Southern Sydney Regional Organisation of 


Councils – Ashfield, Bankstown, Botany, 


Burwood, Canada Bay, Sydney, Hurstville, 


Kogarah, Leichhardt, Marrickville, Randwick, 


Rockdale, Sutherland, Waverley and 


Woollahra Councils 


• Western Sydney Regional Organisation of 


Councils – Auburn, Fairfield, Blacktown, Blue 


Mountains, Bankstown, Hawkesbury, Holroyd, 


Liverpool, Parramatta and Penrith Councils 


Federal Members of Parliament 


• Member for Bradfield  • Member for North Sydney 


State Members of Parliament 


• Member for Canterbury 


• Member for Holsworthy 


• Member for Ku-ring-gai 


• Member for Lane Cove 


• Member for North Shore 


• Member for Summer Hill 


• Member for Sydney 


• Member for Willoughby 


Member of the Legislative Council 


• The Hon. Shayne Mallard  


Peak bodies 


• 10,000 Friends of Greater Sydney 


• Action for Public Transport 


• Australasian Railway Association 


• Australian Institute of Architects 


• BusNSW 


• Committee for Economic Development of 


Australia 


• Committee for Sydney 


• Consult Australia 


• Housing Industry Association 


• Infrastructure Partnerships Australia 


• Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council 


• NRMA Motoring and Services 


• NSW Business Chamber 


• NSW Commuter Council 


• Planning Institute of Australia 


• Property Council 


• Sydney Business Chamber 


• Tourism and Transport Forum 


• Urban Taskforce 


• Warren Centre for Advanced Engineering 


• Western Sydney Business Chamber 
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Stakeholder engagement 


Educational Institutions 


• Church of England Grammar School (SHORE) 


• Monte Sant’ Angelo Mercy College 


• The University of Sydney 


• University of Wollongong 


• Western Sydney University 


Transport specialists 


• Dr Gary Glazebrook • Mr Ron Christie 


Community and interest groups 


• Alexandria Residents actions Group  


• Artarmon Bushcare Group 


• Artarmon Progress Association 


• Chatswood West Ward Progress Association 


• Groundswell: Coalition of local organisations 


including Inner Sydney Voice, REDWatch,  


Counterpoint, Redfern Legal Centre, Shelter 


NSW and the Tenant’s Union 


• Friends of Sydney Harbour 


• Holtermann Precinct Committee 


• Ian Kiernan 


• Lavender Bay Precinct Committee 


• Millers Point Community Working Party 


• Millers Point, Dawes Point & The Rocks Public 


Housing Tenants 


• Naremburn Progress Association 


• North Shore Historical Society 


• North Sydney Sunrise Rotary Club 


• REDWatch 


• Stanton Precinct Committee 


• Waterloo Redevelopment Group  


• Waverton Precinct Committee (Berry’s Bay) 


• WestConnex Action Group 


• Willoughby District Historical Society 


• Wollstonecraft Precinct Committee 


Utilities 


• AARNet 


• AMCOM/Vocus 


• Ausgrid 


• iPrimus 


• Jemena 


• NBN Co 


• Nextgen/Visionstream 


• Optus/Uecomm 


• Sydney Water 


• Telstra 


• TPG (AAPT/Powertel/PipeNetworks) 


• TransGrid 


• Verizon/Worldcom 


• Viva Energy 
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5 Industry engagement 


Industry briefings have detailed plans for Sydney Metro City & Southwest, the scope of works and the 


process for industry to contribute to the project and take part in its delivery. 


Sydney Metro has held seven industry briefings since 2015 with over three thousand attendees in 


total. Industry representatives have attended from Australia and overseas including from the United 


Kingdom, USA, Singapore, Hong Kong, Spain, South Korea, Japan, Italy, Germany, China, Austria 


and France.  


This engagement process has maximised industry input at this early stage and helps ensure an 


outcome that provides an outstanding transport product, which is value for money and puts the needs 


of the customer first. 


An industry briefing was held in April 2019 in Sydney providing detailed information on the integrated 


stations development and early consultation. This event was attended by over 600 representatives 


from Australian and international firms. Attendees to the sessions were invited via: 


 Sydney Metro website 


 Advertisements in The Australian newspaper 


 Direct invitations 


The briefing provided the industry with information on: 


 Integrated station development including at Waterloo Station  


 Progress with the development of Sydney Metro City & Southwest 


 Details of the updated project delivery strategy 


 Timing of next steps, including upcoming procurement processes 


Attendees received a copy of a booklet titled Sydney Metro City & Southwest Industry Briefing (April 


2018) which is also published on the Sydney Metro website.  


Sydney Metro will continue to engage with the industry in the development of the wider Sydney Metro 


project. 
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6 Environmental Impact Statement 
consultation – The Metro Quarter 


6.1 Public exhibition and consultation 


The concept SSD Application for the Waterloo Metro Quarter including the Environmental Impact 


Statement will be required to be publicly exhibited in accordance with the statutory requirements. 


Advertisements will be placed in newspapers to advise of the public exhibition and where the 


Environmental Impact Statement can be viewed. This process will be undertaken by the Department 


of Planning and Environment, as part of it statutory obligations under the Environmental Planning & 


Assessment Act 1979. 


Sydney Metro will also undertake consultation and engagement activities during the statutory public 


exhibition of the Environmental Impact Statement including:  


• Awareness and marketing campaigns 


• Community information sessions 


• Displays at council offices 


• Email updates 


• Enquiries and complaints hotline 


• Environmental Impact Statement summary document  


• Fact sheets 


• Government stakeholder engagement  


• Local business engagement 


• Media releases 


• Newspaper advertising 


• Place Managers 


• Project briefings and presentations 


• Social media updates 


• Stakeholder meetings 


• Website 
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6.2 Submissions  


During the exhibition period, all stakeholders will be invited to make submissions to the Department of 


Planning and Environment in response to the environmental assessment.  


Once the exhibition period closes, a submissions report will be prepared to respond to issues raised 


in the submissions received. The report will then be submitted to the Department of Planning and 


Environment and made publicly available.  


Stakeholders who make public submissions will be formally advised of receipt of their submission by 


Sydney Metro and given a submission number, which will then be referenced in the submissions 


report. 
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		1 Introduction

		1 Introduction

		 



		1.1 Purpose 

		The purpose of this report is to support the stakeholder and community engagement process detailed in Chapter 5 of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Waterloo integrated station development (The Metro Quarter). It outlines the engagement activities carried out in the lead up to exhibition of the concept State Significant Development Application (concept SSD Application) to ensure all stakeholders are aware of the project and have the opportunity to input into the planning and assessment stages

		1.2 Communication objectives 

		Community and stakeholder feedback plays a significant role in the development of Sydney Metro. Sydney Metro communication objectives include: 

		• Communicating the rationale for the project and the broader network benefits it would deliver, including how it fits into the NSW Government’s plans to increase Sydney’s rail capacity 

		• Communicating the rationale for the project and the broader network benefits it would deliver, including how it fits into the NSW Government’s plans to increase Sydney’s rail capacity 

		• Communicating the rationale for the project and the broader network benefits it would deliver, including how it fits into the NSW Government’s plans to increase Sydney’s rail capacity 



		• Communicating the Sydney Metro concept and timing 

		• Communicating the Sydney Metro concept and timing 



		• Building community and key stakeholder relationships and maintaining goodwill 

		• Building community and key stakeholder relationships and maintaining goodwill 



		• Providing information about the planning approvals process and encouraging community participation 

		• Providing information about the planning approvals process and encouraging community participation 



		• Clearly communicating the corridor protection and property acquisition process 

		• Clearly communicating the corridor protection and property acquisition process 



		• Providing timely feedback to community issues, enquiries and complaints 

		• Providing timely feedback to community issues, enquiries and complaints 





		The project team has developed a comprehensive community and stakeholder engagement program to proactively engage with local communities, key stakeholders and government agencies. 

		1.3 Key stakeholders 

		Feedback from stakeholder and community engagement for Sydney Metro City & Southwest has formed an integral part of informing and scoping investigations for the Waterloo Metro Quarter integrated station development. Key stakeholders for the project include (but are not limited to): 

		• State government agencies 

		• State government agencies 

		• State government agencies 



		• Local councils 

		• Local councils 



		• Public utilities 

		• Public utilities 



		• Business and industry groups 

		• Business and industry groups 



		• Public transport customers 

		• Public transport customers 



		• Directly impacted stakeholders 

		• Directly impacted stakeholders 





		• Directly impacted communities and businesses 

		• Directly impacted communities and businesses 

		• Directly impacted communities and businesses 



		• The broader community. 

		• The broader community. 





		2 Community engagement timeline

		2 Community engagement timeline

		 



		Stakeholder and community consultation for Sydney Metro is an ongoing process that commenced with the release of Sydney’s Rail Future in 2012. Consultation undertaken since June 2014 for the Sydney Metro City & Southwest project has played an important role in informing and scoping the design of the project. 

		The concept of an integrated station development was formally announced to the community in November 2017.A range of early engagement activities were undertaken prior to lodgement of this concept SSD Application to engage with industry, the local community and stakeholders about the integrated station development at Waterloo Station. The consultation aimed to keep the community informed and to provide opportunities for feedback. In addition, UrbanGrowth NSW Development Corporation (UrbanGrowth NSW) and Land

		During the most recent engagement in May and June 2018, Sydney Metro and UrbanGrowth NSW conducted early engagement to seek feedback on the Metro Quarter proposal. This occurred at the same time that the formal planning process commenced with the request for the Secretary’s Environmental Requirements Request (SEARs) from Department of Planning and Environment (DPE). 

		Specific engagement activities for the Waterloo integrated station development (The Metro Quarter) are outlined in Table 2.1. 

		Table 2.1 Integrated station development engagement activities  
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		Ongoing engagement  

		Ongoing engagement  

		Ongoing engagement  



		Early engagement and community visioning undertaken by UrbanGrowth NSW and LAHC about the Central to Eveleigh corridor, and the Waterloo masterplan. 

		Early engagement and community visioning undertaken by UrbanGrowth NSW and LAHC about the Central to Eveleigh corridor, and the Waterloo masterplan. 



		2014 to 2017 

		2014 to 2017 
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		Integrated Station Development book 

		Integrated Station Development book 
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		Booklet introducing the concept of integrated station development 

		Booklet introducing the concept of integrated station development 



		November 2017 
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		Industry briefing 

		Industry briefing 
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		Booklet updating industry on project contract packages, delivery strategy and future market soundings  

		Booklet updating industry on project contract packages, delivery strategy and future market soundings  



		April 2018 
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		Waterloo Integrated station development book 

		Waterloo Integrated station development book 
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		Booklet of concept proposals for Waterloo Metro Quarter  

		Booklet of concept proposals for Waterloo Metro Quarter  



		May 2018  

		May 2018  
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		Website 

		Website 

		Website 



		Integrated station development page updated on Sydney Metro website  

		Integrated station development page updated on Sydney Metro website  



		May 2018 
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		Facebook 

		Facebook 

		Facebook 



		Waterloo Metro Quarter post uploaded to Sydney Metro Facebook page 

		Waterloo Metro Quarter post uploaded to Sydney Metro Facebook page 



		May 2018   

		May 2018   
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		Community information sessions 

		Community information sessions 
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		Displays, information and expert members of the project team made available to answer questions from the community  

		Displays, information and expert members of the project team made available to answer questions from the community  



		May/June 2018 

		May/June 2018 
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		3.1 Community contact and information points 

		The table below outlines community contact and information points in use on the project. 

		Table 3.1 Community contact and information points 
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		Community information line (toll free) 

		Community information line (toll free) 

		Community information line (toll free) 



		1800 171 386 
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		sydneymetro@transport.nsw.gov.au
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		Postal address 

		Postal address 

		Postal address 



		Sydney Metro City & Southwest, PO Box K659, Haymarket, NSW 1240 

		Sydney Metro City & Southwest, PO Box K659, Haymarket, NSW 1240 



		Span





		3.2 Sydney Metro City & Southwest website 

		The Sydney Metro City & Southwest website was launched on 4 June 2015 to provide information on the project. The website is a central point of up to date information for the community and stakeholders including information from 30 May 2018 on the Waterloo Station integrated station development. 

		Information on the website includes: 

		• Project overview: 

		• Project overview: 

		• Project overview: 



		– Customer experience. 

		– Customer experience. 

		– Customer experience. 



		– Benefits (economic, employment and sustainability). 

		– Benefits (economic, employment and sustainability). 



		– Strategic context. 

		– Strategic context. 





		• Chatswood to Sydenham: 

		• Chatswood to Sydenham: 



		– Project features. 

		– Project features. 

		– Project features. 



		– Station and dive sites. 

		– Station and dive sites. 





		• Sydenham to Bankstown. 

		• Sydenham to Bankstown. 



		• Resources, including: 

		• Resources, including: 



		– Project overviews. 

		– Project overviews. 

		– Project overviews. 



		– Environmental impact statements. 

		– Environmental impact statements. 



		– State significant infrastructure application reports. 

		– State significant infrastructure application reports. 







		– Community consultation submissions reports. 

		– Community consultation submissions reports. 

		– Community consultation submissions reports. 

		– Community consultation submissions reports. 



		– Newsletters. 

		– Newsletters. 



		– Industry briefing presentations and documentation. 

		– Industry briefing presentations and documentation. 





		• Videos and animations. 

		• Videos and animations. 



		• Online submission function. 

		• Online submission function. 



		• Contact information. 

		• Contact information. 





		Figure 3.2 shows examples of website updates published at the time of project milestones for the Waterloo Station and the Metro Quarter. 

		Figure 3.1 Sydney Metro website information 

		Figure 3.1 Sydney Metro website information 
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		Figure 3.2 Examples of updates on the Sydney Metro website 
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		3.3 Community information sessions 

		Several community information sessions were held as part of early community engagement activities for the Waterloo Metro Quarter, including: 

		• 30 May 2018, 5-8pm Redfern Town Hall, 73 Pitt Street, Sydney  

		• 30 May 2018, 5-8pm Redfern Town Hall, 73 Pitt Street, Sydney  

		• 30 May 2018, 5-8pm Redfern Town Hall, 73 Pitt Street, Sydney  



		• 2 June 2018, 11am-2pm  Redfern Town Hall, 73 Pitt Street, Sydney  

		• 2 June 2018, 11am-2pm  Redfern Town Hall, 73 Pitt Street, Sydney  



		• 14 June 2018, Waterloo Neighbourhood centre, 95 Wellington St Waterloo (Estate residents information session) 

		• 14 June 2018, Waterloo Neighbourhood centre, 95 Wellington St Waterloo (Estate residents information session) 





		Advertisements promoting the engagement events were placed in the Sydney Courier (23 May 2018) and the Inner West Courier (24 May 2018). Figure 3.3 shows example of newspaper advertisements. 

		Flyers were also distributed to all properties within 500m of the Waterloo site.  Figure 3.4 shows an example of the flyers that were distributed. 

		Display boards at these sessions included information such as: 

		• Project overview 

		• Project overview 

		• Project overview 



		• Fast, frequent metro 

		• Fast, frequent metro 



		• Connectivity 

		• Connectivity 





		• Proposed timeline 

		• Proposed timeline 

		• Proposed timeline 



		• New Sydney Metro stations, including Waterloo 

		• New Sydney Metro stations, including Waterloo 



		• Integrated station development at Waterloo 

		• Integrated station development at Waterloo 



		• Planning process  

		• Planning process  





		Figure 3.5 shows examples of the information boards used to display project information at the sessions. 

		Figure 3.3 Example of local advertisement  
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		Figure 3.4 Example of  flyers used to advertise community information sessions  
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		Figure 3.5 Example of information boards used at community information sessions 
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		3.4 Integrated Station Development communication materials 

		In May 2018, an information booklet on the Waterloo integrated station development was published. The booklet outlined the project proposal and background. 

		The booklet provided an overview of The Metro Quarter and the concept proposal including plans to deliver new homes, shops, community services and a new public plaza with an adjoining community building.  

		Other collateral used for engagement during this period included newspaper advertisements, a media release, information on the Sydney Metro Website, distribution of the integrated station development booklet (Figure 3.6), and the Chatswood to Sydenham Environmental Impact Statement summary (Figure 3.7).  

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		 

		Figure 3.6 Waterloo integrated station development booklet 
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		Figure 3.7 Waterloo Station EIS summary 

		Figure 3.7 Waterloo Station EIS summary 

		Figure 3.7 Waterloo Station EIS summary 
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		4 Stakeholder engagement

		4 Stakeholder engagement

		 



		4.1 Project-wide stakeholder engagement 

		Sydney Metro’s stakeholder consultation team has ensured all stakeholders are proactively engaged and informed about the project. Regular briefings via meetings, presentations and phone calls were held to keep stakeholders informed and to ensure key issues raised are addressed by the project. 

		The table below outlines stakeholders who were briefed on the Sydney Metro project between 11 June 2014 and 1 November 2018. 
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		• Barangaroo Delivery Authority  

		• Barangaroo Delivery Authority  

		• Barangaroo Delivery Authority  

		• Barangaroo Delivery Authority  

		• Barangaroo Delivery Authority  

		• Barangaroo Delivery Authority  

		• Barangaroo Delivery Authority  

		• Barangaroo Delivery Authority  

		• Barangaroo Delivery Authority  



		• CBD Coordination Office  

		• CBD Coordination Office  



		• Department of Planning & Environment  

		• Department of Planning & Environment  



		• Environmental Protection Authority  

		• Environmental Protection Authority  



		• Harbour Trust  

		• Harbour Trust  



		• Health NSW  

		• Health NSW  



		• Heritage Council of NSW  

		• Heritage Council of NSW  



		• NSW Health – Sydney Local Health District  

		• NSW Health – Sydney Local Health District  















		• Port Authority of NSW 

		• Port Authority of NSW 

		• Port Authority of NSW 

		• Port Authority of NSW 

		• Port Authority of NSW 

		• Port Authority of NSW 

		• Port Authority of NSW 

		• Port Authority of NSW 



		• Roads and Maritime Services 
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		• State Emergency Service 

		• State Emergency Service 



		• Sydney Harbour Foreshore Authority 
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		• Sydney Light Rail 

		• Sydney Light Rail 



		• Sydney Trains 
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		• Transport Management Centre 

		• Transport Management Centre 
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		• Bankstown Council 

		• Bankstown Council 

		• Bankstown Council 

		• Bankstown Council 

		• Bankstown Council 
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		• Bankstown Council 

		• Bankstown Council 

		• Bankstown Council 



		• City of Canterbury 
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		• City of Sydney 
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		• Hills Shire Council 
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		• Lane Cove Council 
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		• Liverpool City Council 
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		• Liverpool City Council 

		• Liverpool City Council 

		• Liverpool City Council 



		• Marrickville Council 

		• Marrickville Council 



		• North Sydney Council 

		• North Sydney Council 



		• Willoughby City Council 
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		• Northern Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils – Hornsby, Hunters Hill, Ku-ring-gai, Lane Cove, North Sydney, Ryde and Willoughby Councils 
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		• Western Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils – Auburn, Fairfield, Blacktown, Blue Mountains, Bankstown, Hawkesbury, Holroyd, Liverpool, Parramatta and Penrith Councils 
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		5 Industry engagement

		5 Industry engagement

		 



		Industry briefings have detailed plans for Sydney Metro City & Southwest, the scope of works and the process for industry to contribute to the project and take part in its delivery. 

		Sydney Metro has held seven industry briefings since 2015 with over three thousand attendees in total. Industry representatives have attended from Australia and overseas including from the United Kingdom, USA, Singapore, Hong Kong, Spain, South Korea, Japan, Italy, Germany, China, Austria and France.  

		This engagement process has maximised industry input at this early stage and helps ensure an outcome that provides an outstanding transport product, which is value for money and puts the needs of the customer first. 

		An industry briefing was held in April 2019 in Sydney providing detailed information on the integrated stations development and early consultation. This event was attended by over 600 representatives from Australian and international firms. Attendees to the sessions were invited via: 

		 Sydney Metro website 

		 Sydney Metro website 

		 Sydney Metro website 



		 Advertisements in The Australian newspaper 

		 Advertisements in The Australian newspaper 



		 Direct invitations 

		 Direct invitations 





		The briefing provided the industry with information on: 

		 Integrated station development including at Waterloo Station  

		 Integrated station development including at Waterloo Station  

		 Integrated station development including at Waterloo Station  



		 Progress with the development of Sydney Metro City & Southwest 

		 Progress with the development of Sydney Metro City & Southwest 



		 Details of the updated project delivery strategy 

		 Details of the updated project delivery strategy 



		 Timing of next steps, including upcoming procurement processes 

		 Timing of next steps, including upcoming procurement processes 





		Attendees received a copy of a booklet titled Sydney Metro City & Southwest Industry Briefing (April 2018) which is also published on the Sydney Metro website.  

		Sydney Metro will continue to engage with the industry in the development of the wider Sydney Metro project. 

		 

		6 Environmental Impact Statement consultation 

		6 Environmental Impact Statement consultation 

		–

		 The Metro Quarter

		 



		6.1 Public exhibition and consultation 

		The concept SSD Application for the Waterloo Metro Quarter including the Environmental Impact Statement will be required to be publicly exhibited in accordance with the statutory requirements. Advertisements will be placed in newspapers to advise of the public exhibition and where the Environmental Impact Statement can be viewed. This process will be undertaken by the Department of Planning and Environment, as part of it statutory obligations under the Environmental Planning & Assessment Act 1979. 

		Sydney Metro will also undertake consultation and engagement activities during the statutory public exhibition of the Environmental Impact Statement including:  

		• Awareness and marketing campaigns 

		• Awareness and marketing campaigns 

		• Awareness and marketing campaigns 



		• Community information sessions 

		• Community information sessions 



		• Displays at council offices 

		• Displays at council offices 



		• Email updates 

		• Email updates 



		• Enquiries and complaints hotline 

		• Enquiries and complaints hotline 



		• Environmental Impact Statement summary document  

		• Environmental Impact Statement summary document  



		• Fact sheets 

		• Fact sheets 



		• Government stakeholder engagement  

		• Government stakeholder engagement  



		• Local business engagement 

		• Local business engagement 



		• Media releases 

		• Media releases 



		• Newspaper advertising 

		• Newspaper advertising 



		• Place Managers 

		• Place Managers 



		• Project briefings and presentations 

		• Project briefings and presentations 



		• Social media updates 

		• Social media updates 



		• Stakeholder meetings 

		• Stakeholder meetings 



		• Website 

		• Website 





		 

		 

		 

		6.2 Submissions  

		During the exhibition period, all stakeholders will be invited to make submissions to the Department of Planning and Environment in response to the environmental assessment.  

		Once the exhibition period closes, a submissions report will be prepared to respond to issues raised in the submissions received. The report will then be submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment and made publicly available.  

		Stakeholders who make public submissions will be formally advised of receipt of their submission by Sydney Metro and given a submission number, which will then be referenced in the submissions report. 
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1. About this Design Excellence Strategy 


1.1. A vision for design excellence 


Transport for NSW’s vision for Sydney Metro is to transform Sydney with a new world class 
metro. 


Sydney is Australia’s global city and international gateway. Sydney Metro is seeking to be a 
positive, enduring and sustainable legacy for Sydney through integrated station developments 
that set new standards of excellence in design. These city-changing developments should 
collectively contribute to enhancing Sydney’s identity on a global scale, animating the city and it’s 
skyline through architecture that is commensurate with Sydney’s status as a global city. 


This Strategy establishes the framework within which Sydney Metro will deliver design 
excellence. In particular, the Strategy describes a stand-alone and objective process that will 
ensure the statutory design excellence requirements for State Significant Development 
Applications are met. This is consistent with Sydney Metro’s commitment to setting new 
benchmarks for delivery of excellence in design for major infrastructure projects. 


This Strategy draws from the NSW Government Architect’s Better Placed and is consistent with 
the underlying principles of the NSW Government Architect’s draft Design Excellence 
Competition Guidelines. It has also been informed by the City of Sydney’s design excellence 
provisions and Competitive Design Policy including the requirements of Sydney Local 
Environmental Plan 2012. 


The rationale for the Strategy as an alternative design process for sites within the City of Sydney 
where statutory design excellence requirements apply is included in Appendix C. 


Design excellence is a term used to describe the outcome of high quality architectural, urban and 
landscape design as well as a structured process to support the high quality design. 


Design excellence in the context of statutory development approvals processes in NSW often 
involves a competitive stage where an independent jury assesses and selects a design based on 
an agreed set of design-related selection criteria. 


Disclaimer: 


The processes described in this document are indicative only and are based on a generic 
tendering process. Aspects of the process described may change. 
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1.2. Where this Strategy applies 


Sydney Metro is a standalone railway that will deliver 31 metro stations and more than 66 
kilometres of new metro rail between Rouse Hill in Sydney’s North West and Bankstown in 
Sydney’s South West. 


Figure 1 –Sydney Metro alignment 


In November 2017 the NSW Government announced a strategy of integrated station 
developments for delivery of the Sydney Metro stations at Crows Nest, Victoria Cross, Pitt Street, 
and more recently, Waterloo. This strategy would result in the station, public domain works and 
over station development being delivered in a holistic manner. 


Integrated station developments will enable better synergies in place making and improved 
customer outcomes through fully integrated design of the station and development. The 
approach responds to the complexity of designing and constructing underground stations with 
development above. 


This Strategy applies to the Sydney Metro City & Southwest Integrated Station Developments 
which include: 


 Crows Nest 


 Victoria Cross (North Sydney) 


 Pitt Street 


 Waterloo (The Metro Precinct). 


This Design Excellence Strategy does not apply to Sydney Metro’s smaller scale ancillary and 


services buildings or railway infrastructure structures. 
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2. Strengthening design excellence processes 


2.1. A complex and unique project 


Sydney Metro is committed to achieving design excellence through a process that rewards good 
design. The approach described in this Strategy is the outcome of careful review of a range of 
design excellence process options, including holding design competitions post approval of a 
concept State Significant development application. 


Sydney Metro’s need for a specialised approach to achieve design excellence arises from the 
complexity of the design and divestment process, and the accelerated construction period for the 
integrated station developments. In addition, the project must consider ways to maximise the 
public value of the infrastructure investment and meet NSW Government guidelines that require 
all agencies to demonstrate value for money through procurement. Sydney Metro’s assessment 
criteria reflect the public significance of the Sydney Metro integrated station developments and 
the high priority placed on high quality design. 


Under Sydney Metro’s delivery strategy, the design and construction of the station and the rights 
to develop above occur simultaneously. This requires the design excellence measures to be 
imbedded throughout the initial design and procurement processes to ensure the station and 
over station development are truly integrated. 


This Design Excellence Strategy builds on the existing design development and review 
processes and systems that Sydney Metro has had in place for some time. Importantly, it 
strengthens the commitment to key principles of competitive selection that promote and value 
good design. The Strategy will facilitate the design excellence outcomes sought by government 
and expected by the community and stakeholders through a process that is tailored to the 
complexity of the project’s delivery task. 


2.2. A proud track record 


Sydney Metro has had a long standing commitment to design excellence as an outcome and has 
led the way in setting new benchmarks for delivery of excellence in design for major 
infrastructure projects. Consistent with best practice, Sydney Metro has engaged highly 
experienced, multi-disciplinary design practices to inform reference documents and been at the 
forefront of using Design Excellence Panels. 


Integrated station developments provide the opportunity to revise and further refine Sydney 
Metro’s processes to meet the expectations of key stakeholders and statutory planning approval 
requirements. This Strategy is part of Sydney Metro’s ongoing commitment of promoting design 
excellence for major public sector projects by developing evaluation processes that allow robust, 
independent and objective consideration of design. 


Proposed new measures and enhancements to existing Sydney Metro’s design development, 
review and management processes and systems are described in the following sections. These 
have been developed in partnership with the Government Architect NSW. 
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2.3. A robust competition 


Sydney Metro is committed to encouraging inspired, world-class architecture through a highly 
competitive selection process. An embedded design excellence process encourages diversity, 
enables the comparative evaluation of design responses and communicates a commitment to 
design excellence. 


Sydney Metro has a requirement for Authorised Engineering Organisation (AEO) to lead Station 
Design Teams which may not be encouraging the broadest range of participants as possible. In 
particular, this requirement may be limiting the involvement of organisations with a strong 
national and global track record in delivering high quality, transformational public and private non-
rail developments. 


In response, Sydney Metro is working with industry to encourage partnering between AEO and 
non-AOE authorised companies to ensure a robust competition. 


Importantly, the competition process must occur within the NSW Procurement Framework Policy 
for NSW Government Agencies, including the requirement to obtain value for money. 


2.4. Benchmarks 


Sydney Metro’s success as a transformative world class metro will be the outcome of a 
combination of different elements, from engineering, architecture and public realm to customer 
touch points. 


Sydney Metro will work with the Government Architect NSW, UrbanGrowth NSW in the case of 
the Waterloo Metro Precinct, and the relevant local council to determine the appropriate 
benchmark projects for each Integrated Station Development site. This will involve selecting high 
quality examples that demonstrate particular aspirations of each site including: 


 Integrated station and tower design outcomes 


 Tower / skyline responses 


 Response to place 


 Public domain 


 Materials and finishes. 


The rationale for the selection of each benchmark example will be documented and progressively 
included in this Strategy (refer Appendix D). The benchmarks will be used to ensure that designs 
submitted will meet minimum performance requirements of comparable quality. 


2.5. Design Excellence Evaluation Panel 


A Design Excellence Evaluation Panel (DEEP) is proposed to closer align Sydney Metro with the 
role of a jury in a competitive design process. The DEEP will ensure Sydney Metro’s competitive 
tender selection process benefits from expert, independent and objective design expertise and 
advice. 


The Deep will be part of the Tender evaluation process with a role to review and advise on tender 
designs submitted through a competitive tender process. 
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The DEEP will sit in place of the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel for the purposes of review 
of design excellence for tender designs and contribute to design excellence process by: 


 Participating in the procurement process to provide expert feedback on design ideas. 


 Providing an independent evaluation report on the submitted tenders to Sydney Metro. 


The DEEP chairperson will report the design excellence evaluation to the Sydney Metro Tender 
Review Panel. This assures a line of sight in the communication between the DEEP and Sydney 
Metro’s consideration of design excellence in the decision making process. 


The DEEP members will be design experts that are recognised as advocates for design 
excellence by drawing from members of the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel. The Panel 
would also include a member nominated by Government Architect NSW on behalf of the 
Department of Planning and Environment and a member nominated by the local council. For 
Waterloo, the DEEP would also include a member nominated by UrbanGrowth NSW. 


The Panel’s evaluation will be informed by multi-disciplinary technical assessments undertaken 
by Sydney Metro experts. The Sydney Metro Design Review Panel would suspend its 
deliberations during the competitive selection design excellence assessment phases where 
DEEP is involved. 


Sydney Metro design excellence 


Phase 1 


Defining quality expectations 


DRP 


Phase 2 


Competitive selection 


DEEP 


Phase 3 


Design integrity 


DRP 


The DEEP report, prepared at the completion of the competitive selection phase, would be made 
available for the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel for the purposes of the design integrity 
measures. 


Draft Terms of Reference for the Panel are included at Appendix A. 
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3. A strategy for design excellence 


Overview 


Design Excellence refers to high quality design as well as a structured process to support the 
high quality design. Intrinsic to the process is a competitive stage whereby the design quality is 
gauged and assured through comparison with other high quality design solutions. 


This Strategy has three phases: design quality expectations, competitive selection and design 
integrity. The underlying premise is that design quality for architectural, urban design and 
infrastructure projects is supported broadly by these elements. 


The key actions of the Strategy are summarised in Table 1. 


Table 1 


Phase Key actions 


Phase 1 


Design quality expectations 


Ensuring expectations for design quality are 
clearly articulated 


Sydney Metro vision and mission statements 


Sydney Metro prepares base designs for station and over station 
development to enable planning approval: 


 Critical state significant infrastructure (station) 


 Concept State significant development (over station development) 


Sydney Metro formalises design expectations and requirements 
through Design Guidelines (including overarching design objectives 
and principles), site specific principles and contract requirements. 


Planning approval documents set envelope for OSD and station layout 
and conditions for statutory compliance 


Sydney Metro identifies benchmark projects that demonstrate minimum 
design quality expectations 


DRP endorses site specific principles and benchmarks 


Phase 2 


Competitive selection 


A robust impartial and 
competitive process 


Stage A 


Design Excellence Evaluation Panel (DEEP) formed 


Sydney Metro advertises an open Expression of Interest process 


Tenderers demonstrate capability to deliver design excellence: 


 Teams 


 Design methodology and approach 


 Approach to innovation 


 Experience in designing and delivering design excellence 


 Diversity 


Sydney Metro assesses design capability of tenderer’s team. The 
DEEP conducts an independent review. 


Short list selected to proceed to Stage B 


Stage B 


Sydney Metro invites short listed teams to submit Requests for Tender 


DEEP works with tenderers to provide positive guidance to assist in 
improving the design quality of final submissions 


Assessment of submissions completed by in house subject matter 
experts 


DEEP conducts an independent assessment of the submissions and 
prepares a Design Excellence Report that identifies the elements of 
each scheme that contribute to design excellence and elements where 
further design refinement will be required. 
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Phase Key actions 


The DEEP Design Excellence Report provides expert input to the 
evaluation. 


The DEEP chairperson presents the Design Excellence Report to 
Sydney Metro’s tender review panel. 


The Design Excellence elements of successful tenderer’s submitted 
design will be incorporated into the contract documents 


Phase 3 Design integrity 


Extending design excellence throughout full 
design process 


Design Excellence reporting to the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel 
by design team until approval of the Stage 2 Detailed Development 
Application for the tower and to the end of design stage 3 for the 
station. 


Design Review Panel to review and provide further advice on: 


 Detailed State Significant Development Application for the tower 
prior to lodgement including assessment against endorsed site 
specific principles, benchmarks and the DEEP Design Excellence 
Report. 


 Following exhibition of the Detailed State Significant Development 
Application. 


Design integrity obligations for tower handed to State Design Review 
Panel following approval of Stage 2 Detailed Development Application. 


Phase 1 Defining design quality expectations 


Sydney Metro will capture the Project’s expectations and requirements in a suite of statements, 
guidelines and contract requirements. Sydney Metro’s vision statement and Design Guidelines, 
including the project’s endorsed design objectives and principles, have been in place for some 
time. The vision, design objectives and principles and Design Guidelines have informed the 
development of the project. 


The planning approval documents set parameters for scope and design. For the station and 
railway infrastructure, the Chatswood to Sydenham project approval (CSSI 17 8256) gives 
statutory effect to the Sydney Metro Design Guidelines that includes the endorsed design 
objectives and principles, and site specific strategies. 


Concept State Significant Development approvals for the each over station development will set 
the development concept and building envelopes in each location. The Concept State Significant 
Development Applications will include further site specific principles relevant to the particular 
development. For both, conditions of approval may further inform the definition of design quality 
outcomes. 


Benchmark projects will be used to set the minimum design quality standard for specific design 
elements of the integrated station developments, that is, the stations, public domain areas and 
over station development. As set out in section 2.4, the benchmarks will be determined in this 
phase in collaboration with the Government Architect NSW, UrbanGrowth NSW in the case of 
Waterloo and the relevant local council. 
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Phase 2 Competitive selection of design 


The second phase of the design excellence process comprises competitive selection. A robust 
alternative to a traditional design competition will be achieved through Sydney Metro’s two stage 
procurement process: 


Stage A Expression of Interest (EOI) undertaken as an open process that seeks to 
maximise the interest from industry and attract a range of design practices within 
multi-disciplinary teams. 


Stage B Request for Tenders (RFT) with a short listed group. 


As Sydney Metro is proposing an alternative design process, the rationale for the alternative 
approach is included at Appendix C for the Sydney Metro Integrated Station Development sites 
within the City of Sydney. The rationale for an alternative process, applies to the Pitt Street and 
Waterloo Metro Precinct sites, is permitted by Clause 6.21(6) of the Sydney LEP 2012. 


The competitive selection process has been tailored to encourage the broadest range of design 
practices to participate. 


The Design Excellence Evaluation Panel would be established during this phase. Sydney Metro 
will draw on the expertise of the DEEP to will work with tendering teams to provide positive 
guidance with the intention of: 


 Helping the teams to submit schemes that meet or exceed the benchmarked quality 
level. 


 Improving the design quality of final submissions without adversely affecting other 
aspects of the proposal. 


 Achieving an outcome where the other aspects of each solution have been balanced 
within engineering, buildability and cost constraints, to ensure the proposal 
demonstrating the highest design merit can be selected within the framework of the 
NSW Government Procurement Guidelines and obligation to obtain value for money. 


Design quality is one of a number of criteria and will be assessed by the relevant subject matter 
experts and the Design Excellence Evaluation Panel. 


The Design Excellence Evaluation Panel will prepare a Design Excellence Report outlining how 
the submissions perform in relation to the suite of documents that define the design quality 
expectations and the quality benchmarks. This is a critical element of the Strategy and serves the 
role of the Jury Report. 


The final Design Excellence report will provide a summary of each tenderers design including an 
overview of the assessment and design merits of each entry. The report will document the 
Panel’s recommendations, including the rationale for their views, noting the key design elements 
and justification for how design excellence has been achieved. The report will also identify those 
elements of each design which require further review and design refinement. In the case that 
none of the entries can be supported, this report will justify and provide reasons for this. 


The DEEP chairperson will report the design excellence evaluation to the Sydney Metro tender 
review panel. 


The Design Excellence elements of the successful tenderer’s submitted design will be 
incorporated into the contract documents. These elements will also form the basis for the future 
Detailed State Significant Development Application for the tower. 
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Phase 3 Design integrity regime 


A strong design integrity regime is essential to ensure that the positive aspects of design that 
underpin the attainment of design excellence are not compromised through post contract award 
(including development of the detailed State Significant Development Application) and into 
construction. 


Sydney Metro will manage design integrity by binding elements of the successful tenderer’s 
submitted design into the contract documents. In addition, the project team will work with the 
successful tenderer to improve elements of the contracted design that the Design Excellence 
Report identifies as needing further design development. 


The design review task of this phase would be handed back to the Sydney Metro Design Review 
Panel who would continue to be responsible for design integrity until any Stage 2 State 
Significant Development determination for the tower and until Stage 3 design for the station. The 
Sydney Metro Design Review Panel would also be responsible for reviewing any significant 
changes to the planning approval that would: 


 Require a modification to the planning approval. 


 Materially affect the station or customer experience. 
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Appendix A – Sydney Metro Design Excellence Evaluation 
Panel 


The Sydney Metro Design Excellence Evaluation Panel (DEEP) will provide independent 
evaluation of integrated station development proposals received by Sydney Metro to support the 
achievement of the Sydney Metro program objectives and design excellence outcomes. 


The DEEP is chaired by the Government Architect or alternate as agreed by Sydney Metro. 
Meetings are scheduled in response to the procurement / competitive selection milestones. 


DEEP involvement 


The DEEP will perform the role of Jury in the competitive selection process by providing 
objective, independent and expert review of design submissions. Key milestone will include: 


 Confirming the capability of proposed teams to achieve design excellence during Phase 
A (Expression of Interest) of the competitive selection process. 


 Participating in interactive workshops with each short listed tenderer in Stage B prior to 
lodgement of formal tender submissions to provide constructive feedback and direction 
to assist each team to submit a tender that exceeds the nominated design quality 
benchmark while balancing other considerations such as engineering, buildability and 
cost. 


 Writing a Design Excellence Report documenting the recommendations to achieve 
design excellence for each team. 


Design Excellence Report 


The Design Excellence Report will be a key output and will include: 


 Confirmation that the submitted design meets Sydney Metro’s design requirements 
including the design objectives and principles with a high quality solution. 


 Describe the key stand out elements that contribute to the design quality to be 
incorporated into the contract documents. 


 Describe elements which must be improved in subsequent stages. 


 Summarises benchmarked quality standards and confirms whether the submitted 
scheme meets or exceeds the benchmarked standards. 


 Describes how the design of three main elements being Station, Public Domain and 
OSD presents an integrated project with Design Excellence (as per GA Design 
Excellence Competition Guidelines). 


Ongoing design review 


The Sydney Metro Design Review Panel will be responsible for ongoing design review until any 
Stage 2 State Significant Development determination for the tower and until Stage 3 design for 
the station. 


The Sydney Metro Design Review Panel would also be responsible for reviewing any significant 
changes to the planning approval that would: 


 Require a modification to the planning approval. 


 Materially affect the station or customer experience. 
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DEEP members 


 NSW Government Architect as Panel Chair (or alternate Panel member endorsed by 
Sydney Metro). 


 One representative nominated by Government Architect NSW on behalf of the 
Department of Planning and Environment. 


 Up to two representatives nominated by Sydney Metro as the Proponent. 


 One representative nominated by the local council. 


Sydney Metro nominees would be drawn from the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel. 


Panel members must have appropriate design expertise and preferably experience designing 
complex, major infrastructure projects, stations, large scale commercial, mixed use or residential 
buildings. 


Panel Facilitator 


The Sydney Metro DRP Secretariat will facilitate the DEEP’s involvement in the Design 
Excellence processes including: 


 Arranging site visits (if applicable). 


 Coordinating Panel meetings are ensuring meetings are conducted in an orderly and 
efficient manner in collaboration with the Panel Chair. 


 Assisting with preparation of the DEEP Design Excellence Report as required. 


Panel chair 


The Chair is responsible for leading the DEEP meetings and ensuring the DEEP performs its jury 
role in the competitive selection process with diligence. 


The Chair will endorse the final DEEP report and present the outcomes of the design excellence 
evaluation to the Sydney Metro panel that determines the successful tenderer. 


Probity 


All DEEP members will be subject to stringent probity and confidentiality agreements in 
accordance with Sydney Metro’s transaction processes. 
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Appendix B – Detailed Strategy Elements 
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Sydney Metro vision     


Sydney Metro Design Guidelines including the endorsed design objectives 
and supporting principles 


    


Site specific design principles    


Benchmarks   


Contract requirements   


Phase 2 Competitive selection 


Teams demonstrate capability to deliver design excellence  


Teams submit a Design statement  


Sydney Metro ensures competitive selection process includes satisfactory 
diversity provisions 


 


Sydney Metro’s evaluation ensures discrete consideration of design 
(independent of other criteria) 


 


Tender submissions are reviewed by a multi-disciplinary team of in-house 
experts 





Independent review by Design Excellence Evaluation Panel  


Workshops are held with proponent teams 


Design Excellence Report  


Design excellence elements of successful tenderers submitted design 
incorporated into contract documents 





Phase 3 Design Integrity 


Design Excellence reporting to Sydney Metro Design Review Panel 


Post contract award / planning approval strategies and conditions of 
approval as relevant 
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Appendix C – Rationale for alternative design process 


Introduction 


The following describes the rationale for the alternative design process for the Sydney Metro 
Integrated Station Development sites within the City of Sydney to exhibit Design Excellence in 
accordance with the provisions of Clauses 6.21(3) and (4) of the Sydney Local Environmental 
Plan 2012 (Sydney LEP 2012). 


The requirement under Clause 6.21(5) of the Sydney LEP 2012 to undertake a design 
competition is not reasonable or necessary for the State Significant development applications for 
the Sydney Metro Integrated Station Developments at Pitt Street and Waterloo in accordance 
with the discretion available to the consent authority under Clause 6.21(6). 


An alternative process is permitted by Clause 6.21(6) of the Sydney LEP 2012, which states: 


“(6) A competitive design process is not required under subclause (5) if the consent authority is 
satisfied that such a process would be unreasonable or unnecessary in the circumstances or that 
the development: 


(a) involves only alterations or additions to an existing building, and 


(b) does not significantly increase the height or gross floor area of the building, and 


(c) does not have significant adverse impacts on adjoining buildings and the public domain, 
and 


(d) does not significantly alter any aspect of the building when viewed from public places.” 


o This clause also allows the consent authority to exercise its discretion to not 
require a competitive design process when either: 


o that process would be unreasonable in the circumstances; or 


o that process would be unnecessary in the circumstances; or 


o the proposed development satisfies the four (4) terms in Clause 6.21(6)(a) to (d). 


Rationale for an alternative design process 


In considering the rationale for an alternative approach there are a number of aspects that have 
been considered and are detailed below: 


Aspect 1 Enhanced design outcomes through an integrated design process 


A design competition is unnecessary because Sydney Metro’s iterative design process embeds 
competitive tension through the selection of highly experienced and competent design practices 
and a holistic design review process. 


Sydney Metro’s Integrated Station Development delivery strategy draws together design and 
construction of fully integrated and interconnected Over Station Developments (OSD) and station 
components to ensure excellent and coordinated design outcomes. The Integrated Station 
Development approach is an evolution of Sydney Metro’s previous approach to deliver city 
stations and is an innovation that is specifically intended to deliver a project of the highest 
standards of architectural, urban and landscape design. 


The concurrent procurement of the station and OSD is world’s best practice for infrastructure 
delivery and enables design benefits that would not otherwise be possible if the station and OSD 
elements were separated. Imposing a competitive design process on the OSD element would 
risk compromising the benefits being realised through the integrated design approach. 
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Aspect 2 Limited ability to meaningfully influence design 


A competitive design process is unnecessary for Sydney Metro’s Integrated Station Development 
Strategy because the process would only apply to the SSD (Stage 2 detailed design) OSD 
element. 


The SSD concept designs are intrinsically linked to the existing and separate approval pathway 
for Critical State Significant Infrastructure (CSSI). Importantly, the Sydney LEP 2012 competitive 
design provisions do not apply to the elements approved through the Chatswood to Sydenham 
project. This includes the station, lower levels of the OSD and public domain surrounding. 


A competitive design process for the OSD component is not considered appropriate because it 
would: 


 Apply primarily to the ‘skin’ or façade of the OSD towers as the design for the major 
portion of the integrated development, including station servicing in the podium levels 
and public facing station areas, are substantially determined by the engineering 
assurance processes that have previously been undertaken. The limited scope as a 
façade competition is considered unreasonably restrictive for bidders and would result in 
additional processes, time and cost and degrade the integrity of the integrated design 
solution. This is contrary to the intention of competitive design processes. 


 Extend the duration of design work for the OSD element as a design competition cannot 
commence until the Stage 1 SSD application is approved. This would risk compromising 
Sydney Metro’s delivery as each package of works is interconnected with other works 
packages associated with the broader metro program. 


 Require considerable time and resources being spent on a design competition for the 
OSD component which would have limited ability to materially influence the building form 
or architectural composition. The process risks compromising the benefits from the 
integrated design and development approach through disjointed and disconnected 
design responses to the station and OSD components. 


In summary, a design competition would unreasonably constrain the opportunity to deliver an 
integrated solution within the required Sydney Metro delivery timeframe, and prevent the unique 
benefits that such an integration provides. The process is ignorant of the complexity and 
specialised nature of the metro infrastructure and associated committed technical requirements. 


Aspect 3 Complex, highly technical and integrated design 


Requiring a competitive design process would unnecessarily jeopardise the design and delivery 
of Sydney Metro’s highly complex Integrated Station Developments at Pitt Street and Waterloo. 
This has untenable risks to the broader Sydney Metro delivery program which comprises multiple 
packages of works that have highly complex and sensitive interfaces as illustrated below. 
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Sydney Metro Delivery Strategy 


The competition process is also unreasonable in the context of the technical complexity of the 
integrated designs. Critically, Sydney Metro would not be able to meet engineering assurance 
requirements in the case that changes to the station result from a design competition which could 
push out the project’s delivery milestones. To this end, the Martin Place OSD Concept Approval 
sets a precedent for waiving the requirement for a design competition for complex and highly 
technical SSD projects. 


Aspect 4 Extended Duration of Construction and Completion of OSD and Station 


Requiring a competitive design process would be unreasonable as it would constrain the 
opportunity to realise the benefits of a consolidated construction window and concurrent delivery 
of the station, metro infrastructure and OSD. 


Specifically: 


 Enabling the concurrent delivery of the station and OSD reduces the overall construction 
timeframe for the surrounding precinct and thereby the duration of construction impacts 
to surrounding properties and public spaces. 


 The integrated and concurrent delivery of the metro infrastructure, station and OSD 
gives certainty of completion by 2024. 
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Aspect 5 Robust design review and development process to date 


Requiring a competitive design process would be unnecessary given the robust design review 
and development process undertaken to date. This has included rigorous testing of options for 
land use, building heights, envelopes and form, articulation and integration, with regard to the 
specific and complex parameters. 


Further, a design competition is only one way of achieving design excellence. The breadth and 
depth of considerations relevant to Sydney Metro’s Integrated Station Development proposals is 
extensive and has been intrinsic to the detailed design process to date. This would be an 
unreasonable technical challenge for a design competition. 


Aspect 6 Independent review 


Design Review Panels are a tried and tested method for achieving excellent design outcomes, 
and are widely adopted on numerous SSD and other projects. The Design Review Panel 
approach has been previously implemented for technically complex state significant projects. 


Sydney Metro’s design process has benefited from independent design review by the Sydney 
Metro Design Review Panel for two years. The Panel has materially lifted the design quality of 
the metro product. 


The Design Excellence Evaluation Panel is a new initiative and will contribute to the competitive 
selection process. Design integrity obligations for the OSD elements would be transferred to the 
State Design Review Panel following approval of Stage 2 Detailed Development Application. 


The Consent Authority and the community can have confidence in the enduring nature of the 
Sydney Metro Design Review Panel and its ability to continue to support design excellence 
consistent with the objective of Clause 6.21 of the Sydney LEP 2012. 


Aspect 7 Consistency with the GANSW’s Design Excellence Initiatives 


The Sydney Metro Design Excellence Strategy directly responds to, and is consistent with, the 
recently adopted “Better Placed” design policy for NSW prepared by the Government Architect 
NSW. It is noted that Better Placed supports the use of Design Review Panels for complex state 
significant projects. 


Aspect 8 Consistency with precedent projects 


Sydney Metro’s proposed alternative competition design process is consistent with precedents 
established for other major infrastructure and state significant development projects including 
approvals granted for Sydney Metro Martin Place Over Station Development (SSD17_8351) and 
Commercial Building C1, Barangaroo South (SSD17_8529). 
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Appendix   D.1 –   Victoria Cross benchmarks  


Sydney Metro’s success as a transformative world class metro will be the outcome of a combination of 


different elements, from  engineering,  architecture and public realm to customer touch points. Sydney  


Metro has identified benchmark projects  that demonstrate  the design quality aspirations for the Victoria  


Cross Integrated Station Development site.  


These benchmarks have been selected as the reference for design elements and  are not intended as 


benchmarks for cost. A number relate to stations and station precincts and are not intended as design  


benchmarks for stations.  


   


The Victoria Cross benchmarks have been selected to showcase the minimum quality expected in relation 


to: 


1. Integrated design outcomes. 


2. A tower that showcases high quality design and contributes to the skyline. 


3. Response to context including heritage considerations and integration with surrounding built 


form. 


4. Through site link that is active, supports pedestrian connectivity and contributes to sense of 


place. 


5. Public domain that successfully resolves changes of levels and creates safe, usable and active 


public spaces. 


6. Materials and finishes that are high quality and appropriate to context. 


7. Integration of joyful public art that contributes to a good experience of the place. 


Wynyard Place  
10  Carrington  Street,  Sydney  
 
 
 
Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD 
because it demonstrates:  


   An integrated design above  
a station.  


   Retail connections.  


   Ground plane that is open 
with a through site link that 
is integrated between two  
public domain  elements.  


   Responds to context with 
an address to two streets.  


   Successful relationship  to  
adjacent heritage item.  
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Architect:  
Make Architects in association  
with Architectus  
 


Awards  
 City  of Sydney  Design  Competition  winner  


Wynyard Walk  
Sydney  
 
 
 
Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD 
because it demonstrates:  


   Contemporary high quality  
design and finishes within  a 
transport infrastructure project.  


   Innovative use  of cladding  that 
seamlessly incorporates plant 
and servicing  equipment.  


   High quality design that  
supports pedestrians, 
connectivity and transport  
interchange.  


   Well integrated public art.  
 
 
 
 
 
Architect: Woods Bagot  


Awards  
 2017  Gold in Government  Design Awards urban design category  
 2017  Commendation at NSW AIA Awards     
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AHL headquarters  
478 George Str eet,  
Sydney  
 
 
Relevant to Victoria  
Cross ISD because it  
demonstrates:  


   An innovative  
design response 
that has 
uniqueness and  
adds to  the 
collective 
architectural image 
of Sydney.  


   A unique design  
solution that 
responds to local  
context.  


   Appropriate use of 
local materials.  


 
 
 
Architect: Candalepas  
Associates  


Awards  
 2016 National Architecture Awards: Winner of Harry Seidler Award for  Commercial Architecture  
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 2017 National Architecture Awards: Winner of Harry Seidler Award for Commercial Architecture  
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EY building  
200 George Str eet,  Sydney  
 
 
 
 
Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD 
because it demonstrates:  


   Ground plane links to the  
surrounding public domain  at a 
variety  of different levels. 
Contributes a through site  link 
and incorporates well designed 
retail to support activation.  


   A high quality tower with a  
unique design that contributes to  
the Sydney skyline.  


   High quality design and  
materials.  


   Incorporation  of Y columns and  
discreet impact at ground  plane  


   Inclusion  of well integrated and  
high quality heritage and public 
art.  
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
Architect: FJMT  


Awards 
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Chatswood Station and 
Interchange  
Chatswood  
 
 
 
Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD 
because it demonstrates:  


   A vibrant, activated  
transport  space with well  
integrated retail.  


   Good use of natural light 
that creates an ambient 
space.  


   A working example of  an  
interchange place.  


   Well integrated place 
making and activation in a 
non-CBD  context.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
Architect: CoxDesignInc  


Awards  
 2015  Great Place Award for Planning Excellence, PIA  NSW  
 2015 State Commendation  for Urban  Design, AIA NSW   
   2015  Urban Habitat Award Finalist, CTBUH  
 2009  Engineering Excellence Award, ACSE Australia Awards of Excellence  
   2009 Silver Award  of Highly Commended, Building Category, ACSE Australia Awards of Excellence  
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Federation Square  
Melbourne  
 
 
 
Relevant to Victoria Cross 
ISD because it 
demonstrates:  


   An iconic and  
memorable place.  


   A successful and  
vibrant public space 
design that is built  
over existing rail lines 
and resolves complex 
level changes.  


   A flexible design for  
the public space and  
adjoining uses that 
supports a good  
variety  of public 
activity throughout  
the day and different  
times of the year.  


   Integrated aesthetic 
for public space and  
buildings that creates 
a unified whole.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
Architect: Lab Architecture 
studio with Bates Smart  


Awards  
 2005  Property Council of Australia Award- Overall Winner  
 2005  Urban Land Institute Award for Excellence: Asia  Pacific  
   2003  RAIA National Awards- Walter Burley Griffin Award for Urban  Design  
 2003  The Melbourne Prize- Urban  Design Award and  New Architecture Award  
               International open design competition winner                
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North Terrace 
redevelopment 
Adelaide 


Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD 
because it demonstrates: 


 A linear space with strong civic 
and landscaped character that 
includes a sequence of smaller 
public spaces that support a 
range of public uses. 


 Well integrated sequence of 
paved and landscaped areas. 


 Appropriate use of street tree 
planting and materials palette 
that ties place to the broader 
city public domain. 


Architect: Taylor Cullity Lethlean 
with Peter Elliott Architects 


Awards 
2013 AILA South Australia Medal for Landscape Architecture 
2006 Australia Award for Urban Design 
2006 ACC The Adelaide Prize Award of Excellence 
2006 AILA National Merit Award for Design in Landscape Architecture 
2005 AILA South Australia, Overall Award of Excellence 
2005 AILA South Australia, Award of Excellence for Design 
2004 AILA National Award of Excellence for Planning in Landscape Architecture 
2003 AILA South Australia, Award of Excellence for Planning 
2000 AILA South Australia, Award of Merit Planning and Master planning 
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Central Park  
Sydney  
 
 
 
Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD 
because it  demonstrates:  


   Seamless, well integrated  
sequence of public domain  
and retail spaces, both 
indoor and  outdoor.  


   A good example of a place  
that elevates the 
perception of the locality.  


   A strong landscape 
character creating a haven 
within the city.  


   Well integrated public art.  


   Integration  with existing  
small scale built form  
including adaptive reuse 
and heritage to  create fine  
grain retail and food  
offering and retain unique 
character of place.  


   A range of public open  
spaces from fine grain  to a 
large new park, streets and  
shared zones.   


 
Architect:   Jean Nouvel and  
artist and botanist Patrick 
Blanc  
Master Planner (initial):  
Tzannes Associates and Cox 
Richardson  
Master Planner: Foster and  
Partners  
Landscape Architect: Sue  
Barnsley  Design  


Awards 
2017 National Architecture Awards- David Oppenheim Award for Sustainable Architecture 
2017 AIA, NSW Chapter- Award for Sustainable Architecture 
2017 AIA, NSW Chapter- Lloyd Rees Award for Urban Design 
2017 Greater Sydney Planning Awards- Winner Great New Places to Live and Work 
2016 PIA NSW Awards for Planning Excellence, Presidents Award 
2012 UDIA NSW Awards for Excellence- Marketing Award 
City of Sydney Design Competition winner 
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Appendix   D.2 –   Pitt Street benchmarks    


Sydney Metro’s success as a transformative world class metro will be the outcome of a combination of 


different elements, from engineering, architecture and public realm to customer touch points. Sydney 


Metro has identified benchmark projects that demonstrate the design quality aspirations for the Pitt 


Street Integrated Station Development site. 


These benchmarks have been selected as the reference for design elements and are not intended as 


benchmarks for cost. A number relate to stations and station precincts and are not intended as design 


benchmarks for stations. 


The Pitt Street benchmarks have been selected to showcase the minimum quality expected in relation to: 


1. Integrated design outcomes. 


2. Towers that showcase high quality design and contribute positively to the city skyline. 


3. Architecture that responds to adjoining buildings and streetscape character and scale. 


4. A design that provides a high quality pubic space that is integrated, connected, active, safe and 


comfortable for customers and pedestrians. 


5. A design that fulfils the needs of a civic station entry and a high quality OSD entry with associated 


servicing. 


6. Materials and finishes that are high quality and appropriate to the context. 


7. Integration of joyful public art and public domain elements that contribute to a good experience 


of the place. 


8. Well considered strategies in façade and services integration that contribute towards best 


practice sustainable outcomes 


Wynyard Place  
10  Carrington  Street,  Sydney  
 
 
 
Relevant to  Pitt Street ISD  
because it  demonstrates:  


   A design that integrates the 
station with development  
above.  


   A street frontage that has  
inviting, transparent and  
permeable entrances.  


   Successful relationship  to  
adjacent heritage item.  


   An uncomplicated and  
simplified ground plane. A 
well resolved and  
modulated ground floor and  
podium design.  
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Architect: 
Make Architects in association 
with Architectus 


Awards 
City of Sydney Design Competition winner 


Lumiere’ 
Bathurst Street, Sydney 


Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it 
demonstrates: 


 An innovative design response that has 
uniqueness and adds to the collective 
architectural image of Sydney. 


 A large footprint building that has been 
finely modulated in both podium and 
tower. 


 Achieves good residential amenity (light 
and air). 


 A unique design solution with podiums 
and setbacks that respond to local 
context including adjoining heritage 
buildings. 


 A high quality and articulated tower 
façade design. 


 Well activated ground plane with 
pedestrian permeability. 


 Services are discretely located and do 
not impact higher profile streets or 
public / customer spaces. 


Lead Architect: Foster and Partners 
Collaborating Architect: PTW Architects 


Awards 
2008 Commendation Award for Residential Architecture - Multiple Housing, AIA NSW 
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AHL headquarters + Hilton hotel 
478 + 488 George Street, Sydney- (2 
Buildings) 


Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it 
demonstrates: 


 Adjoining developments that 
demonstrate an innovative design 
response that has uniqueness and 
adds to the collective architectural 
image of Sydney. 


 Unique design that respond to the 
form and materiality of nearby 
buildings including QVB. 


 A good example of a colonnade design 
that is timeless, contemporary and 
elegant. (Sydney Hilton Hotel) 


 A well-designed , slender tower, (AHL 
Headquarters) that responds to the 
diverse neighbouring buildings 


 Activated and inviting entrances and 
ground floor design. 


Architect: Candalepas Associates (AHL) and 
Johnson Pilton Walker (Sydney Hilton) 


Awards for Sydney Hilton (JPW)  
              2006 Australian Stone Architectural Award (Best Commercial Exterior)  
            2006 RAIA National Commercial Award  
            2006 RAIA NSW Chapter, Architecture Award for Commercial Building  
            2006 RAIA NSW Chapter, Architecture Award for Civic Design  
            2006 Sustainable Energy Authority (SEDA) Energy Efficiency Award  
Awards for AHL  (Candalepas)  
            2016 National Architecture Awards: Winner of Harry Seidler Award for Commercial Architecture  
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5 Martin Place, Sydney 


Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because 
it demonstrates: 


 Innovative response to 
adjacent heritage building and 
the heritage context. 


 Refined detailing and 
materiality that responds to 
the surrounding context. 


 Breaks down scale of 
development through 
modulation, detailing and 
materiality 


 Elegantly reinforces the 
streetscape context of Martin 
Place. 


 Ground plane connectivity that 
is active and supports 
permeability. 


Architect: JPW 


Awards 
2016 Commercial Architecture Award, NSW Architecture Awards 
2016 National Award for Heritage, AIA 
2016 NSW President’s Award, UDIA 
2016 Award for Adaptive Reuse, National Trust of Australia (NSW) 
2016 National Commercial Architecture Award, AIA 
2016 Francis Greenway Award for Heritage Architecture, Creative Adaptation , AIA NSW 
2016 Lloyd Rees Award - Award for Urban Design, AIA NSW 
2016 Steel Excellence Award for large building projects, Australian Steel Institute 
2016 Excellence Awards winner, NSW Urban Taskforce Development 
2016 Urban Renewal Development Award, ISTRUCTE (UK Institute of Structural Engineers) 
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Upper House 
520 Swanston Street, Carlton, 
Melbourne 


Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because 
it demonstrates: 


 Good modulation of building 
parts which reduces the 
building bulk, and reinforces 
streetscape datum (relevant to 
Pitt Street North). 


 Good ventilation and light to 
residences. 


 Well-designed shared terraces 
and gardens which improve 
social life. 


 Well activated at street level 
with podium scale relating to 
adjoining streetscape. 


 Interesting elevation with lively 
and strong modulation. 


Architect: Jackson Clements 
Burrows 


Awards 
2017 Architizer A+Award - High Rise (16+ Floors) 
2015 Best Overend Award Multiple Housing, AIA Victorian Architecture Awards 
2015 Frederick Romberg Award for Multiple Housing, AIA National Architecture Awards 
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Nishi Building  
25  Edinburgh  Ave  
Canberra, ACT  
   Award winning  


mixed use building  
including a hotel 
which activates the  
precinct.  


   Dynamic design  
response  created  
by a diverse team  
of designers.  


   Rich interiors and  
shared spaces.  


   A unique design  
solution that 
responds to  the 
local context.  


   Strongly integrated  
art.  


   6 Greenstar 
sustainability rating  
and environmental 
approach.  


 
 
Architects   
Fender Katsalidis and 
Suppose Design Studio  


 


AWARDS  
   2017 Commercial Architecture Award  –   Australian Institute  of Architecture, ACT Awards  
   2017 Sydney Anchor Award for Residential Architecture  
   2017 Commercial Architecture Award Australian Institute  of Architects, ACT Awards  
   2017 Commercial Architecture Commendation Australian Institute  of Architects National Awards  
   2015 International Project of the Year - Building Awards (United Kingdom)  
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		1. About this Design Excellence Strategy 

		1. About this Design Excellence Strategy 

		1.1. A vision for design excellence 

		1.1. A vision for design excellence 

		Transport for NSW’s vision for Sydney Metro is to transform Sydney with a new world class 

		metro. 

		Sydney is Australia’s global city and international gateway. Sydney Metro is seeking to be a positive, enduring and sustainable legacy for Sydney through integrated station developments that set new standards of excellence in design. These city-changing developments should 

		collectively contribute to enhancing Sydney’s identity on a global scale, animating the city and it’s skyline through architecture that is commensurate with Sydney’s status as a global city. 

		This Strategy establishes the framework within which Sydney Metro will deliver design excellence. In particular, the Strategy describes a stand-alone and objective process that will ensure the statutory design excellence requirements for State Significant Development Applications are met. This is consistent with Sydney Metro’s commitment to setting new benchmarks for delivery of excellence in design for major infrastructure projects. 

		This Strategy draws from the NSW Government Architect’s Better Placed and is consistent with the underlying principles of the NSW Government Architect’s draft Design Excellence Competition Guidelines. It has also been informed by the City of Sydney’s design excellence 

		provisions and Competitive Design Policy including the requirements of Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012. 

		The rationale for the Strategy as an alternative design process for sites within the City of Sydney where statutory design excellence requirements apply is included in Appendix C. 



		 Design excellence is  a term  used  to  describe  the  outcome  of  high quality  architectural,  urban and  landscape  design  as  well  as a  structured  process to support  the  high quality  design.  Design excellence  in the  context  of  statutory  development  approvals  processes  in NSW  often  involves  a  competitive stage  where an  independent jury  assesses and selects a design based  on  an  agreed  set  of  design-related selection criteria.   

		Disclaimer: 

		Disclaimer: 

		The processes described in this document are indicative only and are based on a generic tendering process. Aspects of the process described may change. 



		1.2. Where this Strategy applies 

		1.2. Where this Strategy applies 

		Sydney Metro is a standalone railway that will deliver 31 metro stations and more than 66 kilometres of new metro rail between Rouse Hill in Sydney’s North West and Bankstown in Sydney’s South West. 

		Figure

		In November 2017  the NSW  Government  announced  a strategy  of  integrated  station  developments for  delivery  of the S ydney  Metro stations at  Crows Nest,  Victoria C ross,  Pitt  Street, and more recently,  Waterloo. This strategy  would  result  in the  station,  public domain works and  over station  development  being  delivered in a  holistic manner.   Integrated  station  developments  will  enable better  synergies in place  making  and improved  customer outcomes through fully  integrated  de

		In November 2017  the NSW  Government  announced  a strategy  of  integrated  station  developments for  delivery  of the S ydney  Metro stations at  Crows Nest,  Victoria C ross,  Pitt  Street, and more recently,  Waterloo. This strategy  would  result  in the  station,  public domain works and  over station  development  being  delivered in a  holistic manner.   Integrated  station  developments  will  enable better  synergies in place  making  and improved  customer outcomes through fully  integrated  de

		In November 2017  the NSW  Government  announced  a strategy  of  integrated  station  developments for  delivery  of the S ydney  Metro stations at  Crows Nest,  Victoria C ross,  Pitt  Street, and more recently,  Waterloo. This strategy  would  result  in the  station,  public domain works and  over station  development  being  delivered in a  holistic manner.   Integrated  station  developments  will  enable better  synergies in place  making  and improved  customer outcomes through fully  integrated  de

		In November 2017  the NSW  Government  announced  a strategy  of  integrated  station  developments for  delivery  of the S ydney  Metro stations at  Crows Nest,  Victoria C ross,  Pitt  Street, and more recently,  Waterloo. This strategy  would  result  in the  station,  public domain works and  over station  development  being  delivered in a  holistic manner.   Integrated  station  developments  will  enable better  synergies in place  making  and improved  customer outcomes through fully  integrated  de

		 

		Crows Nest 



		 

		 

		Victoria Cross (North Sydney) 



		 

		 

		Pitt Street 



		 

		 

		Waterloo (The Metro Precinct). 





		This Design Excellence Strategy does not apply to Sydney Metro’s smaller scale ancillary and services buildings or railway infrastructure structures. 







		2. Strengthening design excellence processes 

		2. Strengthening design excellence processes 

		2.1. A complex and unique project 

		2.1. A complex and unique project 

		Sydney Metro is committed to achieving design excellence through a process that rewards good design. The approach described in this Strategy is the outcome of careful review of a range of design excellence process options, including holding design competitions post approval of a concept State Significant development application. 

		Sydney Metro’s need for a specialised approach to achieve design excellence arises from the complexity of the design and divestment process, and the accelerated construction period for the integrated station developments. In addition, the project must consider ways to maximise the public value of the infrastructure investment and meet NSW Government guidelines that require all agencies to demonstrate value for money through procurement. Sydney Metro’s assessment criteria reflect the public significance of t

		Under Sydney Metro’s delivery strategy, the design and construction of the station and the rights to develop above occur simultaneously. This requires the design excellence measures to be imbedded throughout the initial design and procurement processes to ensure the station and over station development are truly integrated. 

		This Design Excellence Strategy builds on the existing design development and review processes and systems that Sydney Metro has had in place for some time. Importantly, it strengthens the commitment to key principles of competitive selection that promote and value good design. The Strategy will facilitate the design excellence outcomes sought by government and expected by the community and stakeholders through a process that is tailored to the complexity of the project’s delivery task. 



		2.2. A proud track record 

		2.2. A proud track record 

		Sydney Metro has had a long standing commitment to design excellence as an outcome and has led the way in setting new benchmarks for delivery of excellence in design for major infrastructure projects. Consistent with best practice, Sydney Metro has engaged highly experienced, multi-disciplinary design practices to inform reference documents and been at the forefront of using Design Excellence Panels. 

		Integrated station developments provide the opportunity to revise and further refine Sydney 

		Metro’s processes to meet the expectations of key stakeholders and statutory planning approval requirements. This Strategy is part of Sydney Metro’s ongoing commitment of promoting design excellence for major public sector projects by developing evaluation processes that allow robust, independent and objective consideration of design. 

		Proposed new measures and enhancements to existing Sydney Metro’s design development, review and management processes and systems are described in the following sections. These have been developed in partnership with the Government Architect NSW. 



		2.3. A robust competition 

		2.3. A robust competition 

		Sydney Metro is committed to encouraging inspired, world-class architecture through a highly competitive selection process. An embedded design excellence process encourages diversity, enables the comparative evaluation of design responses and communicates a commitment to design excellence. 

		Sydney Metro has a requirement for Authorised Engineering Organisation (AEO) to lead Station Design Teams which may not be encouraging the broadest range of participants as possible. In particular, this requirement may be limiting the involvement of organisations with a strong national and global track record in delivering high quality, transformational public and private non-rail developments. 

		In response, Sydney Metro is working with industry to encourage partnering between AEO and non-AOE authorised companies to ensure a robust competition. 

		Importantly, the competition process must occur within the NSW Procurement Framework Policy for NSW Government Agencies, including the requirement to obtain value for money. 



		2.4. Benchmarks 

		2.4. Benchmarks 

		Sydney Metro’s success as a transformative world class metro will be the outcome of a 

		combination of different elements, from engineering, architecture and public realm to customer touch points. 

		Sydney Metro will work with the Government Architect NSW, UrbanGrowth NSW in the case of the Waterloo Metro Precinct, and the relevant local council to determine the appropriate benchmark projects for each Integrated Station Development site. This will involve selecting high quality examples that demonstrate particular aspirations of each site including: 

		 

		 

		 

		Integrated station and tower design outcomes 



		 

		 

		Tower / skyline responses 



		 

		 

		Response to place 



		 

		 

		Public domain 



		 

		 

		Materials and finishes. 





		The rationale for the selection of each benchmark example will be documented and progressively included in this Strategy (refer Appendix D). The benchmarks will be used to ensure that designs submitted will meet minimum performance requirements of comparable quality. 



		2.5. Design Excellence Evaluation Panel 

		2.5. Design Excellence Evaluation Panel 

		A Design Excellence Evaluation Panel (DEEP) is proposed to closer align Sydney Metro with the role of a jury in a competitive design process. The DEEP will ensure Sydney Metro’s competitive tender selection process benefits from expert, independent and objective design expertise and advice. 

		The Deep will be part of the Tender evaluation process with a role to review and advise on tender designs submitted through a competitive tender process. 

		The DEEP will sit in place of the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel for the purposes of review of design excellence for tender designs and contribute to design excellence process by: 

		 

		 

		 

		Participating in the procurement process to provide expert feedback on design ideas. 



		 

		 

		Providing an independent evaluation report on the submitted tenders to Sydney Metro. 







		The DEEP chairperson will report the design excellence evaluation to the Sydney Metro Tender Review Panel. This assures a line of sight in the communication between the DEEP and Sydney Metro’s consideration of design excellence in the decision making process. 

		The DEEP chairperson will report the design excellence evaluation to the Sydney Metro Tender Review Panel. This assures a line of sight in the communication between the DEEP and Sydney Metro’s consideration of design excellence in the decision making process. 

		The DEEP members will be design experts that are recognised as advocates for design excellence by drawing from members of the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel. The Panel would also include a member nominated by Government Architect NSW on behalf of the Department of Planning and Environment and a member nominated by the local council. For Waterloo, the DEEP would also include a member nominated by UrbanGrowth NSW. 

		The Panel’s evaluation will be informed by multi-disciplinary technical assessments undertaken by Sydney Metro experts. The Sydney Metro Design Review Panel would suspend its deliberations during the competitive selection design excellence assessment phases where DEEP is involved. 



		                   

		Sydney Metro design excellence 

		Phase 1 

		Defining quality expectations 

		DRP 

		Phase 2 

		Competitive selection 

		DEEP 

		Phase 3 

		Design integrity 

		DRP 



		The DEEP report, prepared at the completion of the competitive selection phase, would be made available for the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel for the purposes of the design integrity measures. 

		The DEEP report, prepared at the completion of the competitive selection phase, would be made available for the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel for the purposes of the design integrity measures. 

		Draft Terms of Reference for the Panel are included at Appendix A. 





		3. A strategy for design excellence 

		3. A strategy for design excellence 

		Overview 

		Design Excellence refers to high quality design as well as a structured process to support the high quality design. Intrinsic to the process is a competitive stage whereby the design quality is gauged and assured through comparison with other high quality design solutions. 

		This Strategy has three phases: design quality expectations, competitive selection and design integrity. The underlying premise is that design quality for architectural, urban design and infrastructure projects is supported broadly by these elements. 

		The key actions of the Strategy are summarised in Table 1. 

		Table 1 

		Phase 

		Phase 

		Phase 

		Key actions 



		Phase 1 Design quality expectations Ensuring expectations for design quality are clearly articulated 

		Phase 1 Design quality expectations Ensuring expectations for design quality are clearly articulated 

		Sydney Metro vision and mission statements 



		Sydney Metro prepares base designs for station and over station development to enable planning approval:  Critical state significant infrastructure (station)  Concept State significant development (over station development) 

		Sydney Metro prepares base designs for station and over station development to enable planning approval:  Critical state significant infrastructure (station)  Concept State significant development (over station development) 



		Sydney Metro formalises design expectations and requirements through Design Guidelines (including overarching design objectives and principles), site specific principles and contract requirements. 

		Sydney Metro formalises design expectations and requirements through Design Guidelines (including overarching design objectives and principles), site specific principles and contract requirements. 



		Planning approval documents set envelope for OSD and station layout and conditions for statutory compliance 

		Planning approval documents set envelope for OSD and station layout and conditions for statutory compliance 



		Sydney Metro identifies benchmark projects that demonstrate minimum design quality expectations 

		Sydney Metro identifies benchmark projects that demonstrate minimum design quality expectations 



		DRP endorses site specific principles and benchmarks 

		DRP endorses site specific principles and benchmarks 



		Phase 2 Competitive selection A robust impartial and competitive process 

		Phase 2 Competitive selection A robust impartial and competitive process 

		Stage A 

		Design Excellence Evaluation Panel (DEEP) formed 



		Sydney Metro advertises an open Expression of Interest process 

		Sydney Metro advertises an open Expression of Interest process 



		Tenderers demonstrate capability to deliver design excellence:  Teams  Design methodology and approach  Approach to innovation  Experience in designing and delivering design excellence  Diversity 

		Tenderers demonstrate capability to deliver design excellence:  Teams  Design methodology and approach  Approach to innovation  Experience in designing and delivering design excellence  Diversity 



		Sydney Metro assesses design capability of tenderer’s team. The DEEP conducts an independent review. 

		Sydney Metro assesses design capability of tenderer’s team. The DEEP conducts an independent review. 



		Short list selected to proceed to Stage B 

		Short list selected to proceed to Stage B 



		Stage B 

		Stage B 

		Sydney Metro invites short listed teams to submit Requests for Tender 



		DEEP works with tenderers to provide positive guidance to assist in improving the design quality of final submissions 

		DEEP works with tenderers to provide positive guidance to assist in improving the design quality of final submissions 



		Assessment of submissions completed by in house subject matter experts 

		Assessment of submissions completed by in house subject matter experts 



		DEEP conducts an independent assessment of the submissions and prepares a Design Excellence Report that identifies the elements of each scheme that contribute to design excellence and elements where further design refinement will be required. 

		DEEP conducts an independent assessment of the submissions and prepares a Design Excellence Report that identifies the elements of each scheme that contribute to design excellence and elements where further design refinement will be required. 





		Phase 

		Phase 

		Phase 

		Key actions 



		TR

		The DEEP Design Excellence Report provides expert input to the evaluation. 



		The DEEP chairperson presents the Design Excellence Report to Sydney Metro’s tender review panel. 

		The DEEP chairperson presents the Design Excellence Report to Sydney Metro’s tender review panel. 



		The Design Excellence elements of successful tenderer’s submitted design will be incorporated into the contract documents 

		The Design Excellence elements of successful tenderer’s submitted design will be incorporated into the contract documents 



		Phase 3 Design integrity Extending design excellence throughout full design process 

		Phase 3 Design integrity Extending design excellence throughout full design process 

		Design Excellence reporting to the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel by design team until approval of the Stage 2 Detailed Development Application for the tower and to the end of design stage 3 for the station. Design Review Panel to review and provide further advice on:  Detailed State Significant Development Application for the tower prior to lodgement including assessment against endorsed site specific principles, benchmarks and the DEEP Design Excellence Report.  Following exhibition of the Detailed St





		Phase 1 Defining design quality expectations 

		Sydney Metro will capture the Project’s expectations and requirements in a suite of statements, guidelines and contract requirements. Sydney Metro’s vision statement and Design Guidelines, including the project’s endorsed design objectives and principles, have been in place for some time. The vision, design objectives and principles and Design Guidelines have informed the development of the project. 

		The planning approval documents set parameters for scope and design. For the station and railway infrastructure, the Chatswood to Sydenham project approval (CSSI 17 8256) gives statutory effect to the Sydney Metro Design Guidelines that includes the endorsed design objectives and principles, and site specific strategies. 

		Concept State Significant Development approvals for the each over station development will set the development concept and building envelopes in each location. The Concept State Significant Development Applications will include further site specific principles relevant to the particular development. For both, conditions of approval may further inform the definition of design quality outcomes. 

		Benchmark projects will be used to set the minimum design quality standard for specific design elements of the integrated station developments, that is, the stations, public domain areas and over station development. As set out in section 2.4, the benchmarks will be determined in this phase in collaboration with the Government Architect NSW, UrbanGrowth NSW in the case of Waterloo and the relevant local council. 

		Phase 2 Competitive selection of design 

		The second phase of the design excellence process comprises competitive selection. A robust alternative to a traditional design competition will be achieved through Sydney Metro’s two stage procurement process: 

		Stage A Expression of Interest (EOI) undertaken as an open process that seeks to 

		maximise the interest from industry and attract a range of design practices within 

		multi-disciplinary teams. 

		Stage B Request for Tenders (RFT) with a short listed group. 

		As Sydney Metro is proposing an alternative design process, the rationale for the alternative approach is included at Appendix C for the Sydney Metro Integrated Station Development sites within the City of Sydney. The rationale for an alternative process, applies to the Pitt Street and Waterloo Metro Precinct sites, is permitted by Clause 6.21(6) of the Sydney LEP 2012. 

		The competitive selection process has been tailored to encourage the broadest range of design practices to participate. 

		The Design Excellence Evaluation Panel would be established during this phase. Sydney Metro will draw on the expertise of the DEEP to will work with tendering teams to provide positive guidance with the intention of: 

		 

		 

		 

		Helping the teams to submit schemes that meet or exceed the benchmarked quality level. 



		 

		 

		Improving the design quality of final submissions without adversely affecting other aspects of the proposal. 



		 

		 

		Achieving an outcome where the other aspects of each solution have been balanced within engineering, buildability and cost constraints, to ensure the proposal demonstrating the highest design merit can be selected within the framework of the NSW Government Procurement Guidelines and obligation to obtain value for money. 





		Design quality is one of a number of criteria and will be assessed by the relevant subject matter experts and the Design Excellence Evaluation Panel. 

		The Design Excellence Evaluation Panel will prepare a Design Excellence Report outlining how the submissions perform in relation to the suite of documents that define the design quality expectations and the quality benchmarks. This is a critical element of the Strategy and serves the role of the Jury Report. 

		The final Design Excellence report will provide a summary of each tenderers design including an overview of the assessment and design merits of each entry. The report will document the Panel’s recommendations, including the rationale for their views, noting the key design elements and justification for how design excellence has been achieved. The report will also identify those elements of each design which require further review and design refinement. In the case that none of the entries can be supported, 

		The DEEP chairperson will report the design excellence evaluation to the Sydney Metro tender review panel. 

		The Design Excellence elements of the successful tenderer’s submitted design will be incorporated into the contract documents. These elements will also form the basis for the future Detailed State Significant Development Application for the tower. 

		Phase 3 Design integrity regime 

		A strong design integrity regime is essential to ensure that the positive aspects of design that underpin the attainment of design excellence are not compromised through post contract award (including development of the detailed State Significant Development Application) and into construction. 

		Sydney Metro will manage design integrity by binding elements of the successful tenderer’s submitted design into the contract documents. In addition, the project team will work with the successful tenderer to improve elements of the contracted design that the Design Excellence Report identifies as needing further design development. 

		The design review task of this phase would be handed back to the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel who would continue to be responsible for design integrity until any Stage 2 State Significant Development determination for the tower and until Stage 3 design for the station. The Sydney Metro Design Review Panel would also be responsible for reviewing any significant changes to the planning approval that would: 

		 

		 

		 

		Require a modification to the planning approval. 



		 

		 

		Materially affect the station or customer experience. 







		Appendix A – Sydney Metro Design Excellence Evaluation Panel 

		Appendix A – Sydney Metro Design Excellence Evaluation Panel 

		The Sydney Metro Design Excellence Evaluation Panel (DEEP) will provide independent evaluation of integrated station development proposals received by Sydney Metro to support the achievement of the Sydney Metro program objectives and design excellence outcomes. 

		The DEEP is chaired by the Government Architect or alternate as agreed by Sydney Metro. Meetings are scheduled in response to the procurement / competitive selection milestones. 

		DEEP involvement 

		The DEEP will perform the role of Jury in the competitive selection process by providing objective, independent and expert review of design submissions. Key milestone will include: 

		 

		 

		 

		Confirming the capability of proposed teams to achieve design excellence during Phase A (Expression of Interest) of the competitive selection process. 



		 

		 

		Participating in interactive workshops with each short listed tenderer in Stage B prior to lodgement of formal tender submissions to provide constructive feedback and direction to assist each team to submit a tender that exceeds the nominated design quality benchmark while balancing other considerations such as engineering, buildability and cost. 



		 

		 

		Writing a Design Excellence Report documenting the recommendations to achieve design excellence for each team. 





		Design Excellence Report 

		The Design Excellence Report will be a key output and will include: 

		 

		 

		 

		Confirmation that the submitted design meets Sydney Metro’s design requirements including the design objectives and principles with a high quality solution. 



		 

		 

		Describe the key stand out elements that contribute to the design quality to be incorporated into the contract documents. 



		 

		 

		Describe elements which must be improved in subsequent stages. 



		 

		 

		Summarises benchmarked quality standards and confirms whether the submitted scheme meets or exceeds the benchmarked standards. 



		 

		 

		Describes how the design of three main elements being Station, Public Domain and OSD presents an integrated project with Design Excellence (as per GA Design Excellence Competition Guidelines). 





		Ongoing design review 

		The Sydney Metro Design Review Panel will be responsible for ongoing design review until any Stage 2 State Significant Development determination for the tower and until Stage 3 design for the station. 

		The Sydney Metro Design Review Panel would also be responsible for reviewing any significant changes to the planning approval that would: 

		 

		 

		 

		Require a modification to the planning approval. 



		 

		 

		Materially affect the station or customer experience. 





		DEEP members 

		 

		 

		 

		NSW Government Architect as Panel Chair (or alternate Panel member endorsed by Sydney Metro). 



		 

		 

		One representative nominated by Government Architect NSW on behalf of the Department of Planning and Environment. 



		 

		 

		Up to two representatives nominated by Sydney Metro as the Proponent. 



		 

		 

		One representative nominated by the local council. 





		Sydney Metro nominees would be drawn from the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel. 

		Panel members must have appropriate design expertise and preferably experience designing complex, major infrastructure projects, stations, large scale commercial, mixed use or residential buildings. 

		Panel Facilitator 

		The Sydney Metro DRP Secretariat will facilitate the DEEP’s involvement in the Design Excellence processes including: 

		 

		 

		 

		Arranging site visits (if applicable). 



		 

		 

		Coordinating Panel meetings are ensuring meetings are conducted in an orderly and efficient manner in collaboration with the Panel Chair. 



		 

		 

		Assisting with preparation of the DEEP Design Excellence Report as required. 





		Panel chair 

		The Chair is responsible for leading the DEEP meetings and ensuring the DEEP performs its jury role in the competitive selection process with diligence. 

		The Chair will endorse the final DEEP report and present the outcomes of the design excellence evaluation to the Sydney Metro panel that determines the successful tenderer. 

		Probity 

		All DEEP members will be subject to stringent probity and confidentiality agreements in accordance with Sydney Metro’s transaction processes. 
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		Planning 

		approval (EIS)

		Procurement 

		documents

		Post award contract documents 



		Phase 1 Design quality expectations 

		Phase 1 Design quality expectations 

		Station (CSSI)

		OSD Concept SSD

		Stage A 

		Stage B 



		Sydney Metro vision 

		Sydney Metro vision 

		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		





		Sydney Metro Design Guidelines including the endorsed design objectives and supporting principles 

		Sydney Metro Design Guidelines including the endorsed design objectives and supporting principles 

		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		





		Site specific design principles 

		Site specific design principles 

		

		



		

		



		

		



		

		





		Benchmarks 

		Benchmarks 

		

		



		

		



		

		





		Contract requirements 

		Contract requirements 

		

		



		

		



		

		





		Phase 2 Competitive selection 

		Phase 2 Competitive selection 



		Teams demonstrate capability to deliver design excellence 

		Teams demonstrate capability to deliver design excellence 

		

		



		

		





		Teams submit a Design statement 

		Teams submit a Design statement 

		

		



		

		





		Sydney Metro ensures competitive selection process includes satisfactory diversity provisions 

		Sydney Metro ensures competitive selection process includes satisfactory diversity provisions 

		

		



		

		





		Sydney Metro’s evaluation ensures discrete consideration of design (independent of other criteria) 

		Sydney Metro’s evaluation ensures discrete consideration of design (independent of other criteria) 

		

		



		

		





		Tender submissions are reviewed by a multi-disciplinary team of in-house experts 

		Tender submissions are reviewed by a multi-disciplinary team of in-house experts 

		

		





		Independent review by Design Excellence Evaluation Panel 

		Independent review by Design Excellence Evaluation Panel 

		

		



		

		





		Workshops are held with proponent teams 

		Workshops are held with proponent teams 

		

		





		Design Excellence Report 

		Design Excellence Report 

		

		



		

		





		Design excellence elements of successful tenderers submitted design incorporated into contract documents 

		Design excellence elements of successful tenderers submitted design incorporated into contract documents 

		

		





		Phase 3 Design Integrity 

		Phase 3 Design Integrity 



		Design Excellence reporting to Sydney Metro Design Review Panel 

		Design Excellence reporting to Sydney Metro Design Review Panel 

		

		





		Post contract award / planning approval strategies and conditions of approval as relevant 

		Post contract award / planning approval strategies and conditions of approval as relevant 
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		Appendix C – Rationale for alternative design process 

		Introduction 

		Introduction 

		The following describes the rationale for the alternative design process for the Sydney Metro Integrated Station Development sites within the City of Sydney to exhibit Design Excellence in accordance with the provisions of Clauses 6.21(3) and (4) of the Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 (Sydney LEP 2012). 

		The requirement under Clause 6.21(5) of the Sydney LEP 2012 to undertake a design competition is not reasonable or necessary for the State Significant development applications for the Sydney Metro Integrated Station Developments at Pitt Street and Waterloo in accordance with the discretion available to the consent authority under Clause 6.21(6). 

		An alternative process is permitted by Clause 6.21(6) of the Sydney LEP 2012, which states: 

		“(6) A competitive design process is not required under subclause (5) if the consent authority is satisfied that such a process would be unreasonable or unnecessary in the circumstances or that the development: 

		(a) 

		(a) 

		(a) 

		involves only alterations or additions to an existing building, and 



		(b) 

		(b) 

		does not significantly increase the height or gross floor area of the building, and 



		(c) 

		(c) 

		does not have significant adverse impacts on adjoining buildings and the public domain, and 



		(d) 

		(d) 

		(d) 

		does not significantly alter any aspect of the building when viewed from public places.” 



		o 

		o 

		o 

		This clause also allows the consent authority to exercise its discretion to not require a competitive design process when either: 



		o 

		o 

		that process would be in the circumstances; or 

		unreasonable 





		o 

		o 

		that process would be in the circumstances; or 

		unnecessary 





		o 

		o 

		the proposed development satisfies the four (4) terms in Clause 6.21(6)(a) to (d). 











		Rationale for an alternative design process 

		Rationale for an alternative design process 

		In considering the rationale for an alternative approach there are a number of aspects that have been considered and are detailed below: 

		Aspect 1 Enhanced design outcomes through an integrated design process 

		A design competition is unnecessary because Sydney Metro’s iterative design process embeds 

		competitive tension through the selection of highly experienced and competent design practices and a holistic design review process. 

		Sydney Metro’s Integrated Station Development delivery strategy draws together design and construction of fully integrated and interconnected Over Station Developments (OSD) and station components to ensure excellent and coordinated design outcomes. The Integrated Station Development approach is an evolution of Sydney Metro’s previous approach to deliver city stations and is an innovation that is specifically intended to deliver a project of the highest standards of architectural, urban and landscape design

		The concurrent procurement of the station and OSD is world’s best practice for infrastructure delivery and enables design benefits that would not otherwise be possible if the station and OSD elements were separated. Imposing a competitive design process on the OSD element would risk compromising the benefits being realised through the integrated design approach. 

		Aspect 2 Limited ability to meaningfully influence design 

		A competitive design process is unnecessary for Sydney Metro’s Integrated Station Development Strategy because the process would only apply to the SSD (Stage 2 detailed design) OSD element. 

		The SSD concept designs are intrinsically linked to the existing and separate approval pathway for Critical State Significant Infrastructure (CSSI). Importantly, the Sydney LEP 2012 competitive design provisions do not apply to the elements approved through the Chatswood to Sydenham project. This includes the station, lower levels of the OSD and public domain surrounding. 

		A competitive design process for the OSD component is not considered appropriate because it would: 

		 Apply primarily to the ‘skin’ or façade of the OSD towers as the design for the major 

		portion of the integrated development, including station servicing in the podium levels and public facing station areas, are substantially determined by the engineering assurance processes that have previously been undertaken. The limited scope as a façade competition is considered unreasonably restrictive for bidders and would result in additional processes, time and cost and degrade the integrity of the integrated design solution. This is contrary to the intention of competitive design processes. 

		 

		 

		 

		Extend the duration of design work for the OSD element as a design competition cannot commence until the Stage 1 SSD application is approved. This would risk compromising Sydney Metro’s delivery as each package of works is interconnected with other workpackages associated with the broader metro program. 

		s 





		 

		 

		Require considerable time and resources being spent on a design competition for the OSD component which would have limited ability to materially influence the building form or architectural composition. The process risks compromising the benefits from the integrated design and development approach through disjointed and disconnected design responses to the station and OSD components. 





		In summary, a design competition would unreasonably constrain the opportunity to deliver an integrated solution within the required Sydney Metro delivery timeframe, and prevent the unique benefits that such an integration provides. The process is ignorant of the complexity and specialised nature of the metro infrastructure and associated committed technical requirements. 

		Aspect 3 Complex, highly technical and integrated design 

		Requiring a competitive design process would unnecessarily jeopardise the design and delivery of Sydney Metro’s highly complex Integrated Station Developments at Pitt Street and Waterloo. This has untenable risks to the broader Sydney Metro delivery program which comprises multiple packages of works that have highly complex and sensitive interfaces as illustrated below. 

		Figure

		The  competition  process  is  also  unreasonable in  the  context  of  the technical  complexity  of  the  integrated  designs. Critically, Sydney  Metro would not  be  able to  meet  engineering assurance  requirements  in the  case  that  changes to the  station  result  from  a  design  competition  which could  push  out  the  project’s delivery  milestones. To this  end, the  Martin Place  OSD  Concept  Approval  sets a  precedent  for  waiving  the  requirement  for  a design  competition  for comple

		The  competition  process  is  also  unreasonable in  the  context  of  the technical  complexity  of  the  integrated  designs. Critically, Sydney  Metro would not  be  able to  meet  engineering assurance  requirements  in the  case  that  changes to the  station  result  from  a  design  competition  which could  push  out  the  project’s delivery  milestones. To this  end, the  Martin Place  OSD  Concept  Approval  sets a  precedent  for  waiving  the  requirement  for  a design  competition  for comple

		The  competition  process  is  also  unreasonable in  the  context  of  the technical  complexity  of  the  integrated  designs. Critically, Sydney  Metro would not  be  able to  meet  engineering assurance  requirements  in the  case  that  changes to the  station  result  from  a  design  competition  which could  push  out  the  project’s delivery  milestones. To this  end, the  Martin Place  OSD  Concept  Approval  sets a  precedent  for  waiving  the  requirement  for  a design  competition  for comple

		 

		Enabling the concurrent delivery of the station and OSD reduces the overall construction timeframe for the surrounding precinct and thereby the duration of construction impacts to surrounding properties and public spaces. 



		 

		 

		The integrated and concurrent delivery of the metro infrastructure, station and OSD gives certainty of completion by 2024. 





		Aspect 5 Robust design review and development process to date 

		Requiring a competitive design process would be unnecessary given the robust design review and development process undertaken to date. This has included rigorous testing of options for land use, building heights, envelopes and form, articulation and integration, with regard to the specific and complex parameters. 

		Further, a design competition is only one way of achieving design excellence. The breadth and depth of considerations relevant to Sydney Metro’s Integrated Station Development proposals is extensive and has been intrinsic to the detailed design process to date. This would be an unreasonable technical challenge for a design competition. 

		Aspect 6 Independent review 

		Design Review Panels are a tried and tested method for achieving excellent design outcomes, and are widely adopted on numerous SSD and other projects. The Design Review Panel approach has been previously implemented for technically complex state significant projects. 

		Sydney Metro’s design process has benefited from independent design review by the Sydney 

		Metro Design Review Panel for two years. The Panel has materially lifted the design quality of the metro product. 

		The Design Excellence Evaluation Panel is a new initiative and will contribute to the competitive selection process. Design integrity obligations for the OSD elements would be transferred to the State Design Review Panel following approval of Stage 2 Detailed Development Application. 

		The Consent Authority and the community can have confidence in the enduring nature of the Sydney Metro Design Review Panel and its ability to continue to support design excellence consistent with the objective of Clause 6.21 of the Sydney LEP 2012. 

		Aspect 7 Consistency with the GANSW’s Design Excellence Initiatives 

		The Sydney Metro Design Excellence Strategy directly responds to, and is consistent with, the recently adopted “Better Placed” design policy for NSW prepared by the Government Architect NSW. It is noted that Better Placed supports the use of Design Review Panels for complex state significant projects. 

		Aspect 8 Consistency with precedent projects 

		Sydney Metro’s proposed alternative competition design process is consistent with precedents established for other major infrastructure and state significant development projects including approvals granted for Sydney Metro Martin Place Over Station Development (SSD17_8351) and Commercial Building C1, Barangaroo South (SSD17_8529). 

		Appendix  D.1 –  Victoria Cross benchmarks  

		Sydney  Metro’s success as  a transformative world class metro will be the outcome of a combination  of different elements, from  engineering,  architecture and public realm to customer touch points. Sydney  Metro has identified benchmark projects  that demonstrate  the design quality aspirations for the Victoria  Cross Integrated Station Development site.  These benchmarks have been selected as the reference for design elements and  are not intended as benchmarks for cost. A number relate to stations and s

		The Victoria Cross benchmarks have been selected to  showcase the minimum quality expected in relation  to:  

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		Integrated design outcomes. 



		2. 

		2. 

		A tower that showcases high quality design and contributes to the skyline. 



		3. 

		3. 

		Response to context including heritage considerations and integration with surrounding built form. 



		4. 

		4. 

		Through site link that is active, supports pedestrian connectivity and contributes to sense of place. 



		5. 

		5. 

		Public domain that successfully resolves changes of levels and creates safe, usable and active public spaces. 



		6. 

		6. 

		Materials and finishes that are high quality and appropriate to context. 



		7. 

		7. 

		Integration of joyful public art that contributes to a good experience of the place. 





		Wynyard Place 10 Carrington Street, Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  An integrated design above a station.  Retail connections.  Ground plane that is open with a through site link that is integrated between two public domain elements.  Responds to context with an address to two streets.  Successful relationship to adjacent heritage item. 

		Wynyard Place 10 Carrington Street, Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  An integrated design above a station.  Retail connections.  Ground plane that is open with a through site link that is integrated between two public domain elements.  Responds to context with an address to two streets.  Successful relationship to adjacent heritage item. 

		Wynyard Place 10 Carrington Street, Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  An integrated design above a station.  Retail connections.  Ground plane that is open with a through site link that is integrated between two public domain elements.  Responds to context with an address to two streets.  Successful relationship to adjacent heritage item. 
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		Architect: Make Architects in association with Architectus 

		Architect: Make Architects in association with Architectus 

		Architect: Make Architects in association with Architectus 
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		Awards City of Sydney Design Competition winner 

		Awards City of Sydney Design Competition winner 





		Wynyard Walk Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  Contemporary high quality design and finishes within a transport infrastructure project.  Innovative use of cladding that seamlessly incorporates plant and servicing equipment.  High quality design that supports pedestrians, connectivity and transport interchange.  Well integrated public art. Architect: Woods Bagot 

		Wynyard Walk Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  Contemporary high quality design and finishes within a transport infrastructure project.  Innovative use of cladding that seamlessly incorporates plant and servicing equipment.  High quality design that supports pedestrians, connectivity and transport interchange.  Well integrated public art. Architect: Woods Bagot 

		Wynyard Walk Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  Contemporary high quality design and finishes within a transport infrastructure project.  Innovative use of cladding that seamlessly incorporates plant and servicing equipment.  High quality design that supports pedestrians, connectivity and transport interchange.  Well integrated public art. Architect: Woods Bagot 
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		Awards 2017 Gold in Government Design Awards urban design category 2017 Commendation at NSW AIA Awards 

		Awards 2017 Gold in Government Design Awards urban design category 2017 Commendation at NSW AIA Awards 





		AHL headquarters 478 George Street, Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  An innovative design response that has uniqueness and adds to the collective architectural image of Sydney.  A unique design solution that responds to local context.  Appropriate use of local materials. Architect: Candalepas Associates 

		AHL headquarters 478 George Street, Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  An innovative design response that has uniqueness and adds to the collective architectural image of Sydney.  A unique design solution that responds to local context.  Appropriate use of local materials. Architect: Candalepas Associates 

		AHL headquarters 478 George Street, Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  An innovative design response that has uniqueness and adds to the collective architectural image of Sydney.  A unique design solution that responds to local context.  Appropriate use of local materials. Architect: Candalepas Associates 
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		Awards 2016 National Architecture Awards: Winner of Harry Seidler Award for Commercial Architecture 

		Awards 2016 National Architecture Awards: Winner of Harry Seidler Award for Commercial Architecture 





		EY building 200 George Street, Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  Ground plane links to the surrounding public domain at a variety of different levels. Contributes a through site link and incorporates well designed retail to support activation.  A high quality tower with a unique design that contributes to the Sydney skyline.  High quality design and materials.  Incorporation of Y columns and discreet impact at ground plane  Inclusion of well integrated and high quality her

		EY building 200 George Street, Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  Ground plane links to the surrounding public domain at a variety of different levels. Contributes a through site link and incorporates well designed retail to support activation.  A high quality tower with a unique design that contributes to the Sydney skyline.  High quality design and materials.  Incorporation of Y columns and discreet impact at ground plane  Inclusion of well integrated and high quality her

		EY building 200 George Street, Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  Ground plane links to the surrounding public domain at a variety of different levels. Contributes a through site link and incorporates well designed retail to support activation.  A high quality tower with a unique design that contributes to the Sydney skyline.  High quality design and materials.  Incorporation of Y columns and discreet impact at ground plane  Inclusion of well integrated and high quality her
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		Awards 2017 National Architecture Awards: Winner of Harry Seidler Award for Commercial Architecture City of Sydney Design Competition winner 

		Awards 2017 National Architecture Awards: Winner of Harry Seidler Award for Commercial Architecture City of Sydney Design Competition winner 





		Chatswood Station and Interchange Chatswood Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  A vibrant, activated transport space with well integrated retail.  Good use of natural light that creates an ambient space.  A working example of an interchange place.  Well integrated place making and activation in a non-CBD context. Architect: CoxDesignInc 

		Chatswood Station and Interchange Chatswood Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  A vibrant, activated transport space with well integrated retail.  Good use of natural light that creates an ambient space.  A working example of an interchange place.  Well integrated place making and activation in a non-CBD context. Architect: CoxDesignInc 

		Chatswood Station and Interchange Chatswood Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  A vibrant, activated transport space with well integrated retail.  Good use of natural light that creates an ambient space.  A working example of an interchange place.  Well integrated place making and activation in a non-CBD context. Architect: CoxDesignInc 
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		Awards 2015 Great Place Award for Planning Excellence, PIA NSW 2015 State Commendation for Urban Design, AIA NSW 2015 Urban Habitat Award Finalist, CTBUH 2009 Engineering Excellence Award, ACSE Australia Awards of Excellence 2009 Silver Award of Highly Commended, Building Category, ACSE Australia Awards of Excellence 

		Awards 2015 Great Place Award for Planning Excellence, PIA NSW 2015 State Commendation for Urban Design, AIA NSW 2015 Urban Habitat Award Finalist, CTBUH 2009 Engineering Excellence Award, ACSE Australia Awards of Excellence 2009 Silver Award of Highly Commended, Building Category, ACSE Australia Awards of Excellence 





		Federation Square Melbourne Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  An iconic and memorable place.  A successful and vibrant public space design that is built over existing rail lines and resolves complex level changes.  A flexible design for the public space and adjoining uses that supports a good variety of public activity throughout the day and different times of the year.  Integrated aesthetic for public space and buildings that creates a unified whole. Architect: Lab Architecture s

		Federation Square Melbourne Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  An iconic and memorable place.  A successful and vibrant public space design that is built over existing rail lines and resolves complex level changes.  A flexible design for the public space and adjoining uses that supports a good variety of public activity throughout the day and different times of the year.  Integrated aesthetic for public space and buildings that creates a unified whole. Architect: Lab Architecture s

		Federation Square Melbourne Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  An iconic and memorable place.  A successful and vibrant public space design that is built over existing rail lines and resolves complex level changes.  A flexible design for the public space and adjoining uses that supports a good variety of public activity throughout the day and different times of the year.  Integrated aesthetic for public space and buildings that creates a unified whole. Architect: Lab Architecture s
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		Awards 2005 Property Council of Australia Award-Overall Winner 2005 Urban Land Institute Award for Excellence: Asia Pacific 2003 RAIA National Awards-Walter Burley Griffin Award for Urban Design 2003 The Melbourne Prize-Urban Design Award and New Architecture Award International open design competition winner 

		Awards 2005 Property Council of Australia Award-Overall Winner 2005 Urban Land Institute Award for Excellence: Asia Pacific 2003 RAIA National Awards-Walter Burley Griffin Award for Urban Design 2003 The Melbourne Prize-Urban Design Award and New Architecture Award International open design competition winner 





		North Terrace redevelopment Adelaide Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  A linear space with strong civic and landscaped character that includes a sequence of smaller public spaces that support a range of public uses.  Well integrated sequence of paved and landscaped areas.  Appropriate use of street tree planting and materials palette that ties place to the broader city public domain. Architect: Taylor Cullity Lethlean with Peter Elliott Architects 

		North Terrace redevelopment Adelaide Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  A linear space with strong civic and landscaped character that includes a sequence of smaller public spaces that support a range of public uses.  Well integrated sequence of paved and landscaped areas.  Appropriate use of street tree planting and materials palette that ties place to the broader city public domain. Architect: Taylor Cullity Lethlean with Peter Elliott Architects 

		North Terrace redevelopment Adelaide Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  A linear space with strong civic and landscaped character that includes a sequence of smaller public spaces that support a range of public uses.  Well integrated sequence of paved and landscaped areas.  Appropriate use of street tree planting and materials palette that ties place to the broader city public domain. Architect: Taylor Cullity Lethlean with Peter Elliott Architects 
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		Figure





		Awards 2013 AILA South Australia Medal for Landscape Architecture 2006 Australia Award for Urban Design 2006 ACC The Adelaide Prize Award of Excellence 2006 AILA National Merit Award for Design in Landscape Architecture 2005 AILA South Australia, Overall Award of Excellence 2005 AILA South Australia, Award of Excellence for Design 2004 AILA National Award of Excellence for Planning in Landscape Architecture 2003 AILA South Australia, Award of Excellence for Planning 2000 AILA South Australia, Award of Merit

		Awards 2013 AILA South Australia Medal for Landscape Architecture 2006 Australia Award for Urban Design 2006 ACC The Adelaide Prize Award of Excellence 2006 AILA National Merit Award for Design in Landscape Architecture 2005 AILA South Australia, Overall Award of Excellence 2005 AILA South Australia, Award of Excellence for Design 2004 AILA National Award of Excellence for Planning in Landscape Architecture 2003 AILA South Australia, Award of Excellence for Planning 2000 AILA South Australia, Award of Merit





		Central Park Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  Seamless, well integrated sequence of public domain and retail spaces, both indoor and outdoor.  A good example of a place that elevates the perception of the locality.  A strong landscape character creating a haven within the city.  Well integrated public art.  Integration with existing small scale built form including adaptive reuse and heritage to create fine grain retail and food offering and retain unique character of pla

		Central Park Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  Seamless, well integrated sequence of public domain and retail spaces, both indoor and outdoor.  A good example of a place that elevates the perception of the locality.  A strong landscape character creating a haven within the city.  Well integrated public art.  Integration with existing small scale built form including adaptive reuse and heritage to create fine grain retail and food offering and retain unique character of pla

		Central Park Sydney Relevant to Victoria Cross ISD because it demonstrates:  Seamless, well integrated sequence of public domain and retail spaces, both indoor and outdoor.  A good example of a place that elevates the perception of the locality.  A strong landscape character creating a haven within the city.  Well integrated public art.  Integration with existing small scale built form including adaptive reuse and heritage to create fine grain retail and food offering and retain unique character of pla
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		Awards 2017 National Architecture Awards-David Oppenheim Award for Sustainable Architecture 2017 AIA, NSW Chapter-Award for Sustainable Architecture 2017 AIA, NSW Chapter-Lloyd Rees Award for Urban Design 2017 Greater Sydney Planning Awards-Winner Great New Places to Live and Work 2016 PIA NSW Awards for Planning Excellence, Presidents Award 2012 UDIA NSW Awards for Excellence-Marketing Award City of Sydney Design Competition winner 

		Awards 2017 National Architecture Awards-David Oppenheim Award for Sustainable Architecture 2017 AIA, NSW Chapter-Award for Sustainable Architecture 2017 AIA, NSW Chapter-Lloyd Rees Award for Urban Design 2017 Greater Sydney Planning Awards-Winner Great New Places to Live and Work 2016 PIA NSW Awards for Planning Excellence, Presidents Award 2012 UDIA NSW Awards for Excellence-Marketing Award City of Sydney Design Competition winner 





		Appendix D.2 – Pitt Street benchmarks 
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		Sydney Metro’s success as a transformative world class metro will be the outcome of a combination of 

		Sydney Metro’s success as a transformative world class metro will be the outcome of a combination of 



		different elements, from engineering, architecture and public realm to customer touch points. Sydney 

		different elements, from engineering, architecture and public realm to customer touch points. Sydney 



		Metro has identified benchmark projects that demonstrate the design quality aspirations for the Pitt 

		Metro has identified benchmark projects that demonstrate the design quality aspirations for the Pitt 



		Street Integrated Station Development site. 

		Street Integrated Station Development site. 



		These benchmarks have been selected as the reference for design elements and are not intended as 

		These benchmarks have been selected as the reference for design elements and are not intended as 



		benchmarks for cost. A number relate to stations and station precincts and are not intended as design 

		benchmarks for cost. A number relate to stations and station precincts and are not intended as design 



		benchmarks for stations. 

		benchmarks for stations. 





		The Pitt Street benchmarks have been selected to showcase the minimum quality expected in relation to: 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		Integrated design outcomes. 



		2. 

		2. 

		Towers that showcase high quality design and contribute positively to the city skyline. 



		3. 

		3. 

		Architecture that responds to adjoining buildings and streetscape character and scale. 



		4. 

		4. 

		A design that provides a high quality pubic space that is integrated, connected, active, safe and comfortable for customers and pedestrians. 



		5. 

		5. 

		A design that fulfils the needs of a civic station entry and a high quality OSD entry with associated servicing. 



		6. 

		6. 

		Materials and finishes that are high quality and appropriate to the context. 



		7. 

		7. 

		Integration of joyful public art and public domain elements that contribute to a good experience of the place. 



		8. 

		8. 

		Well considered strategies in façade and services integration that contribute towards best practice sustainable outcomes 





		Wynyard Place 10 Carrington Street, Sydney Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it demonstrates:  A design that integrates the station with development above.  A street frontage that has inviting, transparent and permeable entrances.  Successful relationship to adjacent heritage item.  An uncomplicated and simplified ground plane. A well resolved and modulated ground floor and podium design. 

		Wynyard Place 10 Carrington Street, Sydney Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it demonstrates:  A design that integrates the station with development above.  A street frontage that has inviting, transparent and permeable entrances.  Successful relationship to adjacent heritage item.  An uncomplicated and simplified ground plane. A well resolved and modulated ground floor and podium design. 

		Wynyard Place 10 Carrington Street, Sydney Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it demonstrates:  A design that integrates the station with development above.  A street frontage that has inviting, transparent and permeable entrances.  Successful relationship to adjacent heritage item.  An uncomplicated and simplified ground plane. A well resolved and modulated ground floor and podium design. 
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		Architect: Make Architects in association with Architectus 

		Architect: Make Architects in association with Architectus 

		Architect: Make Architects in association with Architectus 

		TH

		Figure





		Awards City of Sydney Design Competition winner 

		Awards City of Sydney Design Competition winner 





		Lumiere’ Bathurst Street, Sydney Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it demonstrates:  An innovative design response that has uniqueness and adds to the collective architectural image of Sydney.  A large footprint building that has been finely modulated in both podium and tower.  Achieves good residential amenity (light and air).  A unique design solution with podiums and setbacks that respond to local context including adjoining heritage buildings.  A high quality and articulated tower façade design. 

		Lumiere’ Bathurst Street, Sydney Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it demonstrates:  An innovative design response that has uniqueness and adds to the collective architectural image of Sydney.  A large footprint building that has been finely modulated in both podium and tower.  Achieves good residential amenity (light and air).  A unique design solution with podiums and setbacks that respond to local context including adjoining heritage buildings.  A high quality and articulated tower façade design. 

		Lumiere’ Bathurst Street, Sydney Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it demonstrates:  An innovative design response that has uniqueness and adds to the collective architectural image of Sydney.  A large footprint building that has been finely modulated in both podium and tower.  Achieves good residential amenity (light and air).  A unique design solution with podiums and setbacks that respond to local context including adjoining heritage buildings.  A high quality and articulated tower façade design. 

		TH
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		Awards 2008 Commendation Award for Residential Architecture -Multiple Housing, AIA NSW 

		Awards 2008 Commendation Award for Residential Architecture -Multiple Housing, AIA NSW 





		AHL headquarters + Hilton hotel 478 + 488 George Street, Sydney-(2 Buildings) 

		AHL headquarters + Hilton hotel 478 + 488 George Street, Sydney-(2 Buildings) 

		Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it demonstrates: 

		 

		 

		 

		Adjoining developments that demonstrate an innovative design response that has uniqueness and adds to the collective architectural image of Sydney. 



		 

		 

		Unique design that respond to the form and materiality of nearby buildings including QVB. 



		 

		 

		A good example of a colonnade design that is timeless, contemporary and elegant. (Sydney Hilton Hotel) 



		 

		 

		A well-designed , slender tower, (AHL Headquarters) that responds to the diverse neighbouring buildings 



		 

		 

		Activated and inviting entrances and ground floor design. 





		Architect: Candalepas Associates (AHL) and Johnson Pilton Walker (Sydney Hilton) 

		Awards for Sydney Hilton (JPW) 

		2006 Australian Stone Architectural Award (Best Commercial Exterior) 2006 RAIA National Commercial Award 2006 RAIA NSW Chapter, Architecture Award for Commercial Building 2006 RAIA NSW Chapter, Architecture Award for Civic Design 2006 Sustainable Energy Authority (SEDA) Energy Efficiency Award 

		Awards for AHL (Candalepas) 2016 National Architecture Awards: Winner of Harry Seidler Award for Commercial Architecture 

		5 Martin Place, Sydney Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it demonstrates:  Innovative response to adjacent heritage building and the heritage context.  Refined detailing and materiality that responds to the surrounding context.  Breaks down scale of development through modulation, detailing and materiality  Elegantly reinforces the streetscape context of Martin Place.  Ground plane connectivity that is active and supports permeability. Architect: JPW 

		5 Martin Place, Sydney Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it demonstrates:  Innovative response to adjacent heritage building and the heritage context.  Refined detailing and materiality that responds to the surrounding context.  Breaks down scale of development through modulation, detailing and materiality  Elegantly reinforces the streetscape context of Martin Place.  Ground plane connectivity that is active and supports permeability. Architect: JPW 

		5 Martin Place, Sydney Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it demonstrates:  Innovative response to adjacent heritage building and the heritage context.  Refined detailing and materiality that responds to the surrounding context.  Breaks down scale of development through modulation, detailing and materiality  Elegantly reinforces the streetscape context of Martin Place.  Ground plane connectivity that is active and supports permeability. Architect: JPW 
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		Awards 2016 Commercial Architecture Award, NSW Architecture Awards 2016 National Award for Heritage, AIA 2016 NSW President’s Award, UDIA 2016 Award for Adaptive Reuse, National Trust of Australia (NSW) 2016 National Commercial Architecture Award, AIA 2016 Francis Greenway Award for Heritage Architecture, Creative Adaptation , AIA NSW 2016 Lloyd Rees Award -Award for Urban Design, AIA NSW 2016 Steel Excellence Award for large building projects, Australian Steel Institute 2016 Excellence Awards winner, NSW U

		Awards 2016 Commercial Architecture Award, NSW Architecture Awards 2016 National Award for Heritage, AIA 2016 NSW President’s Award, UDIA 2016 Award for Adaptive Reuse, National Trust of Australia (NSW) 2016 National Commercial Architecture Award, AIA 2016 Francis Greenway Award for Heritage Architecture, Creative Adaptation , AIA NSW 2016 Lloyd Rees Award -Award for Urban Design, AIA NSW 2016 Steel Excellence Award for large building projects, Australian Steel Institute 2016 Excellence Awards winner, NSW U





		Upper House 520 Swanston Street, Carlton, Melbourne Relevant to Pitt Street ISD because it demonstrates:  Good modulation of building parts which reduces the building bulk, and reinforces streetscape datum (relevant to Pitt Street North).  Good ventilation and light to residences.  Well-designed shared terraces and gardens which improve social life.  Well activated at street level with podium scale relating to adjoining streetscape.  Interesting elevation with lively and strong modulation. Architect: J
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		Awards 2017 Architizer A+Award -High Rise (16+ Floors) 2015 Best Overend Award Multiple Housing, AIA Victorian Architecture Awards 2015 Frederick Romberg Award for Multiple Housing, AIA National Architecture Awards 
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		Nishi Building 25 Edinburgh Ave Canberra, ACT 

		Nishi Building 25 Edinburgh Ave Canberra, ACT 

		 

		 

		 

		Award winning mixed use building including a hotel which activates the precinct. 



		 

		 

		Dynamic design response created by a diverse team of designers. 



		 

		 

		Rich interiors and shared spaces. 



		 

		 

		A unique design solution that responds to the local context. 



		 

		 

		Strongly integrated art. 





		 6 Greenstar sustainability rating and environmental approach. 

		Architects   Fender Katsalidis and Suppose Design Studio  

		AWARDS     2017 Commercial Architecture Award  –  Australian Institute  of Architecture, ACT Awards     2017 Sydney Anchor Award for Residential Architecture     2017 Commercial Architecture Award Australian Institute  of Architects, ACT Awards     2017 Commercial Architecture Commendation Australian Institute  of Architects National Awards     2015 International Project of the Year - Building Awards (United Kingdom)   
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Purpose of the Document 
This document is intended to guide the design 


of the Waterloo Metro Quarter integrated station 
development and provides a resource to assist the 


evaluation of design quality and excellence. 


Waterloo’s character is layered, proud, distinct and resilient and is represented by a 
diverse community.  The Waterloo Metro Quarter (Metro Quarter) will deliver a high 
quality development that integrates the new metro station with retail, commercial, 
community and residential uses including social and afordable housing.  The 
development will provide new areas of public domain and pedestrian connections, 
greater options for active transport and provide space for cultural and community 
facilities. 


The Metro Quarter will provide a high standard customer experience with safe 
and seamless interchange with other transport modes and an activated station 
precinct with a range of retail services.  The development will act as a gateway to the 
broader Waterloo State Signifcant Precinct (SSP) with services and facilities that will 
complement the renewal of social housing and provide a diversity of housing types 
and tenures. 


The  Metro Quarter consists of the new metro station and complementary 
development of the land above and adjacent to the station to provide a vibrant mixed 
use precinct.  The development opportunity will act as a catalyst for the Government’s 
urban renewal program for the Metro Quarter and the Waterloo Estate. 


This guideline addresses the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements 
(SEARs) for the Metro Quarter State Signifcant Development application and covers 
the key design parameters for built form, public domain, movement,  connectivity and 
interfaces between the station and development. 


This design guideline has been prepared with reference to: 


1. Concept State Signifcant Development Application Design Report for Metro 
Quarter Over Station Development SSD 9393 


2. Sydney Metro City & Southwest: Chatswood to Sydenham Design Guidelines (June 
2017) 


3. Draft Explanation of Intended Efect and draft Development Control Plan, Metro 
Quarter State Signifcant Precinct (July 2018) 


4. Metro Quarter State Signifcant Precinct Urban Design and Public Domain Study 
(July 2018) 


5. Waterloo Precinct Placemaking Framework and Strategy (November 2017 and April 
2018) and Waterloo Arts and Cultural Study 


6. Heritage Impact Statement, Metro Quarter State Signifcant Development 
Application (November 2018. 


Separate approval pathways for the station and the over station development have 
required the preparation of separate design guidelines for each component.  These 
guidelines build on those accompanying the ‘Sydney Metro City & Southwest: 
Chatswood to Sydenham Design Guidelines’ and as such should be read in conjunction 
with them. 


A key focus of these guidelines is to set clear design objectives for the OSD elements 
that integrate with the station, and to ensure consistency in the design approach for 
both elements.  It is intended that the guidelines also inform and complement the 
future Station Design and Precinct Plan and Interchange Access Plan and are to be 
considered as part of the Sydney Metro Design Excellence Strategy for the site. 
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The NSW Government’s aims for the Metro Quarter integrated 
station development are to: 


• Support the NSW Government’s planning strategies and 
objectives including the Greater Sydney Region Plan (2018) 
and the Eastern City District Plan (2018) 


• Enable the development of a mixed use precinct at the 
site which caters to a range of diferent uses and works to 
create a fully integrated station precinct at Waterloo 


• Support a range of spaces that would cater for the social 
and economic needs of the local Waterloo community 


• Enhance customer experience and urban amenity through 
the development of an integrated design concept that 
ensures delivery of a quality public domain area with strong 
connections to the site’s surroundings 


• Create an urban environment that drives high usage of the 
Sydney Metro network responding directly to the principle 
of transit oriented development 


• Provide opportunity for the over station development to be 
delivered as early as possible with the aim of opening the 
over station development concurrently or shortly following 
completion of Waterloo Station 


• Enable a building form which maintains adequate solar 
access to public open spaces and nearby residential areas 


• Provide a sensitive relationship between the proposed 
development of the Metro Quarter and its surrounding 
heritage context 


• Achieve design excellence in the fnal integrated station 
development 


• Enable a new transport interchange that prioritises public 
and active transport 


• Establish new publicly accessible open space in the form 
of plazas that would provide access to the station entries, 
connect the Metro Quarter with surrounding streets and 
functions as spaces for passive recreation and social 
interaction 


• Embrace sustainability initiatives including lower levels 
of on-site car parking, stormwater re-use and water 
sensitive design and measures intended to improve the 
environmental performance of buildings 


• Support the provision of afordable and social housing. 
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Site Overview 


WATERLOO 
METRO 


QUARTER WATERLOO 
ESTATE 


GREEN SQUARE 
TOWN CENTRE 


Figure 1 – Site context and proposed Metro Quarter development 


The Metro Quarter is bounded by Botany Road, Wellington, Cope and Raglan streets.  The site 
boundary for the State Signifcant Development application excludes the heritage listed Waterloo 
Congregational Church at No. 103 Botany Road.  The total area of the site is 1.91 hectares and has a 
developable area of 1.28 hectares.  It is approximately 220 metres in length with street frontages of 64 
metres to Raglan Street and 62 metres to Wellington Street.  The site has a fall of about 2 metres from 
north to south. 


The metro station has been approved under CSSI 15-7400 (CSSI Approval) and includes demolition 
of the existing buildings on the site, excavation and construction of the station elements (concourse, 
platforms, lobbies, lifts, escalators, retail spaces and public domain works).  Provision is made for plant 
servicing, egress and structures to support the development above the station.  Sydney Metro has 
progressed the station design and established principles and criteria to guide further detailed design 
of the station. 
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Site Context 


Signifcant features of the site and its context include: 


1. A network of parks within 800 metres of the 
site and opportunity to connect to the City of 
Sydney’s liveable green network along Raglan 
and Wellington Streets 


2. There is opportunity to add to the existing 
urban tree canopy through a mix of deciduous 
and evergreen planting 


3. The Alexandria Heritage Conservation Area 
(HCA) located to the west, which mostly 
comprises terrace houses. Nearby heritage 
items include historic pubs and hotels and a 
former bank building along Botany Road 


4. Waterloo Congregational Church is located 
mid-block along Botany Road.  The church, 
together with the other heritage items on 
Botany Road, establishes parameters for the 
scale, setbacks and street wall height of the 
development podium 


5. A walking and cycling network through 
Waterloo that connects Central Sydney to 
Green Square.  The main movement barriers 
are Botany Road and the Eveleigh rail corridor 


6. The lack of natural surveillance and quality 
of street trees along Botany Road results in 
limited activation, visual interest and poor 
amenity for pedestrians 


7. High pedestrian activity between the site and 
Alexandria Park, Australian Technology Park 
(ATP), Redfern Village and Waterloo Estate 


8. Flooding constraints on Cope Street and 
Wellington Street that afect the design of 
ground level retail and basement entries 


9. Wind impacts from the west and south that 
need to be addressed through building design 
to ensure adequate comfort for pedestrians 
and outdoor seating areas 


10. The PANS OPS height surface of 126.4 metres 
which limits the height of buildings and cranes 
underneath aircraft fight paths. 


11. A rail corridor passing under the site protected 
in accordance with State Environmental 
Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007. 


Figure 2 – Locality map 
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Sydney Metro 


Sydney Metro’s vision is “transforming Sydney with a new world class 
metro.” The design outcomes for the Metro Quarter are underpinned by 
the design objectives for all Sydney Metro projects. 


Figure 3 – Sydney Metro project 


Design objectives 
The design objectives for the Sydney Metro City & Southwest are: 


Ensuring an easy customer experience. 
Sydney Metro places the customer frst. Stations are welcoming and intuitive with simple, uncluttered 
spaces that ensure a comfortable, enjoyable and safe experience for a diverse range of customers. 


Being part of a fully integrated transport system. 
Sydney Metro is a transit-oriented project that prioritises clear and legible connections with other 
public and active transport modes within the wider metropolitan travel network that intersect with 
this new spine. 


Being a catalyst for positive change. 
Sydney Metro is a landmark opportunity to regenerate and invigorate the city with new stations and 
associated development that engage with their precincts, raise the urban quality and enhance the 
overall experience of the city. 


Being responsive to distinct contexts and communities. 
Sydney Metro’s identity is stronger for the unique conditions of centres and communities through 
which it passes. This local character is to be embraced through internationally benchmarked high 
quality station architecture and public domain that is well integrated with the valuable inherited 
urban fabric of existing places. 


Delivering an enduring and sustainable legacy for Sydney. 
Sydney Metro is a positive legacy for future generations. A high standard of design across the corridor, 
stations and station precincts, that sets a new benchmark, is vital to ensuring the longevity of the metro 
system, its enduring contribution to civic life and an ability to adapt to a changing city over time. 
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Sydney Metro City And South West 
Chatswood to Sydenham 
Design Guidelines 


Sydney Metro City & Southwest includes a new 30 kilometre metro line extending the metro rail from 
the end of the Metro Northwest at Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour, through new CBD stations 
and southwest to Bankstown.  It is due to open in 2024 with the ultimate capacity to run a metro train 
every two minutes each way through the centre of Sydney. 


Six new metro stations will be delivered at Crows Nest, Victoria Cross, Barangaroo, Martin Place, Pitt 
Street and Waterloo with new underground metro platforms at Central.  In addition, all eleven stations 
between Sydenham and Bankstown will be converted to metro standards. 


The Chatswood to Sydenham Design Guidelines, which form part of the CSSI Approval for Sydney 
Metro City & Southwest, establish objectives for the project and specifc design drivers and strategies 
for Waterloo Station and its interface with the surrounding locality.  These key design drivers and 
urban design strategies inform the design of the Metro Quarter. 


Key design drivers 
1. Contribute to the sense of place and public domain. 


2. Create a new transport focus in Waterloo. 


3. Integrate the station with local improvement plans. 


4. Make a positive contribution to the regeneration of this new urban community. 


Urban design strategies 
Enhancing east-west permeability for walking and cycling 
Raglan and Henderson streets will be the key connector between the new metro station, Australian 
Technology Park and Waterloo Estate.  Through site links will enhance pedestrian connectivity and 
activity around the station. 


Interchange facilities close to station entry 
The location of bus stops on Botany Road will be reviewed to maximise connectivity.  Convenient and 
safe access will be provided for bicycles, taxis and private vehicle drop-ofs from Cope Street. 


Public domain defned and activated 
Space will be provided for customers to transfer between transport modes.  The pedestrian 
environment of major streets will be upgraded and new laneway connections will be delivered 
between Cope Street and Botany Road. 


Support renewal around the station 
New buildings and publicly accessible spaces will contribute positively to the surrounding context 
and will be integrated with the existing heritage buildings, providing a high standard of environmental 
amenity. 
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Waterloo State Signifcant Precinct 


The new metro station and Metro Quarter development 
act as a catalyst for the NSW Government’s urban renewal 
program for Waterloo Estate. 


Vision 


The Waterloo Estate is located to the east of the new metro station and Metro Quarter.  The Waterloo 
Estate comprises approximately 18 hectares of mostly government owned land and contains 2,012 
social housing dwellings and 125 private dwellings.  The transformation and renewal of the Waterloo 
Estate is being led by NSW Land and Housing Corporation with Urban Growth NSW Development 
Corporation preparing the State Signifcant Precinct application.  The vision for the Waterloo State 
Signifcant Precinct is represented in Figure 4. 


Figure 4 – Vision for the Waterloo State Signifcant Precinct 
Source: Urban Growth NSW 
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Objectives and design principles 
To achieve the vision for the Waterloo State Signifcant Precinct, the following objectives and design 
principles have been adopted: 


Housing: a fully integrated urban village of social, private and afordable housing 


• Locally responsive, distinctive and adaptable buildings, homes and spaces 


• Diversity of homes and living choices underpinned by innovative delivery and tenure models 


• Emphasise Waterloo’s character areas and neighbourhoods 


• A variety of indoor and outdoor shared spaces that support resident needs and well-being 


Culture and design: a safe and welcoming place to live and visit 


• A signifcant place shaped by the community for gathering in Waterloo 


• Activated and engaging places for all 


• Aboriginal people are intrinsic to Waterloo 


• Embed local stories of people and place 


Open space and environment: high quality public spaces and a sustainable urban environment 


• Celebrate Waterloo’s unique green attributes including topography, water and trees 


• Promote a sense of well-being and connection to nature 


• A high performing resilient environment 


Transport and connectivity: a well connected inner city location 


• An active transport hub and local centre working as one 


• Highly connected neighbourhoods’ prioritising walking and cycling for all 


Services and amenity: new and improved services, facilities and amenities to support a diverse 
community 


• Local services to meet every day and everyone’s needs 


• Flexible and adaptable land uses, infrastructure and buildings that are responsive to opportunities 
and needs 


• Foster local economies and productive environments to create, learn and share. 
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Waterloo Metro Quarter OSD 


The design objectives for the over station development 
are informed by the Waterloo Station Signifcant 
Precinct objectives. 


Objectives 
The urban design objectives for the Metro Quarter are to: 


• Create a vibrant, mixed use local centre that is the gateway to the Waterloo Station and caters to 
the needs of the Metro Quarter, Waterloo Estate and users of the Metro Station 


• Create a distinct and memorable urban quarter that refects its role as a transport hub while 
responding to local character 


• Establish the metro station and adjoining Cope Street Plaza as the focus of the Metro Quarter, 
providing an integrated public asset that draws together commuters and the local community 


• Create a vibrant, safe, high amenity and walkable public domain that caters for the diferent needs 
of a variety of users 


• Promote the use of Waterloo Station as a key public transport hub and prioritises sustainable 
movement choices 


• Provide for a seamless interchange between transport modes, in particular rail, bus, walking and 
cycling 


• Promote the growth of the Central to Eveleigh / local economy as a technical, innovation and 
creative corridor linked with nearby metropolitan scale education and health facilities 


• Contribute to meeting the economic and social needs of the Metro Quarter and the Waterloo 
Estate 


• Incorporate infrastructure that promotes economic growth, community cohesion and sustainability 


• Help to facilitate the creation of an inclusive community that is welcoming to all 


• Provide a greater amount and choice of housing, including afordable and social housing 


• Respect and celebrate the signifcant Aboriginal and other cultural and heritage values of the 
Central to Eveleigh community, including the Waterloo Congregational Church 


• Exhibit high quality architecture within a cohesive variety of building forms and heights. 
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Design approach 


The following design approaches have been adopted for the Waterloo Metro Quarter over 
station development to respond to the opportunities and  constraints of the site and the 
surrounding urban context. 


• Integrated station development and public domain that delivers an active transport 
hub with seamless interchange, pedestrian priority and accessibility.  Complementary 
interfaces between the station and development will be high performing and achieve 
activation ready functionality. 


• Inclusive integrated station development and public domain that provides accessible 
amenity, services and open space, shared democratic spaces for both the commuter 
and community, and creates places for social interaction and activities for all. 


• Connected integrated station development and public domain that is legible, safe and 
walkable day and night, acts as a gateway and community marker.  The integrated 
station development stitches places into the surrounding context and has social 
connectedness and shared spaces. 


• Diverse mix and layering of uses and employment with extended hours, fne grain and 
active street edges. Adaptable mixes of dwelling types and living choices are provided 
and are architecturally distinctive with variance. 


• Local refection of the proud community character and diversity in response to place 
and context.  Local retail, business and services are fostered and embed the arts and 
local cultures. 


• Liveable community that creates micro–neighbourhoods and vertical villages, public 
and community facilities, access to food sources and everyday needs.  The integrated 
station development is contextual, resilient, uses with green infrastructure and high 
quality materials and fnishes. 


• Culture is respected in the integrated station development and public domain design 
by seeking endorsement and permission to use Aboriginal Creation and local stories 
that have been identifed through the design phase. 
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The integrated station development will create a vibrant,  
mixed use local centre that serves as the gateway to the  
Waterloo Precinct and caters to the needs of the Metro  
Quarter, Waterloo Estate and metro customers. The  
built form and public domain will distinctively refect the  
local character and respond to place and its context and  
deliver high quality architecture.
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Metro Station 


Station design and integration 


Waterloo Station is a cut and cover station as part of the Waterloo SSP renewal area.  It will provide 
a new underground station with a direct connection from the area to the Global Economic Corridor. 
The station will service the surrounding residential precinct and support urban renewal and new 
employment opportunities. 


This is to be achieved through: 


1. Orientating the station entry towards Raglan 
Street to respond to commuter pedestrian 
fows 


2. Providing a second door to the station entry 
convenient for customers travelling to and 
from the Waterloo Estate and bus interchange 


3. Creating a unique arrival experience for the 
local community with a public plaza on Cope 
Street 


4. Creating a pair of unique and complementary 
plazas adjacent to the station entry with a 
north facing plaza along Raglan Street and 
a plaza along Cope Street that engages 
with the Waterloo Estate and the Waterloo 
Congregational Church 


5. Over station entry lobbies, end of trip facilities, 
plant rooms and the like are not expected 
to be located within the station.  However, 
the detailed design may be amended to 
incorporate these elements as part of the 
integrated station development 


6. The loading capacity of the station design 
allows for structures up to 10 storeys above 
the station boxes and up to 4 storeys above 
the Cope Street plaza (assuming conventional 
concrete structure) 


7. The design of the station shall be integrated 
with the CSSI Approval, including the Station 
Design and Precinct Plan. 


STATION ENTRIES COMMUNITY HEART INVITING SPACES 


Figure 5 – Relationship of the station entry to the surrounding locality 
Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design and Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf 
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Figure 6 – Relationship between station and over station development 
Source: Sydney Metro 
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Public Domain and Place 


Figure 7 – Artist’s impression of public domain and shared laneway alongside Waterloo Congregational Church 


The public domain will establish a new community heart, creating a place that is activated, vibrant, 
and pedestrian and cycle friendly.  New social spaces and plazas will provide a social and retail 
experience in a new urban setting where people can meet and relax in a safe and welcoming 
environment. 


This is to be achieved through: 


1. Maximising active frontages through the ground 
plane to respond to pedestrian movement 


2. Addressing local fooding impacts through the 
design of the public domain 


3. Delivering a high performing and activation 
ready public plaza on Cope Street that 
provides space for community activation and 
engagement 


4. Creating a community focus and sense of 
ownership at its heart by providing a building 
within the Cope Street plaza that provides 
services and facilities for the community 


5. Active frontages that support pedestrian 
movement and create moments for respite 
and pause 


6. New pedestrian through site links that create 
direct and legible links between the station 
entry and the Botany Road bus interchange 


7. Public domain that creates a sense of place 
and continuity throughout the development. 


8. Redefning Cope Street as a slow street with 
considered design of kerb alignments, bicycle 
parking and street furniture 


9. Street pavements and material palettes that will 
be consistent with the design objectives and 
key principles of the City of Sydney’s Sydney 
Streets Code 


10.Footpath paving that complements the existing 
urban fabric.  Diferent paving could be used to 
denote signifcant spaces of the public domain 
such as the plazas on Cope and Raglan streets 


11. Public domain furniture in accordance with the 
City of Sydney palette and, where possible, is 
co-located with trees to avoid clutter and create 
focus points for community activity 


12. Selecting tree and landscape species that 
enhance the local character and diversity of 
species and will contribute to biodiversity and 
local food production (edible landscape) 


13. Utilising low growing, food tolerant understorey 
species to further defne the public domain, 
provide habitat, assist with water sensitive urban 
design outcomes and do not obstruct sight lines 
across the site. 
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Figure 8 – Indicative design for Raglan Street plaza and public domain 
Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design and Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf 


Figure 9 – Indicative design for Cope Street plaza and public domain 
Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design and Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf 
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Street activation and building uses 


Great places attract interest and encourage people to stay.  Waterloo can be enhanced as a great place 
full of layered public life through distinct events and activation.  Local retail, businesses, services and 
everyday needs should be provided as part of the over station development and peoples’ experience is 
enhanced through public afordances, community facilities and public amenity. 


This is to be achieved through: 


1. Non-residential uses should cater to the needs 
of the local Waterloo community and could 
include local community services, convenience 
needs and a small scale supermarket 


2. Diverse range of businesses and community 
activities that will support a vibrant day and 
night-time economy and are integrated with 
and activate the public domain 


3. Allocating a minimum of 2,000m2 of foor 
space within the podium levels for community 
uses and services. 


4. Commercial uses within the podium levels that 
create opportunities for people to attain skills 
and employment 


5. Provide uses that will activate and enliven 
the public domain should be located at 
ground level and provide a comfortable and 
convenient experience for metro customers 
and local community 


6. Provide wind amelioration devices, including 
impermeable awnings to mitigate wind 
impacts for all outdoor trafcable areas 


around the development to ensure they are 
suitable for their intended uses 


7. A tenancy mix that provides complementary 
uses, afordable convenience and diverse retail 
experiences and supports the metro station 
as a destination and gateway to surrounding 
neighbourhoods 


8. Day and night time activity supported by local 
shops, hospitality, entertainment and cultural 
venues 


9. Enabling a community anchor to be delivered 
early in the development 


10.  Establishing a community heart early in the 
development’s delivery. 


11. An engaging ground foor interface for 
pedestrian delight.  Enable activation ready 
public domain, retail shells and fexible ground 
foor retail spaces 


12. An events program which builds on existing 
events and supports development transition. 


PUBLIC TRANSPORT CONNECTIVITY MAXIMISE ACTIVE FRONTAGES ENHANCE PEDESTRIAN AMENITY 


Figure 10 – Provide active frontages and amenity for pedestrians along transport connections 
Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design & Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf 
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Figure 11 – Artist’s impression of Cope Street plaza and the southern entry door to Waterloo Station 


Public art 
Public art is a vital ingredient in urban environments and can ofer unique experiences, surprise and delight, 
and bring a diverse and changing community together.  The Waterloo State Signifcant Precinct (SPP) 
Public Art Plan aims to facilitate these outcomes and ensure coordinated and complementary outcomes 
across the Metro Quarter. The Sydney Metro Public Art Strategy establishes a clear process for delivering 
public art across the Metro program, including at Waterloo station. 


The two documents respond to the unique opportunities and constraints of these two distinct but 
integrated areas. Combined they provide curatorial guidance, a process for procuring artists, an approach 
to delivery and guidance for future detailed public art plans for specifc works. All public art must be 
delivered to align with the curatorial statements, objectives and approaches set out in these documents. 


The vision for public art within the Metro Quarter is to build an authentic sense of place through activating 
the site, animating public spaces, seamlessly integrating and embedding with future development and 
enabling the creative voices of the local community and its artists to be absorbed 


This vision will be achieved through a coordinated approach to design that: 


1. Delivers public art that connects and orients 4. Ensures works within the station entrance are 
the Metro Quarter to its neighbouring villages, publicly visible and enhance the entry experience 
supporting pedestrian movement and experience 5. Ensures locations coordinate with high movement 


2. Supports an active street life, public access and corridors, sight lines and key entry and activation 
personal safety areas 


3. Integrates public art planning and delivery 6. Provides an integrated approach that allows the 
with landscaping, wayfnding and heritage artist to respond to the site, embeds into the early 
interpretation stages of the design process and creates visual 


Development of works and programs will also align with curatorial themes, supporting connection to place 
and community, that: 


1. Respond to Waterloo’s unique character and 
stories, including the Aboriginal stories of place 
and the areas contribution to a contemporary 
city 


2. Acknowledge and enhance social connections 
and the community’s experience of the public 
domain 


3. Invite community cultural participation to deliver 
works that connect the Metro Quarter to the 
community 


4. Explore a breadth of art typologies, including 
permanent, ephemeral, performance, integrated 
and embedded artworks as well as cultural 
activities and programs 


5. Respond to the staging of development across 
the precinct, acting as an essential anchor for 
cohesion across a changing community 
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Built Form 


Podium and Street Wall 


The podium form and articulation should relate to the local context, demonstrate heritage and 
contextual sensitivity with scale and massing that relates to the pedestrian scale. 


This is to be achieved through: 


1. Responding to the neighbouring street scale 
and rhythm along Botany Road with a building 
podium that relates to the existing street scale, 
heritage items, urban grain and modulation 
and supports a “retail street” approach 


2. Responding to the existing scale of 
development along Wellington Street through 
a low street wall height for the podium with 
buildings setback above to delineate the 
podium 


3. Increased street setbacks along Raglan Street 
and Botany Road to improve the amenity of 
the pedestrian experience 


4. Placing residential entries and lobbies away 
from Botany Road and, where possible, 
provide activation of other spaces and streets 


5. Providing awnings along Botany Road and 
Raglan Street that continue the existing awning 
line of the adjacent streetscape 


6. Reconnecting Waterloo Congregational 
Church with the local community by providing 
a new setting for the heritage building. This is 
achieved through 


a)  Establishing a podium height along Botany 
Road that relates to the height of the church 
and the existing street wall height along 
Botany Road 


b) The alignment of the podium to Botany 
Road adjacent to the church is setback 
to align with the church to increase 
the church’s visual presence within the 
streetscape and to increase views to and 
from the church along Botany Road 


c)  Integrating the area in front of the church 
with public domain for the over station 
development (subject to land owner 
agreement) 


d) Setting back the Metro Quarter’s podium 
from the southern side of the church to 
reveal the church as freestanding. 


BOTANY ROAD STREET WALL WELLINGTON STREET WALL HEIGHT ENGAGING WITH THE CHURCH 


Figure 12 – Podium and Street Wall Heights 
Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design & Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf 
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(SUBJECT TO LAND OWNER’S APPROVAL) 


Figure 13 – Podium and Street Wall - Engaging Waterloo Congregational Church 
Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design & Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf 


Street view looking south Street view looking north 


Figure 14 – Podium and Street Wall - Botany Road 
Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design & Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf 
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Built Form above the Podium 


Provide exceptional and diverse built form above the podium that responds to the evolving height, 
scale and character of the area. The built form will respond to the site’s proximity to local heritage 
items and conservation areas and minimise the overshadowing impacts on Alexandria Park and the 
wider public domain. 


This is to be achieved through: 


1. Placing taller buildings near the corner of 
Botany Road and Raglan Street to provides a 
visual marker and gateway.  This will identify 
the metro station entry from key locations in 
the precinct such as the views from Australian 
Technology Park to the west and from 
Waterloo Estate to the east 


2. Providing a second marker building near the 
corner of Botany Road and Wellington Street 
that is lower than the station marker building 
(above) and defnes the threshold to the 
Waterloo Estate renewal.  The building height 
responds to the solar access requirements of 
the areas to the south 


3. Maximising permeability and separation 
between buildings and marking through-site 
links to provide outlook for residents and to 
achieve solar access and natural ventilation 
requirements 


4. Limiting the height of buildings above the 
station buildings to ensure the scale of the built 
form steps down toward to the Cope Street 
plaza 


5. Allowing a nil setback for the buildings 
above the podium facing Botany Road where 
articulated building shapes or other measures 
efectively ameliorate wind impacts on the 
ground plane 


VISUAL MARKER: METRO BUILDING SCALE TO PUBLIC PLAZA VISUAL MARKER: WATERLOO ESTATE 


Figure 15 – Proposed tower confguration and building separation 
Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design & Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf 
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6. Mitigate the potential noise impacts from 
Botany Road and achieve acoustic levels in 
accordance with the Apartment Design Guide 
and City of Sydney requirements: 


Orientate buildings to reduce the length of • 
frontages facing Botany Road with no single 
aspect apartments facing the street 


Balconies are provided as re-entrant to the • 
building facade 


Operable windows are located of protected • 
balconies instead of the external facade 


Bedroom windows typically face east, north • 
or south to minimise noise impacts from 
Botany Road to the west 


Ventilation requirements should be satisfed • 
as per the NSW Apartment Design Guide 
requirements 


7. The building articulation zone (shown by the 
dashed lines in Figure 11) extends 1.5m beyond 
the building envelope area and is an allowance 
for architectural expression and modulation 
that does not contribute to the gross foor area 


8. Maintaining solar access to private open space 
and living areas and adjoining open space such 
Alexandria Park in accordance with City of 
Sydney guidelines 


9. Provide a minimum area of communal open 
space in accordance with NSW Apartment 
Design Guide 


10.Communal open space and roof top gardens 
can be provided above the podium.  The 
design will need to consider potential 
wind impacts and incorporate appropriate 
amelioration to provide amenity and comfort. 


Figure 16 – Proposed building confguration and separation 
Source:  Turner Architects 
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Movement and Connectivity 


Figure 17 – Artist’s impression of Raglan Street 


Access, permeability and amenity for pedestrians and cyclists will be prioritised in the design to 
facilitate legible, safe and convenient movement for customers. 


This is to be achieved through: 


1. A second door to the metro station entry and a 
public plaza to Cope Street 


2. Clear and direct pedestrian through-site 
pedestrian link from Cope Street and Botany 
Road that provides a safe and convenient 
connection from the metro station to the bus 
interchange 


3. Widening the footpath on the southern side of 
Raglan Street between the metro station and 
Botany Road 


4. Providing adequate footpaths and setbacks 
on Botany Road in the vicinity of the bus 
interchange to provide additional footpath 
capacity for pedestrians 


5. Providing bike parking for metro customers 
in accordance with the CSSI Approval, as well 
as additional facilities for residents and non-
residents in accordance with City of Sydney 
rates 


6. Relocating the existing southbound bus stop 
on Botany Road to the middle of the block 
between Raglan Street and Wellington Street 


7. Ensuring the design of the over station 
development does not preclude the provision of 
a cycleway along Wellington Street in the future 


8. Redefning Cope Street as a “slow street” 
through considered design of kerb alignments, 
trafc calming measures, landscaping and 
street furniture 


9. Limiting vehicular movements across the site 
with a single shared zone from Cope Street 
providing access to the northern basement car 
parking 


10.Servicing and loading located at the site edges 
with access from Botany Road and Wellington 
Street.  Shared service vehicle access for the 
station and OSD is to be provided within the 
OSD with vehicle access via Botany Road. 
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Figure 18 – Connectivity with transport and movement (indicative) 
Source: Sydney Metro 


Residential, 
commercial and 


service vehicle access 


Residential and 
commercial 


vehicle access 


Service 
vehicle access 


Figure 19 – Access for service, loading and residential vehicles 
Source:  Waterloo Metro Quarter State Signifcant Precinct Transport Study, Jacobs 
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 Integration 


Integration with the metro station 


Provide an over station development that seamlessly integrates all the components of the 
development and leaves a positive legacy for future generations. 


This will be achieved through: 


1. Delivering an over station development that: 


a)  Does not have any adverse impact on the 
function and/or operation of the metro 
station 


b) Can be constructed independently and 
maintained or modifed without signifcant 
interference to the operation of the metro 
station 


c)  Allows independent access, servicing and 
maintenance from normal station activities 
and operations 


d)  Integrates efciently with the station 
structure 


e)  Connects the station entry, podium and 
over station development seamlessly. 


2. The station design should incorporate the 
following where relevant: 


Structural elements, building grids, column • 
loadings, building infrastructure and 
services to enable the construction of 
future over station development 


Space required for future lift cores, access, • 
parking and building services for the over 
station development 


3. Permissible uses should be functionally 
separated at ground level to assist in 
pedestrian circulation and servicing needs 


4. Back of house operations and services should 
be consolidated wherever possible while 
maintaining any required separation between 
the OSD and Sydney Metro 


5. The building envelopes should include: 


Space provisioning for mechanical plant • 
required to service the future over station 
development.  These spaces should be 
separate from the station requirements for 
plant and mechanical services 


Adequate clearance zones to the station air • 
supply intakes and mechanical ventilation 
for exhaust and smoke discharge (in event 
of a fre) 


Functional integration of the various • 
uses and activities should be seamless 
and simplify the vertical division and 
coordination of the services wherever 
possible. 
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Integration with the Waterloo Estate State Signifcant Precinct 


The new metro station will provide a catalyst for the Government’s renewal and transformation plans 
for the Waterloo Estate.  A wide range of development options will be explored for the Waterloo 
Estate State Signifcant Precinct (by others).  The Waterloo Metro Quarter development will integrate 
with the future redevelopment of the area. 


This is to be achieved through: 


1. Providing a single metro station with two 
doors provides fexibility for the arrangement 
of future streets, pedestrian connections and 
open space within the Waterloo Estate State 
Signifcant Precinct 


2. Increased street setbacks to Raglan Street 
allowing wider footpaths and public domain 
to be provided at the station entry 


3. Improved and new pedestrian links between 
Cope Street and Botany Road connect the 
Waterloo Estate to public transport and to 
the neighbourhoods further to the west, 
including the employment area at ATP and 
schools and open space at Alexandria Park 


4. A publicly accessible square on adjacent to 
the station entry provides a central activity 
hub that is fexible enough to respond 
to a wide range of options that could be 
considered for the Waterloo Estate 


5.  Active frontages are provided along the 
Cope Street edge of the Waterloo Metro 
Quarter site.  This will support a vibrant, 
active and pedestrian focussed street that 
complement the future development on the 
eastern side of Cope Street, which could be 
open space, retail uses or a combination of 
both 


6. Local community focussed businesses and 
activities provided within the podium levels of 
the Waterloo Metro Quarter development will 
support the needs of the community 


7. Late night retail, entertainment and live music 
venues could improve night time safety and 
surveillance within the area. 
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Design Excellence 


This design guideline complements the design excellence strategy for 
the Waterloo Metro Quarter.  The benchmark framework demonstrate 
the design quality aspirations for the integrated station development. 


The design excellence strategy for the Waterloo 
Metro Quarter comprises four key elements: 


1. Design Excellence Evaluation Panel:  a Panel 
will be established to provide an independent 
evaluation of the Waterloo Metro Quarter 
integrated station development proposals to 
support design excellence by performing the 
“jury role” in the competitive design process. 


2. Design Review Panel:  The Sydney Metro DRP 
will be reconvened after the competitive design 
phase has been completed.  The DRP will 
provide on-going design review of the station 
design and overstation development. 


3. Design excellence benchmarks:  The design 
benchmarks demonstrate the design aspirations 
for the integrated station development.   They 
illustrate the expected quality and guide the 
design outcomes. 


4. Architectural diversity: The lead architect 
will be responsible for establishing the design 
framework of the Waterloo Metro Quarter 
and coordinating the design of the station, 
ground plane, podium levels and any buildings 
immediately above the station.  At least 
three additional architects will design the 
taller buildings fronting Botany Road and the 
community building in the Cope Street plaza. 


The design team must comprise: 


A multidisciplinary team with a full • 
complement of design professionals and 
experts tailored to meet the unique project 
characteristics. 


Diversity within the design team including • 
emerging and/or small practices and inclusion 
of an aboriginal role to ensure their cultural 
relationship to place is embedded within the 
design process. 


An integrated design team with considered • 
and signifcant senior leadership and clear 
professional roles and responsibilities. 


Local experience and expertise on relevant • 
projects which display design leadership, 
excellence and innovation in approach and 
outcomes. 


Principle Metro Station Podium 


Integrated   


Inclusive 


Connected 


Diverse 


Local 


Liveable 


Crossrail Place,  
UK 


Woodwards,  
Vancouver 


Norreport Station,  
Copenhagen 


Nightingale 1,  
Melbourne 


Otahuhu Station,  
New Zealand 


Day Street  
Apartments,  


Sydney 
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Elements Performance Indicators 


Towers Plaza 
Building 


Retail and 
services Public domain Public art 


Central Park, 
Sydney 


Folkestone 
Quarterhouse, 


UK 


Chophouse Row, 
Seattle 


Monash 
University 


Northern Plaza 


Centre 
Hospitalier, 
Montreal 


Upper House 
Carlton, Melbourne 


Community 
Centre Maj, 
Czech Rep 


Nakameguro 
Station, Tokyo 


Afghan Bazaar 
Cultural Precinct, 


Melbourne 


Landlines, 
Brisbane and 


Jonathon Jones 


Nisji Building, 
Canberra 


Guggenheim 
Ideas Lab, New 


York City 


Wesbrook 
Village, 


Vancouver 


Prince Arthur’s 
Landing, 


Thunder Bay CA 


Art Moves, 
TfNSW and 


Green Square 


• Active transport hub with seamless interchange 


• Pedestrian priority and accessibility 


• Complimentary station and over station interface 


• High performing and activation ready functionality 


• Accessible amenity, services and open space 


• Shared democratic spaces recognizing both 
commuter and community 


• Places for social interaction and activities for all 


• Legilble, safe and walkable day and night 


• Acts as a gateway and community marker 


• Place stitches into surrounding context 


• Social connectedness and shared spaces 


• Mix and layering of uses and employment with 
extended hours 


• Fine grain and active street edges 


• Adaptable mix of dwelling types and living choices 


• Architectural distinctiveness and variances 


• Refect the proud community character and diversity 


• Response to place and context 


• Foster local retail, business and services 


• Embed the arts and local culture 


• Micro-neighbourhoods and vertical villages 


• Public afordances and community facilities 


• Access to food sources and everyday needs 


• Contextual, resilient, and green infrastructure, 
materials and fnishes. 


Case Study Benchmarks 


Figure 20 – Waterloo Design Benchmark Framework 
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		Purpose of the Document

		Purpose of the Document



		This document is intended to guide the design of the Waterloo Metro Quarter integrated station development and provides a resource to assist the evaluation of design quality and excellence.

		This document is intended to guide the design of the Waterloo Metro Quarter integrated station development and provides a resource to assist the evaluation of design quality and excellence.



		Waterloo’s character is layered, proud, distinct and resilient and is represented by a diverse community.  The Waterloo Metro Quarter (Metro Quarter) will deliver a high quality development that integrates the new metro station with retail, commercial, community and residential uses including social and affordable housing.  The development will provide new areas of public domain and pedestrian connections, greater options for active transport and provide space for cultural and community facilities.

		Waterloo’s character is layered, proud, distinct and resilient and is represented by a diverse community.  The Waterloo Metro Quarter (Metro Quarter) will deliver a high quality development that integrates the new metro station with retail, commercial, community and residential uses including social and affordable housing.  The development will provide new areas of public domain and pedestrian connections, greater options for active transport and provide space for cultural and community facilities.

		The Metro Quarter will provide a high standard customer experience with safe and seamless interchange with other transport modes and an activated station precinct with a range of retail services.  The development will act as a gateway to the broader Waterloo State Significant Precinct (SSP) with services and facilities that will complement the renewal of social housing and provide a diversity of housing types and tenures.

		The  Metro Quarter consists of the new metro station and complementary development of the land above and adjacent to the station to provide a vibrant mixed use precinct.  The development opportunity will act as a catalyst for the Government’s urban renewal program for the Metro Quarter and the Waterloo Estate.

		This guideline addresses the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs) for the Metro Quarter State Significant Development application and covers the key design parameters for built form, public domain, movement,  connectivity and interfaces between the station and development.

		This design guideline has been prepared with reference to:

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Concept State Significant Development Application Design Report for Metro Quarter Over Station Development SSD 9393



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		Sydney Metro City & Southwest: Chatswood to Sydenham Design Guidelines (June 2017)



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Draft Explanation of Intended Effect and draft Development Control Plan, Metro Quarter State Significant Precinct (July 2018)



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		Metro Quarter State Significant Precinct Urban Design and Public Domain Study (July 2018)



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		Waterloo Precinct Placemaking Framework and Strategy (November 2017 and April 2018) and Waterloo Arts and Cultural Study



		6. 

		6. 

		6. 



		Heritage Impact Statement, Metro Quarter State Significant Development Application (November 2018.





		Separate approval pathways for the station and the over station development have required the preparation of separate design guidelines for each component.  These guidelines build on those accompanying the ‘Sydney Metro City & Southwest: Chatswood to Sydenham Design Guidelines’ and as such should be read in conjunction with them. 

		A key focus of these guidelines is to set clear design objectives for the OSD elements that integrate with the station, and to ensure consistency in the design approach for both elements.  It is intended that the guidelines also inform and complement the future Station Design and Precinct Plan and Interchange Access Plan and are to be considered as part of the Sydney Metro Design Excellence Strategy for the site.
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		The NSW Government’s aims for the Metro Quarter integrated 

		The NSW Government’s aims for the Metro Quarter integrated 

		The NSW Government’s aims for the Metro Quarter integrated 

		station development are to:



		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Support the NSW Government’s planning strategies and 

		Support the NSW Government’s planning strategies and 

		objectives including the 

		Greater Sydney Region Plan (2018)

		 

		and the 

		Eastern City District Plan (2018)





		• 

		• 

		• 



		Enable the development of a mixed use precinct at the 

		Enable the development of a mixed use precinct at the 

		site which caters to a range of different uses and works to 

		create a fully integrated station precinct at Waterloo





		• 

		• 

		• 



		Support a range of spaces that would cater for the social 

		Support a range of spaces that would cater for the social 

		and economic needs of the local Waterloo community





		• 

		• 

		• 



		Enhance customer experience and urban amenity through 

		Enhance customer experience and urban amenity through 

		the development of an integrated design concept that 

		ensures delivery of a quality public domain area with strong 

		connections to the site’s surroundings





		• 

		• 

		• 



		Create an urban environment that drives high usage of the 

		Create an urban environment that drives high usage of the 

		Sydney Metro network responding directly to the principle 

		of transit oriented development





		• 

		• 

		• 



		Provide opportunity for the over station development to be 

		Provide opportunity for the over station development to be 

		delivered as early as possible with the aim of opening the 

		over station development concurrently or shortly following 

		completion of Waterloo Station





		• 

		• 

		• 



		Enable a building form which maintains adequate solar 

		Enable a building form which maintains adequate solar 

		access to public open spaces and nearby residential areas





		• 

		• 

		• 



		Provide a sensitive relationship between the proposed 

		Provide a sensitive relationship between the proposed 

		development of the Metro Quarter and its surrounding 

		heritage context





		• 

		• 

		• 



		Achieve design excellence in the final integrated station 

		Achieve design excellence in the final integrated station 

		development





		• 

		• 

		• 



		Enable a new transport interchange that prioritises public 

		Enable a new transport interchange that prioritises public 

		and active transport





		• 

		• 

		• 



		Establish new publicly accessible open space in the form 

		Establish new publicly accessible open space in the form 

		of plazas that would provide access to the station entries, 

		connect the Metro Quarter with surrounding streets and 

		functions as spaces for passive recreation and social 

		interaction





		• 

		• 

		• 



		Embrace sustainability initiatives including lower levels 

		Embrace sustainability initiatives including lower levels 

		of on-site car parking, stormwater re-use and water 

		sensitive design and measures intended to improve the 

		environmental performance of buildings





		• 

		• 

		• 



		Support the provision of affordable and social housing.

		Support the provision of affordable and social housing.
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		Site Overview

		Site Overview



		Figure

		WATERLOO 

		WATERLOO 

		WATERLOO 

		METRO 

		QUARTER





		WATERLOO 

		WATERLOO 

		WATERLOO 

		ESTATE





		GREEN SQUARE 

		GREEN SQUARE 

		GREEN SQUARE 

		TOWN CENTRE





		Figure 1 – 

		Figure 1 – 

		Figure 1 – 

		Figure 1 – 

		Figure 1 – 



		Site context and proposed Metro Quarter development







		The Metro Quarter is bounded by Botany Road, Wellington, Cope and Raglan streets.  The site boundary for the State Significant Development application excludes the heritage listed Waterloo Congregational Church at No. 103 Botany Road.  The total area of the site is 1.91 hectares and has a developable area of 1.28 hectares.  It is approximately 220 metres in length with street frontages of 64 metres to Raglan Street and 62 metres to Wellington Street.  The site has a fall of about 2 metres from north to sout

		The Metro Quarter is bounded by Botany Road, Wellington, Cope and Raglan streets.  The site boundary for the State Significant Development application excludes the heritage listed Waterloo Congregational Church at No. 103 Botany Road.  The total area of the site is 1.91 hectares and has a developable area of 1.28 hectares.  It is approximately 220 metres in length with street frontages of 64 metres to Raglan Street and 62 metres to Wellington Street.  The site has a fall of about 2 metres from north to sout

		The metro station has been approved under CSSI 15-7400 (CSSI Approval) and includes demolition of the existing buildings on the site, excavation and construction of the station elements (concourse, platforms, lobbies, lifts, escalators, retail spaces and public domain works).  Provision is made for plant servicing, egress and structures to support the development above the station.  Sydney Metro has progressed the station design and established principles and criteria to guide further detailed design of the
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		Sydney Metro

		Sydney Metro



		Sydney Metro’s vision is “transforming Sydney with a new world class metro.” The design outcomes for the Metro Quarter are underpinned by the design objectives for all Sydney Metro projects. 

		Sydney Metro’s vision is “transforming Sydney with a new world class metro.” The design outcomes for the Metro Quarter are underpinned by the design objectives for all Sydney Metro projects. 



		Figure

		Figure 3 – 

		Figure 3 – 

		Figure 3 – 

		Figure 3 – 

		Figure 3 – 



		Sydney Metro project







		Design objectives

		Design objectives

		Design objectives



		The design objectives for the Sydney Metro City & Southwest are:

		Ensuring an easy customer experience. 

		Sydney Metro places the customer first. Stations are welcoming and intuitive with simple, uncluttered spaces that ensure a comfortable, enjoyable and safe experience for a diverse range of customers. 

		Being part of a fully integrated transport system. 

		Sydney Metro is a transit-oriented project that prioritises clear and legible connections with other public and active transport modes within the wider metropolitan travel network that intersect with this new spine.

		Being a catalyst for positive change.

		Sydney Metro is a landmark opportunity to regenerate and invigorate the city with new stations and associated development that engage with their precincts, raise the urban quality and enhance the overall experience of the city. 

		Being responsive to distinct contexts and communities. 

		Sydney Metro’s identity is stronger for the unique conditions of centres and communities through which it passes. This local character is to be embraced through internationally benchmarked high quality station architecture and public domain that is well integrated with the valuable inherited urban fabric of existing places.

		Delivering an enduring and sustainable legacy for Sydney.

		Sydney Metro is a positive legacy for future generations. A high standard of design across the corridor, stations and station precincts, that sets a new benchmark, is vital to ensuring the longevity of the metro system, its enduring contribution to civic life and an ability to adapt to a changing city over time.
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		Sydney Metro City And South West Chatswood to SydenhamDesign Guidelines

		Sydney Metro City And South West Chatswood to SydenhamDesign Guidelines

		 





		Sydney Metro City & Southwest includes a new 30 kilometre metro line extending the metro rail from the end of the Metro Northwest at Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour, through new CBD stations and southwest to Bankstown.  It is due to open in 2024 with the ultimate capacity to run a metro train every two minutes each way through the centre of Sydney.

		Sydney Metro City & Southwest includes a new 30 kilometre metro line extending the metro rail from the end of the Metro Northwest at Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour, through new CBD stations and southwest to Bankstown.  It is due to open in 2024 with the ultimate capacity to run a metro train every two minutes each way through the centre of Sydney.

		Six new metro stations will be delivered at Crows Nest, Victoria Cross, Barangaroo, Martin Place, Pitt Street and Waterloo with new underground metro platforms at Central.  In addition, all eleven stations between Sydenham and Bankstown will be converted to metro standards.

		The Chatswood to Sydenham Design Guidelines, which form part of the CSSI Approval for Sydney Metro City & Southwest, establish objectives for the project and specific design drivers and strategies for Waterloo Station and its interface with the surrounding locality.  These key design drivers and urban design strategies inform the design of the Metro Quarter.

		Key design drivers

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Contribute to the sense of place and public domain.



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		Create a new transport focus in Waterloo.



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Integrate the station with local improvement plans.



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		Make a positive contribution to the regeneration of this new urban community.





		Urban design strategies

		Enhancing east-west permeability for walking and cycling

		Raglan and Henderson streets will be the key connector between the new metro station, Australian Technology Park and Waterloo Estate.  Through site links will enhance pedestrian connectivity and activity around the station.

		Interchange facilities close to station entry

		The location of bus stops on Botany Road will be reviewed to maximise connectivity.  Convenient and safe access will be provided for bicycles, taxis and private vehicle drop-offs from Cope Street.

		Public domain defined and activated

		Space will be provided for customers to transfer between transport modes.   The pedestrian environment of major streets will be upgraded and new laneway connections will be delivered between Cope Street and Botany Road.

		Support renewal around the station

		New buildings and publicly accessible spaces will contribute positively to the surrounding context and will be integrated with the existing heritage buildings, providing a high standard of environmental amenity.
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		Waterloo State Significant Precinct

		Waterloo State Significant Precinct



		The new metro station and Metro Quarter development act as a catalyst for the NSW Government’s urban renewal program for Waterloo Estate.

		The new metro station and Metro Quarter development act as a catalyst for the NSW Government’s urban renewal program for Waterloo Estate.



		Vision

		Vision

		Vision



		The Waterloo Estate is located to the east of the new metro station and Metro Quarter.  The Waterloo Estate comprises approximately 18 hectares of mostly government owned land and contains 2,012 social housing dwellings and 125 private dwellings.  The transformation and renewal of the Waterloo Estate is being led by NSW Land and Housing Corporation with Urban Growth NSW Development Corporation preparing the State Significant Precinct application.  The vision for the Waterloo State Significant Precinct is re



		Figure

		Figure 4 – 

		Figure 4 – 

		Figure 4 – 

		Figure 4 – 

		Figure 4 – 



		Vision for the Waterloo State Significant Precinct





		Source: Urban Growth NSW
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		Objectives and design principles

		Objectives and design principles

		To achieve the vision for the Waterloo State Significant Precinct, the following objectives and design principles have been adopted:

		Housing: a fully integrated urban village of social, private and affordable housing

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Locally responsive, distinctive and adaptable buildings, homes and spaces 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Diversity of homes and living choices underpinned by innovative delivery and tenure models



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Emphasise Waterloo’s character areas and neighbourhoods



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 A variety of indoor and outdoor shared spaces that support resident needs and well-being





		Culture and design: a safe and welcoming place to live and visit

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		 A significant place shaped by the community for gathering in Waterloo



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Activated and engaging places for all



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Aboriginal people are intrinsic to Waterloo



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Embed local stories of people and place





		Open space and environment: high quality public spaces and a sustainable urban environment

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Celebrate Waterloo’s unique green attributes including topography, water and trees



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Promote a sense of well-being and connection to nature



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 A high performing resilient environment





		Transport and connectivity: a well connected inner city location

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		 An active transport hub and local centre working as one



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Highly connected neighbourhoods’ prioritising walking and cycling for all





		Services and amenity: new and improved services, facilities and amenities to support a diverse community

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Local services to meet every day and everyone’s needs



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Flexible and adaptable land uses, infrastructure and buildings that are responsive to opportunities and needs



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Foster local economies and productive environments to create, learn and share.
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		Waterloo Metro Quarter OSD

		Waterloo Metro Quarter OSD



		The design objectives for the over station development are informed by the Waterloo Station Significant Precinct objectives.

		The design objectives for the over station development are informed by the Waterloo Station Significant Precinct objectives.



		Objectives

		Objectives

		Objectives



		The urban design objectives for the Metro Quarter are to:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Create a vibrant, mixed use local centre that is the gateway to the Waterloo Station and caters to the needs of the Metro Quarter, Waterloo Estate and users of the Metro Station



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Create a distinct and memorable urban quarter that reflects its role as a transport hub while responding to local character



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Establish the metro station and adjoining Cope Street Plaza as the focus of the Metro Quarter, providing an integrated public asset that draws together commuters and the local community



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Create a vibrant, safe, high amenity and walkable public domain that caters for the different needs of a variety of users



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Promote the use of Waterloo Station as a key public transport hub and prioritises sustainable movement choices



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Provide for a seamless interchange between transport modes, in particular rail, bus, walking and cycling



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Promote the growth of the Central to Eveleigh / local economy as a technical, innovation and creative corridor linked with nearby metropolitan scale education and health facilities



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Contribute to meeting the economic and social needs of the Metro Quarter and the Waterloo Estate



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Incorporate infrastructure that promotes economic growth, community cohesion and sustainability



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Help to facilitate the creation of an inclusive community that is welcoming to all



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Provide a greater amount and choice of housing, including affordable and social housing



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Respect and celebrate the significant Aboriginal and other cultural and heritage values of the Central to Eveleigh community, including the Waterloo Congregational Church



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Exhibit high quality architecture within a cohesive variety of building forms and heights.
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		Design approach

		Design approach

		Design approach



		The following design approaches have been adopted for the Waterloo Metro Quarter over station development to respond to the opportunities and  constraints of the site and the surrounding urban context.

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Integrated station development and public domain that delivers an active transport hub with seamless interchange, pedestrian priority and accessibility.  Complementary interfaces between the station and development will be high performing and achieve activation ready functionality.

		 





		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Inclusive integrated station development and public domain that provides accessible amenity, services and open space, shared democratic spaces for both the commuter and community, and creates places for social interaction and activities for all. 



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Connected integrated station development and public domain that is legible, safe and walkable day and night, acts as a gateway and community marker.  The integrated station development stitches places into the surrounding context and has social connectedness and shared spaces.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Diverse mix and layering of uses and employment with extended hours, fine grain and active street edges. Adaptable mixes of dwelling types and living choices are provided and are architecturally distinctive with variance.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Local reflection of the proud community character and diversity in response to place and context.  Local retail, business and services are fostered and embed the arts and local cultures.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Liveable community that creates micro–neighbourhoods and vertical villages, public and community facilities, access to food sources and everyday needs.  The integrated station development is contextual, resilient, uses with green infrastructure and high quality materials and finishes.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Culture is respected in the integrated station development and public domain design by seeking endorsement and permission to use Aboriginal Creation and local stories that have been identified through the design phase.
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		 Design Guidelines

		 Design Guidelines



		The integrated station development will create a vibrant, mixed use local centre that serves as the gateway to the Waterloo Precinct and caters to the needs of the Metro Quarter, Waterloo Estate and metro customers.  The built form and public domain will distinctively reflect the local character and respond to place and its context and deliver high quality architecture.

		The integrated station development will create a vibrant, mixed use local centre that serves as the gateway to the Waterloo Precinct and caters to the needs of the Metro Quarter, Waterloo Estate and metro customers.  The built form and public domain will distinctively reflect the local character and respond to place and its context and deliver high quality architecture.
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		Figure

		Metro Station

		Metro Station



		Station design and integration

		Station design and integration

		Waterloo Station is a cut and cover station as part of the Waterloo SSP renewal area.  It will provide a new underground station with a direct connection from the area to the Global Economic Corridor. The station will service the surrounding residential precinct and support urban renewal and new employment opportunities. 

		This is to be achieved through:

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Orientating the station entry towards Raglan Street to respond to commuter pedestrian flows



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		Providing a second door to the station entry convenient for customers travelling to and from the Waterloo Estate and bus interchange



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Creating a unique arrival experience for the local community with a public plaza on Cope Street



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		 Creating a pair of unique and complementary plazas adjacent to the station entry with a north facing plaza along Raglan Street and a plaza along Cope Street that engages with the Waterloo Estate and the Waterloo Congregational Church



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		 Over station entry lobbies, end of trip facilities, plant rooms and the like are not expected to be located within the station.   However, the detailed design may be amended to incorporate these elements as part of the integrated station development



		6. 

		6. 

		6. 



		The loading capacity of the station design allows for structures up to 10 storeys above the station boxes and up to 4 storeys above the Cope Street plaza (assuming conventional concrete structure)



		7. 

		7. 

		7. 



		 The design of the station shall be integrated with the CSSI Approval, including the Station Design and Precinct Plan.







		Figure

		Figure

		Figure

		STATION ENTRIES

		STATION ENTRIES

		STATION ENTRIES





		COMMUNITY HEART

		COMMUNITY HEART

		COMMUNITY HEART





		INVITING SPACES

		INVITING SPACES

		INVITING SPACES





		Figure 5 – 

		Figure 5 – 

		Figure 5 – 

		Figure 5 – 

		Figure 5 – 



		Relationship of the station entry to the surrounding locality





		Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design and Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf
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		Figure

		Figure 6 – 

		Figure 6 – 

		Figure 6 – 

		Figure 6 – 

		Figure 6 – 



		Relationship between station and over station development





		Source: Sydney Metro
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		Figure

		Public Domain and Place

		Public Domain and Place



		Figure 7 – 

		Figure 7 – 

		Figure 7 – 

		Figure 7 – 

		Figure 7 – 



		Artist’s impression of public domain and shared laneway alongside Waterloo Congregational Church







		The public domain will establish a new community heart, creating a place that is activated, vibrant, and pedestrian and cycle friendly.  New social spaces and plazas will provide a social and retail experience in a new urban setting where people can meet and relax in a safe and welcoming environment.

		The public domain will establish a new community heart, creating a place that is activated, vibrant, and pedestrian and cycle friendly.  New social spaces and plazas will provide a social and retail experience in a new urban setting where people can meet and relax in a safe and welcoming environment.

		This is to be achieved through: 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Maximising active frontages through the ground plane to respond to pedestrian movement



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		 Addressing local flooding impacts through the design of the public domain



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Delivering a high performing and activation ready public plaza on Cope Street that provides space for community activation and engagement



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		Creating a community focus and sense of ownership at its heart by providing a building within the Cope Street plaza that provides services and facilities for the community



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		Active frontages that support pedestrian movement and create moments for respite and pause



		6. 

		6. 

		6. 



		New pedestrian through site links that create direct and legible links between the station entry and the Botany Road bus interchange



		7. 

		7. 

		7. 



		Public domain that creates a sense of place and continuity throughout the development.



		8. 

		8. 

		8. 



		Redefining Cope Street as a slow street with considered design of kerb alignments, bicycle parking and street furniture



		9. 

		9. 

		9. 



		Street pavements and material palettes that will be consistent with the design objectives and key principles of the City of Sydney’s Sydney Streets Code



		10. 

		10. 

		10. 



		Footpath paving that complements the existing urban fabric.  Different paving could be used to denote significant spaces of the public domain such as the plazas on Cope and Raglan streets



		11. 

		11. 

		11. 



		 Public domain furniture in accordance with the City of Sydney palette and, where possible, is co-located with trees to avoid clutter and create focus points for community activity



		12. 

		12. 

		12. 



		Selecting tree and landscape species that enhance the local character and diversity of species and will contribute to biodiversity and local food production (edible landscape)



		13. 

		13. 

		13. 



		 Utilising low growing, flood tolerant understorey species to further define the public domain, provide habitat, assist with water sensitive urban design outcomes and do not obstruct sight lines across the site.
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		Figure

		Figure 8 – 

		Figure 8 – 

		Figure 8 – 

		Figure 8 – 

		Figure 8 – 



		Indicative design for Raglan Street plaza and public domain





		Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design and Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf



		Figure

		Figure 9 – 

		Figure 9 – 
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		Indicative design for Cope Street plaza and public domain





		Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design and Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf
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		Street activation and building uses

		Street activation and building uses

		Great places attract interest and encourage people to stay.  Waterloo can be enhanced as a great place full of layered public life through distinct events and activation.  Local retail, businesses, services and everyday needs should be provided as part of the over station development and peoples’ experience is enhanced through public affordances, community facilities and public amenity.

		 



		This is to be achieved through:

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Non-residential uses should cater to the needs of the local Waterloo community and could include local community services, convenience needs and a small scale supermarket



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		 Diverse range of businesses and community activities that will support a vibrant day and night-time economy and are integrated with and activate the public domain



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Allocating a minimum of 2,000m of floor space within the podium levels for community uses and services. 

		2





		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		Commercial uses within the podium levels that create opportunities for people to attain skills and employment



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		 Provide uses that will activate and enliven the public domain should be located at ground level and provide a comfortable and convenient experience for metro customers and local community



		6. 

		6. 

		6. 





		7. 

		7. 

		7. 



		A tenancy mix that provides complementary uses, affordable convenience and diverse retail experiences and supports the metro station as a destination and gateway to surrounding neighbourhoods



		8. 

		8. 

		8. 



		Day and night time activity supported by local shops, hospitality, entertainment and cultural venues



		9. 

		9. 

		9. 



		Enabling a community anchor to be delivered early in the development



		10. 

		10. 

		10. 



		 Establishing a community heart early in the development’s delivery.



		11. 

		11. 

		11. 



		An engaging ground floor interface for pedestrian delight.  Enable activation ready public domain, retail shells and flexible ground floor retail spaces



		12. 

		12. 

		12. 



		An events program which builds on existing events and supports development transition.







		Figure

		Figure
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		ENHANCE PEDESTRIAN AMENITY





		Figure 10 – 

		Figure 10 – 

		Figure 10 – 

		Figure 10 – 

		Figure 10 – 



		Provide active frontages and amenity for pedestrians along transport connections





		Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design & Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf
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		Figure 11 – 

		Figure 11 – 
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		Figure 11 – 

		Figure 11 – 



		Artist’s impression of Cope Street plaza and the southern entry door to Waterloo Station







		Public art

		Public art

		Public art is a vital ingredient in urban environments and can offer unique experiences, surprise and delight, and bring a diverse and changing community together.  The Waterloo State Significant Precinct (SPP) Public Art Plan aims to facilitate these outcomes and ensure coordinated and complementary outcomes across the Metro Quarter. The Sydney Metro Public Art Strategy establishes a clear process for delivering public art across the Metro program, including at Waterloo station.

		The two documents respond to the unique opportunities and constraints of these two distinct but integrated areas. Combined they provide curatorial guidance, a process for procuring artists, an approach to delivery and guidance for future detailed public art plans for specific works. All public art must be delivered to align with the curatorial statements, objectives and approaches set out in these documents.

		The vision for public art within the Metro Quarter is to build an authentic sense of place through activating the site, animating public spaces, seamlessly integrating and embedding with future development and enabling the creative voices of the local community and its artists to be absorbed

		This vision will be achieved through a coordinated approach to design that:

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Delivers public art that connects and orients the Metro Quarter to its neighbouring villages, supporting pedestrian movement and experience



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		 Supports an active street life, public access and personal safety



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		 Integrates public art planning and delivery with landscaping, wayfinding and heritage interpretation



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		 Ensures works within the station entrance are publicly visible and enhance the entry experience 



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		 Ensures locations coordinate with high movement corridors, sight lines and key entry and activation areas



		6. 

		6. 

		6. 



		 Provides an integrated approach that allows the artist to respond to the site, embeds into the early stages of the design process and creates visual 







		Development of works and programs will also align with curatorial themes, supporting connection to place and community, that:

		Development of works and programs will also align with curatorial themes, supporting connection to place and community, that:

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Respond to Waterloo’s unique character and stories, including the Aboriginal stories of place and the areas contribution to a contemporary city



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		Acknowledge and enhance social connections and the community’s experience of the public domain



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Invite community cultural participation to deliver works that connect the Metro Quarter to the community



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		Explore a breadth of art typologies, including permanent, ephemeral, performance, integrated and embedded artworks as well as cultural activities and programs



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		Respond to the staging of development across the precinct, acting as an essential anchor for cohesion across a changing community
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		Built Form

		Built Form



		Podium and Street Wall

		Podium and Street Wall

		The podium form and articulation should relate to the local context, demonstrate heritage and contextual sensitivity with scale and massing that relates to the pedestrian scale.

		This is to be achieved through:

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Responding to the neighbouring street scale and rhythm along Botany Road with a building podium that relates to the existing street scale, heritage items, urban grain and modulation and supports a “retail street” approach



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		 Responding to the existing scale of development along Wellington Street through a low street wall height for the podium with buildings setback above to delineate the podium



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		 Increased street setbacks along Raglan Street and Botany Road to improve the amenity of the pedestrian experience



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		 Placing residential entries and lobbies away from Botany Road and, where possible, provide activation of other spaces and streets



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		 Providing awnings along Botany Road and Raglan Street that continue the existing awning line of the adjacent streetscape

		 





		6. 

		6. 

		6. 



		Reconnecting Waterloo Congregational Church with the local community by providing a new setting for the heritage building. This is achieved through





		a)  Establishing a podium height along Botany Road that relates to the height of the church and the existing street wall height along Botany Road

		b) The alignment of the podium to Botany Road adjacent to the church is setback to align with the church to increase the church’s visual presence within the streetscape and to increase views to and from the church along Botany Road

		c)  Integrating the area in front of the church with public domain for the over station development (subject to land owner agreement)

		d) Setting back the Metro Quarter’s podium from the southern side of the church to reveal the church as freestanding.
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		Figure 12 – 



		Podium and Street Wall Heights





		Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design & Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf
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		Figure 13 – 



		Podium and Street Wall - Engaging Waterloo Congregational Church





		Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design & Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf



		Figure

		Street view looking south

		Street view looking south



		Street view looking north

		Street view looking north
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		Figure 14 – 



		Podium and Street Wall - Botany Road

		 

		Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design & Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf
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		Built Form above the Podium

		Built Form above the Podium

		Provide exceptional and diverse built form above the podium that responds to the evolving height, scale and character of the area. The built form will respond to the site’s proximity to local heritage items and conservation areas and minimise the overshadowing impacts on Alexandria Park and the wider public domain.

		This is to be achieved through: 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Placing taller buildings near the corner of Botany Road and Raglan Street to provides a visual marker and gateway.  This will identify the metro station entry from key locations in the precinct such as the views from Australian Technology Park to the west and from Waterloo Estate to the east



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		 Providing a second marker building near the corner of Botany Road and Wellington Street that is lower than the station marker building (above) and defines the threshold to the Waterloo Estate renewal.  The building height responds to the solar access requirements of the areas to the south



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Maximising permeability and separation between buildings and marking through-site links to provide outlook for residents and to achieve solar access and natural ventilation requirements



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		 Limiting the height of buildings above the station buildings to ensure the scale of the built form steps down toward to the Cope Street plaza



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		 Allowing a nil setback for the buildings above the podium facing Botany Road where articulated building shapes or other measures effectively ameliorate wind impacts on the ground plane



		6. 

		6. 

		6. 



		Mitigate the potential noise impacts from Botany Road and achieve acoustic levels in accordance with the Apartment Design Guide and City of Sydney requirements:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		Orientate buildings to reduce the length of frontages facing Botany Road with no single aspect apartments facing the street



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Balconies are provided as re-entrant to the building facade



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Operable windows are located off protected balconies instead of the external facade



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Bedroom windows typically face east, north or south to minimise noise impacts from Botany Road to the west



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Ventilation requirements should be satisfied as per the NSW Apartment Design Guide requirements









		7. 

		7. 

		7. 



		The building articulation zone (shown by the dashed lines in Figure 11) extends 1.5m beyond the building envelope area and is an allowance for architectural expression and modulation that does not contribute to the gross floor area



		8. 

		8. 

		8. 



		Maintaining solar access to private open space and living areas and adjoining open space such Alexandria Park in accordance with City of Sydney guidelines



		9. 

		9. 

		9. 



		Provide a minimum area of communal open space in accordance with NSW Apartment Design Guide



		10. 

		10. 

		10. 



		Communal open space and roof top gardens can be provided above the podium.  The design will need to consider potential wind impacts and incorporate appropriate amelioration to provide amenity and comfort.
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		Figure 15 – 



		Proposed tower configuration and building separation





		Source: Waterloo Metro Quarter - Urban Design & Public Domain Study, Turner and Turf
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		Figure

		Figure 16 – 
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		Figure 16 – 



		Proposed building configuration and separation





		Source:  Turner Architects
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		Movement and Connectivity

		Movement and Connectivity



		Figure

		Figure 17 – 

		Figure 17 – 

		Figure 17 – 

		Figure 17 – 

		Figure 17 – 



		Artist’s impression of Raglan Street







		Access, permeability and amenity for pedestrians and cyclists will be prioritised in the design to facilitate legible, safe and convenient movement for customers.

		Access, permeability and amenity for pedestrians and cyclists will be prioritised in the design to facilitate legible, safe and convenient movement for customers.

		This is to be achieved through:

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		A second door to the metro station entry and a public plaza to Cope Street



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		 Clear and direct pedestrian through-site pedestrian link from Cope Street and Botany Road that provides a safe and convenient connection from the metro station to the bus interchange



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		 Widening the footpath on the southern side of Raglan Street between the metro station and Botany Road



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		 Providing adequate footpaths and setbacks on Botany Road in the vicinity of the bus interchange to provide additional footpath capacity for pedestrians



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		 Providing bike parking for metro customers in accordance with the CSSI Approval, as well as additional facilities for residents and non-residents in accordance with City of Sydney rates



		6. 

		6. 

		6. 



		 Relocating the existing southbound bus stop on Botany Road to the middle of the block between Raglan Street and Wellington Street



		7. 

		7. 

		7. 



		Ensuring the design of the over station development does not preclude the provision of a cycleway along Wellington Street in the future



		8. 

		8. 

		8. 





		9. 

		9. 

		9. 



		 Limiting vehicular movements across the site with a single shared zone from Cope Street providing access to the northern basement car parking



		10. 

		10. 

		10. 



		Servicing and loading located at the site edges with access from Botany Road and Wellington Street.  Shared service vehicle access for the station and OSD is to be provided within the OSD with vehicle access via Botany Road.
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		Figure 18 – 



		Connectivity with transport and movement (indicative)





		Source: Sydney Metro
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		Residential and 

		commercial



		vehicle access

		vehicle access





		Residential, 

		Residential, 

		Residential, 

		commercial and 

		service vehicle access





		Service

		Service

		Service



		vehicle access

		vehicle access
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		Figure 19 – 



		Access for service, loading and residential vehicles





		Source:  Waterloo Metro Quarter State Significant Precinct Transport Study, Jacobs
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		Integration 

		Integration 



		Integration with the metro station

		Integration with the metro station

		Integration with the metro station



		Provide an over station development that seamlessly integrates all the components of the development and leaves a positive legacy for future generations.  

		This will be achieved through:

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Delivering an over station development that:





		a)  Does not have any adverse impact on the function and/or operation of the metro station

		b) Can be constructed independently and maintained or modified without significant interference to the operation of the metro station

		c)  Allows independent access, servicing and maintenance from normal station activities and operations

		e)  Connects the station entry, podium and over station development seamlessly.

		2. 

		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		The station design should incorporate the following where relevant:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Structural elements, building grids, column loadings, building infrastructure and services to enable the construction of future over station development



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Space required for future lift cores, access, parking and building services for the over station development









		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Permissible uses should be functionally separated at ground level to assist in pedestrian circulation and servicing needs



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		 Back of house operations and services should be consolidated wherever possible while maintaining any required separation between the OSD and Sydney Metro



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		 The building envelopes should include:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		 Space provisioning for mechanical plant required to service the future over station development.  These spaces should be separate from the station requirements for plant and mechanical services



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Adequate clearance zones to the station air supply intakes and mechanical ventilation for exhaust and smoke discharge (in event of a fire)



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Functional integration of the various uses and activities should be seamless and simplify the vertical division and coordination of the services wherever possible.
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		Integration with the Waterloo Estate State Significant Precinct

		Integration with the Waterloo Estate State Significant Precinct

		The new metro station will provide a catalyst for the Government’s renewal and transformation plans for the Waterloo Estate.  A wide range of development options will be explored for the Waterloo Estate State Significant Precinct (by others).   The Waterloo Metro Quarter development will integrate with the future redevelopment of the area.

		This is to be achieved through:

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Providing a single metro station with two doors provides flexibility for the arrangement of future streets, pedestrian connections and open space within the Waterloo Estate State Significant Precinct



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		Increased street setbacks to Raglan Street allowing wider footpaths and public domain to be provided at the station entry



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		Improved and new pedestrian links between Cope Street and Botany Road connect the Waterloo Estate to public transport and to the neighbourhoods further to the west, including the employment area at ATP and schools and open space at Alexandria Park



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		A publicly accessible square on adjacent to the station entry provides a central activity hub that is flexible enough to respond to a wide range of options that could be considered for the Waterloo Estate



		5. 

		5. 

		5. 



		 Active frontages are provided along the Cope Street edge of the Waterloo Metro Quarter site.  This will support a vibrant, active and pedestrian focussed street that complement the future development on the eastern side of Cope Street, which could be open space, retail uses or a combination of both



		6. 

		6. 

		6. 



		 Local community focussed businesses and activities provided within the podium levels of the Waterloo Metro Quarter development will support the needs of the community



		7. 

		7. 

		7. 



		Late night retail, entertainment and live music venues could improve night time safety and surveillance within the area.
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		Design Excellence

		Design Excellence



		This design guideline complements the design excellence strategy for the Waterloo Metro Quarter.  The benchmark framework demonstrate the design quality aspirations for the integrated station development.

		This design guideline complements the design excellence strategy for the Waterloo Metro Quarter.  The benchmark framework demonstrate the design quality aspirations for the integrated station development.



		The design excellence strategy for the WaterlooMetro Quarter comprises four key elements:

		The design excellence strategy for the WaterlooMetro Quarter comprises four key elements:

		 



		1. 

		1. 

		1. 

		1. 



		Design Excellence Evaluation Panel:  a Panel will be established to provide an independent evaluation of the Waterloo Metro Quarter integrated station development proposals to support design excellence by performing the “jury role” in the competitive design process.



		2. 

		2. 

		2. 



		Design Review Panel:  The Sydney Metro DRP will be reconvened after the competitive design phase has been completed.   The DRP will provide on-going design review of the station design and overstation development.



		3. 

		3. 

		3. 



		 Design excellence benchmarks:  The design benchmarks demonstrate the design aspirations for the integrated station development.   They illustrate the expected quality and guide the design outcomes.



		4. 

		4. 

		4. 



		Architectural diversity: The lead architect will be responsible for establishing the design framework of the Waterloo Metro Quarter and coordinating the design of the station, ground plane, podium levels and any buildings immediately above the station.  At least three additional architects will design the taller buildings fronting Botany Road and the community building in the Cope Street plaza.





		The design team must comprise:

		• 

		• 

		• 

		• 



		A multidisciplinary team with a full complement of design professionals and experts tailored to meet the unique project characteristics.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Diversity within the design team including emerging and/or small practices and inclusion of an aboriginal role to ensure their cultural relationship to place is embedded within the design process.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		An integrated design team with considered and significant senior leadership and clear professional roles and responsibilities.



		• 

		• 

		• 



		Local experience and expertise on relevant projects which display design leadership, excellence and innovation in approach and outcomes.
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1.0 Introduction 


 Purpose of this report  1.1


This report accompanies a concept State Significant Development Application (concept SSD 


Application) submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) pursuant to 


Part 4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act). The concept 


SSD Application is made under Section 4.22 of the EP&A Act. 


This report should be read in conjunction with the Nominated State Significant Precinct 


(SSP) Study – Waterloo, submitted to the Minister for Planning (the Minister) in July 2018.  


That study proposes new planning controls to facilitate the development proposed.   


Sydney Metro is seeking to secure concept approval for over station development (OSD) 


above and adjacent to Waterloo Station including a podium and three taller buildings which 


include commercial, residential, and community land uses. The concept SSD Application 


seeks consent for a building envelope and use for residential, retail, commercial, 


entertainment, community and recreational purposes, maximum building height, maximum 


gross floor area (GFA), pedestrian and vehicular access, circulation arrangements and 


associated car parking and the strategies and design parameters for the future detailed 


design of development. 


Sydney Metro proposes to procure the construction of the OSD as part of an integrated 


station development package, which would result in the combined delivery of the station, 


OSD and public domain improvements. The station and its public domain elements form part 


of a separate planning approval for Critical State Significant Infrastructure (CSSI) approved 


by DPE on 9 January 2017.  


As the development is within a rail corridor, is associated with railway infrastructure and is 


for “commercial premises or residential accommodation” with a Capital Investment Value of 


more than $30 million, the project is identified as State Significant Development (SSD) 


pursuant to Schedule 1, 19(2)(a) of the State Environmental Planning Policy (State and 


Regional Development) 2011 (SRD SEPP).  


This report has been prepared to address the social and affordable housing needs of the 


precinct and specifically respond to the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment 


Requirements (SEARs) issued for the concept SSD Application on 29th June 2018 which 


states that the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is to address the requirements in 


Table 1 below.  


Table 1: Relevant SEARs 


Reference SEARs Requirement Where Addressed in 


Report 


1. Environmental 
Planning 
Instruments, 
Policies and 
Guidelines 


The EIS mast address the following specific matters: 


 State Environmental Planning Policy No. 70 – Affordable 
Housing (Revised Schemes) or a new housing SEPP 
released by the Greater Sydney Commission and/or 


Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 
and 4.4 
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Reference SEARs Requirement Where Addressed in 


Report 


Department 


 State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental 
Housing) 2009 


 Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 


 City of Sydney Affordable Housing Review 
(PP_2017_SYDNE_006_00) and any other relevant 
planning proposals 


2. Land Use and 
Infrastructure 


Demonstrate that the proposal will meet the strategic 
objectives as identified in the relevant government policies and 
the environmental, social and economic needs of the Waterloo 
State Significant Precincts (including Waterloo Metro Quarter 
and Waterloo Estate Precincts) and the wider area. This shall 
include an assessment of the proposal’s economic and social 
impacts to: 


 Demonstrate retail, services and employment needs of 
future residents and workers of the development will be 
met 


 Illustrate the social and economic impacts of the 
development to the wider area, including nearby local 
centres 


 Consider the social housing and affordable housing 
needs of the precinct. 


Social and affordable 
housing considered 
in Sections 5.0, 5.7, 
6.0. Other 
requirements in Item 
2 are considered 
under a separate 
cover. 


7. Staging and 
relationship with 
adjoining State 
Significant Precinct 


 Identify the delivery of social/affordable housing and any 
proposed public benefits and contribution as relevant to 
each stage. 


Section 6.5 and 7 


 


 Overview of the Sydney Metro in its context 1.2


Sydney Metro is Australia’s biggest public transport project. A new standalone metro railway 


system, this 21st century network will deliver 31 metro stations and 66km of new metro rail 


for Australia's biggest city — revolutionising the way Sydney travels. Services start in the 


first half of 2019 on Australia’s first fully-automated railway. 


Sydney Metro was identified in Sydney’s Rail Future, as an integral component of the NSW 
Long Term Transport Master Plan, a plan to transform and modernise Sydney’s rail network 
so it can grow with the city’s population and meet the future needs of customers. In early 
2018, the Future Transport Strategy 2056 was released as an update to the NSW Long 
Term Transport Master Plan and Sydney’s Rail Future. Sydney Metro City & Southwest is 
identified as a committed initiative in the Future Transport Strategy 2056.  


Sydney Metro is comprised of three projects: 


Sydney Metro Northwest — formerly the 36km North West Rail Link. This $8.3 billion 


project is now under construction and will open in the first half of 2019 with a metro train 


every four minutes in the peak.  


Sydney Metro City & Southwest — a new 30km metro line extending the new metro 


network from the end of Sydney Metro Northwest at Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour, 
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through the CBD and  south west to Bankstown. It is due to open in 2024 with an ultimate 


capacity to run a metro train every two minutes each way through the centre of Sydney. 


Sydney Metro West – a new underground railway under consideration which will connect 


the Parramatta and Sydney central business districts. This once-in-a-century infrastructure 


investment is intended to double the rail capacity of the Parramatta to Sydney CBD corridor 


and will establish future capacity for Sydney’s fast growing west. Sydney Metro West will 


serve five key precincts at Westmead, Parramatta, Sydney Olympic Park, The Bays and the 


Sydney CBD. The project will also provide an interchange with the T1 Northern Line to allow 


faster connections for customers from the Central Coast and Sydney’s north to Parramatta 


and the Sydney CBD.   


Sydney’s new metro, together with signalling and infrastructure upgrades across the existing 


Sydney suburban rail network, will increase the capacity of train services entering the 


Sydney CBD – from about 120 an hour currently to up to 200 services beyond 2024. That’s 


an increase of up to 60 per cent capacity across the network to meet demand. 


 


Figure 1: Sydney Metro alignment map 
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Sydney Metro City & Southwest includes the construction and operation of a new metro rail 


line from Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour through Sydney’s CBD to Sydenham and on to 


Bankstown through the conversion of the existing line to metro standards. 


The project also involves the delivery of six (6) new metro stations, including at Waterloo, 


together with new underground platforms at Central. Once completed, Sydney Metro will 


have the ultimate capacity for a train every two minutes through the CBD in each direction - 


a level of service never seen before in Sydney. 


On 9 January 2017, the Minister approved the Sydney Metro City & Southwest - Chatswood 


to Sydenham application lodged by TfNSW as a CSSI project (reference SSI 15_7400). 


The CSSI Approval includes all physical work required to construct the CSSI, including the 


demolition of existing buildings and structures on each site. Importantly, the CSSI Approval 


also includes provision for the construction of below and above ground structures and other 


components of future OSD (including building infrastructure and space for future lift cores, 


plant rooms, access, parking and building services, as relevant to each site). The rationale 


for this delivery approach, as identified within the CSSI application is to enable the OSDs to 


be more efficiently built and appropriately integrated into the metro station structures. 


The EIS for the Chatswood to Sydenham alignment of the City & Southwest project identified 


that the OSD would be subject to a separate assessment process. 


Since the CSSI Approval was issued, Sydney Metro has lodged four modification 


applications to amend the CSSI Approval as outlined below: 


 Modification 1 - Victoria Cross and Artarmon Substation which involves relocation of the 


Victoria Cross northern services building from 194-196A Miller Street to 50 McLaren 


Street together with inclusion of a new station entrance at this location referred to as 


Victoria Cross North. The modification also involves the relocation of the substation at 


Artarmon from Butchers Lane to 98 – 104 Reserve Road. This modification application 


was approved on 18 October 2017. 


 Modification 2 - Central Walk which involves additional works at Central Railway Station 


including construction of a new eastern concourse, a new eastern entry, and upgrades to 


suburban platforms. This modification application was approved on 21 December 2017. 


 Modification 3 - Martin Place Station which involves changes to the Sydney Metro Martin 


Place Station to align with the Unsolicited Proposal by Macquarie Group Limited 


(Macquarie) for the development of the station precinct. The proposed modification 


involves a larger reconfigured station layout, provision of a new unpaid concourse link 


and retention of the existing MLC pedestrian link and works to connect into the Sydney 


Metro Martin Place Station. It is noted that if the Macquarie proposal does not proceed, 


the original station design remains approved. This modification application was approved 


on 22 March 2018. 


 Modification 4 - Sydenham Station and Sydney Metro Trains Facility South which 


incorporated Sydenham Station and precinct works, the Sydney Metro Trains Facility 


South, works to Sydney Water’s Sydenham Pit and Drainage Pumping Station and 
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ancillary infrastructure and track and signalling works into the approved project. This 


modification application was approved on 13 December 2017.  


The CSSI Approval as modified allows for all works to deliver Sydney Metro between 


Chatswood and Sydenham Stations and also includes upgrade of Sydenham Station. 


The remainder of the City & Southwest alignment (Sydenham to Bankstown) proposes the 


conversion of the existing heavy rail line from west of Sydenham Station to Bankstown to 


metro standards. This part of the project, referred to as the Sydenham to Bankstown 


upgrade, is the subject of a separate CSSI Application (Application No. SSI 17_8256) for 


which an EIS was exhibited between September and November 2017. A Response to 


Submissions and Preferred Infrastructure Report was submitted to DPE in June 2018 for 


further exhibition and assessment. This application is subject to assessment and 


determination by DPE, taking into consideration a further Response to Submissions Report 


which was submitted to DPE in September 2018. 


 Nominated State Significant Precinct - Waterloo 1.3


Following the decision to locate a metro station in Waterloo, the Minister determined that 


parts of Waterloo are of State planning significance which should be investigated for urban 


renewal through the SSP process.  Study requirements for such investigations were issued 


by the Minister on 19 May 2017. 


Investigation of the Precinct is being undertaken by UrbanGrowth NSW Development 
Corporation (UrbanGrowth NSW), in partnership with Sydney Metro and the Land and 
Housing Corporation (LAHC). The outcome of the SSP process will be new planning controls 
that will enable future development applications for renewal of the Precinct.  
 
The Precinct includes two separate but contiguous and inter-related parts: 
 


 The Waterloo Metro Quarter (the Metro Quarter) 


 The Waterloo Estate (the Estate) 


A separate SSP Study for the Metro Quarter was lodged in July 2018 in advance of the SSP 


Study for the Estate to provide a planning framework for the construction of OSD within the 


Metro Quarter. The staged submission of the Metro Quarter SSP Study also facilitates the 


proposed development to be delivered concurrently with the metro station, as an integrated 


station development.   


As this concept SSD Application relies upon the planning framework proposed in the Metro 


Quarter SSP Study, it is anticipated that the SSP Study and the EIS for the SSD Application 


will be exhibited concurrently.  
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 Planning relationship between Waterloo Station and the OSD 1.4


While Waterloo Station and the OSD will form an integrated station development, the 


planning pathways defined under the EP&A Act require separate approval for each 


component of the development. In this regard, the approved station works (CSSI Approval) 


are subject to the provisions of Part 5.1 of the EP&A Act (now referred to as Division 5.2) 


and the OSD component is subject to the provisions of Part 4 of the EP&A Act. 


For clarity, the approved station works under the CSSI Approval included the construction of 


below and above ground structures necessary for delivering the station and also enabling 


construction of the integrated OSD. This includes but is not limited to: 


 demolition of existing development 


 excavation 


 integrated station and OSD structure (including concourse and platforms) 


 lobbies  


 retail spaces within the station building 


 public domain improvements associated with the station 


 access arrangements including vertical transport such as escalators and lifts 


 space provisioning and service elements necessary to enable the future development 


of the OSD, such as lift cores, plant rooms, access, parking, retail, utilities 


connections and building services. 


The vertical extent of the approved station works above ground level is defined by the 


‘transfer level’ level (which for Waterloo is defined by approximately RL 33.1 over the 


northern station box and RL 35.1 over the southern station box), above which would sit the 


OSD. An example of this delineation is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Delineation between the Metro station and OSD 


 


It is noted that the structural and service requirements and space provisioning to support 
OSD vary from station to station.  For example, based on the current level of design, 
Waterloo Station is not expected to provide for OSD lobbies, end of trip facilities and plant 
rooms.   However, the detailed design may be amended to incorporate these elements as 
part of the integrated station development. 


The CSSI Approval also establishes the general concept for the ground plane of Waterloo 
Station including access strategies for commuters, pedestrians and workers. In this regard, 
the main pedestrian access to the station would be via an entry located at the corner of 
Raglan and Cope Streets. The station design has continued to be developed having regard 
to its integration with the Metro Quarter OSD, and as a result, a second entrance to the 
station is to be provided from a proposed public plaza adjacent to Cope Street. Retail uses 
(approved under the CSSI Approval) would be located on the ground floor of the station 
development along the Cope Street frontage of the site.  


Since the issue of the CSSI Approval, Sydney Metro has undertaken design work to 


determine the technical requirements for the structural integration of the OSD with the 


station. This level of design work, together with the planning and design undertaken for the 


remainder of the Metro Quarter has informed the concept proposal for the OSD. It is noted 


that ongoing design development of the works to be delivered under the CSSI Approval 


would continue with a view to developing an Interchange Access Plan (IAP) and Station 
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Design Precinct Plan (SDPP) for Waterloo Station to satisfy Conditions E92 and E101 of the 


CSSI Approval.  The detailed design for the Metro Quarter would continue to evolve having 


regard to the IAP and SDPP. 


Public domain improvement works immediately adjacent to Waterloo Station would be 


delivered as part of the CSSI Approval to support pedestrian movements between transport 


modes (including to new and relocated bus stops, bike parking on Cope Street, and taxi and 


kiss-and-ride bays on Cope Street), while other public domain works within the Metro 


Quarter are proposed as part of the OSD. Final details of public domain works for the OSD 


will be provided with the detailed SSD Application(s) following finalisation of the SDPP and 


IAP for the CSSI Approval. 


 The site 1.5


1.5.1 Location 


The site is located within the City of Sydney Local Government Area (LGA). 


 


The Metro Quarter comprises land to the west of Cope Street, east of Botany Road, south of 


Raglan Street and north of Wellington Street. The heritage listed Waterloo Congregational 


Church located at 103–105 Botany Road is within this block but is not part of the site.  


 
The site has an approximate area of 1.287 hectares (refer to Error! Reference source not 


ound.).  
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Figure 3: Waterloo Station location plan 


 


1.5.2 Site context 


The Metro Quarter is located in Redfern Street Village (see Figure 4) in the City of Sydney 


LGA approximately 3.3 kilometres south of Sydney CBD, 1 kilometre north of Green Square 


and less than 1 kilometre south of Redfern Station. 


 


Directly east is the Waterloo Estate, which is owned by the NSW Government and is under 


the management of NSW LAHC. The Waterloo Estate comprises 2,012 social housing 


dwellings and a small number of private dwellings in medium and high density forms, 


ranging from single storey attached dwellings to apartment buildings of up to 29 storeys.  


 


The Metro Quarter is less than 1 kilometre south-east of the Australian Technology Park 


(ATP), a technology micro-cluster that currently contains around 3,000 – 3,500 workers with 


a range of businesses in technology and creative industries; and a start-up/business 


incubator hub. It is set to grow into a business park that will soon accommodate new 


premises currently under construction (i.e. Commonwealth Bank Australia (CBA) has 


committed to two major office towers).  
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Figure 4: Location and site plan of the Waterloo State Significant Precinct (in red) and Redfern Street Village (in pink) 
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Figure 5: Nominate State Significant Precinct - Waterloo 
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The site comprises the following properties: 


• 136B Raglan Street  Lot 4 DP 215751 


• 59 Botany Road   Lot 5 DP 215751 


• 65 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP814205 


• 67 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP228641 


• 124-128 Cope Street  Lot 2 DP228641 


• 69-83 Botany Road  SP75492 


• 130-134 Cope Street  Lot 12 DP399757 


• 136-144 Cope Street  Lots A-E DP108312 


• 85 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP27454 


• 87 Botany Road   Lot 2 DP27454 


• 89-91 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP996765 


• 93-101 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP433969 & Lot 1 DP738891 


• 156-160 Cope Street  Lot 31 DP805384 


• 107-117A Botany Road  Lot 32 DP805384 & Lot A DP408116 


• 119-121 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP205942 & Lot 1 DP436831 


• 170-174 Cope Street  Lot 2 DP205942 


 


The buildings and structures on the site are now demolished in accordance with the CSSI 


Approval with the exception of one building which is being used to support construction. 
 


 Overview of the proposed development 1.6


This concept SSD Application follows the submission of a SSP Study which supports a 


proposal to amend existing controls to facilitate the proposed development. The concept 


SSD Application will in turn comprises the first stage of seeking SSD development consent 


for the Waterloo OSD project. It will be followed by a future detailed SSD Application(s) for 


the design and construction of the OSD built form.  


This concept SSD Application seeks approval for the planning and development framework 


and strategies to inform the future detailed design of the OSD. It specifically seeks approval 


for: 


 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights 
and ground and upper level setbacks. 
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 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 


 approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing 
for approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 
70 social housing dwellings 


 approximately 3,905 square metres GFA of retail premises and entertainment 
facilities 


 approximately 8,645 square metres GFA for business and commercial premises 
and community, health service and recreational facilities (indoor), including at least 
2,000 square metres of floor space for community uses 


 a three storey podium and a free standing building located within a public plaza, 
accommodating non-residential land uses 


 residential uses above podium level in various building forms including three taller 
buildings of 23, 25 and 29 storeys (Relative Level (RL) 96.9, 104.2 and 116.9 metres 
Australian Height Datum (AHD) respectively) 


 use of OSD space provisioning within the footprint of the CSSI Approval 


 public domain works, including open spaces, through-site links, footpaths, provision for 
cycling facilities and enhanced pedestrian crossings and roads 


 car parking for up to 427 vehicles  


 cycle parking to support residential and non-residential land uses and visitors to the 
Metro Quarter.  Approval is also being sought for space within the future basement for a 
bike hub which would also support future bike parking for Waterloo Station 


 loading, vehicular and pedestrian access arrangements 


 strategies for utilities and services provision 


 strategies for managing stormwater and drainage 


 a strategy for the achievement of ecologically sustainable development 


 a public art strategy 


 provision for future signage zones 


 a design excellence framework 


 the future subdivision of parts of the OSD footprint (if required). 


 


It is noted that the Sydney Metro comprises GFA of approximately 8,415 square metres on 


the site, approved under CSSI Approval. The total GFA for the integrated station 


development, including the station GFA is approximately 77,145 square metres, which is 


equivalent to an FSR of approximately 6:1. 


 


Key parameters of the concept proposal based on the current level of design development 


are indicated at Figure 6 and Figure 7. 
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Figure 6: Proposed massing, viewed from the west 


 


 


Figure 7: Proposed massing, viewed from the east 
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The proposal is a significant opportunity to contribute to the urban renewal process for the 


Waterloo SSP. The  objective to deliver the Metro Quarter project as soon as reasonably 


possible after completion of the Sydney Metro works (earmarked to open 2024) would 


ensure buildings within the Metro Quarter are occupied to support maximum patronage of 


the proposed metro station. 


 


The Metro Quarter would contain a mix of uses including residential, commercial, retail, 


community facilities and services and cultural opportunities sufficient for daily life to be 


provided for within the wider neighbourhood and to support the activation of the precinct. 


This would help make Waterloo one of the most connected and attractive inner-city places to 


live, work and visit. 
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 Staging and framework for managing environmental impacts 1.7


Sydney Metro proposes to procure the delivery of the Waterloo integrated station 


development in one single package, which would entail the following works: 


 station structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical 


 OSD structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical. 


Separate delivery packages are also proposed by Sydney Metro to deliver the excavation of 


the station boxes/shafts ahead of the integrated station development delivery package, and 


linewide systems (e.g. track, power, ventilation) and operational readiness works prior to the 


Sydney Metro City & Southwest metro system being able to operate.  


For the purposes of considering construction related impacts, three possible staging 


scenarios have been identified for delivery of the integrated station development: 


1. Scenario 1 – the station and OSD are constructed concurrently by constructing the 


transfer slab first and then building in both directions. Both the station and OSD 


would be completed in 2024.  


2. Scenario 2 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. OSD 


construction may still be incomplete or soon ready to commence after station 


construction is completed. This means that some or all OSD construction is likely to 


still be underway upon opening of the station in 2024.  


3. Scenario 3 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. The OSD 


is built at a later stage, with timing yet to be determined. This creates two distinct 


construction periods for the station and OSD.  


The final staging for the delivery of the OSD would be resolved as part of the detailed SSD 


Application(s).  


For the purposes of providing a high level assessment of the potential environmental 


impacts associated with construction, the following have been considered: 


 Impacts directly associated with the OSD, the subject of this SSD Application 


 Cumulative impacts of the construction of the OSD at the same time as the station 


works (subject of the CSSI Approval). 


Given the integration of the delivery of the Sydney Metro City & Southwest metro station with 


an OSD development, Sydney Metro proposes the framework detailed in Figure 8 to 


manage the design and environmental impacts, consistent with the framework adopted for 


the CSSI Approval. 
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Figure 8: Project approach to environmental mitigation and management  


 


This approach would be implemented until such time as completion of the station works (i.e. 


works under the CSSI Approval) is achieved. Beyond that point, standard construction 


environmental management practices would be implemented by the OSD developer in 


accordance with relevant guidelines and any conditions of approval.  
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2.0 The proposed development 


This report relates to both a SSP Study to create a new suite of planning controls, and a 
concept SSD Application for the Metro Quarter integrated station development. 
 


 Proposed Planning Framework 2.1


The existing and proposed planning controls for the Metro Quarter are shown in Table 2: 
 
Table 2: Metro Quarter planning controls 


Metro Quarter planning controls Existing Proposed 


Zoning B4 Mixed Use B4 Mixed Use 


Height of Buildings Part 12, Part 15 metres Part RL 116.9 (AHD) – North 
Part RL 104.2 (AHD) – Central 
Part RL 96.9 (AHD) - South 


Floor Space Ratio 1.75:1 6.1:1 (including Metro Station) 


 


 Proposed housing provision 2.2


The concept plan makes provision of a total of around 700 dwellings. This includes a mix of 
affordable housing, social housing and private housing in a variety of sizes, including 5 to 10 
percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings. 
 
The indicative Concept Proposal indicates that over half of the dwellings provided on site will 


be studios (10 percent) and one bedroom (45 percent) (Table 3). All dwellings are larger 


than the minimum size requirement in the NSW Apartment Design Guide (ADG). The 


proposed mix of new home sizes will make a significant contribution to the supply of smaller 


dwellings, to address the need for additional smaller and affordable new homes, identified in 


Section 6.  


Table 3: Proposed dwelling size 


Type Private Social/affordable 


Mix Size Mix Size 


Studio 2% 42m² 10% 40m² 


1 Bedroom 27% 52m² 45% 50m² 


1 bedroom + study 6% 58m² 0% 0m² 


2 Bedroom 46% 74m² 45% 75m² 


2 bedroom + study 4% 82m² 0% 0m² 


3 Bedroom 10% 98m² 0% 95m² 


3 bedroom + study 5% 108m² 0% 0m² 
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 Likely future population 2.3


The concept plan for the Metro Quarter site (described above) will result in an increase in 
population on the site, particularly as previous uses on the site were predominantly 
employment related. Employment will continue on the site through the provision of retail, 
services and community uses. The additional population on the Metro Quarter site is 
expected to be approximately 1,300 people, with up to 280 social or affordable housing 
residents. 
 
Planning for the adjoining Waterloo Estate redevelopment project is in preparation. The 
NSW Government has indicated that the redevelopment of the Metro Quarter site and the 
Waterloo Estate site combined is to provide a tenure mix of around 70 percent private owner 
occupier and investor dwellings and about 30 percent affordable dwellings or social housing. 
The anticipated change in dwelling stock is indicated in Figure 9 below. 
 
Figure 9: Projected change in dwelling stock, Waterloo SSP 


 


P
Source: id the Population Experts, Waterloo – Population and Employment Profile 2017 (November 2017) 


opulation and housing projections for Waterloo SSP have been prepared by .id. Key 


conclusions from the projections are summarised below and are detailed in  


Table 4: 
 


• The base scenario forecasts for the Waterloo Precinct see an increase in population from 
3,241 in 2011 to 11,976 in 2036 


• This forecast is based on an increase of 4,799 dwellings in net terms between 2011 and 
2036 


• Average household size is expected to increase from 1.60 in 2011 to 1.75 in 2036 based 
on the additional number of private dwellings of two or more bedrooms, attracting larger 
households. 


 


Table 4: Projected population and Dwellings, Waterloo SSP 
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 2011 2016 2021 2026 2031 2036 


Population 3,241 3,259 3,600 6,368 9,423 11,976 


Change in population (5 years) 190 18 341 2,768 3,055 2,552 


Average annual change 1.2% 0.1% 2.0% 12.1% 8.2% 4.9% 


Households 2,024 2,024 2,170 3,716 5,398 6,823 


Change in households (5 years) 53 0 146 1,547 1,682 1,425 


Average household size 1.60 1.61 1.66 1.71 1.74 1.75 


Source: id the Population Experts, Waterloo – Population and Employment Profile 2017 (November 2017) 


 
Of note is that the age structure for the Precinct is expected to attract younger age adults, 
primarily to the private dwellings, as well as a broader range of older ages to the affordable 
and social component. As Figure 10 shows, the largest forecast increase in age is in the 20-
44 age group. 
 
Figure 10: Forecast age structure, Waterloo precinct, 2011 – 2036 


 
Source: id the Population Experts, Waterloo – Population and Employment Profile 2017 (November 2017) 
 


While all household types are expected to increase, by 2036 the largest household group is 
expected to be lone person households. Couples without children households are expected 
to also increase from 262 in 2011 to 1,593 in 2036 (13 to 23 percent) as shown in Error! 
eference source not found.: Households by type, Waterloo precinct, 2011 – 2036 
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Source: id the Population Experts, Waterloo – Population and Employment Profile 2017 (November 2017) 
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3.0 Policy context  


 Greater Sydney Region Plan  3.1


The Greater Sydney Commission’s Greater Sydney Region Plan sets out a vision for a city 
where most residents live within 30 minutes of their jobs, education, health facilities, services 
and great places.  The plan contains 10 Directions which establish the aspirations for the 
region over the next 40 years. The directions (Table 5) are translated into objectives, with 
Objectives 10 and 11 being particularly relevant to housing diversity and affordability for the 
proposed redevelopment of the Metro Quarter and Waterloo Estate sites. 
 
Table 5: Greater Sydney Region Plan Directions 


Direction: Housing the 
city 


Implications 


Objective 10: Greater 
housing supply 


 As part of the current unprecedented level of supply, a range of housing types, 
tenures and price points will be needed to meet demand 


 A range of housing types provides for the needs of the community at different 
stages of life and caters for diverse household types 


 Planning can link the delivery of new homes in the right locations with local 
infrastructure 


 Planning and designing for better places respects and enhances local 
character 


 Councils are to work with the Greater Sydney Commission and State agencies 
to establish agreed 6–10 year housing targets for their LGA 


 Councils are to identify specific attributes that make local areas suitable for 
housing supply beyond 10 years 


 Housing strategies are to be prepared by councils for a LGA or district and be 
given effect through amendments to local environmental plans. 


Objective 11:  Housing is 
more diverse and 
affordable  


 There is a strong need for a more diverse housing supply in Greater Sydney  


 Housing choices, including affordable rental housing reduces the need for 
people to go into social housing and also supports a pathway for people to 
move out of social housing 


 A diversity of housing types, sizes and price points can help improve 
affordability 


 Increasing the supply of housing that is of universal design and adaptable to 
people’s changing needs as they age is also increasingly important across 
Greater Sydney 


 Social housing is a form of affordable housing that caters to households 
experiencing the highest housing stress and social disadvantage 


 Social housing delivery needs to be accelerated to cope with the growing 
waiting list. 


 More affordable rental dwellings are needed as a stepping stone for people in 
social housing who are capable of entering the private rental market, thereby 
freeing up housing for those most in need 
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Direction: Housing the 
city 


Implications 


 Rental accommodation needs to be delivered close to public transport and 
centres, and offer the opportunity to include Affordable Rental Housing 
Schemes if viable 


 Foreshadows potential future innovative models to achieve more affordable 
homes through having smaller homes, shared facilities and having apartments 
and car spaces sold separately.  


Source: Greater Sydney Region Plan (March 2018) 
 


The Greater Sydney Commission recognises the fundamental importance of household 
income on the ability to access housing of different types, cost and tenure (Figure 11). 
Providing housing diversity means providing housing for a range of income groups at various 
points on the housing continuum. 
 
Figure 11: Housing continuum initiative and programs 


 


 


Source: Adapted from Greater Sydney Commission, Greater Sydney Region Plan (Figure 19), p69 


Notably, the Plan recommends an Affordable Rental Housing Target, ‘generally in the range 
of 5 to10 percent of new residential floor space’ in defined precincts prior to rezoning as a 
mechanism to provide additional affordable housing supply in Greater Sydney.  
 
The Target is referred to in a number of strategies and actions within the Greater Sydney 
Region Plan, which outline how this scheme is to be implemented and the types of 
development that it would apply to: 
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• Strategy 11.1 - Prepare Affordable Rental Housing Target Schemes, following 
development of implementation arrangements 


• Strategy 11.2 - State agencies, when disposing or developing surplus land for residential 
or mixed-use projects include, where viable, a range of initiatives to address housing 
diversity and/or affordable rental housing 


• Action 5 - Implement Affordable Rental Housing Targets, which will involve a range of 
measures including the development of a viability test.  


The proposed development presents an opportunity to deliver on this commitment.  The 
proposed provision of 700 dwellings in the Metro Quarter including 5 to 10 percent affordable 
dwellings and 70 social dwellings is within the range recommended by the Greater Sydney 
Commission.  Further, the proposed development is consistent with the Commission’s policy 
objectives by: 
 


• Delivering a range of housing types including up to 10 percent as affordable housing 


• Being part of a Government led, mixed use project involving a diversity of housing types 


• Having regard for the range of affordable housing mechanisms available and feasibility 
testing (section 7). 


 


Eastern City District Plan 


The Metro Quarter and Waterloo Estate sites are located within the Greater Sydney 
Commission’s Eastern City District Plan. The Eastern City District Plan is a 20-year plan to 
manage growth in the context of economic, social and environmental matters to achieve the 
40-year vision for Greater Sydney. It contains the planning priorities and actions for 
implementing the Greater Sydney Region Plan, A Metropolis of Three Cities at a district 
level.  
 
Planning priority E5 relates to “providing housing supply, choice and affordability, with 
access to jobs, services and public transport.”   
 
The Eastern City District Plan sets a housing target of 46,550 additional dwellings in the 
District by 2021 of which 18,300 are to be in the City of Sydney. The Metro Quarter and 
Waterloo Estate are able to make a significant contribution to these targets. 
 
The plan identifies the need for further work by the Greater Sydney Commission to support 
the implementation of the Affordable Rental Housing Targets including consideration of 
allocation, ownership, management and delivery models. The plan commits the Department 
of Planning and Environment and the Greater Sydney Commission to jointly investigating 
ways to facilitate housing diversity through innovative purchase and rental models. The Plan 
indicates that affordable rental housing targets generally in the range of 5 to 10 percent of 
new residential floor space are appropriate subject to viability. 
 
The District Plan encourages planning to support housing affordability and diversity 
measures include: 
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• More compact housing, either on smaller land lots or through a proportion of smaller 
apartments of innovative design to support moderate-income households and particularly 
key workers and skilled workers in targeted employment areas such as health and 
education precincts 


• New owner-developer apartment models that support lower cost and more flexible delivery 
of apartments for like-minded owner groups. 


The District Plan sets down an action for councils and other planning authorities to prepare 
local or district housing strategies to address the delivery of five year housing supply targets 
for each LGA. Councils and planning authorities are also to prepare Affordable Rental 
Housing Target Schemes. 
 
While there are currently no housing strategies or target schemes in place that apply to the 
subject site, the proposed development has been formulated having regard for the affordable 
housing policies of the NSW Government and the City if Sydney Council. 
 


 City of Sydney, Housing Issues Paper, 2015 3.2


The City of Sydney prepared a Housing Issues paper in 2015 to highlight the housing crisis 
in this LGA, identifying five key issues that need to be addressed: 
 


• Policy reforms are needed to address declining housing affordability and rental security 


• Affordable rental housing supply needs to grow significantly to ensure Sydney’s social and 
economic sustainability 


• A sustainable model needs to be developed for social housing supply as a vital form of 
social infrastructure 


• Investment to expand innovative housing models is critical to ending homelessness 


• Housing and infrastructure delivery need to be integrated through Sydney metropolitan 
planning for sustainable growth. 


The paper paints a picture of housing demand outstripping supply.  Even allowing for the 
significant pipeline of 18,500 dwellings, housing supply and diversity are not meeting 
demand.  Sydney status as a global city is contributing to rising housing costs. The paper 
indicates that Inner Sydney rents are outstripping income increases and most very low to 
moderate income households are experiencing housing stress, including two thirds of 
renters in the moderate income bracket. Evidence is also emerging of people living in 
overcrowded and poor quality housing. 
 
The paper promotes delivery of innovative lower-cost housing designs and types through the 
planning system to: 
 


• Enable smaller housing types, where appropriate and well designed, that provide 
affordable options 


• Deliver housing types without ‘added extras’ such as car parking spaces, to provide 
affordable options 
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• Deliver rental housing models designed to meet the needs of particular markets, such as 
new-generation boarding houses and student housing that provides smaller private 
dwellings and communal spaces. 


The proposed development is consistent with this policy by delivering a stock of smaller and 
more affordable dwellings that have been designed with regard to the affordability needs of 
the population. 
 


 What does this mean for the Metro Quarter? 3.3


The review of policy documents indicated that: 
 


• Planning policy and legislation play a critical role in establishing mechanisms for providing 
and increasing the supply of diverse and affordable housing in Sydney 


• All levels of Government are now seeking to address the need for more affordable housing 
and a range of mechanisms, from taxation arrangements through to inclusionary zoning 
targets, and being designed to address the need 


• All strategic plans reviewed identify a need for delivery of affordable rental housing and for 
housing choice, including increasing the supply of social housing through urban renewal 


• The City of Sydney has an established affordable rental program and is seeking to expand 
the number of social and affordable dwellings delivered 


• The proposed development provides an opportunity to improve housing diversity and 


deliver a supply of smaller and more affordable dwellings.  
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4.0 Current planning controls  


 State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental 4.1
Housing) 2009 


The State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 (Affordable 
Rental Housing SEPP) was introduced to increase the supply and diversity of affordable 
rental and social housing throughout NSW. Under the Affordable Rental Housing SEPP 
affordable rental housing is defined as housing for very low, low and moderate income 
earning households as follows: 


6(1)  In this Policy, a household is taken to be a very low income household, low income 
household or moderate income household if the household: 


 (a)  has a gross income that is less than 120 percent of the median household income for 
the time being for the Greater Sydney (Greater Capital City Statistical Area) (according to 
the Australian Bureau of Statistics) and pays no more than 30 percent of that gross income 
in rent, or 


 (b)  is eligible to occupy rental accommodation under the National Rental Affordability 
Scheme and pays no more rent than that which would be charged if the household were to 
occupy rental accommodation under that scheme. 


 (2)  In this Policy, residential development is taken to be for the purposes of affordable 
housing if the development is on land owned by the Land and Housing Corporation. 


The Affordable Rental Housing SEPP includes provisions designed to retain or offset the 
loss of low cost rental housing. It also seeks to promote diversification and increase the 
utilisation of the existing housing stock in addition to incentives to encourage the production 
of affordable rental housing for lower income groups.  


The Affordable Rental Housing SEPP would enable a floor space bonus to apply to the 
Metro Quarter site. The bonus is 0.5:1 or 20 percent, whichever is greater, on top of the 
existing maximum floor space ratio (FSR) allowed by the existing local planning controls. 
The amount of bonus floor area that a housing provider may be granted is dependent on 
both the existing maximum FSR allowable on the land and the percentage of affordable 
housing that will be offered as part of the housing development 


The key provisions for infill development in the Affordable Rental Housing SEPP are 
considered in the context of the subject site in Table 6. The site is imminently suited to 
affordable rental housing given its highly accessible location. 


Table 6: SEPP (Affordable Rental Housing) provisions for infill development 


Provision Requirement Application to site 


Accessibility  
 Within 800m walking distance of a railway 


station or a Sydney Ferries wharf 


 Within 400m walking distance of a light rail 


station 


 Within 400m walking distance of a bus stop 


used regularly between 6am and 9pm 


 Site is located within 800 metres 


from proposed metro station and 


within 400 metres walking distance 


of bus stop 
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Provision Requirement Application to site 


Monday to Friday, and 8am to 6pm on 


weekends. 


Floor space ratio 
 As specified in the relevant local planning 


controls plus a bonus of a minimum of 


0.2:1and up to 0.5:1 (or 20 percent, 


whichever is greater) 


 LEP FSR is 1.75:1. 


 Bonus provision would permit an 


FSR of 2.25:1 (or an additional 20 


percent) 


Proportion of 
affordable housing 


 Between 20 percent and 50 percent of the 


gross floor area of the development. 


 Concept plan is for 10 percent 


affordable housing and 10 percent 


social housing. 


Minimum dwelling 
sizes 


 35m² for a bedsitter or studio 


 50m² for a 1 bedroom dwelling 


 70m² for a 2 bedroom dwelling 


 95m² for a 3 or more bedroom dwelling 


 The proposed concept plan 


includes are greater than the 


minimum 


Affordable housing 
management: 


 The affordable rental housing component is 


to be secured for a minimum of 10 years 


and managed by a registered Community 


Housing Provider (CHP). 


 These arrangements are within 


scope 


Parking requirements 
– social housing 
provider: 


 0.4 car spaces per 1 bedroom dwelling 


 0.5 car spaces per 2 bedroom dwelling 


 1 car space per 3 or more bedroom 


dwelling 


 Separately considered  


Parking requirements 
– private schemes: 


 0.5 car spaces per 1 bedroom dwelling 


 1 car spaces per 2 bedroom dwelling 


 1.5 car space per 3 or more bedroom 


dwelling 


 Separately considered  


Site area: 
 Minimum of 450m²   Site is 1.91 ha 


Landscaped area: 
 Minimum of 35m² for social housing 


providers, or 30 percent of the site area in 


all other cases. 


 Determined at design stage 


Solar access 
 Living rooms and open spaces of 70 


percent of the dwellings require a minimum 


of 3 hours direct sunlight between 9am and 


3pm in mid-winter. 


 Determined at design stage 


Deep soil zones: 
 Minimum of 15 percent of the site area 


 Minimum dimensions of 3 metres 


 At least two-thirds of the deep soil zone is 


to be located at the rear of the site 


 Determined at design stage 


Source: Adapted from State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 
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 State Environmental Planning Policy No. 70 – Affordable 4.2
Housing (Revised Schemes) 


State Environmental Planning Policy No. 70 – Affordable Housing (Revised Schemes) 
(SEPP70) is a mechanism that allows specified councils to prepare an affordable housing 
contribution scheme for certain precincts, areas or developments within their LGA. SEPP70 
works with Section 7.32 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 permits 
consent authorities to seek affordable housing as a development contribution.  
 
SEPP70 identifies that there is a need for affordable housing in certain LGAs, describes the 
kinds of households for which affordable housing may be provided and makes a requirement 
with respect to the imposition of conditions relating to the provision of affordable housing. 
 
Key affordable housing principles specified by SEPP 70 include: 
 


• Affordable housing is to be created and managed so that a socially diverse residential 
population representative of all income groups is developed and maintained in a locality. 


• Affordable housing is to be made available to a mix of low and moderate income 
households. 


• Affordable housing is to be rented to appropriately qualified tenants and at an appropriate 
rate of gross household income. 


• Land provided for affordable housing is to be used for the purpose of the provision of 
affordable housing. 


• Buildings provided for affordable housing are to be managed so as to maintain their 
continued use for affordable housing. 


• Rental from affordable housing, after deduction of normal landlord’s expenses (including 
management and maintenance costs and all rates and taxes payable in connection with 
the dwellings), is generally to be used for the purpose of improving or replacing affordable 
housing or for providing additional affordable housing. 


• Affordable housing is to consist of dwellings constructed to a standard that, in the opinion 
of the consent authority, is consistent with other dwellings in the vicinity. 


The City of Sydney is specified under the SEPP as one of those councils that can prepare 
an affordable housing contribution scheme. The scheme in operation in the City of Sydney is 
explained in further detail in 4.3.  
 
The City of Sydney currently has affordable housing schemes operating in Ultimo/Pyrmont, 
Green Square and the Southern Employment Lands. Together the schemes in operation 
have resulted in 739 affordable rental dwellings for very low to moderate income households 
in the LGA. A further 314 dwellings are in the development pipeline and expected to be built 
by 2019 (Planning Proposal: City of Sydney Affordable Housing Review, March 2017). 
Dwellings are built and managed by City West Housing. 
 
The site has not been identified as part of an affordable housing scheme under SEPP 70. . 
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 Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 4.3


The Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 (SLEP 2012) currently applies to the Metro 
Quarter site. Table 7 summarises the key planning controls that apply to the Metro Quarter 
site. These controls are proposed to be amended under the SSP Study for the process of 
urban renewal. 


 
Table 7: Summary of key Sydney LEP 2012 provisions 


Planning provision Control Comment 


Land use zone  B4 – Mixed Use  This zone permits a range of uses including 
residential, commercial premises and tourist and 
visitor accommodation.  


Floor space ratio  1.75:1  Floor space ratio controls that apply to Metro 
Quarter.  


Restricted Retail 
Development 


 Identified in Map CL2_10  Clause 7.23, large retail development outside of 
Green Square Town Centre and other planned 
centres applies which restricts the amount of retail 
floor space that can be approved. 


Heritage  Item I2069  This item is a church which is located within the 
street block of Metro Quarter but is not included 
within the Metro Quarter site. 


Height  12 metres at the Wellington 
Street frontage 


 Rest of the Metro Quarter – 
15m 


 Height provisions that apply to Metro Quarter. This 
translates to approximately four storeys on the 
Wellington Street frontage and five storeys for the 
remainder of the block.  


Land Use and 
Transport Integration 
Map 


 Category B  These categories determine parking requirements.  


Public Transport 
Accessibility Level  


 Category E  These categories determine parking requirements. 


Source: Adapted from SLEP 2012 


 
In terms of provisions for affordable housing, the Local Environmental Plan has special 
provisions for the Green Square and Pyrmont precincts as well as site specific controls 
relating to provision of affordable housing for an urban renewal precinct in Glebe.  
 
There are currently no specific affordable housing provisions in the SLEP 2012 that apply to 
the Metro Quarter site. However there is currently a planning proposal currently under 
consideration that would expand these provisions across the rest of the LGA. This is detailed 
in Section 4.4. 
 


4.3.1 Zoning 


The Metro Quarter site is zoned B4 – Mixed Use pursuant to SLEP 2012 (Figure 4).  The 
objectives of the zone are: 
 


• To provide a mixture of compatible land uses 
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• To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other development in 
accessible locations so as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking 
and cycling 


• To ensure uses support the viability of centres. 


The following uses are permissible with consent in the B4 – Mixed Use zone: 
 


Boarding houses; Centre-based child care facilities; Commercial premises; 
Community facilities; Educational establishments; Entertainment facilities; 
Function centres; Hotel or motel accommodation; Information and education 
facilities; Medical centres; Passenger transport facilities; Recreation facilities 
(indoor); Registered clubs; Respite day care centres; Restricted premises; 
Roads; Seniors housing; Shop top housing; Any other development not specified 
in item 2 or 4. 


 
The following uses are prohibited in the B4 – Mixed Use zone: 
 


Extractive industries; Heavy industrial storage establishments; Heavy industries. 
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Figure 12: Zoning Extract 


 


Source: Source: NSW Planning Portal, Department of Planning and Environment 


 
The development of residential flat buildings and affordable housing are permitted on the site 
with consent. The Proposal for a mixed use development including affordable and social 
housing is not inconsistentwith the objectives of the zone by being a mixed use development 
that will maximise access to existing transport and the proposed metro station. 
 


4.3.2 Floor space ratio and height development standards 


SLEP 2012 establishes a maximum floor space ratio of 1.75:1 on the Metro Quarter site.  


The maximum building heights permitted range from 12 metres on the Wellington Street 
frontage to 15 meters for the remainder of the Metro Quarter, as indicated in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13: Height of building 


 
Source: NSW Planning Portal, Department of Planning and Environment 


 
The SSP application proposes revisions to the above planning framework to accommodate 
the proposed development on the site. 
 


 City of Sydney Affordable Housing Review Planning Proposal 4.4


The City of Sydney recently publicly exhibited a planning proposal, seeking to expand the 
affordable housing provisions within their local environmental plan to cover the entire LGA.  
 
These provisions require the provision of an in-kind dedication of finished affordable housing 
dwellings or an equivalent monetary contribution. The amounts are set out in the draft 
provisions. It is proposed that these provisions are phased in over a period between 2020 
and 2022 to allow the market to factor in these changes. The objectives of this planning 
proposal are to: 
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• Provide a transparent framework for development to make equitable affordable housing 


contributions 


• Give effect to the intent of the Eastern City District Plan (district plan) to provide affordable 
housing on land where there is an increase in floor area, where need for affordable 
housing is identified and where development viability can be maintained 


• Increase the amount of affordable housing in the LGA to achieve the City’s affordable 
housing targets in Sustainable Sydney 2030 


• Ensure affordable housing contribution rates do not impact on development viability  


• Increase certainty for landowners and developers seeking to develop land in the LGA, and 


• Align, streamline and simplify exiting affordable housing schemes that operate in the LGA. 


Under these proposed controls, the subject site would be located within the ‘residual lands’ 
area to which this provision would apply. 
 
These provisions would not apply to the subject site as the City of Sydney is not the consent 
authority for the redevelopment of the Metro Quarter.  Regardless, the proposed 
development is generally consistent with the intent of the planning proposal and responds to 
the established need for affordable housing in the Sydney LGA. 
 


 Apartment Design Guide 4.5


Planning provisions for designing development of residential flat buildings and mixed use are 
contained in the ADG.  The ADG specifies a number of design requirements for apartments 
and apartment buildings which influences the number of and type of dwellings that can be 
delivered. This includes minimum apartment sizes, apartment mix, balconies and other 
amenity considerations.  
 
The City of Sydney Development Control Plan 2012 will not apply to the redevelopment of 
the Metro Quarter as the proposed development is State Significant Development. 
 


 What does this mean for the Metro Quarter? 4.6


The review of planning controls has identified the current situation in regard to affordable 
housing on the Metro Quarter site: 
 


• The SLEP 2012 provisions currently do not require any affordable housing on the 
proposed redevelopment of the Metro Quarter site, although affordable housing provisions 
are in place in other parts of the LGA.  


• The current SLEP 2012 controls that apply to the Metro Quarter permit a considerably 
lower scale of development than what is being considered in the proposed development.  
However, a review of the planning provisions to deliver the project objectives has resulted 
in a revised planning framework being proposed as part of the SSP Study. 
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• The proposed development is generally consistent with the planning intent of delivering 
more affordable housing in the Sydney LGA. 
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5.0 Population and housing  


This section presents an analysis of the housing needs of the study area and the Sydney 
LGA.  The analysis has been tailored to meet the requirements of the SEARs, specifically: 
 


Demonstrate that the proposal will meet the strategic objectives as identified in the 
relevant government policies and the environmental, social and economic needs of the 
Waterloo State Significant Precincts (including Metro Quarter and Waterloo Estate 
Precincts) and the wider area. This shall include an assessment of the proposal’s 
economic and social impacts to: 


 Demonstrate retail, services and employment needs of future residents and 
workers of the development will be met 


 Illustrate the social and economic impacts of the development to the wider area, 
including nearby local centres 


 Consider the social housing and affordable housing needs of the precinct. 
(our emphasis) 


 


 The study area 5.1


Demography of the Study Area has been examined using the analysis contained in the 
Waterloo –Population and Employment Profile 2017 report prepared by .id for Australian 
Bureau of Statistics Statistical Area 1 (SA1) areas 1133801, 1133802, 1133804, 1133806, 
1133838, 1133839 and 1133841. This area, referred to as the Waterloo SSP is indicated in 
Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: Waterloo State Significant Precinct SA1 areas 


 
Source: HillPDA  


 
A snapshot of the demography of the precinct is identified in Table 8. 
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Table 8: Demographic snapshot 


Characteristic Snapshot 


Population    At the 2016 census, Waterloo SSP had a population of 3,649 persons. 
The population in the precinct grew by 477 people or 15 percent between 
2011 and 2016 


Age structure  Waterloo SSP has significantly above average proportion of the 
population in older age groups. Just under a third of residents were aged 
over 65 years in 2016, compared to 8 percent in the City of Sydney and 
14 percent across Greater Sydney 


Birthplace  Waterloo is highly multicultural. In 2016, 58.3 percent of residents were 
born overseas. This is a significant increase from 2011, when 45 percent 
were born overseas. This compares with 54.6 percent for Sydney LGA 
and 39.1 percent for Greater Sydney 


Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander population 


 The precinct has a significant Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
population.  In 2016, 227 residents (or 6.2 percent) identified as Aboriginal 
and/or Torres Strait Islander, a far higher proportion than the 1.5 percent 
average across Greater Sydney. This group has a high concentration of 
middle aged adults.  There is also some evidence of young families, with 
a high proportion of children aged 10 to 14 years 


Education  Just over half of residents in the Waterloo Precinct completed Year 12 or 
equivalent, compared to 85 percent in the City of Sydney and 65 percent 
across Greater Sydney. However, this rate has improved since 2011. 
Almost one in five completed Year 9 or below, including those that did not 
attend school at all  


 In 2016, 43 percent of residents had a post school qualification, this 
contrasts with 65 percent for the City of Sydney, but is close to the 
Greater Sydney average (46 percent)  


 Of those with post school qualifications, most had a bachelor degree or 
higher (50 percent) but this was lower than the average for the City of 
Sydney (74 percent), and less than Greater Sydney (54 percent) 


Disadvantage  All SA1s within the Precinct fall within the SEIFA index of disadvantage 
1st decile (most disadvantaged 10 percent) in NSW and Australia. Five of 
the seven SA1s the comprise the Precinct area are within the 1st 
percentile (most disadvantaged 1 percent) in NSW and one in particular is 
ranked the 28th most disadvantaged SA1 in NSW. In 2016, 12.5 percent 
of residents had need for assistance, much higher than the City of Sydney 
(2.4 percent) and Greater Sydney rates (4.9 percent). The majority in 
need were 65 or over (63 percent) 


Dwellings  In 2016 there were 2,545 dwellings in the Waterloo SSP. Just over 90 
percent were high density with just 0.2 percent detached dwellings, 
compared to 55 percent across Greater Sydney 


Dwelling size  The Precinct has a significant proportion of one bedroom dwellings (32.3 
percent), slightly lower the City of Sydney (32.9 percent) but significantly 
higher than the Greater Sydney (7.8 percent) 


Tenure  Most households (76 percent) in the Waterloo Precinct are rented from a 
State or Territory Housing Authority, compared to less than 5 percent 
across Greater Sydney. Private rentals and mortgages have increased 
since 2011. Around 9.4 percent are rented from a real estate agent, and 
around 5 percent are owned with a mortgage 


Household structure  Lone households dominate the Waterloo SSP where just under two thirds 
are lone person households compared to 37 percent for the Sydney LGA 
and around 22 percent for Greater Sydney. Around 16 percent of 
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Characteristic Snapshot 


households are couples without children and another 10 percent are one 
parent families 


Income  Around half of residents earned between $300 and $649 per week.  One 
in eight earned $1,000 or more per week, compared to 62 percent across 
the City of Sydney 


Car ownership  The majority of households (65 percent) in Waterloo do not own a motor 
vehicle. Car ownership is far lower than the rest of Greater Sydney 


Labourforce participation  Participation in the labour force is very low in the Waterloo SSP with 34 
percent of residents in the labour force. This is representative of the older 
age structure in the Precinct. In 2016, the unemployment rate for those in 
the labour force was 18.6 percent, three times that experienced in the 
Sydney LGA (6.0 percent) and Greater Sydney (6.0 percent) 


Employment  The main industries of employment for working residents in the Waterloo 
Precinct are: Health Care and Social Assistance (13 percent), 
Professional, Scientific and Technical Services (13 percent) and 
Accommodation and Food Services (11 percent). 


Source: ABS (2016)  


 


 The broader community  5.2


Further analysis of the demographic profile has been undertaken using a study area 


encompassing the Redfern – Chippendale, Erskineville – Alexandria and Waterloo-


Beaconsfield SA2 areas1, as indicated in Figure 15. . This area is representative of the 


broader community and it includes the study area (Figure 14) examined in Section 5.1. The 


demographic profile of the broader community with that of the City of Sydney and Greater 


Sydney provides a benchmark for the analysis and builds an understanding of the specific 


housing needs of those living in the broader community. 


  


                                                
1
 The study area has been defined as an amalgam of Statistical Area Level 2 (SA2). An SA2 is one of the spatial units defined 


under the Australian Statistical Geography Standard (ASGS) and generally has a population range between 3,000 to 25,000 
persons, and an average population of about 10,000 persons.   
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Figure 15: Study area 


 


Source: HillPDA  


 
The broader community contained 71,794 persons as of 2016, which comprised 34.4 
percent of City of Sydney’s (LGA) resident population. Table 6 details the breakdown of 
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population by age group, comparing the study area with the City of Sydney, and Greater 
Sydney.  
 
Key demographic indicators relating to the broader community obtained from the 2016 
Census is summarised in Table 9. 
 
Table 9: Key demographic indicators of the broader community 


Indicator Snapshot 


Age profile  The age profile of the study area was reflective of a young workforce and homebuilder 
resident population 


 In 2016, 66.7 percent of the population were within the ages of 15-44 years compared to 
43.6 percent in Greater Sydney 


 The younger population was also reflected in the lower median age recorded within the 
study area (32 years) which was 3 years or 12 percent lower than that recorded for 
Greater Sydney (36 years).  This runs contrary to the current situation in the Precinct 
where under one third of the residents were aged over 65 in 2011 


Place of birth  44 percent of the residents in the study area were born in Australia, compared to 70 
percent across Greater Sydney with 23 percent reporting their place of birth as Chinese 
compared to 17 percent in Greater Sydney. A further 9 percent were born in Europe 


Number of 
dwellings 


 The study area contained 36,955 dwellings as of 2016, which was 33.7 percent of Sydney 
LGA’s private dwelling stock 


Household size  Households in the study area were on average smaller (2.1 persons per household) when 
compared to the wider Greater Sydney region (2.8 per household) 


Dwelling type  The majority of the dwelling stock within the study area was apartments (73.0 percent). 
However, this was a lesser proportion than the Sydney LGA (77.1 percent). The study 
area contained a larger proportion of townhouse dwellings (23.5 percent) when compared 
to Greater Sydney (12.8 percent) and Sydney LGA (21.2 percent) 


 The study area contained a greater proportion of detached dwellings than City of Sydney 
(4.2 percent and 7.4 percent respectively). However, this proportion was significantly 
below that recorded across Greater Sydney where 60.9 percent of dwelling stock was 
comprised of detached dwellings 


 In the study area the majority of all household compositions resided within apartment style 
dwelling which was reflective of the wider Sydney LGA 


Number of 
bedrooms 


 The majority of dwellings within the study area contained two bedrooms (47.9 percent), 
with the next most common bedroom number being one bedroom dwellings (27.9 
percent) 


Household 
composition vs 
dwelling type 


 In relation to detached dwellings the majority (62.7 percent) contained couple families with 
children and couple families without children. This was also the case for townhouses 
although at a lower proportion (40.8 percent), while within apartment style dwellings the 
majority (55.6 percent) contained couple families without children and lone persons 


Tenure  The majority of dwellings within the study area were being rented (60.5 percent) as of 
2016. This proportion was comparable to the wider Sydney LGA, where 62 percent of 
dwellings were being rented in 2016 


 Of the 6,459 dwellings being rented from a State housing authority within Sydney LGA, 
3,248 dwellings or 50.3 percent were located within the study area. Of these, 13 were 
detached dwellings, 410 were townhouses, 2,818 were apartments and 9 were not stated 


Income  The number of residents within the low income bands ($1-$399/week) decreased 
significantly from 22 percent in 2006 to 2 percent in 2016. Higher income groups, $2,000- 
$2,999/week and $3,000+/week have risen substantiality in 10 years from 14 percent to 
23 percent and 6 percent to 34 percent respectively.  Middle income earners ranging from 
$400/week to $1,999/week fell. 
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Table 10 summarises household composition. Household composition of the broader 
community is similar to the wider Sydney LGA. Couple families without children made up 30 
percent in both the study area and Sydney LGA, significantly higher than Greater Sydney at 
24 percent. Couple families with children made up 13 percent of the broader community, 
slightly higher than the 11 percent in Sydney LGA but much less than 37 percent in the 
Greater Sydney. One parent families made up 5 percent of both the study area and City of 
Sydney but made up 11 percent of Greater Sydney. 
 
The area had a notably lower proportion of lone person households compared with the 
Sydney LGA, 33 percent versus 37 percent, but this was higher than the Greater Sydney 
average of 22 percent. The broader community also had a high proportion of group 
households (17 percent) which was higher than Sydney LGA (15 percent) and Greater 
Sydney (5 percent). 
 
Table 10: Household composition – Study Area, City of Sydney, Greater Sydney 


 Study Area City of Sydney Greater Sydney 


Couple family without children 30% 30% 24% 


Couple family with children 13% 11% 37% 


One parent family 5% 5% 11% 


Other family 2% 2% 1% 


Lone person households 33% 37% 22% 


Group households 17% 15% 5% 


Source: ABS (2016) 


 


 Housing supply 5.3


Trends in housing typology, bedroom mix and incomes in the City of Sydney have been 
examined here and previous work undertaken by HillPDA on Housing Diversity2. This 
section describes how the housing market is changing and what factors are driving the 
change.  
 


5.3.1 Housing diversity 


There are 85,423 occupied private dwellings in the City of Sydney. Of these 85,423 
dwellings, 77 percent are apartments, 20 percent are semi-detached and 2 percent are 
separate houses.  
 
Over the last 10 years the proportion of apartments across the Sydney LGA as a proportion 


of total stock, has increased by 8.4 percent at the cost of semi-detached dwellings and 


separate houses (Figure 16). 


  


                                                
2
 HillPDA, A Study of Housing Diversity 2015 prepared for UrbanGrowth NSW and the City of Sydney 
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Figure 16: Households by dwelling type (2006-2016) 


 
Source: ABS (2016) 
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5.3.2 Bedroom mix 


illustrates the change in bedroom mix between 2006 and 2011 in the City of Sydney. The 


most common form of bedroom mix in the Sydney LGA in 2016 was 2 bedroom dwellings 


(about 41 percent). Despite this, the preceding 10 years saw a growth of households living in 


studio/one bedroom apartments (4 percent) while the share of households with 2 and 3 


bedrooms fell over this period. 


Figure 17: Proportion of dwellings by bedroom mix 


 
Source: ABS (2016)  
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TenureFigure 18 demonstrates how in the 10 years between 2006 and 2016 there were 


notable changes in dwelling tenure. The share of homes owned with a mortgage and owned 


outright both grew three percentage points respectively. The share of rented homes also 


grew by 14 percentage points from 48 percent to 62 percent. The identified growth in rented 


has corresponded in a decline in ‘not stated’ which may indicate a change in how tenure 


status is reported or recorded. 


Figure 18: Change in dwelling tenure 
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Source: ABS, HillPDA  


 


 Housing costs 5.4


Trends in housing costs in the Sydney LGA have been examined and are outlined in this 
section.  The analysis builds on previous work undertaken by HillPDA on housing diversity 
for UrbanGrowth NSW and the City of Sydney Council3.  This section describes how the 
housing market is changing and identifies the factors that are driving change.  
 


5.4.1 Median sale value growth for non-strata dwellings 


Since 1991, the median sale value for non-strata dwellings within the Sydney LGA has 
increased by $1.35 million or 764 percent, to a median value of $1.53 million in 2016. This 
was an average annual capital growth of 9 percent over the 25 year period.  In comparison, 
the median sale value for Greater Sydney has increased by $705,000 or 441 percent over 
the same period, to a median of $865,000 in 2016. This was an average annual capital 
growth of 7 percent over the period for Greater Sydney. 
 
In 1991 there was only a $17,000 or 11 percent difference in the median price between 
Sydney LGA and Greater Sydney. However, over the past 26 years this has increased to a 


                                                
3
 HillPDA, A Study of Housing Diversity 2015 prepared for UrbanGrowth NSW and the City of Sydney 
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difference of $665,000 or 77 percent between the two areas. This is shown in Figure 19 
below. 
 
Figure 19: Non-strata median sale values 1991-2016 ($,000) 


 
Source: NSW Department of Housing & HillPDA – September of each year 


 


5.4.2 Median sale value growth for strata dwellings 


The median sale value for strata dwellings within Sydney LGA has increased by $750,000 or 
530 percent over a 25 year period from 1991, to $850,000 in 2016. This was an average 
annual capital growth of 8 percent over the period.  In comparison, the median for Greater 
Sydney has increased by $563,000 or 411 percent over the same period, to $700,000 in 
2016. This was an compound a annual capital growth of 7 percent over the period. 
 
Interestingly, in 1991 the median value for a non-strata dwelling was $2,000 or 1 percent 
higher across Greater Sydney than that recorded for Sydney LGA ($135,000). However, 
over the 26 year period this has reversed, with Sydney LGA’s median being $150,000 or 21 
percent higher than that recorded for Greater Sydney ($700,000) in 2016. This is shown 
Figure 20 below. 
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Figure 20: Strata median sale values 1991-2016 ($,000) 


 
Source: NSW Department of Housing & HillPDA – September of each year 


 


5.4.3 Apartment weekly median rental value growth 


Figure 21 shows median rents over a 26 year period for a one bedroom apartment in Sydney 
LGA. Median rents increased by $410/week or 273 percent over the period to reach 
$560/week in 2016. In comparison, over the same period the median rent for Greater 
Sydney increased by $355/week or 254 percent to reach a median of $495/week in 2016. 
 
The median rent for a two bedroom apartment within Sydney LGA increased by $510/week 
or 213 percent, reaching $750/week in 2016. In comparison, over the same period the 
median rent for Greater Sydney increased by $370/week or 218 percent, reaching a median 
of $540/week in 2016. 
 
In September 2016, the median rent for a one bedroom apartment within Sydney LGA was 
$65/week or 13 percent higher than that of Greater Sydney ($495/week). While the median 
rent for a two bedroom apartment within Sydney LGA was $210/week or 39 percent higher 
than that of Greater Sydney ($540/week). 
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Figure 21: Apartment weekly rental growth 1991-2016 ($,000) 
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The strong increase in median housing prices is likely to be due, in part, to the increasingly 
expensive new product being brought onto the market. In addition, the constant and growing 
demand for property in the Sydney LGA, as a consequence of its desirability as a place to 
live, will be a contributing factor. Consequently, median dwelling prices for the Sydney LGA 
have shown less volatility than the Greater Sydney average over the same period. 
 


 Income 5.5


Figure 22 indicates that the proportion of households in lower income brackets in the Sydney 
LGA has decreased. Most notably those with a weekly income of $500-$999 decreased from 
19 percent to 10 percent of all households. The proportion of households in the higher 
weekly income brackets (an income of $2,000 and upwards per month) has risen. The 
largest rise was seen in households with an income of $4,000+ which increased from 2 
percent to 10 percent of all households. 
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Figure 22: Weekly household income changes 2006-2016 


 
Source: ABS, HillPDA 


 


 Implications for owner occupiers, investors and tenants  5.6


This section summarises the implications of trends in housing supply, housing costs and 
income for owner occupiers, investors and tenants. 
 


Tenants 


• Tenants are increasingly being squeezed out of the Sydney LGA's periphery markets, 
especially in terrace houses and large apartments by owner - occupiers 


• There is a major gap between tenants in the CBD, who are attracted to small one bedroom 
and studio apartments and tenants in other suburbs who are after broader range of 
dwelling types including 2, 3 and 4 bedroom dwellings 
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• Investors are increasingly looking to rent out smaller apartments of less than 50 square 
metres which have a higher yield. Owner-occupiers on the other hand are increasingly 
purchasing dwellings with 2 and 3+ bedrooms 


• Rental growth has been especially strong in the CBD, where the $/per square metre rate is 
considerably higher than in outer villages of the Sydney LGA. 


In the Study for Housing Diversity, 2015 HillPDA interviewed local industry experts to identify 
key buyer preferences, investment interest and demand for different housing typologies 
across the Sydney LGA. The experts generally differentiate the market into three key groups 
being - investors, owner-occupiers and tenants. The key findings of the interviews are 
pertinent to understand in the housing needs in Sydney LGA and the potential role of the 
proposed development in meeting housing needs. Key findings are summarised below: 
 


Investors 


• 20-40 percent of the purchasing market are investors whose interest is generally spread 
throughout the Sydney LGA 


• Local investor interest is concentrated in village centres and the southern areas from 
Redfern to Alexandria whilst offshore investment is heavily concentrated around the CBD 
with particular demand for smaller dwellings from 40-60 square metres  


• Dwellings at a lower price point attract strong investor interest, especially those with small 
internal living areas. 


Owner occupiers 


• The owner occupier market is split between first homeowners, established residents 
upsizing or downsizing and high net worth individuals looking for executive inner city living 


• First homeowners are overwhelmingly interested in one and two bedroom apartments 


• Upsizers and Downsizers have a preference for two and three bedroom units with greater 
interest for higher value precincts including King Street, Oxford Street and Potts Point / 
Woolloomooloo 


• High net worth individuals and households make up a sub-sector of the market and are 
interested primarily in larger semi-detached or executive apartments, generally near the 
harbour with a floorplate of greater than 90 square metres 


• Agents confirmed there is generally high demand for, yet low supply of town houses and 
semi-detached dwellings in the Sydney LGA. This is partially due to a lack of significant 
new supply of these dwelling types whilst demand has remained relatively constant. This 
market does not detract from the very significant demand for 1 bedroom dwellings. 


 Housing diversity  5.7


This section presents the findings from an analysis of the housing diversity gap within the 
study area. The analysis identifies rates of housing (mortgage and rental) stress. The 
information in this section is considered in association with the information above on sale 
and rental price movement over time, within the Sydney LGA. Trends are also examined to 
determine household affordability for very low, low and moderate income earners. 
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5.7.1 Housing diversity and affordability defined 


Housing diversity refers to a mix of housing that supports healthy, thriving and socially 
cohesive communities. The full spectrum of housing diversity incorporates market and non-
market housing for rent and sale together with crisis accommodation, student housing, 
boarding accommodation and affordable rental and ownership. Housing diversity relates to 
an adequate supply and a suitable mix of housing types, tenures, sizes and price points to 
collectively create diverse and balanced communities as well as quality lifestyles.  
 
There are three key components of the housing supply continuum being social housing, 
market and non-market (community housing and not-for-profit) sectors as shown in Figure 
23. The Proposal outlined in Section 2 proposes that the Metro Quarter site should deliver a 
range of housing across this continuum. 
 
Figure 23: Housing supply continuum 


 
Source: HillPDA 
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Non-market housing is often referred to as affordable housing. Affordable housing is housing 
that is appropriate for the needs of a range of very low to moderate income households and 
priced so that these households are also able to meet other basic living costs such as food, 
clothing, transport, medical care and education. In this context, affordable housing refers to 
housing that has been developed with some assistance from the NSW and/or 
Commonwealth Governments, including through planning incentives. It may include a range 
of housing types and sizes, including single or multi-bedroom units or houses, as well as 
studio apartments. It is only available in some locations and eligibility criteria apply. 
 
Affordable housing can be available for purchase, however, it is most commonly available for 
rent. Affordable rental housing may be owned by private developers or investors, local 
governments, charitable organisations or community housing providers. It is usually 
managed by not for profit community housing providers, and sometimes by private 
organisations. 
 


5.7.2 Household income vs dwelling price 


Housing affordability is largely driven by income4 with the ratio of household income to 
house price being one comparative measure of affordability. Figure 22 indicates the average 
ratio of Australian household incomes to house price was the sixth highest of the 33 
countries listed. This establishes the importance of housing affordability in the Australian 
context. 
Figure 24: Ratio of income to house price by city 


 
Source: International Monetary Fund, Global Housing Watch, Q3 2017 


                                                
4
 Whilst household income is generally a major factor in a household’s ability to afford a property it should also be noted that 


existing assets, investments or inheritance may also have an influence. 
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The ratio of household income to dwelling price in the City of Sydney and the study area 


indicates that housing is relatively less affordable than in Greater Sydney (Figure 25). 


Although the median household income within the study area was $8,788/annum higher 


than the median for Greater Sydney (2016), mortgage repayments were $3,432/annum and 


rental repayments were significantly higher at $6,916/annum than that recorded across 


Greater Sydney. The proportion of household income spent on mortgage and rent can be 


seen in Figure 23 below. 


Figure 25: Mortgage/rental repayments as a proportion of household income 
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Source: ABS, HillPDA  


 


5.7.3 Housing stress 


Housing stress is defined as a situation where a household’s rent or mortgage repayments 
are 30 percent or more of gross household income5. 
 
Housing stress has been calculated by cross tabulating total household weekly income by 
mortgage repayments. The midpoint for these income and repayment brackets was used to 
approximate the amount of income used by a household to make their repayment. 
 
Using the above method, it was found that of the 5,922 households within the study area that 
were paying a mortgage, 1,567 households or 26 percent were experiencing stress. That is, 


                                                
5
 NSW Affordable Housing Ministerial Guidelines 2016-2017 
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26 percent of households were paying 30 percent or over of their household income on their 
mortgage repayment (Table 11). 
 
This proportion was reflective of the wider Sydney LGA as well as Greater Sydney. 
 
Table 11: Number of households experiencing mortgage stress 


Households Study 
area 


Sydney 
LGA 


Greater 
Sydney 


Total households 36,795 110,062 1,858,657 


Total households not applicable* 30,873 95,705 1,407,165 


Total households applicable 5,922 14,357 451,492 


Total households in stress 
(Proportion that spend 30% and over of income on a mortgage 
repayment) 


1,567 3,799 118,767 


26% 26% 26% 


Source: ABS, HillPDA – *household income stated as Partial income stated, All incomes not stated, Not 
applicable and repayments stated as Not stated and Not applicable 


 
Of the 14,472 households within the study area that were renting, 6,379 households or 43 
percent were experiencing housing stress (Table 12). That is, 43 percent of households 
were paying 30 percent or over of their household income on their rental repayment. This 
proportion was 1 percent less than that experienced across Sydney LGA and the same as 
that recorded for Greater Sydney. 
 
Table 12: Number of households experiencing rental stress 


Households Study area Sydney 
LGA 


Greater 
Sydney 


Total households 36,780
6
 110,005 1,858,529 


Total households not applicable* 22,051 65,823 1,388,180 


Total households applicable 14,729 44,182 470,349 


Total households in stress 
(Proportion that spend 30% and over of income on a mortgage 
repayment) 


6,379  19,249 173,083 


43% 44% 42% 


Source: ABS, HillPDA - *household income stated as Partial income stated, All incomes not stated, Not applicable and repayments stated 


as Not stated and Not applicable 


 


5.7.4 Housing affordability 


Eligibility criteria for affordable housing is established by NSW Family and Community 
Services in 2016/17 NSW Affordable Housing Ministerial Guidelines. Household income is 
the defining criteria for affordable housing eligibility, with the median income for Greater 
Sydney used as a bench mark. 
 


                                                
6
 HillPDA notes that dwelling numbers vary due to inconsistency in census data  
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The 2016/17 Guidelines define affordable housing for very low, low, and moderate income 
households. These categories have been applied to this analysis and are as follows: 
 


• Very low-income household – less than 50 percent of median household income 


• Low-income household – 50 percent or more but less than 80 percent of median 
household income  


• Moderate income household – 80 – 120 percent of median household income. 


Table 13 identifies the 2016 median household income in Greater Sydney, according to the 
ABS. Based on this estimated household income the affordable housing thresholds have 
been calculated below. 
 
Table 13: Household income and affordability Greater Sydney (2016) 


Category Upper threshold of category Household income 


Weekly Yearly 


  Median income in Greater Sydney $1,926 $100,345 


  Very low household income in Greater Sydney $963 $963 $50,172 


  Low household income in Greater Sydney $1,541 $1,541 $80,276 


  Moderate income household in Greater Sydney $2,311 $2,311 $120,414 


ABS, Cate6401.0 Consumer Price Index, Australia, HillPDA 


 


5.7.4.1 Very low income household affordability  


A very low income household within the Sydney LGA, that is, a household that earns 50 


percent of the Greater Sydney median could afford to pay $289/week7 on rental repayments 


in 2016 (Table 14). This was only 52 percent of the median market rent for a one bedroom 


apartment in Sydney LGA and 39 percent of market rent for a two bedroom apartment. 


For a very low income household to pay market rent for a one bedroom apartment they would need to apportion 58 


percent of their income towards rent. Ninety-four per cent of their household income would be needed to pay market rent 


for a two bedroom apartment. 


  


                                                
7
 30% of annual income directed towards rental repayment 
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Table 14: Very low income households 


Year Median 
household 
income 
(year) 


Very low 
household 
income at 
50% 


Rental 
affordabili
ty at of 
median 
household 
income* 


1 bedroom 
apartment 
market 
rent 
(Sydney 
LGA) 


Rental 
affordabili
ty as 
proportion 
of market 
rent 


2 bedroom 
apartment 
market 
rent 
(Sydney 
LGA) 


Rental 
affordabili
ty as 
proportion 
of market 
rent 


Very low 
household 
income in 
Greater 
Sydney  


$100,345 $50,172 $289 $560 52% $750 39% 


Source: HillPDA based on ABS data 


 


5.7.4.2 Low income household affordability against Greater Sydney median 


A low income household within Sydney LGA, that is, a household that earns 80 percent of 
the Greater Sydney median could afford to pay $463/week8 on rental repayments in 2016 
(Table 15). 
 
This was 83 percent of the median market rent for a one bedroom apartment in Sydney LGA 
and 62 percent of market rent for a two bedroom apartment. 
 
For a low income household to pay market rent for a one bedroom apartment they would 
need to proportion 39 percent of their income towards rent. While 49 percent of their 
household income would be needed to pay market rent for a two bedroom apartment. 
 
Table 15: Low income households 


Year Median 
household 
income 
(year) 


Low 
household 
income at 
80% 


Rental 
affordability 
at 80% of 
median 
household 
income* 


1 bedroom 
apartment 
market 
rent 
(Sydney 
LGA) 


Rental 
affordability 
as 
proportion 
of market 
rent 


2 bedroom 
apartment 
market 
rent 
(Sydney 
LGA) 


Rental 
affordability 
as 
proportion 
of market 
rent 


2016 $100,345 $80,276 $463 $560 83% $750 62% 


Source: HillPDA based on ABS data 


 


5.7.4.3 Moderate income households 


A moderate income household within Sydney LGA, that is, a household that earns 120 
percent of the Greater Sydney median could afford to pay $695/week9 on rental repayments 
in 2016 (Table 16). 
 


                                                
8
 30% of annual income directed towards rental repayment 


9
 30% of annual income directed towards rental repayment 
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This was 124 percent of the median market rent for a one bedroom apartment in Sydney 
LGA and 93 percent of market rent for a two bedroom apartment. 
 
For a moderate income household to pay market rent for a one bedroom apartment they 
would need to allocate 24 percent of their income towards rent. While 32 percent of their 
household income would be needed to pay market rent for a two bedroom apartment. 
 
Table 16: Moderate income households 


Year Median 
household 


income 
(year) 


Moderate 
household 
income at 


120% 


Rental 
affordability 
at 120% of 


median 
household 


income 


1 bedroom 
apartment 


market 
rent 


(Sydney 
LGA) 


Rental 
affordability 


as 
proportion 
of market 


rent 


2 bedroom 
apartment 


market 
rent 


(Sydney 
LGA) 


Rental 
affordability 


as 
proportion 
of market 


rent 


2016 $100,345 $120,414 $695 $560 124% $750 93% 


Source: HillPDA based on ABS data 


 What does it mean for the Metro Quarter? 5.8


• Apartment living is becoming more prevalent despite the interest in semi-detached and 
townhouses  


• The Sydney LGA is living smaller as shown by the predominance of 1 and 2 bedroom 
dwellings (38 percent and 41 percent respectively). This trend is also related to the 
growing predominance of single person and couple only households within the study area 
and the Sydney LGA  


• The study area as with the Sydney LGA generally is growing and becoming wealthier with 
the gap between income, rental costs and housing costs widening. As a consequence 
owner occupiers are increasingly mortgage holders, while renters and outright owners 
have declined. Very high income households have increased in the Sydney LGA from 10 
percent of households to 42 percent from 2001 to 2011, whilst the proportion of low and 
medium income households has continued to decline  


• There has been a growing disparity between broader income growth and the rental and 
sale prices of dwellings in the Sydney LGA. 


These general trends are in turn influencing the Sydney LGA’s target markets including:   
 


• Offshore investors who are attracted to smaller apartments in, or within, close proximity of 
the CBD. These investors are comfortable with more compact, inner city investments 


• Local investors who are seeking a similar product to offshore investors yet are more 
attracted to middle and outer villages of the Sydney LGA owing to their lifestyle and public 
transport appeal 


• Young professionals and first home buyers together with more mature professional 
couples with young children who are attracted to 1 and 2 bedroom apartments with 
convenient access to employment and lifestyle attractions in villages close to public 
transport 
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• Middle age, professional and wealthy ‘upsizers’ or older wealthy ‘downsizers’ 
predominantly seeking larger 2 bedroom and 3 bedroom dwellings within the prestigious 
areas of Sydney such as CBD North, King Street, Oxford Street and Potts Point / 
Woolloomooloo 


• A major market segment is likely to relate to higher income earning professionals (> 
$2,500/week) seeking smaller dwellings suited to lone person and couple only households. 
This group will increasingly be in the 30 to 40 year age group and from a broader array of 
cultures, having particular regard to South East Asia. This market is likely to be more 
attracted to compact and inner city housing opportunities than other household types 


• Whilst demand for dwellings that are suitable for families will grow significantly from 
existing levels (+500 percent from 2011 to 2036), the overall demand will remain modest 
by Greater Sydney standards (i.e. at 12 percent of all households). Furthermore these 
families will generally be represented in higher income groups with parents employed as 
professionals at the expense of lower income households who without intervention cannot 
afford to live in the future Waterloo SSP 


• The existing mismatch between the Waterloo SSP, study area, Sydney LGA and Greater 
Sydney’s population with respect to age and income are likely to not only remain but 
widen. The Sydney LGA’s population is anticipated to continue to be distinctively younger 
than the average for Greater Sydney with key age groups between 15 and 45 years 
(particularly 30 – 34 years) with an actual increase in residents over 45 years but not a 
significant proportional increase. 


The housing affordability analysis indicates that: 


• Retaining and/or improving housing choice within the study area and the City of Sydney is 
a real and growing challenge 


• Whilst historically a range of factors have enabled a diversity of dwelling and household 
types to reside within the Sydney LGA (such as social housing, lower entry costs etc.), its 
growing attraction as a place to live is positively influencing property prices which in turn 
increases barriers to affordability and therefore diversity 


• Of the households within the study area that were renting, 36 percent were experiencing 
rental stress. That is, 36 percent of household were paying 30 percent or over of their 
household income on their rental repayment. This number has been increasing since 1991 
in Waterloo. 


• The housing affordability challenge in Sydney is affecting more than just the socially 
disadvantaged or low income earners  


• People on very low or low incomes cannot afford to rent a 1 or 2 bedroom apartment in the 
Sydney LGA. People on a moderate income could afford a 1 bedroom but not a 2 bedroom 
apartment 


• Owing to a combination of demographic changes, affordability issues and the 
characteristics of existing housing stock, the most significant actual forecast demand will 
be for studio and one bedroom dwellings 


• The household types that will be able to afford 2 or 3 bedroom dwellings will be more 
affluent increasing the proportion of residents in the higher income bands at the expense of 
those in the lower. As a result these new residents are also more likely to be middle aged 
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and higher income earning residents at the expense of a younger population - a 
demographic that is already well represented in the Sydney LGA 


• If left unabated the housing affordability gap will continue to widen. This will lead to less 


social and economically diverse communities and in turn have the knock on effect to 


Sydney’s productivity and appeal as a global city. 


6.0 Delivering considerations  


The key findings from the previous chapters have demonstrated that there is need for 
housing diversity and affordability for people across the whole of the housing continuum. The 
proposed development is will include 10 per social housing and up to 10 per affordable and 
social housing in an effort to address these needs. Delivery models to achieve the most 
efficient delivery of affordable housing have been examined and the findings are presented 
in this section. 
 


 Planning mechanisms 6.1


The range of planning mechanisms to encourage affordable housing development on the 
site has been considered as part of the SSP application.  A summary is provided in Table 17 
below. 
 
Table 17: Contribution Mechanism Overview 


Contribution 
Mechanism 


Advantages Disadvantages 


Affordable and 
social housing 
requirement 


 Directly contributes to the delivery of 
affordable housing 


 Dedicated free of cost to the 
planning authority 


 Asset is owned by Council but 
managed by a community housing 
provider 


 Likely to be more valuable than a 
monetary contribution taken at 
Construction Certificate stage in a 
rising market 


 Still retains the flexibility to sell the 
asset if not appropriate or if strata 
premiums are considered too high 


 Offers a range of housing choice 
across the LGA 


 Less resource intensive as 
management is transferred to a 
Community housing provider. 


 Affordable housing provided in high-
end buildings would incur expensive 
strata fees which may be 
unsustainable over the longer term 


 Requires management of the ‘life-
cycle’ of dwellings - so that assets 
remain suitable for their use 


 Distribution of affordable housing 
across multiple buildings can create 
management inefficiencies. 


Bonus schemes  Creates opportunity to develop 
affordable housing in suitable 
developments  


 Creates a pool of money which can 


 Does not guarantee the delivery of 
affordable housing  


 Hands decision making over the 
number of affordable dwellings to be 
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Contribution 
Mechanism 


Advantages Disadvantages 


be invested in additional affordable 
housing 


 Applicable for small developments 
where the percentage of affordable 
housing floor space would not meet 
the minimum 50m² requirement for 
dedication. 


provided to the developer 


 Delays in the delivery of affordable 
housing e.g. finding suitable 
accommodation, in the right location 
at the right price point 


 The management of finance and 
expenditure of funds on suitable 
dwellings would be resource 
intensive 


 In-house property management skills 
may be required. 


Voluntary Planning 
Agreements 


 Responsive to change and is site 
specific 


 No nexus required under the EPAA 
1979, although the Practice Notes 
(2015) recommend that the public 
benefits should have a relationship 
to the development 


 A possible fall back mechanism 
should development parameters 
exceed the planning threshold at any 
point in time. 


 Can be administratively onerous 


 Less reliable than inclusionary 
zoning targets 


 Reliant on developer’s willingness to 
volunteer an offer 


 Industry/community resistance. 


Source: HillPDA  


 
While each of the mechanism has advantages, the best solution will be dependent upon the 
“capacity to pay.” For example, voluntary planning agreements can improve flexibility and 
deliver positive public benefit but if not executed properly they can also add significant costs 
to a project. Ultimately this can mean uncertainty around developments and in some 
situations, poor community infrastructure outcomes. 
 


 Delivery approaches 6.2


Providing affordable housing in the Metro Quarter site will require appropriate management 
and implementation. This section explores some of the management approaches currently 
available. A decision on the most appropriate method will be made at a later stage. 
 


6.2.1 Community housing providers 


There are over 140 not-for-profit CHPs10 across NSW that provide housing assistance to 
eligible people on low incomes or who are unable to access appropriate housing in the 
private market. This includes social housing, affordable housing and supported housing. 
CHPs work with NSW Department of Family and Community Services and other non-
government organisations, local councils and the private sector to develop, deliver and 
manage these three housing products. There is a National Regulatory System for CHPs 
which aims to ensure a well governed, well managed and viable community housing sector 


                                                
10


 http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/community-housing/community-housing-providers 
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that meets the needs of tenants and provides assurance for government and investors11. 
The NSW Government also sets a regulatory framework for CHPs for local housing needs 
and funding. 
 
City West Housing was established in 1994 with a charter to provide affordable housing for 
rent in Ultimo/Pyrmont to people on low to moderate incomes. As a result of its initial 
success City West Housing was invited to expand its operations to the Green Square area of 
South Sydney and then in 2009 through changes to the City of Sydney local planning 
instruments, undertook a further expansion of its boundaries to encompass the whole of the 
City of Sydney. The affordable rental housing is delivered through the City of Sydney’s 
affordable rental housing program (inclusionary zoning) as part of urban renewal projects, 
such as Green Square. 
 
City West Housing is a not-for-profit, community based housing organisation and is 
managed by an independent Board of Directors with a team of staff responsible for the daily 
operations. The State Government retains the ownership of the assets through the Treasurer 
and Minister for  Housing as ordinary shareholders with the power to intervene or recall the 
assets in the event of a failure by the company to meet its objectives and performance 
criteria. City West Housing does not receive any ongoing funding from Government nor does 
it receive or manage housing stock on behalf of LAHC and therefore relies on developer 
contributions to deliver affordable rental housing. Developers can either provide their 
contribution through a cash contribution or in-kind. 
 
In addition, City West Housing develops and builds affordable housing. The City of Sydney, 
for example, sold more than 8,900 square metres of surplus land to community housing 
providers. Under the terms of the discounted sale, City West Housing will purchase the 
larger part of a site on Botany Road Alexandria, delivering 200 apartments and ground floor 
commercial space. A caveat on the land title will ensure that the land is used in perpetuity for 
affordable housing. 
 


6.2.2 Affordable housing bond aggregator for the not-for-profit community 
housing sector 


The Commonwealth Government, recognising the problem of housing diversity and 
affordability, announced in the 2017 Budget the creation of an affordable housing bond 
aggregator, based on the UK’s Housing Finance Corporation. The National Housing Finance 
and Investment Corporation (NHFIC) will have the ability to raise money at lower rates from 
the wholesale bond market for not-for-profit community housing providers. The Government 
will provide $63.1 million over four years from 2017–21 (including $4.8 million in capital) to 
establish and run the NHFIC. 
 
The NHFIC is based on AHURI12 research into bond aggregator models presented in a 
report from the Affordable Housing Working Group (AHWG) to Federal, State and Territory 
treasurers as part of the Council on Federal Financial Relations in late 2016.  
 
This program is designed to aggregate and source large amounts of capital loans to not-for-
profit community housing providers) developing housing for lower income households. The 


                                                
11


 http://www.nrsch.gov.au 
12


 Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute 
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intention is that money would be raised efficiently with reduced financing costs rather than in 
expensive one-off transactions such as when borrowing from a bank. The dwellings financed 
from this model are to be managed by community housing providers and rented to people 
working in lower paid jobs. This provides the opportunity for CHPs to expand their housing 
portfolios and increase their ability to become more involved in redevelopment opportunities 
such as the Waterloo precinct. 
 


6.2.3 Deliberative housing models (architect led) 


As a way to reduce costs across the whole of the housing continuum, there are moves 
towards investment arrangements and design solutions that lead to dwellings being sold at a 
lower price point. Pocket Living in London and Nightingale in Melbourne are examples of 
such approaches. These examples can be considered in the delivery of affordable housing 
within the Metro Quarter. 
 


6.2.3.1 Pocket Living London 


Pocket Living is marketed as a property developer with a 
difference and provides starter homes for city makers - selling to 
moderate income, single or couple households ($150,000 pa) 
who reside in London and who are purchasing for the first time. 
Pocket Living build compact (38 square metres) one bedroom 
apartments which are sold at 20 percent lower than the market 
value. Pocket Living works with local councils to free up urban 
sites that are in good locations. All sites are close to public 
transport and amenities. Bike storage is provided rather than car 
parking. Annual checking ensures the dwellings remain in the 
affordable arena, in perpetuity. 
 
Projects include Wynne Road in Brixton which delivered 25 
affordable one bedroom homes to local first time buyers in 
March 2017. 
 
Fourteen developments have been completed since 2008, delivering 358 compact 
apartments, four projects are currently under sale and four are in the planning stages. The 
Greater London Authority has supported Pocket Living since 2013 in a public-private 
partnership providing £21.7 million in equity funding. 
 


6.2.3.2 Nightingale Housing  


Nightingale Housing is an architect led, not-for-profit social enterprise, set up by Breathe 


Architects, in Melbourne. It was created to support, promote and advocate for high quality 


housing that is ecologically, socially and financially sustainable as shown in  


Table 18. The housing is designed for owner occupiers who have say in the design of their 
apartments. 
 


Floor plan of a typical Pocket Living 


apartment 
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Table 18: Nightingale model 


Affordability Transparency Sustainability Deliberative Design Community Contributions 


Capped project 
profits 
Designed to 
reduce operating 
and maintenance 
costs 
Removal of 
marketing 
activities and 
display suites 
Covenant on 
resale to ensure 
affordability is 
passed on 


Transparent 
project costs to 
investors and 
purchasers 
Transparent 
governance and 
decision making 
processes 


100 percent fossil 
fuel free building 
operations 
Minimum 7.5 star 
NatHERS thermal 
rating 
Water harvesting 
and productive 
gardens 


Meaningful and 
informed 
participation from 
future home 
owners across the 
project from 
design through to 
settlement 
Purchasers given 
real cost 
information during 
the design process 
to support 
informed 
decisions 


Contribution back to the 
local urban community 
through the creation of 
connected communities, 
active street frontages, fine-
grain and tactile pedestrian 
experience for passers-by, 
and engagement with 
tenants who can provide 
'third spaces 


Source: Nightingale Housing Limited 2018 


 
The apartments are compact and have no car parking or air-
conditioning; owners can choose not to have a private laundry 
or a second bathroom. A roof top garden is available to all 
residents. Their first development was the Commons in 
Brunswick Melbourne. As with Pocket Living the Nightingale 
model works on connecting directly with potential owner-
occupiers to reduce the marketing budget which, with the 
design, leads to a lower purchase price. Twenty percent of 
housing in Nightingale is prioritised for: 
 


• Key Service Workers: police officers, teachers, nurses, 
firefighters and ambulance officers 


• Individuals with a disability or registered full-time carer 


• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.  


The Nightingale model has reached Freemantle in Western 
Australia with EHDO Architecture obtaining a license to build 
12 apartments, 250 square metres of commercial space and a 
large communal area on the roof.  


The Commons Melbourne 


 
Pocket Living and Nightingale are examples of boutique 
developers who have specific financial models to develop 
these buildings and keep costs down for home purchasers, in 
the private market. The Nightingale model does not receive 
funding or support from government. Investor profit margins are limited to 15 percent and 
investors cannot hold an investment as a leased property as they are designed for owner 
occupiers. 
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 Socially integrated neighbourhoods 6.3


Sustainable, diverse and affordable housing supply is essential to the social and cultural life, 
economic activity and the liveability of a global city, such as Sydney. Where this housing is 
to be located, closeness to jobs and its diversity in terms of type and price are all important 
aspects for consideration. 
 


6.3.1 Spatial organisation of tenures 


Models for spatial organisation of various tenures (social, affordable and private) within the 
redevelopment project were considered. Two main design principles were explored to deliver 
tenure mix within the proposed development being ‘salt and pepper’ or ‘block by block’. The 
former creates a fine grained mix within buildings and streets, whereas the latter balances 
the demographics at a wider, neighbourhood scale but retains homogeneity of tenure within 
individual buildings or blocks. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages. 
 
A literature review found that clusters of social housing spread throughout developments is 
the preferred approach for the following reasons: 
 


• There appears to be no clear evidence of successful integration of salt and peppering (or 
the integrated model) where owned and social and affordable dwellings are located next 
door to each other  


• Developers do not favour the salt and pepper approach within the same building due to the 
perception that private dwellings would be hard to market/sell (on the basis that private 
owners would not wish to be located next door to social housing tenants) 


• Housing authorities indicate that the management costs are increased in the salt and 
pepper model.  


Anecdotal evidence suggests that projects where government has ‘handed over’ estates to 
the private sector have been subject to significant controversy, for example Carlton Estate, 
Melbourne. The property disposal early-on in the development led to demands from 
developers for separated public and private buildings. This concentrated disadvantage in 
one building separated from the other, establishing real and perceived class segregation. It 
is therefore important that the NSW Government continues to play an ongoing role in 
planning and development to ensure that proposed social outcomes are delivered.  
 
In both the renewal of the former Heywood Estate, (now known as Elephant Park), Elephant 
and Castle, London and Regent Park in Toronto, Southwark Council and the City of Toronto 
respectively, have remained actively involved in the regeneration of the social housing 
estates. Both estates are providing a mix of private and social housing, as well as 
community facilities and open space, and existing residents have been involved in the 
planning process. Regent Park has a Social Development Plan developed by Toronto 
Community Housing Association (TCHA), the City of Toronto, residents and social service 
providers. In addition, the TCHA commissioned the University of Toronto to develop a 
neighbourhood integration framework for Regent Park. 
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6.3.2 Design quality of affordable and social housing  


Design principles to promote a socially integrated neighbourhood and avoid and potential 
barriers to their implementation have been examined.  
 
A literature review evaluation of the strategic and policy context for mixed tenure housing 
development and neighbourhood renewal found that:  
 


• Well managed, mixed tenure estates can facilitate social interaction between residents 


• Existing residents are not normally aware of tenure as an issue in selecting where they live 
and who their neighbours are 


• There is little evidence that mixed tenure adversely affects house prices or the ability to 
rent or sell property 


• Mixed developments require careful management and monitoring - e.g. good ongoing 
maintenance of streets and public spaces. 


The quality and design of new housing developments is crucial to the success of any 
renewal project. It is important that there is little or no difference in the quality and 
appearance of social housing as compared to private housing. The risk of mixed tenure 
estates being difficult to sell, or that property values are affected, can be eliminated by 
ensuring quality of all other aspects of the development.  
 


6.3.3 Nature of public open and shared spaces 


Overall design of a development can promote rather than discourage social interaction.  
A hierarchy of spaces ranging from the private to the public realm where residents are able 
to socialise with people from their own social group or alternately mix with people from other 
groups is desirable. Public parks, shops and streets appeared to represent the most 
appropriate places for across group interaction.  
 


 Implementation  6.4


The proposed development appropriately seeks to provide a significant component of social 
and affordable housing to address the housing diversity gap identified in Section 5.  
 
The planning framework for the Metro Quarter site proposes steps to ensure that eventual 
development on the site delivers on the social and affordable housing objectives established 
above. The proposed implementation strategy for delivery of affordable housing on the Metro 
Quarter Site is set out in the SSP application.  
 
In brief, it is proposed that 
 


• Affordable housing diversity is delivered through a condition within the Contract of Sale: 
The inclusionary zoning target for affordable housing while mentioned in the Greater 
Sydney Region Plan and the Eastern City District Plan, is yet to be finalised and ultimately 
would be subject to feasibility testing. It is therefore recommended that the provision of 5 
to10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings on the site be specified as 
a condition within the Contract of Sale.  
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• The intent of delivering a diversity of housing should also be reiterated through the social 
and affordable housing requirement specified within: 


 Amendments to State Environmental Planning Policy (State Significant 
Precincts) 2005 


 A precinct specific Development Control Plan. 


• 45 percent of dwellings on the site could be provided as studios or one bedroom 
apartments.  


• The minimum internal areas established by the ADG are considered appropriate as follows 


Apartment type Minimum internal area 


Studio 35m² 


1 bedroom 50m² 


2 bedroom 70m² 


3 bedroom 90m² 


Source: Apartment Design Guide 


 
• To encourage a high design quality the affordable and social housing is encouraged to:  


 Have reasonable orientation, views and outlook (i.e. not only south facing 
dwellings) 


 Include quality finishes and fixtures that are commensurate with other 
dwellings in the building 


 Have access to all facilities within the development (e.g. gardens, BBQs, 
pools) 


• The affordable dwellings are ‘tenure blind’, meaning that they should look no different to 
the private dwellings and all residents should be given access to facilities. 


• It is recommended that all affordable dwellings be managed by a CHP to facilitate: 


 The completed affordable housing being delivered in a reasonable timeframe 
after construction, for immediate rental 


 Adequate allocation of skills and resources to efficiently and effectively 
manage affordable housing. 


• The affordable housing would be rented out to very low, low or moderate income 
households. As a general rule of thumb housing is considered affordable if it costs less 
than 30 percent of gross household income. 


• The rents from the affordable housing should fund the ongoing management and 
maintenance of the portfolio on the Metro Quarter site. Surplus rental funds should be 
placed in a reserve to fund ongoing maintenance and the purchase of new affordable 
housing. Any money gained from sale of affordable housing stock in the longer term should 
be used to purchase new affordable housing. Additionally, dwellings that are sold should 
be replaced within 12 months of sale to safeguard that the affordable portfolio is not 
substantially diminished. 
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• It is recommended that the following information be included in any condition of consent: 


 The dedicated affordable dwelling must be shown on approved plans, and 
referenced in the affordable housing condition 


 An agreement to transfer title must be finalised prior to granting of a 
Construction Certificate for the development. 


• Provide housing without added extras such as car parking to reduce housing costs 


 


 What does this mean for the Metro Quarter? 6.5


In order to implement a successful socially integrated community social, affordable and 
private dwellings are to be located throughout the whole redevelopment site: 
 


• Socially integrated communities work best when social mix is implemented throughout a 
larger area with limited concentration 


• The external appearance (quality and design of all buildings) should not demonstrate any 
significant degree of difference (if any) in external appearances for the various tenures, 
social, affordable and private. In particular, that social housing design should not be 
identifiable as such, as this may lead to stigma against their tenure 


• To avoid the potential for conflict, a hierarchy of private-public spaces is recommended, 
including parks, shops, and community facilities 


• The continuation of the role of Government is an important consideration to ensure that the 
housing objectives are upheld and delivered to ensure that social integration outcomes are 
achieved 


• Smaller, well designed apartments could create housing at around 20 percent less than 
current market prices 


• A reduction of onsite parking or no parking could reduce development and buildings costs. 
The Metro Quarter in particular, is suitable for reduced car parking given its location above 
the new metro station. 
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7.0 Assessment  


The section assesses the merits of the proposed development against the relevant SEARS 
In general, the SEARs requirements relate to the housing needs of the existing and future 
population. They include the need to assess the proposed development against the 
following:  
 


1. Certain Environmental Planning Instruments, Policies and Guidelines 


2. The social housing and affordable housing needs of the precinct 


7. Staging and relationship having regard for the adjoining State Significant Precinct. 


 


The below assessment has regard for the baseline evidence, policy context and the existing 
and proposed planning framework. 
 


 SEARs 1: Consistency with relevant policies 7.1


The SEARs requires that the proposed development be considered against: 
 


 State Environmental Planning Policy No. 70 – Affordable Housing (Revised 


Schemes) or a new housing SEPP released by the Greater Sydney Commission 


and/or Department 


 State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 


 Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 


 City of Sydney Affordable Housing Review (PP_2017_SYDNE_006_00) and any 


other relevant planning proposals 


Each of the above policy documents was considered in section 4.  The proposed 
development is consistent with each of the above policies as summarised in Table 19. 
 
Table 19: Compliance with relevant planning instruments 


Policy Location of assessment in this report Assessment  


State Environmental 
Planning Policy 
(Affordable Rental 
Housing) 


The proposed development is consistent with 
the requirements of the SEPP, noting that 
some SEPP requirements cannot be satisfied 
at the concept stage. (See section 4.1). 


The proposed 
development is 
consistent with the 
policy 


SEPP 70 (Affordable 
Housing) 


There is currently no affordable housing 
scheme applying to the subject site pursuant to 
SEPP70. Regardless the proposed 
development is consistent with the principles 
and intent of the SEPP. (See section 4.2. 


The proposed 
development is not 
inconsistent with the 
policy 


SLEP 2012 Detailed assessment under a separate cover. 
There are currently no specific affordable 
housing provisions in the LEP that apply to the 
Metro Quarter site. However there is a 
currently a planning proposal currently under 
consideration that would expand these 


Generally consistent 
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Policy Location of assessment in this report Assessment  


provisions across the rest of the LGA. This is 
detailed in Section 4.4. 
 


Affordable Housing 
Planning Proposal  


Under the proposed controls, the subject site 
would be located within the ‘residual lands’ 
area. The provisions would not apply to the 
subject site as the City of Sydney is not the 
consent authority for the redevelopment of the 
Metro Quarter.  Regardless, the proposed 
development is generally consistent with the 
intent of the planning proposal and responds to 
the established need for affordable housing in 
Sydney LGA. 


The proposed 
development is generally 
consistent with the intent 
of the planning proposal 


 


 SEARs 2: Consider the social housing and affordable housing 7.2
needs of the precinct. 


 
The proposed development has been formulated having regard for the housing needs of the 
Precinct.  The NSW Government has established that the redevelopment of the Waterloo 
SSP is to: 
 


• Ensure that the current number of social housing units is maintained and endeavor to 
increase provision within the Precinct 


• Ensure that affordable housing targets set in the draft Central District Plan (now Eastern 
City District Plan) be a minimum requirement for the renewal of this Precinct; and 


• Ensure the redevelopment process delivers a mix of affordable, social and market housing 
as well as essential tenant support services to promote equity, social cohesion and 
inclusivity 


In addition, the analysis identified that the study area and the wider Sydney LGA have critical 
housing needs including: 
 


• A continuing supply of social housing to meet those with critical housing needs 


• Additional affordable housing suited to key workers 


• More affordable rental housing in the private market. 


These needs are being driven by changes in demography and the housing market whereby 
the overall study area and Sydney LGA is growing and becoming wealthier with the gap 
between income and housing costs widening. The proportion of very high income 
households is increasing as a proportion of all households. Owner occupiers and mortgage 
holders are also increasing while renters are declining. The disparity between broader 
income growth and the rental and sales prices of dwellings is increasing. Just over one 
quarter of all households who are purchasing their dwelling are living in housing stress. More 
significantly, over 40 percent of renters in the study area and Sydney LGA are living in 
housing stress. 
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An analysis of demographic changes, housing affordability and the existing housing stock 
indicates that demand for new dwellings will be strongest for studio and one bedroom 
dwellings. An assessment of the proposed housing mix is provided in Table 20. 
 
Table 20: Assessment of proposed housing mix 


Criteria Assessment 


Tenures The proposed development will provide a mix of housing tenures including 700 dwellings 
with 5 to10 percent affordable housing and 70 social dwellings. 
The proposed tenure mix is appropriate to the housing needs of the study area and 
Sydney LGA as it: 


 Provides a significant proportion of both social and affordable dwellings, far exceeding 
the Greater Sydney Commission’s target of 5 to 10 percent 


 Provides a significant proportion of smaller more affordable dwellings (see below) on 
the private market that are suites to the investor/rental market.  


Sizes  The proposed Concept Proposal will provide an indicative mix of dwelling types as 
follows, but is appropriately targeted to smaller households: 


 22 studios 


 294 one bedroom apartments 


 314 two bedroom dwellings 


 70 three bedroom dwellings. 


The above mix represents 50 per cent two bedroom apartments and approximately 45 
per cent studio and one bedroom apartments over the whole development.  
The proposed dwelling mix is consistent with the baseline evidence which demonstrated 
a need for smaller dwellings. 


Price-points  The indicative Concept Proposal provides for dwellings at a variety of price points noting: 


 5-10 percent of all dwellings will be affordable dwellings and there will be 70 social 
dwellings 


 The significant supply of studios and one bedroom dwellings is likely to appeal to first 
home buyers and investors 


 The significant supply of smaller dwellings will appeal to renters seeking to live close 
to work and public transport 


 Bedroom plus study options will be attractive to owner occupiers. 


The proposal is likely to be attractive to investors and home purchasers. 


Inclusive and socially 
connected 


The indicative Concept Proposal provides for a socially inclusive development by 
providing: 


 A mix of dwelling types and tenures 


 A community square to provide space end encourage all residents to interact 


 Community services to support the future population including child care, community 
centre, and community health 


 Approximately 4,000 square metres of GFA for retail premises and entertainment 
facilities 


 Approximately 8,500 square metres of GFA for business and commercial premises 
and community and recreation facilities (indoor) (e.g. fitness/banks and commercial 
spaces). 


Having a range of facilities and service on site will encourage residents to interact, 
regardless of their tenure. In particular the public plaza will be a focal point for the local 
community, providing space for residents to meet and interact. Local service providers 
and retailers will also interact with future residents. The provision of community facilities 
on site will assist community development and provide support to future residents.  
Principles have been proposed to encourage an appropriate location of affordable and 
social dwelling throughout the development, so that these tenure groups are not 
disadvantaged. 
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Criteria Assessment 


Liveable The Concept Proposal is for a liveable development as it: 


 Promotes health and wellbeing through the provision of on-site community services, 
fitness facilities and public outdoor space 


 Promotes development of a sustainable community with a future population that will 
be diverse and inclusive of a range of income groups, household types and cultural 
backgrounds. 


 Provides community space and a physical environment that will be pleasant and with 
good amenity 


 Encourage a “well supported” community by providing community facilities and 
services on the site 


 Delivers housing in s a location which is highly accessible with immediate access to 
major employment locations via the proposed metro line and existing bus network.  


Energy efficient The indicative Concept Proposal demonstrates that an energy efficient development can 
be achieved. In particular separation between towers providing sunlight access to most 
living areas. 
The indicative Concept Proposal will be required to meet BASIX requirements which will 
be demonstrated at the detailed development application stage. 


Sustainable 
community. 


The indicative Concept Proposal promotes a sustainable community as: 


 The mix of dwelling types and tenures will attract a wide range of residents and 
household types 


 The future population will be diverse and inclusive of a range of income groups, 
household types and cultural backgrounds. 


 
 


 SEARs 7: Identify the delivery of social/affordable housing and 7.3
any proposed public benefits and contribution as relevant to 
each stage. 


Section 6.0 of this report evaluates a range of planning mechanisms to ensure that the 
proposed development will maximise the affordable housing target specified by the Greater 
Sydney Commission. This included consideration of planning mechanisms, delivery 
mechanisms and design mechanisms to achieve a socially inclusive community. Section 6.0 
sets out a strategy to implement the mechanisms and provides actions to ensure that the 
housing objectives for the site are met. 
 
Having assessed the various options, the mechanisms proposed seek to exceed the Greater 
Sydney Commissions target of 5-10 percent dwellings being affordable by delivering 5-10 
percent of dwellings as affordable and 70 social housing dwellings. The mechanisms 
proposed include:  
 


• An inclusionary zoning to establish a statutory need for the delivery of affordable and social 
housing on the site 


• A requirement for 5 to 10 percent of dwellings on the site to be affordable dwellings  


• A requirement for 45 percent of dwellings to be studios or one bedroom apartments 


• Amenity principles to encourage the provision of affordable housing integrated with market 
housing 
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• A requirement for affordable dwellings to be managed by a CHP 


• Principles to ensure the long term delivery, management and maintenance of affordable 
housing for positive housing outcomes. 


The proposed mechanisms will allow the delivery of the proposed development including 5 
to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings.  This will make a 
significant contribution to the affordable housing stock in Sydney LGA.  In addition, the 
inclusion of affordable and social housing in the proposed development will: 
 


• Contribute to the diversity of the housing stock in Sydney LGA 


• Support the continued provision of low cost housing in Waterloo 


• Support the continuation of a diverse community in Waterloo with a mix of housing needs  


• Contribute to the continuation of social housing provision in Waterloo. 


In addition, the provision of affordable and social housing in a location with excellent access 
to jobs and services will benefit residents through reduced travel times and increased 
efficiencies leaving more time for leisure and recreation, with associate health benefits.  In 
addition the benefits of mixed tenure development have been well documented in the 
literature and addressed in Section 6.3. 
 
The development of the Metro Quarter in advance of the Waterloo Estate redevelopment will 
provide operation benefits to assist Family and Community Services to appropriately 
manage the temporary relocation of tenants from the Waterloo Estate.  The proposed social 
housing on the Metro Quarter site will allow some social housing tenants to remain in the 
neighbourhood during the redevelopment period.  This will allow some existing tenants to 
maintain community ties throughout the construction of the Waterloo Estate redevelopment 
project and potentially relocate to the Estate site, if appropriate. 
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8.0 Conclusion 


The analysis of delivery models demonstrates there are several options to encourage 
housing diversity within the development.  It will be key for further modelling to be 
undertaken as part of the detailed development application/s and negotiation of any 
voluntary planning agreements to ensure that the targeted proportion of affordable housing 
can be achieved.  This approach is consistent with that outlined in the Greater Sydney 
Commission’s Eastern District Plan.  
 
The proposed Metro Quarter development will deliver approximately 56,200 square metres 
GFA of residential accommodation, with the potential for approximately 700 dwellings, 
comprising a mix of housing including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social 
housing dwellings.  The proposed housing provision will make an  important contribution 
towards a more diverse housing stock in the Sydney LGA and go some way to addressing 
the current critical shortage of smaller more affordable dwellings. The provision of affordable 
housing will contribute to the long term supply of affordable accommodation for key workers 
and households on lower incomes.  Overall, the proposed development will deliver housing 
in close proximity to transport, jobs and services benefiting residents and promoting 
improved liveability. The community benefits of the proposed development can be 
substantial. 
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Definitions 


• Affordable Housing: is housing that is appropriate for the needs of a range of very low to 
moderate income households and priced so that these households are also able to meet 
other basic living costs such as food, clothing, transport, medical care and education. As a 
rule of thumb, housing is usually considered affordable if it costs less than 30 percent of 
gross household income. 


In this context, affordable housing refers to housing that has been developed with 
some assistance from the NSW and/or Commonwealth Governments, including 
through planning incentives. It may include a range of housing types and sizes, 
including single or multi-bedroom units or houses, as well as studio apartments. It is 
only available in some locations and eligibility criteria apply13. 


 
• City Makers: refers to professionals, knowledge and key workers that support and 


enhance the effective operation of a global city.  


• Compact Housing: dwellings across a mix of bedroom types that are designed to a good 
level of quality and amenity yet smaller than standard market sizes. 


• Dwellings: A dwelling is a structure which is intended to have people live in it, and which 
is habitable on Census Night. Some examples of dwellings are houses, motels, flats, 
caravans, prisons, tents, humpies and houseboats. All occupied dwellings are counted in 
the Census. Unoccupied private dwellings are also counted. 


• Essential Urban Workers: persons employed by the public and private sectors in jobs 
such as teaching, nursing, cleaning and bus driving that are essential to the operation of 
the City. 


• Flat, unit or apartment: This category includes all dwellings in blocks of flats, units or 
apartments. These dwellings do not have their own private grounds and usually share a 
common entrance foyer or stairwell. This category also includes flats attached to houses 
such as granny flats, and houses converted into two or more flats. 


• Greater Sydney: Greater Sydney is the Greater Capital City Statistical Region as defined 
by the ABS. This area is generally consistent with the Sydney Metropolitan area used by 
the Department of Planning and Environment in their projections.  


• Housing Affordability measures the financial outcome for a household of renting or 
purchasing the dwelling they need or wish to occupy. That financial outcome can be 
expressed as the percentage of household income required to obtain a dwelling, or the 
amount of household income left after paying for housing costs. There are different 
measures for different purposes. Some focus on whether households have sufficient 
incomes to save to enter home purchase; others focus on whether households have 
sufficient income to sustain their housing payments; still others focus on whether 
households have sufficient income after paying for their housing to buy the basic 
necessities of life


14
. 


• Household Composition: This variable describes the type of household within a dwelling. 
Household composition indicates whether a family is present or not and whether or not 
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 http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/centre-for-affordable-housing/about-affordable-housing 
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 Chapman, P AHURI, Research & Policy Bulletin, Issue 68 Housing Affordability in Australia, February 2006 
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other unrelated household members are present. A maximum of three families can be 
coded to a household. Lone person households can contain visitors. Visitor only 
households can contain overseas visitors. The 'Other not classifiable' category includes 
those households which the Census collector determined were occupied on Census Night 
but where the Census collector could not make contact; households that contained only 
persons aged under 15 years; or households which could not be classified elsewhere in 
this classification because there was insufficient information on the Census form. 


• Housing diversity is defined as a mix of housing that supports healthy, thriving and 
socially cohesive communities whilst enabling the efficient and effective operation of the 
Sydney LGA as a core component of a competitive Global Sydney


15
. Housing diversity 


therefore not only relates to adequate supply but a suitable mix of housing types, tenures, 
sizes and price points which collectively create diverse and balanced communities as well 
as quality lifestyles.  


• Housing Tenure: refers to the financial arrangements under which someone has the right 
to live in a house or apartment.  


• Income: Total income, also referred to as gross income, is the sum of income received 
from all sources before any deductions such as income tax, the Medicare Levy or salary 
sacrificed amounts are taken out. It includes wages, salaries, regular overtime, business or 
farm income (less operating expenses), rents received (less operating expenses), 
dividends, interest, income from superannuation, maintenance (child support), workers' 
compensation, and government pensions and allowances (including all payments for family 
assistance, labour market assistance, youth and student support, and support for the aged, 
carers and people with a disability). 


• One-Parent Family: A one-parent family consists of a lone parent with at least one child 
(regardless of age) who is also usually resident in the household and who has no identified 
partner or child of his/her own. The family may also include any number of other related 
individuals. 


• Other Families: Other family is defined as a group of related individuals residing in the 
same household, who cannot be categorised as belonging to a couple or one parent 
family. If two brothers, for example, are living together and neither is a spouse/partner, a 
lone parent or a child, then they are classified as another family. However, if the two 
brothers share the household with the daughter of one of the brothers and her husband, 
then both brothers are classified as other related individuals and are attached to the couple 
family. 


• Pocket Living Ltd: is a London based Development Company specialising in the 
provision of compact, well designed apartments. The company has received financial 
support (£21.7 million equity funding) through the Mayor of London’s Housing Covenant to 
enable the construction of 400 pocket living homes in two years. 


• Separate house: This is a house which is separated from other dwellings by at least half a 
metre. A separate house may have a flat attached to it, such as a granny flat or converted 
garage (the flat is categorised under Flat, unit or apartment - see below). The number of 
storeys of separate houses is not recorded. Also included in this category are occupied 
accommodation units in manufactured home estates which are identified as separate 
houses.  
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• Semi-detached, row or terrace house, townhouse, etc.: These dwellings have their own 
private grounds and no other dwelling above or below them. They are either attached in 
some structural way to one or more dwellings or are separated from neighbouring 
dwellings by less than half a metre. 


• Social housing is rental housing provided by not-for-profit, nongovernment or government 
organisations to assist people who are unable to access suitable accommodation in the 
private rental market. Social housing includes public, Aboriginal and community housing, 
as well as other housing assistance products such as bond loans. The system was 
developed in the 1940s for working families with low incomes. Today the system supports 
a different demographic – the most vulnerable people in our community who need a safety 
net


16
. 


• Sydney Metropolitan: The Sydney Metropolitan is the geographical region as defined by 
the Department of Planning and Environment in their 2014 Population and Dwelling 
Forecasts. This area is generally consistent with the Greater Sydney area as defined by 
the ABS. 
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		1.0 Introduction

		1.0 Introduction

		 



		 Purpose of this report  1.1

		This report accompanies a concept State Significant Development Application (concept SSD Application) submitted to the Department of Planning and Environment (DPE) pursuant to Part 4 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act). The concept SSD Application is made under Section 4.22 of the EP&A Act. 

		This report should be read in conjunction with the Nominated State Significant Precinct (SSP) Study – Waterloo, submitted to the Minister for Planning (the Minister) in July 2018.  That study proposes new planning controls to facilitate the development proposed.   

		Sydney Metro is seeking to secure concept approval for over station development (OSD) above and adjacent to Waterloo Station including a podium and three taller buildings which include commercial, residential, and community land uses. The concept SSD Application seeks consent for a building envelope and use for residential, retail, commercial, entertainment, community and recreational purposes, maximum building height, maximum gross floor area (GFA), pedestrian and vehicular access, circulation arrangements

		Sydney Metro proposes to procure the construction of the OSD as part of an integrated station development package, which would result in the combined delivery of the station, OSD and public domain improvements. The station and its public domain elements form part of a separate planning approval for Critical State Significant Infrastructure (CSSI) approved by DPE on 9 January 2017.  

		As the development is within a rail corridor, is associated with railway infrastructure and is for “commercial premises or residential accommodation” with a Capital Investment Value of more than $30 million, the project is identified as State Significant Development (SSD) pursuant to Schedule 1, 19(2)(a) of the State Environmental Planning Policy (State and Regional Development) 2011 (SRD SEPP).  

		This report has been prepared to address the social and affordable housing needs of the precinct and specifically respond to the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs) issued for the concept SSD Application on 29th June 2018 which states that the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is to address the requirements in 

		This report has been prepared to address the social and affordable housing needs of the precinct and specifically respond to the Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements (SEARs) issued for the concept SSD Application on 29th June 2018 which states that the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is to address the requirements in 
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		The EIS mast address the following specific matters: 

		The EIS mast address the following specific matters: 

		 State Environmental Planning Policy No. 70 – Affordable Housing (Revised Schemes) or a new housing SEPP released by the Greater Sydney Commission and/or 
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		Demonstrate that the proposal will meet the strategic objectives as identified in the relevant government policies and the environmental, social and economic needs of the Waterloo State Significant Precincts (including Waterloo Metro Quarter and Waterloo Estate Precincts) and the wider area. This shall include an assessment of the proposal’s economic and social impacts to: 
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		 Demonstrate retail, services and employment needs of future residents and workers of the development will be met 

		 Demonstrate retail, services and employment needs of future residents and workers of the development will be met 

		 Demonstrate retail, services and employment needs of future residents and workers of the development will be met 
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		 Overview of the Sydney Metro in its context 1.2

		Sydney Metro is Australia’s biggest public transport project. A new standalone metro railway system, this 21st century network will deliver 31 metro stations and 66km of new metro rail for Australia's biggest city — revolutionising the way Sydney travels. Services start in the first half of 2019 on Australia’s first fully-automated railway. 

		Sydney Metro was identified in Sydney’s Rail Future, as an integral component of the NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan, a plan to transform and modernise Sydney’s rail network so it can grow with the city’s population and meet the future needs of customers. In early 2018, the Future Transport Strategy 2056 was released as an update to the NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan and Sydney’s Rail Future. Sydney Metro City & Southwest is identified as a committed initiative in the Future Transport Strategy 2056

		Sydney Metro is comprised of three projects: 

		Sydney Metro Northwest — formerly the 36km North West Rail Link. This $8.3 billion project is now under construction and will open in the first half of 2019 with a metro train every four minutes in the peak.  

		Sydney Metro City & Southwest — a new 30km metro line extending the new metro network from the end of Sydney Metro Northwest at Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour, 

		through the CBD and  south west to Bankstown. It is due to open in 2024 with an ultimate capacity to run a metro train every two minutes each way through the centre of Sydney. 

		Sydney Metro West – a new underground railway under consideration which will connect the Parramatta and Sydney central business districts. This once-in-a-century infrastructure investment is intended to double the rail capacity of the Parramatta to Sydney CBD corridor and will establish future capacity for Sydney’s fast growing west. Sydney Metro West will serve five key precincts at Westmead, Parramatta, Sydney Olympic Park, The Bays and the Sydney CBD. The project will also provide an interchange with the

		Sydney’s new metro, together with signalling and infrastructure upgrades across the existing Sydney suburban rail network, will increase the capacity of train services entering the Sydney CBD – from about 120 an hour currently to up to 200 services beyond 2024. That’s an increase of up to 60 per cent capacity across the network to meet demand. 

		 

		Figure 1: Sydney Metro alignment map 

		 

		Sydney Metro City & Southwest includes the construction and operation of a new metro rail line from Chatswood, under Sydney Harbour through Sydney’s CBD to Sydenham and on to Bankstown through the conversion of the existing line to metro standards. 

		The project also involves the delivery of six (6) new metro stations, including at Waterloo, together with new underground platforms at Central. Once completed, Sydney Metro will have the ultimate capacity for a train every two minutes through the CBD in each direction - a level of service never seen before in Sydney. 

		On 9 January 2017, the Minister approved the Sydney Metro City & Southwest - Chatswood to Sydenham application lodged by TfNSW as a CSSI project (reference SSI 15_7400). 

		The CSSI Approval includes all physical work required to construct the CSSI, including the demolition of existing buildings and structures on each site. Importantly, the CSSI Approval also includes provision for the construction of below and above ground structures and other components of future OSD (including building infrastructure and space for future lift cores, plant rooms, access, parking and building services, as relevant to each site). The rationale for this delivery approach, as identified within t

		The EIS for the Chatswood to Sydenham alignment of the City & Southwest project identified that the OSD would be subject to a separate assessment process. 

		Since the CSSI Approval was issued, Sydney Metro has lodged four modification applications to amend the CSSI Approval as outlined below: 

		 Modification 1 - Victoria Cross and Artarmon Substation which involves relocation of the Victoria Cross northern services building from 194-196A Miller Street to 50 McLaren Street together with inclusion of a new station entrance at this location referred to as Victoria Cross North. The modification also involves the relocation of the substation at Artarmon from Butchers Lane to 98 – 104 Reserve Road. This modification application was approved on 18 October 2017. 

		 Modification 1 - Victoria Cross and Artarmon Substation which involves relocation of the Victoria Cross northern services building from 194-196A Miller Street to 50 McLaren Street together with inclusion of a new station entrance at this location referred to as Victoria Cross North. The modification also involves the relocation of the substation at Artarmon from Butchers Lane to 98 – 104 Reserve Road. This modification application was approved on 18 October 2017. 

		 Modification 1 - Victoria Cross and Artarmon Substation which involves relocation of the Victoria Cross northern services building from 194-196A Miller Street to 50 McLaren Street together with inclusion of a new station entrance at this location referred to as Victoria Cross North. The modification also involves the relocation of the substation at Artarmon from Butchers Lane to 98 – 104 Reserve Road. This modification application was approved on 18 October 2017. 



		 Modification 2 - Central Walk which involves additional works at Central Railway Station including construction of a new eastern concourse, a new eastern entry, and upgrades to suburban platforms. This modification application was approved on 21 December 2017. 

		 Modification 2 - Central Walk which involves additional works at Central Railway Station including construction of a new eastern concourse, a new eastern entry, and upgrades to suburban platforms. This modification application was approved on 21 December 2017. 



		 Modification 3 - Martin Place Station which involves changes to the Sydney Metro Martin Place Station to align with the Unsolicited Proposal by Macquarie Group Limited (Macquarie) for the development of the station precinct. The proposed modification involves a larger reconfigured station layout, provision of a new unpaid concourse link and retention of the existing MLC pedestrian link and works to connect into the Sydney Metro Martin Place Station. It is noted that if the Macquarie proposal does not proc

		 Modification 3 - Martin Place Station which involves changes to the Sydney Metro Martin Place Station to align with the Unsolicited Proposal by Macquarie Group Limited (Macquarie) for the development of the station precinct. The proposed modification involves a larger reconfigured station layout, provision of a new unpaid concourse link and retention of the existing MLC pedestrian link and works to connect into the Sydney Metro Martin Place Station. It is noted that if the Macquarie proposal does not proc



		 Modification 4 - Sydenham Station and Sydney Metro Trains Facility South which incorporated Sydenham Station and precinct works, the Sydney Metro Trains Facility South, works to Sydney Water’s Sydenham Pit and Drainage Pumping Station and 

		 Modification 4 - Sydenham Station and Sydney Metro Trains Facility South which incorporated Sydenham Station and precinct works, the Sydney Metro Trains Facility South, works to Sydney Water’s Sydenham Pit and Drainage Pumping Station and 





		ancillary infrastructure and track and signalling works into the approved project. This modification application was approved on 13 December 2017.  

		ancillary infrastructure and track and signalling works into the approved project. This modification application was approved on 13 December 2017.  

		ancillary infrastructure and track and signalling works into the approved project. This modification application was approved on 13 December 2017.  





		The CSSI Approval as modified allows for all works to deliver Sydney Metro between Chatswood and Sydenham Stations and also includes upgrade of Sydenham Station. 

		The remainder of the City & Southwest alignment (Sydenham to Bankstown) proposes the conversion of the existing heavy rail line from west of Sydenham Station to Bankstown to metro standards. This part of the project, referred to as the Sydenham to Bankstown upgrade, is the subject of a separate CSSI Application (Application No. SSI 17_8256) for which an EIS was exhibited between September and November 2017. A Response to Submissions and Preferred Infrastructure Report was submitted to DPE in June 2018 for f

		 Nominated State Significant Precinct - Waterloo 1.3

		Following the decision to locate a metro station in Waterloo, the Minister determined that parts of Waterloo are of State planning significance which should be investigated for urban renewal through the SSP process.  Study requirements for such investigations were issued by the Minister on 19 May 2017. 

		Investigation of the Precinct is being undertaken by UrbanGrowth NSW Development Corporation (UrbanGrowth NSW), in partnership with Sydney Metro and the Land and Housing Corporation (LAHC). The outcome of the SSP process will be new planning controls that will enable future development applications for renewal of the Precinct.  

		 

		The Precinct includes two separate but contiguous and inter-related parts: 

		 

		 The Waterloo Metro Quarter (the Metro Quarter) 

		 The Waterloo Metro Quarter (the Metro Quarter) 

		 The Waterloo Metro Quarter (the Metro Quarter) 



		 The Waterloo Estate (the Estate) 

		 The Waterloo Estate (the Estate) 





		A separate SSP Study for the Metro Quarter was lodged in July 2018 in advance of the SSP Study for the Estate to provide a planning framework for the construction of OSD within the Metro Quarter. The staged submission of the Metro Quarter SSP Study also facilitates the proposed development to be delivered concurrently with the metro station, as an integrated station development.   

		As this concept SSD Application relies upon the planning framework proposed in the Metro Quarter SSP Study, it is anticipated that the SSP Study and the EIS for the SSD Application will be exhibited concurrently.  

		 

		 Planning relationship between Waterloo Station and the OSD 1.4

		While Waterloo Station and the OSD will form an integrated station development, the planning pathways defined under the EP&A Act require separate approval for each component of the development. In this regard, the approved station works (CSSI Approval) are subject to the provisions of Part 5.1 of the EP&A Act (now referred to as Division 5.2) and the OSD component is subject to the provisions of Part 4 of the EP&A Act. 

		For clarity, the approved station works under the CSSI Approval included the construction of below and above ground structures necessary for delivering the station and also enabling construction of the integrated OSD. This includes but is not limited to: 

		 demolition of existing development 

		 demolition of existing development 

		 demolition of existing development 



		 excavation 

		 excavation 



		 integrated station and OSD structure (including concourse and platforms) 

		 integrated station and OSD structure (including concourse and platforms) 



		 lobbies  

		 lobbies  



		 retail spaces within the station building 

		 retail spaces within the station building 



		 public domain improvements associated with the station 

		 public domain improvements associated with the station 



		 access arrangements including vertical transport such as escalators and lifts 

		 access arrangements including vertical transport such as escalators and lifts 



		 space provisioning and service elements necessary to enable the future development of the OSD, such as lift cores, plant rooms, access, parking, retail, utilities connections and building services. 

		 space provisioning and service elements necessary to enable the future development of the OSD, such as lift cores, plant rooms, access, parking, retail, utilities connections and building services. 





		The vertical extent of the approved station works above ground level is defined by the ‘transfer level’ level (which for Waterloo is defined by approximately RL 33.1 over the northern station box and RL 35.1 over the southern station box), above which would sit the OSD. An example of this delineation is illustrated in 

		The vertical extent of the approved station works above ground level is defined by the ‘transfer level’ level (which for Waterloo is defined by approximately RL 33.1 over the northern station box and RL 35.1 over the southern station box), above which would sit the OSD. An example of this delineation is illustrated in 

		Figure 2

		Figure 2



		. 



		 

		Figure 2: Delineation between the Metro station and OSD 

		 

		It is noted that the structural and service requirements and space provisioning to support OSD vary from station to station.  For example, based on the current level of design, Waterloo Station is not expected to provide for OSD lobbies, end of trip facilities and plant rooms.   However, the detailed design may be amended to incorporate these elements as part of the integrated station development. 

		The CSSI Approval also establishes the general concept for the ground plane of Waterloo Station including access strategies for commuters, pedestrians and workers. In this regard, the main pedestrian access to the station would be via an entry located at the corner of Raglan and Cope Streets. The station design has continued to be developed having regard to its integration with the Metro Quarter OSD, and as a result, a second entrance to the station is to be provided from a proposed public plaza adjacent to

		Since the issue of the CSSI Approval, Sydney Metro has undertaken design work to determine the technical requirements for the structural integration of the OSD with the station. This level of design work, together with the planning and design undertaken for the remainder of the Metro Quarter has informed the concept proposal for the OSD. It is noted that ongoing design development of the works to be delivered under the CSSI Approval would continue with a view to developing an Interchange Access Plan (IAP) a

		Design Precinct Plan (SDPP) for Waterloo Station to satisfy Conditions E92 and E101 of the CSSI Approval.  The detailed design for the Metro Quarter would continue to evolve having regard to the IAP and SDPP. 

		Public domain improvement works immediately adjacent to Waterloo Station would be delivered as part of the CSSI Approval to support pedestrian movements between transport modes (including to new and relocated bus stops, bike parking on Cope Street, and taxi and kiss-and-ride bays on Cope Street), while other public domain works within the Metro Quarter are proposed as part of the OSD. Final details of public domain works for the OSD will be provided with the detailed SSD Application(s) following finalisatio

		 The site 1.5

		1.5.1 Location 

		The site is located within the City of Sydney Local Government Area (LGA). 

		 

		The Metro Quarter comprises land to the west of Cope Street, east of Botany Road, south of Raglan Street and north of Wellington Street. The heritage listed Waterloo Congregational Church located at 103–105 Botany Road is within this block but is not part of the site.  

		 

		The site has an approximate area of 1.287 hectares (refer to Error! Reference source not ound.).  

		 

		Figure 3: Waterloo Station location plan 

		 

		1.5.2 Site context 

		The Metro Quarter is located in Redfern Street Village (see Figure 4) in the City of Sydney LGA approximately 3.3 kilometres south of Sydney CBD, 1 kilometre north of Green Square and less than 1 kilometre south of Redfern Station. 

		 

		Directly east is the Waterloo Estate, which is owned by the NSW Government and is under the management of NSW LAHC. The Waterloo Estate comprises 2,012 social housing dwellings and a small number of private dwellings in medium and high density forms, ranging from single storey attached dwellings to apartment buildings of up to 29 storeys.  

		 

		The Metro Quarter is less than 1 kilometre south-east of the Australian Technology Park (ATP), a technology micro-cluster that currently contains around 3,000 – 3,500 workers with a range of businesses in technology and creative industries; and a start-up/business incubator hub. It is set to grow into a business park that will soon accommodate new premises currently under construction (i.e. Commonwealth Bank Australia (CBA) has committed to two major office towers).  

		 

		Figure 4: Location and site plan of the Waterloo State Significant Precinct (in red) and Redfern Street Village (in pink) 

		 

		Figure 5: Nominate State Significant Precinct - Waterloo 

		The site comprises the following properties: 

		• 136B Raglan Street  Lot 4 DP 215751 

		• 136B Raglan Street  Lot 4 DP 215751 

		• 136B Raglan Street  Lot 4 DP 215751 



		• 59 Botany Road   Lot 5 DP 215751 

		• 59 Botany Road   Lot 5 DP 215751 



		• 65 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP814205 

		• 65 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP814205 



		• 67 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP228641 

		• 67 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP228641 



		• 124-128 Cope Street  Lot 2 DP228641 

		• 124-128 Cope Street  Lot 2 DP228641 



		• 69-83 Botany Road  SP75492 

		• 69-83 Botany Road  SP75492 



		• 130-134 Cope Street  Lot 12 DP399757 

		• 130-134 Cope Street  Lot 12 DP399757 



		• 136-144 Cope Street  Lots A-E DP108312 

		• 136-144 Cope Street  Lots A-E DP108312 



		• 85 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP27454 

		• 85 Botany Road   Lot 1 DP27454 



		• 87 Botany Road   Lot 2 DP27454 

		• 87 Botany Road   Lot 2 DP27454 



		• 89-91 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP996765 

		• 89-91 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP996765 



		• 93-101 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP433969 & Lot 1 DP738891 

		• 93-101 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP433969 & Lot 1 DP738891 



		• 156-160 Cope Street  Lot 31 DP805384 

		• 156-160 Cope Street  Lot 31 DP805384 



		• 107-117A Botany Road  Lot 32 DP805384 & Lot A DP408116 

		• 107-117A Botany Road  Lot 32 DP805384 & Lot A DP408116 



		• 119-121 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP205942 & Lot 1 DP436831 

		• 119-121 Botany Road  Lot 1 DP205942 & Lot 1 DP436831 



		• 170-174 Cope Street  Lot 2 DP205942 

		• 170-174 Cope Street  Lot 2 DP205942 





		 

		The buildings and structures on the site are now demolished in accordance with the CSSI Approval with the exception of one building which is being used to support construction. 

		 

		 Overview of the proposed development 1.6

		This concept SSD Application follows the submission of a SSP Study which supports a proposal to amend existing controls to facilitate the proposed development. The concept SSD Application will in turn comprises the first stage of seeking SSD development consent for the Waterloo OSD project. It will be followed by a future detailed SSD Application(s) for the design and construction of the OSD built form.  

		This concept SSD Application seeks approval for the planning and development framework and strategies to inform the future detailed design of the OSD. It specifically seeks approval for: 

		 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights and ground and upper level setbacks. 

		 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights and ground and upper level setbacks. 

		 maximum building envelopes, including maximum building heights, street-wall heights and ground and upper level setbacks. 





		 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 

		 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 

		 a maximum gross floor area (GFA) of 68,750 square metres, comprising: 



		 approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing for approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings 

		 approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing for approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings 

		 approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, providing for approximately 700 dwellings, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings 



		 approximately 3,905 square metres GFA of retail premises and entertainment facilities 

		 approximately 3,905 square metres GFA of retail premises and entertainment facilities 



		 approximately 8,645 square metres GFA for business and commercial premises and community, health service and recreational facilities (indoor), including at least 2,000 square metres of floor space for community uses 

		 approximately 8,645 square metres GFA for business and commercial premises and community, health service and recreational facilities (indoor), including at least 2,000 square metres of floor space for community uses 





		 a three storey podium and a free standing building located within a public plaza, accommodating non-residential land uses 

		 a three storey podium and a free standing building located within a public plaza, accommodating non-residential land uses 



		 residential uses above podium level in various building forms including three taller buildings of 23, 25 and 29 storeys (Relative Level (RL) 96.9, 104.2 and 116.9 metres Australian Height Datum (AHD) respectively) 

		 residential uses above podium level in various building forms including three taller buildings of 23, 25 and 29 storeys (Relative Level (RL) 96.9, 104.2 and 116.9 metres Australian Height Datum (AHD) respectively) 



		 use of OSD space provisioning within the footprint of the CSSI Approval 

		 use of OSD space provisioning within the footprint of the CSSI Approval 



		 public domain works, including open spaces, through-site links, footpaths, provision for cycling facilities and enhanced pedestrian crossings and roads 

		 public domain works, including open spaces, through-site links, footpaths, provision for cycling facilities and enhanced pedestrian crossings and roads 



		 car parking for up to 427 vehicles  

		 car parking for up to 427 vehicles  



		 cycle parking to support residential and non-residential land uses and visitors to the Metro Quarter.  Approval is also being sought for space within the future basement for a bike hub which would also support future bike parking for Waterloo Station 

		 cycle parking to support residential and non-residential land uses and visitors to the Metro Quarter.  Approval is also being sought for space within the future basement for a bike hub which would also support future bike parking for Waterloo Station 



		 loading, vehicular and pedestrian access arrangements 

		 loading, vehicular and pedestrian access arrangements 



		 strategies for utilities and services provision 

		 strategies for utilities and services provision 



		 strategies for managing stormwater and drainage 

		 strategies for managing stormwater and drainage 



		 a strategy for the achievement of ecologically sustainable development 

		 a strategy for the achievement of ecologically sustainable development 



		 a public art strategy 

		 a public art strategy 



		 provision for future signage zones 

		 provision for future signage zones 



		 a design excellence framework 

		 a design excellence framework 



		 the future subdivision of parts of the OSD footprint (if required). 

		 the future subdivision of parts of the OSD footprint (if required). 





		 

		It is noted that the Sydney Metro comprises GFA of approximately 8,415 square metres on the site, approved under CSSI Approval. The total GFA for the integrated station development, including the station GFA is approximately 77,145 square metres, which is equivalent to an FSR of approximately 6:1. 

		 

		Key parameters of the concept proposal based on the current level of design development are indicated at 

		Key parameters of the concept proposal based on the current level of design development are indicated at 

		Figure 6

		Figure 6



		 and 

		Figure 7

		Figure 7



		. 



		 

		Figure 6: Proposed massing, viewed from the west 

		 

		 

		Figure 7: Proposed massing, viewed from the east 

		 

		The proposal is a significant opportunity to contribute to the urban renewal process for the Waterloo SSP. The  objective to deliver the Metro Quarter project as soon as reasonably possible after completion of the Sydney Metro works (earmarked to open 2024) would ensure buildings within the Metro Quarter are occupied to support maximum patronage of the proposed metro station. 

		 

		The Metro Quarter would contain a mix of uses including residential, commercial, retail, community facilities and services and cultural opportunities sufficient for daily life to be provided for within the wider neighbourhood and to support the activation of the precinct. This would help make Waterloo one of the most connected and attractive inner-city places to live, work and visit. 

		  

		 Staging and framework for managing environmental impacts 1.7

		Sydney Metro proposes to procure the delivery of the Waterloo integrated station development in one single package, which would entail the following works: 

		 station structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical 

		 station structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical 

		 station structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical 



		 OSD structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical. 

		 OSD structure fit-out, including mechanical and electrical. 





		Separate delivery packages are also proposed by Sydney Metro to deliver the excavation of the station boxes/shafts ahead of the integrated station development delivery package, and linewide systems (e.g. track, power, ventilation) and operational readiness works prior to the Sydney Metro City & Southwest metro system being able to operate.  

		For the purposes of considering construction related impacts, three possible staging scenarios have been identified for delivery of the integrated station development: 

		1. Scenario 1 – the station and OSD are constructed concurrently by constructing the transfer slab first and then building in both directions. Both the station and OSD would be completed in 2024.  

		1. Scenario 1 – the station and OSD are constructed concurrently by constructing the transfer slab first and then building in both directions. Both the station and OSD would be completed in 2024.  

		1. Scenario 1 – the station and OSD are constructed concurrently by constructing the transfer slab first and then building in both directions. Both the station and OSD would be completed in 2024.  



		2. Scenario 2 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. OSD construction may still be incomplete or soon ready to commence after station construction is completed. This means that some or all OSD construction is likely to still be underway upon opening of the station in 2024.  

		2. Scenario 2 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. OSD construction may still be incomplete or soon ready to commence after station construction is completed. This means that some or all OSD construction is likely to still be underway upon opening of the station in 2024.  



		3. Scenario 3 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. The OSD is built at a later stage, with timing yet to be determined. This creates two distinct construction periods for the station and OSD.  

		3. Scenario 3 – the station is constructed first and ready for operation in 2024. The OSD is built at a later stage, with timing yet to be determined. This creates two distinct construction periods for the station and OSD.  





		The final staging for the delivery of the OSD would be resolved as part of the detailed SSD Application(s).  

		For the purposes of providing a high level assessment of the potential environmental impacts associated with construction, the following have been considered: 

		 Impacts directly associated with the OSD, the subject of this SSD Application 

		 Impacts directly associated with the OSD, the subject of this SSD Application 

		 Impacts directly associated with the OSD, the subject of this SSD Application 



		 Cumulative impacts of the construction of the OSD at the same time as the station works (subject of the CSSI Approval). 

		 Cumulative impacts of the construction of the OSD at the same time as the station works (subject of the CSSI Approval). 





		Given the integration of the delivery of the Sydney Metro City & Southwest metro station with an OSD development, Sydney Metro proposes the framework detailed in 

		Given the integration of the delivery of the Sydney Metro City & Southwest metro station with an OSD development, Sydney Metro proposes the framework detailed in 

		Figure 8

		Figure 8



		 to manage the design and environmental impacts, consistent with the framework adopted for the CSSI Approval. 



		 

		Figure 8: Project approach to environmental mitigation and management  

		 

		This approach would be implemented until such time as completion of the station works (i.e. works under the CSSI Approval) is achieved. Beyond that point, standard construction environmental management practices would be implemented by the OSD developer in accordance with relevant guidelines and any conditions of approval.  

		  

		 

		2.0 The proposed development

		2.0 The proposed development

		 



		This report relates to both a SSP Study to create a new suite of planning controls, and a concept SSD Application for the Metro Quarter integrated station development. 

		 

		 Proposed Planning Framework 2.1

		The existing and proposed planning controls for the Metro Quarter are shown in 

		The existing and proposed planning controls for the Metro Quarter are shown in 

		Table 2

		Table 2



		: 



		 

		Table 2: Metro Quarter planning controls 

		Table

		TR

		TD

		Span

		Metro Quarter planning controls 



		TD

		Span

		Existing 



		TD

		Span

		Proposed 



		Span



		Zoning 

		Zoning 

		Zoning 



		B4 Mixed Use 

		B4 Mixed Use 



		B4 Mixed Use 

		B4 Mixed Use 



		Span



		Height of Buildings 

		Height of Buildings 

		Height of Buildings 



		Part 12, Part 15 metres 

		Part 12, Part 15 metres 



		Part RL 116.9 (AHD) – North 

		Part RL 116.9 (AHD) – North 

		Part RL 104.2 (AHD) – Central 

		Part RL 96.9 (AHD) - South 



		Span



		Floor Space Ratio 

		Floor Space Ratio 

		Floor Space Ratio 



		1.75:1 

		1.75:1 



		6.1:1 (including Metro Station) 

		6.1:1 (including Metro Station) 



		Span





		 

		 Proposed housing provision 2.2

		The concept plan makes provision of a total of around 700 dwellings. This includes a mix of affordable housing, social housing and private housing in a variety of sizes, including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings. 

		 

		The indicative Concept Proposal indicates that over half of the dwellings provided on site will be studios (10 percent) and one bedroom (45 percent) (

		The indicative Concept Proposal indicates that over half of the dwellings provided on site will be studios (10 percent) and one bedroom (45 percent) (

		Table 3

		Table 3



		). All dwellings are larger than the minimum size requirement in the NSW Apartment Design Guide (ADG). The proposed mix of new home sizes will make a significant contribution to the supply of smaller dwellings, to address the need for additional smaller and affordable new homes, identified in Section 6.  



		Table 3: Proposed dwelling size 

		Table

		TR

		TD

		Span

		Type 



		TD

		Span

		Private 



		TD

		Span

		Social/affordable 



		Span



		TR

		TD

		Span

		Mix 



		TD

		Span

		Size 



		TD

		Span

		Mix 



		TD

		Span

		Size 



		Span



		Studio 

		Studio 

		Studio 



		2% 

		2% 



		42m² 

		42m² 



		10% 

		10% 



		40m² 

		40m² 



		Span



		1 Bedroom 

		1 Bedroom 

		1 Bedroom 



		27% 

		27% 



		52m² 

		52m² 



		45% 

		45% 



		50m² 

		50m² 



		Span



		1 bedroom + study 

		1 bedroom + study 

		1 bedroom + study 



		6% 

		6% 



		58m² 

		58m² 



		0% 

		0% 



		0m² 

		0m² 



		Span



		2 Bedroom 

		2 Bedroom 

		2 Bedroom 



		46% 

		46% 



		74m² 

		74m² 



		45% 

		45% 



		75m² 

		75m² 



		Span



		2 bedroom + study 

		2 bedroom + study 

		2 bedroom + study 



		4% 

		4% 



		82m² 

		82m² 



		0% 

		0% 



		0m² 

		0m² 



		Span



		3 Bedroom 

		3 Bedroom 

		3 Bedroom 



		10% 

		10% 



		98m² 

		98m² 



		0% 

		0% 



		95m² 

		95m² 



		Span



		3 bedroom + study 

		3 bedroom + study 

		3 bedroom + study 



		5% 

		5% 



		108m² 

		108m² 



		0% 

		0% 



		0m² 

		0m² 



		Span





		 

		 Likely future population 2.3

		The concept plan for the Metro Quarter site (described above) will result in an increase in population on the site, particularly as previous uses on the site were predominantly employment related. Employment will continue on the site through the provision of retail, services and community uses. The additional population on the Metro Quarter site is expected to be approximately 1,300 people, with up to 280 social or affordable housing residents. 

		 

		Planning for the adjoining Waterloo Estate redevelopment project is in preparation. The NSW Government has indicated that the redevelopment of the Metro Quarter site and the Waterloo Estate site combined is to provide a tenure mix of around 70 percent private owner occupier and investor dwellings and about 30 percent affordable dwellings or social housing. The anticipated change in dwelling stock is indicated in 

		Planning for the adjoining Waterloo Estate redevelopment project is in preparation. The NSW Government has indicated that the redevelopment of the Metro Quarter site and the Waterloo Estate site combined is to provide a tenure mix of around 70 percent private owner occupier and investor dwellings and about 30 percent affordable dwellings or social housing. The anticipated change in dwelling stock is indicated in 

		Figure 9

		Figure 9



		 below. 



		 

		Figure 9: Projected change in dwelling stock, Waterloo SSP 

		 

		Source: id the Population Experts, Waterloo – Population and Employment Profile 2017 (November 2017) 

		Population and housing projections for Waterloo SSP have been prepared by .id. Key conclusions from the projections are summarised below and are detailed in 

		Population and housing projections for Waterloo SSP have been prepared by .id. Key conclusions from the projections are summarised below and are detailed in 

		 

		 





		Table 4

		Table 4

		: 



		 

		• The base scenario forecasts for the Waterloo Precinct see an increase in population from 3,241 in 2011 to 11,976 in 2036 

		• The base scenario forecasts for the Waterloo Precinct see an increase in population from 3,241 in 2011 to 11,976 in 2036 

		• The base scenario forecasts for the Waterloo Precinct see an increase in population from 3,241 in 2011 to 11,976 in 2036 



		• This forecast is based on an increase of 4,799 dwellings in net terms between 2011 and 2036 

		• This forecast is based on an increase of 4,799 dwellings in net terms between 2011 and 2036 



		• Average household size is expected to increase from 1.60 in 2011 to 1.75 in 2036 based on the additional number of private dwellings of two or more bedrooms, attracting larger households. 

		• Average household size is expected to increase from 1.60 in 2011 to 1.75 in 2036 based on the additional number of private dwellings of two or more bedrooms, attracting larger households. 





		 

		Table 4: Projected population and Dwellings, Waterloo SSP 

		Table

		TR

		TD

		Span

		 



		TD

		Span

		2011 



		TD

		Span

		2016 



		TD

		Span

		2021 



		TD

		Span

		2026 



		TD

		Span

		2031 



		TD

		Span

		2036 



		Span



		Population 

		Population 

		Population 



		3,241 

		3,241 



		3,259 

		3,259 



		3,600 

		3,600 



		6,368 

		6,368 



		9,423 

		9,423 



		11,976 

		11,976 



		Span



		Change in population (5 years) 

		Change in population (5 years) 

		Change in population (5 years) 



		190 

		190 



		18 

		18 



		341 

		341 



		2,768 

		2,768 



		3,055 

		3,055 



		2,552 

		2,552 



		Span



		Average annual change 

		Average annual change 

		Average annual change 



		1.2% 

		1.2% 



		0.1% 

		0.1% 



		2.0% 

		2.0% 



		12.1% 

		12.1% 



		8.2% 

		8.2% 



		4.9% 

		4.9% 



		Span



		Households 

		Households 

		Households 



		2,024 

		2,024 



		2,024 

		2,024 



		2,170 

		2,170 



		3,716 

		3,716 



		5,398 

		5,398 



		6,823 

		6,823 



		Span



		Change in households (5 years) 

		Change in households (5 years) 

		Change in households (5 years) 



		53 

		53 



		0 

		0 



		146 

		146 



		1,547 

		1,547 



		1,682 

		1,682 



		1,425 

		1,425 



		Span



		Average household size 

		Average household size 

		Average household size 



		1.60 

		1.60 



		1.61 

		1.61 



		1.66 

		1.66 



		1.71 

		1.71 



		1.74 

		1.74 



		1.75 

		1.75 



		Span





		Source: id the Population Experts, Waterloo – Population and Employment Profile 2017 (November 2017) 

		 

		Of note is that the age structure for the Precinct is expected to attract younger age adults, primarily to the private dwellings, as well as a broader range of older ages to the affordable and social component. As 

		Of note is that the age structure for the Precinct is expected to attract younger age adults, primarily to the private dwellings, as well as a broader range of older ages to the affordable and social component. As 

		Figure 10

		Figure 10



		 shows, the largest forecast increase in age is in the 20-44 age group. 



		 

		Figure 10: Forecast age structure, Waterloo precinct, 2011 – 2036 

		 

		Source: id the Population Experts, Waterloo – Population and Employment Profile 2017 (November 2017) 

		 

		While all household types are expected to increase, by 2036 the largest household group is expected to be lone person households. Couples without children households are expected to also increase from 262 in 2011 to 1,593 in 2036 (13 to 23 percent) as shown in Error! eference source not found.: Households by type, Waterloo precinct, 2011 – 2036 

		 

		Source: id the Population Experts, Waterloo – Population and Employment Profile 2017 (November 2017) 

		 

		  

		3.0 Policy context 

		3.0 Policy context 

		 



		 Greater Sydney Region Plan  3.1

		The Greater Sydney Commission’s Greater Sydney Region Plan sets out a vision for a city where most residents live within 30 minutes of their jobs, education, health facilities, services and great places.  The plan contains 10 Directions which establish the aspirations for the region over the next 40 years. The directions (

		The Greater Sydney Commission’s Greater Sydney Region Plan sets out a vision for a city where most residents live within 30 minutes of their jobs, education, health facilities, services and great places.  The plan contains 10 Directions which establish the aspirations for the region over the next 40 years. The directions (

		Table 5

		Table 5



		) are translated into objectives, with Objectives 10 and 11 being particularly relevant to housing diversity and affordability for the proposed redevelopment of the Metro Quarter and Waterloo Estate sites. 



		 

		Table 5: Greater Sydney Region Plan Directions 

		Table

		TR

		TH

		Span

		Direction: Housing the city 



		TH

		Span

		Implications 



		Span



		Objective 10: Greater housing supply 

		Objective 10: Greater housing supply 

		Objective 10: Greater housing supply 



		 As part of the current unprecedented level of supply, a range of housing types, tenures and price points will be needed to meet demand 

		 As part of the current unprecedented level of supply, a range of housing types, tenures and price points will be needed to meet demand 

		 As part of the current unprecedented level of supply, a range of housing types, tenures and price points will be needed to meet demand 

		 As part of the current unprecedented level of supply, a range of housing types, tenures and price points will be needed to meet demand 



		 A range of housing types provides for the needs of the community at different stages of life and caters for diverse household types 

		 A range of housing types provides for the needs of the community at different stages of life and caters for diverse household types 



		 Planning can link the delivery of new homes in the right locations with local infrastructure 

		 Planning can link the delivery of new homes in the right locations with local infrastructure 



		 Planning and designing for better places respects and enhances local character 

		 Planning and designing for better places respects and enhances local character 



		 Councils are to work with the Greater Sydney Commission and State agencies to establish agreed 6–10 year housing targets for their LGA 

		 Councils are to work with the Greater Sydney Commission and State agencies to establish agreed 6–10 year housing targets for their LGA 



		 Councils are to identify specific attributes that make local areas suitable for housing supply beyond 10 years 

		 Councils are to identify specific attributes that make local areas suitable for housing supply beyond 10 years 



		 Housing strategies are to be prepared by councils for a LGA or district and be given effect through amendments to local environmental plans. 

		 Housing strategies are to be prepared by councils for a LGA or district and be given effect through amendments to local environmental plans. 







		Span



		Objective 11:  Housing is more diverse and affordable  

		Objective 11:  Housing is more diverse and affordable  

		Objective 11:  Housing is more diverse and affordable  



		 There is a strong need for a more diverse housing supply in Greater Sydney  

		 There is a strong need for a more diverse housing supply in Greater Sydney  

		 There is a strong need for a more diverse housing supply in Greater Sydney  

		 There is a strong need for a more diverse housing supply in Greater Sydney  



		 Housing choices, including affordable rental housing reduces the need for people to go into social housing and also supports a pathway for people to move out of social housing 

		 Housing choices, including affordable rental housing reduces the need for people to go into social housing and also supports a pathway for people to move out of social housing 



		 A diversity of housing types, sizes and price points can help improve affordability 

		 A diversity of housing types, sizes and price points can help improve affordability 



		 Increasing the supply of housing that is of universal design and adaptable to people’s changing needs as they age is also increasingly important across Greater Sydney 

		 Increasing the supply of housing that is of universal design and adaptable to people’s changing needs as they age is also increasingly important across Greater Sydney 



		 Social housing is a form of affordable housing that caters to households experiencing the highest housing stress and social disadvantage 

		 Social housing is a form of affordable housing that caters to households experiencing the highest housing stress and social disadvantage 



		 Social housing delivery needs to be accelerated to cope with the growing waiting list. 

		 Social housing delivery needs to be accelerated to cope with the growing waiting list. 



		 More affordable rental dwellings are needed as a stepping stone for people in social housing who are capable of entering the private rental market, thereby freeing up housing for those most in need 

		 More affordable rental dwellings are needed as a stepping stone for people in social housing who are capable of entering the private rental market, thereby freeing up housing for those most in need 







		Span





		Table

		TR

		TH

		Span

		Direction: Housing the city 



		TH

		Span

		Implications 



		Span



		TR

		 Rental accommodation needs to be delivered close to public transport and centres, and offer the opportunity to include Affordable Rental Housing Schemes if viable 

		 Rental accommodation needs to be delivered close to public transport and centres, and offer the opportunity to include Affordable Rental Housing Schemes if viable 

		 Rental accommodation needs to be delivered close to public transport and centres, and offer the opportunity to include Affordable Rental Housing Schemes if viable 

		 Rental accommodation needs to be delivered close to public transport and centres, and offer the opportunity to include Affordable Rental Housing Schemes if viable 



		 Foreshadows potential future innovative models to achieve more affordable homes through having smaller homes, shared facilities and having apartments and car spaces sold separately.  

		 Foreshadows potential future innovative models to achieve more affordable homes through having smaller homes, shared facilities and having apartments and car spaces sold separately.  







		Span





		Source: Greater Sydney Region Plan (March 2018) 

		 

		The Greater Sydney Commission recognises the fundamental importance of household income on the ability to access housing of different types, cost and tenure (

		The Greater Sydney Commission recognises the fundamental importance of household income on the ability to access housing of different types, cost and tenure (

		Figure 11

		Figure 11



		). Providing housing diversity means providing housing for a range of income groups at various points on the housing continuum. 



		 

		Figure 11: Housing continuum initiative and programs 

		 

		Source: Adapted from Greater Sydney Commission, Greater Sydney Region Plan (Figure 19), p69 

		 

		Notably, the Plan recommends an Affordable Rental Housing Target, ‘generally in the range of 5 to10 percent of new residential floor space’ in defined precincts prior to rezoning as a mechanism to provide additional affordable housing supply in Greater Sydney.  

		 

		The Target is referred to in a number of strategies and actions within the Greater Sydney Region Plan, which outline how this scheme is to be implemented and the types of development that it would apply to: 

		 

		• Strategy 11.1 - Prepare Affordable Rental Housing Target Schemes, following development of implementation arrangements 

		• Strategy 11.1 - Prepare Affordable Rental Housing Target Schemes, following development of implementation arrangements 

		• Strategy 11.1 - Prepare Affordable Rental Housing Target Schemes, following development of implementation arrangements 



		• Strategy 11.2 - State agencies, when disposing or developing surplus land for residential or mixed-use projects include, where viable, a range of initiatives to address housing diversity and/or affordable rental housing 

		• Strategy 11.2 - State agencies, when disposing or developing surplus land for residential or mixed-use projects include, where viable, a range of initiatives to address housing diversity and/or affordable rental housing 



		• Action 5 - Implement Affordable Rental Housing Targets, which will involve a range of measures including the development of a viability test.  

		• Action 5 - Implement Affordable Rental Housing Targets, which will involve a range of measures including the development of a viability test.  





		The proposed development presents an opportunity to deliver on this commitment.  The proposed provision of 700 dwellings in the Metro Quarter including 5 to 10 percent affordable dwellings and 70 social dwellings is within the range recommended by the Greater Sydney Commission.  Further, the proposed development is consistent with the Commission’s policy objectives by: 

		 

		• Delivering a range of housing types including up to 10 percent as affordable housing 

		• Delivering a range of housing types including up to 10 percent as affordable housing 

		• Delivering a range of housing types including up to 10 percent as affordable housing 



		• Being part of a Government led, mixed use project involving a diversity of housing types 

		• Being part of a Government led, mixed use project involving a diversity of housing types 



		• Having regard for the range of affordable housing mechanisms available and feasibility testing (section 7). 

		• Having regard for the range of affordable housing mechanisms available and feasibility testing (section 7). 





		 

		Eastern City District Plan 

		The Metro Quarter and Waterloo Estate sites are located within the Greater Sydney Commission’s Eastern City District Plan. The Eastern City District Plan is a 20-year plan to manage growth in the context of economic, social and environmental matters to achieve the 40-year vision for Greater Sydney. It contains the planning priorities and actions for implementing the Greater Sydney Region Plan, A Metropolis of Three Cities at a district level.  

		 

		Planning priority E5 relates to “providing housing supply, choice and affordability, with access to jobs, services and public transport.”   

		 

		The Eastern City District Plan sets a housing target of 46,550 additional dwellings in the District by 2021 of which 18,300 are to be in the City of Sydney. The Metro Quarter and Waterloo Estate are able to make a significant contribution to these targets. 

		 

		The plan identifies the need for further work by the Greater Sydney Commission to support the implementation of the Affordable Rental Housing Targets including consideration of allocation, ownership, management and delivery models. The plan commits the Department of Planning and Environment and the Greater Sydney Commission to jointly investigating ways to facilitate housing diversity through innovative purchase and rental models. The Plan indicates that affordable rental housing targets generally in the ra

		 

		The District Plan encourages planning to support housing affordability and diversity measures include: 

		 

		• More compact housing, either on smaller land lots or through a proportion of smaller apartments of innovative design to support moderate-income households and particularly key workers and skilled workers in targeted employment areas such as health and education precincts 

		• More compact housing, either on smaller land lots or through a proportion of smaller apartments of innovative design to support moderate-income households and particularly key workers and skilled workers in targeted employment areas such as health and education precincts 

		• More compact housing, either on smaller land lots or through a proportion of smaller apartments of innovative design to support moderate-income households and particularly key workers and skilled workers in targeted employment areas such as health and education precincts 



		• New owner-developer apartment models that support lower cost and more flexible delivery of apartments for like-minded owner groups. 

		• New owner-developer apartment models that support lower cost and more flexible delivery of apartments for like-minded owner groups. 





		The District Plan sets down an action for councils and other planning authorities to prepare local or district housing strategies to address the delivery of five year housing supply targets for each LGA. Councils and planning authorities are also to prepare Affordable Rental Housing Target Schemes. 

		 

		While there are currently no housing strategies or target schemes in place that apply to the subject site, the proposed development has been formulated having regard for the affordable housing policies of the NSW Government and the City if Sydney Council. 

		 

		 City of Sydney, Housing Issues Paper, 2015 3.2

		The City of Sydney prepared a Housing Issues paper in 2015 to highlight the housing crisis in this LGA, identifying five key issues that need to be addressed: 

		 

		• Policy reforms are needed to address declining housing affordability and rental security 

		• Policy reforms are needed to address declining housing affordability and rental security 

		• Policy reforms are needed to address declining housing affordability and rental security 



		• Affordable rental housing supply needs to grow significantly to ensure Sydney’s social and economic sustainability 

		• Affordable rental housing supply needs to grow significantly to ensure Sydney’s social and economic sustainability 



		• A sustainable model needs to be developed for social housing supply as a vital form of social infrastructure 

		• A sustainable model needs to be developed for social housing supply as a vital form of social infrastructure 



		• Investment to expand innovative housing models is critical to ending homelessness 

		• Investment to expand innovative housing models is critical to ending homelessness 



		• Housing and infrastructure delivery need to be integrated through Sydney metropolitan planning for sustainable growth. 

		• Housing and infrastructure delivery need to be integrated through Sydney metropolitan planning for sustainable growth. 





		The paper paints a picture of housing demand outstripping supply.  Even allowing for the significant pipeline of 18,500 dwellings, housing supply and diversity are not meeting demand.  Sydney status as a global city is contributing to rising housing costs. The paper indicates that Inner Sydney rents are outstripping income increases and most very low to moderate income households are experiencing housing stress, including two thirds of renters in the moderate income bracket. Evidence is also emerging of peo

		 

		The paper promotes delivery of innovative lower-cost housing designs and types through the planning system to: 

		 

		• Enable smaller housing types, where appropriate and well designed, that provide affordable options 

		• Enable smaller housing types, where appropriate and well designed, that provide affordable options 

		• Enable smaller housing types, where appropriate and well designed, that provide affordable options 



		• Deliver housing types without ‘added extras’ such as car parking spaces, to provide affordable options 

		• Deliver housing types without ‘added extras’ such as car parking spaces, to provide affordable options 





		• Deliver rental housing models designed to meet the needs of particular markets, such as new-generation boarding houses and student housing that provides smaller private dwellings and communal spaces. 

		• Deliver rental housing models designed to meet the needs of particular markets, such as new-generation boarding houses and student housing that provides smaller private dwellings and communal spaces. 

		• Deliver rental housing models designed to meet the needs of particular markets, such as new-generation boarding houses and student housing that provides smaller private dwellings and communal spaces. 





		The proposed development is consistent with this policy by delivering a stock of smaller and more affordable dwellings that have been designed with regard to the affordability needs of the population. 

		 

		 What does this mean for the Metro Quarter? 3.3

		The review of policy documents indicated that: 

		 

		• Planning policy and legislation play a critical role in establishing mechanisms for providing and increasing the supply of diverse and affordable housing in Sydney 

		• Planning policy and legislation play a critical role in establishing mechanisms for providing and increasing the supply of diverse and affordable housing in Sydney 

		• Planning policy and legislation play a critical role in establishing mechanisms for providing and increasing the supply of diverse and affordable housing in Sydney 



		• All levels of Government are now seeking to address the need for more affordable housing and a range of mechanisms, from taxation arrangements through to inclusionary zoning targets, and being designed to address the need 

		• All levels of Government are now seeking to address the need for more affordable housing and a range of mechanisms, from taxation arrangements through to inclusionary zoning targets, and being designed to address the need 



		• All strategic plans reviewed identify a need for delivery of affordable rental housing and for housing choice, including increasing the supply of social housing through urban renewal 

		• All strategic plans reviewed identify a need for delivery of affordable rental housing and for housing choice, including increasing the supply of social housing through urban renewal 



		• The City of Sydney has an established affordable rental program and is seeking to expand the number of social and affordable dwellings delivered 

		• The City of Sydney has an established affordable rental program and is seeking to expand the number of social and affordable dwellings delivered 



		• The proposed development provides an opportunity to improve housing diversity and deliver a supply of smaller and more affordable dwellings.  

		• The proposed development provides an opportunity to improve housing diversity and deliver a supply of smaller and more affordable dwellings.  





		4.0 Current planning controls 

		4.0 Current planning controls 

		 



		 State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental 4.1Housing) 2009 

		The State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 (Affordable Rental Housing SEPP) was introduced to increase the supply and diversity of affordable rental and social housing throughout NSW. Under the Affordable Rental Housing SEPP affordable rental housing is defined as housing for very low, low and moderate income earning households as follows: 

		6(1)  In this Policy, a household is taken to be a very low income household, low income household or moderate income household if the household: 

		 (a)  has a gross income that is less than 120 percent of the median household income for the time being for the Greater Sydney (Greater Capital City Statistical Area) (according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics) and pays no more than 30 percent of that gross income in rent, or 

		 (a)  has a gross income that is less than 120 percent of the median household income for the time being for the Greater Sydney (Greater Capital City Statistical Area) (according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics) and pays no more than 30 percent of that gross income in rent, or 

		 (a)  has a gross income that is less than 120 percent of the median household income for the time being for the Greater Sydney (Greater Capital City Statistical Area) (according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics) and pays no more than 30 percent of that gross income in rent, or 

		 (a)  has a gross income that is less than 120 percent of the median household income for the time being for the Greater Sydney (Greater Capital City Statistical Area) (according to the Australian Bureau of Statistics) and pays no more than 30 percent of that gross income in rent, or 



		 (b)  is eligible to occupy rental accommodation under the National Rental Affordability Scheme and pays no more rent than that which would be charged if the household were to occupy rental accommodation under that scheme. 

		 (b)  is eligible to occupy rental accommodation under the National Rental Affordability Scheme and pays no more rent than that which would be charged if the household were to occupy rental accommodation under that scheme. 



		 (2)  In this Policy, residential development is taken to be for the purposes of affordable housing if the development is on land owned by the Land and Housing Corporation. 

		 (2)  In this Policy, residential development is taken to be for the purposes of affordable housing if the development is on land owned by the Land and Housing Corporation. 







		The Affordable Rental Housing SEPP includes provisions designed to retain or offset the loss of low cost rental housing. It also seeks to promote diversification and increase the utilisation of the existing housing stock in addition to incentives to encourage the production of affordable rental housing for lower income groups.  

		The Affordable Rental Housing SEPP would enable a floor space bonus to apply to the Metro Quarter site. The bonus is 0.5:1 or 20 percent, whichever is greater, on top of the existing maximum floor space ratio (FSR) allowed by the existing local planning controls. The amount of bonus floor area that a housing provider may be granted is dependent on both the existing maximum FSR allowable on the land and the percentage of affordable housing that will be offered as part of the housing development 

		The key provisions for infill development in the Affordable Rental Housing SEPP are considered in the context of the subject site in 

		The key provisions for infill development in the Affordable Rental Housing SEPP are considered in the context of the subject site in 

		Table 6

		Table 6



		. The site is imminently suited to affordable rental housing given its highly accessible location. 



		Table 6: SEPP (Affordable Rental Housing) provisions for infill development 

		Table

		TR

		TH

		Span

		Provision 



		TH

		Span

		Requirement 



		TH

		Span

		Application to site 



		Span



		Accessibility  

		Accessibility  

		Accessibility  



		 Within 800m walking distance of a railway station or a Sydney Ferries wharf 

		 Within 800m walking distance of a railway station or a Sydney Ferries wharf 

		 Within 800m walking distance of a railway station or a Sydney Ferries wharf 

		 Within 800m walking distance of a railway station or a Sydney Ferries wharf 



		 Within 400m walking distance of a light rail station 

		 Within 400m walking distance of a light rail station 



		 Within 400m walking distance of a bus stop used regularly between 6am and 9pm 

		 Within 400m walking distance of a bus stop used regularly between 6am and 9pm 







		 Site is located within 800 metres from proposed metro station and within 400 metres walking distance of bus stop 

		 Site is located within 800 metres from proposed metro station and within 400 metres walking distance of bus stop 

		 Site is located within 800 metres from proposed metro station and within 400 metres walking distance of bus stop 

		 Site is located within 800 metres from proposed metro station and within 400 metres walking distance of bus stop 







		Span





		Table

		TR

		TH

		Span

		Provision 



		TH

		Span

		Requirement 



		TH

		Span

		Application to site 



		Span



		TR

		Monday to Friday, and 8am to 6pm on weekends. 

		Monday to Friday, and 8am to 6pm on weekends. 

		Monday to Friday, and 8am to 6pm on weekends. 

		Monday to Friday, and 8am to 6pm on weekends. 







		Span



		Floor space ratio 

		Floor space ratio 

		Floor space ratio 



		 As specified in the relevant local planning controls plus a bonus of a minimum of 0.2:1and up to 0.5:1 (or 20 percent, whichever is greater) 

		 As specified in the relevant local planning controls plus a bonus of a minimum of 0.2:1and up to 0.5:1 (or 20 percent, whichever is greater) 

		 As specified in the relevant local planning controls plus a bonus of a minimum of 0.2:1and up to 0.5:1 (or 20 percent, whichever is greater) 

		 As specified in the relevant local planning controls plus a bonus of a minimum of 0.2:1and up to 0.5:1 (or 20 percent, whichever is greater) 







		 LEP FSR is 1.75:1. 

		 LEP FSR is 1.75:1. 

		 LEP FSR is 1.75:1. 

		 LEP FSR is 1.75:1. 



		 Bonus provision would permit an FSR of 2.25:1 (or an additional 20 percent) 

		 Bonus provision would permit an FSR of 2.25:1 (or an additional 20 percent) 







		Span



		Proportion of affordable housing 

		Proportion of affordable housing 

		Proportion of affordable housing 



		 Between 20 percent and 50 percent of the gross floor area of the development. 

		 Between 20 percent and 50 percent of the gross floor area of the development. 

		 Between 20 percent and 50 percent of the gross floor area of the development. 

		 Between 20 percent and 50 percent of the gross floor area of the development. 







		 Concept plan is for 10 percent affordable housing and 10 percent social housing. 

		 Concept plan is for 10 percent affordable housing and 10 percent social housing. 

		 Concept plan is for 10 percent affordable housing and 10 percent social housing. 

		 Concept plan is for 10 percent affordable housing and 10 percent social housing. 







		Span



		Minimum dwelling sizes 

		Minimum dwelling sizes 

		Minimum dwelling sizes 



		 35m² for a bedsitter or studio 

		 35m² for a bedsitter or studio 

		 35m² for a bedsitter or studio 

		 35m² for a bedsitter or studio 



		 50m² for a 1 bedroom dwelling 

		 50m² for a 1 bedroom dwelling 



		 70m² for a 2 bedroom dwelling 

		 70m² for a 2 bedroom dwelling 



		 95m² for a 3 or more bedroom dwelling 

		 95m² for a 3 or more bedroom dwelling 







		 The proposed concept plan includes are greater than the minimum 

		 The proposed concept plan includes are greater than the minimum 

		 The proposed concept plan includes are greater than the minimum 

		 The proposed concept plan includes are greater than the minimum 







		Span



		Affordable housing management: 

		Affordable housing management: 

		Affordable housing management: 



		 The affordable rental housing component is to be secured for a minimum of 10 years and managed by a registered Community Housing Provider (CHP). 

		 The affordable rental housing component is to be secured for a minimum of 10 years and managed by a registered Community Housing Provider (CHP). 

		 The affordable rental housing component is to be secured for a minimum of 10 years and managed by a registered Community Housing Provider (CHP). 

		 The affordable rental housing component is to be secured for a minimum of 10 years and managed by a registered Community Housing Provider (CHP). 







		 These arrangements are within scope 

		 These arrangements are within scope 

		 These arrangements are within scope 

		 These arrangements are within scope 







		Span



		Parking requirements – social housing provider: 

		Parking requirements – social housing provider: 

		Parking requirements – social housing provider: 



		 0.4 car spaces per 1 bedroom dwelling 

		 0.4 car spaces per 1 bedroom dwelling 

		 0.4 car spaces per 1 bedroom dwelling 

		 0.4 car spaces per 1 bedroom dwelling 



		 0.5 car spaces per 2 bedroom dwelling 

		 0.5 car spaces per 2 bedroom dwelling 



		 1 car space per 3 or more bedroom dwelling 

		 1 car space per 3 or more bedroom dwelling 







		 Separately considered  

		 Separately considered  

		 Separately considered  

		 Separately considered  







		Span



		Parking requirements – private schemes: 

		Parking requirements – private schemes: 

		Parking requirements – private schemes: 



		 0.5 car spaces per 1 bedroom dwelling 

		 0.5 car spaces per 1 bedroom dwelling 

		 0.5 car spaces per 1 bedroom dwelling 

		 0.5 car spaces per 1 bedroom dwelling 



		 1 car spaces per 2 bedroom dwelling 

		 1 car spaces per 2 bedroom dwelling 



		 1.5 car space per 3 or more bedroom dwelling 

		 1.5 car space per 3 or more bedroom dwelling 







		 Separately considered  

		 Separately considered  

		 Separately considered  

		 Separately considered  







		Span



		Site area: 

		Site area: 

		Site area: 



		 Minimum of 450m²  

		 Minimum of 450m²  

		 Minimum of 450m²  

		 Minimum of 450m²  







		 Site is 1.91 ha 

		 Site is 1.91 ha 

		 Site is 1.91 ha 

		 Site is 1.91 ha 







		Span



		Landscaped area: 

		Landscaped area: 

		Landscaped area: 



		 Minimum of 35m² for social housing providers, or 30 percent of the site area in all other cases. 

		 Minimum of 35m² for social housing providers, or 30 percent of the site area in all other cases. 

		 Minimum of 35m² for social housing providers, or 30 percent of the site area in all other cases. 

		 Minimum of 35m² for social housing providers, or 30 percent of the site area in all other cases. 







		 Determined at design stage 

		 Determined at design stage 

		 Determined at design stage 

		 Determined at design stage 







		Span



		Solar access 

		Solar access 

		Solar access 



		 Living rooms and open spaces of 70 percent of the dwellings require a minimum of 3 hours direct sunlight between 9am and 3pm in mid-winter. 

		 Living rooms and open spaces of 70 percent of the dwellings require a minimum of 3 hours direct sunlight between 9am and 3pm in mid-winter. 

		 Living rooms and open spaces of 70 percent of the dwellings require a minimum of 3 hours direct sunlight between 9am and 3pm in mid-winter. 

		 Living rooms and open spaces of 70 percent of the dwellings require a minimum of 3 hours direct sunlight between 9am and 3pm in mid-winter. 







		 Determined at design stage 

		 Determined at design stage 

		 Determined at design stage 

		 Determined at design stage 







		Span



		Deep soil zones: 

		Deep soil zones: 

		Deep soil zones: 



		 Minimum of 15 percent of the site area 

		 Minimum of 15 percent of the site area 

		 Minimum of 15 percent of the site area 

		 Minimum of 15 percent of the site area 



		 Minimum dimensions of 3 metres 

		 Minimum dimensions of 3 metres 



		 At least two-thirds of the deep soil zone is to be located at the rear of the site 

		 At least two-thirds of the deep soil zone is to be located at the rear of the site 







		 Determined at design stage 

		 Determined at design stage 

		 Determined at design stage 

		 Determined at design stage 







		Span





		Source: Adapted from State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 

		 

		 State Environmental Planning Policy No. 70 – Affordable 4.2Housing (Revised Schemes) 

		State Environmental Planning Policy No. 70 – Affordable Housing (Revised Schemes) (SEPP70) is a mechanism that allows specified councils to prepare an affordable housing contribution scheme for certain precincts, areas or developments within their LGA. SEPP70 works with Section 7.32 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 permits consent authorities to seek affordable housing as a development contribution.  

		 

		SEPP70 identifies that there is a need for affordable housing in certain LGAs, describes the kinds of households for which affordable housing may be provided and makes a requirement with respect to the imposition of conditions relating to the provision of affordable housing. 

		 

		Key affordable housing principles specified by SEPP 70 include: 

		 

		• Affordable housing is to be created and managed so that a socially diverse residential population representative of all income groups is developed and maintained in a locality. 

		• Affordable housing is to be created and managed so that a socially diverse residential population representative of all income groups is developed and maintained in a locality. 

		• Affordable housing is to be created and managed so that a socially diverse residential population representative of all income groups is developed and maintained in a locality. 



		• Affordable housing is to be made available to a mix of low and moderate income households. 

		• Affordable housing is to be made available to a mix of low and moderate income households. 



		• Affordable housing is to be rented to appropriately qualified tenants and at an appropriate rate of gross household income. 

		• Affordable housing is to be rented to appropriately qualified tenants and at an appropriate rate of gross household income. 



		• Land provided for affordable housing is to be used for the purpose of the provision of affordable housing. 

		• Land provided for affordable housing is to be used for the purpose of the provision of affordable housing. 



		• Buildings provided for affordable housing are to be managed so as to maintain their continued use for affordable housing. 

		• Buildings provided for affordable housing are to be managed so as to maintain their continued use for affordable housing. 



		• Rental from affordable housing, after deduction of normal landlord’s expenses (including management and maintenance costs and all rates and taxes payable in connection with the dwellings), is generally to be used for the purpose of improving or replacing affordable housing or for providing additional affordable housing. 

		• Rental from affordable housing, after deduction of normal landlord’s expenses (including management and maintenance costs and all rates and taxes payable in connection with the dwellings), is generally to be used for the purpose of improving or replacing affordable housing or for providing additional affordable housing. 



		• Affordable housing is to consist of dwellings constructed to a standard that, in the opinion of the consent authority, is consistent with other dwellings in the vicinity. 

		• Affordable housing is to consist of dwellings constructed to a standard that, in the opinion of the consent authority, is consistent with other dwellings in the vicinity. 





		The City of Sydney is specified under the SEPP as one of those councils that can prepare an affordable housing contribution scheme. The scheme in operation in the City of Sydney is explained in further detail in 

		The City of Sydney is specified under the SEPP as one of those councils that can prepare an affordable housing contribution scheme. The scheme in operation in the City of Sydney is explained in further detail in 

		4.3

		4.3



		.  



		 

		The City of Sydney currently has affordable housing schemes operating in Ultimo/Pyrmont, Green Square and the Southern Employment Lands. Together the schemes in operation have resulted in 739 affordable rental dwellings for very low to moderate income households in the LGA. A further 314 dwellings are in the development pipeline and expected to be built by 2019 (Planning Proposal: City of Sydney Affordable Housing Review, March 2017). Dwellings are built and managed by City West Housing. 

		 

		The site has not been identified as part of an affordable housing scheme under SEPP 70. . 

		 Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 4.3

		The Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 (SLEP 2012) currently applies to the Metro Quarter site. 

		The Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 (SLEP 2012) currently applies to the Metro Quarter site. 

		Table 7

		Table 7



		 summarises the key planning controls that apply to the Metro Quarter site. These controls are proposed to be amended under the SSP Study for the process of urban renewal. 



		 

		Table 7: Summary of key Sydney LEP 2012 provisions 

		Table

		TR

		TD

		Span

		Planning provision 



		TD

		Span

		Control 



		TD

		Span

		Comment 



		Span



		Land use zone 

		Land use zone 

		Land use zone 



		 B4 – Mixed Use 

		 B4 – Mixed Use 

		 B4 – Mixed Use 

		 B4 – Mixed Use 







		 This zone permits a range of uses including residential, commercial premises and tourist and visitor accommodation.  

		 This zone permits a range of uses including residential, commercial premises and tourist and visitor accommodation.  

		 This zone permits a range of uses including residential, commercial premises and tourist and visitor accommodation.  

		 This zone permits a range of uses including residential, commercial premises and tourist and visitor accommodation.  







		Span



		Floor space ratio 

		Floor space ratio 

		Floor space ratio 



		 1.75:1 

		 1.75:1 

		 1.75:1 

		 1.75:1 







		 Floor space ratio controls that apply to Metro Quarter.  

		 Floor space ratio controls that apply to Metro Quarter.  

		 Floor space ratio controls that apply to Metro Quarter.  

		 Floor space ratio controls that apply to Metro Quarter.  







		Span



		Restricted Retail Development 

		Restricted Retail Development 

		Restricted Retail Development 



		 Identified in Map CL2_10 

		 Identified in Map CL2_10 

		 Identified in Map CL2_10 

		 Identified in Map CL2_10 







		 Clause 7.23, large retail development outside of Green Square Town Centre and other planned centres applies which restricts the amount of retail floor space that can be approved. 

		 Clause 7.23, large retail development outside of Green Square Town Centre and other planned centres applies which restricts the amount of retail floor space that can be approved. 

		 Clause 7.23, large retail development outside of Green Square Town Centre and other planned centres applies which restricts the amount of retail floor space that can be approved. 

		 Clause 7.23, large retail development outside of Green Square Town Centre and other planned centres applies which restricts the amount of retail floor space that can be approved. 







		Span



		Heritage 

		Heritage 

		Heritage 



		 Item I2069 

		 Item I2069 

		 Item I2069 

		 Item I2069 







		 This item is a church which is located within the street block of Metro Quarter but is not included within the Metro Quarter site. 

		 This item is a church which is located within the street block of Metro Quarter but is not included within the Metro Quarter site. 

		 This item is a church which is located within the street block of Metro Quarter but is not included within the Metro Quarter site. 

		 This item is a church which is located within the street block of Metro Quarter but is not included within the Metro Quarter site. 







		Span



		Height 

		Height 

		Height 



		 12 metres at the Wellington Street frontage 

		 12 metres at the Wellington Street frontage 

		 12 metres at the Wellington Street frontage 

		 12 metres at the Wellington Street frontage 



		 Rest of the Metro Quarter – 15m 

		 Rest of the Metro Quarter – 15m 







		 Height provisions that apply to Metro Quarter. This translates to approximately four storeys on the Wellington Street frontage and five storeys for the remainder of the block.  

		 Height provisions that apply to Metro Quarter. This translates to approximately four storeys on the Wellington Street frontage and five storeys for the remainder of the block.  

		 Height provisions that apply to Metro Quarter. This translates to approximately four storeys on the Wellington Street frontage and five storeys for the remainder of the block.  

		 Height provisions that apply to Metro Quarter. This translates to approximately four storeys on the Wellington Street frontage and five storeys for the remainder of the block.  







		Span



		Land Use and Transport Integration Map 

		Land Use and Transport Integration Map 

		Land Use and Transport Integration Map 



		 Category B 

		 Category B 

		 Category B 

		 Category B 







		 These categories determine parking requirements.  

		 These categories determine parking requirements.  

		 These categories determine parking requirements.  

		 These categories determine parking requirements.  







		Span



		Public Transport Accessibility Level  

		Public Transport Accessibility Level  

		Public Transport Accessibility Level  



		 Category E 

		 Category E 

		 Category E 

		 Category E 







		 These categories determine parking requirements. 

		 These categories determine parking requirements. 

		 These categories determine parking requirements. 

		 These categories determine parking requirements. 







		Span





		Source: Adapted from SLEP 2012 

		 

		In terms of provisions for affordable housing, the Local Environmental Plan has special provisions for the Green Square and Pyrmont precincts as well as site specific controls relating to provision of affordable housing for an urban renewal precinct in Glebe.  

		 

		There are currently no specific affordable housing provisions in the SLEP 2012 that apply to the Metro Quarter site. However there is currently a planning proposal currently under consideration that would expand these provisions across the rest of the LGA. This is detailed in Section 

		There are currently no specific affordable housing provisions in the SLEP 2012 that apply to the Metro Quarter site. However there is currently a planning proposal currently under consideration that would expand these provisions across the rest of the LGA. This is detailed in Section 

		4.4

		4.4



		. 



		 

		4.3.1 Zoning 

		The Metro Quarter site is zoned B4 – Mixed Use pursuant to SLEP 2012 (Figure 4).  The objectives of the zone are: 

		 

		• To provide a mixture of compatible land uses 

		• To provide a mixture of compatible land uses 

		• To provide a mixture of compatible land uses 





		• To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other development in accessible locations so as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling 

		• To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other development in accessible locations so as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling 

		• To integrate suitable business, office, residential, retail and other development in accessible locations so as to maximise public transport patronage and encourage walking and cycling 



		• To ensure uses support the viability of centres. 

		• To ensure uses support the viability of centres. 





		The following uses are permissible with consent in the B4 – Mixed Use zone: 

		 

		Boarding houses; Centre-based child care facilities; Commercial premises; Community facilities; Educational establishments; Entertainment facilities; Function centres; Hotel or motel accommodation; Information and education facilities; Medical centres; Passenger transport facilities; Recreation facilities (indoor); Registered clubs; Respite day care centres; Restricted premises; Roads; Seniors housing; Shop top housing; Any other development not specified in item 2 or 4. 

		 

		The following uses are prohibited in the B4 – Mixed Use zone: 

		 

		Extractive industries; Heavy industrial storage establishments; Heavy industries. 

		 

		  

		Figure 12: Zoning Extract 

		 

		Source: Source: NSW Planning Portal, Department of Planning and Environment 

		 

		The development of residential flat buildings and affordable housing are permitted on the site with consent. The Proposal for a mixed use development including affordable and social housing is not inconsistentwith the objectives of the zone by being a mixed use development that will maximise access to existing transport and the proposed metro station. 

		 

		4.3.2 Floor space ratio and height development standards 

		SLEP 2012 establishes a maximum floor space ratio of 1.75:1 on the Metro Quarter site.  

		The maximum building heights permitted range from 12 metres on the Wellington Street frontage to 15 meters for the remainder of the Metro Quarter, as indicated in 

		The maximum building heights permitted range from 12 metres on the Wellington Street frontage to 15 meters for the remainder of the Metro Quarter, as indicated in 

		Figure 13

		Figure 13



		. 



		Figure 13: Height of building 

		 

		Source: NSW Planning Portal, Department of Planning and Environment 

		 

		The SSP application proposes revisions to the above planning framework to accommodate the proposed development on the site. 

		 

		 City of Sydney Affordable Housing Review Planning Proposal 4.4

		The City of Sydney recently publicly exhibited a planning proposal, seeking to expand the affordable housing provisions within their local environmental plan to cover the entire LGA.  

		 

		These provisions require the provision of an in-kind dedication of finished affordable housing dwellings or an equivalent monetary contribution. The amounts are set out in the draft provisions. It is proposed that these provisions are phased in over a period between 2020 and 2022 to allow the market to factor in these changes. The objectives of this planning proposal are to: 

		 

		• Provide a transparent framework for development to make equitable affordable housing contributions 

		• Provide a transparent framework for development to make equitable affordable housing contributions 

		• Provide a transparent framework for development to make equitable affordable housing contributions 



		• Give effect to the intent of the Eastern City District Plan (district plan) to provide affordable housing on land where there is an increase in floor area, where need for affordable housing is identified and where development viability can be maintained 

		• Give effect to the intent of the Eastern City District Plan (district plan) to provide affordable housing on land where there is an increase in floor area, where need for affordable housing is identified and where development viability can be maintained 



		• Increase the amount of affordable housing in the LGA to achieve the City’s affordable housing targets in Sustainable Sydney 2030 

		• Increase the amount of affordable housing in the LGA to achieve the City’s affordable housing targets in Sustainable Sydney 2030 



		• Ensure affordable housing contribution rates do not impact on development viability  

		• Ensure affordable housing contribution rates do not impact on development viability  



		• Increase certainty for landowners and developers seeking to develop land in the LGA, and 

		• Increase certainty for landowners and developers seeking to develop land in the LGA, and 



		• Align, streamline and simplify exiting affordable housing schemes that operate in the LGA. 

		• Align, streamline and simplify exiting affordable housing schemes that operate in the LGA. 





		Under these proposed controls, the subject site would be located within the ‘residual lands’ area to which this provision would apply. 

		 

		These provisions would not apply to the subject site as the City of Sydney is not the consent authority for the redevelopment of the Metro Quarter.  Regardless, the proposed development is generally consistent with the intent of the planning proposal and responds to the established need for affordable housing in the Sydney LGA. 

		 

		 Apartment Design Guide 4.5

		Planning provisions for designing development of residential flat buildings and mixed use are contained in the ADG.  The ADG specifies a number of design requirements for apartments and apartment buildings which influences the number of and type of dwellings that can be delivered. This includes minimum apartment sizes, apartment mix, balconies and other amenity considerations.  

		 

		The City of Sydney Development Control Plan 2012 will not apply to the redevelopment of the Metro Quarter as the proposed development is State Significant Development. 

		 

		 What does this mean for the Metro Quarter? 4.6

		The review of planning controls has identified the current situation in regard to affordable housing on the Metro Quarter site: 

		 

		• The SLEP 2012 provisions currently do not require any affordable housing on the proposed redevelopment of the Metro Quarter site, although affordable housing provisions are in place in other parts of the LGA.  

		• The SLEP 2012 provisions currently do not require any affordable housing on the proposed redevelopment of the Metro Quarter site, although affordable housing provisions are in place in other parts of the LGA.  

		• The SLEP 2012 provisions currently do not require any affordable housing on the proposed redevelopment of the Metro Quarter site, although affordable housing provisions are in place in other parts of the LGA.  



		• The current SLEP 2012 controls that apply to the Metro Quarter permit a considerably lower scale of development than what is being considered in the proposed development.  However, a review of the planning provisions to deliver the project objectives has resulted in a revised planning framework being proposed as part of the SSP Study. 

		• The current SLEP 2012 controls that apply to the Metro Quarter permit a considerably lower scale of development than what is being considered in the proposed development.  However, a review of the planning provisions to deliver the project objectives has resulted in a revised planning framework being proposed as part of the SSP Study. 





		• The proposed development is generally consistent with the planning intent of delivering more affordable housing in the Sydney LGA. 

		• The proposed development is generally consistent with the planning intent of delivering more affordable housing in the Sydney LGA. 

		• The proposed development is generally consistent with the planning intent of delivering more affordable housing in the Sydney LGA. 





		  

		5.0 Population and housing 

		5.0 Population and housing 

		 



		This section presents an analysis of the housing needs of the study area and the Sydney LGA.  The analysis has been tailored to meet the requirements of the SEARs, specifically: 

		 

		Demonstrate that the proposal will meet the strategic objectives as identified in the relevant government policies and the environmental, social and economic needs of the Waterloo State Significant Precincts (including Metro Quarter and Waterloo Estate Precincts) and the wider area. This shall include an assessment of the proposal’s economic and social impacts to: 

		 Demonstrate retail, services and employment needs of future residents and workers of the development will be met 

		 Demonstrate retail, services and employment needs of future residents and workers of the development will be met 

		 Demonstrate retail, services and employment needs of future residents and workers of the development will be met 



		 Illustrate the social and economic impacts of the development to the wider area, including nearby local centres 

		 Illustrate the social and economic impacts of the development to the wider area, including nearby local centres 



		 Consider the social housing and affordable housing needs of the precinct. (our emphasis) 

		 Consider the social housing and affordable housing needs of the precinct. (our emphasis) 





		 

		 The study area 5.1

		Demography of the Study Area has been examined using the analysis contained in the Waterloo –Population and Employment Profile 2017 report prepared by .id for Australian Bureau of Statistics Statistical Area 1 (SA1) areas 1133801, 1133802, 1133804, 1133806, 1133838, 1133839 and 1133841. This area, referred to as the Waterloo SSP is indicated in 

		Demography of the Study Area has been examined using the analysis contained in the Waterloo –Population and Employment Profile 2017 report prepared by .id for Australian Bureau of Statistics Statistical Area 1 (SA1) areas 1133801, 1133802, 1133804, 1133806, 1133838, 1133839 and 1133841. This area, referred to as the Waterloo SSP is indicated in 

		Figure 14

		Figure 14



		. 



		  

		Figure 14: Waterloo State Significant Precinct SA1 areas 

		 

		Source: HillPDA  

		 

		A snapshot of the demography of the precinct is identified in 

		A snapshot of the demography of the precinct is identified in 

		Table 8

		Table 8



		. 



		  

		 

		Table 8: Demographic snapshot 

		Table

		TR

		TH

		Span

		Characteristic 



		TH

		Span

		Snapshot 



		Span



		Population   

		Population   

		Population   



		 At the 2016 census, Waterloo SSP had a population of 3,649 persons. The population in the precinct grew by 477 people or 15 percent between 2011 and 2016 

		 At the 2016 census, Waterloo SSP had a population of 3,649 persons. The population in the precinct grew by 477 people or 15 percent between 2011 and 2016 

		 At the 2016 census, Waterloo SSP had a population of 3,649 persons. The population in the precinct grew by 477 people or 15 percent between 2011 and 2016 

		 At the 2016 census, Waterloo SSP had a population of 3,649 persons. The population in the precinct grew by 477 people or 15 percent between 2011 and 2016 







		Span



		Age structure 

		Age structure 

		Age structure 



		 Waterloo SSP has significantly above average proportion of the population in older age groups. Just under a third of residents were aged over 65 years in 2016, compared to 8 percent in the City of Sydney and 14 percent across Greater Sydney 

		 Waterloo SSP has significantly above average proportion of the population in older age groups. Just under a third of residents were aged over 65 years in 2016, compared to 8 percent in the City of Sydney and 14 percent across Greater Sydney 

		 Waterloo SSP has significantly above average proportion of the population in older age groups. Just under a third of residents were aged over 65 years in 2016, compared to 8 percent in the City of Sydney and 14 percent across Greater Sydney 

		 Waterloo SSP has significantly above average proportion of the population in older age groups. Just under a third of residents were aged over 65 years in 2016, compared to 8 percent in the City of Sydney and 14 percent across Greater Sydney 







		Span



		Birthplace 

		Birthplace 

		Birthplace 



		 Waterloo is highly multicultural. In 2016, 58.3 percent of residents were born overseas. This is a significant increase from 2011, when 45 percent were born overseas. This compares with 54.6 percent for Sydney LGA and 39.1 percent for Greater Sydney 
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		 The precinct has a significant Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander population.  In 2016, 227 residents (or 6.2 percent) identified as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander, a far higher proportion than the 1.5 percent average across Greater Sydney. This group has a high concentration of middle aged adults.  There is also some evidence of young families, with a high proportion of children aged 10 to 14 years 
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		 Just over half of residents in the Waterloo Precinct completed Year 12 or equivalent, compared to 85 percent in the City of Sydney and 65 percent across Greater Sydney. However, this rate has improved since 2011. Almost one in five completed Year 9 or below, including those that did not attend school at all  
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		 In 2016, 43 percent of residents had a post school qualification, this contrasts with 65 percent for the City of Sydney, but is close to the Greater Sydney average (46 percent)  
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		 Of those with post school qualifications, most had a bachelor degree or higher (50 percent) but this was lower than the average for the City of Sydney (74 percent), and less than Greater Sydney (54 percent) 
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		 All SA1s within the Precinct fall within the SEIFA index of disadvantage 1st decile (most disadvantaged 10 percent) in NSW and Australia. Five of the seven SA1s the comprise the Precinct area are within the 1st percentile (most disadvantaged 1 percent) in NSW and one in particular is ranked the 28th most disadvantaged SA1 in NSW. In 2016, 12.5 percent of residents had need for assistance, much higher than the City of Sydney (2.4 percent) and Greater Sydney rates (4.9 percent). The majority in need were 65
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		 In 2016 there were 2,545 dwellings in the Waterloo SSP. Just over 90 percent were high density with just 0.2 percent detached dwellings, compared to 55 percent across Greater Sydney 
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		 The Precinct has a significant proportion of one bedroom dwellings (32.3 percent), slightly lower the City of Sydney (32.9 percent) but significantly higher than the Greater Sydney (7.8 percent) 
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		 Most households (76 percent) in the Waterloo Precinct are rented from a State or Territory Housing Authority, compared to less than 5 percent across Greater Sydney. Private rentals and mortgages have increased since 2011. Around 9.4 percent are rented from a real estate agent, and around 5 percent are owned with a mortgage 
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		 Lone households dominate the Waterloo SSP where just under two thirds are lone person households compared to 37 percent for the Sydney LGA and around 22 percent for Greater Sydney. Around 16 percent of 
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		households are couples without children and another 10 percent are one parent families 

		households are couples without children and another 10 percent are one parent families 

		households are couples without children and another 10 percent are one parent families 

		households are couples without children and another 10 percent are one parent families 
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		 Around half of residents earned between $300 and $649 per week.  One in eight earned $1,000 or more per week, compared to 62 percent across the City of Sydney 
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		 The majority of households (65 percent) in Waterloo do not own a motor vehicle. Car ownership is far lower than the rest of Greater Sydney 
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		 Participation in the labour force is very low in the Waterloo SSP with 34 percent of residents in the labour force. This is representative of the older age structure in the Precinct. In 2016, the unemployment rate for those in the labour force was 18.6 percent, three times that experienced in the Sydney LGA (6.0 percent) and Greater Sydney (6.0 percent) 
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		 The main industries of employment for working residents in the Waterloo Precinct are: Health Care and Social Assistance (13 percent), Professional, Scientific and Technical Services (13 percent) and Accommodation and Food Services (11 percent). 
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		 The broader community  5.2

		Further analysis of the demographic profile has been undertaken using a study area encompassing the Redfern – Chippendale, Erskineville – Alexandria and Waterloo-Beaconsfield SA2 areas1, as indicated in Figure 15. . This area is representative of the broader community and it includes the study area (
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		) examined in Section 

		5.1

		5.1



		. The demographic profile of the broader community with that of the City of Sydney and Greater Sydney provides a benchmark for the analysis and builds an understanding of the specific housing needs of those living in the broader community. 



		1 The study area has been defined as an amalgam of Statistical Area Level 2 (SA2). An SA2 is one of the spatial units defined under the Australian Statistical Geography Standard (ASGS) and generally has a population range between 3,000 to 25,000 persons, and an average population of about 10,000 persons.   

		1 The study area has been defined as an amalgam of Statistical Area Level 2 (SA2). An SA2 is one of the spatial units defined under the Australian Statistical Geography Standard (ASGS) and generally has a population range between 3,000 to 25,000 persons, and an average population of about 10,000 persons.   



		  

		Figure 15: Study area 

		 

		Source: HillPDA  

		 

		The broader community contained 71,794 persons as of 2016, which comprised 34.4 percent of City of Sydney’s (LGA) resident population. Table 6 details the breakdown of 

		population by age group, comparing the study area with the City of Sydney, and Greater Sydney.  

		 

		Key demographic indicators relating to the broader community obtained from the 2016 Census is summarised in 
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		Table 9: Key demographic indicators of the broader community 
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		 The age profile of the study area was reflective of a young workforce and homebuilder resident population 
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		 In 2016, 66.7 percent of the population were within the ages of 15-44 years compared to 43.6 percent in Greater Sydney 
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		 The younger population was also reflected in the lower median age recorded within the study area (32 years) which was 3 years or 12 percent lower than that recorded for Greater Sydney (36 years).  This runs contrary to the current situation in the Precinct where under one third of the residents were aged over 65 in 2011 
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		 44 percent of the residents in the study area were born in Australia, compared to 70 percent across Greater Sydney with 23 percent reporting their place of birth as Chinese compared to 17 percent in Greater Sydney. A further 9 percent were born in Europe 
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		 The study area contained 36,955 dwellings as of 2016, which was 33.7 percent of Sydney LGA’s private dwelling stock 
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		 Households in the study area were on average smaller (2.1 persons per household) when compared to the wider Greater Sydney region (2.8 per household) 
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		 The majority of the dwelling stock within the study area was apartments (73.0 percent). However, this was a lesser proportion than the Sydney LGA (77.1 percent). The study area contained a larger proportion of townhouse dwellings (23.5 percent) when compared to Greater Sydney (12.8 percent) and Sydney LGA (21.2 percent) 
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		 The study area contained a greater proportion of detached dwellings than City of Sydney (4.2 percent and 7.4 percent respectively). However, this proportion was significantly below that recorded across Greater Sydney where 60.9 percent of dwelling stock was comprised of detached dwellings 
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		 In the study area the majority of all household compositions resided within apartment style dwelling which was reflective of the wider Sydney LGA 
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		 The majority of dwellings within the study area contained two bedrooms (47.9 percent), with the next most common bedroom number being one bedroom dwellings (27.9 percent) 
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		 In relation to detached dwellings the majority (62.7 percent) contained couple families with children and couple families without children. This was also the case for townhouses although at a lower proportion (40.8 percent), while within apartment style dwellings the majority (55.6 percent) contained couple families without children and lone persons 
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		 The majority of dwellings within the study area were being rented (60.5 percent) as of 2016. This proportion was comparable to the wider Sydney LGA, where 62 percent of dwellings were being rented in 2016 
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		 Of the 6,459 dwellings being rented from a State housing authority within Sydney LGA, 3,248 dwellings or 50.3 percent were located within the study area. Of these, 13 were detached dwellings, 410 were townhouses, 2,818 were apartments and 9 were not stated 
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		 The number of residents within the low income bands ($1-$399/week) decreased significantly from 22 percent in 2006 to 2 percent in 2016. Higher income groups, $2,000- $2,999/week and $3,000+/week have risen substantiality in 10 years from 14 percent to 23 percent and 6 percent to 34 percent respectively.  Middle income earners ranging from $400/week to $1,999/week fell. 
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		 summarises household composition. Household composition of the broader community is similar to the wider Sydney LGA. Couple families without children made up 30 percent in both the study area and Sydney LGA, significantly higher than Greater Sydney at 24 percent. Couple families with children made up 13 percent of the broader community, slightly higher than the 11 percent in Sydney LGA but much less than 37 percent in the Greater Sydney. One parent families made up 5 percent of both the study area and City



		 

		The area had a notably lower proportion of lone person households compared with the Sydney LGA, 33 percent versus 37 percent, but this was higher than the Greater Sydney average of 22 percent. The broader community also had a high proportion of group households (17 percent) which was higher than Sydney LGA (15 percent) and Greater Sydney (5 percent). 

		 

		Table 10: Household composition – Study Area, City of Sydney, Greater Sydney 
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		Source: ABS (2016) 

		 

		 Housing supply 5.3

		Trends in housing typology, bedroom mix and incomes in the City of Sydney have been examined here and previous work undertaken by HillPDA on Housing Diversity2. This section describes how the housing market is changing and what factors are driving the change.  

		2 HillPDA, A Study of Housing Diversity 2015 prepared for UrbanGrowth NSW and the City of Sydney 

		2 HillPDA, A Study of Housing Diversity 2015 prepared for UrbanGrowth NSW and the City of Sydney 



		 

		5.3.1 Housing diversity 

		There are 85,423 occupied private dwellings in the City of Sydney. Of these 85,423 dwellings, 77 percent are apartments, 20 percent are semi-detached and 2 percent are separate houses.  

		 

		Over the last 10 years the proportion of apartments across the Sydney LGA as a proportion of total stock, has increased by 8.4 percent at the cost of semi-detached dwellings and separate houses (

		Over the last 10 years the proportion of apartments across the Sydney LGA as a proportion of total stock, has increased by 8.4 percent at the cost of semi-detached dwellings and separate houses (
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		). 



		  

		Figure 16: Households by dwelling type (2006-2016) 

		 

		Source: ABS (2016) 

		 

		5.3.2 Bedroom mix 

		illustrates the change in bedroom mix between 2006 and 2011 in the City of Sydney. The most common form of bedroom mix in the Sydney LGA in 2016 was 2 bedroom dwellings (about 41 percent). Despite this, the preceding 10 years saw a growth of households living in studio/one bedroom apartments (4 percent) while the share of households with 2 and 3 bedrooms fell over this period. 

		Figure 17: Proportion of dwellings by bedroom mix 

		 

		Source: ABS (2016)  
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		Figure 18



		 demonstrates how in the 10 years between 2006 and 2016 there were notable changes in dwelling tenure. The share of homes owned with a mortgage and owned outright both grew three percentage points respectively. The share of rented homes also grew by 14 percentage points from 48 percent to 62 percent. The identified growth in rented has corresponded in a decline in ‘not stated’ which may indicate a change in how tenure status is reported or recorded. 



		Figure 18: Change in dwelling tenure 

		 

		Source: ABS, HillPDA  

		 

		 Housing costs 5.4

		Trends in housing costs in the Sydney LGA have been examined and are outlined in this section.  The analysis builds on previous work undertaken by HillPDA on housing diversity for UrbanGrowth NSW and the City of Sydney Council3.  This section describes how the housing market is changing and identifies the factors that are driving change.  
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		Span
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		3 HillPDA, A Study of Housing Diversity 2015 prepared for UrbanGrowth NSW and the City of Sydney 



		 

		5.4.1 Median sale value growth for non-strata dwellings 

		Since 1991, the median sale value for non-strata dwellings within the Sydney LGA has increased by $1.35 million or 764 percent, to a median value of $1.53 million in 2016. This was an average annual capital growth of 9 percent over the 25 year period.  In comparison, the median sale value for Greater Sydney has increased by $705,000 or 441 percent over the same period, to a median of $865,000 in 2016. This was an average annual capital growth of 7 percent over the period for Greater Sydney. 

		 

		In 1991 there was only a $17,000 or 11 percent difference in the median price between Sydney LGA and Greater Sydney. However, over the past 26 years this has increased to a 

		difference of $665,000 or 77 percent between the two areas. This is shown in 

		difference of $665,000 or 77 percent between the two areas. This is shown in 

		Figure 19

		Figure 19



		 below. 



		 

		Figure 19: Non-strata median sale values 1991-2016 ($,000) 

		 

		Source: NSW Department of Housing & HillPDA – September of each year 

		 

		5.4.2 Median sale value growth for strata dwellings 

		The median sale value for strata dwellings within Sydney LGA has increased by $750,000 or 530 percent over a 25 year period from 1991, to $850,000 in 2016. This was an average annual capital growth of 8 percent over the period.  In comparison, the median for Greater Sydney has increased by $563,000 or 411 percent over the same period, to $700,000 in 2016. This was an compound a annual capital growth of 7 percent over the period. 

		 

		Interestingly, in 1991 the median value for a non-strata dwelling was $2,000 or 1 percent higher across Greater Sydney than that recorded for Sydney LGA ($135,000). However, over the 26 year period this has reversed, with Sydney LGA’s median being $150,000 or 21 percent higher than that recorded for Greater Sydney ($700,000) in 2016. This is shown 

		Interestingly, in 1991 the median value for a non-strata dwelling was $2,000 or 1 percent higher across Greater Sydney than that recorded for Sydney LGA ($135,000). However, over the 26 year period this has reversed, with Sydney LGA’s median being $150,000 or 21 percent higher than that recorded for Greater Sydney ($700,000) in 2016. This is shown 

		Figure 20

		Figure 20



		 below. 



		 

		  

		Figure 20: Strata median sale values 1991-2016 ($,000) 

		 

		Source: NSW Department of Housing & HillPDA – September of each year 

		 

		5.4.3 Apartment weekly median rental value growth 

		Figure 21

		Figure 21

		Figure 21



		 shows median rents over a 26 year period for a one bedroom apartment in Sydney LGA. Median rents increased by $410/week or 273 percent over the period to reach $560/week in 2016. In comparison, over the same period the median rent for Greater Sydney increased by $355/week or 254 percent to reach a median of $495/week in 2016. 



		 

		The median rent for a two bedroom apartment within Sydney LGA increased by $510/week or 213 percent, reaching $750/week in 2016. In comparison, over the same period the median rent for Greater Sydney increased by $370/week or 218 percent, reaching a median of $540/week in 2016. 

		 

		In September 2016, the median rent for a one bedroom apartment within Sydney LGA was $65/week or 13 percent higher than that of Greater Sydney ($495/week). While the median rent for a two bedroom apartment within Sydney LGA was $210/week or 39 percent higher than that of Greater Sydney ($540/week). 

		  

		Figure 21: Apartment weekly rental growth 1991-2016 ($,000) 

		 

		Source: NSW Department of Housing & HillPDA – September of each year 

		 

		The strong increase in median housing prices is likely to be due, in part, to the increasingly expensive new product being brought onto the market. In addition, the constant and growing demand for property in the Sydney LGA, as a consequence of its desirability as a place to live, will be a contributing factor. Consequently, median dwelling prices for the Sydney LGA have shown less volatility than the Greater Sydney average over the same period. 

		 

		 Income 5.5

		Figure 22

		Figure 22

		Figure 22



		 indicates that the proportion of households in lower income brackets in the Sydney LGA has decreased. Most notably those with a weekly income of $500-$999 decreased from 19 percent to 10 percent of all households. The proportion of households in the higher weekly income brackets (an income of $2,000 and upwards per month) has risen. The largest rise was seen in households with an income of $4,000+ which increased from 2 percent to 10 percent of all households. 



		 

		  

		Figure 22: Weekly household income changes 2006-2016 

		 

		Source: ABS, HillPDA 

		 

		 Implications for owner occupiers, investors and tenants  5.6

		This section summarises the implications of trends in housing supply, housing costs and income for owner occupiers, investors and tenants. 

		 

		Tenants 

		• Tenants are increasingly being squeezed out of the Sydney LGA's periphery markets, especially in terrace houses and large apartments by owner - occupiers 

		• Tenants are increasingly being squeezed out of the Sydney LGA's periphery markets, especially in terrace houses and large apartments by owner - occupiers 

		• Tenants are increasingly being squeezed out of the Sydney LGA's periphery markets, especially in terrace houses and large apartments by owner - occupiers 



		• There is a major gap between tenants in the CBD, who are attracted to small one bedroom and studio apartments and tenants in other suburbs who are after broader range of dwelling types including 2, 3 and 4 bedroom dwellings 

		• There is a major gap between tenants in the CBD, who are attracted to small one bedroom and studio apartments and tenants in other suburbs who are after broader range of dwelling types including 2, 3 and 4 bedroom dwellings 





		• Investors are increasingly looking to rent out smaller apartments of less than 50 square metres which have a higher yield. Owner-occupiers on the other hand are increasingly purchasing dwellings with 2 and 3+ bedrooms 

		• Investors are increasingly looking to rent out smaller apartments of less than 50 square metres which have a higher yield. Owner-occupiers on the other hand are increasingly purchasing dwellings with 2 and 3+ bedrooms 

		• Investors are increasingly looking to rent out smaller apartments of less than 50 square metres which have a higher yield. Owner-occupiers on the other hand are increasingly purchasing dwellings with 2 and 3+ bedrooms 



		• Rental growth has been especially strong in the CBD, where the $/per square metre rate is considerably higher than in outer villages of the Sydney LGA. 

		• Rental growth has been especially strong in the CBD, where the $/per square metre rate is considerably higher than in outer villages of the Sydney LGA. 





		In the Study for Housing Diversity, 2015 HillPDA interviewed local industry experts to identify key buyer preferences, investment interest and demand for different housing typologies across the Sydney LGA. The experts generally differentiate the market into three key groups being - investors, owner-occupiers and tenants. The key findings of the interviews are pertinent to understand in the housing needs in Sydney LGA and the potential role of the proposed development in meeting housing needs. Key findings a

		 

		Investors 

		• 20-40 percent of the purchasing market are investors whose interest is generally spread throughout the Sydney LGA 

		• 20-40 percent of the purchasing market are investors whose interest is generally spread throughout the Sydney LGA 

		• 20-40 percent of the purchasing market are investors whose interest is generally spread throughout the Sydney LGA 



		• Local investor interest is concentrated in village centres and the southern areas from Redfern to Alexandria whilst offshore investment is heavily concentrated around the CBD with particular demand for smaller dwellings from 40-60 square metres  

		• Local investor interest is concentrated in village centres and the southern areas from Redfern to Alexandria whilst offshore investment is heavily concentrated around the CBD with particular demand for smaller dwellings from 40-60 square metres  



		• Dwellings at a lower price point attract strong investor interest, especially those with small internal living areas. 

		• Dwellings at a lower price point attract strong investor interest, especially those with small internal living areas. 





		Owner occupiers 

		• The owner occupier market is split between first homeowners, established residents upsizing or downsizing and high net worth individuals looking for executive inner city living 

		• The owner occupier market is split between first homeowners, established residents upsizing or downsizing and high net worth individuals looking for executive inner city living 

		• The owner occupier market is split between first homeowners, established residents upsizing or downsizing and high net worth individuals looking for executive inner city living 



		• First homeowners are overwhelmingly interested in one and two bedroom apartments 

		• First homeowners are overwhelmingly interested in one and two bedroom apartments 



		• Upsizers and Downsizers have a preference for two and three bedroom units with greater interest for higher value precincts including King Street, Oxford Street and Potts Point / Woolloomooloo 

		• Upsizers and Downsizers have a preference for two and three bedroom units with greater interest for higher value precincts including King Street, Oxford Street and Potts Point / Woolloomooloo 



		• High net worth individuals and households make up a sub-sector of the market and are interested primarily in larger semi-detached or executive apartments, generally near the harbour with a floorplate of greater than 90 square metres 

		• High net worth individuals and households make up a sub-sector of the market and are interested primarily in larger semi-detached or executive apartments, generally near the harbour with a floorplate of greater than 90 square metres 



		• Agents confirmed there is generally high demand for, yet low supply of town houses and semi-detached dwellings in the Sydney LGA. This is partially due to a lack of significant new supply of these dwelling types whilst demand has remained relatively constant. This market does not detract from the very significant demand for 1 bedroom dwellings. 

		• Agents confirmed there is generally high demand for, yet low supply of town houses and semi-detached dwellings in the Sydney LGA. This is partially due to a lack of significant new supply of these dwelling types whilst demand has remained relatively constant. This market does not detract from the very significant demand for 1 bedroom dwellings. 





		 Housing diversity  5.7

		This section presents the findings from an analysis of the housing diversity gap within the study area. The analysis identifies rates of housing (mortgage and rental) stress. The information in this section is considered in association with the information above on sale and rental price movement over time, within the Sydney LGA. Trends are also examined to determine household affordability for very low, low and moderate income earners. 

		 

		5.7.1 Housing diversity and affordability defined 

		Housing diversity refers to a mix of housing that supports healthy, thriving and socially cohesive communities. The full spectrum of housing diversity incorporates market and non-market housing for rent and sale together with crisis accommodation, student housing, boarding accommodation and affordable rental and ownership. Housing diversity relates to an adequate supply and a suitable mix of housing types, tenures, sizes and price points to collectively create diverse and balanced communities as well as qua

		 

		There are three key components of the housing supply continuum being social housing, market and non-market (community housing and not-for-profit) sectors as shown in 

		There are three key components of the housing supply continuum being social housing, market and non-market (community housing and not-for-profit) sectors as shown in 

		Figure 23

		Figure 23



		. The Proposal outlined in Section 2 proposes that the Metro Quarter site should deliver a range of housing across this continuum. 



		 

		Figure 23: Housing supply continuum 

		 

		Source: HillPDA 

		 

		Non-market housing is often referred to as affordable housing. Affordable housing is housing that is appropriate for the needs of a range of very low to moderate income households and priced so that these households are also able to meet other basic living costs such as food, clothing, transport, medical care and education. In this context, affordable housing refers to housing that has been developed with some assistance from the NSW and/or Commonwealth Governments, including through planning incentives. It

		 

		Affordable housing can be available for purchase, however, it is most commonly available for rent. Affordable rental housing may be owned by private developers or investors, local governments, charitable organisations or community housing providers. It is usually managed by not for profit community housing providers, and sometimes by private organisations. 

		 

		5.7.2 Household income vs dwelling price 

		Housing affordability is largely driven by income4 with the ratio of household income to house price being one comparative measure of affordability. Figure 22 indicates the average ratio of Australian household incomes to house price was the sixth highest of the 33 countries listed. This establishes the importance of housing affordability in the Australian context. 

		Footnote

		Figure

		4 Whilst household income is generally a major factor in a household’s ability to afford a property it should also be noted that existing assets, investments or inheritance may also have an influence. 



		Figure 24: Ratio of income to house price by city 

		 

		Source: International Monetary Fund, Global Housing Watch, Q3 2017 

		 

		The ratio of household income to dwelling price in the City of Sydney and the study area indicates that housing is relatively less affordable than in Greater Sydney (

		The ratio of household income to dwelling price in the City of Sydney and the study area indicates that housing is relatively less affordable than in Greater Sydney (

		Figure 25

		Figure 25



		). Although the median household income within the study area was $8,788/annum higher than the median for Greater Sydney (2016), mortgage repayments were $3,432/annum and rental repayments were significantly higher at $6,916/annum than that recorded across Greater Sydney. The proportion of household income spent on mortgage and rent can be seen in Figure 23 below. 



		Figure 25: Mortgage/rental repayments as a proportion of household income 

		 

		Source: ABS, HillPDA  

		 

		5.7.3 Housing stress 

		Housing stress is defined as a situation where a household’s rent or mortgage repayments are 30 percent or more of gross household income5. 

		Footnote
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		5 NSW Affordable Housing Ministerial Guidelines 2016-2017 



		 

		Housing stress has been calculated by cross tabulating total household weekly income by mortgage repayments. The midpoint for these income and repayment brackets was used to approximate the amount of income used by a household to make their repayment. 

		 

		Using the above method, it was found that of the 5,922 households within the study area that were paying a mortgage, 1,567 households or 26 percent were experiencing stress. That is, 

		26 percent of households were paying 30 percent or over of their household income on their mortgage repayment (

		26 percent of households were paying 30 percent or over of their household income on their mortgage repayment (

		Table 11

		Table 11



		). 



		 

		This proportion was reflective of the wider Sydney LGA as well as Greater Sydney. 

		 

		Table 11: Number of households experiencing mortgage stress 

		Table

		TR

		TH

		Span

		Households 



		TH

		Span

		Study area 



		TH

		Span

		Sydney LGA 



		TH

		Span

		Greater Sydney 



		Span



		Total households 

		Total households 

		Total households 



		36,795 

		36,795 



		110,062 

		110,062 



		1,858,657 

		1,858,657 



		Span



		Total households not applicable* 

		Total households not applicable* 

		Total households not applicable* 



		30,873 

		30,873 



		95,705 

		95,705 



		1,407,165 

		1,407,165 



		Span



		Total households applicable 

		Total households applicable 

		Total households applicable 



		5,922 

		5,922 



		14,357 

		14,357 



		451,492 

		451,492 



		Span



		Total households in stress 

		Total households in stress 

		Total households in stress 

		(Proportion that spend 30% and over of income on a mortgage repayment) 



		1,567 

		1,567 



		3,799 

		3,799 



		118,767 

		118,767 



		Span
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		Source: ABS, HillPDA – *household income stated as Partial income stated, All incomes not stated, Not applicable and repayments stated as Not stated and Not applicable 

		 

		Of the 14,472 households within the study area that were renting, 6,379 households or 43 percent were experiencing housing stress (

		Of the 14,472 households within the study area that were renting, 6,379 households or 43 percent were experiencing housing stress (

		Table 12

		Table 12



		). That is, 43 percent of households were paying 30 percent or over of their household income on their rental repayment. This proportion was 1 percent less than that experienced across Sydney LGA and the same as that recorded for Greater Sydney. 



		 

		Table 12: Number of households experiencing rental stress 

		Table
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		Households 



		TD
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		Study area 



		TD

		Span

		Sydney LGA 



		TD

		Span

		Greater Sydney 



		Span



		Total households 

		Total households 

		Total households 



		36,7806 

		36,7806 



		110,005 

		110,005 



		1,858,529 

		1,858,529 



		Span



		Total households not applicable* 

		Total households not applicable* 

		Total households not applicable* 



		22,051 

		22,051 
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		65,823 



		1,388,180 

		1,388,180 



		Span



		Total households applicable 

		Total households applicable 

		Total households applicable 



		14,729 

		14,729 



		44,182 

		44,182 



		470,349 

		470,349 



		Span



		Total households in stress 

		Total households in stress 

		Total households in stress 

		(Proportion that spend 30% and over of income on a mortgage repayment) 



		6,379  
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		6 HillPDA notes that dwelling numbers vary due to inconsistency in census data  

		6 HillPDA notes that dwelling numbers vary due to inconsistency in census data  



		Source: ABS, HillPDA - *household income stated as Partial income stated, All incomes not stated, Not applicable and repayments stated as Not stated and Not applicable 

		 

		5.7.4 Housing affordability 

		Eligibility criteria for affordable housing is established by NSW Family and Community Services in 2016/17 NSW Affordable Housing Ministerial Guidelines. Household income is the defining criteria for affordable housing eligibility, with the median income for Greater Sydney used as a bench mark. 

		 

		The 2016/17 Guidelines define affordable housing for very low, low, and moderate income households. These categories have been applied to this analysis and are as follows: 

		 

		• Very low-income household – less than 50 percent of median household income 

		• Very low-income household – less than 50 percent of median household income 

		• Very low-income household – less than 50 percent of median household income 



		• Low-income household – 50 percent or more but less than 80 percent of median household income  

		• Low-income household – 50 percent or more but less than 80 percent of median household income  



		• Moderate income household – 80 – 120 percent of median household income. 

		• Moderate income household – 80 – 120 percent of median household income. 





		Table 13

		Table 13

		Table 13



		 identifies the 2016 median household income in Greater Sydney, according to the ABS. Based on this estimated household income the affordable housing thresholds have been calculated below. 



		 

		Table 13: Household income and affordability Greater Sydney (2016) 

		Table
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		Category 
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		Upper threshold of category 
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		Household income 
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		TD

		Span
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		Span

		Yearly 



		Span



		  Median income in Greater Sydney 

		  Median income in Greater Sydney 

		  Median income in Greater Sydney 



		$1,926 

		$1,926 



		$100,345 

		$100,345 
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		  Very low household income in Greater Sydney 

		  Very low household income in Greater Sydney 

		  Very low household income in Greater Sydney 



		$963 

		$963 



		$963 

		$963 



		$50,172 

		$50,172 
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		  Low household income in Greater Sydney 

		  Low household income in Greater Sydney 

		  Low household income in Greater Sydney 



		$1,541 

		$1,541 



		$1,541 

		$1,541 



		$80,276 

		$80,276 
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		  Moderate income household in Greater Sydney 

		  Moderate income household in Greater Sydney 

		  Moderate income household in Greater Sydney 



		$2,311 

		$2,311 



		$2,311 

		$2,311 



		$120,414 

		$120,414 



		Span





		ABS, Cate6401.0 Consumer Price Index, Australia, HillPDA 

		 

		5.7.4.1 Very low income household affordability  

		A very low income household within the Sydney LGA, that is, a household that earns 50 percent of the Greater Sydney median could afford to pay $289/week7 on rental repayments in 2016 (Table 14). This was only 52 percent of the median market rent for a one bedroom apartment in Sydney LGA and 39 percent of market rent for a two bedroom apartment. 

		7 30% of annual income directed towards rental repayment 

		7 30% of annual income directed towards rental repayment 



		For a very low income household to pay market rent for a one bedroom apartment they would need to apportion 58 percent of their income towards rent. Ninety-four per cent of their household income would be needed to pay market rent for a two bedroom apartment. 

		  

		Table 14: Very low income households 

		Table

		TR

		TD

		Span

		Year 



		TD

		Span

		Median household income (year) 



		TD

		Span

		Very low household income at 50% 



		TD

		Span

		Rental affordability at of median household income* 



		TD

		Span

		1 bedroom apartment market rent (Sydney LGA) 



		TD

		Span

		Rental affordability as proportion of market rent 



		TD

		Span

		2 bedroom apartment market rent (Sydney LGA) 



		TD

		Span

		Rental affordability as proportion of market rent 



		Span



		Very low household income in Greater Sydney  

		Very low household income in Greater Sydney  

		Very low household income in Greater Sydney  



		$100,345 

		$100,345 



		$50,172 

		$50,172 



		$289 

		$289 



		$560 
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		52% 

		52% 



		$750 

		$750 



		39% 
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		Source: HillPDA based on ABS data 

		 

		5.7.4.2 Low income household affordability against Greater Sydney median 

		A low income household within Sydney LGA, that is, a household that earns 80 percent of the Greater Sydney median could afford to pay $463/week8 on rental repayments in 2016 (

		A low income household within Sydney LGA, that is, a household that earns 80 percent of the Greater Sydney median could afford to pay $463/week8 on rental repayments in 2016 (

		Table 15

		Table 15



		). 



		8 30% of annual income directed towards rental repayment 

		8 30% of annual income directed towards rental repayment 

		9 30% of annual income directed towards rental repayment 



		 

		This was 83 percent of the median market rent for a one bedroom apartment in Sydney LGA and 62 percent of market rent for a two bedroom apartment. 

		 

		For a low income household to pay market rent for a one bedroom apartment they would need to proportion 39 percent of their income towards rent. While 49 percent of their household income would be needed to pay market rent for a two bedroom apartment. 

		 

		Table 15: Low income households 

		Table
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		Year 
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		Low household income at 80% 
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		Rental affordability at 80% of median household income* 
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		Rental affordability as proportion of market rent 
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		2 bedroom apartment market rent (Sydney LGA) 
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		Rental affordability as proportion of market rent 
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		2016 

		2016 

		2016 



		$100,345 

		$100,345 



		$80,276 
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		$463 

		$463 
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		83% 
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		$750 

		$750 
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		Source: HillPDA based on ABS data 

		 

		5.7.4.3 Moderate income households 

		A moderate income household within Sydney LGA, that is, a household that earns 120 percent of the Greater Sydney median could afford to pay $695/week9 on rental repayments in 2016 (

		A moderate income household within Sydney LGA, that is, a household that earns 120 percent of the Greater Sydney median could afford to pay $695/week9 on rental repayments in 2016 (

		Table 16

		Table 16



		). 



		 

		This was 124 percent of the median market rent for a one bedroom apartment in Sydney LGA and 93 percent of market rent for a two bedroom apartment. 

		 

		For a moderate income household to pay market rent for a one bedroom apartment they would need to allocate 24 percent of their income towards rent. While 32 percent of their household income would be needed to pay market rent for a two bedroom apartment. 

		 

		Table 16: Moderate income households 

		Table

		TR

		TD

		Span

		Year 



		TD

		Span

		Median household income (year) 



		TD

		Span

		Moderate household income at 120% 



		TD

		Span

		Rental affordability at 120% of median household income 



		TD

		Span

		1 bedroom apartment market rent (Sydney LGA) 



		TD

		Span

		Rental affordability as proportion of market rent 



		TD

		Span

		2 bedroom apartment market rent (Sydney LGA) 



		TD

		Span

		Rental affordability as proportion of market rent 



		Span



		2016 

		2016 

		2016 



		$100,345 

		$100,345 



		$120,414 

		$120,414 



		$695 

		$695 



		$560 

		$560 



		124% 

		124% 



		$750 

		$750 



		93% 

		93% 



		Span





		Source: HillPDA based on ABS data 

		 What does it mean for the Metro Quarter? 5.8

		• Apartment living is becoming more prevalent despite the interest in semi-detached and townhouses  

		• Apartment living is becoming more prevalent despite the interest in semi-detached and townhouses  

		• Apartment living is becoming more prevalent despite the interest in semi-detached and townhouses  



		• The Sydney LGA is living smaller as shown by the predominance of 1 and 2 bedroom dwellings (38 percent and 41 percent respectively). This trend is also related to the growing predominance of single person and couple only households within the study area and the Sydney LGA  

		• The Sydney LGA is living smaller as shown by the predominance of 1 and 2 bedroom dwellings (38 percent and 41 percent respectively). This trend is also related to the growing predominance of single person and couple only households within the study area and the Sydney LGA  



		• The study area as with the Sydney LGA generally is growing and becoming wealthier with the gap between income, rental costs and housing costs widening. As a consequence owner occupiers are increasingly mortgage holders, while renters and outright owners have declined. Very high income households have increased in the Sydney LGA from 10 percent of households to 42 percent from 2001 to 2011, whilst the proportion of low and medium income households has continued to decline  

		• The study area as with the Sydney LGA generally is growing and becoming wealthier with the gap between income, rental costs and housing costs widening. As a consequence owner occupiers are increasingly mortgage holders, while renters and outright owners have declined. Very high income households have increased in the Sydney LGA from 10 percent of households to 42 percent from 2001 to 2011, whilst the proportion of low and medium income households has continued to decline  



		• There has been a growing disparity between broader income growth and the rental and sale prices of dwellings in the Sydney LGA. 

		• There has been a growing disparity between broader income growth and the rental and sale prices of dwellings in the Sydney LGA. 





		These general trends are in turn influencing the Sydney LGA’s target markets including:   

		 

		• Offshore investors who are attracted to smaller apartments in, or within, close proximity of the CBD. These investors are comfortable with more compact, inner city investments 

		• Offshore investors who are attracted to smaller apartments in, or within, close proximity of the CBD. These investors are comfortable with more compact, inner city investments 

		• Offshore investors who are attracted to smaller apartments in, or within, close proximity of the CBD. These investors are comfortable with more compact, inner city investments 



		• Local investors who are seeking a similar product to offshore investors yet are more attracted to middle and outer villages of the Sydney LGA owing to their lifestyle and public transport appeal 

		• Local investors who are seeking a similar product to offshore investors yet are more attracted to middle and outer villages of the Sydney LGA owing to their lifestyle and public transport appeal 



		• Young professionals and first home buyers together with more mature professional couples with young children who are attracted to 1 and 2 bedroom apartments with convenient access to employment and lifestyle attractions in villages close to public transport 

		• Young professionals and first home buyers together with more mature professional couples with young children who are attracted to 1 and 2 bedroom apartments with convenient access to employment and lifestyle attractions in villages close to public transport 





		• Middle age, professional and wealthy ‘upsizers’ or older wealthy ‘downsizers’ predominantly seeking larger 2 bedroom and 3 bedroom dwellings within the prestigious areas of Sydney such as CBD North, King Street, Oxford Street and Potts Point / Woolloomooloo 

		• Middle age, professional and wealthy ‘upsizers’ or older wealthy ‘downsizers’ predominantly seeking larger 2 bedroom and 3 bedroom dwellings within the prestigious areas of Sydney such as CBD North, King Street, Oxford Street and Potts Point / Woolloomooloo 

		• Middle age, professional and wealthy ‘upsizers’ or older wealthy ‘downsizers’ predominantly seeking larger 2 bedroom and 3 bedroom dwellings within the prestigious areas of Sydney such as CBD North, King Street, Oxford Street and Potts Point / Woolloomooloo 



		• A major market segment is likely to relate to higher income earning professionals (> $2,500/week) seeking smaller dwellings suited to lone person and couple only households. This group will increasingly be in the 30 to 40 year age group and from a broader array of cultures, having particular regard to South East Asia. This market is likely to be more attracted to compact and inner city housing opportunities than other household types 

		• A major market segment is likely to relate to higher income earning professionals (> $2,500/week) seeking smaller dwellings suited to lone person and couple only households. This group will increasingly be in the 30 to 40 year age group and from a broader array of cultures, having particular regard to South East Asia. This market is likely to be more attracted to compact and inner city housing opportunities than other household types 



		• Whilst demand for dwellings that are suitable for families will grow significantly from existing levels (+500 percent from 2011 to 2036), the overall demand will remain modest by Greater Sydney standards (i.e. at 12 percent of all households). Furthermore these families will generally be represented in higher income groups with parents employed as professionals at the expense of lower income households who without intervention cannot afford to live in the future Waterloo SSP 

		• Whilst demand for dwellings that are suitable for families will grow significantly from existing levels (+500 percent from 2011 to 2036), the overall demand will remain modest by Greater Sydney standards (i.e. at 12 percent of all households). Furthermore these families will generally be represented in higher income groups with parents employed as professionals at the expense of lower income households who without intervention cannot afford to live in the future Waterloo SSP 



		• The existing mismatch between the Waterloo SSP, study area, Sydney LGA and Greater Sydney’s population with respect to age and income are likely to not only remain but widen. The Sydney LGA’s population is anticipated to continue to be distinctively younger than the average for Greater Sydney with key age groups between 15 and 45 years (particularly 30 – 34 years) with an actual increase in residents over 45 years but not a significant proportional increase. 

		• The existing mismatch between the Waterloo SSP, study area, Sydney LGA and Greater Sydney’s population with respect to age and income are likely to not only remain but widen. The Sydney LGA’s population is anticipated to continue to be distinctively younger than the average for Greater Sydney with key age groups between 15 and 45 years (particularly 30 – 34 years) with an actual increase in residents over 45 years but not a significant proportional increase. 





		The housing affordability analysis indicates that: 

		• Retaining and/or improving housing choice within the study area and the City of Sydney is a real and growing challenge 

		• Retaining and/or improving housing choice within the study area and the City of Sydney is a real and growing challenge 

		• Retaining and/or improving housing choice within the study area and the City of Sydney is a real and growing challenge 



		• Whilst historically a range of factors have enabled a diversity of dwelling and household types to reside within the Sydney LGA (such as social housing, lower entry costs etc.), its growing attraction as a place to live is positively influencing property prices which in turn increases barriers to affordability and therefore diversity 

		• Whilst historically a range of factors have enabled a diversity of dwelling and household types to reside within the Sydney LGA (such as social housing, lower entry costs etc.), its growing attraction as a place to live is positively influencing property prices which in turn increases barriers to affordability and therefore diversity 



		• Of the households within the study area that were renting, 36 percent were experiencing rental stress. That is, 36 percent of household were paying 30 percent or over of their household income on their rental repayment. This number has been increasing since 1991 in Waterloo. 

		• Of the households within the study area that were renting, 36 percent were experiencing rental stress. That is, 36 percent of household were paying 30 percent or over of their household income on their rental repayment. This number has been increasing since 1991 in Waterloo. 



		• The housing affordability challenge in Sydney is affecting more than just the socially disadvantaged or low income earners  

		• The housing affordability challenge in Sydney is affecting more than just the socially disadvantaged or low income earners  



		• People on very low or low incomes cannot afford to rent a 1 or 2 bedroom apartment in the Sydney LGA. People on a moderate income could afford a 1 bedroom but not a 2 bedroom apartment 

		• People on very low or low incomes cannot afford to rent a 1 or 2 bedroom apartment in the Sydney LGA. People on a moderate income could afford a 1 bedroom but not a 2 bedroom apartment 



		• Owing to a combination of demographic changes, affordability issues and the characteristics of existing housing stock, the most significant actual forecast demand will be for studio and one bedroom dwellings 

		• Owing to a combination of demographic changes, affordability issues and the characteristics of existing housing stock, the most significant actual forecast demand will be for studio and one bedroom dwellings 



		• The household types that will be able to afford 2 or 3 bedroom dwellings will be more affluent increasing the proportion of residents in the higher income bands at the expense of those in the lower. As a result these new residents are also more likely to be middle aged 

		• The household types that will be able to afford 2 or 3 bedroom dwellings will be more affluent increasing the proportion of residents in the higher income bands at the expense of those in the lower. As a result these new residents are also more likely to be middle aged 





		and higher income earning residents at the expense of a younger population - a demographic that is already well represented in the Sydney LGA 

		and higher income earning residents at the expense of a younger population - a demographic that is already well represented in the Sydney LGA 

		and higher income earning residents at the expense of a younger population - a demographic that is already well represented in the Sydney LGA 



		• If left unabated the housing affordability gap will continue to widen. This will lead to less social and economically diverse communities and in turn have the knock on effect to Sydney’s productivity and appeal as a global city. 

		• If left unabated the housing affordability gap will continue to widen. This will lead to less social and economically diverse communities and in turn have the knock on effect to Sydney’s productivity and appeal as a global city. 





		6.0 Delivering considerations 

		6.0 Delivering considerations 

		 



		The key findings from the previous chapters have demonstrated that there is need for housing diversity and affordability for people across the whole of the housing continuum. The proposed development is will include 10 per social housing and up to 10 per affordable and social housing in an effort to address these needs. Delivery models to achieve the most efficient delivery of affordable housing have been examined and the findings are presented in this section. 

		 

		 Planning mechanisms 6.1

		The range of planning mechanisms to encourage affordable housing development on the site has been considered as part of the SSP application.  A summary is provided in 

		The range of planning mechanisms to encourage affordable housing development on the site has been considered as part of the SSP application.  A summary is provided in 
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		Table 17



		 below. 



		 

		Table 17: Contribution Mechanism Overview 
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		Contribution Mechanism 



		TH

		Span

		Advantages 



		TH

		Span

		Disadvantages 
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		Affordable and social housing requirement 

		Affordable and social housing requirement 

		Affordable and social housing requirement 



		 Directly contributes to the delivery of affordable housing 

		 Directly contributes to the delivery of affordable housing 

		 Directly contributes to the delivery of affordable housing 

		 Directly contributes to the delivery of affordable housing 



		 Dedicated free of cost to the planning authority 

		 Dedicated free of cost to the planning authority 



		 Asset is owned by Council but managed by a community housing provider 

		 Asset is owned by Council but managed by a community housing provider 



		 Likely to be more valuable than a monetary contribution taken at Construction Certificate stage in a rising market 

		 Likely to be more valuable than a monetary contribution taken at Construction Certificate stage in a rising market 



		 Still retains the flexibility to sell the asset if not appropriate or if strata premiums are considered too high 

		 Still retains the flexibility to sell the asset if not appropriate or if strata premiums are considered too high 



		 Offers a range of housing choice across the LGA 

		 Offers a range of housing choice across the LGA 



		 Less resource intensive as management is transferred to a Community housing provider. 

		 Less resource intensive as management is transferred to a Community housing provider. 







		 Affordable housing provided in high-end buildings would incur expensive strata fees which may be unsustainable over the longer term 

		 Affordable housing provided in high-end buildings would incur expensive strata fees which may be unsustainable over the longer term 

		 Affordable housing provided in high-end buildings would incur expensive strata fees which may be unsustainable over the longer term 

		 Affordable housing provided in high-end buildings would incur expensive strata fees which may be unsustainable over the longer term 



		 Requires management of the ‘life-cycle’ of dwellings - so that assets remain suitable for their use 

		 Requires management of the ‘life-cycle’ of dwellings - so that assets remain suitable for their use 



		 Distribution of affordable housing across multiple buildings can create management inefficiencies. 

		 Distribution of affordable housing across multiple buildings can create management inefficiencies. 
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		Bonus schemes 

		Bonus schemes 

		Bonus schemes 



		 Creates opportunity to develop affordable housing in suitable developments  

		 Creates opportunity to develop affordable housing in suitable developments  

		 Creates opportunity to develop affordable housing in suitable developments  

		 Creates opportunity to develop affordable housing in suitable developments  



		 Creates a pool of money which can 

		 Creates a pool of money which can 







		 Does not guarantee the delivery of affordable housing  

		 Does not guarantee the delivery of affordable housing  

		 Does not guarantee the delivery of affordable housing  

		 Does not guarantee the delivery of affordable housing  



		 Hands decision making over the number of affordable dwellings to be 

		 Hands decision making over the number of affordable dwellings to be 
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		Contribution Mechanism 



		TH

		Span

		Advantages 



		TH

		Span

		Disadvantages 



		Span



		TR

		be invested in additional affordable housing 

		be invested in additional affordable housing 

		be invested in additional affordable housing 

		be invested in additional affordable housing 



		 Applicable for small developments where the percentage of affordable housing floor space would not meet the minimum 50m² requirement for dedication. 

		 Applicable for small developments where the percentage of affordable housing floor space would not meet the minimum 50m² requirement for dedication. 







		provided to the developer 

		provided to the developer 

		provided to the developer 

		provided to the developer 



		 Delays in the delivery of affordable housing e.g. finding suitable accommodation, in the right location at the right price point 

		 Delays in the delivery of affordable housing e.g. finding suitable accommodation, in the right location at the right price point 



		 The management of finance and expenditure of funds on suitable dwellings would be resource intensive 

		 The management of finance and expenditure of funds on suitable dwellings would be resource intensive 



		 In-house property management skills may be required. 

		 In-house property management skills may be required. 
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		Voluntary Planning Agreements 

		Voluntary Planning Agreements 

		Voluntary Planning Agreements 



		 Responsive to change and is site specific 

		 Responsive to change and is site specific 

		 Responsive to change and is site specific 

		 Responsive to change and is site specific 



		 No nexus required under the EPAA 1979, although the Practice Notes (2015) recommend that the public benefits should have a relationship to the development 

		 No nexus required under the EPAA 1979, although the Practice Notes (2015) recommend that the public benefits should have a relationship to the development 



		 A possible fall back mechanism should development parameters exceed the planning threshold at any point in time. 

		 A possible fall back mechanism should development parameters exceed the planning threshold at any point in time. 







		 Can be administratively onerous 

		 Can be administratively onerous 

		 Can be administratively onerous 

		 Can be administratively onerous 



		 Less reliable than inclusionary zoning targets 

		 Less reliable than inclusionary zoning targets 



		 Reliant on developer’s willingness to volunteer an offer 

		 Reliant on developer’s willingness to volunteer an offer 



		 Industry/community resistance. 

		 Industry/community resistance. 
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		Source: HillPDA  

		 

		While each of the mechanism has advantages, the best solution will be dependent upon the “capacity to pay.” For example, voluntary planning agreements can improve flexibility and deliver positive public benefit but if not executed properly they can also add significant costs to a project. Ultimately this can mean uncertainty around developments and in some situations, poor community infrastructure outcomes. 

		 

		 Delivery approaches 6.2

		Providing affordable housing in the Metro Quarter site will require appropriate management and implementation. This section explores some of the management approaches currently available. A decision on the most appropriate method will be made at a later stage. 

		 

		6.2.1 Community housing providers 

		There are over 140 not-for-profit CHPs10 across NSW that provide housing assistance to eligible people on low incomes or who are unable to access appropriate housing in the private market. This includes social housing, affordable housing and supported housing. CHPs work with NSW Department of Family and Community Services and other non-government organisations, local councils and the private sector to develop, deliver and manage these three housing products. There is a National Regulatory System for CHPs wh

		10 http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/community-housing/community-housing-providers 

		10 http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/community-housing/community-housing-providers 



		that meets the needs of tenants and provides assurance for government and investors11. The NSW Government also sets a regulatory framework for CHPs for local housing needs and funding. 

		11 http://www.nrsch.gov.au 

		11 http://www.nrsch.gov.au 

		12 Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute 



		 

		City West Housing was established in 1994 with a charter to provide affordable housing for rent in Ultimo/Pyrmont to people on low to moderate incomes. As a result of its initial success City West Housing was invited to expand its operations to the Green Square area of South Sydney and then in 2009 through changes to the City of Sydney local planning instruments, undertook a further expansion of its boundaries to encompass the whole of the City of Sydney. The affordable rental housing is delivered through t

		 

		City West Housing is a not-for-profit, community based housing organisation and is managed by an independent Board of Directors with a team of staff responsible for the daily operations. The State Government retains the ownership of the assets through the Treasurer and Minister for  Housing as ordinary shareholders with the power to intervene or recall the assets in the event of a failure by the company to meet its objectives and performance criteria. City West Housing does not receive any ongoing funding f

		 

		In addition, City West Housing develops and builds affordable housing. The City of Sydney, for example, sold more than 8,900 square metres of surplus land to community housing providers. Under the terms of the discounted sale, City West Housing will purchase the larger part of a site on Botany Road Alexandria, delivering 200 apartments and ground floor commercial space. A caveat on the land title will ensure that the land is used in perpetuity for affordable housing. 

		 

		6.2.2 Affordable housing bond aggregator for the not-for-profit community housing sector 

		The Commonwealth Government, recognising the problem of housing diversity and affordability, announced in the 2017 Budget the creation of an affordable housing bond aggregator, based on the UK’s Housing Finance Corporation. The National Housing Finance and Investment Corporation (NHFIC) will have the ability to raise money at lower rates from the wholesale bond market for not-for-profit community housing providers. The Government will provide $63.1 million over four years from 2017–21 (including $4.8 millio

		 

		The NHFIC is based on AHURI12 research into bond aggregator models presented in a report from the Affordable Housing Working Group (AHWG) to Federal, State and Territory treasurers as part of the Council on Federal Financial Relations in late 2016.  

		 

		This program is designed to aggregate and source large amounts of capital loans to not-for-profit community housing providers) developing housing for lower income households. The 

		intention is that money would be raised efficiently with reduced financing costs rather than in expensive one-off transactions such as when borrowing from a bank. The dwellings financed from this model are to be managed by community housing providers and rented to people working in lower paid jobs. This provides the opportunity for CHPs to expand their housing portfolios and increase their ability to become more involved in redevelopment opportunities such as the Waterloo precinct. 

		 

		6.2.3 Deliberative housing models (architect led) 

		As a way to reduce costs across the whole of the housing continuum, there are moves towards investment arrangements and design solutions that lead to dwellings being sold at a lower price point. Pocket Living in London and Nightingale in Melbourne are examples of such approaches. These examples can be considered in the delivery of affordable housing within the Metro Quarter. 

		 

		6.2.3.1 Pocket Living London 

		Pocket Living is marketed as a property developer with a difference and provides starter homes for city makers - selling to moderate income, single or couple households ($150,000 pa) who reside in London and who are purchasing for the first time. Pocket Living build compact (38 square metres) one bedroom apartments which are sold at 20 percent lower than the market value. Pocket Living works with local councils to free up urban sites that are in good locations. All sites are close to public transport and am

		 

		Projects include Wynne Road in Brixton which delivered 25 affordable one bedroom homes to local first time buyers in March 2017. 

		 

		Fourteen developments have been completed since 2008, delivering 358 compact apartments, four projects are currently under sale and four are in the planning stages. The Greater London Authority has supported Pocket Living since 2013 in a public-private partnership providing £21.7 million in equity funding. 

		 

		6.2.3.2 Nightingale Housing  

		Nightingale Housing is an architect led, not-for-profit social enterprise, set up by Breathe Architects, in Melbourne. It was created to support, promote and advocate for high quality housing that is ecologically, socially and financially sustainable as shown in 

		Nightingale Housing is an architect led, not-for-profit social enterprise, set up by Breathe Architects, in Melbourne. It was created to support, promote and advocate for high quality housing that is ecologically, socially and financially sustainable as shown in 

		 

		 





		Table 18

		Table 18

		. The housing is designed for owner occupiers who have say in the design of their apartments. 



		 

		 

		Table 18: Nightingale model 
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		Sustainability 
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		Deliberative Design 
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		Community Contributions 
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		Capped project profits 

		Capped project profits 

		Capped project profits 

		Designed to reduce operating and maintenance costs 

		Removal of marketing activities and display suites 

		Covenant on resale to ensure affordability is passed on 



		Transparent project costs to investors and purchasers 

		Transparent project costs to investors and purchasers 

		Transparent governance and decision making processes 



		100 percent fossil fuel free building operations 

		100 percent fossil fuel free building operations 

		Minimum 7.5 star NatHERS thermal rating 

		Water harvesting and productive gardens 



		Meaningful and informed participation from future home owners across the project from design through to settlement 

		Meaningful and informed participation from future home owners across the project from design through to settlement 

		Purchasers given real cost information during the design process to support informed decisions 



		Contribution back to the local urban community through the creation of connected communities, active street frontages, fine-grain and tactile pedestrian experience for passers-by, and engagement with tenants who can provide 'third spaces 

		Contribution back to the local urban community through the creation of connected communities, active street frontages, fine-grain and tactile pedestrian experience for passers-by, and engagement with tenants who can provide 'third spaces 



		Span





		Source: Nightingale Housing Limited 2018 

		 

		The apartments are compact and have no car parking or air-conditioning; owners can choose not to have a private laundry or a second bathroom. A roof top garden is available to all residents. Their first development was the Commons in Brunswick Melbourne. As with Pocket Living the Nightingale model works on connecting directly with potential owner-occupiers to reduce the marketing budget which, with the design, leads to a lower purchase price. Twenty percent of housing in Nightingale is prioritised for: 

		 

		• Key Service Workers: police officers, teachers, nurses, firefighters and ambulance officers 

		• Key Service Workers: police officers, teachers, nurses, firefighters and ambulance officers 

		• Key Service Workers: police officers, teachers, nurses, firefighters and ambulance officers 



		• Individuals with a disability or registered full-time carer 

		• Individuals with a disability or registered full-time carer 



		• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.  

		• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples.  





		The Nightingale model has reached Freemantle in Western Australia with EHDO Architecture obtaining a license to build 12 apartments, 250 square metres of commercial space and a large communal area on the roof.  

		 

		Pocket Living and Nightingale are examples of boutique developers who have specific financial models to develop these buildings and keep costs down for home purchasers, in the private market. The Nightingale model does not receive funding or support from government. Investor profit margins are limited to 15 percent and investors cannot hold an investment as a leased property as they are designed for owner occupiers. 

		 

		 Socially integrated neighbourhoods 6.3

		Sustainable, diverse and affordable housing supply is essential to the social and cultural life, economic activity and the liveability of a global city, such as Sydney. Where this housing is to be located, closeness to jobs and its diversity in terms of type and price are all important aspects for consideration. 

		 

		6.3.1 Spatial organisation of tenures 

		Models for spatial organisation of various tenures (social, affordable and private) within the redevelopment project were considered. Two main design principles were explored to deliver tenure mix within the proposed development being ‘salt and pepper’ or ‘block by block’. The former creates a fine grained mix within buildings and streets, whereas the latter balances the demographics at a wider, neighbourhood scale but retains homogeneity of tenure within individual buildings or blocks. Both methods have ad

		 

		A literature review found that clusters of social housing spread throughout developments is the preferred approach for the following reasons: 

		 

		• There appears to be no clear evidence of successful integration of salt and peppering (or the integrated model) where owned and social and affordable dwellings are located next door to each other  

		• There appears to be no clear evidence of successful integration of salt and peppering (or the integrated model) where owned and social and affordable dwellings are located next door to each other  

		• There appears to be no clear evidence of successful integration of salt and peppering (or the integrated model) where owned and social and affordable dwellings are located next door to each other  



		• Developers do not favour the salt and pepper approach within the same building due to the perception that private dwellings would be hard to market/sell (on the basis that private owners would not wish to be located next door to social housing tenants) 

		• Developers do not favour the salt and pepper approach within the same building due to the perception that private dwellings would be hard to market/sell (on the basis that private owners would not wish to be located next door to social housing tenants) 



		• Housing authorities indicate that the management costs are increased in the salt and pepper model.  

		• Housing authorities indicate that the management costs are increased in the salt and pepper model.  





		Anecdotal evidence suggests that projects where government has ‘handed over’ estates to the private sector have been subject to significant controversy, for example Carlton Estate, Melbourne. The property disposal early-on in the development led to demands from developers for separated public and private buildings. This concentrated disadvantage in one building separated from the other, establishing real and perceived class segregation. It is therefore important that the NSW Government continues to play an 

		 

		In both the renewal of the former Heywood Estate, (now known as Elephant Park), Elephant and Castle, London and Regent Park in Toronto, Southwark Council and the City of Toronto respectively, have remained actively involved in the regeneration of the social housing estates. Both estates are providing a mix of private and social housing, as well as community facilities and open space, and existing residents have been involved in the planning process. Regent Park has a Social Development Plan developed by Tor

		 

		6.3.2 Design quality of affordable and social housing  

		Design principles to promote a socially integrated neighbourhood and avoid and potential barriers to their implementation have been examined.  

		 

		A literature review evaluation of the strategic and policy context for mixed tenure housing development and neighbourhood renewal found that:  

		 

		• Well managed, mixed tenure estates can facilitate social interaction between residents 

		• Well managed, mixed tenure estates can facilitate social interaction between residents 

		• Well managed, mixed tenure estates can facilitate social interaction between residents 



		• Existing residents are not normally aware of tenure as an issue in selecting where they live and who their neighbours are 

		• Existing residents are not normally aware of tenure as an issue in selecting where they live and who their neighbours are 



		• There is little evidence that mixed tenure adversely affects house prices or the ability to rent or sell property 

		• There is little evidence that mixed tenure adversely affects house prices or the ability to rent or sell property 



		• Mixed developments require careful management and monitoring - e.g. good ongoing maintenance of streets and public spaces. 

		• Mixed developments require careful management and monitoring - e.g. good ongoing maintenance of streets and public spaces. 





		The quality and design of new housing developments is crucial to the success of any renewal project. It is important that there is little or no difference in the quality and appearance of social housing as compared to private housing. The risk of mixed tenure estates being difficult to sell, or that property values are affected, can be eliminated by ensuring quality of all other aspects of the development.  

		 

		6.3.3 Nature of public open and shared spaces 

		Overall design of a development can promote rather than discourage social interaction.  

		A hierarchy of spaces ranging from the private to the public realm where residents are able to socialise with people from their own social group or alternately mix with people from other groups is desirable. Public parks, shops and streets appeared to represent the most appropriate places for across group interaction.  

		 

		 Implementation  6.4

		The proposed development appropriately seeks to provide a significant component of social and affordable housing to address the housing diversity gap identified in Section 5.  

		 

		The planning framework for the Metro Quarter site proposes steps to ensure that eventual development on the site delivers on the social and affordable housing objectives established above. The proposed implementation strategy for delivery of affordable housing on the Metro Quarter Site is set out in the SSP application.  

		 

		In brief, it is proposed that 

		 

		• Affordable housing diversity is delivered through a condition within the Contract of Sale: The inclusionary zoning target for affordable housing while mentioned in the Greater Sydney Region Plan and the Eastern City District Plan, is yet to be finalised and ultimately would be subject to feasibility testing. It is therefore recommended that the provision of 5 to10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings on the site be specified as a condition within the Contract of Sale.  

		• Affordable housing diversity is delivered through a condition within the Contract of Sale: The inclusionary zoning target for affordable housing while mentioned in the Greater Sydney Region Plan and the Eastern City District Plan, is yet to be finalised and ultimately would be subject to feasibility testing. It is therefore recommended that the provision of 5 to10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings on the site be specified as a condition within the Contract of Sale.  

		• Affordable housing diversity is delivered through a condition within the Contract of Sale: The inclusionary zoning target for affordable housing while mentioned in the Greater Sydney Region Plan and the Eastern City District Plan, is yet to be finalised and ultimately would be subject to feasibility testing. It is therefore recommended that the provision of 5 to10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings on the site be specified as a condition within the Contract of Sale.  





		• The intent of delivering a diversity of housing should also be reiterated through the social and affordable housing requirement specified within: 

		• The intent of delivering a diversity of housing should also be reiterated through the social and affordable housing requirement specified within: 

		• The intent of delivering a diversity of housing should also be reiterated through the social and affordable housing requirement specified within: 



		 Amendments to State Environmental Planning Policy (State Significant Precincts) 2005 

		 Amendments to State Environmental Planning Policy (State Significant Precincts) 2005 

		 Amendments to State Environmental Planning Policy (State Significant Precincts) 2005 

		 Amendments to State Environmental Planning Policy (State Significant Precincts) 2005 

		 Amendments to State Environmental Planning Policy (State Significant Precincts) 2005 



		 A precinct specific Development Control Plan. 

		 A precinct specific Development Control Plan. 









		• 45 percent of dwellings on the site could be provided as studios or one bedroom apartments.  

		• 45 percent of dwellings on the site could be provided as studios or one bedroom apartments.  



		• The minimum internal areas established by the ADG are considered appropriate as follows 

		• The minimum internal areas established by the ADG are considered appropriate as follows 
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		Apartment type 
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		Minimum internal area 
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		Studio 

		Studio 

		Studio 



		35m² 

		35m² 



		Span



		1 bedroom 

		1 bedroom 

		1 bedroom 



		50m² 

		50m² 



		Span



		2 bedroom 

		2 bedroom 

		2 bedroom 



		70m² 

		70m² 



		Span



		3 bedroom 

		3 bedroom 

		3 bedroom 



		90m² 

		90m² 



		Span





		Source: Apartment Design Guide 

		 

		• To encourage a high design quality the affordable and social housing is encouraged to:  

		• To encourage a high design quality the affordable and social housing is encouraged to:  

		• To encourage a high design quality the affordable and social housing is encouraged to:  



		 Have reasonable orientation, views and outlook (i.e. not only south facing dwellings) 

		 Have reasonable orientation, views and outlook (i.e. not only south facing dwellings) 

		 Have reasonable orientation, views and outlook (i.e. not only south facing dwellings) 

		 Have reasonable orientation, views and outlook (i.e. not only south facing dwellings) 

		 Have reasonable orientation, views and outlook (i.e. not only south facing dwellings) 



		 Include quality finishes and fixtures that are commensurate with other dwellings in the building 

		 Include quality finishes and fixtures that are commensurate with other dwellings in the building 



		 Have access to all facilities within the development (e.g. gardens, BBQs, pools) 

		 Have access to all facilities within the development (e.g. gardens, BBQs, pools) 









		• The affordable dwellings are ‘tenure blind’, meaning that they should look no different to the private dwellings and all residents should be given access to facilities. 

		• The affordable dwellings are ‘tenure blind’, meaning that they should look no different to the private dwellings and all residents should be given access to facilities. 



		• It is recommended that all affordable dwellings be managed by a CHP to facilitate: 

		• It is recommended that all affordable dwellings be managed by a CHP to facilitate: 



		 The completed affordable housing being delivered in a reasonable timeframe after construction, for immediate rental 

		 The completed affordable housing being delivered in a reasonable timeframe after construction, for immediate rental 

		 The completed affordable housing being delivered in a reasonable timeframe after construction, for immediate rental 

		 The completed affordable housing being delivered in a reasonable timeframe after construction, for immediate rental 

		 The completed affordable housing being delivered in a reasonable timeframe after construction, for immediate rental 



		 Adequate allocation of skills and resources to efficiently and effectively manage affordable housing. 

		 Adequate allocation of skills and resources to efficiently and effectively manage affordable housing. 









		• The affordable housing would be rented out to very low, low or moderate income households. As a general rule of thumb housing is considered affordable if it costs less than 30 percent of gross household income. 

		• The affordable housing would be rented out to very low, low or moderate income households. As a general rule of thumb housing is considered affordable if it costs less than 30 percent of gross household income. 



		• The rents from the affordable housing should fund the ongoing management and maintenance of the portfolio on the Metro Quarter site. Surplus rental funds should be placed in a reserve to fund ongoing maintenance and the purchase of new affordable housing. Any money gained from sale of affordable housing stock in the longer term should be used to purchase new affordable housing. Additionally, dwellings that are sold should be replaced within 12 months of sale to safeguard that the affordable portfolio is n

		• The rents from the affordable housing should fund the ongoing management and maintenance of the portfolio on the Metro Quarter site. Surplus rental funds should be placed in a reserve to fund ongoing maintenance and the purchase of new affordable housing. Any money gained from sale of affordable housing stock in the longer term should be used to purchase new affordable housing. Additionally, dwellings that are sold should be replaced within 12 months of sale to safeguard that the affordable portfolio is n





		• It is recommended that the following information be included in any condition of consent: 

		• It is recommended that the following information be included in any condition of consent: 

		• It is recommended that the following information be included in any condition of consent: 



		 The dedicated affordable dwelling must be shown on approved plans, and referenced in the affordable housing condition 

		 The dedicated affordable dwelling must be shown on approved plans, and referenced in the affordable housing condition 

		 The dedicated affordable dwelling must be shown on approved plans, and referenced in the affordable housing condition 

		 The dedicated affordable dwelling must be shown on approved plans, and referenced in the affordable housing condition 

		 The dedicated affordable dwelling must be shown on approved plans, and referenced in the affordable housing condition 



		 An agreement to transfer title must be finalised prior to granting of a Construction Certificate for the development. 

		 An agreement to transfer title must be finalised prior to granting of a Construction Certificate for the development. 









		• Provide housing without added extras such as car parking to reduce housing costs 

		• Provide housing without added extras such as car parking to reduce housing costs 





		 

		 What does this mean for the Metro Quarter? 6.5

		In order to implement a successful socially integrated community social, affordable and private dwellings are to be located throughout the whole redevelopment site: 

		 

		• Socially integrated communities work best when social mix is implemented throughout a larger area with limited concentration 

		• Socially integrated communities work best when social mix is implemented throughout a larger area with limited concentration 

		• Socially integrated communities work best when social mix is implemented throughout a larger area with limited concentration 



		• The external appearance (quality and design of all buildings) should not demonstrate any significant degree of difference (if any) in external appearances for the various tenures, social, affordable and private. In particular, that social housing design should not be identifiable as such, as this may lead to stigma against their tenure 

		• The external appearance (quality and design of all buildings) should not demonstrate any significant degree of difference (if any) in external appearances for the various tenures, social, affordable and private. In particular, that social housing design should not be identifiable as such, as this may lead to stigma against their tenure 



		• To avoid the potential for conflict, a hierarchy of private-public spaces is recommended, including parks, shops, and community facilities 

		• To avoid the potential for conflict, a hierarchy of private-public spaces is recommended, including parks, shops, and community facilities 



		• The continuation of the role of Government is an important consideration to ensure that the housing objectives are upheld and delivered to ensure that social integration outcomes are achieved 

		• The continuation of the role of Government is an important consideration to ensure that the housing objectives are upheld and delivered to ensure that social integration outcomes are achieved 



		• Smaller, well designed apartments could create housing at around 20 percent less than current market prices 

		• Smaller, well designed apartments could create housing at around 20 percent less than current market prices 



		• A reduction of onsite parking or no parking could reduce development and buildings costs. The Metro Quarter in particular, is suitable for reduced car parking given its location above the new metro station. 

		• A reduction of onsite parking or no parking could reduce development and buildings costs. The Metro Quarter in particular, is suitable for reduced car parking given its location above the new metro station. 





		  

		7.0 Assessment 

		7.0 Assessment 

		 



		The section assesses the merits of the proposed development against the relevant SEARS In general, the SEARs requirements relate to the housing needs of the existing and future population. They include the need to assess the proposed development against the following:  

		 

		1. Certain Environmental Planning Instruments, Policies and Guidelines 

		2. The social housing and affordable housing needs of the precinct 

		7. Staging and relationship having regard for the adjoining State Significant Precinct. 

		 

		The below assessment has regard for the baseline evidence, policy context and the existing and proposed planning framework. 

		 

		 SEARs 1: Consistency with relevant policies 7.1

		The SEARs requires that the proposed development be considered against: 

		 

		 State Environmental Planning Policy No. 70 – Affordable Housing (Revised Schemes) or a new housing SEPP released by the Greater Sydney Commission and/or Department 

		 State Environmental Planning Policy No. 70 – Affordable Housing (Revised Schemes) or a new housing SEPP released by the Greater Sydney Commission and/or Department 

		 State Environmental Planning Policy No. 70 – Affordable Housing (Revised Schemes) or a new housing SEPP released by the Greater Sydney Commission and/or Department 



		 State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 

		 State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 



		 Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 

		 Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 



		 City of Sydney Affordable Housing Review (PP_2017_SYDNE_006_00) and any other relevant planning proposals 

		 City of Sydney Affordable Housing Review (PP_2017_SYDNE_006_00) and any other relevant planning proposals 





		Each of the above policy documents was considered in section 4.  The proposed development is consistent with each of the above policies as summarised in 

		Each of the above policy documents was considered in section 4.  The proposed development is consistent with each of the above policies as summarised in 

		Table 19

		Table 19



		. 



		 

		Table 19: Compliance with relevant planning instruments 

		Table

		TR

		TH

		Span

		Policy 



		TH

		Span

		Location of assessment in this report 



		TH

		Span

		Assessment  



		Span



		State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 

		State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 

		State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 



		The proposed development is consistent with the requirements of the SEPP, noting that some SEPP requirements cannot be satisfied at the concept stage. (See section 4.1). 

		The proposed development is consistent with the requirements of the SEPP, noting that some SEPP requirements cannot be satisfied at the concept stage. (See section 4.1). 



		The proposed development is consistent with the policy 

		The proposed development is consistent with the policy 



		Span



		SEPP 70 (Affordable Housing) 

		SEPP 70 (Affordable Housing) 

		SEPP 70 (Affordable Housing) 



		There is currently no affordable housing scheme applying to the subject site pursuant to SEPP70. Regardless the proposed development is consistent with the principles and intent of the SEPP. (See section 4.2. 

		There is currently no affordable housing scheme applying to the subject site pursuant to SEPP70. Regardless the proposed development is consistent with the principles and intent of the SEPP. (See section 4.2. 



		The proposed development is not inconsistent with the policy 

		The proposed development is not inconsistent with the policy 



		Span



		SLEP 2012 

		SLEP 2012 

		SLEP 2012 



		Detailed assessment under a separate cover. 

		Detailed assessment under a separate cover. 

		There are currently no specific affordable housing provisions in the LEP that apply to the Metro Quarter site. However there is a currently a planning proposal currently under consideration that would expand these 



		Generally consistent 

		Generally consistent 



		Span





		Table

		TR

		TH

		Span

		Policy 



		TH

		Span

		Location of assessment in this report 



		TH

		Span

		Assessment  



		Span



		TR

		provisions across the rest of the LGA. This is detailed in Section 

		provisions across the rest of the LGA. This is detailed in Section 

		provisions across the rest of the LGA. This is detailed in Section 

		4.4

		4.4



		. 



		 



		Span



		Affordable Housing Planning Proposal  

		Affordable Housing Planning Proposal  

		Affordable Housing Planning Proposal  



		Under the proposed controls, the subject site would be located within the ‘residual lands’ area. The provisions would not apply to the subject site as the City of Sydney is not the consent authority for the redevelopment of the Metro Quarter.  Regardless, the proposed development is generally consistent with the intent of the planning proposal and responds to the established need for affordable housing in Sydney LGA. 

		Under the proposed controls, the subject site would be located within the ‘residual lands’ area. The provisions would not apply to the subject site as the City of Sydney is not the consent authority for the redevelopment of the Metro Quarter.  Regardless, the proposed development is generally consistent with the intent of the planning proposal and responds to the established need for affordable housing in Sydney LGA. 



		The proposed development is generally consistent with the intent of the planning proposal 

		The proposed development is generally consistent with the intent of the planning proposal 



		Span





		 

		 SEARs 2: Consider the social housing and affordable housing 7.2needs of the precinct. 

		 

		The proposed development has been formulated having regard for the housing needs of the Precinct.  The NSW Government has established that the redevelopment of the Waterloo SSP is to: 

		 

		• Ensure that the current number of social housing units is maintained and endeavor to increase provision within the Precinct 

		• Ensure that the current number of social housing units is maintained and endeavor to increase provision within the Precinct 

		• Ensure that the current number of social housing units is maintained and endeavor to increase provision within the Precinct 



		• Ensure that affordable housing targets set in the draft Central District Plan (now Eastern City District Plan) be a minimum requirement for the renewal of this Precinct; and 

		• Ensure that affordable housing targets set in the draft Central District Plan (now Eastern City District Plan) be a minimum requirement for the renewal of this Precinct; and 



		• Ensure the redevelopment process delivers a mix of affordable, social and market housing as well as essential tenant support services to promote equity, social cohesion and inclusivity 

		• Ensure the redevelopment process delivers a mix of affordable, social and market housing as well as essential tenant support services to promote equity, social cohesion and inclusivity 





		In addition, the analysis identified that the study area and the wider Sydney LGA have critical housing needs including: 

		 

		• A continuing supply of social housing to meet those with critical housing needs 

		• A continuing supply of social housing to meet those with critical housing needs 

		• A continuing supply of social housing to meet those with critical housing needs 



		• Additional affordable housing suited to key workers 

		• Additional affordable housing suited to key workers 



		• More affordable rental housing in the private market. 

		• More affordable rental housing in the private market. 





		These needs are being driven by changes in demography and the housing market whereby the overall study area and Sydney LGA is growing and becoming wealthier with the gap between income and housing costs widening. The proportion of very high income households is increasing as a proportion of all households. Owner occupiers and mortgage holders are also increasing while renters are declining. The disparity between broader income growth and the rental and sales prices of dwellings is increasing. Just over one 

		 

		An analysis of demographic changes, housing affordability and the existing housing stock indicates that demand for new dwellings will be strongest for studio and one bedroom dwellings. An assessment of the proposed housing mix is provided in 

		An analysis of demographic changes, housing affordability and the existing housing stock indicates that demand for new dwellings will be strongest for studio and one bedroom dwellings. An assessment of the proposed housing mix is provided in 

		Table 20

		Table 20



		. 



		 

		Table 20: Assessment of proposed housing mix 

		Table

		TR

		TH

		Span

		Criteria 



		TH

		Span

		Assessment 



		Span



		Tenures 

		Tenures 

		Tenures 



		The proposed development will provide a mix of housing tenures including 700 dwellings with 5 to10 percent affordable housing and 70 social dwellings. 

		The proposed development will provide a mix of housing tenures including 700 dwellings with 5 to10 percent affordable housing and 70 social dwellings. 

		The proposed tenure mix is appropriate to the housing needs of the study area and Sydney LGA as it: 

		 Provides a significant proportion of both social and affordable dwellings, far exceeding the Greater Sydney Commission’s target of 5 to 10 percent 

		 Provides a significant proportion of both social and affordable dwellings, far exceeding the Greater Sydney Commission’s target of 5 to 10 percent 

		 Provides a significant proportion of both social and affordable dwellings, far exceeding the Greater Sydney Commission’s target of 5 to 10 percent 



		 Provides a significant proportion of smaller more affordable dwellings (see below) on the private market that are suites to the investor/rental market.  

		 Provides a significant proportion of smaller more affordable dwellings (see below) on the private market that are suites to the investor/rental market.  







		Span



		Sizes  

		Sizes  

		Sizes  



		The proposed Concept Proposal will provide an indicative mix of dwelling types as follows, but is appropriately targeted to smaller households: 

		The proposed Concept Proposal will provide an indicative mix of dwelling types as follows, but is appropriately targeted to smaller households: 

		 22 studios 

		 22 studios 

		 22 studios 



		 294 one bedroom apartments 

		 294 one bedroom apartments 



		 314 two bedroom dwellings 

		 314 two bedroom dwellings 



		 70 three bedroom dwellings. 

		 70 three bedroom dwellings. 





		The above mix represents 50 per cent two bedroom apartments and approximately 45 per cent studio and one bedroom apartments over the whole development.  

		The proposed dwelling mix is consistent with the baseline evidence which demonstrated a need for smaller dwellings. 



		Span



		Price-points  

		Price-points  

		Price-points  



		The indicative Concept Proposal provides for dwellings at a variety of price points noting: 

		The indicative Concept Proposal provides for dwellings at a variety of price points noting: 

		 5-10 percent of all dwellings will be affordable dwellings and there will be 70 social dwellings 

		 5-10 percent of all dwellings will be affordable dwellings and there will be 70 social dwellings 

		 5-10 percent of all dwellings will be affordable dwellings and there will be 70 social dwellings 



		 The significant supply of studios and one bedroom dwellings is likely to appeal to first home buyers and investors 

		 The significant supply of studios and one bedroom dwellings is likely to appeal to first home buyers and investors 



		 The significant supply of smaller dwellings will appeal to renters seeking to live close to work and public transport 

		 The significant supply of smaller dwellings will appeal to renters seeking to live close to work and public transport 



		 Bedroom plus study options will be attractive to owner occupiers. 

		 Bedroom plus study options will be attractive to owner occupiers. 





		The proposal is likely to be attractive to investors and home purchasers. 



		Span



		Inclusive and socially connected 

		Inclusive and socially connected 

		Inclusive and socially connected 



		The indicative Concept Proposal provides for a socially inclusive development by providing: 

		The indicative Concept Proposal provides for a socially inclusive development by providing: 

		 A mix of dwelling types and tenures 

		 A mix of dwelling types and tenures 

		 A mix of dwelling types and tenures 



		 A community square to provide space end encourage all residents to interact 

		 A community square to provide space end encourage all residents to interact 



		 Community services to support the future population including child care, community centre, and community health 

		 Community services to support the future population including child care, community centre, and community health 



		 Approximately 4,000 square metres of GFA for retail premises and entertainment facilities 

		 Approximately 4,000 square metres of GFA for retail premises and entertainment facilities 



		 Approximately 8,500 square metres of GFA for business and commercial premises and community and recreation facilities (indoor) (e.g. fitness/banks and commercial spaces). 

		 Approximately 8,500 square metres of GFA for business and commercial premises and community and recreation facilities (indoor) (e.g. fitness/banks and commercial spaces). 





		Having a range of facilities and service on site will encourage residents to interact, regardless of their tenure. In particular the public plaza will be a focal point for the local community, providing space for residents to meet and interact. Local service providers and retailers will also interact with future residents. The provision of community facilities on site will assist community development and provide support to future residents.  

		Principles have been proposed to encourage an appropriate location of affordable and social dwelling throughout the development, so that these tenure groups are not disadvantaged. 



		Span





		Table

		TR

		TH

		Span

		Criteria 



		TH

		Span

		Assessment 



		Span



		Liveable 

		Liveable 

		Liveable 



		The Concept Proposal is for a liveable development as it: 

		The Concept Proposal is for a liveable development as it: 

		 Promotes health and wellbeing through the provision of on-site community services, fitness facilities and public outdoor space 

		 Promotes health and wellbeing through the provision of on-site community services, fitness facilities and public outdoor space 

		 Promotes health and wellbeing through the provision of on-site community services, fitness facilities and public outdoor space 



		 Promotes development of a sustainable community with a future population that will be diverse and inclusive of a range of income groups, household types and cultural backgrounds. 

		 Promotes development of a sustainable community with a future population that will be diverse and inclusive of a range of income groups, household types and cultural backgrounds. 



		 Provides community space and a physical environment that will be pleasant and with good amenity 

		 Provides community space and a physical environment that will be pleasant and with good amenity 



		 Encourage a “well supported” community by providing community facilities and services on the site 

		 Encourage a “well supported” community by providing community facilities and services on the site 



		 Delivers housing in s a location which is highly accessible with immediate access to major employment locations via the proposed metro line and existing bus network.  

		 Delivers housing in s a location which is highly accessible with immediate access to major employment locations via the proposed metro line and existing bus network.  







		Span



		Energy efficient 

		Energy efficient 

		Energy efficient 



		The indicative Concept Proposal demonstrates that an energy efficient development can be achieved. In particular separation between towers providing sunlight access to most living areas. 

		The indicative Concept Proposal demonstrates that an energy efficient development can be achieved. In particular separation between towers providing sunlight access to most living areas. 

		The indicative Concept Proposal will be required to meet BASIX requirements which will be demonstrated at the detailed development application stage. 



		Span



		Sustainable community. 

		Sustainable community. 

		Sustainable community. 



		The indicative Concept Proposal promotes a sustainable community as: 

		The indicative Concept Proposal promotes a sustainable community as: 

		 The mix of dwelling types and tenures will attract a wide range of residents and household types 

		 The mix of dwelling types and tenures will attract a wide range of residents and household types 

		 The mix of dwelling types and tenures will attract a wide range of residents and household types 



		 The future population will be diverse and inclusive of a range of income groups, household types and cultural backgrounds. 

		 The future population will be diverse and inclusive of a range of income groups, household types and cultural backgrounds. 







		Span





		 

		 

		 SEARs 7: Identify the delivery of social/affordable housing and 7.3any proposed public benefits and contribution as relevant to each stage. 

		Section 6.0 of this report evaluates a range of planning mechanisms to ensure that the proposed development will maximise the affordable housing target specified by the Greater Sydney Commission. This included consideration of planning mechanisms, delivery mechanisms and design mechanisms to achieve a socially inclusive community. Section 6.0 sets out a strategy to implement the mechanisms and provides actions to ensure that the housing objectives for the site are met. 

		 

		Having assessed the various options, the mechanisms proposed seek to exceed the Greater Sydney Commissions target of 5-10 percent dwellings being affordable by delivering 5-10 percent of dwellings as affordable and 70 social housing dwellings. The mechanisms proposed include:  

		 

		• An inclusionary zoning to establish a statutory need for the delivery of affordable and social housing on the site 

		• An inclusionary zoning to establish a statutory need for the delivery of affordable and social housing on the site 

		• An inclusionary zoning to establish a statutory need for the delivery of affordable and social housing on the site 



		• A requirement for 5 to 10 percent of dwellings on the site to be affordable dwellings  

		• A requirement for 5 to 10 percent of dwellings on the site to be affordable dwellings  



		• A requirement for 45 percent of dwellings to be studios or one bedroom apartments 

		• A requirement for 45 percent of dwellings to be studios or one bedroom apartments 



		• Amenity principles to encourage the provision of affordable housing integrated with market housing 

		• Amenity principles to encourage the provision of affordable housing integrated with market housing 





		• A requirement for affordable dwellings to be managed by a CHP 

		• A requirement for affordable dwellings to be managed by a CHP 

		• A requirement for affordable dwellings to be managed by a CHP 



		• Principles to ensure the long term delivery, management and maintenance of affordable housing for positive housing outcomes. 

		• Principles to ensure the long term delivery, management and maintenance of affordable housing for positive housing outcomes. 





		The proposed mechanisms will allow the delivery of the proposed development including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings.  This will make a significant contribution to the affordable housing stock in Sydney LGA.  In addition, the inclusion of affordable and social housing in the proposed development will: 

		 

		• Contribute to the diversity of the housing stock in Sydney LGA 

		• Contribute to the diversity of the housing stock in Sydney LGA 

		• Contribute to the diversity of the housing stock in Sydney LGA 



		• Support the continued provision of low cost housing in Waterloo 

		• Support the continued provision of low cost housing in Waterloo 



		• Support the continuation of a diverse community in Waterloo with a mix of housing needs  

		• Support the continuation of a diverse community in Waterloo with a mix of housing needs  



		• Contribute to the continuation of social housing provision in Waterloo. 

		• Contribute to the continuation of social housing provision in Waterloo. 





		In addition, the provision of affordable and social housing in a location with excellent access to jobs and services will benefit residents through reduced travel times and increased efficiencies leaving more time for leisure and recreation, with associate health benefits.  In addition the benefits of mixed tenure development have been well documented in the literature and addressed in Section 6.3. 

		 

		The development of the Metro Quarter in advance of the Waterloo Estate redevelopment will provide operation benefits to assist Family and Community Services to appropriately manage the temporary relocation of tenants from the Waterloo Estate.  The proposed social housing on the Metro Quarter site will allow some social housing tenants to remain in the neighbourhood during the redevelopment period.  This will allow some existing tenants to maintain community ties throughout the construction of the Waterloo E

		 

		 

		 

		 



		8.0 Conclusion

		8.0 Conclusion

		 



		The analysis of delivery models demonstrates there are several options to encourage housing diversity within the development.  It will be key for further modelling to be undertaken as part of the detailed development application/s and negotiation of any voluntary planning agreements to ensure that the targeted proportion of affordable housing can be achieved.  This approach is consistent with that outlined in the Greater Sydney Commission’s Eastern District Plan.  

		 

		The proposed Metro Quarter development will deliver approximately 56,200 square metres GFA of residential accommodation, with the potential for approximately 700 dwellings, comprising a mix of housing including 5 to 10 percent affordable housing and 70 social housing dwellings.  The proposed housing provision will make an  important contribution towards a more diverse housing stock in the Sydney LGA and go some way to addressing the current critical shortage of smaller more affordable dwellings. The provisi
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		Definitions 

		• Affordable Housing: is housing that is appropriate for the needs of a range of very low to moderate income households and priced so that these households are also able to meet other basic living costs such as food, clothing, transport, medical care and education. As a rule of thumb, housing is usually considered affordable if it costs less than 30 percent of gross household income. 

		• Affordable Housing: is housing that is appropriate for the needs of a range of very low to moderate income households and priced so that these households are also able to meet other basic living costs such as food, clothing, transport, medical care and education. As a rule of thumb, housing is usually considered affordable if it costs less than 30 percent of gross household income. 

		• Affordable Housing: is housing that is appropriate for the needs of a range of very low to moderate income households and priced so that these households are also able to meet other basic living costs such as food, clothing, transport, medical care and education. As a rule of thumb, housing is usually considered affordable if it costs less than 30 percent of gross household income. 





		In this context, affordable housing refers to housing that has been developed with some assistance from the NSW and/or Commonwealth Governments, including through planning incentives. It may include a range of housing types and sizes, including single or multi-bedroom units or houses, as well as studio apartments. It is only available in some locations and eligibility criteria apply13. 

		13 http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/centre-for-affordable-housing/about-affordable-housing 

		13 http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/centre-for-affordable-housing/about-affordable-housing 

		14 Chapman, P AHURI, Research & Policy Bulletin, Issue 68 Housing Affordability in Australia, February 2006 



		 

		• City Makers: refers to professionals, knowledge and key workers that support and enhance the effective operation of a global city.  

		• City Makers: refers to professionals, knowledge and key workers that support and enhance the effective operation of a global city.  

		• City Makers: refers to professionals, knowledge and key workers that support and enhance the effective operation of a global city.  



		• Compact Housing: dwellings across a mix of bedroom types that are designed to a good level of quality and amenity yet smaller than standard market sizes. 

		• Compact Housing: dwellings across a mix of bedroom types that are designed to a good level of quality and amenity yet smaller than standard market sizes. 



		• Dwellings: A dwelling is a structure which is intended to have people live in it, and which is habitable on Census Night. Some examples of dwellings are houses, motels, flats, caravans, prisons, tents, humpies and houseboats. All occupied dwellings are counted in the Census. Unoccupied private dwellings are also counted. 

		• Dwellings: A dwelling is a structure which is intended to have people live in it, and which is habitable on Census Night. Some examples of dwellings are houses, motels, flats, caravans, prisons, tents, humpies and houseboats. All occupied dwellings are counted in the Census. Unoccupied private dwellings are also counted. 



		• Essential Urban Workers: persons employed by the public and private sectors in jobs such as teaching, nursing, cleaning and bus driving that are essential to the operation of the City. 

		• Essential Urban Workers: persons employed by the public and private sectors in jobs such as teaching, nursing, cleaning and bus driving that are essential to the operation of the City. 



		• Flat, unit or apartment: This category includes all dwellings in blocks of flats, units or apartments. These dwellings do not have their own private grounds and usually share a common entrance foyer or stairwell. This category also includes flats attached to houses such as granny flats, and houses converted into two or more flats. 

		• Flat, unit or apartment: This category includes all dwellings in blocks of flats, units or apartments. These dwellings do not have their own private grounds and usually share a common entrance foyer or stairwell. This category also includes flats attached to houses such as granny flats, and houses converted into two or more flats. 



		• Greater Sydney: Greater Sydney is the Greater Capital City Statistical Region as defined by the ABS. This area is generally consistent with the Sydney Metropolitan area used by the Department of Planning and Environment in their projections.  

		• Greater Sydney: Greater Sydney is the Greater Capital City Statistical Region as defined by the ABS. This area is generally consistent with the Sydney Metropolitan area used by the Department of Planning and Environment in their projections.  



		• Housing Affordability measures the financial outcome for a household of renting or purchasing the dwelling they need or wish to occupy. That financial outcome can be expressed as the percentage of household income required to obtain a dwelling, or the amount of household income left after paying for housing costs. There are different measures for different purposes. Some focus on whether households have sufficient incomes to save to enter home purchase; others focus on whether households have sufficient i

		• Housing Affordability measures the financial outcome for a household of renting or purchasing the dwelling they need or wish to occupy. That financial outcome can be expressed as the percentage of household income required to obtain a dwelling, or the amount of household income left after paying for housing costs. There are different measures for different purposes. Some focus on whether households have sufficient incomes to save to enter home purchase; others focus on whether households have sufficient i



		• Household Composition: This variable describes the type of household within a dwelling. Household composition indicates whether a family is present or not and whether or not 

		• Household Composition: This variable describes the type of household within a dwelling. Household composition indicates whether a family is present or not and whether or not 





		other unrelated household members are present. A maximum of three families can be coded to a household. Lone person households can contain visitors. Visitor only households can contain overseas visitors. The 'Other not classifiable' category includes those households which the Census collector determined were occupied on Census Night but where the Census collector could not make contact; households that contained only persons aged under 15 years; or households which could not be classified elsewhere in this

		other unrelated household members are present. A maximum of three families can be coded to a household. Lone person households can contain visitors. Visitor only households can contain overseas visitors. The 'Other not classifiable' category includes those households which the Census collector determined were occupied on Census Night but where the Census collector could not make contact; households that contained only persons aged under 15 years; or households which could not be classified elsewhere in this

		other unrelated household members are present. A maximum of three families can be coded to a household. Lone person households can contain visitors. Visitor only households can contain overseas visitors. The 'Other not classifiable' category includes those households which the Census collector determined were occupied on Census Night but where the Census collector could not make contact; households that contained only persons aged under 15 years; or households which could not be classified elsewhere in this



		• Housing diversity is defined as a mix of housing that supports healthy, thriving and socially cohesive communities whilst enabling the efficient and effective operation of the Sydney LGA as a core component of a competitive Global Sydney15. Housing diversity therefore not only relates to adequate supply but a suitable mix of housing types, tenures, sizes and price points which collectively create diverse and balanced communities as well as quality lifestyles.  

		• Housing diversity is defined as a mix of housing that supports healthy, thriving and socially cohesive communities whilst enabling the efficient and effective operation of the Sydney LGA as a core component of a competitive Global Sydney15. Housing diversity therefore not only relates to adequate supply but a suitable mix of housing types, tenures, sizes and price points which collectively create diverse and balanced communities as well as quality lifestyles.  



		• Housing Tenure: refers to the financial arrangements under which someone has the right to live in a house or apartment.  

		• Housing Tenure: refers to the financial arrangements under which someone has the right to live in a house or apartment.  



		• Income: Total income, also referred to as gross income, is the sum of income received from all sources before any deductions such as income tax, the Medicare Levy or salary sacrificed amounts are taken out. It includes wages, salaries, regular overtime, business or farm income (less operating expenses), rents received (less operating expenses), dividends, interest, income from superannuation, maintenance (child support), workers' compensation, and government pensions and allowances (including all payments

		• Income: Total income, also referred to as gross income, is the sum of income received from all sources before any deductions such as income tax, the Medicare Levy or salary sacrificed amounts are taken out. It includes wages, salaries, regular overtime, business or farm income (less operating expenses), rents received (less operating expenses), dividends, interest, income from superannuation, maintenance (child support), workers' compensation, and government pensions and allowances (including all payments



		• One-Parent Family: A one-parent family consists of a lone parent with at least one child (regardless of age) who is also usually resident in the household and who has no identified partner or child of his/her own. The family may also include any number of other related individuals. 

		• One-Parent Family: A one-parent family consists of a lone parent with at least one child (regardless of age) who is also usually resident in the household and who has no identified partner or child of his/her own. The family may also include any number of other related individuals. 



		• Other Families: Other family is defined as a group of related individuals residing in the same household, who cannot be categorised as belonging to a couple or one parent family. If two brothers, for example, are living together and neither is a spouse/partner, a lone parent or a child, then they are classified as another family. However, if the two brothers share the household with the daughter of one of the brothers and her husband, then both brothers are classified as other related individuals and are 

		• Other Families: Other family is defined as a group of related individuals residing in the same household, who cannot be categorised as belonging to a couple or one parent family. If two brothers, for example, are living together and neither is a spouse/partner, a lone parent or a child, then they are classified as another family. However, if the two brothers share the household with the daughter of one of the brothers and her husband, then both brothers are classified as other related individuals and are 



		• Pocket Living Ltd: is a London based Development Company specialising in the provision of compact, well designed apartments. The company has received financial support (£21.7 million equity funding) through the Mayor of London’s Housing Covenant to enable the construction of 400 pocket living homes in two years. 

		• Pocket Living Ltd: is a London based Development Company specialising in the provision of compact, well designed apartments. The company has received financial support (£21.7 million equity funding) through the Mayor of London’s Housing Covenant to enable the construction of 400 pocket living homes in two years. 



		• Separate house: This is a house which is separated from other dwellings by at least half a metre. A separate house may have a flat attached to it, such as a granny flat or converted garage (the flat is categorised under Flat, unit or apartment - see below). The number of storeys of separate houses is not recorded. Also included in this category are occupied accommodation units in manufactured home estates which are identified as separate houses.  

		• Separate house: This is a house which is separated from other dwellings by at least half a metre. A separate house may have a flat attached to it, such as a granny flat or converted garage (the flat is categorised under Flat, unit or apartment - see below). The number of storeys of separate houses is not recorded. Also included in this category are occupied accommodation units in manufactured home estates which are identified as separate houses.  





		15 Housing diversity incorporates market and non-market housing for rent and sale together with student housing, boarding accommodation and affordable rental and ownership 

		15 Housing diversity incorporates market and non-market housing for rent and sale together with student housing, boarding accommodation and affordable rental and ownership 



		• Semi-detached, row or terrace house, townhouse, etc.: These dwellings have their own private grounds and no other dwelling above or below them. They are either attached in some structural way to one or more dwellings or are separated from neighbouring dwellings by less than half a metre. 

		• Semi-detached, row or terrace house, townhouse, etc.: These dwellings have their own private grounds and no other dwelling above or below them. They are either attached in some structural way to one or more dwellings or are separated from neighbouring dwellings by less than half a metre. 

		• Semi-detached, row or terrace house, townhouse, etc.: These dwellings have their own private grounds and no other dwelling above or below them. They are either attached in some structural way to one or more dwellings or are separated from neighbouring dwellings by less than half a metre. 



		• Social housing is rental housing provided by not-for-profit, nongovernment or government organisations to assist people who are unable to access suitable accommodation in the private rental market. Social housing includes public, Aboriginal and community housing, as well as other housing assistance products such as bond loans. The system was developed in the 1940s for working families with low incomes. Today the system supports a different demographic – the most vulnerable people in our community who need

		• Social housing is rental housing provided by not-for-profit, nongovernment or government organisations to assist people who are unable to access suitable accommodation in the private rental market. Social housing includes public, Aboriginal and community housing, as well as other housing assistance products such as bond loans. The system was developed in the 1940s for working families with low incomes. Today the system supports a different demographic – the most vulnerable people in our community who need



		• Sydney Metropolitan: The Sydney Metropolitan is the geographical region as defined by the Department of Planning and Environment in their 2014 Population and Dwelling Forecasts. This area is generally consistent with the Greater Sydney area as defined by the ABS. 

		• Sydney Metropolitan: The Sydney Metropolitan is the geographical region as defined by the Department of Planning and Environment in their 2014 Population and Dwelling Forecasts. This area is generally consistent with the Greater Sydney area as defined by the ABS. 





		16 http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/social-housing 

		16 http://www.housing.nsw.gov.au/social-housing 
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Secretary’s Environmental Assessment Requirements
Section 4.12(8) of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 


Application Number SSD 9393 


Proposal Name Waterloo Metro Quarter Over Station Development 


Location Land bound by Raglan St, Cope St, Wellington St and Botany Road, Waterloo in 
the City of Sydney LGA 


Applicant Sydney Metro 


Date of Issue  Issued - 29 June 2018 
Modified – 5 November 2018 


General 
Requirements 


The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) must address the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act 1979 and meet the minimum form and content 
requirements in clauses 6 and 7 of Schedule 2 the Environmental Planning and 
Assessment Regulation 2000. 


Notwithstanding the key issues specified below, the EIS must include an 
environmental risk assessment to identify the potential environmental impacts 
associated with the development. 


Where relevant, the assessment of the key issues below, and any other significant 
issues identified in the assessment, must include: 
 justification of impacts. 
 consideration of potential cumulative impacts due to other development in the 


vicinity. 
 measures to avoid, minimise and if necessary, offset the predicted impacts, 


including detailed contingency plans for managing any significant risks to the 
environment. 


The EIS must also be accompanied by a report from a qualified quantity surveyor 
providing: 
 a detailed calculation of the capital investment value (CIV) of the development 


(as defined in clause 3 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment 
Regulation 2000), including details of all assumptions and components from 
which the CIV calculation is derived. 


 an estimate of the jobs that will be created by the development during 
construction and operation. 


 verification that the CIV was accurate on the date that it was prepared. 


Key issues The EIS must address the following specific matters: 


1. Environmental Planning Instruments, Policies and Guidelines
Address the relevant statutory provisions applying to the site contained in the 
relevant EPIs, including: 
 State Environmental Planning Policy (State & Regional Development) 2011 
 State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 
 State Environmental Planning Policy No. 55 – Remediation of Land 
 State Environmental Planning Policy (BASIX) 2004 
 State Environmental Planning Policy (State Significant Precincts) 2005 
 State Environmental Planning Policy (Urban Renewal) 2010 
 State Environmental Planning Policy No. 65 – Design Quality of Residential 


Flat Development & the Apartment Design Guide 
 State Environmental Planning Policy No. 64 – Advertising and Signage 
 State Environmental Planning Policy No. 70 – Affordable Housing (Revised 


Schemes) or a new housing SEPP released by the Greater Sydney 
Commission and/or Department 


 State Environmental Planning Policy (Affordable Rental Housing) 2009 
  Sydney Local Environmental Plan 2012 
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  City of Sydney Affordable Housing Review (PP_2017_SYDNE_006_00)  and 
 any other relevant planning  proposals  


   Exhibited Planning Proposal for the Waterloo Metro Quarter State Significant 
 Precinct  


 
Address the relevant provisions, goals and objectives in the following: 
   NSW State and Premier Priorities  
    A Metropolis of Three Cities 
  Eastern City District Plan  
  Future Transport 2056  
   State Infrastructure Strategy 2018 
   Development near Rail Corridors and Busy Roads – Interim Guideline 
   Guide to Traffic Generating Developments, Roads and Maritime Services 
   Heritage Council Guideline  on Heritage Curtilages 1996 
   Design in Context – guidelines for infill development in the Historic 


Environment (Heritage Office 2005) 
   Guide to investigating, assessing and reporting  on Aboriginal Cultural 


Heritage in NSW (DECCW 2011) 
   Better Placed – an integrated design policy for the built environment of NSW 


 2017 and relevant policy documents published by the Government Architect 
 NSW 


   Director General’s Design  Excellence  Guidelines, 2011 or Government 
 Architect NSW’s Design Excellence Competition Guidelines once adopted 


   NSW Government’s Future Directions for Social Housing in NSW 
   Relevant City of Sydney policies, codes and  guidelines  (where required 


pursuant to relevant Local Environmental Plan) 
 
2. Land Use and Infrastructure  


  The EIS shall: 
   include details and  justifications for  the  proposed mix of land  uses  and floor 


 space.  
   detail the permissibility of the proposal and any components of the proposal 


 that may only be carried  out if an environmental planning instrument is 
amended. 


   demonstrate that the proposal will meet the strategic objectives as identified 
 in the relevant government policies and the  environmental, social and 


 economic needs of the Waterloo State Significant Precincts (including 
 Waterloo Metro Quarter and  Waterloo Estate Precincts) and the wider area. 


 This shall include an assessment of the proposal’s economic and social  
impacts to: 


 o  demonstrate retail, services and employment needs of future 
residents and workers of the development will be met.  


 o  illustrate  the social and economic impacts of the development to the 
wider area, including nearby local centres.  


 o  consider the social housing and affordable housing needs of the 
precinct.  


  demonstrate that the proposal will be supported by adequate infrastructure 
 and services, including the provision of  open spaces, recreation facilities, 


community and social services, drainage,  road, transport and  social 
 infrastructure.  


   provide details on the implementation of  infrastructure and services required 
 to support the delivery of the proposal and relationship to the  staging of the 


 proposal. This may include  demonstrating satisfactory arrangement  is made 
 to deliver required infrastructure to support the development such as any 
 infrastructure schedule and contributions framework that will be implemented 


for the precinct. 
 
3. Built Form and Urban Design  


 The EIS shall: 
   describe the design process leading  to the Concept  Proposal including an 


 urban design analysis   demonstrating how the  proposed building forms, 
 typologies, orientation, height, setbacks, bulk, scale, and massing of the 
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 proposed development will fit within the context of the site and the existing 
 and future desired  character of the Waterloo State Significant Precincts and 
 the wider Waterloo  area.  This must include justifications  for  the proposed 


building heights and forms.  
  provide comparative analysis of proposed built forms with respect to 


applicable development standards and development controls.  
   demonstrate built forms will facilitate appropriate transition  of building scale  to 


 surrounding developments and the wider Waterloo  area, including  heritage 
conservation areas.   


  include options analysis of the proposed built envelopes illustrating the 
 consideration  of the benefits and  potential impacts of each option. This shall 


 include design options to protect solar access on  Alexandria  Park and 
 neighbouring  residential  developments, including consideration of  any 


 cumulative impacts  of the proposal together with the likely future development 
 on the western side of Botany Road. 


   provide indicative design plans illustrating potential  built forms within the 
proposed building envelopes, including demonstration of feasibility of 
proposed dwelling density and floor space.  


   include design quality guidelines, for endorsement by the Government 
 Architect or its endorsed design review  panel, for the future stage(s) of 


development and built forms with specific guidance on: 
 o  public and private space 
 o integration with the Metro station 
 o building articulation, materials, massing and setbacks 
 o connectivity, including any through site links  
 o  public domain, open space and landscaping 
 o street activation 
 o   land uses 
 o microclimate conditions 
 o  overshadowing 
 o  public art 
 o building entrances  
 o parking, loading/services arrangements 


   consider the relevant design guidelines  in the draft Waterloo State Significant 
 Precinct Investigation and how the proposed development will integrate with 


 future developments in the  Waterloo State Significant Precincts  and the wider 
Waterloo area. 


 
  4. Design Excellence Strategy


 The EIS shall: 
  provide a  design excellence  strategy for the future stage(s) of the 


 development  which demonstrates how design excellence will be achieved. 
 The strategy must be prepared in consultation with the Government Architect 


NSW and must include details on:  
 o any required competitive design excellence processes, including 


design competitions.   
 o a schedule for regular design review throughout the planning 


process by the State Design Review Panel or alternative endorsed 
by the Government Architect NSW, including an outline of how 
feedback will be documented and addressed.  


 The strategy  must be supported by  evidence of  consultation with the  
 Government Architect, including a record of the issues raised during the 


 consultation and how the proposed strategy responds to those issues. 
 


 5. Prescribed airspace for Sydney Airport 
 The EIS shall identify any impacts of the proposal on the prescribed airspace for 


Sydney Airport. 
 


 6. Integration with Sydney Metro Station infrastructure 
 The EIS shall: 


  identify the extent of the proposal that is State Significant Development (SSD) 
 and how this  relates  to the approved Critical State Significant  Infrastructure 


 (CSSI 7400) and any modifications to the CSSI. 
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   show how the proposed over station development will integrate in design 
terms and structurally with the Waterloo Metro station infrastructure, and 


 identify any specific  requirements of the CSSI approval that has influenced 
the design of the over station development. 


   illustrate a  site design which is responsive to the existing and/or  proposed land 
 uses  with linkages  to key destination points such as station  entrance, 


community facilities, and recreation areas. 
   show how the proposal (being the SSD components) will integrate with the 


 Sydney Metro station infrastructure such as design, access, way  finding and 
  construction. 


 
7. Staging and relationship with adjoining State Significant Precinct  


 The EIS shall: 
   set out the  staging and delivery options of the proposed development, the 


relationship  with the delivery of the Sydney Metro stations, timing of public 
 domain works and any other relevant  work such as interim precinct  activation 


and access to transport. 
   identify the delivery of social/affordable housing and any proposed public 


benefits and contribution as relevant to each stage.  
   demonstrate how the  Waterloo Metro Quarter and the Waterloo Estate State 


 Significant Precincts  will proceed and illustrate the relationship and any 
cumulative impacts between the proposals.  


 
 8. Amenity  


 The EIS shall: 
   demonstrate consistency with the requirements of SEPP 65 and the 


Apartment Design Guide. 
   address solar access, acoustic impacts, visual privacy, views and visual 


 impacts, reflectivity, overshadowing and noise and vibration impacts to the 
 surrounding area, including  neighbouring properties and the public domain 


   include a detailed solar access and overshadowing  analysis outlining impacts 
 on adjoining developments and the public domain. The analysis  must include, 


 at a  minimum, shadow diagrams at hourly intervals in mid- mid-winter and 
 additional diagrams to detail impacts on  any affected  public  open  space  and 


private open space.  
   provide a view analysis to and from the site from adjoining developments, key 


 vantage points and streetscape locations including photomontages or 
perspectives of the proposed development. The view locations and 


 methodology  for the analysis must be  prepared in  consultation with the 
Department and the City of Sydney.  


   provide wind analysis (including wind tunnel modelling) outlining the impacts, 
 in particularly  any impacts to existing and proposed public domain areas and 


 open space. The wind impact assessment must identify the  existing wind 
 characteristics of the site and its locality, significant locations  for wind 


 sensitivity and mitigating measures. 
   provide an air quality assessment report for the proposal. The  assessment 


shall address the relevant policy guidelines.   
 


9.  Noise and  Vibration 
 The EIS shall include a noise impact assessment identifying: 


   measures to  minimise and  mitigate potential noise and vibration impacts of 
the proposal on surrounding developments. 


   the impacts of likely noise and vibration from surrounding land uses, such as 
 noise from the operation of  the rail line and surrounding road networks and 


mitigation measures to protect the amenity of residents/ visitors/ employees.  
 


 10. Heritage
 The EIS shall provide:  


   a  detailed heritage impact statement (HIS) that identifies and addresses  the 
 extent of heritage impact of the proposal on the site, site curtilage and 


 surrounding area, including any built and landscape items, conservation 
 areas, views and settings, and in particular the impact of the proposal on 


heritage items of local and   State significance, including  the locally listed 
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Waterloo Congregational Church, the Cauliflower Hotel, Former Waterloo 
 Pre-school and locally listed terrace houses as well as impacts  to the heritage 


conservation areas in the vicinity of the site.  
   consider any endorsed conservation management plans for heritage items 


 and conservation areas in the vicinity of the site and the surrounding area 
  include a heritage interpretation strategy. 
  considers any archaeological impacts if relevant.  


 
11. Aboriginal Heritage


 The EIS shall: 
   provide a detailed Aboriginal heritage impact statement (AHIS)  that identifies 


 and addresses the extent  of Aboriginal  heritage impacts of the proposal on 
 the site and  the surrounding area, including objects, places  or features  


 (including  biological diversity) of cultural value within the landscape. If 
 Aboriginal Cultural Heritage is found at the site, a  full Aboriginal Cultural 


Heritage Assessment Report together with document of required consultation 
must be provided.  


 
12. Transport, Traffic, Parking and Access  


 The EIS must include a Transport and Traffic Impact Assessment that provides, 
 but is not limited to, the following: 


   accurate details of the current  daily and  peak hour vehicle, public transport, 
 point to point  transport services, pedestrian and bicycle movements from 


 existing buildings/ uses  on the site using  the adjacent  and surrounding road 
network.  


   forecast total daily and peak hour trips likely to  be generated by the proposed 
 development  including vehicle, public  transport, point to point transport 


 services, pedestrian and bicycle trips, together with cumulative impacts  of 
 existing, proposed and approved developments in the  area and any  transport/ 


traffic  upgrade.  
  detailed assessment of the existing and future performance  of key 


 intersections providing access to the site, supported by appropriate modelling 
and analysis to the satisfaction of RMS and TfNSW.  


   measures to mitigate impacts of the proposed development on the operation 
of existing and future traffic, public transport, pedestrian and bicycle networks 
including any required upgrades. 


   measures to be implemented to encourage users of the  development to make 
 sustainable travel choices, including walking, cycling, public transport and car 


 sharing, such  as the integration with rail  and bus infrastructure and  provision 
of adequate bicycle parking and end of trip facilities.  


   proposed car and bicycle parking provision for residents, workers and visitors, 
 including consideration of the availability of public transport and the 


  requirements of the relevant parking codes and Australian Standards 
   proposed provision of bus service infrastructure and pedestrian connections 


 to support the bus/rail interchange function of the metro station, including an 
 assessment of the public domain surrounding the site to accommodate the 


 future pedestrian demands  safely and adequately and mitigation measures 
identified. 


   proposed vehicle access arrangements, including for service and loading 
 activities and  measures  to mitigate impacts to bus services  and passengers 


interchanging between bus and rail.  
   describe preliminary construction traffic arrangements and management 


measures, including consideration of the cumulative construction traffic 
 impacts  from infrastructure  works in the surrounding road/transport  network, 


 including Waterloo station  and other developments including the  Waterloo 
 Estate State Significant Precincts. 


 
13. Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) 
   detail how ESD principles (as defined in clause 7(4)  Schedule 2 of the EP&A 


 Regulation 2000) will be incorporated in the design, construction  and ongoing 
operation of the development. 


  include a framework for how the proposed development will reflect best 
practice sustainable  building principles to improve  environmental 
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 performance,  including energy and water efficient design and technology and 
use of renewable energy. This shall include commitments to relevant ESD 


 benchmarks.  
 


14.  Flooding and Stormwater
 The EIS shall: 


   undertake a concept flood study and flood management plan to inform a 
 detailed flood  impact assessment in accordance with the NSW Floodplain 
 Development Manual (2005) and demonstrate consideration of the Alexandra 


 Canal Floodplain Risk Management Study and other existing flood  studies for 
 the catchment area. 


   identify minimum floor levels for buildings and recommend flood management 
and/or evacuation plan as relevant to the concept proposal. 


   include a stormwater management strategy which must consider the relevant 
 local council  stormwater management policy and Water Sensitive Urban 


Design Principles.  
 


 15. Geotechnical and Contamination 
 The EIS shall provide an assessment of: 


   the site’s  conditions, outlining the site’s  suitability for the proposed  uses with 
respect to soil erosion, salinity and acid sulphate soil.   


  the proposal in accordance with State Environmental Planning Policy No 55 - 
 Remediation of Land and relevant guidelines. 


 
 16. Biodiversity


The EIS shall provide an assessment of the proposal’s biodiversity impacts in 
accordance with the Biodiversity Conservation Act 2016, including the preparation 


 of a Biodiversity Development Assessment Report (BDAR) where required under 
 the Act, except where a waiver for preparation of a BDAR has been granted.  


 
 17. Public Benefits, Contributions and/or Voluntary Planning Agreement 


 The EIS shall address:  
   the proposed method of calculating developer contributions payable 
   any additional  contributions  proposed or  material public benefits associated 


with any proposed floor space above existing planning controls 
   any proposed Voluntary Planning  Agreement or other legally binding 


 instrument agreed between  relevant public authorities. 
   the EIS shall address the applicable s94  Contribution Plan and the  provision 


 of public benefit, land dedication, services and infrastructure  in consultation 
 with key stakeholders and  provide details of any voluntary planning agreement 


 (VPA) or other legally binding instrument agreed between relevant public 
authorities and the applicant.  


 
18. Utilities 


 The EIS shall identify the existing capacity of the site to service the development 
 proposed and  any augmentation requirements for utilities, including 


arrangements for electrical network requirements, drinking water, waste water 
 and recycled water. 


 
 19. Consultation 


During the preparation of the EIS, you must consult with the relevant local, State 
or Commonwealth Government authorities, service providers and community 
groups. In particular, you must consult with: 
  Government Architect of NSW 
  Roads and Maritime Services 
  City of Sydney 
  Heritage Council NSW  
   Sydney Airport Corporation Limited and the Civil Aviation Safety Authority 
  NSW Police  
  Sydney Coordination Office  
  Fire and Rescue NSW  
   State Emergency Services  
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 Surrounding residents, businesses and local community groups 


The EIS must include a report describing pre-submission consultation 
undertaken, including a record of the stakeholders consulted, the issues raised 
during the consultation and how the proposal responds to those issues. Where 
amendments have not been made to address an issue, a short explanation 
should be provided. 


Plans and 
Documents 


The EIS must include all relevant plans, architectural drawings, diagrams and 
relevant documentation required under Schedule 1 of the Environmental Planning 
and Assessment Regulation 2000. Provide these as part of the EIS rather than 
as separate documents. 


In addition, the EIS must include the following:  
 clause 4.6 variation written request (if required) 
 site title diagrams and survey plan, showing existing levels, location and 


heights of existing and adjacent structures/ building 
 site analysis plan 
 schedule of proposed gross floor area per land use 
 building envelopes showing the relationship with proposed and existing 


buildings in the locality 
 architectural drawings (to a useable scale at A3) 
 architectural and urban design statement 
 physical and 3D digital model (in accordance with City of Sydney Council 


requirements)  
 visual and view impact analysis and photomontages 
 assessment of economic and social impacts 
 infrastructure impact assessment 
 staging plan 
 design guidelines and design excellence strategy 
 heritage impact assessment  
 transport traffic and parking assessment  
 solar access analysis report and diagrams 
 wind impact assessment (including a wind tunnel study) 
 flood impact assessment/ storm water management plan 
 soil and contamination report  
 ESD statement (incorporating a sustainability framework) 
 access/ DDA impact statement 
 services and utilities impact assessment 
 signage details (if proposed) 
 flight path report 
 noise and vibration report 
 CPTED assessment 
 preliminary construction management statement 
 pre-submission consultation report 


Documents to be  1 hard copy and 1 electronic copy of all the documents and plans for review 
submitted prior to exhibition. 


 5 hard copies and 5 electronic copies (USB) of the documents and plans (once 
the application is considered acceptable). 


Further consultation 
after 2 years  


If you do not lodge a development application and EIS for the development within 
2 years of the issue date of these SEARs, you must consult further with the 
Secretary in relation to the preparation of the EIS. 
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3.0 UNDERSTANDING WATERLOO 


Fig. 3.9.3 EXISTING CONDITION 


Waterloo's urban fabric has been 
shaped by a history of growth and 
renewal. We can learn from and 
incorporate this past while 
contributing a new layer that 
responds to existing and future 
needs and builds upon Waterloo's 
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unique character. 
The nearest centres of activity to the Metro Quarter have 
heights ranging from 18 storeys in Redfern (TNT building) 
and 29 storeys at Green Square (Ovo building). Although 
the surrounding context is a mix of built form typologies 
and densities, the pre-dominance of HCAs with low rise 
buildings and the PANS OPS modifies the height range. In 
response to these considerations, appropriate heights for 
the Metro Quarter are in the range of 25-32 storeys. 


Fig. 3.9.4 METRO QUARTER RENEWAL 
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Fig. 3.9.5 FUTURE DEVELOPMENT ALONG BOTANY ROAD 
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Fig 3.9.2 Botany Road buffer to Alexandria Park HCA Heritage Area Waterloo SSP Urban Renewal Area Heritage Area 
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WATERLOO METRO QUARTER 
URBAN DESIGN AND PUBLIC DOMAIN REPORT 


Fig. 5.2.8 SOLAR ACCESS 


Alexandria Park 
Heritage Conservation Area 


Alexandria Park 


Solar access requirements to Alexandria Park and the
Alexandria Park HCA will influence the built form 


Alexandria Park and the Alexandra Park HCA are located to the west of the Metro 
Quarter. Solar access to these areas is to satisfy Council's requirements for public 
open space and neighbouring dwellings. 


Fig. 5.2.9 VIEWS & VISTAS TO THE SITE 


Community 


M 


Botany Road 


ATP 


Botany Road 


The site has prominent vantage points along key approach
routes, with potential for the built form to provide a visual
marker for the Waterloo Station 


The new built form shall provide a visual marker to the location of the station entry
within the local context. This form shall be visible from the key pedestrian routes to 
the metro station, namely from ATP to the west, Raglan Street from the east and
Wellington Street  and Cope Street from the south-east. The site also presents the 
opportunity to maximise district views from the site. 


Fig. 5.2.10 DENSITY & SCALE 


Waterloo Estate 
Future Renewal 


Area 


Heritage 
Items 


Botany Rd Corridor 
Medium Density 


Alexandria Park 
Heritage Conservation Area 


Low Density 


Alexandria Park 
Open Space 


Future development along Botany Road has the
potential to provide a transition to adjacent varied
height 


The Metro Quarter site is within the Botany Road transport corridor, between
the low scale Alexandria Park HCA and the future Waterloo Estate renewal. 


The site, along with the blocks adjoining and opposite as part of the Botany 
Road corridor, can serve as a transition to mediate the differing heights and 
scale. 


Legend 


Sun Path 


Legend 


Main views to the site 


Legend 


Waterloo Estate Future urban renewal area 


Medium Density Area 


Low Density Area 67 
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WATERLOO METRO QUARTER 
URBAN DESIGN AND PUBLIC DOMAIN REPORT 


PART 1 


SEPP 65 
DESIGN QUALITY PRINCIPLES 


We confirm that Dan Szwaj 


of Turner is registered as an 


architect under the Architects Act 


2003 and has directed the SSDA 


design and documentation of the 


development at Waterloo and that 


the design quality principles set out 


in Part 2 of State Environmental 


Planning Policy No 65-Design 


Quality of Residential Flat 


Development are achieved for the 


residential development. 


Dan Szwaj 


Registration Number: 6529 
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10.3.1 SEPP65 DESIGN QUALITY PRINCIPLES 


 


DESIGN QUALITY PRINCIPLE 1 


CONTEXT AND NEIGHBORHOOD 
CHARACTER 


 


Good design responds and 


contributes to its context. Context is 


the key natural and built features of 


an area, their relationship and the 


character they create when 


combined. It also includes social, 


economic, health and 
 


environmental conditions. 


Responding to context involves 


identifying the desirable elements 


of an area’s existing or future 


character. Well-designed buildings 


respond to and enhance the 


qualities and identity of the area 


including the adjacent sites, 


streetscape and neighbourhood. 


Consideration of local context is 


important for all sites, including 
 


sites in established areas, those 


undergoing change or identified for 


change. 


 


PROPOSAL 


The proposal is compatible with the 


existing and desired context and 


neighbourhood character of the  
precinct. 


The proposal seeks to respond to 


and contribute to the context of 


Waterloo both in its present state as 


well as the desired future character. 


Waterloo's urban fabric has been 


shaped by a history of growth and 


renewal, with the resulting diverse 


mix of housing typologies reflecting 


evolving models for living. This 


narrative is reflected in the  
environment and comprises of a 


diverse mix of built form, fine grain 


and use adapted over time to meet 


changing housing demands. 


The Metro Quarter straddles zones 


of differing density and height, with  
Alexandria Park and the Alexandria 


Heritage Conservation Area to the 


west and Waterloo Estate - future 


urban renewal - to the east. Future 


development along Botany Road 


provides a potential “transition 


zone” between Waterloo Estate to 


the east and the Alexandria 


Heritage Conservation Area to the 


west, beyond Wyndham Street. 


 


The future vision for Waterloo 


anticipates an intensifcation of 


residential development around the  


future Waterloo Station 


The ground plane is designed to 


produce an attractive vibrant 


streetscape. The Waterloo Metro 


Quarter 


will become a dynamic space where 


commuters, residents and visitors 


will experience a social cohesion 


that engages with the existing local 


character whilst providing an 


environment that welcomes the 


community to Waterloo 


The materials and finishes for the 


development are of a high standard, 


and referential to the surrounding 


dwelling typologies, as well as it's 


historical and environmental 


context. 


The Waterloo Metro Quarter has the 


opportunity to increase social 


sustainability and liveability by 


providing a more diverse mix that 


includes social, affordable and 


private dwellings. This will provide 


more equitable access to resources 


and better quality of life for all. 


DESIGN QUALITY PRINCIPLE 2 


BUILT FORM AND SCALE 


Good design also achieves an 


appropriate built form for a site and 


the building’s purpose in terms of 


building alignments, proportions, 


building type, articulation and the 


manipulation of building elements. 


Appropriate built form defines the 


public domain, contributes to the 


character of streetscapes and 


parks, including their views and 


vistas, and provides internal 


amenity and outlook. 


 


 
PROPOSAL  


 
The proposal is layered composition 


of typologies reflecting the 


surrounding context. 


Most critical are the interfaces to 


Waterloo Congregational Church 


and the Raglan Street junction 


where three heritage items on the 


opposing corners mark a key 


interface with the existing context. 


The grain and character of the 


podium shall reflect the identity and 


diversity 


of the locality.  


The mid-rise buildings reference the 


scale of the medium density 


typologies of the urban renewal that 


has occurred along Botany Road, 


providing a transition between the 


podium and tall building 


forms.These buildings serve to 


mediate the building scale toward 


Cope Street and the public plaza 


along Cope Street. 


The tall buildings provide a 


destination marker for Waterloo 


Station, the new activity centre, and 


the threshold into the Waterloo 


Estate. The curved tower articulation 


softens the building forms and 


reduces the floor plate size, in turn 


maximising outlook and daylight 


access within the buildings and 


between them to the public domain. 


The apartments will enjoy views in 


all directions, from Central Sydney 


to the eastern beaches and west to 


the mountains. 


The proposed built form typologies 


responds to the layered and diverse 


mix of built form within the 


surrounding context, with a range of 


built form - low, mid and high rise - 


to respond to the complex nature of 


the site and create a new marker for 


Waterloo Station 
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WATERLOO METRO QUARTER 
URBAN DESIGN AND PUBLIC DOMAIN REPORT 


DESIGN QUALITY PRINCIPLE 3 


DENSITY  


Good design achieves a high level 


of amenity for residents and each 


apartment, resulting in a density 


appropriate to the site and its 


context. 


Appropriate densities are 


consistent with the area’s existing 


or projected population. 


Appropriate densities can be 


sustained by existing or proposed  
infrastructure, public transport, 


access to jobs, community facilities 


and the environment. 


 
PROPOSAL 


 
 


The proposal for the Waterloo Metro 


Quarter – a mixed-use development 


integrated with the new Waterloo 


Station, organised around a new 


public domain including a station 


entry plaza, community plaza and 


pedestrian and shared laneways 


has an overall GFA of 68,750 


square metres, generating an FSR 


of 5.34:1. 


The indicative GFA distribution is 


divided into 56,200 square metres 


of residential foor space and 12,550 


sqm of of retail, entertainment, 


community, recreational and local 


business and commercial uses is 


accommodated in a 3 storey 


podium and freestanding 


Community Hub building. 


Approximately 700 apartments are  


provided, 5-10% affordable, 70 


social housing dwellings and the 


remainder to be private market 


housing. The apartments are 


accommodated in a number of 


podium buildings up to 10 storeys 


above the approved metro station 


and three residential buildings of 23, 


25 and 29 storeys. 


DESIGN QUALITY PRINCIPLE 4 


SUSTAINABILITY 


Good design combines positive 


environmental, social and economic 


outcomes. Good sustainable design 


includes use of natural cross 


ventilation and sunlight for the 


amenity and liveability of residents 


and passive thermal design for 


ventilation, heating and cooling 


reducing reliance on technology 


and operation costs. Other 


elements include recycling and 


reuse of materials and waste, use of 


sustainable materials, and deep soil 


zones for groundwater recharge 


and vegetation. 


 


 
PROPOSAL 


 
 


The proposed development will be 


designed to be highly sustainable 


and to contribute positively to the 


environmental, social and economic 


aspects of the area. 


The ESD principles have been 


considered thoroughly throughout  
the planning process. 


Furthermore, the project team has 


sought to align the design response 


against the Green Star Communities 


National Framework and commits to 


delivering a 4 Star Green Star  
Design & As Built rating for the 


builidings withn the development. 


Incorporation of water sensitive 


urban design (WSUD) features within 


the Metro Quarter will contribute to  
a green and resilient urban 


environment. 


Bio-retention tree pits have been 


incoporated to assist with treating 


runoff through filtration and reduce 


stormwater runoff volumns along 


pedestrian pathways in rainfall 


events. 


Widened footpaths along Cope 


treet, provides the opportunity to 


tilse the former kerb alignment as 


he new invert level therefore 


irecting runoff into the tree pits 


hrough kerb inlets along adjacent 


athways and roadsides 


he development will include tanks 


or the retention and on-site 


etention of stormwater when 


esigned as part of a future Stage 2 


SDA submission. 


nergy efficient appliances and 


ater efficient devices will be 


pecified in line with BASIX 


equirements to minimise water 


onsumption and resources. 


he massing and orientation have 


een organised to maximise natural 


aylighting and solar access to the 


rimary living spaces and external 


reas, 


hile minimising wind and noise 


mpacts. 


he development achieves the 


eep soil and open space 


ecommendations of the ADG and in 


oing so will provide a variety of 


pen space and landscaped areas 


o enhance the overall amenity for 


he residents. 
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DESIGN QUALITY PRINCIPLE 5 


LANDSCAPE 


Good design recognises that 


together landscape and buildings 


operate as an integrated and 


sustainable system, resulting in 


attractive developments with good 


amenity. A positive image and 


contextual fit of well-designed 


developments is achieved by 


contributing to the landscape 


character of the streetscape and 


neighbourhood. 


Good landscape design enhances 


the development’s environmental 


performance by retaining positive 


natural features which contribute to


the local context, co-ordinating 


water and soil management, solar 


access, micro-climate, tree canopy, 


habitat values, and preserving 


green networks. Good landscape 


design optimises usability, privacy 


and opportunities for social 


interaction, equitable access, 


respect for neighbours’ amenity, 


provides for practical establishment 


and long-term management. 


 


 


 


 
PROPOSAL 


 
 


As a gateway to Waterloo and the 


surrounding neighbourhoods of 


Redfern, Alexandria and Eveleigh, 


the public domain will unite the 


metro station, retail and residential 


components whilst integrating the 


Metro Quarter into the existing 


urban fabric. 


The public domain will establish a  
new public plaza, creating a place 


that is activated, vibrant, pedestrian 


and cycle focused. 


Trees are the predominant elements 


that will define the public domain 


character and atmosphere. The tree 


palette for the Metro Quarter aims to  
augment local character and 


species diversity (both native and 


exotic), maintaining biodiversity and 


support local wildlife. 


Selected species will support local 


native bee species and foraging 


wildlife whilst providing canopies 


that will create shade minimising 


urban heat island effect and cooling 


the public domain during summer 


months. 


To appreciate Waterloo’s existing 


vegetation, species such as Banksia 


integrifolia have been included to 


help strengthen the threatened 


plant community. 


 
 
 


Low growing, flood tolerant  


understorey species have been  
 


selected to further define the public 
 


domain, provide habitat and assist  


with WSUD, avoiding obstruction of  


 sight lines across the site and 


streets creating a safe and healthy 


environment. 
 


Tree and understorey species are of 


indigenous significance are 


selected and provide edible 


elements for cooking with flowers, 


fruits, roots and seeds all providing 


a source of food with the public 


domain. 


Roof top terraces have been 


proposed to ensure outdoor spaces 


are both functional and visually 


interesting, including when viewed 


from above. 


Furthermore tree planting assists in 


providing privacy to the amenity 


uses on ground. These areas 


receive good levels of solar access 


and a high 


level of amenity, enhancing the 


public domain along the street 


edge. 


DESIGN QUALITY PRINCIPLE 6 


AMENITY 


Good design positively influences 


internal and external amenity for 


residents and neighbours. 


Achieving good amenity 


contributes to positive living 


environments and resident well- 


being. 


Good amenity combines 


appropriate room dimensions and 


shapes, access to sunlight, natural 


ventilation, outlook, visual and 


acoustic privacy, storage, indoor 


and outdoor space, and ease of 


access for all age groups and 


degree of mobility. 


 
PROPOSAL 


 
 


The building envelopes have been 


designed to maximise views and 


access to daylight while minimising 


wind and noise impacts. Apartment 


amenity is consistent with the 


objectives of the Apartment Design 


Guide (ADG). 


Botany Road presents a significant  
noise source to the development 


(70dB background). The apartments 


directly fronting Botany Road are 


most affected, though those further 


into the site also require 


consideration. To achieve acoustic 


levels of 55dB to living rooms and 


45dB to bedrooms the following 


planning strategies have been 


adopted: 


 Building orientation reduces 


frontages facing Botany Road, 


with no single aspect 


apartments facing the street 


 All balconies are provided as 


re-entrant to the building 


facade 


 Operable windows are located 


off protected balconies instead 


of the external façade 


 Bedroom openings typically 


face east, north or south to 


minimise potential noise impact 


from Botany Road to the west 


 All glazing/façade fronting 


Botany Road is not required to 


be operable to satisfy 


ventilation requirements. 


While Botany Road facing 


apartments would ordinarily achieve 


cross ventilation compliance through 


their corner location, the preclusion 


of operable openings to exclude 


noise removes this ability to be 


counted. Similarly the apartments 


affected by Botany Road where the 


balcony and/or living area has been 


relocated to mitigate noise infiltration 


removes the ability for these 


balconies and/or living areas to 


capture solar access. The resulting 


cross ventilation and solar access 


percentages in the illustrative 'noise 


responsive' scheme are lower than 


the 'base case' scheme and ADG. 


 Natural ventilation and solar 


access complies with NCC 


requiremen 
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WATERLOO METRO QUARTER 
URBAN DESIGN AND PUBLIC DOMAIN REPORT 


DESIGN QUALITY PRINCIPLE 7 


SAFETY  


Good design optimises safety and 


security, within the development 


and the public domain. It provides 


for quality public and private spaces 


that are clearly defined and fit for 


the intended purpose. 


Opportunities to maximise passive 


surveillance of public and 


communal areas promote safety. 


A positive relationship between  
public and private spaces is 


achieved through clearly defined 


secure access points and well-lit 


and visible areas that are easily 


maintained and appropriate to the 


location and purpose. 


 


 
PROPOSAL 


Throughout Waterloo Metro Quarter, 


buildings help define the public 


domain. Sightlines to and from the 


Cope Street metro entry, are 


strengthened through the 


triangulation of the plaza, and the 


location of the community building 


providing directional movement to 


the Waterloo Station from Cope 


Street and south Waterloo 


With increased setbacks along 


Raglan and a new Cope Street plaza 


along Cope street, active retail 


edges develop a vibrant day to 


night economy aligning with the 


Sydney Metro operating hours and 


encouraging pedestrian movement 


and use of the public domain. 


Throughsite links from Botany Road 


to Cope Street as well as within the 


Metro Station, enhance sight lines 


and porousity of the site, increasing 


visability at ground level, whilst 


levels above maximise passive 


surveillance creating safe 


environment to live, work and play. 


Passive surveillance of the buildings 


throughout day and night by 


providing safe access with clearly  


defined points of pedestrian entry to 


the buildings that are visible from 


the public domain. 


 The entry lobbies are to be fully 


glazed and well-lit to 
 


accentuate the street address 


and appropriate lighting will be 


provided to all exterior areas, 


both public and communal; 


 The building will utilise a 


security system at all entry 


points, and within the lifts. Two 


points of vehicular access will 


be secured by automatic panel 


lift doors. 


DESIGN QUALITY PRINCIPLE 8 


HOUSING DIVERSITY AND SOCIAL  
INTERACTION 


Good design achieves a mix of 


apartment sizes, providing housing 


choice for different demographics, 


living needs and household 
 


budgets. 


Well-designed apartment 


developments respond to social 


context by providing housing and 


facilities to suit the existing and 


future social mix. Good design 


involves practical and flexible 
 


features, including different types of 


communal spaces for a broad range 


of people, providing opportunities 


for social interaction amongst 


residents. 


 
PROPOSAL 


 
 


Approximately 700 apartments are 


provided, 5-10% affordable, 70 


social housing dwellings and the 


remainder to be private market 


housing. 


 
The market housing contains a mix 


of studio, 1 bed, 2 bed and 3 bed 


apartments. Within this range there 


are multiple apartment types and 


sizes allowing a variety of options 


for differerent demographics and 


price points. 


New social spaces such as the 


Raglan Street Plaza and the Public 


Plaza will draw in users to and from 


Waterloo Station, providing a social 


and retail experience in a new 


urban setting whilst creating 


moments to meet, pause and 


engage. 


The public domain will become the 


‘community door’. A place for the 


community, a home for residents, a 


destination for visitors and a 


workplace for commuters. 


The external communal spaces will 


be designed to engender 


community spirit for residents within 


the development by offering north 


facing private and public open 


spaces including areas for groups to 


congregate and also for more 


private activities. All common areas 


are designed for equitable access. 
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DESIGN QUALITY PRINCIPLE 9 


AESTHETICS 


Good design achieves a built form 


that has good proportions and a 


balanced composition of elements, 


reflecting the internal layout and 


structure. Good design uses a 


variety of materials, colours and 


textures. 


The visual appearance of well- 


designed apartment development 


responds to the existing or future


local context, particularly desirable 


elements and repetitions of the 


streetscape. 


 


PROPOSAL 


 
The proposed building envelopes 


have been developed to 


accommodate future design 


opportunities for differing facade 


expression for each stage to 


achieve a high level of visual 


interest and aesthetics, in response 


to the existing and future local 


context. 


 
The aesthetics of the proposal do 


not form part of a SSDA submission. 


These will be addressed as part of 


the future design excellence 


process and asubsequent Stage 2 


DA SSDA submission . 


 
This submission, however, includes 


illustrative plans and 


photomontages to give an indication 


of the overall scale of the buildings 


relative to their context. 


 
Furthermore the design, materials 


and colours shown are purely 


indicative at this stage. 
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WATERLOO METRO QUARTER 
URBAN DESIGN AND PUBLIC DOMAIN REPORT 


10.3.2 RESPONSE TO ADG OBJECTIVES 


PART 2 _ RESPONSE TO APARTMENT DESIGN GUIDE OBJECTIVES 
The following provides a design response to the relevant objectives of the Apartment Design Guide (ADG) and 


describes the measures by which the proposed development meets these objects. 


 


3A Site analysis [p.47] 


Objective 3A-1 


Site analysis illustrates that design decisions have been 


based on opportunities and constraints of the site 


conditions and their relationship to the surrounding 


context 
 


 


 Complies 


 A site analysis plan is included in the architectural 


drawings demonstrating the how the design has 


considered the site amenities; 


Refer to the SSDA report & drawing package for further 


information. 


3B Orientation [p.49] 


Objective 3B-1 


Building types and layouts respond to the streetscape 


and site while optimising solar access within the 


development 


Objective 3B-2 


Overshadowing of neighbouring properties 


is minimised during mid-winter 


Design Guidance 


• Where an adjoining property does not 


currently receive the required hours of solar 


access, the proposed building ensures 


solar access to neighbouring properties 


is not reduced by more than 20% 


 Complies 


 The proposal provides building forms with a defined 


street edge and the opportunity for direct access 


from the street for both residential and amenity uses; 


 The concept proposal has been designed to 


maximise views and access to daylight while 


minimising wind and noise impacts 


 
 
 


 Complies with qualifications 


 The concept proposal has been developed with 


consideration to the amenity of the surrounding 


context. 


 The solar access of surrounding apartment buildings 


and dwellings has been studied at the Winter 


Solstice to ensure compliance with the objectives of 


the Sydney Development Control Plan 2012 and the 


Apartment Design Guide. 


 The approved development for 74 - 88 Botany Road 


has not been accessed. A planning proposal is 


progress for the site. 


 
Refer to the Solar Access and the Urban Design & Public 


Domain Study for further information. 


 


3C Public domain interface [p.51] 


Objective 3C-1 


Transition between private and public domain is 


achieved without compromising safety and security 


 Complies 


 Active retail edges promote a vibrant day to night 


economy aligning with the Sydney Metro oprating 


hours and encouraging pedestrian movement and 


use of the public domain. 


 Residential access points are carefully and 


appropriately located for legibility for residents and 


visitors; 


 Residential lobbies will be designed to be secured 


to control access and to appropriately separate 


circulation routes; 


 Apartment windows and balconies will be located to 


provide for passive surveillance over the public 


domain; 


 The proposed design has minimised any 


opportunities for people to be concealed. 


Objective 3C-2 


Amenity of the public domain is retained and enhanced  Complies 


 The public domain will provide a new community 


heart, creating a place that is activated, vibrant, 


pedestrian and cycle focused. 


 Street pavements and material palettes will be 


consistent with the design objectives and key 


principles of the City of Sydney Streets Design Code 


and Australian Standards. 


 Public domain furniture is in accordance with the City 


of Sydney palette and provide purpose-built 


elements that help identify the site's characteristics 


and culture. Street furniture is co-located with trees 


to avoid clutter and to create focus points for 


community activity. 


 A massing wind tunnel analysis excluding awnings 


has been prepared. There are very few areas 


currently exceeding comfortable walking levels. The 


majority of the site meets the comfortable walking 


criteria and the short term and long term exposure 


criteria. Windtech confirms the outcomes from the 


modelling done to date support the rezoning. 


Subsequent Stage 2 SSDA submission will 


demonstrate ameliorative treatments comply with 


the relevant controls and standards. 


 The design will minimise the prominence of building 


service facades and blank walls facing the public 


domain. 
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3D Communal and public open space [p.55]  


 


Objective 3D-1 


An adequate area of communal open space is 


provided to enhance residential amenity and 


to provide opportunities for landscaping. 


Design Criteria 


• Communal open space has a minimum 


area equal to 25% of the site 


• Developments achieve a minimum of 50% 


direct sunlight to the principal usable part of the 


communal open space for a minimum of 2 hours between


9 am and 3 pm on 21 June (mid-winter) 


 
 
 
  
 
 


 Complies 


 25% of site area is classified as communal open 


space; 


 The proposal wil achieve a minimum of 50% 


direct sunlight to the principal usable part of the 


communal open space for a minimum of 2 hours 


between 9 am and 3 pm on 21 June (mid-winter) 


Objective 3D-2 


Communal open space is designed to allow for a range of 


activities, respond to site conditions and be attractive and 


inviting 


 
 Capable of complying 


 The communal spaces have sufficient space to allow 


for: 


o seating for individuals or groups 


o barbecue areas 


o play equipment or play areas 


o swimming pools, gyms, tennis courts or 


common rooms 


o responds to microclimate and site conditions 


with access to sun in winter, shade in summer 


and shelter from strong winds and down drafts 


 Visual impacts of services should be minimised, e.g. 


for ventilation duct outlets from basement car parks, 


electrical substations and detention tanks 


Objective 3D-3 


Communal open space is designed to maximise safety 


 


 Capable of complying 


 The communal spaces will be readily visible from 


habitable rooms and private open space areas while 


maintaining visual privacy. 


 Will be well lit 


 Communal open space/facilities will be provided for  
children and young people they are safe and 


contained 


Objective 3D-4 


Public open space, where provided, is responsive to the 


existing pattern and uses of the neighbourhood 


 Complies 


 The new public plaza serves as the community heart 


and ‘arrival’ to Waterloo for those alighting from the 


station, providing an open, flexible, landscaped, 


community space referential to both the existing and 


future character of the locality. 


 The strategic location mid-block on Cope Street 


allows for future connection and integration with the 


Waterloo Estate opposite. 


 An active frontage will be provided adjacent the 


public plaza. Fine grain retail tenancies are fronting 


the public plaza, including café tenancies located 


within the Metro box that engage and activate the 


plaza. 


 The Botany Road interface with the Metro Quarter 


integrates a through site link and a new shared 


street to create direct and legible connections 


between the bus stops on Botany Road and the 


proposed new community arrival to the station from 


the Cope Street plaza. 


 The plaza responds to the flooding constraints on 


the site, with the stepped seating mediating the 


change in level required to achieve the required 


entry level to the station 


 A massing wind tunnel analysis excluding awnings 


has been prepared The Cope Street plaza meets 


the comfortable walking criteria and the short term 


exposure criteria (Café . 


 


3E Deep soil zones [p.61] 


Objective 3E-1 


Deep soil zones provide areas on the site that 


allow for and support healthy plant and tree 


growth. They improve residential amenity and 


promote management of water and air quality 


Design criteria 


Deep soil zones are to meet the 


following minimum requirements: 


• 7% of site area 


• <650sqm – no min dimension 


• 650sqm-1500sqm – 3m min dimension 


• >1500sqm – 6m min dimension 


 Complies with qualifications 


 The proposal is an intergrated station development 


and 


delivers a highly active streetscape with retail uses 


both to the existing streets and new public plaza. 


There are only non-residential uses proposed at 


ground level which l limites the space for deep soil. 


 3.5 % of deep soil is provided at street level 


( 165 sqm within the site boundary and 305 sqm 


outside the site boundary ), whilst an additional 11.5% 


(1,461 sqm) will be provided on structure. 


 The constructed deep soil zones will be provided 


throughout the development. 
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3F Visual Privacy [P.62] 


Objective 3J-1 


Separation between windows and balconies is provided 


to ensure visual privacy is achieved. Minimum required 


separation distances from buildings to the side and rear 


boundaries are as follows: 


4 storeys: 6m for habitable rooms and balconies; 3m for 


non-habitable rooms 


5-8 storeys: 9m for habitable rooms and balconies; 4.5m


for non-habitable rooms 


9+storeys: 12m for habitable rooms and balconies; 6m for 


non-habitable room 


Note: Separation distances between buildings on the 


same site should combine required building separations 


depending on the type of room 


Gallery access circulation should be treated as habitable 


space when measuring privacy separation distances 


between neighbouring properties 


 Complies with qualifications


 The site is bound by streets.. The road reservation


plus building setbacks varies from 21.5m to 30.5m


 Where full separation is not achieved suitable design


elements will be proposed to ensure visual privacy is


achieved including:


o Operable screens


o Louvres


o Planting, and


o Integrated landscape design


Refer to architectural drawings for separation between 


buildings within the site. 


Objective 3F-2 


Site and building design elements increase privacy 


without compromising access to light and air and balance 


outlook and views from habitable rooms and private open 


space 


 Complies


 Outlook and privacy will be managed by building


articulation, dividing walls and privacy screens.


 In selected locations, screening is utilised to


enhance privacy between apartments.


 Outlook from open space is improved significantly


by relocating primary areas to rooftops for improved


solar access.


3G Pedestrian access and entries [p.66] 


Objective 3G-1 


Building entries and pedestrian access connects 


to and addresses the public domain 


 Complies


 Separate residential lobbies for each core will be


provided at ground level and in the basement.


 Residential lobbies will be signposted and have a


distinct architectural typology for legibility and


amenity across the whole development.


Objective 3G-2 


Access, entries and pathways are accessible and easy to 


identify 


Objective 3G-3 


Large sites provide pedestrian links for access 


to streets and connection to destinations 


 Complies


 Where required, ramps and stairs will be integrated


with the overall landscape and building design


concept for accessible and legible entries.


 Residential lobbies and amenity building entries will


be provided with a distinct architectural character


and articulated awning structure over for increased


legibility.


 Complies


 The Botany Road interface with the Metro Quarter


integrates a through site link and a new shared


street to create direct and legible connections


between the bus stops on Botany Road and the


proposed new community arrival to the station from


the Cope Street plaza.


 The proposed design has minimised any


opportunities for people to be concealed and will be


overlooked by apartment windows and balconies,


will be well lit and contains active retail uses.


3H Vehicle access [p.68] 


Objective 3H-1 


• Vehicle access points are designed and located to


achieve safety, minimise conflicts between pedestrians 


and vehicles and create high quality streetscapes 


 Complies


 The basement car park is designed for up to 427 car


spaces.


 As the site is split into two parcels given the location


of the church and Metro boxes, both the northern


and southern portions require separate servicing


and basement entry points.


 The access to the northern basement is off the new


shared street off Cope Street. Vehicular access to


the southern basement is off Wellington Street.


 Servicing and loading are located at the site edges


with access off the vehicular priority streets Botany


Road and Wellington Street.


 Clear sight lines will be provided at the carpark


entry/exit point and vehicle crossings.


 A car bay has been provided adjacent to the church


at the end of the shared way to allow funeral and


wedding cars direct access to the front of the church


without relying on Botany Road.
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3J Bicycle and car parking [p.71]  


Objective 3J-1 


Car parking is provided based on proximity 


to public transport in metropolitan Sydney 


and centres in regional areas 


Design criteria 


• The car parking needs for a development 


must be provided off street 


 Complies 


 The proposal is an integrated station development 


and the basement car park is designed for up to 427 


car spaces. 


 Vehicular access to and circulation through the site 


has been minimised to reduce any potential conflict 


with the highly pedestrian public domain. Basement 


parking numbers are limited to serve only adaptable 


apartments, , non-residential accessible and car 


share spaces, reducing the number of movements 


within and to the site. 


Objective 3J-2 


Parking and facilities are provided for other modes of 


transport 


 Complies 


 The public domain design encourages bicycle 


movement throughout the site, with minimal level 


changes, generous circulation widths and significant 


parking provision. The proposal maximises bicycle 


parking through the provision of street spaces and 


secure bike parking facilities. 


o 700 residential bicycle spaces 


(CoS DCP requirement of 1/dwelling) 


o 400 bicycle space bike hub (basement) 


o 40 at-grade bicycle spaces (public domain) 


o  180 bicycle spaces provided as part of the CSSI 


approval 


Objective 3J-3 


Car park design and access is safe and secure 


Objective 3J-4 


Visual and environmental impacts of underground car 


parking is minimised 


Objective 3J-5 


Visual and environmental impacts of on-grade car parking 


is minimised 


Objective 3J-6 


Visual and environmental impacts of aboveground 


enclosed car parking are minimised 


 


4A Solar and daylight access [p.79] 


Objective 4A-1 


To optimise the number of apartments 


receiving sunlight to habitable rooms, primary 


windows and private open space 


Design criteria 


• Living rooms and private open spaces of at least 70% 


of apartments in a building receive a minimum of 2 hours 


direct sunlight between 9 am and 3 pm at mid-winter in 


the Sydney Metropolitan Area and in the Newcastle and 


Wollongong local government areas 


• A maximum of 15% of apartments in a building receive 


no direct sunlight between 9 am and 3 pm at mid-winter 


 Complies 


 Car park access will be secured at appropriate 


levels for amenity and residential uses. 


 
 


 
 Complies 


 Car parking is in the basement and accessed off 


Wellington Street and the new shared street 


 The entries to basements are minimised in width and 


appearance where possible while complying with 


the development standards. 


 


 Complies 


 Car parking areas are not visible from the public 


domain; 


 The car parking is located below ground in 


basement carparks 


 
 


 
 N/A 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 Complies with qualifications 


 The envelopes have been designed to maximise 


views and access to daylight while minimising wind 


and noise impacts. Apartment amenity is consistent 


with the objectives of the Apartment Design Guide 


(ADG). 


 Botany Road presents a significant noise source to 


the development (70dB background). The 


apartments directly fronting Botany Road are most 


affected, though those further into the site also 


require consideration. To achieve acoustic levels of 


55dB to living rooms and 45dB to bedrooms the 


following planning strategies have been adopted: 


o Building orientation reduces frontages 


facing Botany Road, with no single aspect 


apartments facing the street 


o All balconies are provided as re-entrant to 


the building facade 
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o Operable windows are located off


protected balconies instead of the external


façade


o Bedroom openings typically face east,


north or south to minimise potential noise


impact from Botany Road to the west


o All glazing/façade fronting Botany Road is


not required to be operable to satisfy


ventilation requirements.


 While Botany Road facing apartments would


ordinarily achieve solar access compliance, the


balcony and/or living areas have been relocated to


mitigate noise infiltration. This removes the ability for


these balconies and/or living areas to capture solar


access. The resulting solar access percentages in


the illustrative 'noise responsive' scheme are lower


than the 'base case' scheme and ADG.


 The design is indicative only at this stage, however


the base scheme achieves a minimum of 70% solar


access.


 The design is indicative only at this stage, however


the


Illustrative plans achieve a maximum of 15% of


apartments receive no-direct sunlight between 9am


and 3pm mid-winter across the development.


Refer to the Solar Access Diagrams or further information. 


Objective 4A-2 


Daylight access is maximised where sunlight is limited 



 Complies with qualifications 


 The residential towers have been designed to


maximise views and access to daylight while


minimising wind and noise impacts. Apartment


amenity is consistent with the objectives of the


Apartment Design Guide (ADG).


 Skylights are utilised to maximise the access to


sunlight mid-winter.


Objective 4A-3 


Design incorporates shading and glare control, 


particularly for warmer months. 


 Complies


 As part of the detailed design and Stage 2 SSDA,


solar control shading will be considered to the


northern, eastern and western facades to control


solar gain and to reduce glare for individual


buildings.


4B Natural ventilation [p.83] 


Objective 4B-1 


All habitable rooms are naturally ventilated 


Objective 4B-2 


The layout and design of single aspect apartments 


maxinise natural ventilation. 


Objective 4B-3 


The number of apartments with natural cross 


ventilation is maximised to create a comfortable 


indoor environment for residents 


Design criteria 


• At least 60% of apartments are naturally cross ventilated


in the first nine storeys of the building. Apartments at ten 


storeys or greater are deemed to be cross ventilated only 


if any enclosure of the balconies at these levels allows 


adequate 


natural ventilation and cannot be fully enclosed 


• Overall depth of a cross-over or cross through


apartment does not exceed 18m, measured glass line to 
glass line 


 Complies


 Windows and doors will be sized to allow the ADG


requirements for natural ventilation;


 The proposed overall building depths facilitates


ventilation to habitable rooms.


 Capable of complying


 The apartment depth will be limited to maximise


ventilation and airflow.


 Complies with qualifications


 The envelopes have been designed to maximise


natural cross ventilation while minimising wind and


noise impacts. Apartment amenity is consistent with


the objectives of the Apartment Design Guide (ADG).


 Botany Road presents a significant noise source to


the development (70dB background). The


apartments directly fronting Botany Road are most


affected, though those further into the site also


require consideration. To achieve acoustic levels of


55dB to living rooms and 45dB to bedrooms the


following planning strategies have been adopted:


o Building orientation reduces frontages


facing Botany Road, with no single aspect


apartments facing the street


o All balconies are provided as re-entrant to


the building facade


o Operable windows are located off


protected balconies instead of the external


façade


o Bedroom openings typically face east,


north or south to minimise potential noise


impact from Botany Road to the west


o All glazing/façade fronting Botany Road is


not required to be operable to satisfy


ventilation requirements.
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 While Botany Road facing apartments would 


ordinarily achieve cross ventilation compliance 


through their corner location, the preclusion of 


operable openings to exclude noise removes this  


ability to be counted. The resulting cross ventilation  
percentages in the illustrative 'noise responsive' 


scheme are lower than the 'base case' scheme and 


ADG. 


 Natural ventilation complies with NCC requirements.  
  The design is indicative only at this stage, however 
 


the base scheme achieves a minimum of 60% cross- 
 


ventilation.  


 Cross-through apartments do not exceed 18m glass  


line to glass line;  


 Natural cross-ventilation is proposed by corner or 


cross-through strategy to the living area and n-1 


bedrooms. Refer to the definition in the ADG 


[Appendix p.180]. 


 
Refer to the Cross Ventilation Diagrams for further 


information. 


  
4C Ceiling heights [p.87]  


 


Objective 4C-1 


Ceiling height achieves sufficient natural 


ventilation and daylight access 


Design criteria 


• Measured from finished floor level to finished 


ceiling level, minimum ceiling heights are: 


• Habitable rooms: 2.7m 


• Non-habitable: 2.4m 


• If located in mixed use area: 3.3m for ground 


and first floor to promote flexibility 


 Complies 


 A minimum floor-to-floor height of 3.1m is used to 


allow the ADG recommendation of 2.7m ceiling 


height to be achieved in living, dining and bedroom 


areas. 


 The proposed ceiling height to the kitchen has been 


reduced to 2.4m to allow for bulkheads, housing 


services. While this approach still achieves the intent 


of the objective by providing light to a greater depth 


of the habitable areas, it does not strictly comply 


with the objective. 


Objective 4C-2 


Ceiling height increases the sense of space in 


apartments and provides for well-proportioned rooms 


Objective 4C-3 


Ceiling heights contribute to the flexibility of 


building use over the life of the building 


 
 


 Noted 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 Noted 


 
 
 


  
4D Apartment size and layout [p.89]  


 


Objective 4D-1 


The layout of rooms within an apartment is functional, 


well organised and provides a high standard of amenity 


Design criteria 


• Apartments are required to have the 


following minimum internal areas: 


• Studio: 35sqm 


• 1 bedroom: 50sqm 


• 2 bedrooms: 70sqm 


• 3 bedrooms: 90sqm 


The minimum internal areas include only one bathroom. 


Additional bathrooms increase the minimum internal area 


by 5m each 


A fourth bedroom and further additional bedrooms 


increase the minimum internal area by 12mÇ each 


• Every habitable room must have a window in an 


external wall with a total minimum glass area of not 


less than 10% of the floor area of the room. Daylight 


and air may not be borrowed from other rooms 


Design Guidance 


• A window should be visible from any point in a habitable 


room 


 Complies 


 The proposal allows for all apartments to meet the 


minimum requirements of the ADG 


 All habitable rooms will include windows to meet the 


minimum requirements of the ADG 


Objective 4D-2 


Environmental performance of the apartment is 


maximised 


• Habitable room depths are limited to a maximum of 2.5 


x the ceiling height 


• In open plan layouts (where the living, dining and 


kitchen are combined) the maximum habitable room 


depth is 8m from a window 


 Capable of complying 


 Window and door openings have been sized to 


allow the ADG and NCC minimum recommendations 


for daylight to be achieved. 
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4D-3 


Apartment layouts are designed to accommodate a 


variety of household activities and needs 


• Master bedrooms have a minimum area of 10m2 and


other bedrooms 9m2 (excluding wardrobe space) 


• Bedrooms have a minimum dimension of 3m (excluding


wardrobe space) 


• Living rooms or combined living/dining rooms have a


minimum width of 3.6m for studio and 1 bedroom 


apartments and 4m for 2 and 3 bedroom apartments 


• The width of cross-over or cross-through apartments are


at least 4m internally to avoid deep narrow apartment 


layouts 


 Capable of complying


 All bedrooms will allow a minimum length of 1.5m for


robes


 The main bedroom of an apartment or a studio


apartment will be provided with a wardrobe of a


minimum 1.8m long, 0.6m deep and 2.1m high


 Apartment layouts will allow flexibility over time,


design solutions may include:


o dimensions that facilitate a variety of furniture


arrangements and removal


o spaces for a range of activities and privacy


levels between different spaces within the


apartment


o dual master apartments


o dual key apartments Note: dual key apartments


which are separate but on the same title are


regarded as two sole occupancy units for the


purposes of the Building Code of Australia and


for calculating the mix of apartments


o room sizes and proportions or open plans


(rectangular spaces (2:3) are more easily


furnished than square spaces (1:1))


o efficient planning of circulation by stairs,


corridors and through rooms to maximise the


amount of usable floor space in rooms


4E Private open space and balconies [p.92] 


Objective 4E-1 


Apartments provide appropriately sized private open 


space and balconies to enhance residential amenity 


Objective 4E-2 


Primary private open space and balconies are 


appropriately located to enhance liveability for residents 


Objective 4E-3 


 Complies


 The proposal allows for all private open space to


meet the minimum requirements of the ADG


 Complies with qualifications


 All balconies are provided as re-entrant to the


building façade to mitigate noise.


 All balconies will connect directly to the primary


living areas.


 Where possible the bedrooms will also connect to


the external space.


 Private open spaces and balconies predominantly


face north, east or west


 Capable of complying


 Subsequent Stage 2 SSDA submission will


demonstrate compliance with this design guidance.


Private open space and balcony design is integrated into 


and contributes to the overall architectural form and detail 


of the building 


Objective 4E-4 


Private open space and balcony design maximises safety 


 The proposed building envelopes have been


developed to accommodate intergration of the


balconies into the


overall building design.


 Capable of complying


 The design and detailing of the balconies will avoid


opportunities for climbing and falls.


4F Common circulation and spaces [p.97] 


Objective 4F-1 


Common circulation spaces achieve good amenity 


and properly service the number of apartments 


Design criteria 


• The maximum number of apartments off a


circulation core on a single level is eight 


• For buildings of 10 storeys and over, the maximum


number of apartments sharing a single lift is 40 


• Where design criteria 1 is not achieved, no


more than 12 apartments should be provided 


off a circulation core on a single level 


Objective 4F-2 


Common circulation spaces promote safety and 


provide for social interaction between residents 


 Complies with qualifications


 Each circulation core will service typically 8


apartments and no more than 12 apartments per


level.


 Each circulation core will have access to natural light


increasing the amenity of the residents;


 All lobbies achieve a high level of amenity as they


are connected to the facade to facilitate access to


daylight and natural ventilation.


 Capable of complying


 Common circulation spaces will be designed to


provide safe, legible spaces to foster interaction and


harmony between residents.


4G Storage [p.101] 


Objective 4G-1 


Adequate, well-designed storage is 


provided in each apartment 


Design criteria 


• In addition to storage in kitchens, bathrooms and


bedrooms, the following storage is provided: 


• studio: 4m3


• 1 bed: 6m3


• 2 beds: 8m3


• 3 beds: 10m3


At least 50% of the required storage is to be located 


within the apartment 


 Capable of complying


 The internal apartment layouts have not been


designed


at this stage


 Apartments that may not accommodate the entire


storage volume within the unit locate a minimum of


50% of the required storage within the apartment


with the remainder located in secure and accessible


locations within the basement;


 A variety of storage types will be provided, accessed


off living rooms and circulation corridors within the


apartments.
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Objective 4G-2 


Additional storage is conveniently located, accessible 


and nominated for individual apartments 


 Capable of complying


 Storage locations will be allocated within basement


levels as part of the Stage 2 SSDA proposal


4H Acoustic Privacy [p.103] 


Objective 4H-1 


Noise transfer is minimised through the siting of buildings 


and building layout 


 Complies


 Adequate building separation is provided within the


development and from neighbouring


buildings/adjacent uses.


 Subsequent Stage 2 SSDA submission will


demonstrate further compliance with this design


guidance.





Objective 4H-2 


Noise impacts are mitigated within apartments 


through layout and acoustic treatments 


 Capable of complying


 Noisy areas within the proposed development


including building entries and corridors will be


generally located above each other and quieter


areas above quieter areas;


 Typically, bedrooms of adjacent apartments will be


located next to each other and likewise with living


area.


 Storage, circulation areas and non-habitable rooms


will be located to buffer noise from external sources;


 The party walls (walls shared with other apartments)


will be appropriately insulated in accordance with


applicable requirements.


4J Noise and Pollution [p.105] 


Objective 4J-1 


Noise impacts are mitigated within apartments 


through layout and acoustic treatments 


 Complies


 Botany Road presents a significant noise source to


the development (70dB background). The


apartments directly fronting Botany Road are most


affected, though those further into the site also


require consideration. To achieve acoustic levels of


55dB to living rooms and 45dB to bedrooms the


following planning strategies have been adopted:


o Building orientation reduces frontages


facing Botany Road, with no single aspect


apartments facing the street


o All balconies are provided as re-entrant to


the building facade


o Operable windows are located off


protected balconies instead of the external


façade


o Bedroom openings typically face east,


north or south to minimise potential noise


impact from Botany Road to the west


o All glazing/façade fronting Botany Road is


not required to be operable to satisfy


ventilation requirements.


Refer to the Acoustic Report for further information. 


Objective 4J-2 


Appropriate noise shielding or attenuation techniques 


for the building design, construction and choice of 


materials are used to mitigate noise transmission 


 Complies


 The subject proposal will incorporate seals to


prevent noise transfer through gaps, acoustic


glazing, and other measures where necessary to


attenuate noise impacts to apartments.


4K Apartment Mix [p.107] 


Objective 4K-1 


A range of apartment types and sizes is provided to cater 


for different household types now and into the future 


 Complies


 Approximately 700 apartments will be provided, 70


social housing dwellings, 5 - 10 percent affordable


housing, and the remainder to be private market


housing.


 A variety of apartment types will be provided,


including 15% adaptable and 20% to meet the


requirements of Liveable Housing design.


 The future apartment mix will be taking into


consideration the distance to public transport,


employment and education centres, as well as the


current market demands and projected future


demographic trends within the area.


Objective 4K-2 


The apartment mix is distributed to suitable 


locations within the building 


 Complies


 Different apartment types will be located to achieve


successful facade composition and to optimise solar


access.


 Larger apartment types will be located on the top


levels
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4L Ground floor apartments [p.109] 


Objective 4L-1 


Street frontage activity is maximised where ground floor 


apartments are located 


N/A 


Objective 4L-2 


Design of ground floor apartments delivers amenity and 


safety for residents 


N/A 


4M Facades [p.111] 


Objective 4M-1 


Building facades provide visual interest along the 


street while respecting the character of the local area 


 Capable of complying


 The proposed building envelopes have been


developed to accommodate future design


opportunities for differing façade expressions to


achieve a high level of visual interest and aesthetics,


in response to the exsisting and local context.


 The aesthetics of the proposal do not form part of


this application, furthermore the design, materials


and colours are purely indicative at this stage.


Objective 4M-2 


Building functions are expressed by the façade 


 Capable of complying


 The aesthetics of the proposal do not form part of


this application, furthermore the design, materials


and colours are purely indicative at this stage.


4N Roof design [p.113] 


Objective 4N-1 


Roof treatments are integrated into the building 


design and positively respond to the street 


 Capable of complying


 The aesthetics of the proposal do not form part of


this application, furthermore the design, materials


and colours are purely indicative at this stage.


 Service elements will be integrated within the roof


design


Objective 4N-2  Complies


Opportunities to use roof space for residential 


accommodation and open space are maximised 


 Habitable roof space is provided with good levels of


amenity and include:


o penthouse apartments


o dormer or clerestory windows


o operable skylights


 Open space is provided on roof tops with visual and


acoustic privacy, comfort levels, safety and security


considerations


Objective 4N-3 


Roof design incorporates sustainability features 


 Complies


 Skylights will be integrated into the roof design


4O Landscape design [p.115] 


Objective 4O-1 


Landscape design is viable and sustainable 


 Complies


 The tree palette for the Metro Quarter aims to


augment local character and species diversity (both


native and exotic), maintaining biodiversity and


support local wildlife.


 Species will support local native bee species and


foraging wildlife whilst providing canopies that will


create shade minimising urban heat island effect and


cooling the public domain during summer months.


 To appreciate Waterloo’s existing vegetation,


species such as Banksia integrifolia have been


included to help strengthen the threatened plant


community Eastern Suburbs


 Low growing, flood tolerant understorey species


have been selected to further define the public


domain, provide habitat and assist with WSUD,


avoiding obstruction of sight lines across the site


and streets creating a safe and healthy environment.


 Tree and understorey species are of indigenous


significance and provide edible elements for


cooking with flowers, fruits, roots and seeds all


providing a source of food with the public domain.


Refer to the SSDA report for further information. 


Objective 4O-2 


Landscape design contributes to the streetscape and 


amenity 


 Complies


Refer to the SSDA report for further information. 
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4P Planting on structures [p.116] 
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Objective 4P-1 


Appropriate soil profiles are provided 


 Complies


 Roof top terraces will be designed to accommodate


planting with a minimum of 0.5m to 1.2m depth of


soil.


Objective 4P-2 


Plant growth is optimised with appropriate selection and 


maintenance 


Complies 


Diverse planting that are low in maintenance and suited 


to the site will be incorporated to enhance the 


performance of the landscaped areas 


Objective 4P-3 


Planting on structures contributes to the quality and 


amenity of communal and public open spaces 


Complies 


Building design will incorporate opportunities for planting 


on structures including: 


wall design that incorporates planting 


green roofs, particularly where roofs are visible from the 


public domain 


planter boxes 


4Q Universal Design [p.118] 


Objective 4Q-1 


Universal design features are included in apartment 


design to promote flexible housing for all community 


members 


 Complies


 Development will achieve a benchmark of 20% of


the total apartments incorporating the Livable


Housing Guideline's silver level universal design


features


Objective 4Q-2 


A variety of apartments with adaptable designs are 


provided 


Adaptable housing should be provided in accordance 


with the relevant council policy 


 Complies


 Adaptable apartments will be provided at a rate of


15% in accordance with the City of Sydney 2004


Access DCP


 Several different apartment types will be used as


adaptable apartments.


Objective 4Q-3 


Apartment layouts are flexible and accommodate a range 


of lifestyle needs 


 Capable of complying


 Apartment design incorporates flexible design
solutions which may include:
o rooms with multiple functions


o dual master bedroom apartments with separate


bathrooms


o larger apartments with various living space


options


4S Mixed use [p.122] 


Objective 4S-1 


Mixed use developments are provided in appropriate 


locations and provide active street frontages that 


encourage pedestrian movement 


 Complies


 The proposal is an intergrated station development.


 The proposal delivers a highly active streetscape,


both to the existing streets and new public plaza.


 The size and type of tenancy located along the


primary pedestrian paths has been designed to


respond to the nature of movement and street


interfaces.


 Fine grain retail tenancies are located along the


modal interchange paths and fronting the community


square, including café tenancies located within the


Metro box that engage and activate the square


 The design of the Metro box has been developed to


maintain maximum visual and physical permeability,


allowing clear movement paths and engaging with


the open space at each entry


 The community building engages with the square


and Cope Street to activate the community entry


point


 Larger format retail/showroom located along the


Botany Road frontage and defining the corners of


the site


Objective 4S-2 


Residential levels of the building are integrated within the 


development, and safety and amenity is maximised for 


residents 


 Complies with qualifications


 Primary residential foyers have secure access from


the adjoining streets and new public plaza.


4T Awnings and signage [p.125] 


Objective 4T-1 


Awnings are well located and complement and integrate 


with the building design 


 Complies
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Objective 4T-2 


Signage responds to the context and desired streetscape 


character 


 Awnings and covered areas will be provided over


building entries for building address and public


domain amenity.


 Awnings will continue the existing awning line of the


adjacent streetscape.


 Complies


 Signage will be limited to building identification,


navigation and statutory signs. It will be designed to


fit harmoniously in the architecture and to contribute


positively to the development..


 Any commercial signage will be subject to future and


separate Development Applications.


4U Energy efficiency [p.127] 


Objective 4U-1 


Development incorporates passive environmental design 


 Complies


 Natural light will be provided to all habitable rooms.


 Outdoor communal open space areas will be


designed to provide residents with a range of


spaces offering flexibility and choice demonstrating


a high level of passive environmental design.


Objective 4U-2 


Development incorporates passive solar 


design to optimise heat storage in winter and reduce heat 


transfer in summer 


 Complies


 The design development will allow for future


incorporation of passive solar design measures


including overhangs and shading devices, insulated


walls, roofs and floors, and seals on window and


external door openings.


Objective 4U-3 


Adequate natural ventilation minimises 


the need for mechanical ventilation 


 Complies


 Natural ventilation will be provided to all habitable


rooms and typically, to all common areas and


circulation spaces.


4V Water management and conserva tion [p.129] 


Objective 4V-1 


Potable water use is minimized 


 Complies


 The development will incorporate water efficient


fittings and appliances.


 Rainwater/stormwater harvesting tanks to meet


BASIX Water Requirements and opportunities for


Objective 4V-2 


Urban storm water is treated on site before being 


discharged to receiving waters 


additional tanks for beyond BASIX Water 


compliance. Rainwater can be used to irrigate public 


open spaces. 


 Plant selections are designed for the microclimate


and are typically low-water use.


 Complies


 Incorporation of water sensitive urban design


(WSUD) features within Waterloo will contribute to a


green and resilient urban environment. The


suggested strategy for the Metro Quarter includes


stormwater filter cartridges in on-site detention


(OSD) tanks to assist with pollution reduction and


water quality.


 To further support this strategy, throughout the


Metro Quarter streetscapes, bio-retention tree pits


have been incorporated to assist with treating runoff


through filtration and reduce stormwater runoff


volumes along pedestrian pathways in rainfall


events.


 Widened footpaths along Cope Street, provides the


opportunity to utilise the former kerb alignment as


the new invert level therefore directing runoff into


the tree pits through kerb inlets along adjacent


pathways and roadside.


Refer to the stormwater report for further information 


Objective 4V-3 


Flood management systems are integrated into site 


design 


 Complies


Refer to the stormwater and flood magagement 


report for further information 
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4W Waste management [p.131] 


Objective 4W-1 


Waste storage facilities are designed to minimise impacts 


on the streetscape, building entry and amenity of 


residents 


 Complies


 Garbage collection will be located in each loading


area and is separated from public and residential


areas.


 Bulky waste areas will be provided internally and will


be managed by the building manager







 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 


 


 
 


 


 


 
 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 


  


       


     


  


  


     


  


   


      


      


  


         


  


      


 


  


         


 


 


   


 


  


       


  


         


      


 


  


        


           


 


      


  


       


  


  


     


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Objective 4W-2 


Domesticwasteisminimisedbyprovidingsafeand 


convenient source separation and recycling 


10.0 APPENDICES 


 Complies 


 Communal waste chutes will be provided for 


residents in convenient and accessible locations 


related to each vertical core. 


 Waste and recycling storage areas will be well 


ventilated and have durable and washable finishes 


in line with the DCP requirements. 


 All dwellings will be designed to have sufficient 


internal space for the holding of waste and recycling. 


4X Building Maintenance [p.133]  


 


Objective 4X-1 


Buildingdesigndetailprovidesprotectionfrom 


weathering 


Objective 4X-2 


Systems and access enable ease of maintenance 


Objective 4X-3 


Materialselectionreducesongoingmaintenancecosts 


 Complies 


 Building materials will be selected to withstand the 


demands of the environment and to weather 


gracefully. 


 Painted and applied finishes areminimised 


 Complies 


 Suitable access for cleaning will be provided from 


the public domain or appropriately controlled roof 


access. 


 Complies 


 The use of applied finishes will be minimised in the 


development. 


 The proposed development will incorporate the 


following measures: 


o Sensors to control artificial lighting in 


common circulation spaces 


o Materials that weather with time 


Robust and durablematerials and 


finishes 
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Typical 1 Bed 


¦nternal Area: Minimum 5◇ m2 


External Area: Minimum 8 m2
 


Typical 2 Bed 


¦nternal Area: Minimum 75 m2 (for 2 bathrooms) 
External Area: Minimum 1◇ m2


 


Typical 3 Bed 


¦nternal Area: Minimum 95 m2 


External Area: Minimum 12 m2
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Fig. 8.2.8 Typica¦ apartment ¦ayouts demonstrating comp¦iance with ADC amenity requirements 
Typica¦ ¦ayouts have been used in projects inc¦uding Canterbury Road Apartments, Rose¦ands 
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10.3.3 BETTER PLACED ASSESSMENT 
 
 
 


Better Placed is a draft guideline by the Government Architect 


of NSW for a design-led planning strategy to create liveable, 


productive, sustainable and resilient communities. 


 
The Metro Quarter is a catalyst for the positive evolution of 


the Waterloo Estate and surrounding areas. To achieve this 


successfully, a number of strategies have been developed 


based on the seven Better Placed objectives. These 


strategies will ensure the built environment will be healthy, 


responsive, integrated, equitable and resilient: 
 
 


 


 


 
Better Fit 


Contextual, local and of its 
place 


Good design is place based 


and relevant to and resonant 


with local character, heritage 


and communal aspirations. It 


contributes to evolving and 


future character and setting.  


  


  
The Metro Quarter response: 


  
• 


Positively responds to the 
existing character and built 


environment of the area as 


well as the potential future 


character of the Waterloo 


Estate 


Better Performance 


Sustainable, adaptable and 
durable 


Environmental sustainable and 


responsiveness is essential to 


a c h i e v e t h e h i g h e s t 


performance standards and for 


functional, whole of life design. 


 
The Metro Quarter response: 


 
• 


The design of built form 
considers the 


environmental impact of the 


development onto the  
surrounding context and 


their inherent 


environmental amenities  


• 
Detail design of the Metro 
Quarter and the choice of 


high quality and durable  
materials and finishes will 


tie into the existing 


character 


• 
Innovative initiatives are 
integrated, e.g., WSUD  


Better for Community 


Inc lus ive, connected  and 
diverse 


Incorporating diverse uses, 


housing types and economic 


f r a m e w o r k s w i l l s u p p o r t 


engaging places and resilient  


c o m m u n i t i e s a n d c r e a t e  


inclus ive, welcoming and  


equitable environments.  


 
The Metro Quarter response: 


 
• 


Variety of land uses 
proposed to complement  
existing uses 


• 
A range of public spaces 
and buildings  


• 
Potential for the community 
to program the public 


space for events  


• 
Social and affordable 
housing provided to 


support more choice and 


affordability for the 


community 


• 
Delivery of public benefits 
upfront 


Better for People 


Safe, comfortable and liveable 
Design should focus on safety, 


comfort and the functionality of 


place to support good and 


functional places for people. 


 


 


 
The Metro Quarter response: 


 
• 


All inclusive access 


• 
Convenient and easy 
navigation through the 


space  


• 
Passive surveillance 
promoted through siting 


and location of uses 


• 
Public spaces provided 
with good amenity and 


quality of finishes 


Better working 


Functional, efficient and fit for 
purpose 


Buildings and spaces that work 


well for their proposed use and 


have the ability to adapt to 


change will remain valuable and 


well-utilised. 


The Metro Quarter response: 


 
• 


Non residential uses 
provide services and 


facilities required for the 


future community  


• 
Buildings and spaces are 
designed to accomodate 


future change and adapt 


by providing flexible floor 


plates and appropriate 


heights 


Better Value 


Creating and Adding Value 
Good design generates on- 


going value for people and 


communities, minimises costs 


over time, raises standards and 


quality of life for users and 


provides return on investment  


for industry.  


  


  
The Metro Quarter response: 


 
• 


Use of high quality finishes 
that require less cost to 


maintain  


• 
Buildings located to 
maximise amenity benefits 


for solar, wind and noise 


mitigation  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Better Look & Feel 


Engaging, inviting and attractive 
The built environment should be 


w e l c o m i n g , a e s t h e t i c a l l y 


pleasing and promote positive 


engagement by encouraging 


community use and enjoyment. 


The Metro Quarter response: 


• 
Design of safe and attractive 
public domain 


• 
Spaces designed to 
encourage social interaction 


(both programmed and 


unprogrammed) 
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